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FOREWORD

in its " Policy Statement on Severe Accidents Regarding Future Designs and Existing Plants," the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) formulated an approach for systematic safety examination of existing plants. The
purpose of this examination was to study particular accident vulnerabilities and desirable, cost-effective changes to
ensure that the plants do not pose any undue risk to public health and safety. To implement this approach, the
Commission issued Generic Letter 88-20, requesting that all licensees perform an Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
"to identify any plant-spec @c vulnerabilities to severe accidents and report the results to the Commission "

In concert with the objectives of the policy statement, a memorandum from the Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, dated

May 12.1993, recommended that the NRC " publish a world-class document highlighting the sigmficant safety
insights resultingfrom this program andshowing how the safety ofreactors has been improvedby the IPE initiative "
This draft report fulfills that recommendation by documenting the insights gained by reviewing the IPE submittals.
As such, this report provides perspectives on the following major objectives:

the impact of the IPE program on reactor safety*

- the number and type of vulnerabilities or other safety issues that have been identified, and the
related safety enhancements that have been implemented

- the impact that the improvements have had on plant safety

- whether any of the improvements have generic implications for all or a class of plants
1

p| ant specific features and assumptions that play a significant role in core damage frequency (CDF) f
*

estimation and containment performance analysis

- the important design and operational features that affect CDF and containment performance, with
regard to the different reactor and containment types

i

the innuence of the IPE methodology and assumptions on the results, with regard to the different-

reactor and containment types

- the significant plant improvements in reducing CDF and increasing containment performance, with
regard to the different reactor and containment types

the importance of the operator's role in CDF estimation and containment performance analysis
a

- operator actions that are consistently important in the IPEs

- operator actions that are important because of plant-specific characteristics

- the innuence of medeling assumptions and different methodologies on the results

IPEs with respect to risk-informed regulation*

xx NUREG-1560, Draft
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Foreword

- the quality of the IPEs, compared to a quahty probabilistic risk assessment and, therefore, the
potential role of the IPEs in risk-informed regulation

in addition to the above objectives, this report provides perspectives on the following items:

the implication of the IPE results relative to the current risk level of U.S. plants compared with the*

1 Commission's Safety Goals

the improvements that have been identined as a result of the station blackout rule and analyzed as part ofa

| the IPE, and the impact of these improvements on reducing the likelihood of station blackout

the results of the IPEs compared with the perspectives gained from NUREG-1150*

;

As noted above, the perspectives presented in this report are derived frcm results presented solely in the IPE )i

submittals. Consequently, comments on the interpretation and accuracyof the iPE results as presented in this report Ii

are particularly important. All comments should be addressed in writing within 90 days to:

'

Mary Drouin
OfGce of Nucicar Regulatory Research i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

MS T10E50

Washington, DC 20555

This report will be revised on the basis of comments received. The final version of this report is expected to be
issued in 1997.

f

MM M
#

M. Wayne Hodges, Director
Division of Systems Technology

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

NUREG-1560, Draft xxii
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REPORT ORGANIZATION

As a result of Generic Letter 88-20, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission received 75 separate IPE submittals

covering 108 nuclear units, each submittal containing a wealth of information. Table I lists the general type of
information contained in a single submittal.

1

Table I Generalinformation contained in IPE submittals, 1

|

|

j Core damage frequency generalinformation Containment analysis general information

| * Plant design and operational information (e.g., * Plant design and operational information (c g.,
j system operation, function, dependencies, cavity geometry, containment strength, spray; configuration) operation)
) + Analysis scope, boundary conditions, data, * Analysis scope. boundary conditions, data, )

,

i assumptions, models, methods assumptions, models, methods.
* Core damage fr.:quency + Plant damage states and frequencies
+ initiating events and frequencies + Containment event trees
* Success criteria * Containment failure frequencies
* Operator actions and failure probabilities + Containment failure modes and mechanisms
* Equipment failure probabilities + Radionuclide release frequencies
* Accidem sequence results * Containment failure contributors
* CDF and accident sequence dominant contributors + Mitigating systems.

+ Plant vulnerabilities and improvements * Containment performance improvements
* Plant vulnerabilitics and improvements

in examining the information from the IPE submittals, the staff adopted the following viewpoints:

impact of the IPE Program on reactor safety*

reactor and containment design and operational perspectives*

IPEs with respect to risk informed regulation*

additional IPE perspectivesa

The report is arranged in five parts. Part I provides an overall summary of the key perspectives gained in each of

the above areas. Parts 2 through 5 provide a more in-depth discussion of the perspectives gained by reviewing the
IPE submittals. The contents of these parts and associated chapters (as shown in Figure I) are described in more
detail below.

Glossary and Index -

Many terms used in this report are dependent on the technical context and, therefore, can vary in definition.
Glossaries are provided at the end of Volumes I and 2 to aid the reader in understanding the specific meaning of
each term as used in this report.

In addition, the staff anticipates that this report will be used by many different readers, each with different interests.

To further aid the reader, the staff has provided an index to quickly point the reader to specific items of interest.

xxiii NUREG-1560, Draft
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Part 1, SUMMARY REPORT
Individual Plant Examinations:4

Perspectives on Reactor Safety and
; Plant Performance
g

(
.

pg, i g The number and type of vulnerabiliues and the suteequent associated safety
i

stw IPE Program enhanmnenW the unpact of plant winasbWucs and improvments on plant '

= gence, safety; identibdon of generic plant improvements, and containment performance
; sateey improvemema

j 'the influence of plant & .. and opration versus analysis data, assumptions,*d
j g"8" mode.ts sad scope on the variability of the IPE results among and within the

and W different classes of plants (reactor types and containment types); and =h&g
y,,,pe,. the key plant feerun s and operator actions and plant irnprovemmis in preventing

and auugating core damage and radionuclide releans

I

'
The role of the IPEs in rial irJoaned regulation, inchuhng the charactauucs of

I'd .i a qualiry PRA, how the IPEa cornpare with these attributes for a quality PRA,
WM and the tunited staff review of the IPE submittals
Regulaws

f
i
! Otha perspecoves that can be runed from the IPE results, including inferences
! Part 5, h regg,tng the Commissiona's safety goals, the impact of the station blackout rule
I MW" on core damage, and the NUREG-ll50 perstamves compared to thane of the

IPEs.

Figure i IPE NUREG report roadmap.
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Volume 1, Part 1 - Summary Report

Part 1 is a single-volume report divided into eight chapters, as follows:

|
Chapter I serves as an introduction, providing background information; discussing the objectives of the IPE| *

Insights Program; presenting the scope, limitations, and general comments regarding the program; and

serving as a roadmap to the remainder of the document.
,

Chapter 2 summarizes the key perspectives on the impact of the IPE program on reactor safety. Chapter 2*

is divided into three sections as follows:

- Section 2.1 discusses the plant vulnerabilities and their impact on reactor safety (as

reported by licensees), a;ong with any generic implications.

- Section 2.2 discusses plant improvements and their impact on reactor safety (as reported

by licensecs) along with any generic implications.

- Section 2.3 discusses plant specific containment performance improvements identified by

licensees.

Chapter 3 a summarizes the key perspectives regarding plant-specific features and assumptions that play a*

significant role in CDF. For each reactor class, this chapter discusses the key design and operational
features that affect CDF, as well as the impact and influence of methods and assumptions on CDF results,

and the significant improvements affecting CDF on a core damage accident class basis. The key
perspectives discussed include those features, methods, and assumptions that have the greatest impact on

caesing the variability observed in the results for the given class of plants. Therefore, Chapter 3 is divided
|

into sections aligned with the different classes of boiling water reactor (BWR) and pressurized water reactor

(PWR) plants as defined in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The perspectives within the different classes are

discussed relative to the different accident classes as defined in Table 4. i

i

Chapter 4 summarizes of the key perspectives on the plant-specific features and assumptions that play a |*

significant role in the containment performance. For each containment class, this chapter discusses the key |

design and operational features that affect containment performance, as well as the impact and influence of I

methods and assumptions on containment performance results, and the significant improvements affecting |
containment performance on a containment failure class basis. The key perspectives discussed include those |
features, methods, and assumptions that have the greatest impact on causing the variability observed in the (

resuits for the given class of plants. Therefore, the perspectives in Chapter 4 are discussed relative to the |
different containment failure classes (as defined in Table 5). As in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 is also divided into (
sections with the perspectives provided for the different BWR and PWR containment classes as defined in

Tables 6 and 7, respectively, in addition, this criteria discusses perspectives on the reported radionuclide

releases resulting from containment bypass or early containment failure.

1
I
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1

Table 2 Summary of BWit plant classes and associated nuclear
;

power plants.

| Class IPE submittals
I

] * Hig Rock Point Dresden 2&3* Millstone i * Nine Mile Point I
*

i * Oyster Creek
j BWR 1/2/3
2

( These plants generally have separate shutdown cooling and containment spray systems and a multi-loop
core spray system. With the exception of Big Rock Point, which is hous< d in a large dry containment,I
these plants use an isolation condenser.

!llrowns Ferry 2 * Drunswick I&2 + Cooper * Duane Arnold
a

,

j l'ermi 2* Fitzpatrick* llatch l&2 * Hope Creek*

; * Limerick 1&2 * Monticello ;
Peach Bottom 2&3 * Pilgrim I ;

*

* Quad Cities IA2 * Susquehanna I&23

Vermont Yankee*

BWR 3/4

These plants are designed with two independent high-pressure injection systems, namely reactor core
43

{ isolation cooling and high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI). The associated pumps are each powered
i

by a steam-driven turbine. These plants also have a multi-loop core spray system and a multi-mode
j

residual heat removal (RllR) system that can be aligned for low pressure coolant injection, shutdown
{ cooling, suppression pool cooling, and containment spray functions.
i
4

! * Clinton * Grand Gulf I LaSalle !&2 * Nine Mile Point 2*

} * Perry 1 * River Bend * WNP 2
| BWR 5/6
j

These plants use a high-pressure corc spray (IIPCS) system that replaced the llPCI system. The llPCS

j system consists of a single motor-driven pump train powered by its own electrical division complete
,

;

!
with a designated diesel generator. These plants also have a single train low-pressure core spray

|

i system, as well as a multi-mode RHR system similar to the system design in the BWR 3/4 group. I

.

l
t
*

| '

1,

1 1

1 |
|

:

,

i.
a

i
.

'
i

1
i

4

e

i
l

i
!
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Report Organization

Table 3 Summary of PWR plant classes and associated nuclear
power plants.

Class IPE submittals

Davis Besse * Oconce 1,2&3* ANO I * Crystal River 3 +

Babcock & * TMI I
Wilcox
(B&W) The B&W plants use once through steam generators. Primary system feed-and bleed cooling can be

established through the pressurizer power relief valves using the high pressure injection (llPI) system.
The llPI pump shutoff head is greater than the pressuriier safety relief valve setpoint. Emergency
core cooling recirculation (ECCR) requires manual alignment to the containment sumps. The reactor
coolant pumps (RCPs) are generally a Byron Jackson design.

* ANO 2 + Calvert Cliffs I&2 + Fort Calhoun I + Maine Yankee

* Millstone 2 + Palisades * Palo Verde 1,2&3 * San Onofre 2&3

Combustion + St. Lucie I&2 + Waterford 3

Engineering

(CE) The CE plants use U-tube steam generators with mixed capability to establish feed-and-biced cooling.
Several CE plants are designed withuut pressurizer power-operated valves. The RCPs are a Byron
Jackson design.

Westinghouse + Ginna + Kewaunec * Point Beach l&2 * Prairie Island I&2

2-loop
These plants use U tube steam generators and are designed with air-operated pressurizer relief valves.
Two independent sources of high-pressure cooling are available to the RCP seals. Decay heat can be
removed from the primary system using feed-and-bleed cooling. ECCR requires manual switchover
to the containment sun ps. The RCPs are a Westinghouse design.

,

* Beaver Valley I + Beaver Valley 2 * Farley l&2 + North Anna 1&2

Westinghouse + Robinson 2 * Shearon llarris I + Summer * Surry l&2

3-loop + Turkey Point 3&4

This group is similar in design to the Westinghouse 2 loop group. The RCPs are a Westinghouse
design.

+ Braidwood l&2 * Byron 1&2 * Callaway * Catawba l&2

+ Comanche Peak l&2 * DC Cook l&2 + Diablo Canyon l&2 + liaddan: Neck

+ Indian Point 2 + Indian Point 3 + McGuire I&2 + Millstone 3

h Westinghouse * Salem l&2 + Seabrook + Sequoyah I&2 * South Texas l&2

4-toop + Vogtle I&2 + Watts Bar i + Wolf Creek * 7 ion I&2

The Westinghouse 4 loop group includes nine plants housed within ice condenser containments.
Many of these plants have large refueling water storage tanks such that switchover to ECCR either is
not needed during the assumed mission time or is significantly delayed. The RCPs are a
Westinghouse design.

NUREG-1560, Draft xxviii
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Table 4 Dennition of core damage accident classes.

Accident Accident class definition
class

Transients
- events that disrupt the normal conditions in the plant requirsng a reactor trip with the needfor

core heat removal. Transient imtiators include events relatedto the balance of-plant (e g., turbine
1% or loss offeedwater) and events associatedwith plant support systems (e.g, loss ofservice
water or loss ofAC bus). |

\

General
For BWRs and PWRs transient events follow ed by failure to successfully remove core heat and bringTransients the reactor to safe sWtoown

for BWRs, this class is divided into two subclasses:-

(I) Transients with loss of coolant injection -
Events followed by immediate loss of all coolant injection systems rerutting in core damage and
potentially containment failure

!

(2) Transients with loss of decay heat removal-

Events followed by initial success of coolant injection systems and immediate failure of decay heat
temovat systems. Adverse environments created in the suppression pool and the containment (or
the connected building following containment venting or failure) may result in failure of coolant
injection systems and subsequent core damage. Containment failure can occur before the initiation

!of core damage.
'

Station
Transient events that strictly involve an initial loss of offsite power followed by a failure of emergencyBlackout
onsite AC power. The failure of AC power results in failure of AC-dependent systems, leaving only

|the AC independent system available for core heat remc. val

Anticipated
Transient events followed by a failure to terminate th: nuclear chain reaction by failing to insert the

1

transient control rods
without |

scram

Loss-of. - events that disrupt the normal conditions in the plant as a result of a breach in the primarycoolant.
coolant causing a loss of core coolant inventoryand lead directlyto a reactor trip with the needaccidents for ce re heat removal

(LOCAs)

General
LOCAs that irvolve primary system pipe breaks of all sizes that occur within the containment, pumpLOCAs seal failures, and inadvertent open relief valve initiating events. (The contribution from transient
initiators with a subsequent stuck open relief valve are included in the transient accident classes.)

Interfacing,
LOCAs in systems that interface with the primary system (including the emergency core coolingSystem system) at locations that result in an open path out of the containment

LOCAs

Steam
LOCAs that involve loss from the primary to the secondary through a ruptured steam generator tube

Generator
Tube
Rupture |

Internal
- events that unvolve rupture of water hnes or operator errors that directlyresult in failure ofFlooding

required mitigating systems (e g., through loss of coohng) and'orfad other mitigating systems as a
-

result of submergence or spraying of requoredcomponents wush water.

1
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Table 5 Definition of containment failure mode classes.
.

4

Feiture Containment failure made definition~

i
mode

Bypass Failure of the pressure boundary between the high-pressure reactor coolant system and a low pressure
'

auxiliary system. For PWRS, bypass can also occur t.ccause the failure of the steam generator tubes, either
as an initiating event or as a result of severe accident conditions. In these scenarios,if core damage
occurs, a direct path to the environment can exist.

i Early Structural failure of the containment within a few hours of the start of core damage. Early structural
failure can result from a variety of mechanisms such as direct contact of the core debris with the
containment, rapid pressure and temperature loads, hydrogen combustion, and fuel-coolant interactions.
Failures to isolate containment and vented containments are classiGed as early containment failures.

t

Late Structural failure of the containment several hours after reactor vessel failure. Late structural failure can
result from a variety of mechanisms, such as gradual pressure and temperature increases, hydrogen
combustion, and basemat melt-through by core debris. Venting containment late in an accidcnt is
classiGed as a late containment failure.

Table 6 Summary of BWR containment classes and associated

nuclear power plants,
;

I
4

Class IPE submittals
i

* Browns Ferry 2 * Brunswick 1&2 * Cooper * Dresden 2&3
Fitzpatrick * Itatch I&2* Duane Arnold * Fermi 2 - *

Mark i * Hope Creek * Millstone I * Monticello * Nine Mile Point I
Pilgrim I * Quad Citics 1&2* Oyster Creek * Peach Bottom 2&3 *

* Vermont Yankee |

The Mark I containment consists of two separate structures (solumes) connected by a series of large
pipes. One volume, the drywell, houses the reactor vessel and primary system components. The other
volume is a torus, called the wetwell, containing a large amount of water used for pressure suppression

and as a heat sink. The Brunswick units use a reinforced concrete structure with a steel liner. All other
Mark I containments are free-standing steel structures. The Mark I containments are inerted during plant |

|
operation to prevent hydrogen combustion.

* LaSalle I&2 * Limerick I&2 * Nine Mile Point 2 * Susquehanna !&2'

Mark II * WNP2

The Mark 11 containment consists of a single structure divided into two volumes by a concrete floor. The
|

drywell volume is situated directly above the wetwell volume and is connected to it with vertical pipes. '

.
Most Mark 11 containments are reinforced or post tensioned concrete structures with a steel liner, but

j WNP 2 uses a free standmg steel structure. These containments are also inerted during plant operation to

prevent hydrogen combustion.

Perry I * River Bend* Clinton * Grand Gulf I *

Mark 111<

The Mark Ill containment is signiGcantly larger then Mark I and Mark 11 containments, but has a lower
design pressure, it consists of the drywell volume surrounded by the wetwell volume, with both enclosed
by the primary containment shell. The drywell is a reinforced concrete structure in all Mark lli
containments, but the primary containment is a free standing steel structure at Perry and River Bend, and
a reir. forced concrete structure with steelimer at Clinton and Grand Gulf. These containments are not
inerted. but rely on igniters to burn off hydrogen and prevent signincant accumulation during a severe
accident.
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Tabic 7 Summary of PWR containment classes and associated
nuclear power plants.

Class4

IPE submittals
I

*ANOI ANO 2* Beaver Valley I * Beaver Valley 2*

', * Big Rock Point' Braidwood l&2* Byron I&2 * Callaway*

* Calvert Cliffs I&2 Comanche Peak l&2* Crystal River 3 * Davis Besse*

* Diablo Canyon 1&2 Farley I&2* Fort Calhoun I * Ginna*

Haddam Necke
Indian Point 2*

Indian Point 3 * Kewaunce*

Large dry * Maine Yankee * Millstone 2 Millstone 3 * North Anna l&2*

and * Oconee 1,2&3 * Palisades Palo Verde 1,2&3 * Point Beach 1&2*

Sub- * Prairie Island 1&2 * Robinson 2 Seabrook * San Onofre 2&3*

atmospheric * Salem 1&2 * South Texas l&2 St. Lucie l&2 * Sheaton Harris I*

* Summer * Surry l&2 TMII * Turkey Point 3&4*
* W aterf = Wolf Creek Vogtle l&2 * Zion l&2*

The large dry and subatmospheric containment group includes of 65 units, of which 7 have

containments kept at subatmospheric pressures. These containments rely on structural strength and |

large internal volume to maintain integrity during an accident. Most of these containments use a i

reinforced or post-tensioned concrete design with a steel liner. A few units are of steel construction.

* Catawba l&2 * DC Cook 1&2 McGuire l&2 * Sequoyah I&2*

Ice * Watts Bar I
condensers

The ice condenser cor.tainment is a pressure suppression containment that relics on the capability of
.

the ice condenser system to absorb energy released during an accident. The volumes and strength of
t

these containments are less than those of the large dry containments. Ice condenser containments
also rely on igniters to control the accumulation of hydrogen during an accident. Seven of the ice
condenser units have a cylindrical steel containment surrounded by a concrete secondary containment.
The remaining two units have a concrete containment with a steel liner and lack secondary
containments.

*Although Big Rock Point has a BWR, it is housed in a large dry containment; therefore, for containment classification
purposes, it is considered a PWR containment.

!

Chapter 5 summarizes the key perspectives on the importance of the operator's role in CDF estimation and
*

containment performance analysis. The important human actions are discussed for both the BWRs and the

PWRs. This discussion includes a description of the human actions generally important for the plants, a
summary of the differences between reactor classes, and a discussion of human actions important at only
a few plants. In addition, this chapter discusses perspectives on the variability observed in the human

actions, with emphasis on one particulac operator action (as an example of causes in variability).

Chapter 6 summarizes the key perspectives on iPEs with respect to risk-informed regulation. This chapter
*

is divided into four sections as follows:
-

Section 6.1 summarizes the role of the IPEs.

Section 6.2 summarizes the characteristicsthat comprise a current quality probabilisite risk
-

assessment (PRA).
-

Section 6.3 summarizes the comparison of the IPEs against the characteristicsof a quality
PRA.

-

Section 6.4 summarizes perspectives regarding th:ir potential role in risk-informed regulation.
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!
Chapter 7 summarizes additional IPE perspectives,and is divided into three sections as follows:i *

- Section 7.1 discusses the NUREG-Il50* risk results in light of what can be inferred |;

I

from the IPE results relative to the Commission's Safety Goals.
,

4

- Section 7.2 discusses the plant improvements associated with specific regulations (i.e., j

station blackout (SBO) rule) in light of their impact on CDF. |
1
1
'

- Section 7.3 discusses key perspectives identified in NUREG il50 in light of the results

from the IPE analyses.

~ Chapter 8 presents overall conclusions and observations considering the various perspectives provided in*

the previous chapters and the primary purposes of the IPE Insights Program to permit an understanding of
how reactor safety has been improved by the IPE initiative. In this regard, Chapter 8 provides perspectives

regarding how NUREG-1560 can be used, and is divided into four sections as follows:

Volume 2, Parts 2 through 5 -

Parts 2 through 5 comprise a single volume divided into ten chapters, as described below.

iPart 2 -Impact of the IPE Program on Reactor Safety )

Part 2 provides a more in depth discussion of the information provided in Part I, Chapter 2, impact of the IPE
Program on Reactor Safety. Part 2 comprises a single chapter, Chapter 9, concerning Plant Vulnerabilities and
improvements (including containment performance improvements). SpeciGeally, Chapter 9 summarizes the criteria
used to define vulnerabilities in the IPEs, and discusses specific vulnerabilities identified by the licensees and the
actions taken to address those vulnerabilities. This chapter also presents further discussion regarding speciGe

improvements identified by various licensees. Chapter 9 is divided into the following sections:

Section 9.1, Vulnerability Definition*

Section 9.2, Plant Vulneraoilities*

Section 9.3, Plant Improvements*

Section 9.4, Containment Performance Improvements*

Section 9.5, Impact on Reactor Safety As a Result of Plant Enhancements*

Part 3 - Reactor and Containment Design and Operational Perspectives

Part 3 provides a more in-depth discussion of the information in Part 1, Chapters 3,4 and 5, regarding reactor and
containment design and operational perspectives. As such, Part 3 is divided into the following four chapters:

Chapter 10, Background for Obtaining Reactor and Containment Design Perspectives, explains the approach*

chosen to obtain the perspectives discussed in this report. In addition, this chapter makes the reader aware

of the plant and containment characteristics, as well as the boundary conditions, assessments, and

'USNRC, " Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG il50,

December 1990..
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assumptions used in IPE modeling that can potentially affect the results reported in the IPEs. This
information will help the reader understand the specine perspectives and insights discussed in the subsequent
chapters.

Chapter 11, Reactor Design Perspectives, discusses the CDF perspectives relative to reactor design in greater
*

depth than is provided in Chapter 3. This discussion includes the dominant contributors summarized in
Chapter 3 for each accident class in each reactor class, along with discussion of other contributors to the

accident class CDFs. This chapter also provides quantitative CDF information, indicating the ranges of

reported CDFs and averages. In addition, for each reactor class, this chapter discusses the factors causing
plants to have the highest and lowest CDFs for each accident class.

L

4

Chapter 12, Containment Design Perspectives, provides additional details about the perspectives obtained
*

regarding the treatment and results of containment performance in the IPEs, as summarized in Chapter 4.
! As such, this chapter provides further discussion of the plant-specific features and assumptions that impact
| the results. In addition, this chapter presents more quantitative information, involving ranges and averages
| of probabilities and frequencies of containment failure modes and releases, grouped by containment class.
|
!

Chapter 13, OperationalPerspectives, provides additional perspectives regarding human actions beyond those
*

|

| summarized in Chapter 5. This discussion includes the approach used to obtain the perspectives, as well
| as additional detail regarding the approaches used to model human actions in the IPEs. In general, this
| chapter provides more in-depth discussions for the perspectives summarized in Chapter 5 as well as more
! examples. The discussion regarding the difference in important operator actions relative to reactor class is

considerably expanded in Chapter 13, which also provides more examples of the causes of variability in
i important human actions.

Part 4 -IPEs with Respect to Risk-Informed Regulation

j Part 4 provides a more in-depth discussion of the information discussed in Part 1, Chapter 6, IPEs with Respect to '

Risk-Informed Regulation, and is divided into the following two chapters:

Chapter 14 provides a detailed and explicit description of acceptableattributes of a quality PRA. These
*

attributes cover the entire scope of a PRA (Levels I,2, and 3) for internal events (excluding internal Gre)
at full power. This discussion does not include the scope of a PRA covering internal fire, external events
(such as seismic) and other modes of operetion (such as shutdown).

Chapter 15 provides a detailed comparison of the IPEs, collectively,against the acceptableattributes for a
*

quality PRA (as defined in Chapter 14). This discussion identifies where the IPEs meet the attributes and,

! where (and to what degree) they deviate from the attributes.

Part 5 - Additional IPE Perspectives

Part 5 provides a more in-depth discussion of the additional IPE perspectives discussed in Part 1, Chapter 7, and is:

! divided into the three following chapters:

Chapter 16 provides a detailed description of how the IPE results were compared to the NRC safety goals
*

e

and subsidiary objectives. In particular, this chapter provides more detail concerning the approach adopted

|
!
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to infer how the IPE results might be compared to the quantitative health objectives. This comparison was f

complicated because offsite risk estimates were not reported in most IPEs.

l
Chapter 17 provides further information related to the impact of the SBO rule on CDFs. This information*

includes details on the approach used to address the impact of the SBO rule, including a discussion of the

type of coping methods used by various plants to comply with the SBO rule. Chapter 17 also provides
further details (beyond those in Section 7.2) on the factors affecting the SBO CDF for the groups of plants

that accounted for implementation of the SBO rule in the IPEs and those that did not account for
implementation of the rule in the IPEs. In addition, this chapter presents results of regression analyses that

were performed to determine the key factors affecting the SBO CDF.

Chapter 18 provides greater detail regarding a comparison of the IPE results with those reported in j*

NUREG 1150. Specifically,this chapter provides more detail on a numericalcomparison of the results and

the underlying reasons for the observed differences in the CDF analyses and containment performance
assessments. In addition, this chapter contrasts the perspectives derived from the NUREG-ll50 study with |

those drawn from the reported IPE results. |

|

|
,

1

i

|

|

. - . -

.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AC Alternating Current
AAC Altemate AC

!ADS Automatic Depressurization System;

| ADV Atmospheric Dump Valve

| AEOD Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
| AFW(S) Auxiliary Feedwater(System)
! AMSAC ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry

!ANL Argonne National Laboratory
jANO Arkansar Nuclear One
IARI Alternate Rod Insertion

ARFS Air Retum Fun System 1

!ASEP Accident Sequence Evaluation Program
jATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram

BAAT Battyy lifetime
BE Basic Event
BOP Balance of Plant
B&W Babcock and Wilcox
BWR Boiling Water Reactor 1

'

BWROG BWR Owners' Group
BWST Borated Water Storage Tank
CCI Core-Concrete Interaction '

CCFP Conditional Containment Failure Probability
CCW Component Cooling Water

|CD Core Damage
]CDF Core Damage Frequency '

CE Combustion Engineering 1

iCET Containment Event Tree '

CVCS Chemical and Volume Control Tank
CHR Containment Heat Removal
CPI Containment Perfomiance improvement
CRAC Calculations of Reactor Accident Consequences
CRD Control Rod Drive
CRDHS Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System
CS Core Spray
CSS Containment Spray System
Cs Cesium
CST Condensate Storage Tank

|CGCS Combustible Gas Control System
CW Circulating Water
DC Direct Current
DCH Direct Containment Heating
DDT Deflagration to Detonation Transformation
DHR Decay Heat Removal
DIS Distributed Igniter System

| EAC Emergency Altemating Current
EC Emergency Condenser
ECCR Fmergency Core Cooling Recirculation

!

l
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ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System

EDG Emergency Diesel Generator

ECF Early Containment Failure

ECF/B Early Containment Failure or Bypass

ECT Emergency Cooling Tower ;

EFW Emergency Feedwater
|

EOF Emergency Operations Facility
)

EOP Emergency Operating Procedure

EPG Emergency Procedure Guideline
,

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ESF Engineered Safety Feature

ESFA(S) Engineered Safety Feature Actuation (System)

ESW Emergency Service Water

EVSE Ex-vessel Steam Explosion

FCI Fuel-Coolant Interaction

FLIM Failure Likelihood index Methodology

FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

FWCl Feedwater Coolant Injection

GL Generic Letter

GE General Electric

GSI Generic Safety Issue

HCR Human Cognitive Reliability

HCU Hydraulic Control Units

HEP Human Error Probability

HHSI High Head Safety injection

HIS Hydrogen Igniter System

HPCI High-Pressure Coolant injection

HPCS High-Pressure Core Spray

HPI High-Pressure injection

HPME High-Pressure Melt Ejection

HPR High-Pressure Recirculation
|

HPSI High-Pressure Safety injection

HRA Human Reliability Analysis |

HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

i Iodine

lA Instrument Air

IC Isolation Condenser

IE Initiating Event

IORV Inadvertently Open Relief Valve

IPE Individual Plant Examination

IPEP Individual Plant Examination Partnership
)IREF Individual Risk Of Early Fatality .

ISGTR Induced Steam Generator Tube Rupture

ISLOCA Interfacing System Loss-of-Coolant Accident

kV Kilovolt
LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident

LER Licensee Event Report
,

1
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Abbreviations

LOOP Loss of Offsite Power
LOSP Loss of Station Power
NMLPCI Low-Pressure Coolant injection
LPCS Low Pressure Core Spray
LPI Low-Pressure Injection

j
'

LPR Low Pressure Recirculation
LPSI Low-Pressure Safety injection
LWR Light Water Reactor
MAAP Modular Accident Analysis Program

| MFW Main Feedwater
MOV Motor-Operated Valve
MSIV Main Steam isolation Valve
MTC Moderator Temperature Coefficient
NMP Nine Mile Point
MWt Megawatt
NPSH Net Positive Suction llead
NRC US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System
NSW Normal Service water
NUMARC Nuclear Management and Resources Council
ORCA Operator Reliability Characterization and Assessment
ORE Operator Reliability Experiments
PARV Power Actuated Relief Valves
RBCCW Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
RCFC Reactor Containment Fun Cooler
RPT Recirculation Pump Trip
RWCU Reactor Water Cleanup
PCPL Primary Containment Pressure Limit
PCS Power Conversion System
PDS Plant Damage State
PlV Pressure isolation Valve
PORY Power-Operated Relief Valve
PRA Probabilistic Risk Analysis / Assessment
PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment
PSF Performance Shaping Factor
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
QHO Quantitative Health Objective
RAI Request for AdditionalInformation,

' )RCIC Reactor Core isolation Cooling
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (NRC)
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RHRSW Residual Heat Removal Service Water
RPS Reactor Protection System
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
RWST Refueling Water Storage Tank
RY Reactor-Year

i
.
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Abbreviations

SAMG Severe Accident Management Guidelines f
SAR Safety Analysis Report |
SBO Station Blackout i

SBOR Station Blackout Rule |

SDC Shutdown Cooling

SEGR Steam Explosion Review Group

SER Staff Evaluation Report

SG Steam Generator

SGFP Steam Generator Feedwater Pump

SGTR Steam Generator Tube Rupture ;

SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System

SilARP Systematic Iluman Action Reliability Procedure

SLC Standby Liquid Control |

SLCS Standby Liquid Control System

SLIM Success Likelihood Index Methodology

S-LOCA Seal LOCA

SNL Sandia National Laboratories

SORV Stuck Open Relief Valve

SPC Suppression Pool Cooling

SPMU Suppression Pool Makeup

SRV Safety Relief Valve

SSMP Safe Shutdown Makeup Pump |

SSW Standby Service Water

SW Service Water

TAF Top of Active Fuel

TBCCU Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water

Te Tellurium

T-1 Time-Induced

THERP Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

TM1 Three Mile Island

TRC Time Reliability Correlation

TSC Technical Support Center

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority

U.S. United States

USI Unresolved Safety issue

W Westinghouse

WNP2 Washington (State) Nuclear Power, Unit 2

VB Vessel Breach

|

l
I

!
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9. PLANT VULNERABILITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS

The primary goal of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) program as delineated in Generic Letter (GL) 88 20
(Ref. 9.1) is " identifying plantapecific vulnerabilities to severe accidents that could be fixed with low cost
improvements." This goal is a product of the systematic examination required by GL 88-20. The Generic Letter
indicates that "It is expected that during the course of the examination,the utility would carefully examine the results

to determine if there are worthwhile prevention or mitigation measures that could be taken to reduce the core damage
frequency or poor containment performance with the attendant radioactive release."To help the utilities address
improvements related to preventing containment failure, Supplements 1 and 3 to GL 88-20 were issued and contain

specific containment performance improvement (CPI) recommendations. However, it is recognized in the Generic

Letter that the potential benefits from any plant improvement are plant specific and are dependent upon on the
frequency and consequences of the accidents contributing to core damage and containment failure.

While only a small fraction of the licensees identify w hat is explicitly called vulnerabilities in their submittals, nearly|

| all of the licensees identify areas warranting investigation of potential improvements, both design and procedural.
The resulting equipment and procedural changes to the plants have been a benefit to the overall safety of the industry
and may not have occurred without implementation of the IPE process, with its inherent systematic analysis of plant
safety. ;

I

No specific definition for what constitutes a " vulnerability"is provided in GL 88-20 or in the subsequent Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) IPE submittal guidance documented in NUREG-1335 (Ref. 9.2). Instead,

the licensees are asked to decide if a specific vulnerability or weakness exists at their plant and whether some plant
| improvement is needed. Hence, there is considerable variability among the submittals regarding what is a
i

vulnerability. A problem that is considered a vulnerability at one plant may not be considered a vulnerability at
another plant. Furthermore, for many plants, the submittal wording is such that it is not always clear whether a
licensee is identifying a finding as a " vulnerability" or as some other serious issue worthy of attention but not

necessarily a " vulnerability." As a result, this report attempts to differentiate those cases where the licensee appears
to explicitlydefine the issue as a " vulnerability" from other identified areas considered for plant improvements. The

I

various definitions of" vulnerability"used by the licensees and the plant improvements identified in the submittals,

'

to address some of these vulnerabilities and other issues not explicitly identified as vulnerabilities,(including
containment performance improvements) are discussed in detail in this chapter. A summary of the key perspectives
on the impact of the IPE program on reactor safety is provided in Chapter 2 of Part 1.

1

9.1 Vulnerability Definitions

One of the reporting guidelines presented in NUREG-1335 is that each licensee present "a concise discussion of the

criteria used by the utility to define vulnerabilities, and the fundamental causes of each vulnerability." Most of the

licensees clearly identify criteria for identifying " vulnerabilities" or other areas worthy of a potential plant
improvement. The identified criteria are discussed below.

The definitions for vulnerability used in many of the submittals are based on one of two sets of quantitative criteria:
(1) the criteria provided in NUMARC Severe Accident issue Closure Guidelines Document 91-04
(Ref. 9.3), and (2) NRC's Safety Goal Policy Statement (Ref. 9.4) defining a core damage
frequency (CDF) subsidiary objective of IE-4 per reactor year (ry) and a large release subsidiary objective of
IE-6/ry. A third criterion utilized in many submittals is based on using importance measures or the results of
sensitivity studies to determine which components or systems are the most vital to the plant. Several variations and,

| combinations of these quantitative criteria are identified in the submittals and are discussed below. No specific

!
t
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

definition of vulnerability can be identified for a third of the plants. Ilowever, for a significant number of these

plants, some sort of criterion is utilized to identify areas for improving the plant safety.-

Approximately 20% of the plants report using some variation of the NUMARC guidelines to identify what they
explicitly call vulnerabilities. The NUMARC guidelines, shown in Table 9.I, consist of a graded review process to

identifyplant-specifievulnerabilities. Applicationof theNUMARCmethodologyrequiresthattheaccidentsequences
be grouped into functional groupings suggested by the guidelines. The quantitative results for each functional
grouping are then compared with the NUMARC closure guidelines. The closure guidelines suggest possible licensee

responses to identified vulnerabilities, ranging from hardwar: or procedural modifications to treatment in a severe
iaccident management plan, that are a function of the core damage frequency or percentage of core damage due to;

an accident functional group. As indicated in Table 9.1, two sets of closure guidelines are provided, each with four

levels; one set of criteria is for core damage sequences and one is for containment bypass sequences. The core ,

|
damage closure guideline values range from IE-4/ry for the top level to IE-6/ry at the bottom level and are an order

of magnitude higher than the containment bypass values. ;

l

|

Table 9.1 NUMARC vulnerability guidelmes.

2

Mean CDF per sequence Mean containment bypass p g ; gg
group frequency

Greater than IE-4/ry Greater than IE-5/ry 1. Find a cost-effective plant administrative,
procedural, or hardware modiGeation withor or

;
greater than 50% of total CDF greater than 20% of total CDF emphasis on eliminating or reducing the

likelihood of the source of the accident
sequence initiator.

.

2. If unable to do 1, treat in Emergency Operating
] Procedures (EOPs) or other plant procedures

with emphasis on prevention of core damage. J;

3. If unable to do I and 2, ensure Severe Accident ]
Management Guideline (SAMG) is in place ;

with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of core j
damage, vessel failure, and containment failure. I

l

IE-4/ry to IE 5/ry IE 5/ry to IE-6/ry 1. Find a cost-effective treatment in EOPs or
other plant procedures or make minoror or

20% to 50% of total CDF 5% to 20% of total CDF hardware changes with emphasis on
prevention of core damage.

2. If unable to do I, ensure SAMG is in place
with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of,

'

core damage, vessel failure, and containment
failure.

IE.5/ry to IE-6/ry IE-6/ry to IE 7/ry Ensure SAMG is in place with emphasis on
prevention / mitigation of core damage, vessel
failure, and containment failure.

Less than IE-6/ry Less than IE-7/ry No specine action required.

.
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements,

A summary of the vulnerability criteria used in the IPEs based on the NUMARC 91-04 guidelines is presented in
Table 9-2.

Many licensees who adopt the NUMARC guidelines define a vulnerability as a functional sequence
exceeding only the top evaluation criteria (greater than IE-4/ry CDF or 50% of the total plant CDF). Additionally,

,

'

most licensees using the NUMARC guidelines define a containment bypass vulnerability as any such functional
sequence of this type with a CDF greater than the NUMARC top criterion of IE-5/ry or contributing greater than
20% to the total CDF. Some licensees, when using the NUM ARC guidelines, identify vulnerabilities associated with
sequences meeting any of the graded NUMARC criteria (notjust the top criteria). In many of these cases, resolution
of a " vulnerability" meeting the lower tier NUMARC criteria is addressed simply by incorporating the issue into
future accident management strategies. Other licensees use slightly modified versions of the NUMARC top criteria
to define a vulnerability. When this is done, usually the modification is that the percent contribution forms of the

criteria are not used (on the basis that a large percentage of a small absolute frequency should not be used to identify
a vulnerability).

Table 9.2 Summary of vulnerability criteria in IPEs using NUM ARC 91-04.
.

Criteria used to define " vulnerabilities" Plant type Plant name

NUMARC 91-04. Combustion Engineering (CE) Calvert Cliffs l&2,
pressurized water reactor (PWR) Fort Calhoun i
2-Loop

Westinghouse (W) PWR 3-Loop Summer

W PWR 4 Loop Ca!!away

NUMARC 91-04 (adjusted to address systemic W PWR 4 Loop South Texas l&2 !sequences).

!
NUMARC 91-04 (modified). iunerally, only the top Doiling water reactor (BWR) 6 Grand Gulf 1, Perry I
criterion was used. Some licensees also only used the

iabsolute CDF criterion, arguing the percentage Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) PWR ANOI ;
contribution criterion is not appropriate when the 2-Loop '

CDF is small.
i

CE PWR 2-Loop or 3 Loop ANO 2

W PWR 3 Loop Farley l&2 l

W PWR 4 Loop Diablo Canyon l&2,
Vogtle l&2

NUMARC 91-04 (modified); also, any source term BWR4 liatch 1&2
analysis bin representing containment failure or
impairment, with a frequency greater than IE 5 and l

in which a f unction, system, operator action, or other |

element substantially contributes to total frequency.

NUMARC 91-04; also, total plant CDF exceeds DWRS WNP 2
IE-4/ry and sequence (s) indicate that a plant specific
feature is an outlier to comparable BWR probabilistic
risk asse.;sments(PRAs)

NUMARC 91-04 (modified); also, single or common- CE PWR 2-Loop Waterford 3
mode component failure, support system failure, or
operator action with significant impact on CDF.
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Some licensecs use the NUMARC guidelines in combination with additional criteria for identifying vulnerabilities. |

For example, some licensees have added a Level 2 criterion related to the frequency of a source term bin exceeding |
t

IE-5/ry. Waterford has explicitly added criteria related to single failures, common cause failures, support system
failures, and operator errors that have a significant impact on the core damage frequency in their vulnerability
screening. The vulnerability screening criterion for Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2 also requires that the total

I

CDF be within the NRC safety goal of IE-4/ry and includes a search for sequencesthat are outfiers when compared

to similar plants because of a plant-specine feature.

The CDF and large release subsidiary objectives from the NRC Safety Goal Policy Statement,used by approximately
25% of the licensees (see Tabic 9.3), are nearly equivalent to some of the NUM ARC criteria in that these objectives

focus on just the absolute frequencies for CDF (but in this case the total plant CDF instead of an accident grouping!

frequency) and a large signiGcant release. Any sequences contributing signiGcantly to exceeding either or both
criteria are examined by licensees for those design or operational aspects which cause such a vulnera~oitity, and

resolutions are investigated to lessen the potential for such a vulnerability. Some plants use modified safety goal

subsidiary objectives frequencies in their deOnitions (e.g., SE-4/ry for CDF and SE-5/ry for an early release
frequency). One plant (Oyster Creek) applies the criteria at the systemic sequence levelinstead of for the total plant
CDF. Another plant (Palisades) has changed the large release criteria from IE-6/ry to 10% of the plant CDF.

Table 9.3 Summary of vulnerability criteria in IPEs using NRC Safety Goal
subsidiary objectives.

Criteria used to define " vulnerabilities" Plant type Plant name

Any core damage sequence exceeding IE-4/ry or any BWR2 Oyster Creek

containment bypass sequence or large early containment
BWR6 River Bend

failure sequence exceeding IE-6/ry.

W PWR 2-Loop Ginna

W PWR 4-Loop Seabrook

Total plant CDF exceeds IE-4/ry or large release BWR4 Vermont Yankee

frequency exceeds IE-6/ry? If so, are any plant-specific W PWR 2 Loop Point Beach 1&2
design / operating characteristics dominant contributors?

W PWR 4 Loop indian Point 2

Results suggest core damage frequency would not meet BWR3 Monticello. Pilgrim i

NRC Safety Goal subsidiary objectives? Are there any
new/ unusual core damage containment failure
mechanisms compared to other PRAs?

Is there adequate assurance of no undue risk to public W PWR 2 Loop Prairic Island l&2

health and safety? Are there any new/ unusual core
damage containment failure mechanisms compared to
other PRAs?

Results suggest core damage frequency would not meet BWR2 Nine Mile Point i

NRC Safety Goal subsidiary objectives? New/ unusual Duane ArnoldBWR4
core damage containment failure mechanisms compared
to other PRAs? Systems. componenta operator actions BWR5 Nine Mile Point 2
that dramatically affect core damage?

BWR6 Clinton

|
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements
i
| Table 9.3 Summary of vulnerability criteria in IPEs using NRC Safety Goal

subsidiary objectives.
}

1 Criteria used to define " vulnerabilities" Plant type Plant name}

Level 1: New/ unusual core damage containment failure BWR4 Fermi 2; mechanisms, compared to other PRAs? Results suggestj
core damage frequency would not meet NRC Safety

j
Goal subsidiary objectives? Any systems, components,

i or operator actions that control core damage?
1
.

f Level 2: Containment capability acceptable? Unusually
i poor containment response performance? Containment
| isolation system reliability acceptable? Containment
i bypass frequency acceptable? Unusually poor
] performance of containment mitigating systems?
,

j Do IPE results meet NRC Safety Goal subsidiary CE PWR 2 Loop Palisadesj objectives for core damage frequency? Are results for
j core damage sequences or containment performance
; consistent with other PRAs? Does probability of
j sequences characterized as having large releases exceed
{ 10% of CDF?
I

j If CDF exceeds IE-4/ry, are one or a few plant B&W PWR 2 Loop Davis-Bessej features / operating practices responsible? If CDF is
i

acceptable, are plant features / operating practices
! relatively high contributors? Is CDF very sensitive to
j highly uncertain aspects of plant response?
6

I
Does CDF exceed SE-4/ry or large, early release BWR4 Browns Ferry 2'

frequency exceed SE-5/ry? If so, vulnerability identified
i if common function, system, operator action, or other

common element contributes substantially to total CDF. W PWR 4-Loop Ice Sequoyah I&2, Watts Bari
Condenser 1I

j " Defense-in-Depth Criteria": Sequences with "high BWR4 Susquehanna 1&2
; calculated frequencies are not acceptable . . sequences
} having low-calculated frequencies must also have

' defense-in-depth' for both equipment and procedures."

,

Some licensees using the NRC Safety Goal subsidiary objectives in their vulnerability screening also use additional
criteria. The most common criterion is a comparison to similar plants for the purpose ofidentifying any new or

,

}
unusual core damage or containment failure mechanisms specific to their plant. Other licensees also include a

criterion that requires that any systems, components, or operator actions that significantly impact the core damage
4

! frequency be listed as vulnerabilities. One plant (Davis Besse) considers that a vulnerability might exist if the
| frequency of core damage is sensitive to a highly uncertain aspect of the plant response, but states that further
]. evaluation to reduce the uncertainty would be a more appropriate response than a change to the plant. Finally,

several plants have added Level 2 vulnerability criteria that address the performance of containment mitigatingj

{ systems and the containment itself during severe accidents.
i

For approximately 25% of the plants, the percent contribution to CDF is used as the base criterion for screening
;

! vulnerabilities, as indicated in Table 9.4. Some plants also include the percent contribution to containment failure
l

)
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

in their vulnerability screening. The licensees usually rely on the relative contribution of systemic sequences, plant|

damage states, containment failure modes, and release categories to identify the important contributors to the plant
risk These important contributors are equated to areas where vulnerabilities may exist. linportance measures and

i sensitivity studies are also generally utilized to identify the fundamentalcauses or plant features contributing to these

potential vulnerabilities.

Table 9,4 Summary of vulnerability criteria in IPEs using percent
contribution to CDF.

i

Criteria used to define " vulnerabilities" Plant type Plant name

Relative contribution of systemic sequences to CDF; W PWR 2-Loop Kewaunce

relative contribution of containment failure modes.
W PWR 3 Loop Beaver Valley l&2, North

Anna I&2, Surry l&2

W PWR 4 Loop Millstone 3

W PWR 4 Loop Ice D C. Cook 1&2
Con 6enser

Single or common mode ccmponent failure, support BWR 3 (Isolation Condenser) Millstone i

system failure, or operator action with significant impact
on CDF; mode of early containment failure with CE PWR 2 Loop Millstone 2

relatively high probability (>10%) o occurrence in corer

melt accident. W PWR 4-Loop iladdam Neck

Failure mode, single failure, or combination of small BWR4 Limerick l&2 Peach
Bottom 2&3number of failures not used to create a support state that

disproportionately contributes to overall CDF.

Plant features which contribute disproportionately large BWR4 flope Creek

percentage to core damage frequency, which are, in turn,
higher than those of similar plants.

Plant features which contribute disproportionately large W PWR 4-Loop Salem l&2

percentage to either core damage or significant release
frequencies, which are, in turn, higher than those of CE PWR 2 Loop St. Lucie I&2, San Onofre
similar plants. 2&3

Vulnerabilities limited to issues where there was "high- W PWR 3 Loop Turkey Point 3&4

conndence"in the results of the IPE (plant
change / countermeasure may be recommended). For BWR3 Quad Cities l&2
" low-confidence" issues, additional analysis may be

recommended. BWR4 Brunswick I&2

W PWR 3 Loop 11 B. Robinson 2, Shearon

liarris I
!

W PWR 4 Loop Braidwood 1&2, Byron
I&2, Wolf Creek, Zion
1&2

|
t
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

Generally quantitative thresholds, as exist in the NUMARC guidelines, are not established for screening
vulnerabilities based on the percent contribution to CDF or containment failure.

Instead, the licensees apply
qualitative thresholds using terms such as "significant" or " disproportionately high." Some licensees indicate that
a plant feature will only be considered a vulnerability if it is a proportionately higher contributor or outlier when

|
compared to similar plants. Tnus a 50% contributor to CDF might not be a vulnerability if it has a similar
contribution at similar plants. One licensee (Turkey Point 3&4) states that vulnerabilities will only be considered
for issues where they had the highest confidence in the results of their submittal (i.e., where all possible credit is
taken for recovery actions).

For the remaining 30% of the plants (see Table 9.5), no vulnerability screening criteria can be explicitly identified.
Ilowever, all of these plants use their submittal results to help identify plant improvements. Half of the plants use
the NUMARC criteria to help identify areas for plant improvements but do not explicitly state that the NUM ARC
criteria are being used to identify vulnerabilities. The other half of this group of plants appear to use the percent
contribution to CDF and sensitivity studies to help identify and evaluate the impact of plant improvements.

Table 9.5 1,ist of plants with no vulnerability criteria defined in IPE.

Criteria used to define
" vulnerabilities" pg, pg g

Criteria not defined; insights from IPE BWRI Big Rock Point
developed with objective of identifying
plant improvements. BWR4 Fitzpatrick, Cooper

B&W PWR 2-Loop Crystal River 3, Oconee 1,2&3, TMI I

W PWR 4. Loop indian Point 3, Comanche Peak l&2

BWR5 LaSalle l&2

CE PWR 2-Loop or 3 Loop Maine Yankee, Palo Verde 1,2&3

W PWR 4 Loop Ice Catawba I&2, McGuire I&2
Condenser

Criteria not defined; IPE insights BWR 3 (Isolation Condenser) Dresden 2&3
developed with objectise of identifying
plant improvements. NUMARC 91-04 BWR3 Quad Cities 1&2criteria used to identify sequences that
could lead to significant CDF reduction BWR4 Brunswick l&2and'or to assess appropriateness of
potential plant improvements. W PWR 3 Loop ll.B Robinson 2, Shearon liarris I

W PWR 4. Loop Braidwood 1&2, Byron I&2. Wo f Creek.
Zion I&2

r

|
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & improvements

9.2 Plant Vulnerabilities

One of the reporting guidelines in NUREG-1335 is that each licensee present"a list of any vulnerabilities identified
by the review process, a concise discussion of the criteria used by the utility to define vulnerabilities, and the
fundamental causes of each vulnerability." Most of the licensees clearly identify a criterion for identifying
vulnerabilities. In addition, approximately 20% of the licensees c/corly state they have vulnerabilities according to

their definitions and go on to identify potential improvements in equipment, procedures, or training programs to
address these vulnerabilities. The identified vulnerabilities and suggested plant improvements are discussed below.

9.2.1 lloiting Water Reactor Vulnerabilities

Using the various definitions of vulnerability, approximately 20% of the plants explicitly identify " vulnerabilities"
in their submittals. The vulnerabilities tend to be plant-specific features that the licensee decides require resolution

or, at least, further investigation. It should be noted that while only a fraction of the submittals actually identify
vulnerabilities using their respective dennitions, nearly all the plants go further and identify other areas warranting

investigation for additionalimprovements. These other improvements are discussed in the next section of this report.

Only four licensees with boiling water reactors (BWRs) explicitly state that they have vulnerabilities. A summary
of the BWR vulnerabilities is provided in Table 9.6. Although no common vulnerabilities are identified, some of
the vulnerabilities can be considered generic to many BWRs. These potentially generic vulnerabilities are identified

at three plants: Millstone 1, Hope Creek, and Susquehanna l&2. The resolutions to the vulnerabilities identified
in the submittals are also listed in Table 9.6.

In some cases, the vulnerability was resolved before the IPE was

completed and the resolution is reflected in the results, while in other cases, no resolution is suggested for the
particular vulnerability except to follow research developments concerning the issue and accident management
stregies in general.

Table 9.6 Summary of BWR plant vulnerabilities identified by licensees.

Plant name Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resolve vulnerability

BWRs 1/2/3s (Isolation Condensers)

Millstone 1 Failure of isolation condenser makeup from city Procurement of po table diesel pump,

water supply and diesel fire-water pump, resulting implementation of procedures for supplying

in isolation condenser failure.
isolation condenser shell-side makeup following
fire-water system failure.

Operator failure to initiate isolation condenser to Not identified by licensee.

prevent safety relief valves (SRVs) from lifting in
station blackout.

Operator failure to restere/ maintain RPV level Not identified by licensee.

following various accident scenarios.

Drywell steel shell melt through by molten debris
Follow research developments in this area and

following core melt and RPV failure. consider strategies as the program develops

further.

NUREG 1560, Draft 9.g
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & improvements

Table 9.6 Summary of BWR plant vulnerabilities identified by licensees.

Plant name Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resolve vulnerability

BWRs 3/4s

Fitzpatrick Loss of 3/4 RI-IR loops (directly or through loss of Consider procedure modification and operator
RilR service water) due to catastrophic failure of tra;ning to allow manual alignment of fire
either one of the 4.16 kV alternating current (AC) protection system to the RIIRSW system;
safety buses. installation of an RilRSW header cross-tic;

installation of a tap for fire protection system on,

j Ri!RSW loop B; and provision of a portab!c
j generator to charge safety DC batteries (to
!

prevent SRV closure from battery depletion
following loss of a 4.16 LV AC safety bus).

Ilope Creek Loss of switchgear or Class IE Panel Room Developed recovery procedure to supply alternate !
IIVAC result in delayed loss of power and heat ventilation to prioritired rooms. I
sinks.

j Susquehanna Upon high-suppression pool temperature, llPC1/RCIC backpressure trip setpoints raised to |

| 1&2 procedures require manual opera'or actions to ensure timely availability and alignment of flPCI
| bypass llPCI suction transfer to suppression pool, and RCIC for high-pressure injection; considering )I

Also must bypass high-exhaust pressure trips for revising ilPCI suction transfer control strategy.
t

; HPCI and RCIC upon high-containment pressure.

j Failure ofIIPCI and condensate during an ATWS Considering deletion of, or installation of
j is followed by reactor depressurization. override switch on LPCI control delay to allow
! Automatic LPCI initiation and injection of full for immediate operator control of LPCI injection.

)j flow for 5 minutes follows. Without immediate ;
'

flow control by operator, severe power excursion
will occur.

During loss of offsite power or station blackout Considering installation of independent, mobile
condensate storage tank (CST) keeptill function is diesel powered diesel AC generator power supply

| lost; occurrence of waterhammer could cause for CST pumps.
| failure of suppression pool cooling, causing
; containment failure, unless CST available for

injection. Failure of the fire main as an injection
source during station blackout will also result in

; vessel and containment failure.

BWRs 5/6s

None ---
---

| |

The Millstone I submittal identifies isolation condenserissues involving failure of the water supplies to the isolation j
condensers and failure of the operator to initiate the isolation condensers in time to prevent safety relief valves from

lifting and subsequently sticking open (e frectivelycausing the loss ofisolation condenser operation) as vulnerabilities. j

The proposed resolution of the first vulnerability involves procurement of a portable diesel pump and corresponding
procedural changes to supply the isolation condenser. The Millstone i submittal also identifies drywell steel shell
melt-through (a containment performance issue) as a generic Mark I containment vulnerability. These issues could

be applicable to the other BWR 1/2/3 plants. The licensee also identifies failure of the operator to restore and
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

maintain reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level as an important operator action that meets the criteria for vulnerability.

This issue is likely to be important at a/I BWRs.
|

The Hope Creek submittal identifies an electricalswitchgear room heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
|vulnerability that will result in a delayed loss of power and available heat sinks. During the IPE analysis process,

the utility developed a recovery procedure to address this vulnerability by aligning alternate means of cooling. Credit

for this recovery procedure is taken in the final results and reduces the CDF by two orders of magnitude. The

Susquehanna submittalidentifies potentially generic vulnerabilities related to operation of the coolant injection system ,

(high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system) during sequences
with loss of containment heat removal. In addition, vulnerabilities related to the automatic injection from the low-

pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system that can result in power excursions during an anticipated transient without
scram (ATWS) accident are also identified in the Susquehanna submittal. These are issues that can be applicable

to other BWR F4 plants.

No vulnerabilities are identified by the licensees with BWR 5/6 plants.

The Fitzpatrick submittal identifies a vulnerability that is unique to that plant. The vulnerability results from a
previous plant modification to delete the residual heat removal (RH R) system loop selection logic that realigns RHR-
related components to different safety related buses. The electricai realignment results in a vulnerability involving
loss of three out of four RHR loops (either directly or through the RHR sersice water (RHRSW) system) when either

one of two safety related 4.16 kV buses is lost. Fitzpatrick is considering procedure modifications and training for

using firewater as a backup to RHR service water and instcIlation of a cross-tie between RHRSW trains.

9.2.2 Pressurized Water Reactor Vulnerabilities

A summary of the vulnerabilities identified in the submittals for pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and the proposed

resolutions are provided in Table 9.7. Among the 15 PWR licenseesthat identify vulnerabilities,certain vulnerability
issues are common to more than one plant and can have generic implications. For instance, concerns related to

reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), particularly when induced by loss of seal
cooling from the component cooling water (CCW) system, are defined as vulnerabilities for Calvert Cliffs Turkey |
Point, Summer, and Beaver Valley. The vulnerability can also involve failure to trip the RCPs upon loss of seal )

'

cooling, failure of additional seal cooling systems such as the charging pumps, and failure of the high-pressure safety

injection (HPSI) system during the recirculation mode due to the loss of the CCW system. For the licensees
identifying this vulnerability, resolution of the issues involves implementation or consideration of alternate RCP seal I

cooling capabilities, inclusion in severe accident management guidelines, or consideration of new pump seal

materials.

1
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|

Table 9,7
Summary of PWR plant vulnerabilities identified by licensees.

Plant
Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resche sulnerability

B&W PWR 2 Loop
~

i

None -
'

_

|

CE PWR 2-Loop
<
|

lCalvert Turbine driven pumps significant pair failure Manual isolation valves added upstream and '
1

Cliffs l&2 frequency due to maintenance or common cause, downstream of both turbine-driven pump steam'

admission valves to allow for maintenance on
; one pump line at a time (included in

requantification).
ji

Cahert inadvertent actuation of emergency safeguard features Improved awareness through documentation in
Cliffs I&2 actuation system, reactor protection system, or corrective action system, review of procedures,

auxiliary feedwater (AFW) actuation system resulting additional operator training.
from loss of two vital AC buses, which causes 2/4

actuation channels to fail to their actuated state. j
|

Reactor coolant pump seal and safety injection failure Consideration of third CCW, pump, power |
t

on loss of component cooling water (CCW). modification, and reduction in likelihood of )
j CCW leakage. Capping of downstream piping I

on all normally isolated drain / vent valves. I

Loss of switchgear ilVAC, resultmg in failure of both Pre-staged portable fans were put in place;
safety-related 4 kV buses with minimal time for start- developn.:nt of procedure for switchgcar

;up of standby unit or compensatory actions on running IIV AC (ecovery actions.
unit.

1

Limited alternates to depressurization of reactor Development of third depressurization
coolant system (RCS) during a steam generator tube procedure to depressurize pressurizer vent path.; rupture (SGTR) (primarily operator actions to
depressurize RCS using main or auxiliary pressure
spray).

Minimal surveillance on critical condensate supply Development of surveillance test, preventive'

manual valve. This valve is necessary for operation maintenance, and performance evaluation
{when alternate water sources are needed for the procedures to periodically cyc!c critical
|auxiliary feedwater pumps. condensate supply manual valves.

Loss of main feedwater on a reactor trip. When Addition of digital feedwater system to rapidly
steam generator feedwater pump (SGFP) control reduce pump speed on a trip, avoiding the
system failed to reduce pump speed, the SGFPs would high-discharge overpressure trip.
trip on high-discharge pressure.

Millstone 2 Interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) RCP thermal Modification planned for April 1997 to install
barrier tube rupture relief valves to limit pressure build up in the

reactor building closed cooling water system
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|
i

i Table 9.7 Summary of PWR plant suinerabilities identified by lietnsees.
1 i

i
;

i Plant Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resolve vulnerability
j

*N
Westinghouse PWR 2 Loop

Kewaunee In RilR system, normally open motor-operated valves Leak testing of additional four salves serving

(MOVs) in low-pressure system injection (LPSI) lines as boundary between reactor coolant system i

I,

connected to reactor coolant system provide and a low pressure system.'

,

j interfacing systems LOCA path during normal

j operations. Four pressure isolation valves (not leak
tested) provide interfacing systems LOCA path in the;-

] RilR system.
4

Procedural guidance for determimng where LOCA ModiGcation of emergency operating procedure
;

:1 occurs not complete for failure of RilR pump suction to improve guidance to the operators in

1 valves. identifying and mitigating an ISLOCA.

Kewaunee Internal flooding propagation from turbine building Modification of swing direction of doors

basement to adjoining areas containing safeguards separating turbine building basement from areas

equipment. Doors that swing out of the affected room containing safeguards equipment.

cannot withstand the flooding forces and fail.

Internal flooding due to failure of circulating water improvement of inspection method for rubber

expansion joint at main condenser. Routine expansion joints to identify potential flooding

inspections of expansion joints were not conducted. problems.
|

Upon loss of offsite power or station blackout,3/6 air Modification of cmcrgency operating

compressors are unavailable, reducing reliability of procedures to ensure power is available to 2~

instrument air. No procedural steps for maintaining a instrument air compressors.

swing bus energized for two of the remaining
compressors.

Makeup valve to condenser fails open on loss of Design information being reviewed to

instrument air (IA) or control power, causing determine basis for current fail safe position of

condensate diversion from storage tanks to main makeup salve.

condenser, reducing quantity available to auxiliary
feedwater pumps.

Failure of the auxiliary feedwater system contributes ModiGcations to improve reliability of turbine-

approx. 30% to total CDF; reliability of turbine-driven driven auxiliary feedwater pump are scheduled.

auxiliary feedwater pump directly relates to approx.
20% of CDF.

Air compressors are subject to frequent maintenance Design modification initiated to remose the two

outages, making the station and instrument air system older air compressors and replace them with

less reliable. air cooled air compressors.

Chargir.g pump relief valves opemng can divert flow Actions being investigated to correct problem

back to volume control tank, affecting ability of of diversion of chemical and volume control

pumps to provide reactor coolant system makeup and system uater.

reactor coolant pump seat cooling.
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Table 9.7 Summary of PWR plant s ulnerabilities identified by licensees.
|

|

[
'

Plan t
Vulnerability description Licensee afproach to resolve vulnerabilityi name

, -
!

Westinghouse PWR 3 Loop

fleaver Upon loss of all emergency switchgear c:ntilation. Possible change to procedures to provide more
Valley 1 operator fails to promptly provide alternate cooling. explicit guidance on how to esteblish sufficient

alternate cooling m event that both emergency
switchgear ventilation f an trains fail.

! Failure of breakers that perform transfer of 4.16 kV Development of procedure to repair or change
non emergency buses from unit station scruce out failed breakers and provide training.
transformers to system station service transformers,
lead ng to loss of emergency AC power (i.e., in
cor* junction with failures of the diesel generators).i

Limited recovery time upon loss of AC power and Considering providing more explicit guidance
subsequent battery depletion at 8 hours. tollowed by on battery load shedding or providing some
steam generator level mstrumentation loss and turbine. means of battery charging during loss of all AC
driven AFW pump failure. power

Reactor trip breaker failure makes it unliicly that Considering adding capability for operator to
operators can remove power to control rods prior to remove power from bus.
RCS pressure peaking during ATWS scenarios
initiated by loss of main feedwater.

In a station blackout, diesel generators of other unit Cross-tic connecting 4.16 kV normal buses of
cannot be connected to emergency buses of affected both units will be installed; existing procedures
unit, since 4.16 kV emergency AC buses between will be revised and training will be provided
units are not cross tied. for this cross-tic.

Loss of all RCP seal cooling leads to possible seal Considering new seat materials and alternate
failure and LOCA. Iloth thermal barrier cooling and seal cooling systems. Also considering
RCP sealinjection depend on emergency AC power. modifications to address RCP seal integrity for

loss of all seal cooling.

Loss of offsite power delays reactor trip, resulting in Considering climinating PORV challenge by
power-operated relief valves (PORVs) lifting and defeating 100% load rejection capability.
possibly sticking open, potentially causing small
LOCA (which shortens time for power recovery).

Containment bypass sequences dominated by steam Changes to plant procedures and training to
generator tube rupture, resulting in core damage and enhance operator response to such bypass
ISLOCAs. sequences. Improve guidance to the operators

to close key valve during an ISLOCA.

Containment oserpressurization resulting from RCS Considering extending procedures to all core
blowdown, early hydrogen burns, and direct damage sequences for reducing RCS pressure
containment heating prior to vessel breach. Procedures will instruct

or' alignment for recirculation from
contaitim.nt sump back to vessel even if core

,

damage has occurred. Also considering
l

alternate modes for injecting water into rea: tor
casity and consening reactor water storage
tank (RWST) inventory.
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Table 9.7 Summary of PWR plant vulnerabilities identified by licensees.
J

Plant Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resche vulnerability
,

i

Beaver Pressuriier PORV block salve alignment providet Considering extending procedures to align
4

Valley 1 insuflicient RCS pressure relief upon loss of main recirculation from containment sump back to
feedwater, failure of automatic and manual reactor reactor vessel. Considering alternate modes for

trip, and failure of ATWS mitigating system actuation injecting water, including natural flow of water

circuitry to initiate AFW llow. to reactor cavity and use of diesel-driven fire
system pump. Throttling of quench spray
pumps also considered.

Same as Beaver Valley I. Same as Beaver Valley 1.

I oss of both primary and secondary heat removal in The licensee considered development of Severe

injection phase primarily due to failure of the turbine. Accident Management Guidelines to be

driven pump during a station blackout (unavailability sufficient to address vulnerability.

due to test / maintenance on pump).

Induced RCP seal LOCAs with loss of primary Same as above.

coolant makeup or adequate heat removal in injection
or recirculation phase.

Small LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or Same as above.

adequate heat removal in injection phase. These
sequences deal with failure of emergency feedwater or
safety injection.

Small LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or Same as above.

adequate heat removal in recirculation phase. 85% of
frequency is related to failure of low-pressure
recirculation (due to RWST signal failure) following ,

successful high-pressure injection. emergency j
'

feedwater actuation, and depressurization.

Medium or large LOCA with loss of primary coolant Same as above.
|makeup or adequate heat removal in injection phase.

These sequences deal with failure of safety injection.

Medium or large LOCA with loss of primary coctant Same as above.

makeup or adequate heat removal in recirculation
phase. Failure of low-pressure recirculation (due to
failure of RWST signal) following successful high-
pressure injection for medium LOCAs.

Failure of reactivity control primarily due to reactor Same as above.

trip failure following total loss of IA.

Steam generator tube ruptures with loss of effective Replacement of steam generators with new

inventory makeup. This category consists of SGTR design that should Ic3*er the expected SGTR

events that result in containment bypass. frequency. g
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.

Table 9.7 Summary of PWR plant vulnerabilities identified by beensees.

'"'
Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resolve vulnerabilityname

Surry I&2 Internal Gooding in turbine building due to ruptures of Considering Good mitigation procedural and
I of 4 circulating water (CW) inlet motor-operated training improvements. These include| vahes.

inspection / maintenance improvements, use of

submersible MOV operators, improved sump
,

'

pump capacity / reliability, and back now
prevention in drain lines.

Internal Gooding in turbine building due to rupture of Same as above.
I of 4 service water expansionjoints in valve pits. ;

'

Internal Gooding in turbine building due to severe Same as above.
_

ruptures of I of 4 service water isolation motor-
operated valves in valve pits.

fr.ternal Gooding in turbine building due to rupture of Same as above.
service water pipe in valve pit on CW in!ct pipe.

Turkey Loss of CCW, combined with "B" charging pump Charging pump operation with supplemental
Point 3&4 unavailability, leading to reactor coolant pump seal cooling; installation of service water hose !LOCA. The high-pressure recirculation function is connections on "A" and "C" pumpe, allowing

predicted to fail and result in core damage. operation independent of CCW.

Westinghouse PWR 4-Loop

Haddam Operator failure to transfer to sump recirculation Analysis is being performed to justify stoppingNeck following large or medium LOCA, due to limited time LPSI pumps much earlier, giving operators
available prior to draindown of refueling water storage more time to transfer. Also, increased
tank level below high-pressure safety injection (IIPSI) emphasis in operator training on timely sump

|

,

pump net positive suction head (NPSil) requirements. transfer emergency operating procedure.

Millstone 3 Station blackout major contributor to public risk. Prioritized recovery of offsite power steps in
1

,

procedure training; developed procedure for '

severe weather conditions; air-cooled diesel
generator to be added; numerous activities in
response to stat:on blackout rule.

ISLOCA major contributor to public risk. Open-valve a! arm to be added as part of RilR
autoclosure interlock removal; 1988 emergency
exercise involved ISLOCA in R}iR pump
suction line; RHR system walkdown in

;

emergency safeguard feature building to
determine characteristic of potential releases.

AFW and feed and bleed failures are in many accident Prioritized operator training on AFW system,
sequences. recovery of main feedwater, and primary feed

and biced procedure.

Failure of containment sump recirculation found in Implemented design change for cold Icg
dominant sequences, recirculation array; prioritized training on

transfer to sump recirculation steps in
emergency operating procedure; prioritized
maintenance of service water to containment
recirculation cooler MOVs.
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Table 9.7 Summary of PWR plant vulnerabilities identified by licensees

Plant Vulnerability description Licensee approach to resolve vulnerability

Millstone 3 Seismic induced station blackout major rish Anchor bolts replaced.
contributor; dominated by diesel generator oil cooler
anchor bolt failure.

Salem l&2 RHR valves direct initial leakage to pressurizer relief Considering revision of emergency operating

tank; operator may transfer to LOCA procedures, procedures related to ISLOCAs.
never to procedure for LOCA outside of containment
(procedures check for LOCAs inside containment
before considering possibility of ISLOCA).

I

Auxiliary feedwater(AFW) system turbine-driven pump reliability is a common issue denned as a vulnerability at
Calvert Cliffs Summer, Millstone 3, and Kewaunee. Calvert Cliffs identines a plant-specine design problem which

results in removal of both turbine-driven AFW pumps from service any time maintenanceis required on one of the )
pump steam admission valves. A modification has been made in which additional valves have been added on the

'

steam lines that allow continued operation of one AFW pump when the other is out for maintenance. The Kewaunee ;

submittal identifies a flow path that diverts condensate from the condensate storage tank (CST) to the main condenser I

and therefore reduces the quantity available to the AFW pumps for secondary cooling. The diversion path, which

appears to be unique to this plant, is created through a valve that fails open upon loss of instrument air or control (
power. The proposed resolution is to change the valve logic such that it fails closed upon loss of air or control )
power (the basis for the current fait safe position of the valve was t cing reviewed).

The Summer, Haddam Neck, and Millstone 3 submittals identify common vulnerabilities related to the failure of the

operator to switch over from the injection phase to the recirculation phase of coolant injection. This vulnerability
is generic to many other PWRs which require this operator action. At Summer, the switchover is partially automated

as the sump recirculation valves are opened upon a low reactor water storage tank (RWST) level. The operator must

manually close the RWST suction valves. Failure of the RWST low-level signal is identiGed as the vulnerability

even though manual operator action to close the valves is not credited in the submittal. Based upon this
conservatism, the resolution listed in the Summer IPE was to address accidents during the recirculation phase in the

accident management guidelines. In the Haddam Neck IPE, failure of the operator to transfer suction during a large

or medium LOCA represents a significant contributor to the CDF4 A high-operator error probability is assigned to
these scenarios due to limited time available to establish sump recirculation prior to draindown of the RWST level

below HPSI net positive suction head requirements. Since the RWST inventory is primarily depleted by the
operation of the low-pressure safety injection (LPSI) pumps in the injection phase, analysis is being performed to
justify stopping the LPSI pumps at a much earlier step in the sump transfer procedure, which will afford the
operators more time to perform the switchover procedure.

Another common vulnerability identified in the Calvert Cliffs and Beaver Valley submittals is the loss of critical
switchgear HVAC equipment, resulting in loss of emergency AC power. This vulnerability may be applicable to
additional plants. Beaver Valley is reviewing alarm response procedures to determine if they can provide more
explicit guidance on how to establish sufficient alternate cooling. Calvert Cliffs has implemented a procedure to use

staged portable fans for alternate cooling.
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The Surry, Kev,aunce, and Salem submittals identify internal Gooding issues as vulnerabilities. For example, at
Surry, Gooding from failed cooling water components is the most signincant vulnerability at the plant since the
source of water is gravity fed and there is little means ofisolating the failure. Proposed resolutions to the identified
vulnerabilities at these plants include revision of Gooding procedures and training, periodic inspection and
replacement of components identified as potential Good initiators, and improvement of sump pump protection from

!flood effects.

Interfacing system LOCAs occurring from multiple valve failures or through normally open valves are identified as
vulnerabilities at Salem, Kewaunee, Millstone 3, and Beaver Valley. The resolutions in these submittals include
procedureimprovements already made or under consideration to address improved valve testing, LOCA identification
and isolation, and a modification to change normally open valves to close.

Other vulnerabilities are defined, but by only one PWR, and involve such things as inadequate surveillances of
specific valves, effects of losses of specific electrical buses, compressed air system failures, battery depletion and
the inability to cross-tic buses during loss of power conditions. Some of these vulnerabilities can be considered
generi: to many PWRs. Millstone 3 also identifies an external-event-relatedvulnerability--a seismic induced station
blackout scenario that is dominated by diesel generator oil cooler anchor bolt failure. Further discussion of these
vulnerabilities and proposed resolutions is provided in Table 9.7.

9.3 Plant Improvements

As previously discussed, a major goal of the IPE process is to identify plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe
accidents that can be fixed with low-cost improvements. It is clear from the submittals, however, that most licensees

went beyond this goal and identified other improvements (over 500 were identified by the plants) worthy of
consideration or implementation, even though no specifically associated vulnerabilities were identified. Many of the
plant improvements are potentially generic, with the most often cited BWR improvements addressing station blackout I

concerns and the PWR improvements addressing both loss of power and loss of reactor coolant pump seal cooling i
concerns. Changes aimed at improving core cooling or injection reliability, particularly for those systems or portions
of systems that can operate during loss of AC power, are often identified in submittals for both PWR and BWR

,

|
plants. Improvements to address internal Gooding and interfacing systems LOCAs (ISLOCAs) are identified more I

oRen in PWR IPEs than in BWR IPEs. Other less frequently cited and plant-specific improvements are identified

to address a number of other accident class issues at individual plants. A summary of the general areas where plant
,

improvements were listed by the licensees is provided in Tables 9.8 and 9.9, respectively, l

|

|
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

Table 9.9 Areas of PWR plant improvement identified by licensees.

4,es .r ,m,, e-

# '
Coelens RCP Inter (seing

Most 4g pc ,,,,g 5 pp.,g g,,,,,,,, g ew,,,3 y,,,,g.
,,

tube Geodsag 1seeene
rehabuery rehahn,ry (DilR) systems

syswas captures

/ / / / /
D c Cook I A2

Diablo Canyon I A2 / / / / / /

Heddam teed / / / / /

/
ladeen Pmat 2 / / /

/
Indian Point 3 / / /

McQwre I A2 / / / / /

Milismne ) / / / / / / /

/ / /
Salem l&2

Seekmok / / / / / / /

Sequoyait l&2 / / / / /

South Temas l&2

vogt!e 1&2 / / / /

Wans Bar / / / /

/ / / / /
Woir Cmk

/Zen l&2

Using the plant grouping pattern mentioned throughout this report, the following sections summarize the plant
improvements documented in the submittals. The status of these improvements (implemented, planned, or under
evaluation)is as of the dates when each IPE submittal was completed. In many cases, a few years have passed since
the submittal date. Hence, some of the planned improvements or those under evaluation may or may not have been

implemented as of the date of this report.

9.3.1 BWR Plant Improvements

Many of the plant improvements identified in the BWR submittals are procedural /operationalchanges(approximatelyI

40%). Most of the BWR procedural /operationalimprovements address station blackout scenarios or operation of
coolant injection systems. A significant number also address operation of support systems since they can impact
different accident classes. Only a small percentage specifically address accident classes that are minor contributors

to core damage (e.g., internal flooding, ATWS, LOCAs, and ISLOCAs). The most common procedural / operational
|

plant improvements identified in the BWR submittals include incorporating the IPE results into operator training
programs, developing or improving procedures for battery load shedding or cross-ticing electrical buses, and
arranging for alternate room cooling upon loss of HVAC. Of the procedural /operationalimprovements identified,
approximately 45% have been implemented, but not all have been credited in the BWR iPEs. Approximately 20%
have been implemented and credited in the BWR IPEs.

Most of the plant improvements identified in the BWR submittals are design / hardware changes (approximately 50%).
As is the case with procedural /operationalimprovements, most of the BWR design / hardware improvements address
station blackouts scenarios, operation of coolant injection systems, or operation of support systems. Only a small

NUREG-1560, Draft
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & improvements

percentage specifically address accident classes that are minor contributors to core damage (e.g., internal flooding,
ATWS, LOCAs, and ISLOCAs). The most common design' hardware plant improvements identilled in the BWR
submittals include improving or replacing diesel generators, establishing new offsite power lines, establishing a hard
pipe vent path, purchasing a portable generator for charging station batteries, and establishing flow paths for firewater
injection into the vessel.

Of the design / hardware improvements identified, approximately 65% have been
implemented, but not all have been credited in the BWR IPEs. Approximately 25% have been implemented and
credited in the BWR IPEs.

Few of the identified BWR plant improvements are maintenance-relatedchanges. Most of the BWR maintenance
improvements address operation ofsupport systems, with a smaller number addressing prevention ofinternal flooding

The maintenance-relatedplant improvements identified in the BWR submittals are more diversified thanevents.
t

the other plant improvements. The most common improvements are related to instrumentation calibrations and
inspection of piping and seals. Of the maintenance improvements identified, appror.imately 50% have been
implemented and few have been credited in the BWR IPEs. Approximately 10% have been implemented and
credited in the BWR iPEs.

More details concerning the BWR plant improvements identified for each group of plants are provided in the
following sections. A summary of the implementation status (as of the IPE submittal dates) for the BWR plant
improvements is provided in Table 9.10. .

Table 9.10 BWR plant improvement implementation by licenses r.s of the date of
IPE submittal.

k

| Plant Number implemented Plant Number implemented

BWR 1/2/3
Big Rock Point unknown Nine Mile Point I some

r

Oyster Creek most Dresden 2&3 some
Millstone 1 most

BWR 3/4

Monticello most Pilgrim I *
Quad Cities I&2 all Browns Ferry 2 *
Brunswick I&2 most Cooper none
Duane Arnold some Fermi 2 noneFitzpatrick some flatch I&2 allllope Creek unknown Limerick I&2 all
Peach Bottom 2&2 all Susquehanna l&2 ' some
Vermont Yankee some

BWR 5/6

LaSalle l&2 all Nine Mile Point 2 someWNP2 none Clinton some
Grand Gulf I none Perry some
River Bend some

* No plant improvements identified because of IPE process.
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9.3.1.1 BWR !!2/3s with Isolation Condensers

Most of the licensees in this group have implemented improvements to address station blackout and indicate they

are planning or evaluating other changes to further address this accident class. These changes are introduced or

I supported by the findings of the IPEs and past PRA analyses. In most cases, these improvements are also a result

of evaluations in response to the station blackout rule.
.

As indicated in Table 9.8. Nec of the licensees in this plant group identify specinc improvements, many of which

have been implemented, to address the power reliability issue for station blackout. These improvements include

improving both the AC and DC reliability and could be applied at many other plants. For AC improvements, Oyster
Creek has provided an interconnection to an alternate offsite power source. Millstone I has upgraded an offsite

power line and improved its multiunit site cross-tic capability, as well as introducing a number of onsite AC
equipment changes to improve reliability and performance. DC power reliability improvements and changes to
extend ' attery life during station blackout are also being considered. Millstone 1, Oyster Creek, and Nine Mileu

Point I specifically mention in their IPE submittals that the addition of portable chargers is under evaluation. Nine
Mile Point I has apparently added DC power capacity to reduce the requirements of load shedding but is also

examining additional load shedding provisions. Millstone 1 is making some maintenance changes to decrease the

outage time for some batteri:s.

Another general area of improvement addressing station blackout, but also of value in other types of accident
scenarios, involves improved decay heat removal (DHR) capability and reliability. For instance, three of the
licensees (one for a dual unit site) specifically mention improvements made to the isolation condensers in their
submittals. One of these sites, Millstone 1, has made valve operator replacements and apparently added a portable

diesel pump for extended shell-side water supply to the isolation condenser during station blackout. The other site,
Dresden 2&3, cites a planned change to procedures so the operators will have better guidance for maintaining

operation of the isolation condensers during an extended blackout. Additionally, Oyster Creek has apparently

i implemented a firewater backup spray capability for use during an extended blackout condition. Two plants, Nine
Mile Point I and Oyster Creek, speci6cally mention the hard pipe improvements made and credited in the IPE in

response to Generic Letter 89-16. Nine Mile Point I and Millstone I also speci6cally mention emergency operating!

procedure (EOP) changes either being implemented or under evaluation to improve overall containment venting
reliability. Most of these improvements could be applicable to other plants in this plant group.

Several licensees also mention plant improvements related to coolant injection systems that could also be applied to

other BWRs. Millstone I has apparently replaced the motors on the LPCI and core spray pumps with air-cooled

I motors to reduce the support system dependencies. Dresden 2&3 has implemented procedure snd training changes
,

|
to realign low-pressure cooling suction from the condensate storage tank (CST) whenever suppression pool cooling
cannot be established. This is to eliminate possible pump net positive suction head (NPSH) concerns during any

|
accident class resulting in a high-pool temperature condition. Nine Mile Point I is considering improved
maintenance guidance on calibration of the reactor low-pressure permissive logic and a design change to provide local

manual capabilities to some air-operated valves.

These
Other improvements are speci6cally cited in the submittals that address other classes of accidents.

! improvements can be plant specinc or can be applied to the entire plant group. For example, a plant-specific
improvement at Oyster Creek involves the implementation of an improved reactor overfill protection system to reduce
high-level excursions. More generic improvements include a new surveillance procedure to help reduce the
probability of an ISLOCA in the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system and an equipment qualification boundary

Both of these
program to reduce the probability of equipment failure during various high-energy line breaks.

i
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| -

improvements were implemented at Millstone 1. Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point I also mention the broader use ,

of IPE results in future operator training. Finally, Nine Mile Point 1 implemented and credited replacement of
recirculation pump seal cartridges to lessen recirculation pump seal effects.t

|

Regarding the quantitative benefit of most of these changes, one of the most noteworthy was that Dresden 2&3;
indicated that the low-pressure suction realignment mentioned above should reduce the estimated total plant CDF

!
by about 2E-5/ry. This level of reduction is similar to each unit's CDF, which is reported as 2E-5/ry. All of thei

station blackout improvements have certainly made the estimated core damage frequencies lower than they would
be without the improvements. Since some of these changes are under evaluation, further reduction of the station
blackout contribution is possible. ;

9.3.1.2 B W R 3/4s

Like the BWR 1/2/3s, nearly all the plants in this group have made changes to address the commonly identified
concern of station blackout. No speci6c items are identified in the Browns Ferry submittal, and Pilgrim, which had
already made a number of PRA-supported modifications even before the IPE, does not highlight any new changes.
In the past, Pilgrim had added a third diesel generator and also a backup nitrogen supply to extend the use of safety
relief valves during blackout and loss of air events. These blackout-related changes are often, but not always, part
of the licensees' station blackout rule responses and are further identi6ed and supported by the findings in the IPEs.

;

I

As with the BWR 1/2/3s, these improvements take various forms and include changes to address AC, DC, and other
system reliabilities and enhancements. At least half the sites (including the dual unit sites for Quad Cities 1&2,
Brunswick l&2, Limerick 1&2, and Peach Bottom 2&3) cite both proceduraland hardware upgrades to improve AC
system reliability that could be applied at most BWRs. Examples of these improvements are implementation of bus
cross-tie and bus recovery enhancements at many of the sites, startup auxiliary transformer upgrades implemented
at Brunswick 1&2, procedure changes being evaluated at Femii 2 to address partial offsite power loss, two new
diesels installed at Quad Cities I&2, evaluation of cross-connecting fuel oil sources at Vermont Yankee, and
implementation of an underground and more reliable source of offsite power at Peach Bottom 2&3. Potentially

|

;

generic DC power improvements identified in the IPE submittals include new DC power restoration procedures
implemented at Brunswick 1&2, DC load shedding procedure enhancements being evaluated at Cooper and Vermont
Yankee and implemented at Monticello, and replacement of station battery chargers implemented at Hatch l&2.

j

The addition of firewater backup capability is another potentially generic improvement identified in at least four of
the submittals. Monticello and Limerick l&2 apparently implemented changes so as to be able to inject firewater

!

into the RHR paths for injection, which should be beneficialin loss of RHR accidents. Vermont Yankee was
evaluating a similar change. The Fitzpatrick and Cooper licensees state that the use of firewater as a backup to diesel
cooling is being planned or evaluated, most likely to deal with perceived service water weaknesses.

|

Other blackout-related changes mentioned in individual submittals include procedure and hardware improvements
for loss of ventilation at Hatch 1&2, the switch to DC backed instrument buses for safety relief valve power at
Monticello, and the switch to a DC-powered bus for RCIC room exhaust fans being planned at Fitzpatrick. Hope
Creek is planning a detailed reevaluation of service water pump requirements. This is more of an analyticalchange
rather than an actual change to plant hardware. but could yield a 50% reduction in the station blackout contribution
in the plant's submittal.

Another common area of improvement identified in the BWR 3/4 IPE submittals is coolant injection systems.
Monticello is apparently evaluating procedure and training changes for the use of alternate low-pressure injection
systems to avoid pump cavitation concerns under loss of RHR conditions. The Fitzpatrick submittal indicates that

i
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.

changing the control rod drive (CRD) flow control valves so as to fail in their current position or in the open positionI
upon loss of air is under evaluation. The Vermont Yankee submittal indicates that changes are being evaluated toj -

enhance the use of CRD wheneverllPCI and RCIC might be simultaneously unavailable. At least Monticello and'

Vermont Yankee are evaluating improvements for replenishing the CST in long-term emergency situations, The

Fitzpatrick and Vermont Yankee submittal; mention the evaluation of procedure improvements to lessen the chance
of loss of HPCI and RCIC when performing emergency depressurization. All of these improvements could

' potentially be made at additional plants.

Numerous other improvements are being considered by licensees. For example,the Fermi 2 submittal indicates that

standby system realignment procedure enhancements are being planned. The Hatch l&2 submittal indicates that
some loss-of HVAC design and proceduralimprovements have been implemented for pump rooms and the intake
structure. A few of the IPE submittals mention IPE-related operator training as being planned or implemented, and

over half of the submittals specifically mention implementation of a hardened containment vent path and crediting
it in the IPE. Vermont Yankee indicated that cross-connecting the two standby liquid control (SLC) system trains

was being considered to increase the system redundancy in responding to an ATWS event. The Fitzpatrick submittal
indicates that measures for protecting some equipment from internal flooding effects were being evaluated. Finally,
the Monticello IPE submittal indicates that interlocks to prevent opening a shutdown cooling suction valve on the

RHR system when its associated torus return valve is open have been installed.

Many of the station blackout improvements have certainly made the estimated core damage frequencies lower than
they would be without the improvements. Explicit quantitative evaluations of these effects are not given. However,
since many of the changes summarized above are under evaluation, some reduction of plant CDFs may be achieved.

9.3.1.3 BWR 5/6s

Like the previous groups of BWRs, station blackout improvements are commonly identified in the submittals for the
BWR S and 6 designs. In this case, most are identified as planned or under evaluation while a few were apparently
implemented at the time of the submittals. A commonly identified improvement involves enhancing the use of the
high-pressure core spray (HPCS) diesel (a Division 111 power source) for powering Division I or II whenever these
two latter divisions are lost. Nine Mile Point 2 has apparently implemented procedure changes to this effect, Grand |

Gulf is planning such a change, and Perry I has implemented a permanent cross-tie arrangement. The River Bend |

licensee reports a service water valve change to address the loss of service water now to the HPCS diesel to decrease
j
|

the station blackout contribution to CDF. )
|

Other AC power improvements identined in the submittals as implemented or being evaluated or planned included |

changes to offsite and onsite power maintenance and recovery procedures at most of the sites. Both the River Bend
and Perry I submittals identify specific DC power improvements. The Perry I submittal indicates a cross tic
capability for the batteries has been implemented, while the River Bend submittal indicates the use of a portable
charging capability is under evaluation. Firewater backup capability improvements are also identified as under
evaluation at Perry 1.

Improvements related to coolant injection systems were identified by almost all of the plants in this group. A " sneak
circuit" problem at LaSalle, which can potentially cause the loss of RCIC whenever AC power is lost and then
subsequently restored, has received attention through a procedure change and additional operator training. Other

|
| potentially generic improvements were also identified by other licensees. The licensee for WNP 2 indicated that

f
raising the RCIC low-vessel level actuation setpoint was being evaluated. Revision of procedures to address
bypassing of the RCIC high-steam tunnel trips was implemented at Perry and was under consideration at Grand Gulf.I
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The Perry submittal also indicated that implementation of automatic vessel depressurization for non-ATWS events

was being evaluated. The Grand Gulf submittal indicated that alternate operation of low-pressure core spray and
RilR pumps during a loss of standby service water was being evaluated as a means of extending the time to seal
failure. Finally, both Perry and River Bend listed plant improvements related to using Grewater to provide coolant
to the vessel.

Other plant changes are also identiGed, including a variety of procedure changes to address pump room and control
building ilVAC loss implemented at Nine Mile Point 2 and River Bend, and hydrogen igniter power source and
procedure changes being evaluated at River Bend for station blackout some. ATWS-related improvements are

j
identified as planned or under evaluation in three submittals. These improvements involve training for scram

!
hardware failures at Clinton, the automatic inhibiting of the automatic depressurization system (listed in both the

| WNP 2 and Perry submittals), and a possible alternate boron injection capability at Perry. The Perry submittal also
| indicates the planned use of plant-speciGc ATWS information to improve operator performance. Finally, both Perry

and River Bend stated that a containment vent system was being evaluated. Most of these improvements could be
applicable to other BWRs.

Regarding the quantitative effects of some of these improvements, the WNP 2 submittal indicates that a reduction

of approximately 50% in its CDF might be realized for its backfeed power modiGcation. The licensee for Perry |
| estimates a reduction of approximately IE-5/ry for ATWS changes if implemented. At River Bend, an estimated

reduction in station blackout from its current contribution of approximately 90% to the total CDF to less than a 60%
I contribution might be realized from implementation of all blackout-related changes being evaluated. The " sneak
| circuit" procedure and training changes at LaSalle I&2 are estimated to reduce the contribution to the total CDF for

sequences involving this issue from approximately 20% to 1%.

9.3.2 PWR Plant Improvements

| Most of the plant improvements identiGed in the PWR submittals are procedural /operationalchanges(approximately
| 50%). The PWR procedural /operationalimprovements address station blackout, or loss of reactor coolant pump
i seals; steam generator tube rupture scenarios, or operation of coolant injection, DiiR, or support systems. Only a
j

small percentage specifically address accident classes that are minor contributors to core damage (e.g., internal
| Gooding, ATWS, LOCAs, and ISLOCAs). The most common procedural /operationalplant improvements identified
|

in the PWR submittals include incorporating the IPE results into operator training programs or developing or
improving procedures for battery load shedding, switching over emergency coolant injection to the recirculation

mode, arranging for alternate RCP seal cooling, and performing feed and bleed operations. Of the
procedural /operationalimprovements identified, approximately 35% have been implemented, but not all have been
credited in the BWR IPEs. Approximately 25% have been implemented and credited in the BWR IPEs.

| Many of the plant improvements identiGed in the PWR submittals are design /hardwarechanges(approximately40%).
Most of the PWR design / hardware improvements address station blackouts scenarios, RCP seal cooling, and operation

'

of coolant injection, DilR, or support systems. Only a small percentage speciGcally address accident classes that
are minor contributors to core damage (e.g., internal Gooding. ATWS, LOCAs, and ISLOCAs). The most common

design / hardware plant improvements identified in the PWR submittals include improving or replacing diesel
generators and auxiliary feedwater pumps, replacing RCP seal material, replacing battery chargers, purchasing a

'

portable generator for charging station batteries, and establishing now paths for alternate RCP seal coolirig. Of the
design / hardware improvements identiGed, approximately45% have been implemented, but not all have been credited

in the BWR IPEs. Approximately 30% have been implemen'ted and credited in the BWR IPEs.
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Few of the identified PWR plant improvements are maintenance relatedchanges. Most of the PWR maintenance

improvements address operation of support systems preventing internal floods or ISLOCAs. The maintenance-
related plant improvements identified in the PWR submittals include inspection of piping and other components,
valve leak testing, and improved maintenance procedures for HVAC systems and diesel generators. Of the
maintenance improvements identified, approximately 60% have been implemented and few have been credited in the

BWR IPEs. Approximately 45% have been implemented and credited in the PWR IPEs.

More specific details concerning the PWR plant improvements identified for each group of plants are provided in
the following sections. A summary of the implementation status (as of the IPE submittal dates) for the PWR plant

improvements is provided in Table 9.11.

Table 9.11 PWR plant improvement implementation by licenses as of the date of

IPE submittal.

Plant Number implemented Plant Number implemented
|

B&W PWRs

ANO1 some Crystal River 3 ull
Oconce 1,2&3 none

Davis-Ilesse some
j

Three Mile Island I none

CE PWRs

Calvert Cliffs I&2 some
ANO 2 some

St.1.ucie l&2 all
Fort Calhoun some

Maine Yankee unknown Millstone 2 all
Palo Verde 1,2&3 all

Palisades none

San Onofre 2&3 all Waterford 3 none

Westinghouse 2-loop PWRs

Ginna most Kewaunce most
|

Point Beach l&2 most Prairie island l&2 most

Westinghouse 3-loop PWRs

Beaver Valley I some Beaver Valley 2 some

farley 112 most Robinson 2 most

North Anna 1&2 all Shearon Harris some

Summer most Surry 1&2 all

Turkey Point 3&4 all

Westinghouse 4-loop PWRs

Braidwood l&2 none Byron 1&2 none

Catawba 1&2 some -
Callaway some

Comanche Peak I&2 all D.C. Cook I&2 none

lladdam Neck someDiablo Canyon l&2 none
indian Point 3 none

Indian Point 2 some
Millstone 3 most

McQuire 1&2 some
Seabrook none

Salem I&2 none
*

South Texas l&2Sequoyah 1&2 none

Vogtle l&2 all Watts Bar i none

Zion 1&2 unknown
Wolf Creek none

* No plant improvements identified because of IPE process.
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9.3.2.1 B&W PWRs

|

The IPEs for this group of plants identify improvements that typically address a variety of different concerns as
|

opposed to a single common issue such as station blackout for the B WRs. Improvements related to RCP seal failure,!
however, are identined in three of the five submittals. TMI I is evaluating training enhancements for maintaining
scalinjection now and tripping of the RCPs to reduce the chance of RCP seal failure. Oconee l'2&3 is evaluating,

procedural actions to supply RCP seal water during loss of power conditions. The Davis Besse submittal addresses
the evaluation of procedure enhancements for isolating the seal return How when seal cooling to the RCPs has been
lost and for dealing with loss of injection during a seal LOCA.

The licenseesfor Davis-Besseand ANO 1 eitherhave implementedor are evaluating ISLOCA procedureand training
| modifications which will lessen the chance of interfacing system LOCAs at these plants. These two licensees also

address station blackout concerns, with ANO I implementing the use of a Ofth swing air-cooled diesel and added

battery capacity, and Davis-Besse evaluating procedural changes to add redundancy capability to power supplies,
provide for DC load shedding, and guide the replenishment of dicsci fuel oil for long-term diesel use.

1

Additional individual improvements being evaluated for this plant group are related to staggering HPSI pump use
during loss of service water events at ANO I, maintaining service water operation with loss of HVAC at Davis-

Besse, a procedure change at Oconee to reduce the effects of internal Hooding, and procedural changes to reGil the
| borated water storage tank during SGTRs at ANO I, Davis-Besse, and TMI 1. All of these plant improvements

could be applicable to other PWRs

I

One of the more noteworthy and explicitly documented quantitative effects of these improvements is that ANO I,
| which is implementing the Ofth swing diesel and additional battery capacity, estimates a 23% and 14% reduction,

respectively m the plant CDF from the current value in the IPE of almost SE-5/ry. ;

, .

i
'

9.3.2.2 CE PWRs
'

|

| With the exception of power-related improvements, including power equipment HVAC improvements in a number
|

of submittals, most improvements identi6ed in the submittals for this plant group are somewhat unique and not
common to many of the CE plants. Of note, RCP seal LOCA improvement issues are not as pervasive in many of
the B&W and Westinghouse plant submittals. Only Calvert Cliffs identi6ed a plant improvement in this area. The
implemented improvements in the CCW system should reduce the frequency of an RCP seal LOCA. '

,

Severallicensees identiGed plant improvements related to improving the reliability of AC and DC systems. As
j

discussed above for ANO I (the B&W unit), the licensee for ANO 2 added a swing diesel generator. Palo Verde

has installed two 4.5 MW gas turbine generators. The Waterford submittal indicates that the installation of a portable
!

diesel generator for charging the station batteries was being evaluated. Maine Yankee has replaced and added spare
battery chargers and inverters and improved the cross-tie capabilities of these inverters and chargers. Millstone 2
has also added a new battery charger. All of these changes could be applied at other plants.

Support system improvements, particularly with respect to loss of HVAC events, were identified by many licensees
in this group. The Maine Yankee licensee has installed a high-temperature alarm and revised procedures related to

a loss of switchgear room ventilation. Calvert Cliffs has also implemented procedural upgrades to improve mitigation
! of loss of switchgear room cooling. Millstone 2, which made DC room temperature alarm improvements, has also
j implemented a loss of engineered safeguarci feature room ventilation procedure. *At least three other submittals

I
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covering a total of Ove units state that temperature alarms and procedure changes have been implemented for DC

rooms and inverter rooms.

Other improvements include AFW relay improvements for a backup water supply and maintenance improvements
for AFW at Calvert Cliffs. Palo Verde has implemented power source changes involving main steam isolation valve

(MSIV) and feedwaterisolation and a backup power source for AFW control. Both St. Lucie and Waterford listed

procedures to refill the CST as plant improvements. Calvert Cliffs was considering enhancing the EOPs to include
the use of the pressurizer vent valves as a means for depressurizing the vessel during a SGTR event. Millstone I ]

revised their EOPs to direct that a faulted steam generator be isolated.

Additional improvements include Drewater injection to steam generators being evaluated at Waterford 3, additional

valve checks or testing to decrease ISLOCAs at ANO 2 and Maine Yankee, various AFW improvements, and a i

variety of valve equipment or testing improvements. At Fort Calhoun, a number of Hooding improvements are being (
implemented or being evaluated. These involve the prevention or mitigation of a rupture in the RCP seal cooler of
the component cooling water system, an ISLOCA in a shutdown cooling line, and an AFW flood involving the need

I

to possibly remove a water-tight door.
|

Two of the submittals identify noteworthy quantitative effects of the improvements. The Palo Verde submittal j

indicates that all the power-related changes implemented and credited in the IPE made a reduction of almost I E-3/ry

in the total plant CDFs which is very signincant. The San Onofre 2&3 IPE indicates a 6E-5/ry reduction in the CDF

for its implemented and credited installation of inverter room temperature alarms.

9.3.2.3 Westinghouse PWRs

Like the other groups of PWRs, all of the licensees in this group identify a variety of different types of
improvements addressing a number of different issues. The most common issues have to do with power-related
improvements for both station blackout and non-blackout accident scenarios (including loss of HVAC issues), AFW
changes, and RCP seal cooling including related loss of component cooling water scenarios. Not quite as common
but still identined for many plants are improvements regarding plant Gooding. Other miscellaneous improvements

|are also identified. These improvements are fairly consistent among 2 ,3 , and 4-loop Westinghouse PWRs. The

different loop plants tend to "look the same" from the standpoint of improvements that were implemented or are ]
Ibeing planned or evaluated. llence no signincant difference is apparent among the different loop plants with regard

to the identined improvements in the IPEs.

Power-related upgrades take a variety of forms and include diesel and gas turbine upgrades, batte y and associated

charging capability improvements, related loss of HVAC issues, load changes, and bus cross-tie improvements,

among others. At least a dozen submittals indicate that the plants have apparently implemented onsite AC power
j
'

improvements by either adding to or replacing existing power sources with new diesels, upgrading gas turbines,
providing procedures for use of" backup" diesels, incorporating improvements m diesel reliability and maintenance
programs as well as monitoring diesel operation (e.g., monitoring tervrature for loss of jacket cooling), and
providing procedural enhancements for 4 kV bus cross ticing. Many of these improvements are done in coordination
with the station blackout rule. At least six submittals indicate that additions of new or replacements of old diesels

or gas turbines are under evaluation. The Indian Point 2&3 submittal indicates that potential changes to diesel
i

functional testing are being considered, including room fan testing. The Beaver Valley 1&2 submittalindicates that
a manual river backup for diesel cooling is being considered. The majority of these improvements could be applied

to all PWRs.
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DC power improvements, most of which are being evaluated, are identified in the Shearon Harris 1, H.B. Robinson,

Seabrook, Point Beach I&2, and Sequoyah I&2 submittals. An apparentlyimplemented DC power improvement
at Point Beach 1&2 involves battery upgrades and a new swing battery. The improvements under evaluation are all

different in form and include adding battery capacity, improving load shedding procedures, modifying DC loads on

the batteries, providing independent battery charging capability, adding possible cross tie features, and reducing
present battery unavailability. All of these improvements could be applied at other plants as required.

Many licensees, including Diablo Canyon I&2, Sequoyah !&2, Indian Point 2&3, Salem I&2, and Wolf Creek,
identify improvements associated with room ventilation issues, including the diesel fan issue mentioned above. A

few of these improvements are under evaluation while the rest are planned or have been implemented. Proposed
ventilation changes involve adding two trains of ventilation for a 480V room, modifying the ventilation system for
a 480V switchgear room, adding a switchgear room high-temperature alarm, evaluating possible changes to
procedures for the loss of HVAC for switchgear rooms, and implementing a general"open doors" policy for area
losses of ventilation.

Auxiliary feedw atersystem improvements are numerous. Three submittals, Indian Point 3, Point Beach,and Haddam

Neck, identify planned or implemented backup sources of water for the AFW, including a new CST, the use of
firewater, and the use of backup city water. The Ginna submittal identifies the use of firewater to cool the steam-
driven AFWS pump during station blackout as an improvement, while the Robinson submittal indicates that the

modification ofits steam-driven pump to be self-cooled is under evaluation. Vogtle l&2 and Comanche Peak l&2

have apparently implemented procedural guidance for local manual operation of AFW when control power is lost.
The Kewaunee submittal indicates a planned reliability improvement program for its steam-driven train, and the
Indian Point 3 submittalindicates that the implementation of a procedure to open a roll-up door on loss of ventilation

makes a significant change in its plant CDF. Lastly, the Haddam Neck submittal indicates that adding a motor train

to its current steam trains is under evaluation. These improvements can be applied to each Westinghouse plant.

The RCP seal LOCA issue is also the source of a number ofidenti0ed improvements for many plants. For instance,

the Comanche Peak 1&2, Wolf Creek, Vogtle 1&2 and Farley I&2 submittals specifically mention the changeout
.

to high-temperature seals while othcrs indicate this same change is under evaluation. At least eight submittals )
identify improvements to provide additional capability to supply RCP seal cooling when all normal means of cooling |
is lost. Some of the descriptions of these changes provide little detail, but others indicate more specifically how this !
might be accomplished. Examples include the use of swing component cooling water pumps, addition of a new |

pump with a possible backup diesel, use of firewater, and providing a means to not only cool the seals but
simultaneously charge the primary system. These improvements,like those listed above, could be applied to other
PWRs.

|
General Gooding improvements are identified as mostly being implemented at many plants including Kewaunee, |
Point Beach 1&2, Prairie Island 1&2, Surry 1&2, Salem l&2, H.B Robinson, and North Anna l&2. A number of |

these licensees changed door swing-out directions so that the doors will be forced against their doorjams based on

identified Good sources and the corresponding now directions. Many of the improvements are procedural changes
to improve identification and isolation of Good sources and effects.

The remaining types of improvements vary widely and are typically ider,tified in only a few submittals. These
include ISLOCA procedural improvements, steam generator tube rupture procedure improvements, procedures for
refilling the CST, a few core cooling recirculation hardware and procedure improvements, a few instrument air and

compressor upgrades, and feed and bleed training upgrades. The single most common "other" improvement issue is
related to the RCP seal cooling concerns related to the loss of component cooling water and/or, in some cases, service
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water. Procedural guidance and the use of cross-tied pumps or a swing pump is a commonly identified improvement

implemented at some plants and under evaluation at others.

Quantitative effects of some of these improvements include a signiGcant I E-3/ry reduction in the CDF at Surry l&2

as a result of flooding improvements and a more realistic evaluation. At Indian Point 3, the AFWS roll-up door

improvement mentioned above is estimated to reduce the plant CDF by 6E-4/ry. Numerous power-related changes,

including a mixture of those implemented or planned or under evaluation, showed CDF reductions of the order of

IE-5/ry. Similarly, implemented in.provements credited in the existing IPEs for the RCP seal cooling issue are
estimated to reduce the CDF by SE-4/ry at Farley I&2 and approximately 3E-5/ry at Kewaunee.

9.4 Containment Performance Improvements

9.4.1 The NRC Containment Performance Improvement Program

in SECY 88-147 (Ref. 9.5), excerpts of which were attached to GL 88-20, the NRC staff noted that it had
undertaken a program to determine what, if any, actions should be taken to reduce the vulnerability of containments
to severe accident challenges and to reduce the magnitude of releases that might result from such challenges. This

program was referred to as the NRC's Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) program.

The NRC staff also noted that the first focus of its efforts would be the BWR Mark I containments. Technical
insights arising from the CPI program for these containments were discussed in SECY 89-017 (Ref. 9.6),
and summarized in Supplement I to GL 88 20 (Ref. 9.7).

The enclosure to Supplement I lists three improvements and states that the Commission expects that licensees of

Mark I plants will seriously consider these improvements during the;r Individual Plant Examinations. Quoted below

are excerpts from Supplement I regarding each improvement:

(a) Alternate Water Supply for Drywell Spray / Vessel injection

"An important improvement would be to employ a backup or alternate supply of water and a
pumping capability that is independent of normal and emergency AC power. By connecting this
source to the low-pressure residual heat removal system (RHR) system as well as to the existing

drywell sprays, water could be delivered either into the reactor vessel or to the drywell, by use of

an appropriate valving arrangement.

An alternate source of water injection into the reactor vessel would greatly reduce the likelihood
of core melt due to station blackout or loss of long-term decay heat removal, as well as provide

significant accident management capability.

Water for the drywell sprays would also provide signiGcant mitigative capability to cool core
debris, to cool the containment steel shell to delay or prevent its failure, and scrub airborne

particu' ate Ossion products from the atmosphere.

A review of some BWR Mark i facilities indicates that most plants have one or more diesel driven

pumps which could be used to provide an alternate water supply. The flow rate using this backup
water system may be signincantly less than the design now rate for drywell sprays. The potential

"
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i
benefits of modifying the spray headers to assure a spray were co npared to having water run out

! of the spray nozzles. Fission product removalin the small crowded volume in which the sprays
j would be effective was judged to be small compared with the benefit of having a water pool on |

top of the core debris."

(b) Enhanced Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Depressurization System Reliability
'

i

i
"The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) consists of relief valves which can be manually
operated to depressurize the reactor coolant system. Actuation of the ADS valves requires DC,

j power and pneumatic supply. In an extended station blackout aller station batteries have been
;

depleted, the ADS would not be available and the reactor would be re-pressurized. With enhanced
j RPV depressurization system reliability, depressurization of the reactorcoolant system would have
i

a greater degree of assurance. Together with a low-pressure alternate source of water injection into
.

the reactor vessel, the major benefit of enhanced RPV depressurization reliability would be to4

provide an additional source of core cooling which could significantly reduce the likelihood of
i high-pressure severe accidents, such as from the short-term station blackout.
4

; Another important benefit is in the area of accident mitigation. Reduced reactor pressure would
j greatly reduce the possibility of core debris being expelled under high-pressure, given a core melt
i and failure of the reactor pressure vessel. Enhanced RPV depressurization system reliability would
i

also delay containment failure and reduce the quantity and type of fission products ultimately
. released to the environment. In order to increase reliability of the RPV depressurization system,
) assurance of electrical power beyond the requirements of existing regulations may be necessary.

Performance of the cables needs to be reviewed for temperature capability during severe accidents
as well as the capacity of the pneumatic supply."

; (c) Emergency Procedures and Training

1 ,

f

" Revision 4 to the BWR Owner's Group [BWROG] EPG [ Emergency Procedure Guideline]is a

significant improvement over earlier versions in that they continue to be based on symptoms, they
have been simplified, and all open items from previous versions have been resolved. The BWR

EPGs extend well beyond the design basis and include many actions appropriate for severe accident
management.

The improvement to EPGs is only as good as the plant-specific EOP implementation and the
training that operators receive on use of the improved procedures. The NRC staff encourages
licensees to implement Revision 4 of the EPGs and recognize the need for proper implementation t
and training of operators."

The GL 88-20 Supplement I further states that the staff plans to communicate directly with each licensee who
possesses a Mark I plant on the matter of a hardened vent path and that improvements (a). (b), and (c) above should

be considered in addition to improvements that stem from the evaluation and implement.nion of the hardened vent.

In Supplement 3 to GL 88-20 (Ref. 9.8), the NRC staff announced the completion of the CPI program and
forwarded the insights arising from this effort for BWR Mark 11 and Mark 111 containments and for PWR
containments for use in licensee efforts as part of the IPE program. Supplement 3 notes that the technical j

|
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information conveyed may be usefut io licensees during their examinations of their plants for vulnerabilities to severe

accidents.

|
The following statements regarding BWR Mark 11 and Mark lit, as well as PWR containments are quoted from

Supplement 3 to GL 88-20:'

" Mark // Containments - For events w here inadequate containment heat remnval could cause core*

degradation, additional containment heat removal capability using plant-specific hardware
procedures is expected to be considered as part of the IPE process. Potential methods of removing
heat from containment include, but are not limited to, using a hardened vent or other means of

improving reliability of suppression pool cooling. It is expected that the negative as well as the
positive benefits of the enhanced containment heat removal capability will be considered. For
example, for those events where venting is initiated after core melt and subsequent vessel failure
have occurred, the benefit of scrubbing of fission products cannot be assured for Mark 11
containments to the same degree as in Mark I plants. This is because molten core materials on the

floor of the containment may fait downcomers or drain lines and result in suppression pool bypass.

In addition, the Mark I improvements contained in Supplement I to Generic Letter 88-20 dated

August 29,1989 are expected to be considered for applicability to Mark 11 containments."

"Afark l// Containments - A potential vulnerability for Mark 111 plants savolves station blackout,e

during which the hydrogen igniters would be inoperable. Under these conditions, a detonable
mixture of hydrogen could develop which could be ignited upon restoration of power. Licensees
with Mark lli containments are expected to evaluate the vulnerability to interruption of power to

the hydrogen igniters as part of the IPE. A backup power supply meeting the requirements for the

Alternate AC option of the Station Blackout Rule would be one method of ensuring uninterrupted

operation of the hydrogen igniters.

In addition, the Mark I improvements contained in Supplement I to Generic Letter 88-20 dated

August 29,1989, as well as containment heat removal as discussed for Mark Il containments, are

expected to be considered for applicability to Mark 111 containments."

"PWR /ce Condenser Containments - The same situation could occur in ice condenser*

containments as in Mark 111 containments relative to hydrogen detonations following restoration

of power. Therefore, licensees with ice condenser containments are expected to evaluate the
vulnerability to interruption of power to the hydrogen igniters as part of the IPE."

"PWR Dry Containments - Depending on the degree of compartmentalization and the release*

point of the hydrogen from the vessel, local detonable mixtures of hydrogen could be formed
during a severe accident and important equipment,if any is nearby, could be damaged following
a detonation. In addition, smaller subatmospheric containments may develop detonable mixtures

of hydrogen on a global basis. Licensees with dry containments are expected to evaluate
containment and equipment vulnerabilities to localized hydrogen combustion and the need for

improvements (including accident management procedures) as part of the IPE.

It should be noted that currently available computer codes have been shown to overestimate mixing

I of hydrogen in the containment and may not be adequate to evaluate the potential for high-local
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concentrations of hydrogen (e.g., ANS Proceedings,1989 National Heat Transfer Conference,
August 6 9,1989, Philadelphia, PA, Page 233-241). Thus any analyses should be supplemented |

by judgement as to the adequacy of the results and consideration of the impact of higher than
predicted hydrogen concentration due to stratification.

Given an estimate oflocal concentration of hydrogen, NUREG/CR-5275 provides a discussion of

one method that has been used to evaluate the potential for local hydrogen detonations."

NUREG 1335, which provides guidance to licensees on submitting the IPE results, mentions CPI issues in

Section 2.3, which deals with the submittal of specific safety features and potential plant improvements. Appendix C
of NUREG 1335 provides the NRC response to comments and questions the licensees raised about the IPE process.|

Some of these questions and their responses address the relationship of the CPI program to the IPE program.

In their IPE submittals most licensees respond to the CPI Program recommendations relevant to their type of
containment. These responses are usually contained in a separate section devoted to CPI issues, but sometimes are

scattered throughout the containment performance discussion. In those cases where CPI issues are not addressed in
{

the submittals, the review of the submittals by NRC and its contractors usually elicits a response to CPI concerns
;

from the licensee through a request for additionalinformation (RAI). Nevertheless, the licensee's IPE submittals

vary widely in their response to CPI recommendations. In several cases the licensees indicate that the CPI
l

,

recommendationsare being considered, but do not identify the recommendationsas commitments.The sections below

present an overview, grouped by containment types, of how the CPI concerns were treated in the different IPEs, and
Tables 9.12 and 9.13 provide a summary of how each licensee addressed CPI in their IPE submittals.

1

Table 9.12 BWR containment performance improvements. I

Plant name Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs

Browns Ferry 2 Mark 1 - Intend to install hardened vent

Brunswick 1 Mark 1 Hardened vent (installed per GL ?916)

Clinton Mark !!! - Addressed /no actions deemed necessary
- BWROG EPG Rev. 4' was implemented

Cooper Mark 1 None addressed

Dresden 2&3 Mark 1 Considering alternate containment spray

Duane Arnold Mark I Installed hardened vent per GL 89-16
Incorporated BWROG EPG Rev. 4 {
Alternate vesselinjection already in EPGs

Fermi 2 Mark I - Hardened vent to be installed
BWROG EPG Rev. 4 implemented

Fitzpatrick Mark 1 - Installed hardened vent
- Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4

Did not install modification for alternate injection and spray

Grand Gulf I Mark Ill BWROG EPG Rev. 4 previously implemented

i

,
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i 9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements
|

Table 9.12 BWR containment performance improvements.,

4
'

j

| Plant name Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs
; m

BWROG EPG Rev. 4 implemented ]llatch l&2 Mark 1 -

EPGs provide for alternaic inji.dicr. :nethod! and el<a for-
;

j alternate drywc!! sprays although not credited in IPE
:

Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4Hope Creek Mark 1 -

Use of alternate injection systems modeled and included in EPGs
|

- Installed hardened vent GL 8916
-

1

LaSalle 1&2 Mark 1 - BWROG EPG Rev. 4 implemented#

| - Fire water as an alternative to RPV injection

i - EPGs provide diverse means to depressurize using turbine bypass ;

|
valves, reactor feedwater pump and RCIC i

liardened vent previously installedj
-

} Limerick I&2 Mark 11 No hardened vent-

Planned capability for firewater alternate RPV injection; existingj -

i capability for injection via RilRSW
l Incorporated BWROG EPG Rev 4-

e

{ Millstone 1 Mark 1 - Installed hardened vent

; - Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4 with some additional

j evaluations ongoing 1

IAlternate RPV injection and drywell spray provided
,i

-

h Monticello Mark 1 Alternate RPV injection and drywell spray through RilR SW and-

fire water cross-ties

i Considering modifying power supplies to N2 bottles for-

enhanced depressurization
Stayed with BWROG EPGs Rev. 31 -

Enhanced ADS (SRV power available during loss of offsite-
.

,

power) ,

4

} Nine Mile Point 1 Mark I - Installed hardened vent (GL 89-16)
Adopted BWROG EPG Rev. 4; -

Raw water available as alternate RPV injection, drywell spray-

i
and containment flooding

a

Hardened wetwell vent to be installed during 1993 refuelingNine Mile Point 2 Mark 11 -

j outage
Adopted BWROG EPG Rev. 4I

-

- Considering evaluation of diesel driven fire pump providmg
,

alternate RPV injectionj
1

Oyster Creek Mark 1 - Alternate RPV injection in place
RPV enhanced depressurization through alternate AC source.

<

Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4-
J

Planned hardened vent-

Capability to provide alternate RPV :njection and drywell spray )Peach Bottom 2&3 Mark 1 -

- Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4 |
Installed hardened vent

i
j Perry 1 Mark 111 Considering passive containment venting. ATWS alternate

shutdown and ADS inhibit design

a
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

Table 9.12 BWR containment performance improvements.
4

i

Pinnt name Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs
<

!
* Pilgrim i Mark 1 Installed hardened vent
; i
) - Alternate RPV injection or drywell spray from firewater cross.

|tie
,i )Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4 '

Quad Cities 1&2 Mark 1 - Installed hardened vent |
t

Implemented BWROG EPG Rev. 4

Alternate sources (fire protection) for RPV injection and drywell
sprays are under consideration

River Bend Mark 111 Planned permanent installation of diesel-driven air compressor to
supply vessel SRVs

BWROG EPG Rev. 4 implemented (prior to IPE)
- Addressed need for containment venting and 112 igniters, no

modifications deemed necessary

Susquehanna I&2 Mark 11 - Many EOP revisions derived from BWROG EPG, Rev.4
Thirty-day supply of compressed nitrogen for SRV actuation
Alternate injection to RPV and containment spray via diesel.
driven fire pump aligned to RHR service water

- Considering wetwell vent procedures (credited in IPE) ,

|
Vermont Yankee Mark 1 (All identified prior to issuance of GL 88-20) i

'

- Installed hardened vent
- Enhanced RPV depressurization reliability

,Implemented BWROG Rev. 4
l

- Alternate RPV injection and drywell spray using river water or
{fire protection system

WNP2 Mark 11 - Enhanced RPV depressurization through operator training
|

- BWROG EPG Rev. 4 implemented (prior to IPE) |

' General Electric, et al.. "BWR Owners Group Emergency Procedure Guidelines, Rev. 4," NEDO-31333, Class |
Document, March 1987.

Table 9.13 PWR Containment Performance Improvements.

IPE submittals Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs

ANOI Large-dry Discussed in responses to RAI, no action deemed
necessary by licensee

ANO 2 Large dry Discussed in submittal and responses to RA!. No
vulnerabilities for hydrogen accumulation and combustion

Beaver Valley 1 Large-dry (subatmospheric) Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Beaver Valley 2 Large-dry (subatmospherie) Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee
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i

Table 9.13 PWR Containment Performance Improvements.
I

IPE submittals Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs

Big Rock Point * Large-dry Discussed only in responses to RAI, no action deemed
necessary by licensee

Braidwood I&2 Large-dry Not discussed in IPE submittal (revised IPE not submitted
to NRC as of 10-96)

Byron I A2 Large-dry Not discussed in IPE submittal (revised IPE not submitted
to NRC as of 10-96)

Callaway Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Calvert Cliffs 1&2 Large dry prestressed post Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

tensioned by licensee

Comanche Peak I&2 Large dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Crystal River 3 Large-dry Discussed in responses to RAI, no action deemed

necessary

Davis Desse Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Diablo Canyon l&2 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Farley 1&2 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
j

by licensee

Fort Calhoun ! Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Ginna Large-dry Not specifically discussed, hydrogen detonation is
discussed and deemed not a concern by licensee

Haddam Neck Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Indian Point 2 Large dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Indian Point 3 Large-dry Discussed: no immediate modifications identified; formal
*

implementation of accident management strategies for
hydrogen control deferred until SAM guidelines
implemented -expected June 1998 (to be based on WOG

Guidelines)

Kewaunce Large dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Maine Yankee Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Millstone 2 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee
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.

|
} Table 9.13
i PWR Containment Performance improvements,

j IPE submittals Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEsi

b Millstone 3 Large-dry (subatmospheric)
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary{

|
by licensee

3 North Anna I&2 Large-dry (subatmospheric)
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessaryi
by licensee

'

Oconce 1,2&3 Large-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Palisades Large-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary |

by licensee
i
; Palo Verde 1,2&3 Large-dry
{' Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensec
I !
5 Point Beach I&2 Large-dry

Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Prairie Island l&2 Large-dry Discussed: hydrogen burn determined by licensee not to
be a threat to containment integrity I

II. B. Robinson 2 Large dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Salem 1&2 Large-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

San Onofre 2&3 Large-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Seabrook Laige-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Shearon llarris I Large-dry
Discussed: possible procedural change to reduced potential
for induced SGTR

South Texas Project l&2 Large-dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

St. Lucie 1&2 Large dry
Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee |

'

Summer Large-dry Discussed: hydrogen detonation not deemed to be a l
I

concern by licensee

Surry I&2 Large-dry (subatmospheric) Discussed in response to RAl, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Three Mile Island 1 Large-dry
Referenced Oconee analysis, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Turkey Point 2&3 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee

Vogtle I&2 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary
by licensee
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9 Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements

Table 9.13 PWR Containment Performance Improvements, i

1

IPE submittals Containment type CPIs as discussed by licensees in IPEs ,

.

Waterford 3 Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Wolf Creek Large-dry Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

i by licensee

|

i Zion I&2 Large-dry Not discussed in detail: steam inerting of containment
Iidentified by licensee as a short term hydrogen control

]jCatawba I&2 lee condenser Discussed: possibly restore hydrogen igniters in small
groups

!
DC Cook 1&2 Ice condenser Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

!by licensec

McGuire 1&2 Ice condenser Discussed restor. igniters as part of SAMG

Sequoyah l&2 Ice condenser Discussed ie. iPE submittal, no action deemed necessary

by licensee

Watts Bar i Ice condenser Discussed in IPE submittal, no action deemed necessary )1

l

by licensee
.

,

* BWR housed in a large-dry containment, therefore listed in this table rather than Table 9.6. |

:

i

9.4.2 Treatment of CPI Issues in IPEs for Plants with BWR Mark I Containments

I
Among the IPE submittals for Mark I plants, the responses to the CPI issues are summarized below.;

Hardened wetwell vent

5
in response to the recommendation of the NRC's GL 89-16 (Ref. 9.9), all the utilities with Mark I
containments committed to install a hardened wetwell vent system, if one was not already in place. A hardpipe

;

containment vent leading from the torus to outside the containment building provides an independent means for!

containment heat removal, while allowing a habitable environment to be maintained in the reactor building during

venting operation.The licensees with Mark I containments vary considerably in their assessment of the benefit gained
,

j from a hardened vent capability. For a number of reasons, including the ability of systems in the turbine building

(which is not affected by venting to the reactor building) to provide adequate makeup and because of the limited

) impact on core cooling systems from the existing (i.e., not-hardened) vent systems predicted in some IPEs, a number
of IPE submittals stated that the benefit ofinstalling a hardened vent system was marginal. For example,according"

to the Millstone 1 IPE, the addition of a hardened vent path would lead to a reduction in CDF ofless than 1% since

a not-hardened path exists and is used in the EOPs.

In contrast, the Fitzpatrick IPE submittal states that containment venting reduced the core damage frequency by an
| estimated factor of 14. It is not clear, however, how much of this reduction would have been achieved with a not-;

i hardened path through preexisting piping and ductwork paths

;
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j
!

Alternate Water Supply for Drywell Spray /Vesselinjection 1

Most of the submittals for plants with Mark I containments discuss external sources for drywell spray or vessel
injection. In many cases the submittal states that alternate water sources exist at the plant and have been credited in

} the IPE Other IPEs state that while such alternate sources exist and are referred to in their EOPs, they are not
credited in the IPE analysis. Some submittals state that providing alternate sources is still under consideration.
Usually the external water source is provided via the service water system using river or pond water or the fire
protection system.

For example, five separate sources for alternate RPV injection or drywell spray are described1

in the Duane Arnold IPE. One source includes the fire water system, which is capable of providing alternate
injection and spray during station blackout conditions with the RPV and drywell depressurized by utilizing the
independent diesel driven pump. A few licensees state the results of analysis they have performed indicate that the

;

benefits of arranging for alternate sources are marginal and therefore not implemented. Examples are the IPEs for
the Fermi 2 plant and the Brunswick units. The Fermi IPE states that only a 28% reduction would be achieved from
connecting the firewater system to the drywell spray system. The Brunswick 1&2 IPE notes that connecting
lirewater to containment spray has negligible benefit because the low-pressure of the firewater system leads to
reduced flow, or no flow, depending on containment pressure. In the Hope Creek IPE, the licensee states that the
benefit of connecting the fire protection system to the drywell spray could be very important; nevertheless this
improvement will not be implemented.

Enhanced RPV Depressurization System Reliability

Most of the licensees either do not discuss this issue in their submittals or state that the existing system is reliable
enough. Some note that other improvements would be more cost effective. A few submittals,like those for Oyster
Creek and Vermont Yankee, indicate enhancements to the AC power supply to the ADS valves. A number of
submittals no:e that enhancing power reliability in general will add to the reliability of the depressurization system.

Emergency Procedures and Training

in each case where the use of the BWR owners group EPGs is addressed, the licensee has adopted Revision 4.
Several of the licenses indicate that their emergency operating procedures would be revised to better address the
human reliability aspects to depressurize the RPV. Several licensees have also indicated that current guidelines, and
therefore procedures, for venting, primarily when used in connection with the containment flooding contingency,
should be reconsidered.

9.4.3
Treatment of CPI Issues in IPEs for Plants with BWR Mark II and BWR Mark III
Containments

As noted above, the CPI recommendations for licensees with Mark Il and Mark 111 containments were that they
consider the improvements suggested for Mark I containments, and that licensees with Mark IIIs consider providing
an additional means of assuring the power supply to the igniters. The CPI program suggested that hardened vents

!

for Mark 11 and Mark 111 containments might be evaluated by the licensees of plants with these containments as part
of possible enhancements for containment heat removal. However, unlike licensees with Mark I containments,
licensees with Mark !! or Mark lli containments were not expected to commit to the installation of a hardened vent

i

path by the NRC.
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & improvements
:

9.4.3.1 Treatment of CPI Issues in IPEs for Plants with BWR Mark 11 Containments
'

Among the four IPE submittals for Mark 11 plants, the responses to the CPI issues are summarized below.
,

|

Hardened Vents

The LaSalle and Nine Mile Point 2 submittals state that hardened vents are in place in these plants, while Limerick

and WNP 2 use the existing, not-hardened vents. The Limerick submittal acknowledgesthat use of the existing vent

system will lead to a duct work failure and therefore should only be used when there is adequate core cooling. The
WNP 2 analysis indicates very limited benefit from a hardened vent path.

Alternate Water Supply

A connection to the fire protection system fo" the drpvell sprays exists at Limerick but no credit was taken in the
IPE. Nine Mile Point 2 has implemented and credited a raw water cross-tie as an alternate injection source to the

RPV or the containment spray. A fire water connection is under consideration at LaSalle, while the WNP 2
submittal states that alternate sources were not expected to provide any additional benefits.

Enhanced Depressurization

All Mark 11 IPEs indicate that the existing capability is adequate. LaSalle notes that the EOPs provide several means

of depressurization, including the turbine bypass valves, the turbine driven reactor feedwater pump, and the RCIC
steam line. WNP 2 mentions additional operator training on depressurization.

Emergency Procedures

All licensees with Mark 11 plants indicate that Revision 4 of the BWR EPGS is being used. As some other BWR
licensees have done, the Limerick IPE suggests that relaxation of the drywell spray initiation criteria should be

considered.
,

i
1

|

9.4.3.2 Treatment of CPI Issues for Plants with BWR Mark III Containments )

Among the four IPE submittals for Mark III plants, the responses to the CPI issues are summarized below.

Hardened Vents

None of licensees with Mark 111 containments find that a hardened vent would have a significant impact on their
CDF or containment results. One plant, Perry, evaluatesthe effect of a passive vent design featuring a rupture disk
and an alternate vent line which would open automatically upon containment overpressure. A substantial decrease

in the probability of RPV failure and containment failure is observed. This alternate vent path has not been designed,
however.

Alternate Water Supply

As with other BWR licensees, fire water is the principal attemate water source considered by licensees of Mark 111

plants. The Clinton IPE notes that such a connection is under consideration. The Grand GulfIPE finds that a f e
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;

water cross-tie to vessel injection has a significant impact on CDF. The River Bend IPE also states that a cross-tie
{ of the Dre protection water to the RPV injection has been made subsequent to the submittal of the IPE analysis.
!

Enhanced Depressurization

,

j in general the licensees deem their existing capabilities adequate. The Clinton IPE notes that backup batteries to l
i extend the duration of the power supply for depressurization valves are under consideration to be evaluated under

the accident management plans. The River Bend submittal indicates the installation of an additional diesel
a

; compressor.
!

| Emergency Procedures
.

All the licensees indicate the use of Revision 4 of the BWR EPGs. The Grand GulfIPE submittal discusses the need
! to reassess the BWR EPGs on MSIV venting during containment flooding. For Grand Gulf, a major contributor to
j the source term released to the environment, as identified by the Level 2, results is the "MSIV venting" event. This
! venting is procedurally called for by the Containment Flooding portion of the Emergency Procedures. If this
f procedural step were removed or suitably revised, the Grand GulfIPE results indicate that the source term releases

j'

could be reduced. According to the IPE, the BWROG Severe Accident Management Subcommittee is studying
|

severe accident management guidelines and is considering changes to this part of the EPGs for all BWRs. Grand
|Gulf is involved in this activity and expects to contribute these IPE insights in support of changes to the MSIV
|venting guidance.
1

Enhanced Hydrogen Igniter Power Supply I

l

All of the Mark !!! licensees find that additional enhancements to the igniter power supply are not warrarited. As '

an example, the Clinton submittal states that having an alternate source of power with 90% availability to the
hydrogen igniters would reduce the frequency of a containment release from approximately IE-6 to 9E-7/ry and '

would have a negligible reduction in the frequency of a large (Class 111) release. The River Bend submittal notes

that portable DC generators to enhance DC power requirements can be provided and that the station blackout
procedure has been revised to instruct operators to tum offigniters if AC power is unavailable.

9.4.4 Treatment of CPI Issues in IPEs for Plants with PWR Large-Dry and PWR Ice
Condenser Containments

|
As discussed in Section 9.4.1 above, the CPI issue for PWR large-dry containments is the evaluation of containment

and equipment vulnerabilities to localized hydrogen combustion. For PWR ice condenser containments, the issue
|

is vulnerability to interruption of power to the hydrogen igniters, i.e., the same issue as for BWR Mark III
1

containments. I

Regarding the interruption of power to the igniters, each of the Ove submittals for plants with ice condenser |
containments indicates that the present arrangements are adequate. Two submittals, those for Catawba l&2 and '

McGuire I&2, mention that sensitivity studies were conducted to evaluate the benent of a backup power supply.
The Catawba submittal reports that reducing the unavailability ofigniter power to zero would reduce the probability
of early containment failure by about a factor of Sve (however, early failure probability at Catawba is reported as
less than 0.01). The McGuire submittal reports that if igniters were always available the whole-body person-rem
risk would be reduced by approximately 6 person-rem / reactor-year. In both cases, as part of their accident
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|
'

management programs, the licensees intend to evaluate a potential strategy for restoring the igniters in small groups

as a means of reducing the potential for containment overpressure due to hydrogen combustion. |

The D.C. Cook 1&2 nnalysis looks at cases with hydrogen burns st.ppressed until maximum levels were attained in I

the upper containment compartment. Assuming a burn would then occur, the analysis indicates a containment failure

at approximately 16 hours, which the licensee did not consider an early failure. The Watts Bar i submittal states
that in order to demonstrate that Watts Bar has no specific vulnerability to igniter unavailability,it was assumed that

all of tl.e CDF associated with plant damage states with the igniters unavailable would result in containment failure

at some time.

| The response in the IPE submittals to the CPI issue of the effect of hydrogen burns, including localized detonations,
varies considerably among the licensees of plants with PWR large-dry containments (one BWR, Big Rock Point, is

included in this group). In a considerable number of the submittals the issue is not directly addressed. In most such

cases responses to RAI questions provide some information. In general the licensees report that their containments

are open enough and that sufficient communication paths exist between compartments, so that good atmospheric

mixing occurs and local accumulation of hydrogen is unlikely. Even those submittals which do not specifically
address the CPI issue usually provide a description of the containment which emphasizes its large volume and

openness. The evidence for the containments' open geometry u:ually comes from visual inspections carried out
during containment walkdowr.s. In a number of submittals, such as those for Palo Verde 1,2&3, Salem I&2, and
H.B. Robinson, some local pocketing is acknowledged to be possible but in areas which contain no vital equipment

and in which a detonation is judged not to severely affect the rest of the containment or any vital equipment.

While the CPI hydrogen issue is dismissed as a concem in most submittals, the level of supporting detail varies

considerably with some submittals using only qualitative arguments to dismiss the issue and others referring to
detailed analytical methods similar to the method provided as an example in Supplement 3 of the GL 88 20. In the f
Summer, Vogtle and Wolf Creek submittals, simplified deflagration to-detonation transitions are discussed. The
licensee of Maine Yankee states in the IPE submittal that since hydrogen combustion is a major contributor to early

containment failure in this plant, the issue will be considered further in the development of the accident management

plan. |

|

9.5 Impact on Reactor Safety Due to Plant Enhancements

Although only a few of the IPE submittals explicitly identify vulnerabilities, almost all of the submittals identified
plant imp:ovements to address these vulnerabilities and other issues of concern identified through the IPE process.

Many of these plant improvements had been implemented at the time of the IPE submittals or were scheduled for

implementation. The quantitative impact of these plant improvements has not generally been calculated,but they
|

commonly improve plant safety. Thus, the IPE program has served as a catalyst for further improving the overall

safety of nuclear power plants.

Many of the vulnerabilities explicitly identified in the submittals are applicable to other plants. In addition, many
of the identified plant improvements addressed common problem areas and often involved similar solutions. In fact,

many of the plant improvements identified for one plant could be applied to similar plants. A surnmary of the plant

improvements that would have the most impact on the core damage frequency is presented in Table 9.14.

These improvements address the dominant accident scenarios identified in the IPEs and are generally applicable to

most plants. For BWRs, the dominant accident scenarios are station blackouts, transients with loss of coolant

j injection, and transients with loss of DHR. Important contributors to these accidents scenarios include AC and DC
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!
'

power reliability, support system dependencies, availability of alternative injection systems, failure to depressurize
j the reactor vesse'l, and the operability of coolant injection systems following loss of DHR. For PWRs, the dominant
! accident scenarios are station blackout, transients, and LOCAs. Important contributors to these accident scenarios

include susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs, AC and DC poveer reliability, operator action to switch from coolant i

; injection mode to recirculation mode, feed-and-bleed capability, and the support system dependencies.
4

, Table 9.14
]. Summary of important plant improvements identified by licensees.
4

i
j |

Applicability
^ "" 'I {

improvement Speelfic improvement,
!BWR PWR
I.

AC Reliability / / * Added or replaced diesel generators
)/ /

* Added or replaced gas turbine generator
.

j * Redundant offsite power capabilities
# j
j

I e improved bus / unit cross tie capabilities
;

DC Reliability / /i

* Install new batteries, chargers, or inverters; / / t

* Alternate battery charging capabilitiesj # #
Increased bus load shedding*

i
*
- Coolant / * Replace emergency core cooling system pump motors with air-cooled motors
! Injection j Align LPCI or CS to CST upon loss of suppression pool cooling*

Systems * Align firewater system for reactor vesselinjectionj
f Revise llPCI and RCIC actuation or trip setpointsa

*

Revise procedures to inhibit ADS for non ATWS scenarios*

/ * Improve procedure and training on switch to recirculation
/

* Increased training on feed and-bleed operations
:

DHR Systems / * Add hard-pipe vent
/

* Portable fire pump to provide isolation condenser makeup3

y / * Install new AFW pump or improve existing pump reliability/ * Refill CST when using AFW,

#'

* Modification to align firewater pump to feed steam generator

Support Systems / / * Procedures and portable fans for alternate room cooling upon loss ofIIVAC
2 / / * Install temperature alarms in rooms to detect loss of liVAC'/ #i * Revised procedures and training for losses of support systems
$
>

! RCP Seal / * Evaluate or replace RCP seat material
! LOCAs /

* Add independent seal injection or charging pump for station blackoutj * Supply RCP seals with alternate cooling
j e Operator training on tripping pumps on loss of cooling .

f
; Review IIPSI dependency on CCWe

l

, The IPE submittals indicate that the CPI program provided a helpful checklist of potential containment related
{ modifications which many licensees used during the conduct of their IPEs. Many licensees indicated that they had

already incorporated the recommendations coming from the CPI program. This was especially true for licensees of
i BWR plants, many of which stated that they had hardened vents in place, had adopted Revision 4 of the BWROG
I

Emergency Procedure Guidelines, and had provided for attemate water supplies for RPV injection and containment
i spray. In contrast, the licensees of PWR plants stated that no changes were called for by the CPI recommendations
f for their type of containments because local hydrogen accumulation was not found to be a problem, and backup
4 power supplies for igniters (in ice condensers) would not significantly impact containment performance,
,

;

i
!
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9. Plant Vulnerabilities & Improvements
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10. BACKGROUND ON OBTAINING REACTOR AND CONTAINMENT
DESIGN PERSPECTIVES

Chapter 10 explains the approach chosen to obtain the perspectives provided in Chapter 11 and 12 (and summarized
in Chapters 3 and 4). This chapter informs the reader of the key plant and containment characteristics,as well as

the boundary conditions, assessments and assumptions used in the individual plant examination (IPE) modeling that
can potentially affect the results reported in the IPEs, First, Section 10.1 outlines the approach used to obtain core

damage frequency (CDF) and containment performance perspectives. (Chapter 13 discusses the approach used to

obtain operational perspectives. The remainder of this section discusses the plant features and modeling
| characteristics that are most prevalent in probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) modeling, are addressed in the JPEs,
i and have potential significance to the IPE results. From Sections 10.2,10.3, and 10.4 the reader should obtain an

awareness of(1) the significant features of the different classes of plants and (2) the various boundary conditions,
assessments, and assumptions that are used in the IPEs and why they can be important to the IPE results. With this

knowledge, the reader can more easily understand the specific IPE perspectives and important insights discussed in
subsequent chapters.

10.1 Approach for Obtaining Core Damage Frequency and Containment
Performance Perspectives

The first set of perspectives obtained from the IPE submittals included those insights related to the quantiGcation
of the CDF for the plants, the classes of accident sequences with the greatest contribution to the CDF, and the factors

driving the CDF. These factors include actual plant design, operational features and characteristics,and analytical
modeling similarities or differences among the submittals, which also impact the results. As indicated earlier,
because all of the licensees chose to use traditional PRA approaches to respond to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20
(Ref.10.1) for the CDF portion of the analysis, all of the submittal summaries could be examined and compared on
the basis of the three levels of insights identined above, which include CDF, accident classes, and factors most
important to the likelihood of core damage.

In order to derive CDF perspectives among logical groupings of generally similar plants, all of the IPE submittals
'

were first categorized by the type of plant covered by the submittal and either the plant vintage or the nuclear steam

supply system vendor. Hence, all of the plants were first categorized as either boiling water reactors (BWRs) or

pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The BWRs were then further grouped as to major model. Specifically, these
groupings include BWR 1,2, or 3 designs with isolation condensers (ICs) as a group; BWR 3 and 4 designs with
reactor core isolation coolant (RCIC) injection as a group; and BWR 5 or 6 designs as the last group. The PWRs
were put into three major groups by nuclear steam supply system vendor (i.e., Westinghouse (W), Combustion
Engineering (CE), or Babcock & Wilcox (B&W)). The Westinghouse plants were further categorized on the basis
of the number of primary coolant loops in the design (i.e.,2,3, or 4-loop plants).

1

| In addition to the CDF perspectives, containment performance perspectives obtained from the IPE submittals included

those insights related to the containment failure modes, the releases associated with those failure modes, and the
factors responsible for the types of containment failures and release sizes reported. These factors involve actual
containment design characteristics and plant specific hardware or operational features, as well as similarities and
differences in assumptions and modeling techniques. GL 88-20 (Ref.10.1) allowed the licensees considerable

latitude in conducting the containment performance analysis portion of the IPE. While there is significant variability
j in the approaches chosen by the licensees,the essentiat information regarding containment failure modes, release type

and size,and factors driving the analyses could be found in all submittals. Specifically,imporant pararr,etersrelated
to accident progression and containment performance,which could be obtained from almost all the submittalt were

i as follows:
!
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10. Background for Obtaining Perspectives

frequency and conditional probability of early containment failure (ECF) and bypass*

frequency and conditional probability of late containment failuresa

magnitude of important source-term releases*

To gain perspectives on similarities and differences in containment performance among the IPEs, the submittals were

grouped according to the five containment types found in domestic nuclear plants (i.e., BWR Mark I, Mark II, and |

Mark Ill containments and PWR large-dry (including subatmospheric) and ice-condenser containments).

In deriving insights and perspectives,the reviews of the submittals focused on addressing the following objectives:
|

Determine the nuclear power industry's assessment of the CDF potential and of the containment*

performance of operating nuclear power plants in the United States (U.S.) j
|

Determine the factors driving the CDF and the containment performance..

lDetermine how similar or different the estimates are among and within plant groups and containment types.*

|

|

Determine the underlying causes for the similarities and differences found. I*

Figure 10.1 illustrates how plant and containment design, analytical boundary considerations, assessments, and i
'

assumptions provide inputs to the IPE model and, thus, the CDF results. To identify insights and perspectives with

regard to addressing the above objectives, the review of the IPE submittals was carried out by reversing the analysis

process shown in Figure 10.2. This was done by exarrining the results as reported in the IPEs, as well as the
important plant and modeling characteristicsdriving the observed results. This examination process was carried out

using four major steps as discussed below and illustrated in Figure 10.2.

IPE Boundary Conditions. Plant-Specific Design,
Assessments, Assumptions Maintenance, Operaung
& Analytical Techniques Features & Operstmg History

V . . -

IPE/PRA |
Model ]

7
$

M
IPF/PRA Results

* Core darnage frequency
* Dominant acquences

Containment failure modes*

Radionuclide releases*

.

.

.

Figure 10.1 IPE analytical process flow diagram.
!

>
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10. Background for Obtaining Perspectives

Collect and Summartze
Core Damage
Frequency and
Containment

Performance Results
d

-

Identify Similarities
and Differences

| in the Results

m

Assess the Similarities
and Differences
in the Results

,

!
3 |
"

|
Derive Generic

Versus
Plant-Specific
Perspectives

Figure 10.2 Approach for obtaining CDF and containment performance
perspectives,

i |

10.1.1 Step 1: Collect and Summarize CDF and Containment Performance Results

From the traditional PRA process, one quantitative outcome that provides a single overall comparable insight intoi

i the safety of nuclear power plants is each plant's CDF. Hence, the first step of the submittal examination process
included the collection of the CDFs reported in the IPE submittals. It should be noted that the quantitative value
reported in each submittal was sometimes a point estimate and sometimes the mean value derived from a data
uncertainty analysis if one was performed.

;

Next, the major classes of accidents dominating the likelihood of core damage for each plant were summarized. In
order to later be able to compare these insights from among all of the IPEs, a set of accident classes were defined

and used to categorize the results of each individual IPE. This " standard" set of accident classes was defined on the

basis of accident classes of generalinterest within the industry (e.g., loss of coolant type accidents)and also on how
the IPEs generally reported the results using major" classes"of accidents. The resulting set of accident classes used7

; to categorize the IPE results is shown in Table 10.1. In many cases, the IPE results were reported using these
| accident class definitions; in other cases, the reported IPE results had to be re-categorizedto fit this standard set of
i

accident classes. This collection and categorization process required examination of the reported dominant accident
I sequences and often the dominant accident sequence cut sets (each cut set is a " string" of failures that must occur
i
:
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10. Background for Obtaining Perspectises

to cause the identified accident sequence). On the basis of the characteristics and failures associated with each

sequence or cut set, the IPE sequence-level results were categorized using the standard classes. The respective

frequencies were modined, if necessary, to account for any adjustments caused by the re-categorization process.

Table 10.1 Summary sequences.

,

SBO - Station Blackout

ATWS- Anticipated Transient Without Scram

DilR - Transients with Loss of Containment lleat Removal (BWRs
only)

T- Other Transients

LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accidents

FLD - Internal Flood initiators

R- Vessel Rupture

V- Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA)

SGTR - Steam Generator Tube Rupture (PWRs only)

in addition to CDF information, the traditional PRA process yields an assessment of containment performance. A

crucial element of containment performance is whether the containment fails and at what time. Therefore, an

important concern of the review process was to categorize the containment perfonnance results in the submittals

regarding early failure, late failure, and no containment failure. Early loss of containment integrity usually involves
the most severe consequences and was, therefore, described in greater detail in the submittals. Therefore, the review

established conditional probability and frequency of containment isolation failure and containment bypass, as well

as actual early structural failure, and collected the results for each. Results for late failure and no containment failure

were also collected.

Another important aspect of a containment performance analysis is the type and size of the release postulated to occur
as a result of loss of containment integrity. Early releases of signincant size can be expected to lead to the most

severe consequences. Therefore, whenever possible as part of the review process, early release information was
extracted from each submittal and releases of signincant size were determined. For purposes of the review, a

significant release was denned as one containing iodine (1) or cesium compounds equal or greater than 10% of core

inventory.

10.1.2 Step 2: Identify Similarities and Differences in the Results

Following Step I for CDF perspectives the plant CDFs and associated accident class frequencies were investigated

within each previously discussed plant grouping. For each grouping of plants, these investigations included
comparisons summarized Grst by identifying the range in the individual plant CDF values and then calculating an
average for the distribution of individual plant CDFs within that group. This average was calculated on the basis
of the CDFs for each nuclear unit and not for each submittal. Thus, the reported CDF value for each unit at a dual-
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unit site was counted twice in deriving the average CDF, even though a single submittal covered both units.
Comparison of the individual plant CDFs included determining the degree of similarity or difference among all of
the CDFs, with respect to the average CDF as well as to each other. This comparison process was summarized both

in tabular form and with plots that illustrate the degree of spread (or closeness)in the results and particularly whether
;

any high- or low " outliers"seem to exist relative to all other plants within each group. Note that the term " outliers"

as used here does not necessarily mean that the plant is an outlier from the standpoint of overall plant safety or that
,

the plant has a vulnerability that requires correction.

The same investigative process was carried out using the accident class level of results. Similar to the plant CDFs
above, an average frequency for each accident class within each group of plants was calculated. Comparisons were
then made and documented in both tabular and plot form to illustrate the degree of spread (or closeness)in the
accident class frequencies and particularly whether any high or low " outliers" existed. Additionally, the percent
contributions of each accident class to the total plant CDF were calculated for each individual IPE. Similarly, an
average percent contribution was calculated for each plant group, and comparisons to this average value were
performed. Examining these percent contribution results yielded added perspectives on the relative importance of
each accident class for each IPE, again noting any outliers among the results.

Similarly, for containment performance perspectives, once the results regarding containment failure modes were

collected, the values for the different failure modes were compared within the previously mentioned containment

groupings. For each grouping, average values were calculated and these averages, as well as the individual plant
values, were compared to provide perspectives on the range and, therefore, the variability and similarity among a 1

group of plants. Again, the averages were based on the number of units, not the number of submittals. Therefore,
if one submittal stated that a particular set of results applied to both units at the site, the results were included twice

i

in the averaging process.
|

The early release values collected for each plant grouping were also compared with each other to gain insight into
the range of such releases among the group. Significant early releases, as defined above, were then established for

each plant, based on the submittal information and also compared. Not all early releases were significant, since the '

containment failure size and the degree of scrubbing (removal of radionuclides associated with various mechanisms)
were calculated or assumed, to have a large influence on determining release size.

For both the failure mode and early release results, comparisons were summarized in both tabular and graphic
formats. Results that deviated from average values within a class were particularlynoted for scrutiny during the next
step of the examination process.

10.1.3 Step 3: Assess the Sirnilarities and Differences in the Results
d

The third step in the examination process was to assess the reasons for the similarities and differences observed in

the IPE results from the previous two steps. For CDF perspectives, this assessment process involved identifying
those factors driving the plant CDFs and the dominating accident classes for each individual IPE, paying particular
attention to any " outliers" noted above. These driving factors are called the dominant contributors to the potential
for core damage. These dominant contributors may take the form of key plant design or operational features (such

as the number of high pressure systems available at one plant as opposed to another), or they may be the types of
'

analytical boundary conditions or modeling assumptions discussed in Section 10A, below (such as the ability of
i systems to operate in beyond-design environmental conditions).
i

!
t
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The identification of these dominant contributors consisted of simultaneously implementing two processes (1)

thorough identification of the contributors on the basis of what was reported in the IPEs and (2) a systematic search

for plant characteristicsand modeling methods and assumptions known to be dominant factors in previously published |
!PRAs. These possible plant characteristics and analytical variations are discussed in the sections below. In

identifying these dominant contributors, determinations were made as to which system failures were involved in the
various accident sequences, which specific equipment failures or outages were involved, and which human errors

were most important to the results of each sequence. This simultaneous search identified those dominant contributors

most important to the CDF results and to the most significant accident classes for each plant.

In order to identify the dominant factors driving containment performance, the accident progression analysis of
individual submittals was reviewed to identify and categorize methods, data, boundary conditions, and assumptions

used in the containment perfonnance analysis. The following important analysis features which were investigated |

for each submittal:

liow was the containment performance analysis performed (i.e., large or simple containment event trees,+

etc.)?

Which failure mechanisms were considered?*

How were severe accident phenomena handled (i.e., how was direct containment heating, shell melt-through,*

etc. considered)?

What was assumed for containment strength?*

How were source terms obtained (from previous studies or plant-specific code runs)?*

Were there any plant unique containment features?*

The actual accident mechanisms causing containment failure, and the phenomena involved in producing them, were

investigated as well. The review considered whether these phenomena were addressed by established methods, such
as those of NUREG-ll50 (Ref.10.2) for instance, or if novel procedures were used.

Methods employed to obtain source terms were also scrutinized to see if actual modular accident analysis program
(MAAP) (Ref.10.3), MELCOR (Ref.10.4), or other calculations were made, and under what assumptions, or if
source terms were obtained through analogy and comparison with existing results from previous analyses.

An evaluation was performed to determine the degree of variability or similarity in the dominant contributors results

for each plant or containment grouping. The results of this evaluation yielded" clues" as to the possible reasons for
the degree of similarity or differences in the results. This suggested why the results differ and why some plants may

appear as " outliers" when compared to other plants within the same plant or containment group. Perspectives from
this evaluation process are included in Chapters 11,12, and 13 of Part 3 of this report.

I

f 10.1.4 Step 4: Derive Generic versus Plant-Specific Perspectives
!

Throughout the examination outlined in the first three steps (above), attention was constantly given to understanding
the degree of vniability or similarity in the results of the IPEs. Both similarities and differences in results among

i
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10. Bachground for Obtaining Perspectives I

l
cuntainment types were investigated to see if generic trends could be discerned. The following questions were ;
important in understanding the generic implications of the results of the IPEs: I

Do all BWR 3s and BWR 4s conclude that their core damage potential is dominated by the same major type
*

of accident and similar dominant contributors?

Do all PWRs conclude that reactor coolant pump seal LOCAs are a dominant contributor to CDF in their
*

designs?

Was shell melt-through a significant contributor in all Mark I containments?*

| Did all submittals for plants with ice condenser containments assume a high-reliability for their igniters?
*

| *
Arc there unique plant-specific issues that cause plants to appear as outliers when compared with other
plants in the same plant group?

|

The ranges of results obtained were compared with each other to determine if the differences were in line with 1

previous experience and to establish the reasons for variation. In other words, this comparison sought to determine

whether previous generic conclusions regarding certain plant or containment types were borne out by the results of
the IPE submittals.

Insights into the generic implications of the results or the uniqueness of the nuclear power plants in the U.S. are !
among the most important products of this work. For each plant grouping, the IPE results and dominant factors were

|
examined and generic trends, if any, were identified. Close examinations of outlier plant results were performed to I

determine if any noteworthy plant-specille perspectives could be gained from the results for these plants. The'

findings of the IPE examination process, and indications of the generalor unique nature of the results for each plant

|

and containment groupmg, are discussed in the remaining sections of this chapter.
|

|

10.2 Plant Characteristics

This section discusses the differences between each of the BWR and PWR types, with regard to the design, operation,
and interfaces that can affect the CDF. Important containment characteristics are discussed in Section 10.3.

|

Differences in the primary power conversion, reactivity control, emergency core cooling, decay heat removal, and l
support systems that can impact the IPE results are presented. Specific plant characteristicsimpacting the IPE results I

are identified for each reactor type in Chapter 11.

10.2.1 IlWR Plant Characteristics
:

General Electric (GE) supplies six different types of BWRs, known as BWR I through BWR 6, which encompass
all operating BWRs in the U.S. These reactor types represent design vintages, w hich have evolved over time, starting

I

| with the BWR 1, which was introduced in 1955, and ending with the BWR 6, which was introduced in 1972. In
| general, these reactor types evolved with progressively re fined design features and increased maximum pow er outputs.
| A summary of imponant design features for each BWR vintage that can impact the IPE results is presented in
'

Table 10.2.
,
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Table 10.2 BWR plant characteristics.'

.

f Function / system BWRI BWR2 BWR3 BWR4 BWR5 BWR6- Com ments

| Number of units / multi. 1/0 2/0 7/2 19'/6 4/l 4/0 8 Only 17 )

i unit sites included in this
study i

|
|

RCS/PCS |

Turbine bypass capacity 100 % 40 % 15% to 25% or 25 % 10% or J

105% 105% 35% !

| l

.I l

! Number of recirculation 2!0 5/0 2/20 2/16 or 2/20 2/20 or 24' 8 Typically 20

loops / total number of 20' jet pumps

jet pumps
;

| Number of feedwater 2 3 2 or 3' 2' or 3 2 or 3' 2 or 3' *~1 pical j

numberi pumps
1 8

Type of feedwater Motor. Turbine. M T or M' T and/or T and/or 2 plants

pump driven driven M' M' have M

(M) (T) * I plant has I

and/or M M&2T
|

Reactivity control

SLCS SLCS is a two-train system, which is either manual'y initiated (most plants) or auto-actuated.
Some plants use enriched boron (one pump for success); others inject lower boron
concentrations with two pumps.

s

j RCS overpressure protection

1 Number of safety, 6/4'/0 16/5 or 0, 2, or 0, 2, or 0/0/ 0/0/ ' power

relief. & Safety / Relief 6'/0 8/ 3/ 0/4 to 17 or 18 16 to 20 actuated relief

Valves 0 or 4'/ 16 valves (PARVS)

1. 3. ' includes
or 6 PARVS <

|

3' Coolant injection

feedwater coolant I plant I plant

injection (FWCI)
1

high pressure coolant HPC1' ilPCI ilPCS tiPCS ' Except for 1

4 injection (llPCI) or 1 plant
9

high pressure core
ispray (IIPCS)

RCIC Some'' All All All '' 2 plants have

-
ICs; 3 have

5 RCIC

low-pressure core spray 2/2 2/4 2/2 2/2" or ill 1/1 " Typical

(LPCS) (loops / total 2/4 number

number of pumps)

NUREG-1560, Draft 10-8
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10. Background for Obtaining Perspectives

Table 10.2 DWH plant characteristics.'

Function / system BWRI BWR2 BWR3 BWR4 BWR5 BWR6 Com ments

low-pressure coolant 2/4 " ' 2/4" 3/3" 3/3" " Mode ofinjection (LPCI)
| (loops / total number of DilR system #

pumps)

Alternate injection Plant specific. Alternate injection systems typically include an enhanced CRDilS, condensateI
systems service-water, and firewater.

Decay heat removal

IC I 2 or 4 0 or 1" " 2 plants
have ICs; 3
have RCIC

SDC (loops / total 2/2" 3/3" 3/3 ", 2/4" 2/2" 2/2" " Single mode
number of pumps) 2/2", or SDC system)

2/4" " Multi-mode '

RilR

CSS /SPC (loops / total I/2" 2/4 or 4/4 2/4" or 2/4" 2/2" 2/2" " Mode of corenumber of pumps) 2/4" spray
" Mode of
LPCI
" Multi-mode
RilR

Support systems Support system configurations are plant-specific.

'See text for definition of acronyms.

t

Although the nuclear steam supply systems (NSSSs) used in each BWR vintage are nearly identical, there is some

variation in the plant characteristics, including differences in the emergency operating procedures (EOPs). For
example, the elevation of the emergency corg cooling system (ECCS) pump suction in the suppression pool can vary,
impacting the net positive suction head (NPSH) of the pumps and their continued operation under accident

conditions. Protective trip setpoints that can be reached during an accident, such as the high-turbine exhaust pressure
trip for high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and RCIC systems, can also vary, resulting in differences in the period
these systems are available. In addition to these NSSS variations, there is considerably more variation in the design
and operation of the balance-of-plant (BOP) systems. Variations in the design of support systems such as electrical

r

power; cooling water systems; and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can result in
considerable differences in plant responses under accident conditions. The variation in BWR characteristics,both

within and across BWR vintages, is discussed subsequently according to the major functions typically modeled in
PRAs.

10.2.1.1 BWR Primary and Power Conversion System

The BWR primary system, or reactor coolant system (RCS), comprises the reactor vessel, core, internal structures,

and two to five externalrecirculationloops. (The earliest BWR is used naturalcirculation.) The recirculationloops
contain the pumps that force coolant flow through the reactor vessel. All BWRs currently operating in the U.S. have
external recirculation loops.

10 9 NUREG-1560, Draft
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10. Background for Obtaining Perspectives

Big Rock Point, the only BWR I currently operating in the U.S., uses two external recirculation pump loops, taking
suction on a steam drum and discharging to the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. In BWR 2s, the recirculation

loops contain motor-driven pumps, which drive all of the recirculation water through the core. In BWR 3s through
BWR 6s, the core is physically separated from the recirculation loops with the only communication path through jet

pumps. Core now is provided by the combined action of motor driven pumps in two external recirculation loops
and jet pumps which enhance the amount of coolant provided to the core.

The jet pumps provide about two thirds of the core now rate. Because the core only communicates with the
recirculation loops through the jet pumps, the jet pumps also serve as standpipes that ensure two-thirds coverage of

;

the core following a recirculation line LOCA with successful ECCS operation. This feature allows for mitigation

of large recirculation line breaks with emergency coolant injection systems in addition to core spray systems; by
contrast, non-jet pump plants cannot be renooded and require mitigation by a core spray system (or alternate system

providing water through the core spray sparger) that sprays above the core.

The primary heat transfer system in a BWR consists of two fluid system loops. The primary heat transfer loop is
comprised of the RCS and the power conversion system (PCS). Steam is generated in the reactor core and is
supplied to the turbine generator to generate electricity. The main turbine generator exhausts to the main condenser,

;

which transfers heat to the secondary water cooling loop. The condensed steam is returned to the reactor vessel by

the main condensate and feedwater systems. The secondary cooling loop consists of the circulating water system,

which rejects plant waste heat to the ultimate heat sink. Immediately following a reactor scram, decay heat is
generally transported to the condenser through a turbine bypass path and/or to the suppression pool via relief valves
or dual-function safety /relicf valves (SRVs).

The PCS con 0guration can be important to IPE results in several areas. First, some BWRs have turbine-driven

feedwater pumps, some have motor-driven feedwater pumps, and others have both. The type of feedwater pumps
varies within each BWR type, since the PCS is not part of the NSSS. Turbine-driven feedwater pumps are powered

by steam from the NSSS and thus trip when the NSSS supply is isolated upon a main-steam isolation valve (MSIV)
closure that initiates or follows a reactor scram. Coolant injection must then be supplied by RCIC or other high-

pressure injection systems (e.g., HPCI). However, for plants with motor-driven feedwater pumps, coolant injection
can be pmvided for transients resulting in MSIV closure, as long as makeup water is provided to the condenser
hotwell to compensate for the coolant lost to the containment through SRVs. Second, the turbine bypass capacity

in BWRs ranges from 10% to 10$%, with most plants having capacities in the 25% to 40% range. The turbine

bypass capacity can be important in ATWS scenarios with boron injection failure where only reduction of the vessel
coolant level is available to control power (see the following section). The higher the capacity,the more likely level

control can result in reachir.g a stable power level without resulting in MSIV closure (as a result of a low-low vessel

level signal) and a subsequent loss of turbine-driven feedwater and the condenser.

10.2.1.2 Reactivity Control Systems

BWR reactivity control is performed by three independent systems, which are used under different circumstances.

These systems are the (I) reactor recirculation Gow control system,(2) control rod drive hydraulic system (CRDHS),
and (3) standby liquid control system (SLCS).

Recirculation now rate directly affects the density of water in the reactor core, which in turn impacts the reactor

power level in a BWR. During normal power operation, recirculation flow is controlled by the reactor recirculation
Gow control system. This system is not modeled in the IPEs; however, an important ATWS mitigating factor,
tripping the recirculation pumps, is typically modeled. Typically, tripping the pumps decreases the power level to
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i approximately 40% by increasing the voiding in the reactor core. For some BWRs. this power level is within the

turbine bypass capacity, in addition, most BWRs have incorporated special recirculation pump trip (RPT) logic that
functions during ATWS situations. Further power reduction to within the turbine bypass capacity of most BWRs
can be achieved by decreasing the water level in the vessel, which increases the voiding in the core.

| The CRDHS provides reactivity control for both long- and short term reactivity changes and is used for rapidI

shutdown (e.g., reactor trip or scram). In all BWRs, the CRDHS consists of bottom-entry control rods that are
individually controlled by hydraulic control units (HCUs) located outside the drywell. Directional control valves

permit high-pressure hydraulic fluid (water) to enter on one side of the hydraulic piston, while simultaneously
opening an exhaust path on the other side of the piston. Scram is accomplished by opening the scram inlet and outlet

valves and deenergizing both scram pilot valves in each HCU to allow rapid insertion of all control rods.

Alternatively, scram can be implemented by energizing either of the two backup scram pilot valves in the air supply
path to the HCUs. Signals are provided to the scram valves by sensors and logic designed to respond to a wide
variety of upset conditions. The scram valves and protective sensors and logic makeup what is referred to as the
reactor protection system (RPS).

In all BWRs, an additional set of pilot valves exists in the scram valve air supply to provide backup scram capability.
These valves are actuated in response to an ATWS by the alternate rod insertion (ARI) system; the actuation logic
for the ARI system is independent from the RPS, but is tied to the ATWS-related recirculation pump trip logic.
Failure of the ARI system in addition to the RPS system is required for an ATWS scenario to exist.

|

The SLCS system is also typically modeled, so such features as the type of initiation (automatic or manual) and

plant specific testing requirements can influence the reliability of this system as well. The SLCS is comprised of
two trains of high-pressure, low-capacity pumps used to inject a concentrated boron solution into the reactor vessel. I

This provides a redundant and independent means to reach and maintain subcriticality in the event that an insufficient

number of control rods can be inserted into the core to accomplish shutdown in the normal manner. Most BWRs

have a manually initiated SLCS; however, a couple of plants have only automatically initiated systems. The
actuation logic for automatic SLCS initiation can be tied to the logic used for the ARI system and for tripping the
recirculation pumps.

PRAs generally do not model the RPS but instead treat the system as a whole with its overall reliability determined

from an engineering analysis (Ref.10.5). The degree of dependence between the ARI system, the RPT logic, and
the remainder of the RPS (which logically provides the scram signals to the CRDHS, is often reviewed in a PRA

(if not modeled directly) and can affect the overall combined reliability of both ARI and R.PT. Additionally, the
arrangement and level of redundancy in the RPT logic and the associated pump trip breakers can vary among plants
and hence affect the failure probability of RPT.

| 10.2.1.3 RCS Overpressure Protection

Depending on the type, BWRs use various valve combinations to provide RCS overpressure protection and pressure
relief, and to perform the automatic depressurization system (ADS) function that is part of the ECCS (see Section

10.2.1.4). The Big Rock Point BWR I and the various BWR 2s provide overpressure protection using mechanical
safety valves that open on high-RCS pressure. In these plants, the ADS function is accomplished by PARVs thati

are controlled by a solenoid pilot valve. Most BWR 3s have safety valves and one or more safety / relief valves
| capable of both lifting mechanically upon high-pressure and being actuated at lower pressures to perform either
j pressure relief or the ADS function. However,some BWR 3s also have PARVs for performing the ADS function.

All BWR 4s use safety / relief valves to provide overpressure protection, pressure relief, and depressurization. About
'

|
'
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half ofihe BWR 4s also have safety valves to accomplish the overpressure protection function. All BWR $s and

BWR 6s use only safety / relief valves to accomplish overpressure protection, pressure relief, and depressurization.

BWR 3s through BWR Ss use a three-stage safety /reliefvalve. The BWR 6s use a safety /reliefvalve that is actuated

by an extemal pneumatic piston.
1

The number of valves and their sizes dictate the success criteria for successful depressurization under various 1

conditions (e.g., small LOCA, transients, ATWS events), as well as how many valves will be demanded to cycle )
under various scenarios. Additionally, the probability that the valves will successfully open when required, as well |

as the probability that a valve will stick in the open position depend on the valve type. This is because the different |

valves have a demonstrable difference in reliability. This variability can potentially impact the frequency of accident !

sequences requiring SRV operation.

The type of containment can influence the availability of SRVs during a loss of containment heat removal scenario, |
since valve opening requires that a pressure differential exist across the valve air supply and exhaust (the
containment)and, thus,is affectedby the containment pressure. In Mark I and il containments, containment pressure

can exceed 100 psig and result in closure of SRVs, because of a loss of the required pressure differential. However,
Mark 111 containments fail at pressures significantly less than 100 psig and, thus, closure of SRVs from high-

containment pressures is not an issue.

10.2.1.4 Coolant Injection

Non-safety coolant injection into the vessel is provided by the feedwater/ condensate systems. As indicated in
Section 10.2.1.1, continued operation of feedwater following a reactor scram depends upon the type of transient and

feedwater system design. When feedwater is not available, high-pressure coolant injection can be provided in
BWR 3s through BWR 6s by the RCIC system (earlier BWRs do not have a RCIC system). The RCIC system uses

a single steam turbine driven pump that is supplied with steam from one of the main steam lines and exhausts to the

suppression pool. The RCIC system initially takes water from the condensate storage tank and injects into the reactor
vessel via a main feedwater(MFW)line in most BWR 3s (Millstone I and Dresden 2&3 do not have RCIC systems)
and all BWR 4s. In BWR Ss and BWR 6s, the RCIC system initially injects from the condensate storage tank

through either a reactor vessel head spray nozzle or through a feedwater line. In all BWRs, when the condensate
storage tank is depleted, RCIC pump suction is aligned to the suppression pool. In some BWRs, the RCIC also will

realign suction from the condensate storage system (CST) to the suppression pool upon a high-suppression pool level

signal. At some plants, procedures requires the operators to defeat the switchover to the suppression pool upon a

high-suppression pool level in order to prevent negative impacts on pump operability as a result of high-pool

temperatures.

The ECCS injects makeup water into the RCS in the event of a LOCA or transient with loss of feedwater and RCIC
(if available),and recirculateswater through the core following the event in order to provide long-term core cooling.

The ECCS typically comprises a number of integrated subsystems, including high pressure injection or core spray,

low pressure injection (LPI) and/or core spray, and ADS for depressurizing the RCS (required for injection from the

low-pressure systems). The high-pressure injection or core spray subsystem is designed to respond to small LOCAs
and transients when feedwater is unavailable, while the low-pressure subsystem (s) is (are) designed to respond to

large LOCAs.

For the Nine Mile Point (NMP)1 BWR 2 and the Millstone i BWR 3, the high-pressure ECCS subsystem is the

FWCl system. The FWCl system uses the main condensate and feedwater systems (described in Section 10.2.1.1)

to provide RCS makeup. It is different from other motor-driven feedwater systems in that the power sources are
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!
emergency buses powered either by diesel generators or gas turbine generators. Oyster Creek (a BWR 2) is the only
plant that does not have a high-pressure ECCS.

|

| For the other BWR 3s and all BWR 4s, the high-pressure ECCS subsystem is the HPCI system, which uses a single
) steam turbine driven pump that is supplied with steam from one of the main steam lines and exhausts to the

suppression pool. initially, the HPCI system takes water from the condensate storage tank and injects it into the

reactor vessel. When the suppression pool levelis high or when the condensate storage tank is empty, pump suction|

| is aligned to the suppression pool. At some plarts, procedures require the operators to defeat the switchover to the
! suppression pool upon a high-suppression pool level in order to prevent negative impacts on pump operability as a
| result of high-pool temperatures. The HPCI system can provide makeup at RCS pressures from 1150 to 150 psig.'

Below 150 psig, operation is not possible because of poor steam conditions for the steam-driven pump and, thus, the
system is automatically tripped.

In BWR Ss and BWR 6s, the high-pressure ECCS subsystem is the HPCS system, which uses a single motor-driven

pump that initially takes water from the condensate storage tank and injects it into the reactor vessel via a spray
sparger that is located above the core. Similar to the HPCI system, when the suppression pool level is high or the

condensate storage tank is depleted, the pump suction is aligned to the suppression pool. The high-suppression pool
level switchover is bypassed by the operator at some plants to prevent negative impacts on pump operability from
high-suppression pool temperatures.

Ali BWRs have a LPCS system that injects water via spargers located above the core (the system is called a core

spray system in BWR I through BWR 4s and is called an LPCS system for BWR 5s and BWR 6s). The spargers
are supplied by motor-driven pumps that draw from the suppression pool, in BWR is through BWR 4s, the core

spray system is comprised of two redundant trains with two redundant spargers. The number of pumps in a core
spray train can vary from one to two as indicated in Table 10.2. BWR Ss to BWR 6s have a single-train LPCS,
supplemented by the HPCS system, each with one pump and an independent sparger.

BWR 3s to BWR 6s also have a LPCI system to provide core flooding capability in the event of a large LOCA.
BWR is and BWR 2s do not have an LPCI system. (Core flooding during a large recirculation line LOCA is not

possible in these plants since they do not havejet pumps.) In early BWR 3s (Millstone I and Dresden 2&3), the

LPCI system provides injection into the vessel and can be aligned for containment spray and suppression pool
cooling. In later BWR 3s and all BWR 4s through BWR 6s, LPCI is an operating mode of the residual heat removal

(RHR) system (which also performs containment spray, suppression pool cooling, and shutdown cooling functions).

BWR 3s and BWR 4s have two LPCI trains, each with two pumps that inject via a recirculation loop (some BWR 4s
inject directly inside the reactor vessel shroud), while BWR $s and BWR 6s have three LPCI trains, each with one

pump that injects directly into the reactor vessel shroud (only two of these trains can perform the RHR functions in

addition to the LPCI function). During a large recirculation line LOCA, portions of LPCI flow is directly lost
through the break for BWR 3s and most BWR 4s, whereas the LPCI injection inside the shroud in BWR Ss and

BWR 6s (and a few late model BWR 4s) ensures that water passes through the core before being lost through the
break.

Although the ECCSs for the various BWR vintages are all similar in basic design, there are some differences that
j can impact the system operability. For example, the elevation of the ECCS pump suction in the suppression pool
i

is a variable in determining the NPSH of the pump and, thus, can impact when the pump will fail during an accident

that results in adverse suppression pool conditions. Some ECCS pumps have external seal cooling to allow for
operation with high-suppression pool temperatures, while other self-cooled pumps experience seal failure under the

; same conditions. Some systems (such as the RCIC and HPCI) also have protective trip logic with setpoints that can

i
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j vary from plant to plant within a particular BWR vintage. Examples of these protective trips include a high-turbine
exhaust back pressure trip and area temperature trips that are indicative of a steam leak in the system. Variability;

j in these trip setpoints can result in variability in the time the system trips during accident sequences where these

1 conditions would be expected to occur. These variations in trip times can be important in determining the probability

of various recovery actions (e.g., recovering offsite power) and whether alternative injection systems, such as the
;

CRDHS, can be used. Variations in support system requirements and configurations for the coolant injection

components also influence the system availabilities (see Section 10.2.1.6 for further discussion). Finally, some
adverse containment condition impacts (e.g., high suppression pool temperature)on RCIC, HPCI, and HPCS can be

delayed as long as the pump suction is aligned to the condensate storage tank. However,the condensate storage tank

can eventually be depleted at different times for each plant (allowing for differences in accident recovery potential)

dependent upon the condensate storage tank volume. These examples indicate that even though the ECCSs for the
;

various BWR vintages may appear to be quite similar, subtle differences do exist in designs or arrangements that

can impact the systems operations under accident conditions.;

All BWRs currently operating in the U.S.. have an ADS function consisting of primary relief valves (see Section
10.2.l.3) that were designed to automatically open to depressurize the RCS. The ADS is used to allow the low-

pressure subsystem to provide core cooling when the high-pressure ECCS subsystem fails to perform adequately.
Procedural changes employed at most plants direct the operator to inhibit this automatic function and to manually

perform vessel depressurization when required by opening relicf valves or by other means such as the turbine bypass.

In addition to the ECCS, most BWRs have the capability to use other systems to provide coolant injection to the

vessel. The availability of these alternative injection systems is highly plant specific and includes such systems as
service water cross tied to inject into the RHR system, CRDHS, and firewater. All of the systems provide coolant
from external sources. Most of them are not safety-grade. Some can only be successfully used after decay heat in ,

'

the vessel has decreased to match the capacity (e.g., CRDHS) or when sufficient time is available to manually align

the system (typical for firewater and also for service water cross-tie at some plants). Some of the systems (such as
Iservice water cross-tie) can immediately be aligned from the control room at some plants for successful coolant

injection.

The containment design can influence the operability of coolant injection systems in several ways. For instance, the ,

ultimate failure pressure of the containment (typically two to three times the design pressure),if high enough, can f
result in the forced closure of open relief valves under high-pressure conditions in the containment. This impacts |

the ability to maintain a depressurized reactor vessel to allow LPI pumps to inject into the vessel, As discussed in
Section 10.2.1.3, this is a characteristic of Mark I and 11 containments but not Mark llis. Specific suppression pool

designs and relative elevations of ECCS pump suction piping relative to the pool water level can impact the NPSH

of the pumps under extreme high-pool temperature and low-pool level conditions, in fact, some BWR 6s have a
suppression pool makeup system that must operate under LOCA conditions to maintain pump NPSH and also to
prevent uncovery of the drywell to-wetwell vents. The uncovery of the vents can result in suppression pool bypass

resulting in containment overpressurization. Finally, the containment design determines the likely location where
containment failure will occur. The location of containment failure can impact the continued operation of coolant

injection systems through either direct effects (e.g., rupturing the coolant injection piping or failing the source of
water such as the suppression pool) or by harsh environments in the reactor building that can fail important

componer,ts such as electrical switchgear.
;

In total, the redundancy and diversity of the design of the ECCS, the specific support system needs to the ECCS

(power, cooling, instrument air (IA), HVAC, etc.), flow and pressure capabilities of these systems, as well as the
existence of any alternative injection systems which may be manually aligned, all have a significant impact on the
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success criteria for performing emergency injection / core cooling under a spectrum of LOCA and transient events.

This in turn directly impacts the probability of failing to supply adequate injection / cooling under a variety of
challenges to the plant.

10.2.1.5 Decay llent Removal

in all BWRs, the same heat transfer loop used for normal power operation (see Section 10.2.1.1), consisting of the
RCS and the PCS, is used for normal shutdown at high RCS pressure. The main turbine is tripped and bypassed
and the steam, condensate, and feedwater systems operate at a greatly reduced flow-rate. Variability in the PCS
design, support system requirements, and protective trip setpoints can impact the use of this preferred system for
decay heat removal under accident conditions.

If the PCS is unavailable, normal shutdown cooling is provided by other means, depending on the BWR type. In
the Big Rock Point BWR 1, the BWR 2s, and early BWR 3s, back-up high-pressure cooling is provided by operation
of an IC that also provides high-pressure decay heat removal. An IC is a simple condensing heat exchanger; on its
primary side, it receives steam from the reactor vessel and returns the condensate to the reactor vessel via closed-

loop, natural circulation. Secondary water is boiled in the IC and secondary steam is vented to the atmosphere.
Makeup is .provided to the secondary side by various systems including the condensate transfer system and the

firewater system, which can function during a station blackout. Any significant loss of RCS inventory will defeat
the use of the ICs.

High pressure cooling in other BWRs is provided when steam is relieved to the suppression pool through reliefvalves

and containment heat removal is initiated. Containment heat removal capability in BWRs typically includes
suppression pool cooling (SPC) and the containment spray system (CSS). For the Big Rock Point BWR 1, both

sump cooling (this plant has a dry containment) and containment spray are uniquely provided as separate operating
modes of the LPCS system. The BWR 2s have a separate containment spray system, which also cools the
suppression pool and can be aligned for suppression pool cooling. Early BWR 3s had a containment
spray / suppression pool cooling capability as an operating mode of the LPCI system. All other BWR 3s through
BWR 6s have a multi-mode RHR system that includes these functions. These systems allinclude heat exchangers
that transfer heat to an ultimate heat sink through one or more intermediate cooling water systems.

i
Normally, the RHR system provides post-shutdown (low-RCS pressure) cooling. The Big Rock Point BWR 1, the |

BWR 2s, and some BWR 3s have dedicated shutdown cooling (SDC) systems, separate from the low-pressure ECCS
subsystems, which take a suction on the reactor vessel and return coolant directly to the reactor vessel. For most

BWR 3s and all BWR 4s through BWR 6s, the multi-mode RHR systems also provide post-shutdown cooling in
addition to ECCS (i.e., LPCI) and containment cooling functions discussed above. Except for the BWR 2 and some

BWR 3 plants, the SDC and RHR systems for most BWRs consists of two trains with one or two pumps and heat
exchangers per train (see Table 10.2).

All BW Rs with Mark I containments will have installed a hard-pipe vent that can be used to relieve pressure in either

the drywell or wetwell area of the containment. The pressure at which the system is initiated is plant specific and
is generally a function of the size of the vent path. At some plants, venting can have an adverse impact on ECCS
pump NPSH and can result in pump failure.

As with the ECCS, the level of redundancy and diversity of these systems, their support system needs, and their flow

and pressure capacities dictate the success criteria for achieving decay heat removal for each plant. This in turn
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- directly affects the reliability of this function under different challenges to the plant (particularly the degree of
common cause failure affecting multiple modes of heat removal).

10.2.1.6 Support Systems

The support systems required by the coolant injection, decay heat removal, and other accident mitigating systems

typically include electricalpower, cooling water, and HVAC systems. The designs of these systems vary from plant

to plant and can signiGcantly impact accident mitigating system availability.

The onsite electric power system in all nuclear power plants consists of two parts, including (1) the non-Class-lE

system, supplying non-safety loads, and (2) the Class IE system supplying safety systems. Normally, onsite electric

power is supplied from the output of the main generator and/or the offsite grid. Diesel generators provide backup
alternating current (AC) pcwer for the Class lE portion of the system and batteries provide standby direct current

(DC) power.

Loss of normal offsite power can cause an automatic shift to an alternative source of offsite power (available at some

plant sites) and starts the standby diesel generator (s). If both sources of offsite power are unavailable,the non-Class-

IE and Class IE portions of the onsite electric power system are separated by opening various circuit breakers and

the diesel generators are aligned to supply the Class i E systems. The diesel generator control systems interface with

a load sequencing system that adds selected loads in prescribed sequences at the proper times. In addition to DC

power, the diesel generators rely on a number of other support systems for operation (e.g., cooling water and

HVAC).

The number of diesel generators at each plant is variable, ranging from one at Big Rock Point to four at various )

BWR 4 plants. BWR 5 and BWR 6 plants all have three diesel generators with one of them normally aligned to j

the HPCS system. (The HPCS division of AC power can be cross-tied at some plants to one of the other electrical

divisions during station blackout conditions.) Some plants (such as Millstone 1) also have gas turbine generators
available,while others have black-start diesel generators. (These diesel generators can start and operate without any

outside support systems.) At multi-unit sites, one or two shared diesel generators are typically available in addition
to dedicated diesels generators. However, some multi-unit sites (e.g., Brunswick 1&2) do not have any shared diesel

generators and one (Susquehanna 1&2) has four diesel generators, all of which are shared between both units. Cross-

ticing emergency buses between multi-unit plants is possible at some locations, and cross-ticing divisions of power ,

I
at a single unit plant is also possible.

All BWRs have DC buses available to provide power to both safety and non-safety grade equipment. Normally, the

!
DC power is provided from the AC buses through inverters and is backed-up by banks of batteries that are also ,

l
charged from the AC buses. The number of battery banks at each plant is also variable, ranging from one to four.

.

All plants (except Big Rock Point) have at least two 125-V battery banks and some also have one or two 250 V

f
battery banks. The battery depletion time is an importaat factor in determining the response to a station blackout
scenario. The battery depletion time is significant!y impacted by the availability of load shedding procedures,which

indicate a prescribed order to shed unnecessary loads during the station blackout period.

Typically, direct cooling for BWR components (such as pumps and diesel generators)is required to prevent failure
during operation. This cooling is provided by one of several cooling water systems at a plant. The number and
arrangement of cooling water systems is highly variable among the plants and BWR vintages. However, most plants
have a reactorbuilding closed cooling water (RBCCW) system that is used to cool safety and non-safety related loads

and a turbine building closed cooling water (TBCCW) system that cools non-safety loads. Both systems are closed-
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loop designs and reject heat to an ultimate heat sink (cooling towers or a natural body of water) through the
! intennediate service water system (s). The service water system (s) also can be an open or closed loop (or combined)
j design. In some plants, the safety and non-safety loads are cooled by the same service water system, with non-safety

loads isolated under accident conditions. In other BWRs, a standby service water system that only operates under
accident conditions cools the safety loads, while a normal service water (NSW) system cools non-safety loads. At
some multi-unit sites, the cooling water systems can be cross-tied to serve both units.

Room cooling is also required for some mitigating components and is provided by a variety of IIVAC systems.
Typically, room cooling is required for ECCS and service water pumps, diesel generators, electrical switchgear,and

the control room. The llVAC systems can be once-through or can be recirculation systems that have cooling coils
cooled by one of a number of diverse cooling water systems.

As identified above, the support system requirements for systems like ECCS and decay heat removal directly affect

the overall reliability in the design and operating features of these architect engineeredsystems. In addition, support

systems (such as IA) can also impact other support systems and, thus, can indirectly affect accident mitigating system
reliability. The resulting variability in the reliability of core and containment cooling can be significant. In fact,
it has been found in past PRAs, that the support system features often dominate the estimated core damage frequency
and the specilic equipment failures or human errors most important to the core damage potential.

10.2.2 PWR Plant Characteristics
l

The three types of commercial PWRs found in the U.S. are supplied by Westinghouse (W), Combustion Engineering
;

(CE), and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W). In all PWRs, the heat generated in the reactor core is transported to the I

secondary coolant system by the RCS via the external primary coolant loops with steam generators. Control and
i

removal of heat from the reactor and conversion of this heat into usable electricalpower requires a broad spectrum '

of operating, auxiliary, and safety systems, which are briefly described in the sections that follow.

Also discussed, are the differences among the various PWR types regarding the design, operation, and interfaces of 1
;

these systems that can have a significant bearing on IPE results. In general, these differences occur in the primary,

reactivity control, coolant injection, decay heat removal, and support systems. A summary of the design differences
across the PWR types is presented in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 PWR plant characteristics.'

Function / system B&W CE W 2-Loop W 3-Loop W 4 Loop Com ments

Number of units / multi- 7/1 15/4 6/2 13/5 32/13
unit sites

RCS/PCS

Number of loops / total 2/4 2/4 2/2 3/3 4/4 One plant has
3 2

nuraber of pumps 3 loopvpumps

Type of steam generator Once- U-tube U-tube U-tube U tube
through

|
|
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| Table 10.3 PWR plant characteristics.'

Function / system Il&W CE W 2. Loop W 3-Loop W 4-Loop Comments

Reactivity control

CVCS (number of 1, 2, or 3/PD 3/PD 2 or 3/C or 2/C & 1/PD, ' C - Centnfugal
pumps / type') 3/C (typical) 3/PD (3/C 2 or 3/C, or PD - Positive

(3 typical) or typical) 3/PD (2/C Displacement

3/C & 1/PD & 1/PD
typical)

RCS overpressure protection

Number of PORVs 1 0' or 2 2 2' or 3 1, 2', or 3 ' System 80 plants
' Typical number

|
Coolant injection

high. pressure safety 2 or 3' 2 or 3' 2 or 3 2 or 3' 2 or 3 * Most plants use

injection (llPSI) (number (3 (3 typical) (2 typical) (3 typical) cha ging pumps

pumps) typical) ' One plant uses
charging pumps

(
j LPSI 2' 2' 2' 2' 2' ' Mode of RilR

' Mode of RllR inj
some plants,
separate system
in others

high-pressure recirculation yes no 9-units yes no 3-units no 3-units

(IIPR) piggyback off LPl? yes 1 unit yes 10-units yes 29-units

I Number of accumulators 2 4 '' 2 3 4 '' One plant has 3

Decay heat removal

Number / type" auxiliary I or 2/M i or 2/M & I, 2, or 4/M 1 or 2/M & l. 2 or 3/M " M - Motor-
feedwater purnps & 1/T, 1/T (typical) & 1/T 1/T (2/M & & 1/T (2/M Driven

2/M, or or 2fr Iff typical) & 1/T T - Turbine- |

2/T (1/M or 2/T typical) Driven

& 1/T or 2/T |
typical)

RHR (number pumps) 2 2 2 2 2

I

Support systems Support system configurations are plant specific.

' See text for definition of acronyms.

10.2.2.1 PWR Primary and Powcr Conversion System

The PWR primary system, or RCS, consists of the reactor sessel and, depending on the vendor, two to four external

primary coolant loops. Each external primary coolant loop is equipped with a steam generator, one Dow path from
the vessel to the steam generator (hot leg), and one or two coolant now paths from the steam generator back to the
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vessel (cold legs). De Westinghouse PWRs have 2,3 , and 4 loop con 0gurations. A Westinghouse primary loop
consists of a U-tube steam generator; a single vertical, centrifugal reactor coolant pump; and connecting loop piping.
CE PWRs all have 2-loop con 0gurations, with the exception of Palisades, which is a 3-loop plant. A CE primary
loop consists of a hot leg that enters the bottom of a U-tube generator and two cold ! cgs that retum now to the

i reactor vessel, with one reactor coolant pump in each cold leg. A primary loop in a B&W plant consists of a hot
leg connected to the top of a once-through steam generator and two cold legs that exit the bottom of the steam

;

generator and return now to the reactor vessel, with one reactor coolant pump in each cold leg.b

in all PWRs, the pressure in the primary system is controlled by a pressurizer connected to one primary loop hot
] leg. The pressurizer uses electric heaters to increase the pressure and spray to reduce the pressure. During normal

operation, RCS coolant inventory is inferred from the pressurizer water level, and is controlled by the chemical and;

volume control system (CVCS).
!

During power operation, the normal heat transfer path consists of three Guid system loops, including the RCS, the)

PCS, and the tertiary coolant loop. This same now path can remove decay hea following a normal plant shutdown.
*

(The RCS is described above.) The PCS removes heat from the RCS by boiling water in the steam generators. The
type and size of the steam generators vary among the PWR designs. The Westinghouse and CE PWRs use U-tube

steam generators with large water capacities on the secondary side. The B&W PWRs use once-through steam,

generators that have a relatively small secondary side inventory that results in a more rapid boit-off of the steam

generator secondary following a loss of all feedwater. The inventory of water on the secondary side of the steam
generators is important because it affects the time to core uncovery (the RCS inventory boils off after loss of the

steam generator secondary cooling) and, thus, the time available to recover before core damage occurs.

Generally, the PCS and the variations in design are only important in a PRA with respect to initiating a transient
requiring mitigation. However, the impacts of RCS design differences on a PRA can be more substantial. Two l,

major impacts are the steam generator size (previously discussed) and the reactor coolant pump seal design. Loss
of seal cooling to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) is an important accident in PWRs resulting in a small LOCA.

|

Reactor coolant pump seals are of variable design as is cooling water system alignment. For example, at some
plants, the same cooling system cool < the RCP seals and the ECCS pump bearings or seals. Thus, loss of this
cooling water system results in a seal LOCA with failure of the ECCS. ECCS actuation or containment isolation

'

signals at some plants can also result in RCP seal cooling isolation requiring a recovery action to prevent subsequent |failure.

10.2.2.2 Reactivity Control Systems i
'

Reactivity control is provided by the control rod system and the CVCS. The control rod system provides short-term,

'

control and rapid shutdown. Automatic reactor trip is initiated by the RPS by opening the circuit breakers supplying

power to the control rod system. Although the conGguration of the RPS circuitry can vary, in general, the system
acts to deenergize the drive mechanisms, which allows the control rods to fall via gravity into the reactor core.

During normal power operation, the CVCS continuously compensates for long term reactivity changes by adjusting
the boron concentration in the primary coolant. If the control rods fail to insert following an abnormal occurrence,,

the CVCS alone can take the reactorsubcritical by significantlyincreasing the boron concentration. Boron injection
is required even if rod insertion is successful since the control rods by themselves are not sufficient to reach a cold

shutdown condition. The water injected by the ECCS during a LOCA is thus horated.
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|

PRAs typically do not model the RPS, but like the BWRs, often use a lumped model approach with reliability based |

on engineering evaluation. However, to the extent that the number of scram relays and their design configurations |
are modeled or otherwise considered, some differences may be estimated in the failure-to-scram probability. |

I

10.2.2.3 RCS Overpressure Protection

| RCS overpressure protection is accomplished by power-operated relief valves (PORVs) and/or safety valves mounted j

on the pressurizer. Most PWRs have PORVs, which can be controlled to open at lower pressures to reduce the ]
'

demands on the mechanicallylifted (upon high-pressure) safety valves. The PORVs and safety valves discharge to |

|
a quench tank inside the containment. When the quench tank is full. protective disks burst to allow primary coolant ,

|to flow from the quench tank into the containment sump.
|
|

Feed and-bleed cooling can be used in PWRs as a means of removing decay heat (see Section 10.2.2.5). Many j
'

PWRs with HPSI pumps with low-shutoff heads require opening PORVs to reduce the RCS pressure for feed-and.
bleed. The size of the PORVs and, thus, the number required to reduce RCS pressure can vary from plant to plant.

! Also, some plants have operated in the past with their PORV block valves closed to prevent minor leakage past the
PORVs. This can impose an additional step in the depressurization process (open the block valves). which can affect

the overall reliability of feed-and-bleed and/or primary system depressurization,as well as the ability of the primary

system to withstand the pressure pulse from an ATWS event since the PORV pathways may be isolated. These
factors are generally included in a PRA and can influence the resulting estimate of core damage. Note that opening
PORVs for feed and-bleed operation is not required at plants with HPSI systems that have shut-off heads above

safety valve setpoints.

I
10.2.2.4 Coolant injection

The ECCS provides long term core cooling by injecting makeup water into the RCS in the event of a LOCA and
recirculating water through the core following the event. In all PWRs, the ECCS includes pressurized safety

Ininjection tanks (also referred to as accumulators) and HPSI and low-pressure safety injection (LPSI) pumps.
Westinghouse PWRs, these pumps initially inject into the cold legs, then into the hot legs while the safety injection

tanks inject into the cold legs. In CE plants, all three subsystems inject into the colds legs. In B&W PWRs, the
HPSI pump injects into the cold legs, while LPSI pump and the safety injection tanks inject directly into the reactor
vessel. The set point at which the passive safety-injection tank injects into the vessel varies from plant to plant.

During a large LOCA, the ECCS rapidly injects borated water to the RCS to shut down the reactor and provide core

cooling. The RCS rapidly depressurizes and makeup is initially provided by the safety injection accumulators. Both
HPSI and LPSI pumps deliver makeup to the reactor vessel from the refueling water storage tanks (RWSTs). ECCS

injection to the vessel must also be switched during a large cold leg break from cold leg injection to hot leg injection

to prevent boron precipitation which can result in core flow blockage and fuel damage. Not all PRAs model the need
for switching to hot leg injection.

Following a small LOCA, the RCS may slowly depressurize or remain at normal operating pressure. .in all
Westinghouse 2-loop plants, some 3 loop and 4-loop plants, some B&W plants, and all CE 2-loop plants, the limited
HPSI pump shutoff head is insufficient to overcome normal RCS operating pressure. Therefore, the RCS must
depressurize before HPSI pumps can provide makeup. Depressurization of the RCS is accomplished by opening the
PORVs. In some PWRs, both the RCS and the steam generator secondaries can be depressurized during a small

break LOCA to reduce RCS pressure low enough to allow injection with LPSI if HPSI fails. The remaining

| Westinghouse 3-loop plants. CE's Maine Yankee plant, and the majority of the B&W plants use centrifugal CVCS
,
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pumps (see Section 10.2.2.2) to perform the HPSI function and can provide makeup to the RCS against full system
pressure. Coolant injection with LPSI following depressurization of the RCS can also be used in some plants.

Once the RWST makeup water is exhausted, the ECCS is switched to a recirculation alignment where the LPSI

pumps take suction from the containment sump, which contains water released from the RCS through the break.
Following a large LOCA, low-RCS pressure allows the LPSI pumps to provide makeup to the RCS without the

operation of the HPSI pumps. In the event of a small LOCA, high-RCS pressure can preclude LPSI pump injection,
and in most PWRs, the HPSI pumps cannot be aligned to take suction directly from the containment sump. In these
plants, the HPSI pumps must operate in tandem with the LPSI pumps. The LPSI pumps take suction from the
containment sump and deliver the water to the HPSI pump suction, which in turn injects water into the RCS. In

contrast, many CE plants only use high pressure ECCS pumps for the recirculation mode of injection. The
switchover to recirculation is a manual action in some plants, while other plants have a semi automatic or fully
automatic switchover. Since the capacity of the RWST varies among the plants, the time available to accomplish
manual actions during switchover also varies.

The containment design, particularly the containment heat removal, can impact the operability of ECCS in the

recirculation mode. The impact of insufficient containment heat removal leading to high-sump water temperatures
and low-water levels on pump operability is plant-specific.

The redundancy and diversity of the design of the ECCS, the specific support system needs to the ECCS (power,

cooling, IA, HVAC, etc.), flow and pressure capabilities of these systems, as well as variations in system setpoints,
all have a significant impact on the success criteria for performing emergencyinjection/ core cooling under a spectrum

of LOCA and transient events. This in turn directly impacts the probability of failing to supply adequate
injection / cooling under a variety of challenges to the plant.

10.2.2.5 Decay Heat Removal

!n all PWRs, the same heat transfer loop used for normal power operation (see Section 10.2.2.1), consisting of the
RCS, the PCS, and the circulating water system, is used for normal shutdown (at high RCS pressure), with one

exception. The main turbine is tripped and bypassed and the steam, condensate, and feedwater systems operate ati

a greatly reduced flow-rate.

If the steam and power conversion system is not available, heat can be removed from the RCS by the auxiliary feed
water (AFW) system (referred to as emergency feed water (EFW) in B&W plants) and the secondary steam relief
system (SSRS). This involves transferring heat from the reactor core to the steam generators using forced circulation
or natural circulation when the reactorcoolant pumps are not available. The AFW draws water from the condensate

storage tank or another source and supplies it to the steam generators, where it is boiled and vented to the atmosphere
via atmospheric dump valves in the SSRS. Typically, most PWRs have both motor driven and steam-driven AFW

pumps. However, a few plants only have turbine-driven pumps. The number and flow capacity of the AFW pumps
varies among the plants and, thus, the number required to recove heat following a transient can be variable. If all

feedwater is lost to the steam generators, the condensate system can be used for cooling by depressurizing the
secondary side of the steam generators by opening atmospheric dump valves. This capability is dependent upon the
size of the r.cmospheric dump valves and the capacity of the condensate system, which are plant-specific features.

Most PWRs can use the high pressure ECCS pumps to implement feed-and-bleed cooling, which is a post-transient
decay heat removal method. Cer;ain CE PWRs that do not have PORVs, including ANO 2, Palo Verde 1,2&3; San

Onofre 2&3; and Waterford 3, are not capable of feed-and-bleed cooling. As mentioned in Section 10.2.2.3, feed-
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and bleed cooling is similar to a small LOCA mitigation, but with intentional use of the pressurizer PORVs, rather
than the occunence of a break. This is implemened by aligning a high pressure pump to provide makeup to the

RCS and by modulating the pORVs to control RCS cooldown rate. Feed and-bleed operation will overfill the
pressurizer quench tank and the tank rupture disks will burst and vent the tank to the containment. The containment

cooling systems (see Section 10.3.2) transport the heat to the ultimate heat sink.

In most Westinghouse and B&W plants, heat exchangersin the low-pressure ECCS recirculation systems (see Section

10.2.2.4) provide decay heat removal from water collected in the containment sump before it is reinjected into the

RCS. If a plant does not have heat exchangers in the ECCS recirculation system, there are typically heat exchangers

in the containment spray recirculation system.

For post-shutdown (Iow RCS pressure) core cooling, a multi mode RHR system (which also provides LPSI as part
of the ECCS) transfers RCS hot leg coolant to the RHR heat exchangers. Heat is transferred from the RHR system

to the component cooling water (CCW) system, which forms the secondary cooling loop, then to a tertiary loop that

rejects heat to the ultimate heat sink.

As with the ECCS, the level of redundancy and diversity of these systems, their support system needs, operational

characteristics (such as protective trip setpoints), and flow and pressure capacities dictate the success criteria for

achieving decay heat removal for each plant. This in turn directly affects the reliability of this function under
different challenges to the plant (particularly the degree of common-cause failure affecting multiple modes of heat

removal).

10.2.2.6 Support Systems

The support systems required by the coolant injection, decay heat removal, and other accident mitigating systems
typically include electricalpower, cooling water systems, and HVAC. The designs of these systems vary from plant
to plant and can significantly impact mitigating system availability.

The onsite electric power system in all PWRs consists of two parts, including (1) the non-Class-l E system supplying

non-safety loads, and (2) the Class IE system supplying safety systems. Normally, onsite electric power is supplied
from the output of the main generator and/or the offsite grid. Diesel generators protide backup AC power for the

Class IE portion of the system and batteries provide standby DC power. (Oconee is unique in that it does not have
diesel generators, but uses an upstream turbine plant for power.) Loss of normal offsite power typically causes an
automatic shift to the alternative source of offsite power and starts the respective standby diesel generator (s). If both

sources of offsite power are unavailable,the non-Class-lE and Class IE portions of the onsite electric power system
~

are separated by opening the circuit breaker and the diesel generators are aligned to supply the Class IE systems.
The diesel generator control systems interface with a load sequencing system that adds selected loads in prescribed
sequences at the proper times. In addition to DC power for staning purposes, the diesel generators typically rely
on a number of support systems for operation.

The number of diesel generators at each plant is ty pically two or three. Some plants (such as Salem l&2 also have

gas turbine generators available, while others (e.g., Robinson 2) have a dedicated shutdown diesel generator. At
multi-unit sites, one or three shared diesel generators are typically available in addition to dedicated diesels ;

However, most multi-unit sites do not have any shared diesel generators and some (e.g., Calvertgenerators.
Cliffs l&2) share all of the diesel generators between units.

|

(
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All PWRs have DC buses available to provide power to both safety and non safety grade equipment. Normally, the
,

'

DC power is provided from the AC buses through inverters and is backed up by banks of batteries that are also
charged from the AC buses. The number of batteries at each plant is also variable, ranging from one to four. All
plants have at least two 125 V batteries and a few have 250 V batteries.

Typically, direct cooling for PWR components (such as pumps and diesel generators)is required to prevent failure|

;} during operation. This cooling is provided by one of several cooling water systems at a plant. The number and
:

arrangement of cooling water systems is highly variable among the plants. Ilowever, most plants have a CCW
system that is used to cool safety and non-safety related loads. This system is closed loop and rejects heat to an

)i
'

ultimate heat sink (cooling towers or a natural body of water) through the intermediate service water system (s). The
| service water system (s) also can be open or closed loop (or combined) design. Cross-ticing of cooling water systemsI

is possible at some multi-unit sites.

I

Room cooling is also required for some mitigating components and is provided by a variety of itVAC systems.
Room cooling is onen required for ECCS and service water pumps, diesel generators, electricalswitchgear, and the
control room.

The llVAC systems can be once-through or can be recirculation systems that have cooling coils
cooled by a Huid system.

As identi6ed above, the support system requirements for systems like ECCS and DHR directly affect the overall
reliability in the design and operating features of these architect-engineeredsystems. The corresponding variability
in the reliability of core and containment cooling can be signincant. In fact, past PRAs have revealed that the

support system features often dominate the estimated core damage frequency and the speci6c equipment failures or
human errors are most important to the core damage potential.

10.3 Containment Characteristics

This section discusses the differences in the containments used for BWR and PWR reactors, focusing on how these
differences can influence the accident progression analysis performed in the IPEs. The principal emphasis is on
containment design variations, but differences in operation and interfaces with the plant systems important for the
core damage frequency analysis are also presented. Differences in containment structural features, vapor suppression
systems, containment heat removal, combustible gas control, containment venting, and containment bypass and
isolation issues, that are important for understanding the IPE results are discussed. Additional plant-specific
containment features that impact the IPE results for a particular plant are identi6ed in Chapter 12, where the IPE
accident progression results for the different containment types are considered.

10.3.1 BWR Containment Characteristics

Of the two types of commercia!. power producing reactors used in the U.S.,(i.e., BWRs and PWRs), BWRs operate
at a lower pressure (approximately half that of PWRs) and generally have smaller containments. In addition to their

structural strength, all BWR containments, except that of the Big Rock Point, rely on water pools to promptly
condense steam to prevent overpressure. The Big Rock Point BWR I plant is housed in a large, dry, spherical steel
containment which is functionally similar to the type of containment used for most PWR plants. These pressure
suppression containments all consist of(1) a "drywell" w hich encloses the reactor vessel, (2) a pressure suppression
chamber called "wetwell" containing a large amount of water (suppression pool). (3) a vent system connecting the
drywell and the suppression pool, (4) containment isolation valves,(5) containment cooling systems, and (6) other
service equipment. |

I
\
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The primary containment system is designed to (1) condense the steam released during a postulated LOCA and
provide a temporary heat sink, (2) limit the release of radionuclides in an accident, and (3) provide a source of water
for the ECCS. If a failure of the primary system pressure boundary occurs inside the pressure suppression
containment, the drywell is pressurized and its atmosphere is routed via a vent system to discharge points beneath
the water surface of the suppression pool. In this manner, steam is condensed in the pool and any radionuclides are

scrubbed as they pass through the pool. The geometry and arrangement of the drywell, wetwell, and vent system

differs depending on the containment type.

The three pressure suppression containments used for currently operating BWR reactors are (1) the Mark I type used
for BWR 2, BWR 3, and most BWR 4 reactors;(2) the Mark 11 type used for late BWR 4 and BWR S reactors; and

(3) the Mark lit type used for BWR 6 reactors. Figure 10.3 compares the genera! arrangements of the Mark I, !!,
and til containments. Table 10.4 summarizes the important BWR containment characteristics. Again, with the |

exception of Big Rock Point, all U.S. BWRs have a secondary containment, which surrounds all or most of the |

primary containment structure.
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Figure 10.3 BWR pressure suppression containments.
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Table 10.4 BWR containment characteristics.

I

Characteristic Containment type!

Mark i Stark 11 Mark Ill
Number of units 24 8 4

Reactor thermal power (MWt) 1593 - 3293 3293 - 3323 2894 - 3833

containment free volume (n')
Drywell i10,000 - 180,000 200,000 - 310,000 250,000 - 280,000Wetwcli 90,000 - 140,000 140,000 - 190,000 1,165.000 - 1,550,000Total 200,000 - 320,000 340,000 - 500,000 1,440,000 - 1,800,000

Cont volume to thermal power ratio 90 - 160 100 - 150 440 - 620(ft'/M Wt)

Containment strencth i

1

Containment design pressure (psig) 56 - 62 45 - 55 15
Median containment failure pressure (psig) 98 - 190 140 - 191 56 - 94used in IPE

Containment construction 22 steel I steel 2 steel
2 concrete 7 concrete 2 concrete

Vapor pressure suppression system Vent header with Vertical vents florizontal vents and :scrtical vents (downcomers) SPM U'
{(dow ncomers) DW/WW vacuum DW/WW wacuum '

DW/WW vacuum breakers breakersz !

breakers

Containmer t heat removal system' RilR' system in Ri!R system in
SPC' or DWS' SPC or DWS RilR system in SPC

mode mode or DWS mode'
Combustion gas control inerted by N2 Inerted by N2 Igniter System

Containment venting for pressure control liardened vent Hardened vent liardened sent pipe
pipe requested by pipe not requested not requested by CPI

CPI' by CPI

Notes:
'

RiiR - Residual Heat Removal; SPC - Suppression Pool Cooling; DWS Drywell (or Containment) Spray
System; SPMU Suppression Pool Makeup CPI - Containment Performance improsement,

2

River Bend does not have an SPMU system or DW/WW vacuum breakers

* There is also a fan cooler system for CilR during normal plant operation. It is not a safety system and is usuali
not credited in the PRA.

*

River Bend does not have a containment spray system but has two safety-related containment unit coolers,

10.3.1.1 Containment Structure

The most common BWR containments are the Mark I type, which is used at 24 BWR facilities in the U.S. For these.

containments, the drywell is typically a steel pressure vessel supported in concrete, with a sphericallower section
and a cylindrical upper section (light bulb shape). The suppression chamber also is typically a steel pressure vessel

I

but it takes the shape of a torus located below the drywell and encircling it. This construction is typical of all but
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two Mark I units (Brunswick I&2) which use a stect-lined, reinforced concrete drywell and suppression chamber

instead of steel vessels.

Table 10.4 shows the range of containment design pressures for the Mark I containments, Because of the ,

conservatism in design and construction, these containments are unlikely to fail when the design pressure is reached. |

A containment failure pressure is estimatedin the IPEs to predict the containment failure probability under pressure |

load. Table 10.4 shows the range of the median values of containment failure pressures used in the IPEs. The failure

pressure is usually about 2 to 3 times above the containment design pressure.

The values presented in Table 10.4 for containment failure pressure are those at normal containment temperature.
For Mark I containments, the drywell temperature can be very high during a severe accident. As a result, the

l
containment pressure capability as a function of containment temperature is an important consideration. Usually,

a pressure-temperaturecontainment performance plot is presented in the IPE submitral to show containment piessure 1

capabilities at various temperatures. Although the median containment failure pressure may be greater than 100 psig
at normal temperature, containment failure may occur at a much lower pressure at high-temperature. At high-

temperature (e.g.,900' F), containment failure may be caused by the large upward and radial thermal growth of the
containment. For example, containment failure may occur if some of the numerous small and large penetrations bind

on the biological shield wall and fail, or if the radial growth of the containment causes the seismic stabilizers to
punch through the upper portion of the drywell. In addition, scaling material may completely degrade at high- )
temperature.

Typical containment volumes are also indicated in Table 10.4. The Mark I containments have the smallest free air
volume of the three BWR pressure suppression designs, with only about one-sixth the free air volume of a large-dry

containment.

There are eight BWR units with Mark 11 containment designs in the U.S. In a typical Mark 11 containment, the two

parts of the primary containment (the drywell and the wetwell) comprise a structurally integrated concrete pressure
vessel lined with welded steel plate and provided with r. steel domed head for closure at the top of the drywell. Seven

Mark 11 units (NMP2, Limerick I&2) and Susquehanna l&2, use reinforced concrete,while two units (LaSalle I&2)

use post-tensioned concrete. Instead of a concrete structure, one Mark 11 containment
Washington Nuclear Plant 2 (WNP 2) has, instead of a concrete structure, a free-standing steel primary containment,
surrounded by a reinforced concrete structure providing support and biological shielding.As shown in Table 10.4,
the containment free volume is greater for Mark lls than for Mark Is. However, the containment volume to thermal :

power ratio is similar for both containment types. Design and failure pressure ranges for the Mark 11 containments
are shown in Table 10.4

Fournmmercial BWRs operating in the U.S. use the Mark 111 containment design. For two of the Mark 111 designs,

the primary containment is a steel reinforced concrete structure, consisting of a vertical cylinder, a hemispherical
dome, and a flat base. The concrete provides both structural strength and biological shielding. A thin welded steel

liner plate is used on the inside surface to form a leakage barrier. Two other plants use a free standing steel primary
containment made with steel plate. The structure consists of a vertical cylinder with an ellipsoidal head and a dat

bottom steel liner plate. The entire structure is anchored to the concrete basemat. While providing both structural
strength and a leakage barrier, the free-standing steel primary containment offers little biological shielding. This is
provided by the reinforced concrete secondary containment.

The main intemal structures are, for the most part, common to all Mark Ills. The drywell is a cylindrical reinforced
concrete structure with a Gat roof slab. A circular opening in the roof slab is covered with a removable steel head
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!

| to allow access for refueling. Enclosed within the drywell are the reactor vessel and a large portion of the reactor
; coolant pressure boundary inc uding the coolant recirculation loops and associated pumps. This seismic Category
j

i structure was designed to contain LOCA pressure transients and direct the resulting air-steam mixtures into the
j

suppression pool. The drywell also provides support for the upper containment pool, as well as radiation shielding
| and protection for the containment from pipe whip, missiles, andjet impingement. The containment volume outside
| the drywell consists of the upper dome and the lower wetwell. It includes the suppression pool, the anr.ulus formed
j

by the drywell oute wall and the primary containment inner wall, and the upper containment pool plus the volume
i above it.
t

As shown in Table 10.4, the total free volume for a Mark 111 containment is significantly greater than that for a -
Mark I or Mark 11 containment. The containment volume to thermal power ratio for Mark Ills is about four times

'

that for Mark Is or Mark lis, while, as Table 10.4 also shows, the containment design pressure as well as the
j estimated failure pressure are significantly lower than those of Mark is and Mark lis.
4

; Surrounding and, in the case of Mark I and Mark 11 containments, completely enclosing the primary containment
j is the secondary containment,which includes the reactor building, the reactor building heating and ventilation system,
I

and the standby gas treatment system (SGTS). The secondary containment is designed to provide a controlled,
i

Gltered, and elevated release (through a stack) of the reactor building atmosphere. The reactor building can play a'

role in severe accident progression since it provides additional radionuclide retention from natural processes such as

aerosol deposition. The SGTS is designed to provide a filtered release of the reactor building atmosphere at an

elevated release point. Although the SGTS was not designed for a severe accident and may not have the capacity
to handle the release from such an accident,ajudicious use of the system may help to mitigate radionuclide release.

-

4

| 10.3.1.2 Vapor Pressure Suppression
i

The geometry and special features of the vapor suppression system depend very much on the containment type. The
components of the vapor suppression system are the vent system connecting the drywell and wetwell, the vacuum

j breakers between the drywell and wetwell, and, in some cases, the suppression pool makeup (SPMU) system. These
j features are discussed below.

.

'
As Figure 10.3 indicates, in a Mark I containment, the vent system consists of a series of main vents emanating from

j the outside drywell wall, about two feet above the drywell floor. The main vents enter the toroidal wetwell structure

' and connect with a manifold system, or vent header, which distributes the flow to numerous pairs of vertical pipes,j

called downcomers. These downcomers have their exit below the surface of the suppression pool. In the
j "over/under" Mark 11 configuration of the drywell and wetwell, the two are simply connected by vertical pipes that
j have openings uniformly distributed, radially and circumferentially, around the drywell floor, and exit below the
$ surface of the cylindrical suppression pool. As shown in Figure 10.3, the suppression pool encircles the drywell in
F the Mark 111 design. In this design, the downcomers have been replaced with three rows of horizontal vents through
! the drywell wall, and a weir wall has been added to achieve the separation of drywell and wetwell.

Vacuum breakers are provided between the drywell and wetwell(or the containment) to limit the buildup of a
negative pressure differential between the drywell and the wetwell (i.e., drywell pressure lower than wetwell

pressure). In the Mark I and Mark 11 designs vacuum breakers are provided mainly to protect the drywell integrity
(i.e., to prevent structural failure of the drywell as a result of external pressure). In the Mark III design, a negative
pressure differential can cause an overflow of the weir wall with suppression pool water flowing into the drywell.
This will reduce the suppression pool level and flood the drywell cavity. With the reduced suppression pool level
a clearing of the top row of horizontal vents is possible (i.e., a reverse vent clearing) with subsequent gas flow from
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!

j the containment to the drywell. The vacuum breakers in the Mark 111 design are used to equalize the pressure

i between the containment and the drywell, thereby preventing the cbove scenario.
1

i

f Vacuum breakers are provided in all BWR pressure suppression containments, except in the River Bend Mark 111

; containment. River Bend relies on reverse vent clearing to eliminate the negative pressure differential between the

j- drywell and the containment.

A failure of the vacuum breakers in the open position may result in suppression pool bypass and eventual
containment failure. This failure mode is considered in the accident progression analysis of some of the IPEs.

| Suppression pool bypass also means that the ability to scrub radionuclides in the pool is lost or severely impaired

j (depending on the amount of bypass).
L

The Mark 111 design incorporates an upper containment pool and an SPMU system, which provides a means of

j rapidly replenishing the suppression pool via a gravity feed from the upper pool to ensure that there is an adequate
i water volume in the suppression pool to keep the horizontal vents covered under all circumstances. Failure of this

i system may _cause suppression pool bypass and/or insufficient NPSH for the pumps taking suction from the
suppression pool. River Bend is the only Mark 111 design that does not incorporate SMPU via an upper pool dump.

In this plant the upper pool dump is not required because the suppression pool water inventory is sufficient.

Excessive suppression pool temperature in any of the pressure suppression containments can lead to large loads from

unstable steam condensation. This failure mode is considered in some IPEs. The containment is assumed to fail
when substantial power is being produced in the core and discharged into the pool at a temperature exceeding 260'F.

This is because of the concern raised by the following suppression pool issues:

condensation phenomena*

temperature profile at the quencher devicea

limitation of calculated modelsa

vacuum breaker performance with cycling drywell spraysa

containment structural capability under hydrodynamic loads*

cycling pressure effects=

elevated pool water levels affecting hydrodynamic loads*

As noted previously, besides containment failure, a saturated pool may cause a failure of the pumps that take suction ,

from the pool.

' 10.3.1:3 :Other Containment Features a

Particular characteristics of the different types of BWR suppression containments can play a significant role in

determining the containment *s robustness or vulnerability in the face of severe accident phenomena.

For instance, for the layout and construction of the Mark I design, a failure mode has been postulated for the
possibility of melt through if the containment shell comes in direct contact with core debris. Because the reactor
pedestal and drywell floor in this design are at the same level, and because openings exist between the pedestal
region and the floor, core debris exiting the failed reactor vessel, even at low-pressure, could, in theory, flow across

the drywell floor and contact the steel containment shell. If the hot debris contacts the drywell shell, two failure

modes may occur:
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(1) The combined effects of elevated containment pressure and local heating of the steel shell may result in
a creep rupture.

(2) If hot enough, the debris may melt-through the steel shell.

These two modes are usuay referred to collectivelyas "drywell shell melt through" or "shell melt through." The
probability of shell melt-through is known to depend on the condition of the core debris (i.e., physical state,
composition, release rate from the reactor vessel, etc.) as it relocates to the reactor pedestal floor, the configuration
of the reactor pedestal region (e.g., the sump volume and the doorway through the pedestal wall), and containment

conditions (e.g., presence of water on the drywell floor). Plant-specific features can determine the importance of
this failure mode for individual Mark I containments. For example, as noted above, the Brunswick Mark I

containment uses concrete and not steel and, therefore, the IPE for this plant did not consider shell melt-through a
threat. Another IPE submittal stated that, because of the plant's large sump volume and relatively small core volume,
shell melt-through will not occur.

Dejv. ell shell melt-through is not a significant failure mode for Mark 11 containments because of geometry
differences and because all but one are of concrete construction. For the Mark 11 containment that uses a steel shell,

the containment failure modes considered in the IPE include those that would be induced by the impact of hot core

debris on the containment shellduring high-pressure melt ejection (HPME). However,there are certain unique Mark
11 features that are important for particular accident scenarios.

,

The design of the region Giside the reactor pedestal of a Mark 11 containment may have a significant effect on the

progression of a severe accident after the debris is Jischarged onto the drywell floor. The design features that are
| most important to accident progression are the relative elevation of the in-pedestal floor to the drywell floor and the

existence of downcomers inside the pedestalregion. In general, the BWR 5 plants have a recessed in-pedestal region
(reactor cavity) and the BWR 4 plants have a flat in pedestal floor at approximately the same elevation as the ex-;

pedestal drywell floor. Among the domestic Mark Il plants, only NMP2 has downcomers inside the pedestal region.
d

After a vessel failure and discharge of core debris, a recessed cavity would confine the core debris in the cavity.
Extensive core-concrete interaction is expected to occur because the potential for corium cooling is minimal. On

the other hand, a shallow reactor cavity would allow the corium to spread out through the personnel pathway onto
the drywell floor. A portion of the corium could enter the first row of downcomer pipes. The remainder would be

cooled by heat losses to the containment atmosphere and the drywell floor and by the drywell spray if it is
operational.

i

For a plant that has downcomers in the pedestal region, corium released from the vessel would rapidly enter the
suppression pool. This design may eliminate the problems associated with core-concreteinteraction,if the corium
is primarily in a liquid phase and the vessel is not pressurized, but this increases the potential for a severe and
damaging fuel coolant interaction (FCI).

A steam explosion as corium flows down the downcomer pipes into the suppression pool, or the thermal attack of

the downcomers by corium, could also fail the downcomer pipes and cause a suppression pool bypass. Such a bypass,

could have a significant impact on containment integrity and, therefore, radionuclide release.

,
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In addition to the downcomer pipes, drain tubes located in the drywell lloor could fail as a result of corium attack.
This would result in a suppression pool bypass and FCI when the corium falls into the suppression pool through the j

failed drain tubes.

In the Mark lit design, because the drywell is completely enclosed by the primary containment, a release to the
environment will be scrubbed by the suppression pool if the containment fails but the drywell remains intact. Early

drywell failure is therefore an important consideration in the accident progression, and the risk is most affected by
containment failures in which both the drywell and the containment fail. Since the drywell has a much higher design

pressure than the containment, such a failure would most likely be caused by energetic events such as hydrogen
combustion and the phenomena associated with vessel breach.

Among Mark 111 designs, there is variation in the reactor pedestal region. The design of this region is unique in 1

River Bend among Mark llis in that the access door is water tight and kept closed while the plant is operating. |
'

Therefore, the probability of water accumulating in the pedestal region before vessel failure is much lower in River

Bend than in other Mark 1115.

l

10.3.1.4 Containment lleat Removal
|

While the suppression pool of BWR pressure suppression containments provides a short term heat sink, in the long |
term, containment heat removal is usually accomplished either by directly cooling the suppression pool or by cooling j

the containment spray water recirculated from the suppression pool. The SPMU system of Mark Ill containments
'

can increase the suppression pool volume and extend its heat capacity.
I

With the exception of some early Mark I containments, containment / suppression pool cooling is one of the operating |
modes of the multi mode RHR system, also used to provide shutdown cooling m one ofits other modes as discussed
in Section 10.2. The BWR 2 Mark is have a single-mode containment spray system and no suppression pool cooling

system. In two early BWR 3 plants (Millstone I, and Dresden 2&3) containment spray and pool cooling is an j

operating mode of the LPCI system. In Big Rock Point (a BWR 1), containment spray is provided as an operating ,

mode of the LPCS system. All of these systems incorporate heat exchangers to transfer the containment heat to an
ultimate heat sink via intermediate cooling systems. The RHR systems for most BWRs have two separateloops with |

I

two pumps and heat exchangers per loop. Heat can of course be removed directly from the core as in the shutdown

cooling mode of the RHR system.

In most Mark I plants, high pressure shutdown cooling is provided by the RCIC system. However, an IC (or
emergency condenser)is used for high-pressure shutdown cooling in BWR 2 plants (Oyster Creek and NMPI) and
early BWR 3 plants (Dresden and Millstone). In one IPE, a failure mode related to the IC was considered.
According to the NMPI IFE, the tubes of the emergency condenser,if not isolated, may fail as a result of high- j

temperature during core melt progression. This would result in a tube failure outside the containment. This failure
mode is considered in the IPE as a bypass failure similar to that of steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) in PWR

plants.

While many BWRs have drywell fan coolers that provide cooling during normal operation via a closed loop
ventilation system, these are generally not credited in the IPEs for containment heat rernoval since they are not

safety-grade systems. The exception is the Mark III containment of River Bend, which does not have a containment

spray system but has two safety grade containment unit coalers.
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Containment venting is another means of containment heat removal invoked in some BWR IPEs. Containment
venting is discussed in Subsection 10.3.1.6, below.

It should be noted that the drywell spray can also play a signincant role in severe accihr.t conditions because ofits

ability to (1) remove radionuclides from the containment atmosphere and (2) provide water to the corium on the

drywell Hoor to mitigate core-concrete irneraction (CCl) and reduce the probability of drywell shell melt-through.

10.3.1.5 Combustible Gas Control

Because of their relatively small volumes (especially Mark I and Mark 11 containments) and the signi0 cant amount
of zirconium in BWR cores, B WR pressure suppression containments are susceptible to high-hydrogen concentrations

in a post-accident environment. The potential for combustion events can occur in all phases of accident progression.

Before vessel breach, hydrogen is released to the containment through the safety relief valve tailpipes into the
suppression pool. Hydrogen can also be released directly to the containment during a loss of coolant-accident. At

the time of vessel breach, hydrogen is produced by the rapid oxidation of metal that accompanies energetic events
such as ex-vessel steam explosion (EVSE) and direct containment heating. The ejection of hot core debris from the

vessel also provides numerous ignition sources. Late in the accident, core concrete interaction produces both
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, both of which are combustible. Hydrogen recombiners, inter.ded to deal with

design-basis hydrogen concentrations, are ineffective for handling severe accident hydrogen levels.

As a consequence, Mark I and Mark 11 containments operate with a nitrogen inerted drywell atmosphere. The
dryweil inerting system is capable of producing high-nitrogen Gow rates before reactor stanup and maintaining low-

Dow rates to keep oxygen concentration below 4% during normal operation. Because they operate with an inerted

atmosphere, hydrogen combustion events are considered very unlikely in the IPE submittals of plants with Mark I
and Mark 11 containments.

Because of their relatively larger volume, Mark lit containments are not inerted but rely on glow plug igniters to
burn off accumulating hydrogen during a severe accid:nt and, thus, avoid energetic hydrogen events. However, as

renected in the IPEs, hydrogen combustion presents an important challenge to containment integrity for Mark lits
because of the signi0 cant amount of zirconium in the reactor cores, the low-containment failure pressures, and the

use of the pressure-suppression systems (which condense steam released from the vessel and thereby allow Hammable

mixtures of hydrogen and air to form). Although hydrogen ignition systems (HIS) are installed in the Mark Ill

containments to burn the hydrogen at low-concentrations.they are not available during stat on blackout and may noti

be effective when there is a rapid increase of hydrogen concentration in the containment such as when dispersed core
material is ejected at high-pressure.

10.3.1.6 Containment Venting

Containment venting has been recognized as an important accident management tool for BWR Mark I containments.

It is used to prevent uncontrolled containment failure by providing a controlled release of the containment atmosphere
if the containment pressure equals or exceeds a specified limit (the primary containment pressure limit. PCPL). After

core damage, venting via a path through the suppression pool will provide considerable radionuclide scrubbing and
a reduced release. Important issues for containment venting are the containment venting pressure, the areas and now

capacities of the vent paths, and the structural capability of the vent paths. Mark I containments are requested to
have hardened vent paths that can be expected to survive under severe accident conditions.
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Besides containment pressure control, venting is also used for combustible gas control. Combustible gas venting is

directed by the EOPs when the containment reaches a combustible condition (i.e., the containment is deinerted and

sufficient amount of hydrogen exists in the containment). Since Mark I containments are usually inerted by nitrogen,

the likelihood of needing combustible gas venting is generally not significant.

For Mark Is, containment venting may also be used in the containment flooding process. Containment Gooding is
called for in the EOPs when the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level cannot be restored and steam cooling is ;

insufficient to cool the core. Containment flooding is accomplished by pumping water from external water sources )
into the containment to raise the containment water level above the top of active fuel (TAF). Containment flooding

,

requires the use of a drywell vent or venting through the RPV because torus vents are not available during and after
'

containment flooding. Since drywell venting does not have the benefit of suppression pool scrubbing and venting

through the RPV, this results in a release bypassing the containment, and the venting used during containment

flooding may result in very severe releases.

For Mark lis, a hardened vent system is not required, but venting could still be useful for mitigating a severe j
| accident.

A hardened vent system is also not required for Mark Ills. However, venting (sometimes through the SGTS or
directly into the turbine building) is discussed and plays a significant role in some Mark lil IPEs.

.

10.3.1.7 Containment Bypass and Isolation

Following an accident,the containment isolation system activates valves to close off certain lines that penetrate the

containment primary boundary. Loss of containment isolation during a severe accident may have consequences as

severe as a large structural failure. Past history shows that isolation failures have occurred under normal operating
conditions and, there fore,must be taken into account when discussing severe accidents. Containment isolation failure

can result from inadvertent pre-existing openings in the containment boundary or from the failure of valves used to

isolate the major process lines and other boundary penetrations. These valves together with the associated sensors

and power supplies comprise the containment isolation system. In BWRs with Mark I and Mark 11 containments,
*

the atmosphere inerting systems may alert the operator to an open access hatch or other inadvertent opening in the

| containment boundary by showing higher than normal nitrogen flows. However, nitrogen monitoring may not be

performed on a continuous basis. Most BWRs have eight groups of containment isolation valves. Isolation failure

! of the BWR containments was found to be small or insignificant in the IPEs.

| Failure of the barriers between the high-pressure reactor coolant system and connected low-pressure systems, with

| some components outside of primary containment, represents another way the containment function can be bypassed

! in both PWRs and BWRs. Although such ISLOCA sequenceshave been found to be relatively low-frequency events, -

they may lead to potentially high-radiological releases because these events provide a direct path for release of
radionuclides to the atmosphere. In BWRs the breach of the low-pressure system outside of the primary containment
will occur in the reactor building. Bypass events were also found to be relatively unimportant in most of the BWR

IPEs.

|

|

|
;

!
,
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10.3.2 PWR Containment Characteristics

PWRs have primary systems that normally operate at very high-pressures. These reactors use three containment

types, including large-dry, subatmospheric, and ice condenser containments. Figure 10.4 compares the general !

arrangements of the large dry and ice condenser containments. A summary of the important containment
characteristics for the three containment types are presented in Table 10.5.
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Figure 10.4 PWR large dry and ice condenser containments.
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Table 10.5 PWR containment characteristics.

Containment type

Number of Units Large-dry Subatmospheric Ice condenser

57 7 9

Containment size and reactor powei

reactor thermal power (MWt) 1500 - 3800 2441 - 3411 3411

Containment free volume (ft') 1,000,000 - 3,300.000 1,700,000 - 2,300,000 1,200.000 - 1,300.000

Cont. volume to thermal power ratio 630 - 1200 600 - 740 350 - 380

(ft'/MWt)

Containment strencth
Containment design pressure (psig) 41 - 61 45 - 60 11 - 30

Median containment failure pressure 90 - 190 120 - 130 36 - 95

(psig)
Used in IPE

Containment construction 7 steel 7 steel

50 concrete 7 concrete 2 concrete

Vapor pressure suppression system No No Ice condenser and
recirculation fans

Containment heat removal system Containment spray' Containment spray * Containment spray'

fan coolers and fan coolers
|

Combustion gas control flydrogen recombiner Ilydrogen recombiner flydrogen igniters
(for design-basis) (for design-basis)

* Recirculation spray, taking suction from the containment sump.

|

As shown in the table, most PWRs have large-dry containments. The subatmospheric containment also has a large- |

dry containment but with sub-atmospheric pressure inside. These large-dry containments rely on structural strength :

Iand large internal volume to maintain containment integrity during an accident. In order to structurally fail these
containments early in an accident sequence, they must be subjected to very severe and rapid pressure loads. Such

loads can be produced in the absence of containment heat removal systems and if direct containment heating occurs.

If the primary system is at low-pressure and the containment heat removal systems are operating, the likelihood of

ECF is much lower.

Nine PWR units have ice-condensercontainments. These are smaller in volume than typicallarge-dry containments
I

(see Table 10.5 for containment free volume and containment volume to thermal power ratio) and are equipped with

ice beds to condense steam during an accident.

Structural failure caused by long-term pressure and temperature buildup or penetration of the containment basemat

by core debris are both possibilities for late containment failure in PWR containments. The likelihood of these
failure modes depends on the individual containment type and the absence or presence of decay heat removal
systems. In some large dry containments, even with decay heat r:moval systems inoperable, structural failure may

never occur.
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10.3.2.1 Containment Structure

The three types of construction techniques that have been used for currently existing PWR dry containments inc|ude
(1) reinforced concrete,(2) prestressed concrete, and (3) steel.

A reinforced concrete containment has three basic structural elements, including the basemat, cylinder, and dome.
Reinforcing bars are placed in all three elements. The containment accommodates the design basis loads via the
reinforced concrete and through the net free volume of the containment. Many reinforced concrete containments

| have a steel liner attached to, and supported by, the concrete. The liner primarily functions as a gas-tight membrane
i and also transmits loads to the concrete. All subatmospheric containments are constructed of reinforced

| concrete with a steel liner. Subatmospheric containments are found at seven Westinghouse PWRs (six three-
loop plants and one four-loop plant).

|

l
In more recent plants, the reinforced concrete design has been replaced, to a large extent, by fully prestressed
containments. In this design, the reactor containment is in the shape of a cylinder with a shallow domed roof

and a flat foundation slab. The cylindrical portion is prestressed by a post-tensioning system consisting of
horizontal and vertical tendons. The dome has a three-way post-tensioning system. The foundation slab is
conventionally reinforced with high-strength reinforcing steel. The entire structure is lined with a 1/4-inch

welded steel plate to provide vapor tightness. A prestressed concrete containment requires less net free
volume for a given blowdown load. The external force applied by the tendons allows a higher internal

i pressure. (Zion is a representative plant for this category.)
i

i

i

Most steel containments use a steel plate interior structure enclosed by a separate biological shield concrete
building. (The only exceptions is San Onofre I which lacks the concrete shield building.) The concrete shield
structure is not designed for high-internal pressure but serves to protect the steel shell from extreme
environmental effects. The internal pressure of the containment is carried by the structural strength of the

; steel plating. (A typical steel shell design is Davis Besse 1.) The steel containment may be susceptible to
'

direct contact with core debris. This is an important failure mode for one PWR with a large-dry steel
containment.

The ice condenser containment design incorporates a large, passive heat sink, in the form of the ice condenser

| system, to absorb accidental energy release from the primary coolant system of the reactor. The large heat
smk permits a containment designed for lower pressure and smaller volume than would be allowable in aI

.

" dry" or non-pressure suppression containment (see Table 10.5).

The nuclear reactor system exclusively employed in the ice condenser plants is the Westinghouse four-loop
NSSS with a thermal output of about 3400 Mwt. Seven of the nine ice-condenser units feature a cylindrical
steel containment surrounded by a concrete secondary containment. The remaining two, the D.C. Cook

| plants, feature reinforced concrete containments with steel liners, and lack secondary containments. The
internal volume of each ice-condenser containment is approximately 1,200,000 ft', and each has a diameter
of approximately 115 ft. and a height of approximately 155 ft.

|
.

The ice condenser containment consists of an upper compartment, a lower compartment, and the ice condenser

chamber through which blowdown steam is forced to pass during a LOCA. The design pressure of ice
4

1
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condenser containments vary fr( m a low of 12 psig to 30 psig. The failure pressures used in the IPEs have

median values varying from 36 psig to 95 psig (Table 10.5).

As the table indicates, the ice condenser containments have smaller volumes as well as smaller volume to |
therrnal power ratios than other PWR containments. Their containment strength is also less than the other I

types. These containments rely on the pressure suppression capability of the ice condenser feature to prevent

overpressure.

10.3.2.2 Vapor Pressure Suppression
|

The only PWR containments using a vapor suppression system are the ice condenser containments.

The ice condenser system consists of a partial annulus extending 300* along the perimeter of the primary
containment. Typicci parameters are 95 ft. high and 13 ft. wide, holding approximately 2,300,000 lbs of
borated ice in perforated metal baskets maintained at 15'F. Channels around and through the ice baskets
allow free flow of steam and gases. Insulated, spring-loaded doors are located at the lower end of the ice

condenser at the lower plenum. The door panels are provided with tension spring mechanisms that produce

a small closing torque equivalent to providing approximately one pound per-square-foot pressure drop at the

inlet port. Intermediate-deck doors are provided at the upper end of the ice condenser. These are normally
closed under the action of gravity but open under slight pressurization to permit upward flow. Both the lower-

plenum and intermediate-deck doors are designed to close to block flow from the upper to the lower
compartment, although both may fail open after a sudden pressurization event. The top-deck doors are
comparatively lightweight, and are expected to open early and remain open. Steam and gases released into
the lower compartment from a break in the primary coolant system enter 1 ice condenser through the inlet
doors, are directed up by turning vanes, and pass through the ice baskets where steam and aerosols are
removed by condensation and deposition. As long as ice is available in the ice chamber, the ice condenser
has been found to be effective in reducing the pressure spikes associated with the release of steam into the

containment as well as in removing radionuclides from the containment atmosphere.

10.3.2.3 Other Containment Features

An important feature of a PWR dry containment, which can significantly influence the progression of a severe
accident, is the configuration of the reactor cavity located below the reactor vessel. There is a large variation

in reactor cavity design among PWR dry containment plants. This is largely because the cavity plays no role

in design-basis accidents. However, under severe accident conditions, the reactor cavity could strongly affect
the challenges imposed on the containment. The cavity's size, geometry and outlets into the containment

regions could affect the interactions of corium/ water and corium/ concrete, and these, in turn, could affect the

subsequent containment pressurization and basemat erosion. For example, the presence or absence of sumps
or curbs around access ports to the cavity region would determine whether the cavity would be flooded during

a particular accident sequence, thereby influencing whether the core debris could be cooled. The outlet flow

paths from the cavity can significantly impact the amount of material that might be ejected into other
containment regions by a high-pressure release from the reactor vessel.

There are containment failure modes that are unique to particular PWR plants because of some plant-unique

features. For example, for Palisades, there is the potential for the core debris to relocate to the engineered
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safeguards rooms. The unique plant feature that contributes to this early failure mode is the location of the
engineered safety features (ESFs) sump. The failure mode postulates the flow of molten core debris from the

reactor cavity into the ESF sump and subsequently into the ESF recirculation piping. In the Palisades IPE

submittal, the debris is assumed to eventually melt through the pipe wall and enter the auxiliary building. The
maximum failure area for this mode is presumed to be twice the area of an ESF recirculation pipe (there are i

| two pipes), resulting in a large containment failure area.

10.3.2.4 Containment Heat Removnl
|

The high-pressures and temperatures during an accident in a PWR dry containment may be reduced by two
|

containment heat removal systems, including the containment water sprays and the atmospheric fan coolers.

In some designs, both systems are ESFs and are designed to operate during a LOCA assuming a single
component failure. In other designs, only the sprays are an ESF system. The containment heat removal is

accomplished by heat exchangers in the containment spray system and containment fan coolers. Typically,
!

the sprays and fan cooler systems are sized to accommodate energies associated with the reactor decay heat|

i and the sensible and latent heat of the primary system coolant.

The CSS of a PWR large-dry plant like Zion has three independent 100% capacity subsystems with no
| common headers. A single active or passive failure in any of these subsystems will not affect the operation

of either of the other two subsystems. Of the three containment spray pumps, two are motor-driven and the,

| third is diesel-driven. All three pumps take suction from the RWST. When spray is required during the
! recirculation phase of the accident, two of the three spray subsystems can be supplied with water from the
! containment sump via the RHR pumps. Therefore, spray pump operation is not necessary during the

recirculation phase.
|

The reactor containment fan cooler (RCFC) system is designed to filter, cool and dehumidify the reactor
| containment environment during both normal and abnormal conditions. It is a recirculation system.
!

Typically in the subatmospheric plants, the sprays, not the fan coolers, are an ESF system. A subatmospheric|

containment, like Surry, typically has two spray systems, including an injection spray system (that draws from

the RWST) and a recirculation spray system. When the RWST has been emptied in this plant, the injection
spray system is secured and the recirculation spray system is started.

The ice condenser system described above provides for passive, although limited, containment heat removal

in ice condenser containments. The other containment heat removal system in these containments is the CSS,
which functions similar to other PWR spray systems by removing heat in the recirculation mode. The CSS

at Sequoyah consists of two 100% capacity-pump trains. Each train includes a centrifugal pump, a heat
exchanger, a minimum flow circulation line, and associated piping and valves. In the injection mode, each

!

train draws water from the RWST at the rate of 4750 gpm. Upon depletion of water in the RWST, the CSS
is shifted to the recirculation mcde through a combination of operator and automatic actions. In the
recirculation mode the CSS draws water from the containment sump and cools the water by passing it through

the CSS heat exchangers. The residual heat removal system (RHRS) pump trains are similar to CSS pump
trains with the exception that each RHRS train can either provide safety injection to the reactor vessel or flow,

to the RHRS sprays.
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Direct decay heat removal from the core in PWRs, as donc during shut down cooling, may also be possible

during an accident. This is discussed in Section 10.2.

16.3.2,5 Combustible Gas Control

All PWR dry containments are equipped with combustible gas control systems (CGCSs) to maintain the post-

design basis accident hydrogen buildup at a level below the llammability limit. The system contains four

elements:

(1) A hydrogen sampling system alerts the plant operator to the hydrogen concentration in the
containment.

(2) A hydrogen / air mixing system minimizes the formation of locally high-hydrogen concentrations.

(3) Ilydrogen recombiners heats gases drawn from the containment to high-temperatures (to combine

hydrogen with oxygen) and returns the gases back to the containment.

(4) A containment purge system allows venting of the containment atmosphere to the outside

environment.

Ilowever, these systems are designed to accommodate hydrogen accumulation for design-basis events. The

systems are not designed for the hydrogen generation that might accompany a core meltdown accident. PWR

dry containments are not required to have the intentional ignition systems required for the ice condenser
plants, as discussed below. However, as part of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's)
Containment Performance improvement (CPI) program, licensees with large-dry containments were requested

to perform as part of their IPE an

" evaluation of containment and equiprnent vulnerabilities to hydrogen combustion (local

and global). This would include consideration of gaseous pathways between the cavity
and upper compartment volume to confirm adequate communication to promote natural
circulation and recombination of combustible gases in the reactor cavity."

The NRC rulemaking resulting from the Three Mile Island (TMI) 2 accident required PWR ice condenser and
BWR MarkIII containments to be installed with hydrogen control systems capable of accommodating amounts

of hydrogen equivalent to that generated in the oxidation of 75% of the clad without loss of containment
integrity as a result of this rulemaking. A distributed igniter system (DIS) was installed in ice-condenser
containments to burn hydrogen before it can accumulate to hazardous levels.

The DlS seeks to mitigate combustion pressurization challenges to containment integrity by deliberate ignition

of hydrogen at low-concentrations. The DIS at Sequoyah consists of 68 Tayco thermal igniters distributed
throughout the containment and deployed in two separate groups, each with its own independent and separate

power supplies and controls. The igniters operate at 120 VAC. A separate train of 480 VAC power is
provided for each group of igniters and is backed by automatic loading onto the diesel generators upon loss
of off-site power (LOOP). Of the 68 igniters,22 are deployed in the lower compartment,16 in the upper
plenum of the ice condenser, 4 in the upper compartment dome, 8 at intermediate elevations in the upper
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compartment, 2 above the two air return fans, and the remaining 16 in the dead-ended regions of the
containment. The igniters are manually actuated by the operator from the control room.

|

To aid the function of the DlS system, air return fan systems (ARFSs) are installed at all ice condenser

containments. The ARFS maintains the circulation of the containment atmosphere through the ice condenser,
and ensures that the local hydrogen concentration in the containment, especially in the dead-ended regions,
does not reach excessively high levels. The ARFS, therefore, supplements the functions of the DIS. The
ARFS at Sequoyah consists of two axial-flow fans that return air from the upper compartment to the lower |

i

compartment and reduce the post-accident stratification of hydrogen in stagnant areas. The fans push air and

gases to the lower compartment and maintain forced circulation of the containment atmosphere through the !ice condenser. Both fans are actuated by a high-containment pressure (>2.81 psig) signal after a delay of
10 minutes. The ARFS is an engineered safety system and operates on AC power.

1

Finally, the ice condenser CSS can influence hydrogen combustion and can have beneficial effects, such as i

promoting circulation and mixing of the containment atmosphere, particularly when operated in conjunction !with the DIS.

Because of the significantly smaller amount of zirconium in the core of a PWR than a BWR, it appears from
the IPEs that the hydrogen combustion problem is less severe for ice condenser containments than for BWR

;

Mark III containments.

10.3.2.6 Containment Bypass and Isolation

In PWRs, it is difficult to isolation problems, other than those identified by the isolation valve status indicators

in the control room. Loss of vacuum in PWRs with subatmospheric containments would be one indication

of inadequate isolation. Some PWRs use an enclosure building that is maintained at less than atmospheric
pressure. A pressure increase in this enclosure building would again be evidence of an isolation problem.

However, the majority of PWRs have neither a subatmospheric containment nor an enclosure building.
Nonetheless, the probability of isolation failure found in the IPEs is usually small. A large probability of
isolation failure is most likely attributable to the lack of operator actions to locally or remotely close the

|

isolation valves if no containment isolation signal is provided or in a station blackout. This usually involves
a small leak area and, therefore, does not significantly contribute to radionuclide release.

ISLOCA scenarios are also important for PWRs. Failure of the barriers between the high-pressure reactor
coolant system and connected low-pressure systems, with some components outside containment, is a way the
containment function can be bypassed. An important failure site of the PWR primary system during a severe
accident is in the steam generator tubes. Although SGTR has many of the characteristics of a small LOCA,

it is unique in that it is also a potential containment bypass LOCA, releasing radionuclides in the primary
reactor coolant into the secondary-side of steam generators. This could provide several potential paths for
the release of radionuclides to the environment outside the containment (e.g., via the main steamline, turbine,
turbine bypass, condenser, condenser exhaust, steam generator atmospheric relief or safety valves, and the
steam generator blowdown line).

An SGTR could be the initiator of a severe accident or could be induced under severe accident conditions
arising from another initiator. The most important cause for induced SGTR is high-RCS temperature.,

|

|
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Temperature-induced SGTR occurs if one or more steam generator tubes have a creep mpture caused by the
flow of higb-temperature hot gases from the core when the RCS is at system pressure. Since a hot leg or
surge line break is more likely than an induced SGTR when such a high temperature condition exists, induced

,

'

SGTR usudly has a low-probability of occurrence. However, temperature-induced SGTR may be significant
under certain conditions. According to some IPE submittals, the procedural guidance requires that the

operators restart the RCPs when inadequate core cooling conditions are indicated. This restart clears the RCP
,

seals and establishes a natural circulation path, which results in increased steam generator tube heating and

the potential for an induced SGTR. Secondary side depressurization, also included in the procedures for
restoration of heat removal, can increase the pressure differential across the tubes and, thus, may further

increase the potential for failure.

Containment bypass, especially resulting from SGTR is significant in a number of PWR IPEs and, in some

cases, dominates the probability of early release.

10.4 IPE Boundary Conditions, Assessments, and Assumptions

This section addresses the potentially more important boundary conditions, assessments, and assumptions that have

been identified during the review of the IPEs and discusses how variability in these modeling issues impacts the IPE

analyses and results. This summary is provided under two major headings, those that impact the CDF portion of
the analysis, and those that impact the severe accident progression and radionuclide release portion of the analysis.

The specific impacts of many of these issues on individual IPE results are more apparent in subsequent chapters in

this report. Since the IPE submittals are summaries of the work performed for the IPEs, review of the submittals
alone cannot be expected to identify the full variability of assumptions, analysisjudgments, or other factors having

potential effects on the IPE results. Nevertheless, variations within the IPEs have been noted during the review of

the submittals.
.

10.4.1 Core Damage Frequency Boundary Conditions, Assessments, and Assumptions'

This section identifies those analytical boundary conditions, assessments, and assumptions that can have a potentially

significant impact on the CDF results and were noted to have some variability among the IPEs. Since all of the
licensees chose to use PRA approachesin responding to GL 88-20 (Ref.10.1) for the CDF portion of the analysis,
these issues are discussed in the context of the PRA core damage analysis tasks that are most affected. This includes

identification of initiating events (IEs), accident sequence analysis, systems analysis, data analysis, human reliability

analysis (HRA), and the quantification task.

The first task of the overall modeling process involves identifying initiating events (IEs)(i.e., challenges to normal

plant operation) that require successful mitigation to prevent core damage. As a part of this task, these events are
grouped into initiating event classes whereby all of the individual initiators within a class have similar characteristics

and require the same overall plant response.

For each initiating event class, event trees are developed in the accident sequence analysis task. These event trees

graphically depict the possible sequences of events that could occur during the plant's response to each initiating
event class. These trees delineate the possible combinations of functional and/or system successes and failures that

lead to either successful mitigation of the initiator or core damage. Determining the success criteria to avoid core'

damage is a very important part of the accident sequence analysis task.
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As defined by the event tree structures, the systems analysis task iwolves modeling the failure modes of systems1

that are functionally important to preventing core damage. This modeling process, which is usually done with fault
trees, dennes the combinations of equipment failures, equipment outages (such as for test or maintenance) and
human errors that cause failure of the systems to perform the desired functions.

,

The data analysis task involves determining the equipment reliability data and initiator frequencies used to derive
the quantitative results of the IPE. As part of this task, plant maintenanceand other operating records are evaluated
to derive plant-specific equipment failure rates and t'ae frequencies of the initiating events (IEs). Where insufGeient
plant experience exists, failure rates and initiator frequencies based on industry-wide " generic" databases are used
as input to the database used in the IPE.

The HRA task contributes to the modeling portions of both the accident sequence analysis and systems analysis tasks
for inclusion of human errors that are potentially important to the sequences of events and system failures included
in the overall IPE model. Additionally, the HRA task involves quantifying these human errors included in the
analysis. HRA is a special area of analysis requiring unique skills to determine the types and likelihoods of human
errors germane to the sequences of events that could result in core damage.

Finally, quantification involves combining all of the information from the previous tasks to calculate the CDF for
individual accident sequences, as well as the total plant CDF.

A summary of key boundary conditions, analysis assessments, and assumptions obtained from the IPE submittals isI'
provided in Table 10.6. The following paragraphs provide further discussion on these analysis features and how they
can affect the task areas described above. As noted earlier, where appropriate, the specinc impacts of many of these
features on the IPE results are further discussed in subsequent sections of this report.

i

Table 10.6 Potentially important boundary conditions, assessments, and
assumptions affecting individual IPE results.

|

Task area
Issue (s)

IEs Exclusion of some initiators
_

Grouping of initiators

Accident sequence analysis Definition of core damage
Success criteria to prevent core damage

Systems analysis Completeness of failure modes modeling
Operability of equipment in abnormal environments

Data analysis Treatment /quantification of common cause
Some individual data values

HRA
Completeness of human events modeling including amount of recovery
considered

Details / judgments affecting the quantification of human error rates

Quantification Truncation (relatively minor effect)
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10.4.1.1 initiating Events

Typically, in this task area, the most important characteristics of the analysis that are subject to potentially wide
variability and that can also have an impact on the CDF include (1) assumptions or assessments made to exclude

!
initiators from the analysis and (2) the grouping of individual initiators into initiating event classes. Excluding
certain initiators obviously affects the boundaries of the analysis by defining the completeness of the analysis scope.

The way the initiators are grouped impacts the resnlution of the analysis.

In particular, the IPEs vary in the assumptions and related assessments used to determine which support system
initiators should be included in the IPE. Support system initiators involve losses of systems or equipment that

support the operability of the accident prevention systems (e.g., systems that flood the core)in the plant. These
support system initiators include the loss of electrical buses, service water, HVAC for room cooling, and other
systems that disrupt the noimal operation of the plant and require a mitigating response. Some submittals often
justifiably exclude certain support system initiators (e.g., loss of control room HVAC or loss of I A) on the basis of
plant-specific design features and analyses of those features. These analyses typically find that (1) there is no
significant dependency on the lost system,(2) the resulting effects on the plant are similar to some other initiator
that is being modeled, (3) the time required for the effect of the initiator to develop an adverse condition is
sufficiently long to "guarantec" recovery (thereby eliminating the initiator), or (4) the expected frequency of the
initiator is so low that it does not warrant further analysis. Conversely, some licensees include events as initiators

(e.g., the loss of certain electrical buses) even though they might not actually be initiators, on the assumption that
the event requires mitigation rather than spending analysis time to determine if the event could be legitimately
eliminated as an initiator. For instance, some licensees consider the loss of control room HVAC as an initiator or

analyze interfacing LOCAs while others do not. Therefore, the reader should recognize and be sensitive to the fact
that any differencesin the IPE results as to the most important initiators contributing to core damage may be partially
determined by this portion of the analysis.

! The grouping and " definition" of each initiating event class also vary among the 1 pes. For instance, some licensees
combine steam line and feedwaterline breaks into a single initiator even though one is an overcooling transient while

the other is an undercooling transient. Some licensees use very broadly defined LOCA sizes while others use a more

refined set of LOCA sizes that allows examination of potentially subtle differences in the required plant response.

Some licensees grouped some initiators in classes with more stringent assumptions such as categorizing the loss of

one feedwater pump in with those initiators associateel with a total loss of feedwater. Such groupings are typically
defined on the basis of the plant design, past PRAs of similar plants, and analysis judgment. Variability is also
evident in how licensees categorize their initiator-accident sequence combinations. For example, transient-induced

LOCAs are sometimes broadly classed as transients while other times they are classed as LOCAs. This latter point
i

is more of a reporting difference. If handled consistently within an IPE, it does not provide cause to question the!

results but does make it more difficult to compare IPEs. Again, the reader should be sensitive to the fact that the

differences in the IPE results, and particularly how they are reported, can be impacted by this grouping process.

10.4.1.2 Accident Sequence Analysis

Two particularly important characteristicswhere variability exists among the IPEs and which can potentially impact
the results for this task area include (1) the definition of core damage and (2) the success criteria to prevent core

damage. These are interrelated in that both set the limits on what constitutes successful avoidance of core damage,
I

or conversely, what must fail to result in core damage.
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| The criteria used to define core damage vary among the IPEs and in many cases, no specific definition is provided
in the submittals. Typical definitions for successful avoidance of core damage in PWRs include (1) long term core
exit temperatures less than 1200*F, (2) peak cladding temperature less than 2250*F, or (3) no " sustained" core

|

uncovery. Typical definitions for BWRs include (1) fuel temperatures less than 4040*F, (2) the core is more than
2/3 covered, or (3) the collapsed water level must be more than 2 feet above the bottom of the active fuel. The

definition of core damage can be important since it is used to determine whether a particular system / action
, successfully mitigates an accident (i.e., it impacts the success criteria). In a practical sense, the defir,ition is not
!

critical to defining whether or not most systems can successfully prevent core damage. However, there are certain

systems / actions (such as those involving smaller flow rates), where, depending on the core damage definition, credit
for preventing core damage may or may not be given in the analysis. This is particularly true in cases where it is
expected that portions of the fuel will be uncovered for a period of time before significant reflood occurs. For

example, the time available for operator actions can be a ffected when feed-and-bleed must be started following loss
of all secondary cooling in a PWR, thereby, affecting the amount of Dow required and impacting the human error
probability (HEP) to fail to start feed.and-bleed. This in turn affects the probability of success or failure of these
actions and hence the CDF,

Various core damage criteria lead to the broader issue of success criteria definition in general. Some licensees tend

to be very pessimistic with regard to the equipment needed to prevent core damage, such as using the bounding final
safety analysis report (FSAR) criteria. Other licensees deviate significantly from these design-basis definitions and
use best-estimate, thermal-hydraulic analyses along with judgment for defining more realistic criteria. There are

numerous instances of variability with regard to success criteria definitions found in the IPEs, as illustrated by the
following examples:

i *
whether some PWRs can depressurize in response to small LOCAs and transients when all high-pressure
cooling is lost

i

whether a switch to hot-leg injection is required in PWRs late in an accident to avoid boron precipitation
*

the number of relief valves required for primary depressurization in BWRsa

the effectiveness of and time required to use CRDHS-enhanced flow as the only means of core cooling in
a

B WRs.

While much of the variability in the definition of success criteria among the IPE submittals is indeed justined on
the basis of actual plant design differences, the extent of the justification is not always clear and sometimes is
partially attributable to modeling assumptions. This variability in success criteria can likely have one of the more

significant impacts on the results when compared with any of the other issues discussed in this section. Hence, the

reader should be aware that variability in the success criteria of seemingly similar plants can have a significant
impact on the CDF and the overall results of the IPE.

10.4.1,3 Systems Analysis

There are two general categories of boundary conditions, assessments, ad assamption.1 in this task area which can

be important to the IPE results. These are (1) the failure modes and dependem failurcs meluded in system modeling,

and (2) assessments / assumptions made regarding the operability of equipment. The first addresses completeness
issues regarding the definition of all " credible" failure modes of each system, while the second defines whether

; equipment is credited as functioning in environments that are beyond the design basis for the equipment.
t
,

I
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The failure modes issue could generally not be reviewed in detail to determine the extent of variability, if any, in
the IPEs. This is because the licensees were not requested to include the failure modeling (typically fault trees) of

,

each system in the submittals. Possible variations that might be expectedamong the IPEs on the basis of differences

seen in prior PRAs include (1) whether or not spurious faults were modeled (2) to what level of detail common
cause failure modes were modeled (i.e., which components were included for common cause failure modeling and

whether common cause was only considered for components within the same system or also across systems), and

(3) whether a systematic search for subtle system dependencies was carried out (e.g., RCIC failure associated with
steam leak detection actuation upon loss of IIVAC, indicating a subtle dependency on room cooling). Since it is

apparent that the licensees generally modeled system failures in the same way (i.e., with failures to start and run,

equipment, equipment unavailability as a result of test and maintenance. common cause failures, and operator-induced

failures) any variability in the modeling of failure modes may not be as critical to the results as the issue involving,

equipment operability.

Equipment operability during beyond design-basis conditions is treated differently among the IPEs, possibly because

of plant-specific design features as well as assumption differences. For example, different licensees either credit or
do not credit operability of switchgear with total loss of HVAC. This can be a result of plant-specinc room sizes
and, hence, the heatup rate of the equipment as well as other factors or assumptions. With station blackout being

a prevalent contributor in many IPEs, the operability of DC-powered equipment with loss of HVAC, and the
assessment of battery life without AC charging, are prime examples of importar.t issues in the modeling of DC

equipment operability during loss of all AC. Some licenseescredit battery life under these conditions for only I to ;

2 hours, while others take credit for as long as or greater than 15 hours, on the basis of battery designs and other

operationalaspects. Such a conclusion can have a significant impact on a plant's coping capability under a prolonged
station blackout and, hence, on the importance of blackout accident sequences to the total CDF. Similarly, some
PWR licensees assume that a turbine-driven AFW pump can be operated following battery power depletion in

blackout, while others do not credit AFW operation under this same condition. As another illustration, some BWR j
'

licensees assume rising containment temperatures and pressures (and eventual failure of containment)will adversely

affect operability of pumps using the suppression pool for suction because of decreasing NPSH, while others
conclude their pumps can still function successfully under the same condition as a result of specific design I

characteristics of their pumps. These operability issues, probably more than the fault tree modeling issue, appear
to be assessed differently among many IPEs and can strongly affect which sequences are dominant as well as the
overall CDF. As with other issues previously discussed, the reader should be sensitive to the fact that variability in

system modeling, and particularly with regard to equipment operability, can cause distinct differences in the IPE

results.

10.4.1.4 Data Analysis

As would be expected, the numerical results and, to some degree, the ranking of important sequences and
contributory equipment failures,is dependent on the failure data used in each IPE Variability in the common cause
failure data appears to be large among the IPEs and, thus, affects the degree to which common cause failure plays
a role in the IPE results. For example, some licensees reviewed " generic" common cause events and data and

justified exclusion of some events as "not credible" at their plants. This lowers the corresponding common cause
failure probabilities and affects how important common cause failures are to the results of the IPE. In addition, this

approach might (although not as likely) affect the relative ranking of dominant accident sequences.

Limited review of individual data values in the IPEs also identified probabilities for the same equipment failure

modes ranging by well over an order of magnitude in some cases. This degree of variability, sometimes attributable
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to differences in component failure experience among the plants, can affect the relative importance of specific
equipment failures and their contribution to the potential for core damage.

It is important to note that differencesin the databases used in the IPEs can particularly affect the relative importance
of equipment failure contributions to core damage, and therefore are largely responsible for the observed differences
in the IPE results.

10..l.l.5 Iluman Reliability Analysis

The probability and treatment of human error in accident scenarios can be a critical element in determining the
overall and zequence-specine CDFs, ranking dominant sequences, and identifying human actions that are most risk

signiGcant. Imr example, some licensees dismiss routine maintenance and calibration errors (such as failure to
properly realign a system after testing or maintenance)on the basis of insignincant failure probabilities or that the

failure associated with such events is contained in the system unavailability data. Other licensees explicitly analyze
all such events (although even then, some licensees apparently dismiss miscalibration events, while others include

them). Particularly for accident response events (such as failure to depressurize following loss of all high-pressure
injection or failure to initiate feed-and-bleed),a significant difference in human error rates (often as much as two

orders of magnitude) is evident among IPEs modeling similar events. The justincation for these differences is
sometimes, but not always, evident in the submittals. These different human error rates could, for instance, be
attributed to actual differences in plant procedures and training, assumptions regarding the treatment of factors

affecting human performance, or the degree to which dependency was' or was not considered among multiple but

related human errors (e.g., the reactor operator fails in initiate standby liquid control and the shin supervisor also
fails to correct this error).

In the PRA process, accident scenarios are typically quantified by also applying one or more "non-recovery" events
to the sequence of possible failure events that cause the scenario ofinterest. These non-recovery events are used to

model the failure of human actions that would enable the accident scenario to be recovered and prevent core damage.
For example,in a station blackout scenario, failure to recover offsite power accounts for an additional action that,
ifit successfully occurred, would prevent the scenario from proceeding to core damage. The failure to perform such

an action is an additional probability applied to determine the overall scenario probability. Hence, the degree that
human recovery is applied to each accident scenario in the sequence modeling process can signiGcantly affect the
importance and numerical results of each accident sequence. Some licensees appear to limit the extent to which

recovery was applied, either on the basis of a minimum combined HEP to carry out multiple recovery actions, or

based on the number of multiple actions credited (e.g., two actions-recovery of MFW and recovery of auxiliary
feedwater). Some submittals appear to be rnore liberalin the number of actions credited and/or the degree to which

beyond-EOP actions are credited. For example, some licensees credit refill of water storage tanks during accident
scenarios while others do not.

On the basis of the identified differences and important results of past PRAs, the variability in the number of accident

response and recovery actions credited and the corresponding failure probabilities are likely to be much more
important to the results than differences in the routine action human error modeling. Hence, the reader's
understanding of the degree of similarity (or differences)in the IPE results discussed in subsequent chapters should

take into account the extent to which accident-related human error rates or credited recovery actions are highlighted
and discussed later in this report. Because of the valid perception that HRA is a very important part of the IPE
process, and that differences in HRA are likely because the state-of the-art in human error modeling is not as mature

as other parts of the IPE model, Chapter 13 of this report is dedicated to this subject area and addresses specific
Gndings gleaned from reviewing the IPE submittals.
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10.4.1.6 Quantification
1

All of the above task products come together in the quantification task of the IPE to yield the numerical results of

the analysis. Different computer codes and some variation in the steps followed to perform the CDF quantification
exist. Nevertheless, use of different codes or variations in the detailed steps for performing the quantification are

not sources for the variability in the IPE results. Ilowever, use ofdifferent truncation limits during the quantification

process can have some effect on the results. Truncation (usually based on low-probability) is a standard means to
simplify the quantification process and make it less time intensive. During the quantification process, numerical
results for ways to damage the core that are probabilistically below a prescribed threshold value, are screened out
and not considered in the final overall IPE results since they are probabilistically insignificant. For instance, if

during the quantification process, a combination of equipment failures to yield core damage must occur that
collectively has a probability of IE-10, such a combination may be dropped from the overall results and hence this
IE-10 contribution is not teflected in the plant CDF. By itself, any one such combination is insignificant. Ilowever,
if 1000 such combinations are " screened out," a combined effect of IE-7 is missing from the reported CDF value. ;

The degree of variability among the iPEs on this issue could not always be determined, since quantification
thresholds were not often reported. Nonetheless, differences in this area should not be as significant as many of the I

other issues discussed above. (This presumption is based on past PRA findings and studies regarding the use of !

Idifferent threshold values.) Hence, while different truncation limits may have some effect, this issue is not likely

to be a key factor as to why the results vary (or are similar) among the IPEs. |

Related to the subject of quantification, differences were identified in the number and complexity of sensitivity
analyses reported in the submittals to provide insights on the sensitivity of the quantified results to changes in
boundary conditions, assessments, and key assumptions. The reported results of such sensitivity studies are helpful ;

in understanding how " sensitive"the results are to many of the issues that have been addressed in this section of the
~

report. Familiarity with an individual IPE's sensitivity analyses can give to the reader an additional perspective or
" feeling" for the robustness of each IPE's results and the implications regarding the findings discussed in this report. t

!

10.4.1.7 Flooding Analysis

As a special topic area and included in Table 10.6 for completeness, GL 88-20 requested that licensees conduct an
internal flooding analysis to identify the potential importance of floods internal to the plant (e.g., because of a
breached service water line). Flooding analysis involves all of the same task areas discussed above and is subject

to the same variability issues and the potential effects that have already been described. In general, the degree of

variability is even greater for the flooding analyses since there tends to be considerably more uncertainty and hence

a greater reliance on judgment and analysis assumptions. Some example issues unique to flooding analyses are (1)
determination as to whether a pipe will guillotine rupture or only crack thereby affecting the estimated flow rate and {

water volume from the breach,(2) whether the force behind a flooded door will cause the door to yield or whether

the door will remain intact and only allow leakage past it, and (3) whether the spray from a flood source will cause

failure of electricalequipment or whether the equipment remains operable. Numerous decisions such as these are

incorporated throughout the flooding analyses, on the basis of both plant-specific design differences and modeling

assumptions.

With just a few exceptions, most of the IPEs conclude that internal flooding is a relatively minor contributor to the

overall potential for core damage; thus, the importance of the above-described variabilities does not appear to be
significant. However, and particularly for those plants that do find flooding to be a significant issue, the reader
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should be sensitive to the fact that variations such as those illustrated above, can significantly impact the flooding
analysis results and, thus, affect the relative importance of internal floods to the plant CDF.

10.4.2 Severe Accident Progression Boundary Conditions, Assessments and Assumptions

This section identifies those boundary conditions, assessments. and assumptions that can potentially impact accident

| progression and, thus, the containment performance assessment, before, during, and after the start of core damage.

These issues are then discussed in the context of the tasks performed as part of an accident progression analysis (refer

to Table 10.7). Typically, these tasks include defining an appropriate interface between the core damage analysis

and the subsequent accident progression analysis, performing the accident progression analysis, and estimatingr

radionuclide releases for the various containment failure modes.

|

Table 10.7 Potentially important boundary conditions, assessments, and
|

assumptions affecting the accident progression analysis in IPEs.
|

Task area Issues

Interface between the CDF analysis and the accident G,aracteristics used to define PDS groups+

progression analysis Operability of mitigating systems+

Accident progression analysis Completeness of containment failure modes*

Structural capacity of containment*

Completeness of the containment event trec+

Dasis for quantification of the event tree+

Radionuclide release Selection of representative source term groups*

+ Basis for source terms

Generally, the coupling of the core damage frequency analysis to the accident progression analysis is done through

the use of plant damage states. These plant damage states define the attributes of the accident sequences (e.g., LOCA

with failure of ECCS injection) and the status of those plant features (e.g., containment sprays) that influence
accident progression after core damage. The intent is that all core damage accident sequences within a particular

plant damage state can be treated as a group for the purpose of assessing accident progression, containment response,
and radionuclide release.

The accident progression analysis consists of several steps as indicated in Table 10.7. One step is to determine

challenges to containment integrity for the accident sequences identified in the core damage frequency analysis.
Some of these challenges (such as high-pressures and temperatures) may be the result of physical processes; others

could be caused by failure of systems such as isolation valves. For each challenge,the ability of the containment
and its systems to contain the challenge has to be determined. Most of the utilities use some form of containment

event trees (CETs) to organize the accident progression analysis. CETs are, in general, develcped for each plant
damage state. These event trees describe the possible sequence of events that could occur before, during, and after

core damage. The CETs should include all important challenges to containment integrity and determine the response
i of containment systems to these challenges. The objective is to identify all possible ways in which radioactivity
l might be released to the environment. Quantification of the CETs then determines the probability of various releases

| (containment bypass and failure modes) conditional on the various plant damage states.
!
(
!
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For each release path identified in the CETs, the characteristics and quantities of radionuclides released to the
environment have to be estimated. Typically, the large number of radionuclide releases are binned into a smaller

number of representative radionuclide groups (sometimes called source terms). The Gnal product is a listing of the

representative radionuclide groups and their associated frequencies of occurrence.

A summary of potentially important boundary conditions, assessments, and assumptions found in the IPE submittals

is provided in Table 10.7. The following sections further discuss how t'nese issues can in0uence the task areas
described above. In a number of cases, the impact of these analysis characteristics on the IPE results are further

discussed in subsequent chapters of this report.

10.4.2.1 Interface between the CDF Analysis and the Accident Progression Analysis

it is necessary to ensure that the core damage accident sequences are appropriately treated in the subsequent accident

progression analysis. NUREG 1335 (Ref.10.6) provided some guidance on how to ensure that adequate coupling
exists between the core damage frequency analysis and the accident progression analysis. The concept of using plant

damage states (PDSs) to provide the needed coupling was suggested in NUREG-1335 and most utilities use this
approach. However, the attributes used to define the PDS groups vary considerably among the IPE submittals.

Several IPEs use a relatively small number of attributes to define the PDS groups, thereby producing a small number

of event trees. While this approach has the advantage of simplicity, potentially important failure modes can be
missed if the grouping is too broad. Other submittals use a relatively large number of attributes to define a
correspondingly larger number of PDS groups. In some IPEs, plant damage states are not explicitly defined and each

accident sequence is individually processed through the accident progression analysis task. The object is to identify
those attributes of the various accident sequences that induence accident progression and to ensure that they are

correctly incorporated into the subsequent analyses. Some of the more important attributes identified in the
submittals are discussed in the following paragraphs. j

One of the most important attributes identified in the IPEs is whether the containment is isolated during an accident.

Isolation failures are classed in the IPEs as pre-existing or postulated to occur at the time of the accident. Pre-
existing isolation failures can be detected in containments that have a controlled atmosphere (PWR subatmospheric
containments and BWR Mark I and Mark 11 containments) and, therefore, are not important in IPEs for these

containment designs. However, pre-existing isolation failures contribute to the frequency of early failure in several

IPEs for PWR large-dry containments. Failure to isolate the containment at the time of the accident contributes to

the frequency of early failure for all containment designs. The impact of this failure mode is quite small for BWR
Mark 12nd Mark 11 containments; however, it can be important for other containment designs. In fact, it is the
dominant contributor to the early failure frequency at Beaver Valley (PWR with a subatmospheric containment).
In this case, isolation failure is assumed to occur for SBO sequences caused by loss of the emergency switchgear

ventilation. This is an example of where information from the CDF analysis can significantly influence the
subsequent accident progression analysis. In addition, potential operator actions to manually isolate the containment

for these SBO sequences are not modeled in the CET.

For those accident sequences in which containment isolation fails, the size of the opening has to be determined and |
the flow path to the environment identified to estimate the magnitude of radionuclides release. Other accident
characteristics, found important in some IPEs, include the availability of containment heat removal and the spray

systems. Operation of the containment heat removal system will keep the containment pressure low and, thus, reduce

the driving force for leakage through the isolation failure (i.e., lower source term). Sprays significantly reduce the
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aerosols in the containment atmosphere and are also found in the IPEs to reduce the quantity of radionuclides
released.

Another important consideration in the IPEs is the identiGcation of those accident sequences that can bypass
containment (i.e., ISLOCA and steam generator tube rupture). These accidentsare,in general,important contributors

to the frequency of early loss of containment integrity for PWR IPEs. ISLOCA and steam generator tube rupture
are IEs that were identiGed and quantined in the core damage frequency analysis. Information that has to be

transferred to the subsequent accident progression analysis for these accidents includes the now path (dimension and

con 6guration of piping, size of break, etc.) from the damaged core to the environment, timing of the accident
progression, and whether or not the now path is submerged. This information is used in the IPE submittals to

determine the quantity and characteristicsof radionuclides released to the environment. Other important information

relates to potential operator actions that could be taken to mitigate these accidents. If assumptions are made
regarding human performance in the core damage frequency analysis, these assumptions should be consistent with
any actions modeled in the accident progression analysis.

For sequences in which the containment is isolated and not bypassed, the accident progression has to be analyzed
to determine if the containment eventually fails An important consideration is the thermal-hydraulic conditions in
the reactor coolant system. Therefore, transient events are separated in the IPEs from LOCAs, and then subdivided

into various break sizes. The thermal-hydraulic conditions can signincantly affect accident progression (as discussed

below in Section 10.4.2.2) and mission times that provide the time frame for possible recovery actions. The IPEs

6nd that if coolant injection can be restored before large-scale core meltdown and vessel failure (as occurred during
the TMI accident), then the containment remains intact. However, not all IPEs model this recovery action.

3

Other important considerations in the IPEs relate to the availability of containment heat removal or vapor suppression I

(refer to Section 10.3). It is necessary to determine the status of these systems for each of the accidents identiGed |

in the CDF analysis. Some IPEs develop detailed dependency tables relating the various systems for core damage

prevention and mitigation for each of the accident sequences. If a system is unavailable in the core damage
frequency analysis,it is also modeled as unavailable in the accident progression analysis. In other IPEs, the coupling '

between the CDF analysis and accident progression analysis appears to be rather weak in relation to the information
in the submittal.

In some IPEs, power status is an important attribute that should be consistently treated throughout the analysis tasks.

If all power is lost (station blackout accident),then active containment systems (such as sprays, fan coolers, hydrogen
|

control systems, etc.) will not be available. In some IPEs, power recovery is explicitly modeled and its impact on
the subsequent accident progression assessed. However, power recovery is not consistently modeled in all IPEs.
It is not clear in some submittals how loss of power and the potential for power recovery are treated.

The potential for flooding the region below the reactor vessel (cavity or pedestai region) is an important consideration

in the IPEs. The availability of water in this region can significantly innuence the accident progression analysis
(refer to Section 10.4.2.2) and, therefore, has to be determined for accidents identined in the CDF analysis. In some

submittals, the status of cavity Gooding is explicitly treated in the plant damage states; in others, it is implied from
the status of other systems. For example,if all of the water in the refueling water storage tank is injected into the
containment of some PWRs, the cavity would be flooded.

All of the above attributes are found to be important for coupling the core damage accident frequency analysis to
the accident progression analysis, as described in the following section.
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10.4.2.2 Accident Progression Analysis

This analysis task consists of several steps as shown in Table 10.7. An important first step is to identify a list of
potential containment failure modes or ways in which the containment might be bypassed. NUREG-1335 (Ref.10.6)

provided a list of failure modes (reproduced in Table 10.8), which was intended only as a starting point for the IPE

analysis.

Table 10.8 Potential containment failure modes identified in NUREG-1335.

''E'' I#'
Potential PWR cont inment failure modes Substmospheric

dry condenser

I
Containment bypass

Interfacing-system LOCA Yes Yes Yes

Failure to isolate containment Yes Yes Yes

Steam generator tube rupture Yes Yes Yes

ECFs

Overpressurization with high-temperature because of
noncondensible gases and steam Yes Yes Yes

combustion processes Yes Yes Yes

direct containment heating Yes Yes Yes

Missiles or pressure loads because of steam explosior.s Yes Yes Yes

Melt through because of
direct contact between core debris and containment No No Yes

Vessel thrust force because of blowdown at high pressure Yes Yes Yes

Late containment failures
Overpressurization with high-temperature because of

noncondensible gases and steam Yes Yes Yes

combustion processes Yes Yes No

Melt-through because of basemat penetration by core debris Yes Yes Yes

Vessel structural support failure because of core debris erosion No No No

Potential BWR containment failure modes Mark 1 Mark 11 Mark Ill

Containment bypass
Interfacing system LOCA Yes Yes Yes .

|

Failure to isolate containment Yes Yes Yes

ECFs
Oserpressurization with high temperature because of I

noncondensible gases and steam Yes Yes Yes

combustion processes No No Yes i

direct containment heating Yes Yes Yes j

Missiles or pressure loads because of steam explosions Yes Yes Yes |

Melt-through because of i

direct contact between core debris and containment Yes No No |

Vessel thrust force because of blowdown at high-pressure No No No

Late containment failures
Overpressurization with high-temperature because of |

noncondensible gases and steam Yes Yes Yes

combustion processes No No No

Melt through because of basemat penetration by core debris Yes Yes Yes

Vessel structural support failure because of core debris erosion Yes Yes Yes
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Some IPEs identify failure modes that are not given in the tables. In other IPEs, the relative importance of the
failure modes in Table 10.8 to the various containment types also change as a result of the plant examinations. An |

example of how the plant examinations changed the information in these tables relates to loss of containment
integrity as a result of direct contact with core debris. This was not considered to be an important failure mode for

large-volume containments at the time NUREG-1335 was published. However, the IPE for Palisades (a PWR with
!

a large-volume containment) identified this failure mode as an important contributor to the probability of ECF. !

!
Another important step is to determine the structural capability of the containment. The utilities were given the I

option of carrying out plant specific calculations or using calculations performed for other containments of similar

design. Both approaches are adopted in the varicus IPE submittals. Some IPEs used c relatively simple approach
to determine the ultimate capability of the containment. For example,a single failure pressure is usually determined
on the basis of some calculatedyield limit. If the pressure is calculated to exceedthis failure limit, the containment |

is assumed to fail. Other IPEs adopted a more elaborate approach in which distributions were developed for the

probability of a containment failure that is conditional on pressure. In some cases, the efrect of elevated temperature
was incorporated into the distributions. For these submittals, the overlap of the calculated containment pressure and

the failure distribution determined the probability of failure, and the distributions were usually derived from
calculations and engineeringjudgment. The shape of the assumed distribution is very important. The probability
assigned to containment failure at lower pressures is found to be a critical assumption in severallPEs. In one IPE,

the shape of the assumed failure distribution results in a conditional probability of ECF that is significantly higher
than for other containments of similar design.

Most of the utilities use containment event trees to organize the accident pmgression portion of the IPEs. However,
significant variability exists in the scope and size of the trees in the individual IPEs. Some IPEs contain rather
detailed CETs with supporting calculations using computer codes such as MAAP. Other IPEs use the results of
previous studies (such as NUREG-1150) as the basis for the analysis. Most IPEs divide the CET into various time

frames (as suggested in NUREG-1335), such as events before and during core melt, and at the time of vessel failure,

and events related to long-term core debris disposition. The potential for recovery actions during the various time

frames considered in the CET is modeled in some IPEs but not in others. Isolation failures and containment bypass

sequences are usually identified in the PDS structure and treated separately in the CETs. Most CETs capture the

major containment threats (identified in Table 10.8), although the level of detailed used in the quantification process

varies considerably between submittals. Modeling assumptions are made that significantly influence the predicted
mode and timing of containment failure. Some of the modeling assumptions can be important for all reactor and
containment types, whereas other issues are important for only one containment design. Table 10.8 indicates
phenomena that have been found to be important challenges to containment integrity in past studies. These failure
modes are discussed below in terms of early and late containment challenges.

Early Containment Challenges

In some IPEs for PWR plants, the potential for failing the steam generator tubes because of high pressures and

temperatures during core meltdown exists. If this occurs, a potential path exists for radionuclide release that bypasses
containment. This is found to be significant early failure mode in several PWR IPEs. This failure mode is classified

as induced SGTR to distinguish it from SGTR as an initiating event.

If the reactor coolant system remains at high pressure during core meltdown then at the time molten core materials
j

are released from the reactor vessel they could be dispersed and directly heat and chemically react with the
|

containment atmosphere. An additional complication is that hydrogen combustion could also occur at the same time
i

adding to containment pressurization. The phenomena associated with dire:t containment heating (DCH) were '
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uncertain and the knowledge base limited at the time GL 88 20 (Ref 10.I) was issued. Therefore, the utilities were

given the option of not addressing DCH in their IPE. If DCH was included,its impact on the probability of ECF

is quite significant for some IPEs but insignificant for others. In some cases, differences in the predictions are caused

by plant features (e.g., a retentive cavity configuration) in other cases the differences are driven by differences ina

modeling assumptions. For example, a failure in the hot leg is predicted in some IPEs, which causes the reactor
coolant system to depressurize and, thus, minimizes the potential for high-pressure core melt ejection at the time of

reactor pressure vessel failure.
1

The likelihood that the in-vessel steam explosion will be of sufficient magnitude to generate a missile which fails |'

the containment is generally considered to be low. For those IPEs that consider this potential failure mode, the ,

1

probability of containment failure is also determined to be low. |

During a core mehdown accident in a BWR with a Mark I containment, molten core materials could spread across<

I

the floor of the drywell and contact the steel containment liner, if this happens,it is possible that the hot core debris

could melt through the shell causing ECF. The phenomena associated with this failure mode were uncertain at the
time GL 88-20 was issued. Therefore, utilities were given the option of not including it in their accident progression

analysis. If shell melt-through is included in the IPE, then its impact on the probability of early drywell failure could
I

be significant. In some IPEs, this failure mode results in a relatively high-probability of early failure. However,
in other IPEs the failure mode is mitigated by plant-specific features (e.g.,large sumps or the presence of curbs).

1 l

Combustion can threaten the integrity of some containments early or late during a core meltdown accident

progression. However, combustion is not a concem in IPEs for BWRs with Mark I or Mark 11 containments because ;

the atmospheres of these containments are inerted during operation. Also the probability of a II combustion event |

of sufficient magnitude to fail a large-dry or subatmospheric containment is generally found to be relatively low in

the IPEs for these containment designs..

Combustion is potentially important for BWRs with Mark lit containments and PWRs with ice condenser
,

containments. Both containment types incorporate ignition systems (glow plugs) designed to deliberately burn H2

at low-concentrations. The ignition systems are intended to prevent combustion events (large burns or detonations)

that might fail containment. The effectiveness of these ignition systems can, therefore, significantly influence
accident progression for these containment designs. For some accident sequences (e.g., station blackout) the ignition;

systems will not be operating and if power is restored a damaging combustion event was postulated in some IPEs.
The IPEs indicate whether hydrogen combustion is a significant threat in individual analyses is partly driven by

modeling assumptions but also by plant features such as the much larger quantity of zircalloy(and hence hydrogen

generation)in the BWR cores versus the PWR cores.
; -
'

Late Containment Challenges

if the containment heat removal systems fail, an important late containment failure mode in many IPEs is
;

overpressurization failure. If the cavity or pedestalis flooded, the main driving force for pressurization is steam.i

If the cavity or pedestalis dry, the driving force comes from gases released from core-concreteinteractions. The;

gases released from core-concrete interactions are predicted in the IPEs to be at much higher temperatures than the

I steam released from a flooded cavity. Consequently,in some IPEs, the impact of high-temperatures as well as high-

pressures is considered when estimating the containment retaining capability.

Another important late containment failure mode in some IPEs is basemat melt-through. This is usually only'

modeled to occur for accident sequences in which the cavity is dry, in addition, the thickness of the concrete

f
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basemat determines whether the containment fails as a result of the core debris penetrating the basemat or by
overpressurization caused by gases released during core-concrete interactions.

For those containments in which the reactor vessel is supported by a pedestal, the potential for the core debris to

cause structural failure of the pedestal wall is identified in some IPEs. The failure of the wall can cause the reactor
vessel to move which in some designs can fait penetrations through the containment wall.

10.4.2.3 Radionuclide Release

When the various radionuclide release paths are identified the timing, magnitude, and characteristics of the

radionuclide releases have to be determined. Those attributes of the release path that are found important in the IPEs

include the size and flow path of the opening in containment, the operabiiity of sprays, and whether or not parts of
the release path are flooded. For ISLOCA sequences in some PWR IPEs, significant aerosol retention is predicted
in the piping leading from the primary system to the release point. In addition, in some IPEs, the release poiit is
submerged so that additional retention of the aerosols is predicted.

For BWR IPEs, whether or not the radionuclidespass through the suppression pool has a strong effect on the quantity
of radioactivity eventually released to the environment. Any paths that bypass the suppression are, therefore, found

to be significant in BWR submittals. These paths include failure of vacuum breakers and penetrations.

Operation of the spray system is found to reduce the quantity of aerosol in the IPEs. Thus, for those accident

sequences in which the spray systems were operating the quantity of radionuclides released are relatively low.

The utilities were given the option to perform plant-specific source-term calculations or to use existing calculations
for similar release paths and containment designs. A large number of utilities use the MAAP code (Ref.10.3) to
calculate source terms for a few " representative" accident sequences. These representative source terms are then used

to represent a range of accident progression paths. While this approach is generally reasonable, there are a few cases

in which accident sequences with potentially large source terms were binned into a representative source term with
relatively low-release fractions.

u'
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11. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY PERSPECTIVES
|

Chapter 3 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives regarding plant-specinc features and assumptions that play a
signiGeant role in core damage frequency (CDF). This chapter provides a more in-depth discussion of these

!

perspectives addressing (on a reactor class basis) in further detail the dominant contributors for each accident class,
the range of CDFs. factors causing the range, and the significant plant improvements.

j

1

This chapter presents the perspectives on the factors that play a signiGcant role in determining the CDF reported in
the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) submittals. The key design and operational features that affect the CDF and

,

the impact and induence of methods and assumptions on the CDF results are provided for different reactor classes. |;

The perspectives within each reactor class were obtained by analyzing the cc atributions to the different accident

classes defined in Table i1.1. The results of the IPEs were also reviewed to identify perspectives that are generally
applicable to boiling water reactors (BWRs) and pressurized water reactors (PWRs). These general perspectivesare

|presented first followed by more detailed discussions for each reactor class.

1

11.1 General CDF Perspectives '

|

In many ways, the IPE results are consistent with the results of previous NRC and industry risk studies. The CDFs
reported in the IPE submittals are shown in Figure 11.l"'"
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Figure 11.1 BWR and PWR CDFs.

"' Most of the IPE submittals reported point estimates for the CDFs. In a few cases, uncertainty evaluations
were performed, and the mean values were reported in the IPE submittals.
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Table 11,1 Definition of core damage accident classes.
s

Accident . .

Accident class definition
g ,,

Transients - transient events that disrupt the normal conditions in the plant requiring a reactor trip with the

needfcr core heat removal. The transient initiators include those events relatedto the balance-of-
plant (e.g., turbine trip. loss offeedwater) and those events associated with plant support systems
(e g., loss ofservice water (SW). loss ofAC bus).

General For BWRs and PWRs, transient events followed by failure to successfully remove core heat and bring

Transients the reactor to safe shutdown.

For BWRs, this class is divided into two subclasses:

(1) Transients with loss of coolant injection -
Transient event followed by immediate loss of all coolant injection systems resulting in core
damage and potentially containment failure.

(2) Transients with loss of DilR -
Transient event followed by initial success of coolant injection system and immediate failure of
DilR systems. Adverse environments created in the suppression pool and the containment (or the
connected building following containment venting or failure) may result in failure of coolant
injection systems and subsequent core damage.. Containment failure can occur before the initiatior j
of core damage.

SBO' Transient events that strictly involve an initial loss of off-site power (LOSP) followed by a failure of I

emergency on-site AC power. The failure of AC power results in failure of AC-dependent systems j

leaving only the ac independent system available for core heat removal. |

Anticipated Transient events followed by a failure to terminate the nuclear chain reaction by failing to insert the

transients control rods.
without
scram

(ATWS)

LOCAs - events that disrupt the normal condstions in the plant because of a breach in the primary coolant
causing a loss of core coolant inventoryand lead directly to a reactor trip with the needfor core
heat removal. |

General LOCAs that involve primary system pipe breaks of all sizes that occur within the containment, pump

LOCAs seal failures, and inadvertent open relief valve initiating events (the contribution from transient initiators
with a subsequent SORV are included in the transient accident classes).

i

Interfacing LOCAs in systems that interface with the primary system (including emergency core cooling system) at

System locations that result in an open path out of the containment.

LOCAs
(ISLOCAs)

Steam LOCAs that involve loss from the primary to the secondary through a ruptured steam generator tube.

Generator
Tube
Rupture

Internal events that involve rupture of water hnes or operator errors that directly result in failure of-

Flooding required mitigating systems (e g.. through loss of cooling) and orfail other mitigating systems
because of submergence or spraying of required components with water.
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Thc IPEs indicate that the plant CDF is determined by a collection of many different sequences, rather than being
dominated by a single sequence or failure mechanism. The accident class that is the largest contributor to plant CDF
and the dominant failures contributing to that accident class vary considerably among the plants (e.g., some are
dominated by loss-of coolant accidents (LOCAs) while others are dominated by station blackout (SDO)). However,
for most plants, support systems are important to the results, because support system failures can result in failures

j

of multiple front-line systems (e.g., SBO sequences tend to be important contributors for both BWR and PWR plant,

groups). The support system designs and dependencies of front-line systems on support systems vary considerably |

among the plants, which explains much of the variability in the IPE results. This variability was the motivation for
"

the IPE program as noted in the Severe Accident Policy Statement.

Consistent with previous risk studies, the CDFs reported in the IPE submittals are lower than average for the BWR

plants than for the PWR plants, as shown in Figure 11.1. Although both the BWR and PWR results are strongly,

2

affected by the plant-specific support system considerations discussed above, there are a few key differences between
the plant types that cause this tendency for lower BWR CDFs and cause a difference in the relative contributions

i of the accident sequences to plant CDF.

The most signincant difference is that BWRs have more injection systems and can depressurize more easily than
! PWRs by using low-pressure injection systems (LPISs). This results in a lower average contribution from LOCAs
*

for BWRs.
!
e

j For transients, most PWRs can remove decay heat either through the steam generators or by using primary system
j feed-and-bleed. However, BWRs only remove decay heat directly from the primary system through a process
i analogous to feed-and-bleed, involving coolant injection and subsequent steaming either to the main condenser or
i

to the suppression pool. In PWRs, a transient-induced LOCA (e.g., reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA or stuck.
;

open relief valve (SORV)) will defeat heat removal through the steam generators and require coolant injection to
} ruaintain the reactor coolant system inventory. Transient-induced LOCAs are not a signincant problem for most
j BWRs because the normal means of decay heat removal (DHR) always requires coolant injection, and as noted

above, BWRs have more injection systems available than PWRs.
4

i

Many BWRs are more susceptible to transients with loss of containment heat removal because the sequence results
in an adverse environment (i.e., loss of adequate net positive suction head (NPSH)) that fails emergency core coolant

system (ECCS) pumps and other injection systems. This type of transient sequence is not generally as important for
PWRs because of the design of the ECCS pumps.

The results for some of the individual plants vary from the general trends noted above for some plants. As shown
in Figure 11.1, there is considerable variability in CDFs within the BWR and PWR plant groups that results in
considerable overlap between the CDFs of the PWR and BWR plants. That is, the CDFs for many BWR plants are
higher than the CDFs for many PWR plants. The specific reasons driving the differencesin results among the plants
(including the signincantly lower CDFs for the two outlier plants shown in Figure 11.1) are discussed in
Sections 11.2 and 11.3. Discussions of the factors that have the largest innuence on the bulk of plants, as well as
the plants with the highest and lowest CDFs are included. The variability is driven by a combination of factors
including plant design differences (primarily in support systems such as cooling water, electrical power, ventilation,
and air systems), variability in modeling assumptions (i.e., whether the raodels accounted for alternate accident

mitigating systems), and differences in data values (e.g., human error probabilities) used in quantifymg the models.

i
A summary of the key observations regarding the importance and variability of each accident sequence is provided |
in Table 11.2. Further details are provided in Sections 11.2 and 11.3.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.2 Overview of key IPE observations for LWRs.

Accident class Key observations

Transients important contributor for most plants because of reliance on support systems whose failure can
defeat redundancy in front line systems

Both plant-specinc design differences and IPE modeling assumptions contribute to variations in
results. Major factors are:
* capability to use alternate injection systems for BWRs

capability to use feed and-bleed cooling and susceptibility to reactor circulation pump (RCP)a

seal LOCAs for PWRs

SBOs Significant contributor for most plants, with variables driven by:
* number of emergency AC power sources
* alternate off-site power sources
* battery life

availability of Drewater as injection sources for BWRs+

susceptibility to reactor coolant pump seal LOCAs for PWRs*

LOCAs LOCAs are significant contributors for many PWRs

BWRs generally have lower LOCA CDFs than PWRs
* BWRs have more injection systems

BWRs can depressurize more readily to use love pressure systems*

~> << -. .

S:nall contributor for most plants, but signincant for some because of plant-specine designsInternal Floods

Largest contributors involve water system breaks that fail multiple mitigating systems (directly or
through Gooding effects)

ATWS Normally e low contributor to plant CDF because of reliable scram function and successful
operator responses

BWR variability mostly driven by modeling of human errors; PWR variability mostly driven by
plant operating characteristics and IPE madcling assumptions

Bypass Sequences ISLOCAs are small contributor to plant CDF for BWRs and PWRs because of low frequency of

initiator

Steam generator tube rupture normally a small centributor to CDF for PWRs because of
opportunities for operator to isolate break and terminate accident |

11.2 BWR Perspectives |

Perspectives were obtained for three different BWR reactor classes that were differentiated by the vintage of the j

design. As indicated in Table 113, early BWRs with isolation condensers were placed in one group, BWRs with
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) and high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) systems were placed in a second

group, and later BWR models with a high-pressure core spray (HPCS) system were placed in a third group. The
total CDFs for all operating BWRs in each of the above groups are shown in Figure 11.2. With the exception of
a few outliers, the total CDF for most BWRs falls within an order of magnitude range. The variability in the results
is attributed to a combination of factors including: (1) plant design differences especially in support systems such

as electrical power, cooling water, ventilation, and instrument air systems, (2) modeling assumptions, and
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

(3) differences in data values including human error probabilities. The largest variation logically exists in the
BWR 3/4 group which is the group with the largest number of plants and where variability in plant design and
modelii:g assumptions resulted in several plants with CDFs below the remaining BWRs and one plant (2 units)
considerably below the others. This outi:er will be discussed in Section 11.2.2.

|

Table 11.3 Summary of BWR plant classes and associated nuclear power plants.
:

Class IPE submittals I

| * Dig Rock Point * Dresden 2&3 Millstone I * Nine Mile Point i*

* Oyster Creek ;

BWR l/2/3
These plants generally have separate rhutdown cooling and containment spray systems and a rnulti-loop
core spray (CS) system. An isolation condenser is utilized for these plants with the exception of Big
Rock Point which is housed in a large dry containment

Browns Ferry 2 * Brunswick I&2 ie
Cooper * Duane Arnold*

* Fermi 2 * Fitzpatrick, llatch I * Itatch 2a

| * Ilope Creek * Limerick I&2 * Monticello * Peach Bottom 2&3 ~|| * Pilgrim 1 * Quad Cities 1&2 Susquehanna I&2 * Vermont Yankee*
! BWR 3/4

These plant are designed with two independent high-pressure injection systems (IIPIS). RCIC and
ilPCI. The associated pumps are each powered by a steam-driven turbine. These plants also have a

have multi loop CS system and a multi-mode residual heat removal (RliR) system that can be aligned
,

for low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI), shutdown coc, ling, suppression pool cooling (SPC) and !
containment spray function.

i

* Clinton * Grand Gulf I LaSalle I&2 * Nine Mile Point 2*
* Perry 1 * River Dend Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2*

BWR 5/6
These plants utilize an flPCS system that replaced the liPCI system. The llPCS system consists of a
single motor-driven pump train powered by its own electrical division complete with a designated diesel
generator. These plants have a single train low-pressure CS system and also have a multi-mode RilR 1

-
system similar to the system design in the BWR 3/4 group.

,
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Figure 11.2 BWR plant group CDFs.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

A summary of the importance of the various accident classes to the BWR CDFs and the factors influencing the

results is provided in Table 11.4.

Table 11.4 Summary of CDF perspectives for UWRs,
i

1

Accident important design features, operator important

| importance Actions, and model assumptions plant improvements
i

f '

SBO Accidents

Important for Availability of AC-independent systems improved operator training

most BWRs. (e.g., llPCI system, diesel driven

regardless of firewater system RCIC interface with improved DC reliability (cross-tic of buses, portable I

( plant group suppression pool) power supply to charger)

f increased DC load shedding

|
Turbine bypass and isolation condenser i

I
| capacity '

! Increased AC reliability (alternate AC power source,

Battery life cross-tic of buses

DC dependency for diesel generator ,

'

startup Increased availability of AC-independent injection systems

(diesel driven firewater, reconfiguring RCIC
SW system design and heating,

dependencies)ventilating, and air conditioning (llVAC)

dependency

AC power reliability (number of diesel
generators, cross-tic capability between )

i

f
buses and units, diverse AC power

i sources)

Transients with loss of injection accidents ,

i
1

! '

Relatively injection systems dependencies on Procedural and hardware enhancements to use alternate

support systems defeating redundancy systems for injection (e.g., CRD)
unimportant at Availability and redundancy of mjection

BWRs 1/2/3 systems (e.g., control rod drive (CRD). Increased emphasis in operator training and/or procedure

m t r driven feedwater pumps, service modification on depressurization
plants cross-tic to RilR, fire water system)

Important for improve system reliability by modifying system
j

most BWR 3/4 Failure to depressurize influenced by surveillance procedure to include testing of other system

and 5/6 plants operator direction to inhibit the automatic equipment (e.g., pump suction line from suppression pool

depressurization syrtem ( ADS) for the IIPCS system), by revising maintenance procedure
to reduce common cause failures

Enhance procedures to respond to loss of IIVAC in
emergency core cooling system rooms

|
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Table 11.4 Summary of CDF perspectives for BWRs.
|

Accident important design features, operator important
importance Actions, and model assumptions plant improvements

Transients with loss of DHR accidents

Important for Limited analysis to support success improved operator training
most BWRs, criteria - no credit for Di!R system
regardless of (e.g., venting) Increased reliability of equipment (i.e., hardware
plant group modifications: replace pump motors with air-cooled

Dependency of support systems for DilR motors)

NPSil problems with emergency core Use of altecnate systems or alignment for coolant injection
cooling systems on suppression pool (i.e., align Li'CI pump to condensate storage tank (CST))

Availability of injection system located Increase availability of injection systems (replenishment
outside containment and reactor building of CST, increase exhaust pressure trip sctroint on RCIC

turbine)
Capability of ECCS to pump saturated
water Revise isolation logic for plant SW and instrument air

Provide control room temperature indicator for rooms
containing SW pumps

ATWS accidents

Relatively Operator failure to initiate standby liquid Improved operator training
unimportant control (SLC) in timely manner, to
for most maintain main steam isolation valves Installation of automatic inhibit of ADS
B WRs, (MSIV) open, to control vessel level,
regardless of and/or to maintain pressure control Installation of an alternate boron injection capability
plant group

Use of alternate means of injecting boron

Availability of IIPCS to mitigate

LOCAs

Relatively High redundancy and diversity in coolant Hardware modification: pipe whip constraints, replace
unimportant at injection systems torus suction strainers to reduce probability of clogging
all but one of
the B W R Expa.d environmental qualification program
plants

Interfacing systems LOCAs

Not important Compartmentalization and separation of None identified
for BWR equipment
plants

i

|
!

l
!

i
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i 11. Core Damage Frequ ncy Perspectives

i Table 11,4 Summary of CDF perspectives for BWRs.
a

Accident important design features, operator important
,

importance Actions, and model assumptions plant improvements
,
.

1 Internal flood accidents
4

Relatively Plant layout: separation of mitigating Protection of injection system power sources from spray
!

j unimportant at system components and effects
'

most BWRs, compartmentalization j

regardless of Periodic inspection of cooling water pipes*

i

plant group
Enhance procedures and training to respond to floods.
including isolation of the flood source

s

4

RCIC and HPCI systems were placed in a second group, and later BWR models with a HPCS system were placed ;
.

in a third group. The total CDFs for all operating BWRs in each of the above groups are shown in Figure 11.2.?
,

With the exception of a few outliers, the total CDF for most BWRs falls within an order of magnitude range. The
variability in the results is attributed to a combination of factors including (1) plant design differences especially in

! support systems such as electrical power, cooling water, ventilation, and instrument air systems (2) modeling
assumptions, and (3) differences in data values including human error probabilities. The largest variation logically

,

exists in the BWR 3/4 group which is the group with the largest number of plants and where variability in plant !,

; design and modeling assumptions resulted in several plants with CDFs below the remaining BWRs and one plant
(2 units) considerably below the others. This outlier will be discussed in Section 11.2.2.

A large variability exists for each BWR group in the contributions of the different accident classes to the total plant
CDF. However, licensees in all three BWR groups generally found that the following three types of accidents are

,

the major contributors to the total plant CDF: (1) SBOs, (2) transients with loss of coolant injection, and (3)'

transients with loss of DHR. These three accident categories involve accident initiators and/or subsequent system j
failures that defeat the redundancy in systems available to mitigate potential accidents. SBOs involve a loss of both

off-site and emergency on-site power sources (primarily diesel generators but a few plants also have gas turbine
*

generators) that fail most available mitigating systems except those that do not rely on AC power. The definition
of SBO for BWR 5/6s does not include failure of the diesel generator supplying the HPCS system. Most of the

accident sequences contributing to the transients with loss of coolant injection category involve failure of HPISs such
as feedwater, RCIC, and HPCI (or HPCS) with a subsequent failure to depressurize the plant for injection by LPIS.

The failure to depressurize effectively defeats a large part of the redundancy in the coolant injection systems.
Support system failures (e.g., loss of cooling water systems, AC or DC buses, or instrument air) that impact many j

of the available accident mitigating systems contribute to the importance of this accident category and also to the |
I

transient with loss of DHR category. In all loss of DHR sequences involving transient or other initiators, redundancy

in mitigating systems can be lost because of harsh environments in the containment before containment failure or
;

in supporting structures following containment venting or failure. )

Lesser contributions from LOCAs, ATWS, and internal flooding are generally reported for all BWRs. However,
there are a few BWRs that did report significant contributions from these accident categories. These three accident

,

categories are not important contributors primarily because they involve low frequency init ating events. Althoughi

ISLOCAs are potentially risk significant contributors since the containment is bypassed, none of the licensees
reported significant CDFs from this accident c.,tegory primarily because it involves low freque ncy initiating events.'
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Important factors that impact the CDF contributions from these accident categoriesare discussed for each BWR plant
group in Sections 11.2.1 through Il.2.3. Many of these factors are the same for each plant group. However, there

are factors worth highlighting that explain some of the differences across the BWR groups. For example,it was
noted that some of the accident class frequencies for the BWR l/2/3 plant group are generally lower than for the

other two BWR plant groups partially because isolation condensers appear to be more reliable than the RCIC systems

that replaced them in the later BWR models. RCIC systems have more possible failure modes related to protective

trip signals, ventilation failures, and pump operability requirements. Some of these failure modes are only prevalent
in the BWR 5/6 IPEs and partially account for the higher SBO CDFs for this group. However, it should be noted

that some of the licensees with isolation condenser plants generally ignored the potential for recirculation pump seal

failures that effectively defeat the use of the isolation condensers. Finally, the BWR 5/6 plants had lower
contributions on the average from sequences involving loss of HPISs, coupled with failure to depressurize the vessel
for LP:, than BWR 3/4 since the HPCS system in the BWR 5/6 plants tends to be more reliable than the HPCI
system in the BWR 3/4 plants.

11.2.1 CDF Perspectives for BWR 1/2/3 Reactors

As indicated in Table 11.5, there are six BWRs with isolation condensers grouped in the BWR 1/2/3 category. The
plants in this group have more diversity in their design than the later BWRs that are more standardized. Big Rock
Point is the only unit in this group that is a BWR I and has several unique design characteristicsthat influence the

CDF calculatedin the plant submittal. Two of the plants (Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point 1) are BWR 2s while

the other three (Dresden 2&3 and Millstone 1) are early BWR 3s that have isolation condensers (later BWRs replaced

the isolation condensers with a RCIC system). Big Rock Point is housed in a dry containment; the other five plants
in this group are housed within Mark I containments.

Table 11.5 Plants (per IPE submittal) in the BWR 1/2/3 group.

Big Rock Point Dresden 2&3 Millstone 1
Nine Mile Point i Oyster Creek

11.2.1.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for BWR 1/2/3 Reactors

The total CDFs for the plants in the BWR 1/2/3 group are shown in Figure 11.2. The licensees in each design
calculated similar CDFs with Big Rock Point calculating the highest value followed by the BWR 3s and BWR 2s.
This trend can be mostly attributed to differences in plant design although modeling assumptions also influence the

results. The calculated CDFs range from 4E-6 per reactor-year (ry) to SE-5/ry with an average CDF for this group
of plants of 2E-5/ry. Figure i1.3 provides the CDFs for each of the accident classes considered in this study as
calculated by each licensee in the BWR 1/2/3 group. As indicated in Figure 11.3, the CDFs in most of the accident

classes exhibit the same order of magnitude spread as is present in the total plant CDFs. However, the spread in the
LOCA and transients with loss of DHR accident classes is more pronounced. As indicated in Table 11.6, the
variation in the accident class CDFs is attributable to a combination of plant design differences and modeling
assumptions. For all cf the submittals in this group, the total CDF at each plant was dominated by one accident
class. Big Rock Point is dominated by LOCAs. Nine Mile Point I, Oyster Creek, and Millstone I are dominated

by SBO sequences.and Dre: den 2&3 are dominated by transients with loss of DHR. Although some licensees report
significant contributions from ATWS and transients with loss of injection, these accident classes contribute to the
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

overall plant CDFs to a lesser extent. None of the licensees report significant contributions from internal flooding
or ISLOCA sequences.
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Figure 11.3 BWR 1/2/3 accident class CDFs. i

Unique to this group of BWRs is the availability of an isolation condenser system that removes decay heat from the
vessel. The ability of the isolation condensers to mitigate accidents is defeated by events that result in loss of
primary reactor coolant. These include SORVs, LOCAs including pump seal LOCAs, and failure of the scram
discharge volume to isolate. All of the plants modeled the impact of SORVs on the isolation condensers. However, j
only one of the licensees in this group (Nine Mile Point 1) explicitly modeled pump seal LOCAs in their submittals
(others either dismiss them or do not address them in their submittals). Recirculation pump seal LOCAs can defeat
the successful utilization of the isolation condensers. 't he other licensees either assumed that the amount ofleakage

,

was minimal, and thus, would not impact isolation condenser operability, or performed calculations that indicated
| that other factors such as battery depletion would fail the isolation condenser before failure because of a loss of
|
! inventory through the pump seals. The pump seal LOCAs are not found to be an important contributor to core

damage at Nine Mile Point 1. Oyster Creek was the only plant to model the failure of a scram discharge volume
to isolate and found it not to be important to the CDF. Other licensees dismissed this accident scenario while othersi

did not address it.,

.
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1

Table 11.6 Summary of BWR 1/2/3 plant group CDF perspectives.

| Accident Important design features, operator actions, and model
importance assumptions Sununary of mults

|

| SBO

I Dominant Availability of AC-independent ilPCI system (reduces SBO CDFs range from SE 7/ry to
! contributors for importance of SB0 at Dresden 2&3) 7.0E-6/ry. Average CDF is
| Nine Mile Point 1, 3 E-6/ry.

Millstone I, and Relatively large turbine bypass and isolation condenser
| Oyster Creek. capacity reduces the SBO contribution at Big Rock Point Contribution to total plant CDF

Minor contributor ranges from less than 5% to 65%.
for remaining DC dependency for transferring power following scram
plants. (important contributor at Oyster Creek)

AC power reliability (number of diesel generators, cross-tic
capability between buses and units, diverse AC power
sources)

Battery life

Transients with loss ofinjection accidents

Relatively Diversity in available coolant injection systems Transient CDFs :ange from
unimportant at most 6E-7/ry to 7E-6/ry. Average CDF
BWRs 1/2/3 plants Failure of support systems dominant contributor since it is 2E-6/ry.

defeats redundancy of coolant injection systems

Contribution to total plant CDF
Availability of alternate injection systems (e g., CRD, ranges from 5% to 10%.
motor-driven feedwater pumps, fire water system)

Failure to depressurize influenced by operator direction to
inhibit the ADS

Transients with loss of DilR accidents

Dominant Dominant contributor at Dresden 2&3 because of limited DHR CDFs range from 2E-7/ry to
contributors for credit given for DHR systems (e.g., torus sprays) compared IE 5/ry. Average CDF is SE 6/ry.
Dresden 2&3. to other plants
Minor contributor Contribution to total plant CDF
for remaining Dependency of DHR systems on support systems ranges from less than 5% to 75%.
plants.

Loss of NPSil for ECCS pumps when suppression pool Big Rock Point DHR contribution
temperatures increase included in transient with loss of

: injection CDF.
Switchover of ECCS from injection to recirculation mode
(applicabic at Big Rock Point only)

!
|
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.6 Summary of BWR 1/2/3 plant group CDF perspectives.

Accident important design features, operator actions, and model Summary of results
importance assumptions

1

ATWS accidents

Relatively Operator failure to initiate SLC in timely manner, maintain ATWS CDFs range from 2E-7/ry

unimportant for all MSIVs open, control vessel level, and/or maintain pressure to 4E-6/ry. Average CDF is

plants in the control IE-6/ry.

BWR I/2/3 group
Turbine bypass capacity Contribution to total plant CDF

ranges from less than 5% to 10%.

Boron injection system design

LOCAs

Dominant Failure to switchover ECCS from injection to recirculation LOCA CDFs range from 3E 7/ry

contributor at Big mode at liig Rock Point requires eventual termination of to 4E-5/ry. Average CDF is

Rock Point. Minor ECCS to present overstressing of containment 8E-6/ry.

contributor at other
plants. Iligh redundancy and diversity in coolant injection systems Contribution to total plant CDF

ranges from 5% to 80%.

ISLOCAs

Not important for Harsh environments induced by the ISLOCA ISLOCA CDFs range from

BWR 1/2/3 group 4E-10!ry to IE-7/ry. Average

Compartmentalization and separation of equipment CDF is 6E-8/ry.

Contribution to total plant CDF
ranges from negligible to less than
5%.

Internal flood accidents

Relatively Plant layout: separation of mitigating system components internal flood CDFs range from

unimportant at most and compartmentalization negligible to 3E 7/ry. Average

BWR 1/2/3 plants CDF is 8E-8/ry.

Contribution to total plant CDF
ranges from negligible to 5%.

11.2.1.2 SBO Accident Sequences

SBO accidents involve an initial LOSP followed by failure of the emergency on site AC power sources (e.g., the

emergency diesel generators (EDGs)K The failure of the AC power sources results in failure of multiple systems.
leaving only the isolation condensers and, at some plants, steam-driven HPCI and/or diesel driven firewater systems

available for mitigating this type of accident. The ability of the isolation condensers to mitigate an SBO accident

(or any other transient)is defeated by the occurrence of an SORV (a dominant SBO scenario for this group) or by

any loss of primary reactor coolant including pump seal LOCAs. j

1

SBO is an important accident class for this plant group and is the dominant accident class for three plants. The
variability of SBO accident class contributions for the BWR 1/2/3 plants primarily is a result of plant design features
such as the availability of a HPCI system, the turbine bypass capacity,the ability to cross-tie to buses at sister units.
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DC bus loading, and the ability to inject coolant into the vessel using a diesel firewater pump. For example, the
| availability of a HPCI system helps reduce the impact of SORVs during short-term SBO sequences. Modeling

assumptions and differences in data also contribute, to some extent, to the variability in the results.

Differences in ACpower source availability contribute to the variability in the SBO-relatect CDFsfor the BilR
//2/3 group. SBO sequences involve the failure of on-site AC power sources (primarily diesel generators but also

can include gas turbine generators) in addition to an LOSP. The dominant failure modes of diesel generators
identified in the submittals include failure to start or run, test and maintenance outages, and common cause failure.

Some of the licensees also identify support system faults such as loss of diesel generator room cooling or pump
failures in the cooling water systems cooling the diesels or diesel rooms that contribute to diesel generator
unavailability. All of the plants have two emergency on-site AC power sources with half of the plants configured
with two diesel generators. Millstone I only has one diesel generator but also has an air-cooled gas turbine
generator. This diversity in emergency power sources removes the potential for common cause failures. Ilowever,

since the gas-turbine generator is more unreliable than the plants diesel generator, and both have relatively high
maintenance unavailabilities, the emergency power configuration at Millstone I is an important reason for the higher;

CDF calculated for this plant.

Dresden 2&3 cach have only one diesel generator and share a swing diesel. Failure of all three diesel generators
j must occur to result in a dual-unit SBO but failure of only two diesel generators (the diesel dedicated to the unit and
| the swing diesel) will result in a single unit SBO if off site power is lost for only that unit. Also ofimportance for

Dresden 2&3, is the fact that credit is given for cross-tieing unit buses during a single-unit LOSP. The modeling
i of the bus cross-tie during single-unit SBO sequences helps result in SBO-related CDFs less than most of the single

unit plants in the group. Since the frequency of a dual-unit LOSP at Dresden 2&3 is also less than the LOSP
| frequencies used by the other plants in the group, the contribution from dual unit SBOs is also less than the SBO-
! related CDFs at most of the other plants.

I

SBO is not important in the Big Rock Point submittal because of a number of factors. The site has two separate
incoming transmission lines that can supply required loads. Big Rock Point has a 100% turbine bypass capacitythat
allows the plant to withstand an LOSP by opening the turbine bypass valves and continuing to turn the turbine,

producing enough power to provide the house loads, including systems required for power operations. Thus, Big
Rock Point can withstand a total LOSP and continue operating without a reactor scram or turbine trip. Even if the

load rejection was unsuccessful and a reactor trip occurred, the large isolation condenser capacity provides up to 6

hours of cooling before makeup is required (provided by diesel fire water pump during a SBO). The other plants
in the group require that makeup be provided to the isolation condenser secondaries in approximately 20 to 30
minutes.;

Loss of vesselinventory contributes significantly to the SBO contribution at some of theplants in this BHR 1/2/3
! group. SBO sequences resulting in core damage in this BWR plant group must involve failure of the isolation

condensers and coolant injection systems that are not dependent on AC power (e.g., a steam-driven HPCI system
or a diesel-driven firewatertrain). Specific isolation condenser faults are noted in at least two of the submittals, such

as condenser valve failures to open, failures of the makeup supply water to the condenser, failures in the condenser

| control logic (i.e., miscalibration of the vessel pressure switch used for condenser actuation), and operator failure
! to operate the condenser and its makeup supply particularly without DC power. As mentioned, some submittals
'

specificallyidentify a SORV as a contributing factor to shonening the time to core damage by making the isolation
condenser ineffectis e. Safety relief valve (SRV) operation will generally occur before isolation condenser actuation

(except for Big Rock Point as discussed below) and thus provides an opportunity for a SORV to occur that requires
|

coolant injection to maintain the vesselinventory. Most plants in this group do not have coolant injection systems
'

i
'
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that are indeperident of AC power and that can be used in such a scenario. Thus, short term SBO sequences j
'

involving SORVs are important contributors except at those plants that have a steam-driven HPCI system
(Dresden 2&3) or credit low-pressure injection (LPI) carly from a diesel-drisen Grewater pump (Nine Mile Point
1) for mitigating the SORV. One licensee (Millstone 1) models an operator action to initiate the isolation condenser
before a SRV demand will occur, and thus, preclude an SORV. The dominant SBO sequences for Millstone I

include failure of this operator action which is assigned a failure probability of C .. Modeling of this human error ;

effectively results in lower SORV sequence frequencies compared to plants that do not include it in their model. i

Because of the unique design of the Big Rock Point plant, SRV actuation will not occur for several hours during |

a SBO, thus, allowing sufGeient time for isolation condenseralignment before the potential for a SORV would occur.

Therefore, SORVs are not contributors to the SBO CDF at Big Rock Point.

I

Only one submittal (Nine Mile Point I) explicitly models a recirculation pump seal failure following loss of pump
seal cooling during a SBO. As in the case of SORVs, pump seal LOCAs require vessel makeup, and thus, render
an isolation condenser ineffective as the sole mitigating system in these scenarios. Some of the other licensees i

'

address and dismiss pump seal failure during a SBO as resulting in a signiGeant loss of vessel inventory. For
example, the Millstone I submittal states that the inventory lost from a maximum seal LOCA in both recirculation

pumps will result in core uncovery at approximately 12 hours which is comparable to the battery depletion time.
Since the battery depletion will fail the isolation condenser at essentially the same time as the seal LOCA, and also i

will prevent depressurizing the vessel for Grewater injection, it is concluded that the pump seal LOCA does nnt affect j
ithe outcome of SBO sequences at Millstone 1. It should be noted that Nine Mile Point I has Gye recirculation

pumps compared to two at Millstone 1, and thus, the impact of seal failure is expected to be more signiGcant for
Nine Mile Point 1. However, the Oyster Creek submittal which also has Gve recirculation pumps assumes that the

amount of coolant lost through the seals is insignificant and does not contribute to core damage. Similarly, the
Dresden 2&3 submittal assumes that cooling from the isolation condenser will result in minimal leakage that does

not impact continued cooling by the isolation condenser. No discussion of recirculation pump seal LOCAs can be
found in the other submittals. Finally,it should be noted that the contribution from pump seal LOCAs during a SBO

is found to be minimal in the Nine Mile Point I submittal.

The Oyster Creek licensee is the only submittal to identify a scenario that involves loss of vessel inventory during
a SBO through a scram discharge volume that failed to isolate. However, the contribution from this scenario is
negligible compared to SORV scenarios. Some other licensees also discuss and dismiss this scenario, and yet others

do not address it.

Loss of DCpower is important at severalplants in this group. DC power failures (typically battery failures) are
important contributors to SBO at several plants. Immediate failures of DC power are typically found to contribute
to the loss of injection from the HPCI system (at Dresden 2&3 only), loss of the isolation condenser or its makeup

supply, or the inability to operate SRVs (and hence, keep the reactor depressurized for low-pressure Grewater |

injection). The most significant short-term DC failure is identiGed in the Oyster Creek submittal. A large portion
of the SBO contribution (approximately 25% of the total plant CDF) reported in the Oyster Creek submittal involves

a transient initiator with independent failure of both emergency batteries on demand (common cause failure of the

batteries was not modeled). Any plant trip at Oyster Creek concurrently involves transfer of AC power from the

auxiliary transformers to the startup transformers, requiring DC power to perform the transfer. Hence, any initiator
followed by failure of these DC batteries results in a loss of normal AC power with a subsequent loss of the main
condenser and aligning the isolation condenser for operation (Oyster Creek does not have a HPCI system). The

diesel generators can start and be connected to the 4160V bus without these DC buses since control power is
provided by the associated diesel generator batteries. However, without DC power, the emergency loads can not be
connected to the diesel generators. The vessel also can not be depressurized for Grewater injection without DC-
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power, and core damage occurs. The Millstone submittal identiGed similar sequences with lower frequencies
(approximately a factor of 5 lower) apparently caused by data differences.

All of the r' ants have similar long term SBO contributors involving battery depletion. Battery depletion times
|

typically vary between 2 hours and 12 hours, depending on the estimated capability of the plant's batteries and
|

whether or not DC bus load shedding is successfully performed by the plant staff. Battery depletion results in loss
of the isolation condensers because of closure of secondary side makeup valves, and it also fails LPCI from diesel-

!

driven Crewater systems (credited in all of the submittals for long-term sequences)since DC power is required by Ithe SRVs used to depressurize the plant.

11.2.1.3 ATWS Accident Sequences |
'

|

ATWS sequences involve a failure to shutdown the nuclear chain reaction in the reactor by the insertion of control

rods. If the control rods fail to insert, the power level remains much higher than that from decay heat loads, if the
i

!
power conversion system (PCS) is lost, then most of the power is dumped into the containment (i.e., the suppression !
pool for all plants except Big Rock Point) which then overheats possibly leading to containment failure. Mitigation '

of ATWS scenarios involves injection of boron into the core using the SLC system to shutdown the chain reaction
and several operator actions to control vessel level and pressure.

'

!
ATWS sequences are not dominant contributors to the CDF for this plant group. Sequences involving failure to
initiate SLC injection, failure to inhibit the ADS, failure to control vessellevel, and failure to trip the recirculation

.,

i

pumps are the most important ATWS sequences. Plant characteristics such as the turbine bypass capacity impact
{! the modeling of certain ATWS mitigating features such as vessel level control and recirculation pump trip (RPT). |

{ Human errors are also identified as impacting the CDF in all of the submittals with a significant variability in the j'

assigned values.

I

In general, dominant contributors to A TH5 CDFfor the B WR 1/22 group involve transient initiators withfailure
i to initiate SLC The dominant contributors to the ATWS accident class among the BWR 1/2/3 isolation condenser
| designs are quite similar for all of the plants in this group, except for Dresden 2&3. The dominant ATWS sequences
j for these plants involve transient initiators with failure to initiate SLC. The Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point I

i

- submittals also identify sequencesinvolving failure to inhibit ADS and control vessellevel(results in boron flushing)
as important sequences. The important contributors to these sequences tend to be human errors involving failure to
initiate SLC in a timely manner, failure to maintain the MSIVs open, failure of proper water level control including;

| lowering level and avoiding low-pressure system injection, and failure of proper pressure control such as inhibiting
ADS. Variability in these human error probabilities results in some variability in the individual ATWS sequence
frequencies. The Millstone I submittal also identifies SLC hardware faults as important, such as failure of the
explosive valves to operate (independently or common cause).

The Dresden 2&3 submittal is different in its findings in that failure to trip the recirculation pumps is identified as

a signincant contributor. Failure to trip the recirculation pumps results in vessel pressure above the relief capacity
of the SRVs leading to a breach in the primary system, followed by eventual containment failure and subsequent
failure of injection. The dominant sequences involve an ATWS with the main condenser unavailable in which the
automatic RPT signal fails. No credit is given for a manual RPT as insufficient time is assumed to be available to

trip the pumps before the vessel overpressurizes and fails. Other licensees credit manual tripping of the pumps.
i

|
The contribution from RPT failure is not as significant for Millstone I since it has a 100% turbine bypass capacity
and only requires an RPT if the main condenser is not available.

:
!
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Big Rock Point also has a 100% turbine bypass capacity that will prevent a high reactor pressure signal from
initiating an automatic RPT. However,if the recirculation pumps are not tripped manually (this action was not
credited in the submittal), a vessel level swell causes a rejection of condensate to the CST that in turn causes a

feedwater pump trip, Without feedwater, the vessel level drops within minutes potentially resulting in vessel
depressurization if ADS is not inhibited. Thus the large turbine bypass capacity at Big Rock Point does not impact

the ATWS results.

Big Rock Point has a fast acting liquid poison injection system that utilizes nitrogen pressure for injection, rather
than pumps. Shutdown occurs within one minute under natural circulation core flows. Initiation of the liquid poison

system in a timely manner permits reactor shutdown before vessel depressurization and restoration of vessel level

with high-pressure systems (feedwater or the CRD system which has a high capacity at this plant). Even with this

unique liquid poison system and a 100% turbine bypass capacity,the ATWS-related CDF for this plant is the highest

in the BWR 1/2/3 group. The ATWS contribution is dominated by sequencesinvolving loss of the condenser and
feedwater and failure to initiate SLC. The vesselleveldecreasesin these scenarios and LPI must be provided. The

power level with LPI is above the isolation condenser capacity, and thus, decay heat is transmitted to the
containment. Operating procedures dictate that the operator must secure injection during an ATWS when the

containment pressure reaches 10 psig. This results in core damage.

II.2.l A Transient Accident Sequences

For all of the plants in the BWR 1/2/3 group, with the exception of Big Rock Point, this class of accident involves
transients with loss of all coolant injection systems only. Transients involving loss of DIIR and subsequent loss of

injection systems are included in the DHR accident class. Because of the unique design of Big Rock Point which
is similar to that of PWRs, the contributions to these two transient categories can not be differentiated and are

discussed below. Loss of injection sequences for the BWR I/2/3 group of plants involve failure of the isolation
condensers and all available coolant injection systems.

Transient sequences are relatively minor contributors to the CDF for BWR 1/2/3s contributing between 5% to 20%
of the total CDF. The dominant contributors in the transient accident class are quite similar for all of the plants in

this group, primarily because of the fact that the plants in the group all have motor-driven feedwaterpumps. Thus,
the dominant sequences tend to involve accident initiators that fail feedwater such as loss of feedwater itself or

support system initiating events (e.g., loss of AC or DC power, instrument air, or cooling water systems). Whether
the dominant transient sequences involve loss of injection with the vessel at high-pressure or low pressure is

dependent somewhat on the injection systems available at each plant and which of these systems fait upon the loss

of a particular support system.
I

Transients with loss of injection generally inwNe support system initiating events. The dominant transient
sequences identified in the Dresden 2&3, Millstone 1, and Nine Mile Point i submittals are sequences involving
support system initiating events that fail some or all of the available coolant injection systems. Millstone I and Nine

|
Mile Point I both have feedwater coolant injection (FWCI) alignments with the feedwater pumps powered off

emergency buses and a CS system. Millstone I also has a LPCI system and the Nine Mile Point I submittal takes
credit for LPI from both the condensate and raw water systems. Because of these additional LPISs and the limited

HPCI capability at these two plants, the dominant transient sequences for these two plants involve loss of HPCI
:

! coupled with failure to depressurize the vessel for LPCI. The dominant transient sequence in the Nine Mile Point

j i submittal involves a loss of instrument air initiator that results in the loss of the main condenser through closure

!
of the MSIVs and requires the operator to take manual control of feedwater. The operator fails to control feedwater
and the vessel water level rises to the isolation condenser steam line resulting in isolation condenser isolation. The
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CRD is not credited for coolant injection (unless the isolation condenser functions for I hour) and the operator fails
,

to depressurize the vessel for low-pressure system injection it is not clear from the other submittats for this plant I

group if failure to control the vessel water level is considered a failure mode of the isolation condenser as it is in
the Nine Mile Point I submittal.

In the Millstone I submittal, dominate failure contributors include load rejections with loss of normal power and
{

LOSP initiators with the failure to recover feedwater, failure to provide makeup to the isolation condenser (diesel
{

Gre pump failure and failure to align the city water supply for makeup), and operator failure to depressurize the
vessel. The submittal also identined similar contributors involving failure of the isolation condenser to actuate
because of pressure sensor miscalibration.'

i

l

Dresden 2&3 are the only plants in the BWR 1/2/3 group that have an isolation condenser and feedwater, HPCI, CS,
and LPCI systems capable of coolant injection. As a result, the dominant transient sequences identified in the IPE
involve initiators that fail many of these systems. For these plants the dominant sequence involves an LOSP that

fails feedwater(i.e., the isolation condenser operates but the operator fails to provide makeup) HPCI fails because

of pump problems, and the operator fails to depressurize the vessel for LPL Another dominant sequence involves
a loss of DC power as an initiator, which apparently results in loss of feedwater, the isolation condenser, HPCI, and

loss of one emergency AC division. The vesselis depressurized, but the other emergency AC division fails resulting
in loss of CS and LPCI.

At Oyster Creek, the transient accident class is dominated by transient-induced LOCAs. The dominant transient

sequences identified in the Oyster Creek submittal are all sequences involving initiators that fail feedwater and
generally involve a SORV. With the SORV, CRD can not provide sufficient makeup to maintain the reactor vessel
level nor can the isolation condenser be successfully utilized for mitigation. Since Oyster Creek does not have a

HPCI system, the vessel must be depressurized for LPl. However, the only available LPI system, CS fails
(condensate is failed by the initiator and Oyster Creek does not have a LPCI system) resulting in core damage. No
other licensee identifies SORV sequences as being as sigaiGcant most likely because of the availability of additional
injection systems at those plants capable of mitigating this type of scenario.

The Oyster Creek submittal also identines a unique set of sequences involving a loss of feedwater initiator and a

failure of a scram discharge volume to isolate that results in loss of vessel inventory and a Good in the reactor

building that fails one train of CS. The vessel must be depressurized to makeup the lost inventory and either the
operator fails to depressurize the vessel or the other train of CS fails resulting in core damage. The other BWR
submittals do not consider failure of a scram discharge volume to isolate.

Big Rock Point reports the highest transient-related CDF out of the BilR U2B group. The low-power output at
Big Rock Point results in unique responses to transient sequences. For example, the actuation pressure setpoint for
the isolation condenser is below the SRV setpoint. Thus, if the isolation condenser functions, there is no demand
for SRVs and no potential for SORVs (SORVs can only occur with either immediate failure of the isolation
condenser or failure to provide isolation condenser makeup). For transient sequences, feedwater, CRD, and the

isolation condensermust fail before a demand for LPI occurs. A single CRD pump is sufGeient to makeup for decay
heat losses immediately following a reactor scram at Big Rock Point (two pumps in the enhanced Gow mode are
generally required at other plants immediately following a reactor scram). However, CRD is assumed failed for

sequencesin which the SRVs cycle since the CRD pumps are located inside containment and may fail in the resulting
steam environment (Big Rock Point does not have a suppression pool). Because of these unique plant designs and
characteristics, boil-off of sessel water to the ADS setpoint requires two or more hours even if the HPCI and

.
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isolation condenser systems immediately fail. If the isolation condenser functions, but secondary makeup fails, then

boil off to the ADS setpoint will take over eight hours.

The dominant transient sequences at Big Rock Point involve a loss of an instrument air initiator which fails the main

condenser, the normal makeup to the emergency condenser (makeup must be provided by the firewater system in

these scenarios), and the makeup to the condenser hotwell(required for long-term injection using the feedwater

system). Pessimistically, ignored in the analysis, however,is the additional use of an alternate shutdown portable

pump that can be used to maintain either the emergency condenser inventory or provide makeup to the hotwell. The
dominant sequences also involve failure of high-pressure injection (llPI), in addition to the isolation condensers, and
either successful vessel depressurization and failure of LPISs or failure to depressurize the vessel. Recirculation of

the low-pressure coolant is not modeled for transients since the amount of coolant added to the containment sump

is limited to that required to match decay heat levels.

I1.2.1.5 DilR Accident Sequences

Transient sequences with loss of DHR involve accidents where coolant injection succeeds but containment heat
removal fan ia this situation, the suppression pool in BWR 2/3s heats up, leading to containment pressurization

and fGure, if venting. is not initiated in time. Coolant injection will also fail because of either high suppression

pool temperatures, leading to loss of adequate NPSH for emergencycoolant pumps, or adverse environments created
in the containment or reactor building following containment venting or failure. As indicated above, the Big Rock

Point submittal does not report any contributions to CDF from transients with loss of DHR. Decay heat is removed

at Big Rock Point through either the main condenseror the emergencycondensers. If both of these systems are lost,
coolant makeup is required and DHR occurs by recirculating coolant in the sump through heat exchangers. However,
for transients, the amount of coolant and heat added to the containment is minimal and recirculation is assumed not

to be required.

Loss of DHR sequences are the dominant sequencesreported in the Dresden 2&3 submittal. The other plants in this

group reported small contributions from this accident class. The variability in the results is primarily due to the
variable credit given for DHR systems. The dominant sequencesin this accident class involve support system failures

which fail one or more DHR systems.

Transients with loss of DHR are the dominant accident class reported in the Dresden 2&3 submittal because of
the limited credit given for DHR systems. The DHR systems modeled in the Dresden 2&3 submittal are the
isolation condensers and the SPC alignment of the LPCI system. The LPCI system can also be aligned for torus and

drywell sprays but these alignments are not credited for prevention of core damage in the analysis (but are credited
after core damage to prevent containment failure). The main condenser is not credited as a DHR system because

many unspecified events will result in its unavailability. Dresden 2&3 also have a separate shutdown cooling system
that also is not credited in the submittal since it is believed not to be a major DHR system during upset conditions.

Containment venting is not credited for preventing core damage since it is not initiated until after adequate pump
NPSH is lost resulting in the loss of available coolant injection systems. As a result, loss of DHR sequences are the
dominant contributors to core damage in the Dresden 2&3 submittal. The two dominant DHR sequences involve

a loss of a DC power initiator that fails feedwater and the main condenser, fails one division of AC power (and thus,
one division of SPC and CS), and fails the isolation condenser. Additional valve failures in the other SPC division

result in a complete loss of DHR. The available injection systems all take suction from the suppression pool and
fail because of a loss of adequate pump NPSH when the suppression pool temperature increases. Loss of reactor

water makeup leads to core uncovery and core damage.
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Taking creditfor multiple DHR systems results in lower DHR CDFcontributions at otherplants in the B H'R 10B

group. The other three plants in the BWR 1/2/3 group all take credit for additional DHR capabilities including
containment venting, shutdown cooling, and torus or drywell sprays. As a result, the DHR contribution from these

plants is significantly lower than for Dresden 2&3 and is dominated by initiators or conditions that fail multiple DHR
systems. The dominant DHR sequence identified in the Oyster Creek submittal involves a loss of feedwaterinitiator

with an SORV. The SORV transfers heat to the suppression pool, and thus, eliminates the use of the isolation
condenser and shutdown cooling systems as heat removal systems. The operator fails to initiate the containment

spray system and fails to vent the containment. Injection fails upon failure of the containment. SORV sequences
are also identified as being important in the Millstone I submittal. One sequence involves an LOSP initiator with
failure of the gas turbine generator that fails one division of power and DHR. Additional bus failures result in the
loss of all other DHR trains. Another sequence involves a loss of SW initiator with an SORV. Without SW the
containment spray system can not cool the containment. Cooling by the shutdown cooling system is failed when

! the emergency SW system and venting fail when it is not initiated by the operator. A similar loss of SW sequence.
| not involving an SORV, is also identified in the Millstone I submittal. In this sequence,the isolation condenser fails
! to initiate because of vessel pressure sensor miscalibration.

In the Nine Mile Point I submittal, the dominant DHR sequence also involves a complete loss of cooling water
systems through failure of the lake intake structure that feeds the various systems. This failure also results in loss
of makeup to the isolation condenser since the firewater system also draws from this intake structure. A loss of

| instrument air initiator also results in a significant DHR contribution as it causes an MSIV closure and a subsequent
i

high vessellevel that isolates the isolation condenser. Instrument air is also required to align torus cooling, shutdown
cooling, and venting. Finally, LOSP DHR sequences (no details are provided) are also important in the Nine Mile
Point I submittal

11.2.1.6 LOCA Accident Sequences

LOCAs involve primary coolant system pipe breaks of various sizes and locations that require emergency coolant
injection with systems such as HPCI (Dresden 2&3 only), feedwater, CS, LPCI, or alternate cooling systems such
as the raw water and firewater systems at Nine Mile Point 1. Also included in the LOCA accident class are
inadvertent open relief valve (IORV), transients that result in plant behavior similar to a small LOCA. Excluded

from the LOCA accident class are ISLOCAs, vesse! ruptures, and transient initiators with subsequent SORVs
(included in the transients with loss of injection and loss of DHR accident classes).

With the exception of Big Rock Point, LOCAs are not important contributors to the CDF for this class of BWRs.

LOCAs are important at Big Rock Point because of the unique design of the CS system and a pessirnistic modeling
assumption resulting in termination of coolant injection and subsequent core damage. The variation in LOCA

contributions from the other plants in this group is primarily a result of differences in available coolant injection and
DHR systems. Support system failures, plant-specific features, and modeling assumptions all helped determine w hat
the dominant LOCA contributors are for the plants in this group. ,

i

LOCAs are the dominant contributors to core damage at Big Rock Point. In the Big Rock Point submittal, LOCAs

are the dominant accident class contributing 80% of the CDF. Following the initiation of a LOCA at Big Rock
| Point, coolant is injected during the injection phase with either CS or feedwater(successful for only small breaks)
j and must eventually be switched to the recirculation phase. However, following failure of the recirculation phase,

procedures require continued injection from outside the containment until the containment water level reaches a
'

prescribed level (an unlimited supply is available since the source ofinjection water is Lake Michigan). At this time,
j injection is terminated to prevent over-stressing the containment shell. A gradual depletion of water in the reactor
t

|
,
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1

occurs after termination of injection tesulting in core uncovery and fuel damage. The time at which core damage

occurs can be several days after initiation of the LOCA allowing for restoration of the recirculation system (located
,

outside of containment). Ilowever, recirculation system repair activities are pessimistically ignored in the submittal

analysis.,

Significant contributions from LOCAs involving loss of injection systems are also reported by the Big Rock Point
licensee. The calculated CDFs appear to be significantly higher than at the other plants. A major factor for this is

the design of the CS system which has two valves in each train that must open for successful operation (other plants'

generally only have one valve that must open), in addition, plant specific operating experience yield an important.

contribution from failure of the ADS valves to open during small break LOCAs following loss of HPI systems.

For the majority of BWR U2/3s, failure of DilR is a dominant contributor to LOCA sequences. Several of the'

BWR 1/2/3 plant submittals identify LOCA sequences with failure to remove decay heat as being important
contributors to this class of accident. These types of sequences are particularly important in the Dresden 2&3

submittal, because of the limited DilR capability that is modeled, and partially account for the higher LOCA
,

contributions reported in the submittal. The Oyster Creek licensee identifies a small LOCA initiator with loss of ai

" DC bus as an important LOCA contributor. The loss of the DC bus fails one division of AC power (and thus. one
division of containment spray), feedwater,and venting. l{ardware failures in the other containment spray division
result in failure of the remaining DHR capability (the isolation condenser and shutdown cooling system are
ineffective for a LOCA). Containment failure results in the loss of injection from CS and subsequent core damage.
The Millstone I licensee also identifies a small LOCA sequence as being important within the LOCA accident class.

j

in this sequence,a common cause failure of emergency SW results in the loss of containment spray, and the operator1

fails to vent the containment leading to containment failure and loss of available injection systems. The Dresden

2&3 licensees identify several medium LOCA sequences involving either failure of the operator to initiate SPC or

,

failure of the SPC because of plugging or common cause valve failures. Vessel injection by the CS or LPCI systems

is lost as a result of the loss of adequate NPSH (feedwaterand condensate can not mitigate a medium LOCA). An'

IORV initiator is also identified as resulting in an important LOCA sequence at Dresden 2&3. In this sequence,

feedwater is lost upon a high level trip when the operator fails to control flow. The isolation condenser can not be

used to mitigate an IORV initiator and the operator also fails to initiate SPC.

1

Other important contributors to L OCA sequencesinvolveloss ofcoolant injection. The BWR 1(2/3 plant submittals

also identify LOCA sequences involving loss of injection as important contributors. The Oyster Creek submittal
,

dominant LOCA sequence involves a large LOCA with failure of both divisions of CS. The Oyster Creek licensee'

also identifies a unique LOCA sequence involving overpressurization of the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) with
relief to the reactor building emergency drain tank. The drain tank overfills releasing water into the reactor building

;

and flooding one division of CS. The other CS division fails resulting in core damage (feedwater can not mitigate+

this LOCA since it is effectively a large break LOCA).
!

The Millstone I licensee identifies several small LOCA and IORV sequencesin which electricalbus failures or relay i

failures that result in loss of power occur providing a common failure mechanism for all available injection systems j

(e.g., feedwater coolant injection,-CS, and LPCI). The Millstone I licensee also identifies a small LOCA sequence j
;

with a failure of vapor suppression as an important LOCA contributor.
;

i

j Both the Nine Mile Point I and Dresden 2&3 licensees identify medium LOCAs with failure of injection as

important LOCA contributors. For Nine Mile Point 1, operation of a turbine-driven feedwater pump depressurizes
the vessel along with LOCA but is not capable of maintaining the vessellevel. The low reactor vessel pressure

| permissives required to open the CS valves fail, and there is insufficient time to align the raw water system for:
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
j

injection. For Dresden 2&3, the feedwater pumps are all motor-driven and can not provide sufficient injection or |
help depressurize the plant. The HPCI system has sufficient capacity to initially cool the core and also depressurize !

the plant but it fails. The operator must manually depressurize the vessel for LPI but fails to do so in the important
sequences.

11.2,l.7 Internal Flood Accident Sequences

Internal flooding events involve rupture of water lines or other components or operator errors that result in a release

of water that can directly result in the failure of required mitigating systems (e.g., through loss of cooling) and/or
fail other mitigating systems because of submergence or spraying of required components with water. Excluded from

this category is any failure in a system that interfaces with the reactor coolant system. The contribution from those
types of failures are included in the ISLOCA accident class.

1

Internal flooding accidents are not identified as important contributors to core damage by any of the submittals in
this group. In fact, only three of the six BWR 1/2/3 licensees report any CDF values for internal flood induced core

damage acciderts. None of these licensees find internal flood scenarios that lead directly to core damage. All
require additional failures, unrelated to the Gooding event, to proceed to core damage.

Internalflooding aents are minor contributors to the Bil'R U20 group. The Millstone I licensee utilizes the
internal flooding analysis reported in the Millstone I probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) performed in 1986-1987

and submitted to the NRC. The flooding analysis considers submergence and spray effects, loss of the system in

which the Good originates, and propagation of Good water from one area to another. The dominant flooding events

identified consist ofinternal floods originating from failures in the fire protection system or fuel pool cooling system
leading to a reactor transient with no Good induced failures. The dominant sequence involves failure of feedwater,

isolation of the condenser as a result of auto-actuation or makeup failures, and failure of the operator to provide
makeup to the core. Internal flooding events that also result in loss of safe shutdown equipment are less significant
and generally involve flood sources that flooded the LPCl/CS pump rooms.

The Oyster Creek flooding analysis considers submergence and spray effects, flood propagation, and the availability
of drains. The dominant flood scenario identified in the Oyster Creek submittal consists of a feedwater line break

in the turbine building failing both condensate and feedwater. Following the break, two emergency relief valves fail
to reclose, followed by failure of both trains of CS to inject for core cooling. Note that the submittal does not
identify any other failures the feedwaterline break (e.g., flood) has on other plant systems, other than feedwater and

condensate. Other internal flooding scenarios identified in the Oyster Creek submittal involve a SW failure in the

reactor building (fails the core and containment spray systems) coincident with an LOSP and an SORV, and a
circulating water failure in the turbine building (fails instrument air, condensate, and feedwater) coincident with a
SORV and failure of CS.

The Big Rock Point submittal identifies only one flooding location of any significance. The screenhouse contains

support systems for the operation of the main condenser, feedwater, makeup to the emergency condenser, aid CS.
However, sufficient systems remain available to prevent a loss of reactor inventory or failure of DilR failure eve

if all equipment in the screenhouse is lost from the flood. The domestic water system can be used to supply makeup

to the isolation condenser and cool the air compressors (air is required for isolation condenser makeup).
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j l1. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

11.2.1.8 ISLOCA Accident Sequences

An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the reactor coolant system from low-pressure systems
'

(e.g., CS) fait, resulting in backflow from the reactor coolant system through the low-pressure piping. If the low-
i pressure piping or other components (e.g., seals, relief valves, or flanges) can not withstand the resulting

pressurization,then a LOCA results. If the breach occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment,then
,

j a LOCA that bypasses containment results, with effluent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor or
' auxiliary building. The adverse environments created in these buildings can fail required mitigating systems.
'

Furthermore, the loss of coolant from the containment can require coolant injection from external sources.

ISLOCAs are minor contributors to the BilR U2B group. None of the BWRs in this group report a significant
i contribution from ISLOCAs. These scenarios are typically low frequency events, because they involve multiple valve

i failures (typically check valves and motor-operated valves in series) followed by piping or other component failures

| resulting from overpressurization and subsequent failure of available mitigating systems. However,ISLOCAs can

j be important to risk because the containment bypass leads to larger fission product releases.

I

! Variation in the ISLOCA contributions appear to be caused by a combination of plant design and modeling

! assumptions. Specifically, the impact of harsh environments in the reactor building created by the ISLOCA that

j induce failure of mitigating systems appears to be important. Modeling of this impact is somewhat variable and is

| affected by the separation of systems and the degree of compartmentalization in the plant. The highest reported
CDFs generally occur for licensees which explicitly stated that they modeled harsh environment impacts. Additional4

.
insights could not be identified because of the generally poor documentation of this accident class in the IPE

I submittals.

I
4

11.2.2 CDF Perspectives for BWR 3/4 Reactors
i
!

Twenty one units (15 IPE submittals) make up the BWR 3/4 plant group with RCIC systems. A list of the plants!

in this plant group is provided in Table 11.7. All of the units are housed in Mark I containments, except for'

Limerick I&2 and Susquehanna I&2, which are in Mark 11 containments.
i
!

Table 11.7 Plants (per IPE submittal) in BWR 3/4 group..

j-

Browns Ferry 2 Brunswick I&2 Cooper |
'

Duane Arnold Fermi 2 Fitzpatrick

; Hatch 1&2 Hope Creek Limerick I&2
Monticello Peach Bottom 2&3 Pilgrim 1

Quad Cities I&2 Susquehanna I&2 Vermont Yankee
.

1
,

11.2.2.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for BWR 3/4 Reactors
.

1

j The total CDFs for the plants in the BWR 3/4 group are shown in Figure 11.2. With the exception of a few outliers,

; the total plant CDFs for this group vary by an order of magnitude. The average CDF for the group is 2E 5/ry, with
i the reported CDFs ranging from 9E-8/ry to 8E-5/ry . Figure 11.4 also shows the CDFs for each of the accident
j classes considered in this study as calculated by all of the BWR 3/4 plants reviewed.
I
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|Figure 11.4 BWR 3/4 accident class CDFs.

As indicated in Figure i1.4, the CDFs for each accident class also varied substantially. However, a review of the
accident class contributions indicates that multiple submittals in the BWR 3/4 group identify SBO, ATWS, transients

with loss ofinjection, and transients with loss of DHR as dominant contributors to core damage. In addition, several

licensees calculate significant contributions from internal flooding events and LOCAs. On average for the group,
the total plant CDFs are driven equally by SBO and transients with loss of HPI systems with failure to depressurize
the vessel for LPCI and (to a lesser extent) by loss of DHR sequences. This is not surprising since these are accident

classes or sequences where a relatively few number of systems must fail to result in core damage. Lesser
contributions occur, on average, from accident classes involving low frequency initiating events such as ATWS,
LOCAs, and internal flooding events. All of the licensees in the BWR 3/4 group calculate negligible contributions
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

from ISLOCAs. Important design features, operator actions,and modeling assumptions impacting the results for this

plant group are listed in Table 11.8.

Table 11.8 Summary of BWR 3/4 plant group CDF perspectives.

Accident important design features, operator actions, and model
S " " * * 'I " I ''8 "I''

im portance assumptions

SBO accidents

important for Availability of AC independent systems (e.g., IIPCI system. SBO CDFs range from negligible

most BWRs diesel-driven firewater system. RCIC interface with suppression to 3E 5/ry. Average CDF is
in this plant pool) 7E-6/ry.

group
Battery life (shorter battery life typically results in higher CDF) Contribution to total plant CDF

ranges from 0*i to 90%
DC dependency for diesel generator startup

SW system design and IIVAC dependency

AC power reliability (number of diesel generators, cross-tic
capability betweeri buses and units, diverse ac power sources)

'I ansients with loss of injection accidents

important for Injection systems dependeccies on svpport systems defeating Transient CDFs range from

most redundancy IE-8/ry to SE 5/ry. Average CDF
BWR 3/4 is 7E-6/ry.

plants Availability of alternate injection systems (e g., CRD. inotor-
driven feedwater pumps, sersice cross-tic to RilR, fire water Contribution to total plant CDF
system) ranges from less than St. to 85%

Failure to depressurize influenced by operator direction to inhibit
the ADS |

Transients with loss of DilR accidents

important for Availability of injection system located outside containment and DHR CDFs range from negligible

many plants reactor building and ability to operate following containment to 9E-6/ry. Average CDF is
in this B W R failure 2 E-6/ry.

plant group i

Loss of NPSil for ECCS pumps when suppression pool Contribution to total plant CDF !

temperatures increase ranges from 0% to 30%

Limited analysis to support success criteria - no credit for DilR l
system (e g., venting) |

Deperdency of Di!R systems on support systems

ATWS accidents

Significant Operator failure to initiate SLC in timely manner, maintain ATWS CDFs range from IE-8/ry
contributors MSIVs open, control sessel lescl, and/or maintain pressure to 4E-6/ry. Average CDF is
for a few control I E-6/ry.

BWR 3/4s
Use of alternate means of injecting boron Contribution to totat gant CDF

ranges from less than 5% to 80%
Turbine bypass capacity
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.8 Summary of BWR 3/4 plant group CDF perspectives.;

Accident important design features, operator actions, and model
3 g ,g

importance assumptions
s

j LOCAs

Not important liigh redundancy and disersity in coolant injection systems LOCA CDFs range from 8E-10/ry
for BWR 3/4s to 8E-6/ry. Average CDF is {Depressurization requirement for LPCI during medium LOCAs I E-6/ry.

|
,

Contribution to total plant CDF
ranges from less than 5% to 20%. i

ISLOCAs
I

Not important Compartmentalization and separation of equipment ISLOCA CDFs range from
for BWR 3/4s negligibic to 2E-7/ry. Average

liarsh environments induced by ISLOCA CDF is 2E-8/ry.

Contribution to total plant CDF is
negligible.

Internal flood accidents
,

Relatively Plant layout: separation of mitigating system components and Internal flood CDFs range from
unimportant compartmentalization negligible to 7E-6/ry. Average
at most CDF is SE-7/ry.
BWR 3/4s

Contribution to total plant CDF
ranges from 0% to 25%.

_

11.2.2.2 SBO Accident Sequences

SBO sequencesinvolve an LOSP, followed by a loss of all on-site AC power provided by EDGs, and in some cases,
by gas turbine generators. Only steam-driven systems such HPCI and RCIC and diesel-driven firewater trains are

available for coolant injection during an SBO. However, operation of these systems is limited because of the loss

of support systems such as HVAC and DC power. HVAC is lost immediately, while DC power will eventually fait
during an SBO unless some mitigating actions are performed.

SBO is an important accident class for this plant group and is the dominant accident class for some plants. The
variability of SBO accident class contributions for the BWR 3/4 plants is primarily because of plant design
characteristics,such as the availability of more than one off site AC power source, the number of diesel generators,
the battery depletion time, whether load shedding is modeled, and the ability to inject coolant from a diesel-driven

firewater pump. In general, having more diesel generators resulted in low er SBO-related CDFs, except w here some

plant-specific feature (i.e., the cooling water system alignment at Hope Creek) or assumption defeated the
redundancy. :n addition, a lower SBO contribution is more certain to occur when more of these factors are credited

in the IPE. Modeling assumptions are also found to impact the SBO contribution. The most notable are the
treatment of common cause failure of the diesel generators and the failure of HPCI and RCIC, resulting from a loss
of pump room cooling or high suppression pool temperatures. Variation in component failure data, the LOSP
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

frequency,and the LOSP recovery probabilities also contribute,to some degree,to the variation in the BWR 3/4 SBO

contributions.

Both short-term and long-term SBO sequences are important SBO contilhutorsfor B11R 3/4s. The important SBO

sequences for the BWR 3/4 plants include short-term and long-term sequences. Short term SBO sequences result
in core damage within approximately I hour or less while long-term SBO sequences result in core damage at longer

periods ranging from 3 hours to greater than 15 hours. By definition, SBO sequences involve failure of diesel
generators,and thus, diesel faults and faults in their supporting equipment (particularly SW for cooling; but also DC

power and diesel output breakers), as well as failure to recover AC power are dominant contributors to the SBO.
related CDF. Generally, the higher the number of EDGs and other on-site AC power sources (e.g., gas turbine

generators) at a plant, the lower the SBO contribution (see Table 11.9). However, the cooling water system4

alignment required for diesel generator cooling can impact the SBO frequency. For example, llope Creek has four
diesel generators but calculates the highest SBO CDF. This is because of the fact that the assumed cooling water

system success criteria results in failure of all four diesel generators if two cooling water pumps fail or the two diesel

generators supplying power to these pumps fail. (Preliminary calculations performed by the utility have shown that,

with operator intervention, failure of four cooling water pumps is required to fait all four diesel generators).

Table 11.9 SBO characteristics for BWR 3/4 plants.

"" " " '
LOSP Hattery % of

P n """#"** #I DCs r) '. freq ency fre ency
(/ry) (/ry)

Drowns Ferry 2 0 044 4 4 I E-05 25 % 3 IE 05* 3 IE-06* *Dased on top 100
sequences,

comprising $5% of
CDF

Drunswick l&2 0 074 2/ unit 2 2E-05 60 % 3 2E 06* 3 2E 06* *Dased on top 4
sequences,

comprising approx.
95% of CDF.

:

Cooper 0 035 2 4 3 E-05 35 % I E-05 2E 05'

Duane Arnold 0.117 2 6 12 2E-06 25 % Unknown * 3 6E 07* * Based on top 5

sequences,

comprising only
45% of CDF.

Fermi 2 0.012 4. I gas 4 I E-07 <5% 3 6E 09' 3 IE-07' 'Dased on top 100

turbine sequences

Fitzpauick 0 057 4 8 2E-06 90 % 3 4E-07* 31006* *Dased on
sequences

comprising only
90% of CDF

Hatch I 0.022 2 2.5 3 E-06 15 % 3 6E 07* 3 2E-06* *Dased on top 100
sequences,
comprising 60% of |
CDF

Hatch 2 0 022 2 2.5 3E-06 15 % 3 4E 07* 3 2E 06* 'Dased on top 100
sequences,
comprising $5% of
CDF

,
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.9 SBO characteristics for BWR 3/4 plants.
|
1
,

b"""" "84"" ILOSP Battery % ofON SBO MPlant frequency
*

depletion ,,,,, CommentsI#'II '9"'"'I 9 " 'I(/ry) time (hrs) CDF
(/ry) (/ry)

llope Creck 0.034 4 4 3E 05 75 % Negligible 3 E-05

Limerick I&2 0.059 4/ unit 8 IE-07 <5% Negligible I E-07

Monticello 0.079 2 4 I E-05 45% 2 IE-06* 2 I E-0$ * *nased on reported
sequences (< t00%

of CDF)
,

1

|
Peach Douom 0.059 4 8 SE 07 10 % Unknown * 2 3E-07* * Based on i

1sequences

comprising 85% of |
CDF ,

l

Pilgrim 1 0,142 3 8 without Negligible 0% Negligible Negligible
load
shedding.

,

13-14 '

with load

,

shedding
1

Quad Cities 0.032 (1), 1/ unit. 8 6E-07 50 % 2E-08 6E 07 (1) single una
I&2 0.016 (2) I frequency, (2) dual

shared unit frequency

Susquehanna 0 0056 4 4 4E 11* <5% Unknown Unknown ' Adjusted to
1&2 shared yearly frequency.

1

Vermont 0.1 2 8 9E 07 20 % Unknown Unknown
Yankee

Short-term SBO sequences resulting in core damage also must involve failure of the HPCI and RCIC systems For
early core damage scenarios in the BWR 3/4 IPEs, HPCI and RCIC fait early typically because of turbine failure
to start, test and maintenance outages, as well as HPCl/RCIC support faults such as early battery failure or, in two

cases, because of a loss of pump room cooling that results during an SBO. For the delayed or late core damage SBO

scenarios, loss of DC control power required by the HPCI and RCIC systems occurs as a result of battery depletion
and is consistently found as a dominant reason for eventual core damage in the IPEs. Battery depletion times range

from 2 hours to 14 hours depending on battery capability and proper load shedding (or whether or not load shedding

is even credited in the analysis). In a few IPEs, HPCI and RCIC fail in the long term before battery depletion caused

by pump room cooling faults and'or failure to bypass steam leak detection trips that occur when other HVAC systems

stop during an SBO. Long-term failure of HPCI and RCIC during an SBO involving failure to prevent switching
of the pump suction from the CST to the suppression pool (high suppression pool temperatures result in failure of
the pumps seals) are also identified. Plant results do vary as to the importance of SORVs as a contributor to these

sequences, since only some of the licensees in this group identify this type of failure as contributing to shortening
the timing of the scenario, and hence, adding to the CDF potential for SBO scenarios.

Most of the licensees identify short term blackout sequences with failure of HPCI and RCIC caused by hardware
failures. As indicated in Table 11.9, the total short-term SBO CDFs range from IE-5/ry for Cooper, down to a
negligible level. Part of this large spread appears to result from plant specific factors or assumptions. For example,
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(
| half of the Cooper short term SBO CDF is attributable to the fact that the Cooper HPCI system is assumed to fail

| immediately upon loss of pump room cooling. Generally, loss of HPCI or RCIC pump room cooling is modeled

| as failing the systems in the other IPEs only after the pump rooms heat up substantially (requiring several hours, and

thus, is a long-term concern) and can be mitigated by opening doors to establish natural circulation cooling.
1

Additional factors innuencing the spread in the short-term SBO contribution include the use of firewater as an |

attemate injection source in the short term as credited in the Brunswick IPE and the variability in the SW system |
designs and its impact on diesel generator cooling. Firewater is also generally credited only in the long term, since
it takes time for manually aligning for injection and even then can only inject into the vesselif DC power is available

to depressurize the vessel. Finally, the variation in component failure probabilities, the LOSP frequency, and the
mission time used in quantifying the events also will account for a portion of the spread in the short-term SBO

sequences.

All of the BWR 3/4 plants with significant SBO contributions identify long-term SBO sequences as contributors to

the plant CDF. The BWR 3/4 group long-term SBO contributions range from a negligible level for Pilgrim to
3E-5/ry for Hope Creek. The most common long term SBO sequence involves failure of HPCI and RCIC caused ,

by battery depletion. Some plant-speci6c factors impacting the spread in the long-term SBO include the number of f
diesel generators, the battery depletion time (and thus, the time available to recover off-site power), and the |
availability of firewater for injection. The submittals with low,long-term SBO sequence contributions all have more

i than 2 EDGs, have battery depletion times greater than 4 hours, credit use of firewater, or meet more than one of
these conditions. In addition, the ability to bypass failure modes of HPCI and RCIC by perfonning actions such as'

bypassing high room temperature trip signals, switching suction from the suppression pool to the CST to avoid seal I

failure, and arranging for alternate pump room cooling also reduce the long-term SBO contribution, especially for

units with long battery depletion times. Most of the submittals with the higher values have two diesel generators,

short battery depletion times (2 to 4 hours), and thus, short off-site power recovery times, and do not take credit for

firewater. Cooper, Hope Creek, and Monticello have 4 hour battery depletion times and effectively, two EDGs,

i resulting in the highest long term SBO contributions in the BWR 3/4 group. Variation in component failure data,
the LOSP frequency, and the LOSP recovery probabilities also contribute to the spread in the long term SBO

sequence frequencies.

1
Negligible SBO contributions result at some B WR 3Ns because of unique plantfeatures that reduce thefrequency

of an SBO, Three BWR 3/4 licensees (Pilgrim and Susquehanna I&2) report negligible SBO contributions. The
,

I negligible SBO contribution in the Pilgrim IPE is attributed to several factors. First, Pilgrim has a completely
separate off-site power source in addition to the normal grid connection. This source of AC power can provide
power to both emergency AC power divisions, and thus, the potential for a loss of all off site power is significantly

|
reduced. Pilgrim has also installed an "SBO diesel generator"which can be manually loaded to either emergency

| AC division, and thus, supplements the normal EDGs. In addition, plant-specific data indicates a high reliability
for all three EDGs. These factors all reduce the potential for entering an SBO condition. The potential for battery

depletion before AC power is recovered is relatively low at Pilgrim since the installed DC batteries will operate for
8 hours without charging or load shedding and for 13 to 15 hours with load shedding. Finally, Pilgrim has installed

a spool piece to the LPCI system that allows manually aligning firewater for injection apparently even in the short-
term. The low SBO contribution for Susquehanna I&2 is primarily because of the fact that common cause failure

of the EDGs or emergency SW pumps is not determined to be important, resulting in an extremely low SBO
frequency. Additional factors include injection from firewater and the use of a mobile generator for charging the
batteries,and thus, preventing loss of HPCI and RCIC and closure of SRVs (required for vessel depressurization and

injection from the firewater system).
!

(
i
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

11.2.2.3 ATWS Accident Sequences

. . . . . .. . . ,,

ATWS sequences involve a failure to shutdown the nuclear chain reaction in the reactor by the insertion of control

rods. With failure of the rods to insert, the power level remains much higher than that from decay heat loads. If |
the PCS is lost, then most of the power is dumped into the suppression pool, which then overheats (the power level i

exceeds the capacity of SPC), possibly leading to containment failure. Mitigation of ATWS scenarios involves
injection of boron into the core using the SLC system to shutdown the chain reaction and several operator actions

to control vessel level and pressure. One important ATWS issue is whether depressurization followed by LPI will
be successful or lead to damaging power oscillations.

ATWS sequences are not dominant for this plant class as a whole, but are important for some units. Sequences
involving failure of SLC injection, failure to inhibit ADS, failure to control vessel level and failure to trip the ;

recirculation pumps are generally the most important sequences. Plant characteristics such as the turbine bypass I

capacity are utilized in some IPEs to credit level control during an unisolated ATWS as a means of reaching a stable
operating condition. However, the modeling assumptions made concerning level control and other ATWS-related

operations are variable, indicating a lack of consensus on the ATWS sequence modeling greater than that for other

accidents modeled in the IPEs. Component data differences are not signiGcant in most IPEs, with the notable

exceptions identified in the Susquehanna I&2 IPE, where a lower reactor protection system (RPS) failure probability
is used when evaluating a full ATWS scenario. Human errors during ATWS scenarios are also identified as
impacting the CDF in most of the IPEs with a large variability in assigned probabilities.

Stodeling assumptions, plant characteristics, and operator actions accountfor the variability in the A TH5 CDF
within the BWR 3M group. Examples of each are provided below.

Modeling differences causing variability in ATWS contributions are best illustrated by the consideration ofsequences

involving failure to inject boron into the core. Most of the BWR 3/4 licensees identify sequences involving SLC
failure as dominant contributors to the ATWS CDF, since failure to inject boron is generally assumed to result in

core damage in most of the IPEs. In addition to SLC hardware failures and failure to initiate SLC, the SLC system

being out for test or maintenance, operator failure to restore SLC properly after testing, and failure of a battery
chargerin support of the SLC system are identified as SLC failure modes. Monticello and Fitzpatrick licensees also

take credit for alternative boron injection given SLC failure. Taking credit for this alternate boron injection helps 1

reduce the contribution from SLC failure for both units. Failure to initiate SLC is important for most of the BWR |
3/4 plants. However, the contribution from this human error is variable because of a large variability in the assigned I

probabilities. Three units, Hope Creek and Limerick 1&2, have auto-actuated SLC systems, and thus, have no !

significant contribution from SLC manual actuation errors. )
1

The degree to which RPT affects the ATWS contribution is influenced by both modeling differences and plant
variability. RPT is required to reduce core power from 100% to approximately 40% during an ATWS. Most of the

units in the BWR 3/4 group assume RPT failure will result in core damage since the resulting power is greater than

the turbine bypass capacity and will result in excess heat rejected to the containment resulting in containment failure.

Some of the licensees in the group, such as Cooper, identify failure of RPT as a dominant contributor. The RPT

success criteria (i.e., credit given for the main breaker trips in addition to the field breakers that are signaled to trip
during an ATWS) is an important factor in determining the importan e of this type of ATWS sequence. For.

example, the Cooper submittal does not take credit for the main breaker tripping and assumes that both pumps are

required to trip. Other licensees assume only one pump has to trip and take credit for the main breakers. RPT
failure is not as critical for Vermont Yankee, since it has a 105% turbine bypass capacity that allows for full power
to be transported to the main condenser as long as the MSIVs remain open.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Additional required operator actions during an A(WS are found to be important and include inhibiting ADS from
automatically depressurizing the plant, controlling coolant injection now to reduce core power and prevent power
oscillations, and prevent Gushing injected boron from the core. The probabilities assigned to the failure to perform

these actions are obviously important in determining the impact on the ATWS CDF, as are modeling assumptions.

For example, failure of the operator to inhibit ADS is assumed to result in core damage in severalof the group IPEs

and is an important ATWS contributor in the Cooper IPE since uncontrolled LPCI from the ECCS results in Cushing

injected boron from the core. However, several licensees in this group, including Pilgrim and Brunswick I&2,
assume failure to inhibit ADS will not lead to core damage if the operator control! coolant injection now. Most
licensees model level reduction as a means of reducing core power only in conjunction with operation of SLC.

However, some licensees (e.g., llatch I&2) take credit for level reduction during un-isolated ATWS scenarios by

itself as a means of reaching a stable power condition within the turbine bypass capacity of the unit. Failure to
control increasing the vessel level after SLC successfully injects the required amount of boron into the core is
important in some submittals (e.g., Limerick I&2) since it is assumed to result in Dushing boron from the core.
Boron flushing as a result of failure of SRVs to reciose is also indicated as a failure mode of interest contributing
to the ATWS CDF in the Pilgrim IPE.

Plants with low ATH5 CDFs credit systems or actions not generally included in other JPEs. Fitzpatrick, Quad
Cities 1&2, and Susquehanna I&2 licensees calculate the lowest ATWS frequencies of all the BWR 3/4 plants with

ATWS CDFs less than IE-7/ry. The Fitzpatrick submittal lists the frequency of sequencesinvolving failure of RPT,
failure to inhibit ADS, and failure of the operator to initiate SLC as all less than IE-8/ry. The Fitzpatrick submittal
takes credit for use of RCIC as a means oflevel control following SLC injection. Credit is also taken for alternate

boron injection using the CRD system when SLC fails and the operator controls level at the tor-of-active fuel (TAF).
The Quad Cities l&2 submittal also takes credit for injection from RCIC and also from a separate motor-driven safe

shutdown injection system which reduces the contribution from loss of injection sequences. The dominant ATWS

sequences for Quad Cities l&2 involve failure to initiate SLC but are several orders of magnitude below similar
sequences at other units because of a relatively low human error probability for SLC initiation and to credit given
for level control, by itself, as a means of reducing core power to a safe level. In the Susquehanna l&2 submittal,

the operator is assumed to always initiate SLC when required. In addition, manual rod insertion is credited since
it can be accomplished before containment failure occurs. Another signiGeant factor in the Susquehanna l&2 ATWS

modeling is the partitioning of the ATWS frequency into partial and complete ATWS scenarios. Partial ATWS
scenarios involve failure to insert half the control rods and are less demanding than full ATWS scenarios.

11.2.2.4 Transient Accident Sequences
l
<

This class of accident involves transients with loss of all coolant injection systems only. Transients involving loss ]
of DHR and subsequent loss ofinjection systems are included in the DHR accident class. Loss ofinjection sequences
can involve failure of HPI systems such as feedwater, HPCI, and RCic with either a failure to depressurize the vessel

for subsequent injection with low pressure systems or a successful vessel depressurization, and failure of the low-

pressure systems which include LPCI, low-pressure core spray (LPCS), and condensate.

Overall, transients with loss of injection have the highest CDF contribution of all the accident classes for BWR 3/4s. |

This accident class is dominated by sequences involving failure of all HPI systems and failure to depressurize the J

vessel. Transient initiating events that fail feedwater and support system initiators that can fail feedwater and other

HPI systems are found to be important. A loss of a DC bus initiator is particularly important at some units because
!ofits impact on HPI and ADS valves. The importance ofloss of HPI sequences is impacted by plant characteristics

such as the type of feedwater pumps available (i e., motor- vs steam-driven), the credit given for use of CRD in the ]
enhanced 0ow mode, and the availability of other HPI systems. Modeling assumptions such as not preventing ADS
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auto-actuation or allowing for feedwater recovery can also significantly impact the CDF from this class of accident.

Operator error probabilities for failure to manually depressurize the vessel are widely variable in the submittals and
significantly impact the results. Transient sequences with loss of HPIS and LPIS with successful vessel
depressurization are of lesser importance than transient sequences with loss of only HPI systems since multiple LPI

systems must fail in addition to the high-pressure systems. Support system initiators that fail multiple systems are
identified as important systems to this accident class.

Transients with loss of flPI andfailure to depressurize the vesselfor LP) dominate this accidentgroupfor BilR
JMs. These accidents are dominated by initiators, such as LOSP and MSIV closure that result in the loss of

feedwater. MSiv closure initiators are not as important for units with motor-driven feedwaterpumps (e.g., Pilgrim
and Vermont vankee), since MSIV closure do not fail feedwater. Where the loss of feedwateris the initiating event,

most of the f.censees take credit for restoring feedwater. Where feedwateris not failed by the initiating event, two
licensees identify operator failure to manually control feedwater to prevent high level trip as a dominant contributor.
The Monticello submittal identifies specific feedwater faults as important contributors, such as failure of the
feedwater control panel and common-mode failure of feedwaterinjection check valves which fail feedwater,ilPCI,
RCIC, and maximized CRD flow, all of which inject into the feedwater header.

Given loss of feedwater, other HPI systems such as HPCI, RCIC, or other systems such as CRD must operate to
provide coolant injection. The failure modes of HPCI and RCIC and the credit given for other HPIS influence the

loss of HPI transient CDF contributions in the submittals. The licensees generally agree that early failures of
HPCl/RCIC are dominated by pump failures to start or run, test and maintenance unavailability, or injection valve
hardware faults. Loss of DC buses is also an important contributor for some units since their failure impacts HPCI,

RCIC, and the ability to ADS. The Hatch I&2 submittal identifies a contribution associated with an initiating event
involving a loss of control room cooling that resuits in loss of feedwater and a spurious trip of HPCI. Some
licensees are also significantly impacted by other failure modes of these systems. The Cooper submittal identifies

the failure of two SRVs to reclose as a dominant sequence since RCIC cannot successfully be used for injection
(RCIC cannot make up the loss out the two SRVs) and additional SRVs must be opened to depressurize the vessel
before low-pressure systems can inject into the vessel.

' The availability of alternate llPIS generally reduces the contributionfrom loss of flPI sequences. Three BWR
3/4 licensees (B answick 1&2, Cooper, and Susquehanna l&2) take credit for injection from CRD in the short term.

on the basis of plant specific, thermal-hydraulic calculations. As a result, the Brunswick I&2 and Susquehanna I&2
contributions are small and the Cooper contribution is dominated by SORV sequences for which RCIC and CRD
cannot provide sufficient flow, but depressurization is assumed to be required for LPL Most units indicate CRD can

not provide sufficient flow in the short-term. The Quad Cities 1&2 submittal is unique in that it takes credit for {
injection from a specialmotor-driven safe shutdown injection pump. This system partially accounts for the relatively

]low contribution for those units. '

The availability of motor-driven feedwater pumps also generally reduces the loss of HPI transient contribution.

However, the Pilgrim licensee calculates the highest frequency for this type of sequence, despite having motor-driven
feedwaterpumps. Pilgrim's dominant loss of HPI transient sequencesinvolve initiators that fait feedwater, hardware
failures of HPCI and RCIC, and failure of the operator to depressurize the vessel. Monticello, Fermi, and Vermont

Yankee also have motor driven feedwater pumps and their loss of HPI transient contributions are dominated by
initiators that fail feedwater, but the contribution from these types sequences are an order of magnitude lower than I

Pilgrim. The lower contributions for these units appear to be related to the credit given for feedwater recovery
(Monticello), modeling of early depressurization for injection with condensate and auto-actuation of ADS (Fermi),
and a lower operator error in failing to manually depressurize the vessel (Vermont Yankee-see below).

|
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives |*

Given loss of allllPI, all the licensees generally agree that operatorfailure to depressurl:e the vesselfor LPI is
a dominant contributor to core damagefor these accident types. Most of the submittals, except for Cooper and

1 Fermi, assume that ADS is inhibited following the initiating event; thereby requiring operator intervention to

depressurize via the SRVs if there is loss of IIPl. None of the submittals give credit for alternate means of4

depressurization. As discussed in Chapter 13, the operator error probabilities for failure to depressurize range from'

approximately IE l to IE-4. This variability in the human error probability for failure to depressurize the vessel;

i contributes to the spread in the sequence frequencies. Submittats with low human error probabilities tend to have

low loss ofIIPI sequence frequencies. However, since this is not the only factor influencing the frequency of these;

types of sequences, some plants with low human error probabilities still have significant contributions. The two |

licensees that allow auto actuation of ADS have lower failure to-depressurize probabilities than the licensees where |-

operator action is required to depressurize the vessel.4

.

'

Loss of DCpower is an important contributor at someplants, since itfails llPIS and AUS. The Duane Amold,
Fermi 2, Hatch I&2, and Quad Cities I&2 licensees identify loss of DC power as the dominant transient initiating
event. The Duane Amold licensee assumes that the loss of all DC power leads directly to core damage because there

are no procedures in place to direct the operator on how to respond to this condition. The other licensees identify
the loss of DC power as a dominant transient because this initiator fails feedwater, standby feedwater llPCI, RCIC,
the safe shutdown system at Quad Cities and prevents control of the SRVs from the control room for manual

i depressurization for LPl.
I

Transients with loss of both flPISs and LPISs with the vessel depressurl:ed are smaller contributors than |
'

transients with loss of IIPI andfailure to depressurl:e the vessel. Transients with failure of all coolant injection

]
systems (high- and low-pressure) with the vessel depressurized also contribute to the transient with loss of injection
accident class for the BWR 3/4 plants. However, the contribution from these sequences is generally less than the;

,

transient sequences with loss of only HPI (previously discussed), since more systems must fail. Systems generally
credited in the submittals include those high-pressure systems identified above in the previous discussion and low- j'

pressure systems including condensate, LPCI, LPCS, and SW cross tied to LPCI. The Pilgrim submittal also credits
use of firewater in short term loss of all injection scenarios.

Support system initiating events are importantfor loss of all injection transients since theyfait multiple injections

4
systems. LOSP initiators are important contributors at most of the units since they fail both feedwater and
condensate. For the Browns Ferry submittal, the dominant transient events look almost like SBO scenarios in that

they are dominated by LOSP initiators followed by failure of three of four EDGs. HPCI and RCIC tend to fail late

; because of battery depletion, followed by failure of the lone remaining train of LPI as a result of failure of the pump

to stu, testing and maintenance outages, and failure of the pump discharge check valve to open (all other trains are

lost because of failure of three of four EDGs). Other initiators that fail feedwater (loss of feedwater and MSIVi

closure)are also important. Support system initiators, such as loss of instrument air and loss of a division AC bus
that can fait multiple injection systems, are also important contributors to this class of accident in the Cooper
submittal. Loss of DC buses initiators are important at several units including Hatch I&2 where the loss of DC bus

A causes a loss of the main condenser, prevents transferring AC power from the main generator to off site power,

; and fails RCIC and one-half of the low vessel pressure permissive logic required to open the LPCl/LPCS injection

valves. The Browns Ferry submittal also identifies the loss of DC power to two battery boards as leading to core*

damage because the loss fails HPCl/RCIC, and also fails LPI(LPCI and CS) because the loss of DC power fails the

low-pressure permissives for the injection valves. Power to the battery boards is lost because of random maintenance
on the batteries or chargers and/or as a result of battery charger demand faults.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Most of the important transients with loss of all injection sequences are short-tenn sequences where all coolant 1

|
injection fails immediately because of a combination of the initiating event and hardware failures. However, a few I

of the important sequences involve long-term failure of some coolant injection systems. For example, the Fitzpatrick
submittal identifies a late core damage scenario as being a dominant (although a small contributor to the overall

! CDF) transient event. For this sequence, HPCI initially operates providing reactor water makeup, but it fails late
because of one SRV being stuck open, thereby depressurizing the vecsel(HPCI turbine motive force is lost as a result

of vessel depressurization). In addition to loss of HPCI, LPISs fail to provide makeup. Dominant failures of the

LPISs identified by the Fitzpatrick submittal include miscalibration of reactor pressure transmitters failing LPI
permissives, hardware failure of reactor pressure transmitters and/or control circuits for low-pressure permissives,
and operator failure to locally open (at the valve) the LPI valves.

The Susquehanna 1&2 submittal does not consider common mode failure of the LPI system (LPCI, LPCS, and RHR

SW cross-tied to LPCI) pumps or valves, and thus, predicts an extremely low loss ofinjection sequcnce contributions
from these types of failures. The only common mode failure modeled in the Susquehanna submittal that influence

I

foss of injection sequences is the low-pressure vessel permissives required to open the LPCI and LPCS injection

valves. However, credit is given in the IPE for bypassing these permissive signals. 't hese permissive signals are
modeled in other IPEs but generally no credit is given for bypassing them to open the LPCI and LPCS valves.

11.2.2.5 DHR Accident Sequences

Transients with loss of DH R sequences are defined differently among the submittals; however, they generally involve
a transient with a successful reactor trip, that fails to remove heat by venting or various means to the ultimate heat

sink. RHR failures in various modes, such as SPC, are important contributors to these sequences. The DHR
sequences result in adverse conditions inside the containment and in the reactor building following a containment
failure that impacts continued operation of coolant injection systems.

Loss of DHR sequences are important in BWR 3/4s, because of the susceptibility of coolant injection systems to
adverse containment conditions and harsh environments following containment failure. Variability in the importance t

of theses sequences for each unit is dependent on the assumed ability of ECCS pumps to continue operating under
harsh containment conditions and the availability of alternate injection sources that supply water from sources outside

the containment and their survivability following containment failure. Loss of cooling water system initiators can

be important contributors to this accident class, since they impact both the DHR function and also cooling required
by coolant injection systems.

Operator errors and cooling water systemfailures are found important in many DHR sequences. Dominant
failures consistently found in DHR sequences include operator failure to restore the condenseras a heat sink and vent

the containment (venting was not modeled in all submittals). Six of the BWR 3/4 licensees find loss of the ultimate
7

heat sink (e.g., standby SW, river water, etc.) as an initiating event to be a dominant contributor to core damage for
'

this accident category. Loss of the ultimate heat sink prevents the removal of heat from the containment and the

core and also impacts continued operation of coolant injection systems.

Containmentfailure impacts on coolant injection systems are variable in the IPEs. Most of the licensees assume

loss of coolant injection from systems taking suction from the suppression pool following containment failure because

of a loss of NPSH, injection piping rupture, or harsh environments in the surrounding areas. However, there is some,

j variability in these assumptions, and possibly in the pump design. For example, Pilgrim assumes loss of LPCI and

{ CS pump NPSH as a result of high suppression pool temperatures. However, the Duane Arnold submittal assumes
j the pumps could pump saturated water. Loss of NPSH for pumps pulling suction off the suppression pool is also
!

I
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

assumed to occur following venting in some of the submittals. HPCI and RCIC are also failed in most submittals

as a result of high suppression pool temperature impacts on NPSH or pump seals. However, some licensees model

switchover of the llPCI and RCIC pump suction to the CST which prevents these failure modes. RCIC failure will
also occur because of a high turbine exhaust backpressure trip during a DHR scenario or following vessel

depressurization to maintain containment heat-capacity temperature limits. Various probabilities are assigned to the

availability of systems providing coolant injection from outside sources following containment failure. Harsh
environment and piping failure probabilities for these systems following containment failure range from 0 to 1.0.
In addition, the alternate injection systems credited in the submittals are also variable and include systems such as ,

condensate, residual heat removal service water (RHRSW), CRD, and firewater.

The submittals with the highest DHR contribution are Brunswick 1&2 and Cooper. In the Brunswick submittal,
containment failure is assumed to result in loss of ECCS and condensate through the flashing of the suppression pool

|

|
and/or failure ofinjection system piping. No credit is given for firewaterinjection,the CRD system, and SW cross-

j- tie in the Brunswick submittal. In the Cooper submittal, venting is only credited for the dominant DHR sequence

involving a loss of SW. In this sequence, coolant injection is provided by low-pressure ECCS taking suction from
the CST after venting is successful in maintaining the containment pressure below the SRV closure pressure. Coolant

injection is stopped at 72 hours to prevent containment failure as a result of the high water level. For othert

! sequences, venting is not credited and containment failure is assumed to result in failure of injection systems
(including ECCS, CRD, condensate, and SW cross-tie).,

|

|
Only four of the BWR 3/4 licensees (Monticello, Fitzpatrick, and Susquehanna l&2) in this group calculate DHR'

| accident contributions of IE-7/ry or less. In the Monticello submittal, the success of venting is assumed to have no

i negative impact upon the NPSH for injection pumps taking suction from the suppression pool, in addition, continued

|
operation of coolant injection systems following containment failure is assumed on the basis of the size and location

of the expected failure. These two factors, plus the length of time available to recover DilR (two days before'

containment failure occurs at 103 psig) result in a small contribution from loss of DHR sequencesin the Monticello

f
submittal. Similarly, the Fitzpatrick licensee assumes that some coolant injection systems, including CRD, j

condensate,and HPCI (if suction is switched from the suppression pool to the CST), will survive containment failure

with some probability that is dependent upon the containment failure mode, in the Susquehanna 1&2 submittal,

credit is given for use of the RWCU as a DHR system. The RWCU has limited heat removal capability but
eventually will be able to remove decay heat. No other licensee credits use of this system. Containment failure is
assumed to result in failure of all systems inside the containment and in the reactor building. However, credit is

given for firewater injection since this system is not in the reactor building. Use of firewater requires connecting
a small portable generator to charge the DC batteries to maintain the SRVs open since AC power is located in the
reactor building and is assumed lost upon containment failure. Finally, common cause failure of RHR components

! is not modeled resulting in a relatively low RHR failure probability.

11.2.2.6 LOCA Accident Sequences

LOCAs involve primary coolant system pipe breaks of various sizes that require emergency coolant injection with

systems such as HPCI, RCIC, LPCI, LPCS, and other alternate injection systems that are plant-specific. Included

|
in the LOCA accident class, where their contribution can be separated from other transients, are inadvertent open

I relief valves since the response of the plant is similar to a small LOCA initiator. Excluded from the LOCA accident

class are ISLOCAs, vessel ruptures, and transients with subsequent SORVs (included in the transients with loss of

injection and loss of DHR accident classes).
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Generally most of the BWR 3/4 licensees 6nd all sizes of LOCAs to be important contributors to the ' '' CDF.
However, the LOCA CDFs at several units are dominated by medium LOCA. For example, the Hatch, nw e Creek,

| Quad Cities, and Pilgrim LOCA contributions are dominated by medium LOCAs primarily because of the low
! contribution from the other LOCA sizes. However, the dominance of the medium LOCA contribution in the
!

Hatch I&2 IPE is attributable to the assumption that failure of a suf6cient number of SRVs to open during an MSIV
closure transient results in a medium LOCA. No other licensee makes this assumption. Imponant medium LOCA

sequences in all of the submittals include sequences where either HPCI is operating until vessel depressurization
results in loss of steam flow or the HPCI pump fails combined with loss of LPI or failure to depressurize the vessel.

Variability in these medium LOCA frequencies, and in fact, for all LOCA sequences is mostly a result of the
availability or credit given for the alternate injection systems such as motor-driven feedwater(only available at six
BWR 3/4 plants), condensate, and SW cross-tie.

!

None of the licensee LOCA CDFs are dominated by large- or small-break LOCAs. However, many report large
LOCA sequences involving failure of LPCI and LPCS or stuck-open wetwell/drywell vacuum breakers as being

| important contributors to this accident class. Some small LOCA sequences involving failure of HPlSs and failure

to depressurize the vessel for LPI are important in the Monticello and Pilgrim submittals. These sequences appear
to be important since RCIC is not credited in the Monticello submittal and feedwater(motor driven)is not credited
in the Pilgrim submittal. RCIC is credited in all other BWR 3/4 submittals for mitigating a small LOCA. Steam-
doven feedwateris also credited for mitigating a small LOCA in all the other submittals except for Brunswick l&2.

The highest LOCA contribution occurs in the Cooper submittal and is associated with inadvenent open relieve valve

events. The dominant scenario involves a second SORV with subsequent failure of HPCI (RCIC cannot mitigate

| this accident) and failure to depressurize the vessel in time for LPI (two SRVs are not sufficient for vessel
| depressurization). The lowest LOCA CDF contributions for the BWR 3/4 plant group are calculated in the Fermi 2,

Fitzpatrick, and Susquehanna l&2 submittals. The Fermi 2 submittal only models small and large LOCAs, thus,

precluding the dominant medium LOCA scenarios calculatedin the other submittals. Small LOCAs are not important

at Fermi since HPCI, RCIC, feedwater, condensate, LPCI, CS, and RHRSW are all credited as injection systems.
!

The large LOCA contribution at Fermi 2 from loss ofinjection scenarios is similar to that at other units and is the
; dominant LOCA initiator. The Fitzpatrick licensee takes credit for use of enhanced CRD flow during medium LOCA
i sequences involving loss of HPCI after the vessel depressurizes, thus, reducing the importance of a generally'

dominant BWR 3/4 LOCA accident sequence. The use of condensate for a short period of time and standby service
| water (SSW) cross-tie is also credited for mitigating large break LOCAs and serves to reduce the importance of the

dominant BWR 3/4 large break LOCA sequence for Fitzpatrick. The Susquehanna submittal does not model common

cause failures in the LPCI, LPCS, and RHRSW systems. In addition, credit is given for bypassing the low vessel
pressure permissive required to open the LPCI and LPCS injection valves (the dominant failure mode for these three

systems combined in many submittals). Thus, the probability of failure of the LPCI systems is very low, resulting
in small LOCA contributions. Small break LOCAs and inadvenent open relief valve contributions are further >

reduced because of the credit given for enhanced CRD Gow.

LOCAs are not dominant contributors for this plant class. Most BWR 3/4s licensees Gnd all LOCAs to be generally
of equal importance, but some have total CDFs dominated by medium LOCA sequences involving HPCI failure and

failure to depressurize the vessel for coolant injection from low-pressure systems. Differences in the credit given
for alternate injection systems is the major parameter accounting for the variability in the LOCA results.

,

I

i
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:
;

11.2.2.7 Internal Flood Accident Sequences

i Internal Gooding events involve rupture of coolant injection lines that directly result in failure of required mitigating

| systems and/or fail other mitigating systems because of the submergence or spraying of reciuired components with

water.

7

Internal Gooding is not important for most of the units in this class. The contributing sequences generally involvea

SW: system breaks since they impact equipment through both loss of cooling and through Good impacts. No internal

; Good initiator is identined that will completely fail all systems required to mitigate a Good-induced transient without

additional independent failures.

SW breaks in the reactor or turbine building are commonflood events reported in the BWR 3H submittals. The

majonty of the identined Good scenarios involve either a SW line break in the reactor building or a flood in the
turbine building. SW or other cooling water system-related Goods are particularly important since they can directly

impact mitigating systems through loss of required cooling to the components and by submergence or spraying of
' other components. The resulting scenarios vary in the mitigating systems impacted and result in either loss of

injection or loss of DHR sequences. The most important factor in determining'he importance of Gooding is the
plant layout. Separation and compartmentalization reduce the impact of Dood initiators. Additional factors'

innuencing the results are the frequency assigned to the initiators and whether or not spray effects were modeled.q

The largest flood impact is for the Monticello plant, where SW or feedwater pipe breaks fail all HPl. Core damage
occurs with failure to depressurize for low vessel injection. The Browns Ferry flooding contribution is also4

substantial and involves turbine building Gooding that directly impacts cooling water systems, ' instrument air,

condensate, and 250V DC power. These failures result in loss of the PCS, loss of HPCI and RCIC, and failure of
'

initiation and permissive signals for CS and LPCI.

i1.2.2.8 ISLOCA Accident Sequences

An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the reactor coolant system from low-pressure systems (e.g.,
.

CS) fail, resulting in backnow from the reactor coolant system through the low-pressure piping. If the low-pressure

piping or other components (e.g., seals, relief valves, or Ganges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization, then
a LOCA results. If the breach occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment, then a LOCA that

i bypasses contair. ment results, with ef0uent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor or auxiliary building.
The adverse environments created in these buildings can fait required mitigating systems. Furthermore, the loss of

coolant from the containment can require coolant injection from external sources.'

None of the BWRs in this BWR 3/4 group report a significant contribution from ISLOCAs. These scenarios are

typically low frequency events, because they involve multiple valve failures (e.g., check valves and motor operated*

valves in series) followed by piping or other component failures as a result of overpressurization and subsequent

failure of available mitigating systems. However, ISLOCAs can be important to risk because the containment bypass

leads to larger Gssion product releases.

1

Variation in the ISLOCA contributbc :ppear to be attributable to a combination of plant design and modeling

assumptions. SpeciGcally, the impact of harsh environments in the reactor building created by the ISLOCA that;

1 induce failure of mitigating systems appears to be important. Modeling of this impact is somewhat variable and is

affected by the separation of systems and the degree of compartmentalization in the plant. The highest reported

CDFs generally occur for licensees which explicitly stated they modeled harsh environment impacts.
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Several additional modeling variations in the treatment of ISLOC As were noted which likely impact the results. The

locations considered for ISLOCAs generally include RHR and CS lines. However, ISLOCAs at other locations (e.g.,

in RCIC or HPCI systems) vary because of the design pressure of the system piping. In addition, the potential for

overpressurizing piping is reduced or eliminated at some plants by preventing interfacing valve stroking during power I;

l operation. At Limerick., the licensee screened out ISLOCAs on the basis of a high/ low-pressure interface valve study I

that looked for single valves, that if opened by a spurious fault, would let high-pressure water into a low-pressure

pipe. Questionable valves were identified and provided with administrative controls to prevent them from spuriously
opening. Additionally, online testing of interfacing valves is performed during shutdown.

Modeling of ISLOCA mitigation also varies. On the one hand, the licensee for Fermi 2 assumes that any ISLOCA
results in core damage while on the other hand, the licensee for Brunswick stopped at pipe failure arguing that
mitigation of the resulting lSLOCA results in a negligible CDF. However,most licensees model lSLOCA mitigation
to some degree. Two key actions that are treated variably in the IPEs is the isolation of the ISLOCA (either early
or late) and depressurization of the vessel to reduce the resulting loss of coolant outside the containment.

j 11.2.3 CDF Perspectives for BWR 5/6 Reactors

As indicated in Table 11.10, there are eight plants in the BWR 5/6 group. This group is different from the BWR 3/4

group primarily by the replacement of the HPCI system with a single-train HPCS system. Four of the plants
(LaSalle Units 1&2, Nine Mile Point 2, and Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2) are BWR 5 Mark 11 designs and
the other four (Clinton, Grand Gulf Unit 1, Perry 1, and River Bend) are BWR 6 Mark 111 designs.

|

Table 11.10 Plants in the BWR 5/6 group.

| Clinton Grand Gulf I
'

LaSalle I&2 Nine Mile Point 2
Perry 1 River Bend
Washington Nuclear Power 2 '

r

j 11.2.3.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for BWR .5/6 Reactors

I
! The total CDFs for the plants in the BWR 5/6 group are shown in Figure 11.2. As indicated in the figure, there are

| no outliers in the group with the CDFs all within a factor of three of each other. Tha averace CDF for the group

| is 2E-5/ry, with the reported CDFs ranging from lE-5/ry to 4E-5/ry. Fig.e 11.5 shows the CDFs for each of the
! accident classes considered in this study as calculated in the BWR 5/6 group licensee submittals. As indicated in

the figure, the CDFs for each accident class varies substantially more than the total CDF. The variability in the
accident class CDFs is primarily a result of a combination of plant design differences and modeling assumptions.
A review of the accident class contributions indicates that multiple licensees in this group identify SBO, transients
with loss of injection, and transients with loss of DHR as important contributors to core damage. These accident
classes are also the dominant contributors to the group as a whole. For one licensee, Perry, ATWS is the dominant

accident class. In addition, severallicensees calculated significant contributions from LOCAs and internal flooding,

i
events. None of the licenseesreport significant contributions from ISLOCA. The important design features, operator

j actions, and modeling assumptions impacting the IPE results are summarized in Table 11.11.

|
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Figure i1.5 BWR 5/6 accident class CDFs.

Table 11,11 Summary of BWR S/6 plant group CDF perspectives.

Accident important design features, operator Summary of results
importance actions, and model assumptions '

SBO accidents

important for all Availability of AC-independent systems (e g., SBO CDFs range from 2E 6/ry to 2E-5/ry.

BWR 5/6 plants diesel-driven firewater system, RCIC failure Average CDF is IE-5/ry.

modes) ;
Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from

Battery life 15% to 90% j

SW system design and ilVAC dependency
I
|

AC power reliability (number of diesel j
generators, cross-tie capability between buses,

diverse AC power sources)

NUREG 1560, Draft 1138
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

lTable 11.11 Summary of BWR 5/6 plant group CDF perspectives. '

Accident important design features, operator
importance actions, and model assumptions S,ummary of results.

Transients with loss of injection accidents

important for most injection systems dependencies on support Transient CDFs range from SE 7/ry to IE 5/ry.
BWR 5/6 plants systems, defeating redundancy Average CDF is SE-6/ry.

Availability of alternate injection systems Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from less
(e.g., CRD, motor-driven feedwater pumps, than 5% to 50%

| service cross-tic to RHR, fire water system)
.

Failure to depressurize influenced by operator
direction to inhibit the ADS

Transients with loss of DilR accidents

| Important for many Availability of injection system located DilR CDFs range from negligible to 9E-6/ry.
i BWR 5/6 plants outside containment and reactor building and Average CDF is 3E-6/ry.
I

ability to operate following containment
failure Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from

|
negligible in 30%

Capability of ECCS to pump saturated water

Dependency of DHR systems on support I

systems |
|

ATWS accidents I

| |
Relatively Operator failure to initiate SLC in timely ATWS CDFs range from negligible to SE-6/ry,
unimportant for manner, maintain MSIVs open, control vessel Average CDF is 9E-7/ry.
most BWR 5/6 level, and/or maintain pressure control
plants Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from

Use of IIPCS for coolant injection negligible to 35%

LOCAs

Not important for High redundancy and diversity in coolant LOCA CDFs range from negligible to IE-6/ry,
all BWR 5/6 plants injection systems Average CDF is 4E-7/ry.

Inclusion / exclusion of 10RV in LOCA Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from
category negligible to less than 5%

ISLOCAs

Not important for Compartmentalization and separation of ISLOCA CDFs range from negligible to
BWR 5/6 plants equipment 3E-8/ry. Average CDF is 3E-8/ry.

,

Harsh environments induced by ISLOCA Contribution to total plant CDF is negligible for
} all plants.

f
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.11 Summary of BWR 5/6 plant group CDF perspectives.

Accident important design features, operator
importance actions, and model assumptions

Internal flood accidents

Significant for a Plant layout; separation of mitigating system Internal flood CDFs range from 2E-8/ry to

few BWR 5/6 components and compartmentalization 3E-6/ry. Average CDF is 2E-6/ry,

plants
Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from '

negligible to 15%.

11.2.3.2 SHO Accident Sequences

An SBO is defined by all licensees in this group as an LOSP coupled with a loss of both Divisions I and 2 of
emergency on-site power. The failure of these AC power sources results in loss of multiple mitigating systems,
leaving only the HPCS system and AC independent systems such as the steam driven RCIC and diesel-driven
firewatersystems available for coolant injection. The HPCS system is powered by its own AC division of emergency

power complete with a separate diesel generator. Failure of the HPCS-related division of on-site power is not
included in the definition of an SBO. Note that two licensees, Grand Gulf and Perry, model cross-tieing the HPCS

diesel generator to either the Division i or 2 emergency buses. This cross-ticing arrangement allows for powering
an RilR train to provide both coolant injection and DHR and help:, reduce the SBO contributions for Grand Gulf

|and Perry.

SBO is an important accident class for all the plants in the group and is the dominant accident class for the group
as a whole. Most of the licensees identify both short-term sequences (defined as sequences resulting in core damage

within I to 2 hours of the initiating event) and long-term sequences (core damage occurs after 2 hours) as
contributors to core damage. Some variability in the contributions from both types of sequences is present. This

variability is primarily because of plant design differences and modeling assumptions related to the SW system that
cool the diesel generatots, the RCIC system failure modes, and the use of firewater for injection. Differences in the

data used to quantify the models also contribute to the variability to some extent.
m

SWsystemfailures are a major contributor tofailure of the dieselgenerators. Several of the licensees in the ;

BWR 5/6 group identify in their submittals SW system failures that result in failure of all three EDGs. Some plants,
such as Clinton and Grand Gulf, have separate SSW systems that serve only emergency loads. Other plants have

SSN systems that share piping with the normal service water (NSW) system, require that nonsafety loads be isolated

during accidents, or do not have a separate division dedicated to the HPCS system and its diesel generator. Some

impacts from the failure of these SW systems that are identified in several of the submittals as being major
contributors to SBO are discussed below.

The River Bend licensee reports a significant contribution to failure of all three electrical division diesel generators

from SSW failures. The SSW system at River Bend shares piping with the NSW system, requires isolation of non-

safety related loads, and does not have a separate division dedicated to the HPCS system and its diesel generator,

important SSW failures include locking the pumps out during a periodic NSW test or during transfer from one
operating NSW pump to a standby pump and failure to restore a manual SSW valve after test or maintenance of the
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II, Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
1

system. These additional SSW failures result in a higher short term SBO contribution for River Bend. The NSW

system at River Bend has since been modined such that the SSW pump lockout is no longer required. t C '

Nine Mile Point 2 does not have a separate SSW train for HPCS and its diesel generator. Cooling for the HPCS

| diesel generatoris provided by either the Division i or 2 SSW train. Thus, failure of both Division I and 2 diesel
! generators results in failure of the HPCS dieselgenerator. However, despite this HPCS dependency upon Division I

and 2 power, the dominant SBO sequence at Nine Mile Point 2 has a frequency that is below that of an identical

sequence for Clinton, which has a totally independent SSW train serving the HPCS system. Most of this discrepancy
appears to be attributable to the higher initiating event frequency and LOSP non-recovery probabilities used in the,

| Clinton submittal.

SSW pump room ventilation system failures are important contributors to SBO in the Grand Gulf submittal. Grand

Gulf has a SSW system consisting of three separate trains each supplying cooling to one of the three EDGs.
However, the divisional separation of the SSW system is defeated in certain circumstances by the fact that the HPCS-

related SSW pump is located in the same room as the SSW pump serving Division I loads. The ventilation system
for this SSW pump room contains two redundant trains with power provided by Division 1 and 2 buses. Failure of

the ventilation fans and dampers in this room is identined in the submittal as failing both SSW pumps, but only if
the Division i SSW pump is operating. HVAC operation is only required if the larger Division 1 SSW pump is
operating and is not required if only the smaller HPCS pump is operating. Thus, failure of the Division 1 SSW

pump room ventilation can result in failure of both the Division I and the HPCS EDGs within approximately 2.5
hours.

Different RCICfailure modes are identified as being important in the submittals. Variation in the failure modes

for the RCIC system, the timing of these failure rates, and the potential recovery of some trip signals modeled in
the submittals account for some differences in the reported SBO CDFs for the BWR 5/6 plants. How much of this
variation is the result of plant design or operational differences versus modeling assumptions is not clear. Some of

the RCIC failure modes modeled in the submittals include failure caused by a high suppression pool temperature,
high turbine exhaust backpressure, steam tunnel temperature trips, loss of pump room cooling, and battery depletion

which varied from I to 8 hours. Some of the contributions of these failure modes on SBO identined in the
submittals are highlighted below.

Early RCIC failures cited in the submittals generally involve hardware failures or maintenance unavailabilities.
However, both River Bend and Perry also have a signi6 cant early RClC failure contribution from failure to override

a steam-tunnel temperature trip signal The reason this failure mode is not identined in the other submittels is
unknown, However, there is some variation in the setpoints for such trips which will result in differencesin the time

available to bypass such a trip if proceduralized(whether all of the licensees have procedures to perform such a
bypass can not be ascertained from all of the submittals). Some of the licensees, including Perry, model bypassing
the steam tunnel temperature and other expected RCIC trips in their SBO evaluations. The early occurrence of a
steam tunnel temperature trip signal in the River Bend and Perry submittals apparently does not allow for much, if

any, recovery. A similar early failure mode of RCIC involving the loss of RCIC pump room cooling is identined
in the Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2 submittal. Generally, loss of pump room cooling is treated as a longer term

| failure mode in the other submittals (occurring at variable times) which can be prevented by opening doors. The
i early occurrence of a trip signal from loss of RCIC pump room cooling in the Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2
'

limits the ability to provide such alternate room cooling. It should also be noted that the presence of a high-steam
tunnel or pump room temperature trip signal during an SBO has no impact on the system operation if the isolation (
valve or logic is AC powered as it is at Grand Gulf and LaSalle. |

|
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; 11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

| The other modeling assumption that impacted the Perry ATWS CDF is the fact that the licensee did not credit the
use of HPCS for coolant injection. The Perry ATWS model is based upon Revision 4~of the BWR Owners Group

| Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) which does not direct the operation of coolant injection systems that inject
inside the shroud until all other injection sources have failed. The use of HPCS during an ATWS is a concem since

spraying cold water into the core will introduce positive reactivity leading to a power increase. Most licensees credit

| the use of HPCS during an ATWS. Those licensees that credit HPCS have a significantly lower ATWS-related CDF

than those plants that do not (includes Perry). Note that injection of cold LPCI water inside the shroud is also a'

concem for this group of plants. Grand Gulf addresses this issue in their procedures by requiring that LPCI be
injected through the shutdown cooling valves into the recirculation line during an ATWS. However, the licensee
credits injection through this LPCI path as well as the normal injection path which the other licensees credit. Most
of the licensees also credit use of LPCS during an ATWS.

11.2.3.4 Transient Accident Sequences

This class of accidents involves transients with loss of all coolant injection systems only. Transients involving loss

of DHR and subsequent loss ofinjection systems are included in the DHR accident class. Loss ofinjection sequences
involve failure of the PCS, HPISs such as feedwater, HPCS, and RCIC, and either a failure to depressurize the vessel

for subsequent injection with low-pressure systems or successful vessel depressurization and failure of the low.

pressure systems which include LPCI, LPCS, and condensate.

Transient sequences with loss of injection are important contributors to the CDF for several plants and to the plant

group as a whole. No single factor can be identified that accounts for the variability in the CDFs calculated for this
accident class. However, the dominant accident sequences include a substantial contribution from loss of support

systems which fail many coolant injection systems incitding attemate systems that are credited in some of the IPEs.

The impact of particular support systems failures is dependent on the plant design and to some extent modeling

assumptions concerning the need for some support systems for coolant injection system operation.
|

Translents with loss of flPI andfailure to depressurl:e the vesselfor LPI are important contributors to Inis
accident group for BWR 5/65. Because of the availability of a motor-driven pump for HPl at many of the plants,
initiating events that fail feedwaterand other mitigating systems (especiallyloss of support system initiating events)

are important contributors to the transient accident class. The impact of these initiating events on mitigating systems
can be either direct or through other support systems. For example,Nine Mile Point 2 has one of the highest loss-of.

injection CDFs because of a loss of the Division i emergency AC power initiator, which results in isolation of the
reactor and turbine building cooling water systems. The subsequent loss of cooling to the condenser, feedwater,and

turbine generator equipment requires an immediate shutdown by the operators. HPCS and RCIC fail immediately,

j resulting in a loss of HPI followed by operator failure to depressurize the plant. A similar impact and contribution

occurs from an LOSP initiator.

The Clinton submittal also reports one of the highest transient with loss of injection accident class CDFs for the

BWR 5/6 group. Transient sequences with loss of HPI sequences are the most important sequences within this
accident class for Clinton. Although Clinton has both steam-driven and motor-driven feedwater pumps, no credit

is given for the continued operation of the normally operating steam-driven pumps and little credit is given for
properly oligning the motor-driven pump for injection. Thus, the dominant less of HPI sequences with failure to
depressurize the vessel involves general PCS transients since such transients have relatively high frequencies.
Additional contributions from LOSP and loss of normal feedwaterinitiating events also occur at Clinton since both

affect the availability of feedwater. An LOSP initiating event is also the dominant initiating event contributing to,

f loss of HPI accidents at Perry.

|

,
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. Grand Gulf and River Bend are the only licensees in the BWR $/6 plant group that credit the use of CRD as a HPI

source in the short term (i.e., immediately after feedwater, HPCI, and RCIC fail). The use of CRD in the shon term
.

is successful only if vessel depressurization does not occur since depressurization is assumed to result in CRD pump
runout and subsequent failure. LOSP is the most important initiating event leading to a loss of HPI at Grand Gulf
since it fails the PCS and impacts the availability of AC power to HPCS and CRD (Grand Gulf does not have motor-
driven feedwater pumps). Other initiating event contributors to this accident class at Grand Gulfinclude a loss of

PCS, loss of either Division I or 2 AC power, SW, either Division I or 2 DC power, and feedwater. Most of these

initiating events result in failure of the PCS and/or some HPCI systems. The dominant accident sequence of this
type at River Bend occurs as a result of the unique NSW/SSW arrangement present at the plant. The dominant

sequence involves a loss of an NSW initiator that fails feedwater followed by failure of HVAC for the standby
switchgear room, either directly or because of failure of SSW cooling to the chillers (common cause SSW valve

failures are important). The failure of the standby switchgear room cooling and subsequent failure of the switchgear

result in loss of HPCS, RCIC (through room cooling), and ADS. Credit is given for providing alternate switchgear
cooling by opening room doors.

Afodeling of ADSinhibit during transient events impacts the importance ofloss of HP1 sequences. Most of the
licensees in the BWR 5/6 group assume that the operator will inhibit ADS during normal transients and therefore,

must manually depressurize the vessel for LPCI. In fact, an operator error to depressurize the vessel is the dominant

failure mode of the ADS for these plants. The operator error probabilities for failure to depressurize the vessel range
from 3E-4 to 2E-3 and contribute to the variability in the CDFs for this accident class. However, two of the
licensees (LaSalle and Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2) in this plant group do nnt model ADS inhibit for these

types of accidents. ADS is allowed to occur on a low vessel level signal. Since the failure probability for the
automatic signal is significantly less than the human error rates used by the other licensees, the contribution from

loss of HPI sequences is significantly less for LaSalle and Washington Nuclear Power Unit 2.

Transients with loss of both flPI and LPI with the vesseldepressurl:ed are also importantfor the B HR S/6 plant
group. However, the contribution from these sequences is generally less than the transient sequences with loss of

only HP! (discussed previously) since LPCI systems must also fail. The low-pressure systems credited by all the
licensees include LPCI, LPCS, and condensate. Most of the licensees, with the exceptions being Clinton and Perry,
also credit SSW cross-tied to inject through the RHR system. However, Perry credits the use of firewater,
condensate transfer, and suppression pool cleanup systems for coolant injection. As is the case with loss of HPI

sequences, support system initiating events are important for loss-of-all injection transients since they can fail
multiple injection systems.

As mentioned previously, Nine Mile Point 2 has one of the highest loss of injection CDFs for this plant group. As
with the loss of HPI sequences discussed above, the dominant loss of HPCI and LPCI sequences for this plant
invoives a loss of the Division 1 (or 2) AC bus initiator, which disables all safety systems dependent on Division
I (2) AC power, and also fails condensate and feedwater Following the loss of Division I (2) AC power, Division
2 (1) SW pump breakers open, which causes isolation of the reactor building and turbine building cooling water
systems. Loss of the reactor building and turbine building cooling water systems is assumed by the licensee to result

in a low flow trip of the lone remaining division of SW; therefore, requiring restart. Failure of the remaining
division of SW to restart leads to loss of all injection and core damage. The dominant failure preventing the restart
of the remaining division of SW is failure of DC power as a result of battery failure on demand. Failure of the
battery also fails RCIC and prevents the start of the available low-pressure ECCS. If the tripped division of SW fails
to restart because of pump hardware faults, then RCIC, LPCI, ani LPCS are all assumed unavailable as a result of

the loss of room cooling (assuming the operator fails to open pump room doors in a timely manner). Note that for
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

A summary of the importance of the various accident classes to the PWR CDFs and the factors driving variability
in the results is provided in Table ll.13i Considerable variability exists for each PWR group in the contributions
of the different accident classes to the total plant CDF. Ilowever, licensees in all five PWR groups generally find
that three types of accidents are the major contributors to the total plant CDF: (1) transients,(2) LOCAs, and (3)
SBO. These three accident classes involve accident initiators and/or subsequent system failures that defeat the
redundancy in systems available to mitigate potential accidents. Lesser contributions are generally reported for
ATWS, steam generator tube ruptures (SGTR), ISLOCAs, and internal fiooding. However, a few PWRs do report
significant contributions from these accident classes, and SGTR are found to be significant contributors for the
Westinghouse 2-loop plants.

! Table 11,13 Summary of CDF perspectives For PWRs.
I

important
Accident important design features, operator

actions, and model assumptions plant improvements
importance

SDO accidents

Addition of air-cooled dicsci
,

important for most Susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs
generators

! PWRs, regardless of
Redundancy in emergency AC power sources (e.g.,

| plant group
number of diesel generators) Increased battery capacity

'

increased DC load shedding
Battery life

Use of plant operating data indicating low
Procedural changes to add

frequencies for LOSP and high reliability of EDGs redundancy to power supplies

Implementation of Westinghouse seal LOCA model
Reduced susceptibility to RCP seal

LOCAs

I Backup cooling for RCP seals

LOCAs

important for most Manual action required to switchover to recirculation Revised training for feed-and-bleed

PWRs, regardless of
failures of LPI system from common cause failure of Ilardware enhancements, procedural

| plaat group
pumps to start, common cause failure of valves, and

changes and training enhancements to
i

|
LPI pump cooling failures improve reliability of switchover

from injection to recirculation

Alternate actions to mitigate LOCA (e.g.,
depressurizing the RCS using the steam generatori

| atmospheric dump valves (ADVs) when HPl fails
i

I
during LOCA)

Size of RWST

ATWS accidents

Ability to mitigate by pressure control, boration, and
Installation of diverse scram systems

Relatively to comply with ATWS rule
unimportant for most heat removal

PWRs. regardless of Install ATWS mitigating system
plant group actuation circuitry (AMSAC)

|
!

i Add alternate scram button
,

s

!
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Table 11.13 Summary of CDF perspectives For PWRs.
|

I
Accident Important design features, operator important

importance actions, and model assumptions plant improvements

Transient accidents

important for most Susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs improved operator training and
PWRs, regardless of procedural modifications to reduce
plant group Capability for feed and bleed cooling frequency of RCP seal LOCA

i

Ability to cross-tie between systems / units Replacing manual crossover valves
with motor operated valves

Dependency of other plant systems on component
cooling water (CCW) and/or SW systems Staggering IIPI pump use during loss

Dependency on llVAC and Instrument Air

Providing alternate ventilation and
Ability to depressurize the steam generators and use improved procedures and training to

l
condensate for heat removal cope with loss of ventilation to areas 1

Use of Westinghouse seal LOCA model such as switchgear rooms
increased reliability of AC power

Ability to supply long-term water to the suction for (e g., additional dicsci generators,
auxiliary feedwater/ emergency feedwater enhanced procedures for cross-ticing
(AFW/EFW) buses)

|
|
|

Improved availability of long term '

heat removal (e g., use of firewater
for steam generator cooling)

ISLOCAs

Relatively Low frequency of rupture Leak testing for isolation valves
unimportant for
PWRs, regardless of Compartmentalization and separation of equipment Procedure modifications for
plant group identifying and mitigating ISLOCA

SGTR accidents

Relatively Low frequency of rupture Procedure modifications for isolating
unimportant to CDF steam generator with ruptured tube
for most PWRs Credit for operator actions and equipment used to

mitigate accidents Procedure modifications for coping
with SGTR

Internal flood accidents

important for some Plant layout: separation of mitigating system Changes in plant layout
PWRs, regardless of components and compartmer talization
plant group Enhance praedures and training to

respond to floods, includmg isolation
of the flood source
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Factors that have the largest innuence on the CDF contributions from the most important accident classes are
discussed for each PWR plant group in Sections 11.3.1 through 11.3.5. Some of these factors reflect concerns that

are more prevalent in a particular PWR plant group, but most reflect design differences or modeling assumptions
that are applicable to all of the PWR plant groups. Differences that tend to reflect design differences among the

PWR plant groups are summarized below.

One of the most important factors affecting PWR CDFs is the susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs for transient and

SBO sequences. To prevent core damage in RCP seal LOCA sequences, inventory makeup is required in addition
to core heat removal. Both the B&W and CE plant groups have less susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs in the IPE

models because most plants in these groups have a seal d sign that the industry believes to be less prone to seal

damage. However, there is at least one plant in each group that has indicated a significant CDF contribution that
involves RCP seal LOCAs. This lower susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs in the B&W and CE plants tends to cause
lower contributions from transient and SBO sequences for the B&W and CE plants relative to the Westinghouse

plants.

Because the reported probability of RCP seal LOCAs is generally lower in the B&W and CE plants, they tend to
show more benent than Westinghouse plants from plant characteristicsthat improve the reliability of heat removal

through the steam generators (e.g., reliable or redundant feedwater pumps, sustained source of water for feedwater,

or longer battery life for control of AFW during SBO). The importance of these factors is less for many
Westinghouse plants because RCP seal LOCAs lead to core damage despite the cooling provided through the steam

generators.

Feed-and-b|eed cooling is often an important backup for transient sequences with loss of steam generator heat
removal. All but one of the B&W plants have HPl pumps with high shutoff heads that can provide adequate Dow
for feed-and-bleed cooling even at the SRV setpoint. Some CE plants do not Save power-operated relief valves
(PORVs) or other means to depressurize. The inability to feed-and-bleed for these CE plants is generally
compensated for by the ability to depressurize the steam generator p.si use condensate for cooling. Therefore, the
lack of PORVs has less influence on the IPE results than might otoerwise be e~xpected.

The final factor that tends to show similarities within plant groups is the configuration for ECCS recirculation.

Plants with a higher degree of automation in performing the switchover and plants that can achieve high-pressure
recirculation (HPR) with fewer components operating tend to have lower failure rates resulting from the switchover

to recirculation. For the plants with manual switchover, variability in the assessment of operator performance in

performing the action is also important. The B&W plants require manual actions for ECCS switchover from
injection to recirculation, and the HPI pumps must draw suction from the low pressure pumps to operate in the
recirculation mode. The CE plants have automatic switchover,and the high-pressure pumps can draw water directly

from the sump rather than drawing suction from the discharge of the low-pressure pumps. However, the LOCA
contribution is not much lower for the CE plants because of higher LOCA CDFs involving injection failures. Some

Westinghouse plants require operator actions to perform the switchover while other plants have automatic switchover.

For some Westinghouse plants, the high-pressure pumps draw directly from the sump during recirculation,while at

| other plants, the high-pressure pumps must be aligned to draw suction from the low-pressure pumps (which draw
from the sump). This variability in Westinghouse designs contributes to the LOCA variability within the
Westinghouse plants.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

i 11.3.1 CDF Perspectives for B&W Reactors
|

| As indicated in Table 11.14, the B&W plant group consists of Sve IPE submittals. Four of these submittals are for
j single-unit sites, and one is for a three-unit site with the same results reported for each unit. All of the plants in this

group have large dry containments.

| Table 11.14 Plants in B&W plant group.
i
J

d ANOI Crystal River 3 Davis Besse
] Oconee I,2&3 TMII

!
!-

1 i1.3.1.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for B&W Reactors

} The total CDFs for the plants in the B&W group and the CDFs for the accident classes considered in this study are
j shown in Figure 11.6 and 11,7, respectively. The CDFs for this plant group vary by less than a factor of Gve, but
; the variability in CDFs for the accident classes that contribute to the plant CDFs is larger. The average plant CDF

for the group is 3E-5/ry, which is the lowest average CDF for the PWR plant groups The accident class CDFs vary
j considerably among the B&W plants, but for most plants, transients, LOCAs, and SBOs are the largest contributors
i to plant CDF. This is not surprising since these are accident classes where a relatively few number of systems must

fail to result in core damage. Internal floods are signincant contributors (greater than 10%) for only the 3-unit plant,

and ATWS, SGTR and ISLOCAs are insigni6 cant contributors (less than 5%) for all of the B&W plants.
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Figure 11.7 Sequence results for B&W plants.
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II. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.15 summarizes the perspectives obtained from examination of the B&W plants. The details that provide

the basis for these perspectives are contained in the remainder of Section 11.3.1. The results for the accident classes

are discussed, giving more details on the factors driving the CDFs, particularly for the plants with the highest and

lowest CDFs. Design and operational factors along with differences in modeling assumptions are addressed.

Table 11.15 Key IPE observations for B&W plants.

Aceident important design features, operator
u mmary results

importanee actions, and model assumptions

Transient accidents

important for nearly Design of RCP seats, which affects Transient CDFs range from 9E-7/ry to 6E 5/ry,
all of the B&W susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs Average CDF is 2E-5/ry.
plants

Capability to feed-and-bleed without Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from 5% to
operator action at most plants 85 %

SW and CCW design, and dependency of
front line systems on these systems

Time window used for plant-specific data

Modeling of common cause failures

SBO accidents

important for many Design of RCP seals, which affects SBO CDFs range from 2E-6/ry to 2E 5/ry.
of the B&W plants susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs Ascrage CDF is 5E-6/ry.

Availability of alternate RCP seat cooling Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from less
than 5% to 35%

AC power reliability (number of diesel
generators, cross tic capabilities between
units, diverse AC power sources)

Battery life

LOCAs

important for most Factors that affect time to perform the LOCA CDFs range from SE 6/ry to 2E 5/ry.
of the B&W plants manual switchover to ECCS recirculation Average CDF is IE 5/ry.

size of RWST*

containment spray setpoint (higher Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from 10%*

setpoints avoid diverting the ECCS to 60%
supply to containment sprays)

Design of LPIS and modeling of common
cause failures

Internal flood accidents

Only important for Plant layout: separation of mitigatmg Flood CDFs range from 9E-7/ry to 6E 6/ry.

one B&W site system components and Average CDF is 3E-6/ry.
compartmentalization

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from less
than 5% to 25%
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
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Table 11.15 Key IPE observations for B&W plants.

Accident Important design features, operator
Summary of resultsim portance actions, and model assumptions

ATWS accidents

Not important to Diverse scram system reduced ATWS ATWS CDFs range from negligible to IE-6/ry.
CDF for any of contribution for all plants Average CDF is 2E-7/ry.
B&W plants

Contribution to total plant CDF is less than less
than 5% for all plants

ISLOCAs

Not important for Compartmentalization and separation of ISLOCA CDFs range from negligible to 9E-7/ry,
any of B&W plants equiprnent Average CDF is IE-7/ry.

Contribution to total plant CDF is less than
negligible for all plants.

Steam generator tube rupture accidents

Not dominant for Modeling of operator actions to isolate the SGTR CDFs range from 9E-8/ry to 9E-7/ry.
any of B&W plants rupture and provide long term heat Average CDF is 4E-7/ry,

removal

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from
negligible to less than 5%

11.3.1.2 SBO Perspectives

SBO occurs when a plant loses off-site AC power, and the backup AC power sources (almost always on-site diesel

generators) also fail to function. Because so many safety systems rely on AC power either directly (for motive
power) or ir,directly (i.e., cooled by systems that rely on AC power), SBO causes most safety systems to be
unavailable. Most SBO scenarios do have DC power available;however, through use of station batteries. For B&W

plants, the loss of all AC power leaves turbine-driven AFW as the only available means for core cooling. Turbine-
driven AFW can operate until the batteries deplete, leading to a loss of control for most plants. If AC power is not
recovered soon after loss of control, core damage will follow. However, the Davis Besse submittal indicates that

AFW could continue, even after battery depletion by manually controlling feedwater.

An additional complication for some B&W plants involves the potential for leakage from RCP seals. SBO results
in loss of cooling for the RCP seals. The prolonged exposure to high temperatures gives the potential for seal
failure, leading to a small LOCA through the pump seals. Three of the B&W sites use Byron Jackson RCPs, which

are believed by industry to be less susceptible to RCP seal LOCAs than other designs. The remaining two sites use
either Westinghouse or Bingham International pumps. The licensees for plants with Byron Jackson reactor coolant

pumps only considered RCP seal LOCAs to be credible if the RCPs were left running when seal cooling was lost;
therefore, RCP seal LOCAs were not found to be important for SBO sequences at these plants. IPEs for the
remaining two sites (those with Bingham Internationalor Westinghouse pumps) included the possibility of RCP seal

LOCAs for SBO. If a seal LOCA occurs, injection systems are needed to provide makeup to the reactor coolant
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

system. Since these are not rormally available during an SBO, pump seal LOCAs will lead to core damage if off-
site power is not restored in time.

i

:
SBO is an important contributor to plant CDF for about half of the B&W IPE submittals. Several factors are
important for SBOs for the B&W plants, with differing combinations of these factors driving the results for the
individual plants in this group. The factors that have the biggest impact on the results primarily represent actual

,

plant characteristics, but modeling used in the IPEs is also important. The key factors are battery life (actual plant

] - design as well as load shedding assumptions) and the availability of emergency AC power sources.

SBO sequences can be categori:edas short-term, long-term, or involving RCPseal LOCA. On average,long-term
SBO seguences are most frequent. To understand the reasons for differences in SBO CDFs, it is helpful to

,

categorize SBOs as follows:

short-term SBO - sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains fail to operate and AC power is notI e

recovered before the core is damaged

lone term SBO - sequences in which turbine driven AFW pump trains operate initially, but ultimately fail |a

|
: (normally because battery depletion causes loss of DC control power) before recovery of AC power

SBO with RCP seal LOCA - sequences involving RCP seal LOCAs that are caused by loss of cooling to |*

RCP seals with failure to recover AC power before the core is uncovered.<

Short-term SBO sequences typically lead to core damage within about I hour for B&W plants, while long-term SBO

sequences typically lead to core damage in more than I hour. SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs are typically

long-term sequences.

; The relative fractions of the SBO accident class that fall within these categories is not readily available from the IPE

submittals for most plants. However, most submittals qualitatively indicate that short-term SBO sequences are not

major contributors to the SBO CDF, because more failures are needed for the short-term case (i.e., turbine-driven
AFW must fail). Since most of the B&W plants use Byron Jackson pumps with a lower susceptibility to RCP seal

LOCAs, SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs are negligible contributors for most of the plants. The only plant

with a significant relative contribution from RCP seal LOCAs for SBO is TMI 1, but TMI 1 has a low SBO CDF,

so the absolute contribution from RCP seal LOCAs is small.

The SBO results are driven by a combination offactors involving both plant-specificfeatures and IPE modeling
characteristics. The biggest contributors to the variability are differences in battery life and the availability of

'

emergency ACpower sources. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant contributors to thei

SBO CDF are common across the plants, while others are highly plant specific. The failures that contributed most;

to SBO for the B&W plants can be grouped into the categorieslisted below:

i
'

* LOSP

loss of backup AC power*

failure to recover AC power*

i failure of turbine-driven AFW*

transient-induced LOCA*

i
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The system and component failures that contribute to each of the categories are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The initiator for SBO is, of course, loss of off site AC power. Higher frequencies for loss of off-site AC power will
lead to higher SBO CDFs. The frequencies used for each of the B&W plants are listed in Table 11.16. As can be

seen, the frequencies vary by a factor of about 4, and the initiator frequencies do not correlate with the SBO CDFs

(i.e., low initiator frequencies do not generally give low SBO CDFs). Thus, variability in this factor does not
account for much of the variability in reported results.

Table 11.16 Key parameters affecting SBO CDF for B&W plants.

|

| SBO No.EDGs LOSP No.*
',I 3 ,)"Plant CDF UniUSBO/x. Initiator TDAFW Other Features

(1/ry) tie Frequency pumps

ANO I 2E-5 2/l/N 2 .036 BJ l - S00 diesel generator
| available
'

- Relatively high value for
failure to restore off site
power

Crystal River 3 3E 6 2/0/N 4 .035' BJ l

Davis Besse -lE 5 2/1/N 2 .035 BJ 2 SBO diesel generator-

available

Oconce 1,2&3 3 E-6 0/1/Y' Un-known .09 Bl/W l - Safe shutdown facility
diesel generator can
power feedwater
Can cross tic steam--

driven AFW among units

! TMII 2E-6 2/0/Y 6 .057 W l - Air-cooled diesel
generators,

| Relatively low value for-

; failure to restore off site,

; power

'
The number of diesel generators dedicated to each unit, SBO or safe shutdown facility diesel generators, and cross
connects between units ( Y for cross connects, N for no cross connects) are noted.

2 Estimated by examining results ofimportance studies.
i 8

BJ = Byron Jackson pumps, BI = Bingham International pumps, W = Westinghouse pumps
! *

Does not include contribution from LOSP transformer," with frequency of 0.4/ry because it is readily recoverable |
5

Instead of diesel generators, emergency power is provided by connections to hydroelectric plant
* Turbine-driven AFW pumps.

! I

Backup AC power is provided by two diesel generators at all of the B&W sites except Oconee 1,2,3. Oconee has I

| a unique design with backup AC power from hydroelectric and combustion turbine generator plants. Failure of
backup AC power is part of the SBO definition, and since diesel generators are used as the backup AC power source
for net y all of the B&W plants, diesel generator failures are dominant contributors to SBO CDF for most of the

B&W plants. The most common reasons for diesel generator failures involve the failure of the diesel generator to j

| start (multiple random failures or common cause failure), failures of the diesel generators to continue to run for a !

sufficient time interval after successfully starting, or failure of diesel generator cooling.,

,

i
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Alternate sources of emergency AC power are available at some of the plants. TMl I has the ability to cross tic
emergency AC power to the Unit 2 diesel generator. Oconee has a diesel generator available from the safe shutdown

facility that can provide feedwaterto the steam generators. ANO I and Davis Besse have SBO diesel generators.

These supplemental AC power sources lower the SBO contributions by providing redundant, independent power

sources.

Although the probability of restoring off-site power is important to the SBO CDF and would, therefore,be desirable

to compare among the plants, the necessary information is not readily available from most of the IPE submittals in
a consistent form that could be compared. Table 11.16 does indicate the plants that generally used the highest and

lowest values for the failure to recover off-site power.

Early failures of AFW lead to short-term SBO sequences while delayed failures lead to long-term SBO sequences.

Early failures normally involve either pump failure or steam generator overfill These failures have sufficiently low
frequency to cause most plants to have a larger contribution to SBO CDF from long-term SBO sequences rather than

these short-term sequences.

Late AFW failures are most commonly caused by the inability to control AFW when DC power is lost as a result

of battery depletion. Thus, plants with a longer battery life have more time available to restore off-site power before

core cooling is lost, and thus, have lower threat from SBO. Table 11.16 lists the battery life for the B&W plants.
One licensee, Davis Besse, indicates in its IPE that AFW can be manually controlled after battery depletion, so that

the battery life is not critical to successful plant shutdown.

The plants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are TMl 1 and ANO 1, respectively. Differences in SBO CDFs
between the two plants are primarily attributable to differences in plant characteristics. TMI I has a longer battery
life than ANO I (e.g.,6 hours vs. 2 hours), which gives more time for power recovery before core damage. In
addition, the TMI I backup AC power is more reliable because the diesel generators are air-cooled and because an

extra diesel generator is available through the cross-tie to TMI 2.

11.3.1.3 Transient Perspectives

Transient sequences involve events that cause the reactor to trip (initiators) followed by failure to bring the reactor
to safe shutdown (excluding SBO sequences, which are treated separately). The transient accident class is a broad

category, covering both general initiators (such as reactor trip or loss of main feedwater) as well as support-system
initiators (e.g., loss of SW or AC/DC bus). After reactor trip, decay heat must be removed from the RCS.
Normally, this would be provided by steam generator heat removal,with a fallback of primary system feed and-bleed
should secondary heat removal fail. If neither of these succeeds, the RCS inventory will boil off, leading to core

damage. A second possible path to core damage for transients involves an induced LOCA during the transient
(SORV or RCP sealleak)with failure to make up the RCS inventory. For both types of sequences (failure of DHR
and transient induced LOCA with failure of reactor coolant makeup),long-term operability must also be maintained

(i.e., switchover from injection to recirculation must succeed), or core damage will result.

Transients are the largest contributor on average to plant CDF for the B&W plants, but there is considerable
variability in individual plant results, with the range of transient CDFs spanning about one and a half orders of
magnitude. There is wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients, but there is
a significant contribution from support system failures (either as initiators or as failures subsequent to some other
initiator). The results indicate that plant specific dependencies are important to the results, but also, different IPE
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
t
i

modeling affects the results. The results are mostly heavily driven by differences in HPl/ charging design, RCP seal
j and seal cooling designs, and plant-specific configurations for system dependencies and cross-ties.
4

j
Transients cover a broad group of sequences, including both general and plant-specific initiators, but support

|

1

j systemfailures are generally importantfor transients. Some initiators occur from loss of support systems such as
i SW, CCW, HVAC, instrument air, or AC/DC buses. Because these support systems are needed for a large number
} of front line systems, their unavailability can simultaneously fail numerous front line systems, leaving few options
!

for successful plant shutdown. The dependencies are very plant-specific. The remaining initiators are more general,

such as reactor trip, turbine trip or loss of main feedwater. The generalinitiators typically have higher frequencies
than the support system initiators, but more failures are needed (subsequent to the initiator) to result in core damage.4

! LOSP is an exception in that it is usually a lower frequency event, but ollen has a higher potential to proceed to core
;

damage because failures of one diesel generator often lead to unavailability of full trains of safety systems.i
*.

J )
Table 11.17 lists the key contributors to transients for the B&W plants, and indicates that support system failures (

t

) (particularly power related failures) are important for the B&W plants. Loss of AC or DC buses are dominant
j contributors to three of the sites, and LOSP or common cause failure of batteries are dominant contributors at the
j other two sites. SW failures are also important for two of the sites.

i

i Table 11.17 Dominant contributors to H&W transients.t
r

Plant name Dominant contributors to transients Plant /modeling characteristics

ANOI Loss of AC bus leading to steam - Condensate provides alternate coolmg when EFW-

generator overfill, failure of IIPI fails

Loss of SW and operator failure to-

trip RCPs which leads to small
LOCA with IIPI failed

Crystal River 3 Loss of AC bus Relatively low equipment failure rates- -

Borated water storage tank (BWST) lasts for 12-

hours for transients

Davis Besse Failure of all feedwater and operator Separate HPI and charging pumps- -

failure to initiate feed and-bleed
cooling - Operator action needed to initiate feed-and bleed

cooling
Common cause failure of batteries-

Oconee I.2&3 Loss of instrument air with failure of Westinghouse and Bingham International pu.nps- -

HPi in recirculation
Feedwater cross-connects among units-

LOSP-

Safe shutdown facility can provide alternate steam-

generator makeup and RCP cooling

- Relatively low setpoint for containment sprays
which causes earlier switchover from BWST to
sump

TMII - Failure of IIPI Westinghouse pumps with new o-rings-

- Loss of SW SB0 diesel generator-

Loss of DC-
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II, Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

For translent sequences withfailure of heat removal through the steam generators andfailure of primaryfeed.
and-bleed, the dominant contributors vary widely, representing considerable variability in plant design and
operation as well as variability in /PE modeling. By examining the results reported in the IPE submittals, it was
found that there is wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with failure to

remove decay heat in the B&W plants. The results indicate that plant specific dependencies are important to the
results, but also different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed contributors to failures of steam

generator heat removal and failure of primary feed-and-bleed are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The dominant contributors for failure of steam generator heat removal that are listed in the IPE submittals include
loss of motor-driven feedwaterbecause of failures of AC buses or instrument air, common cause or random failures

of AFW pumps, and loss of turbine-driven feedwater because of steam generator overfill.

The most common failures listed in the IPE submittals for failure to provide feed-and-bleed cooling if steam

generator heat removal is lost are failure of injection pumps resulting from the same types of failures as listed above

for steam generator heat removal, or operator failure to successfully perform the operation. The failures primarily
occurred in the injection phase, rather than in recirculation.

For transient sequences with RCP seal LOCAs, the dominant contributors also widely vary, representing
'

considerable variabillry in plant design and operation as wellas variability in IPE modeling. The iPE submittals
indicate a wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with induced LOCAs

(primarily RCP seal LOCAs) for the B&W plants. Most of the B&W plants use Byron Jackson pumps, which the
industry considers less susceptible to RCP seal LOCAs than Westinghouse pumps. The only sequences that are
considered to lead to RCP seal LOCAs in these plants involve loss of seal cooling coupled with operator failure to f
trip the pumps. However, this concluaon regarding RCP seal LOCAs is on the basis of a limited database, and so
uncertainty remains regarding the hkelihood of RCP seal LOCAs for these plants. Oconee 1,2&3 and TMI i use

either Westinghouse or Bingham International pumps. The IPEs for these plants include the possibility of RCP seal

LOCAs for sequences with loss of seal cooling, even if the pumps are tripped. Because of the variability in RCP

designs, plant-specific dependencies are important to the results. Some of the observed contributors to RCP seal

leakage and the subsequent failure to provide makeup are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The RCPs for the B&W plants can be cooled by either CCW or by the charging pumps. The charging pumps are

cooled by either SW or CCW, with some plants having backup cooling sources. This variability does not have as
much impact on the B&W transient CDFs as for the Westinghouse plants because of the reduced susceptibility to
RCP seal LOCAs in the B&W IPEs. The dominant contributors to sequences involving RCP seal LOCAs include

support systems failures (i.e., SW, CCW, instrument air, or DC power) and operator failure to trip the RCPs.

The resultsfor the plants with the highest and lowest CDFsfor transients are driven by both differencesin actual

plant characteristics and 1PE modeling. Davis Besse has the highest transient CDF for thb plant group and Crystal
River 3 has the lowest. The higher transient CDF at Davis Besse is primarily attributable to the charging /HP! design.

Most of the B&W plants have charging pumps that also provide HPl; therefore, a large flow of emergency core
cooling can be provided even at RCS pressures up to the SRV setpoint. For these B&W plants, operator action to

open the PORV is not necessary for feed-and-bleed cooling to succeed. Davis Besse has separate charging and HPl

pumps with less capacity than the other plants. Therefore, in the Davis Besse IPE, opening of the PORVs is
considered necessary for success of feed-and-bleed cooling. This increases the transient CDF for Davis Besse relative

to the other B&W plants.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives -

The low transient CDF from Crystal River 3 primarily renects the use of relatively low failure frequencies in thh
IPE. The low failure frequencies are partially attributable to the use of more recent plant data (relative to the other
IPEs) in Crystal River 3.

11.3.1.4 LOCA Perspectives

LOCA core damage sequences encompass any breaks in the reactor coolant system except SGTR. Normally,!
pressurizer relief valves that are stuck open or RCP seal leaks that initiate an accident are categorized as LOCAs in
the IPEs. If either of these occur following another initiator (e.g., LOSP), they are normally categorized as an SBO 3

'

or transient, as appropriate. Atler a LOCA is initiated, inventory makeup is needed to prevent the core from
uncovering and proceeding to core damage. In addition, it is necessary to remove the decay heat from the reactor

coolant system. Larger breaks can remove the decay heat through the break so that only inventory makeup is of
concern. Smaller breaks exhaust less energy, and so supplemental cooling is needed. This is normally provided by
steam generator cooling or by primary system feed-and-bleed. Injection to the reactor coolant system is initially from
a source outside containment (i.e., RWST), but unless a reGli is available, this source is ultimately depleted.
Thereafter, the plant must switch from the injection mode to the recirculationmode, where water is drawn from the

containment sump. Unless the injection mode is successful,however, there will not be suf0cient water in the sump
to provide reactor coolant system makeup during recirculation.

LOCAs are a signincant contributor to plant CDF for most of the B&W plants, and the LOCA CDFs for the B&W

plants do not vary much. The LOCAs are most often small LOCAs, and recirculation failures contribute more to

CDF than do injection failures. Although the variability is not large, both actual plant characteristics and IPE

modeling affect the variability in results for this plant group. The factors that have the greatest impact on the
variation in LOCA CDFs among the plants are the size of the RWST and whether containment sprays will be
actuated during small LOCAs and transients.

The most common type of LOCA is a small break LOCA withfulfure of recirculation, but two plants have large
relative contributionsfrom medium LOCAs. For this report, the following sizes of LOCAs are considered:

Large - targe enough to remove decay heat through the break, and also large enough to depressurize the
*

system on its own, which allows injection from low-pressure systems (typically, greater than 4 inch
diameter)

Medium - the break is large enough to remove decay heat through the break, but not large enough to
*

depressurize the system (typically,2 to 4 inch diameter)

Small - the break is not large enough to depressurize the system before core damage would occur and so
*

the reactor coolant system must be depressurized by some other means if LPI is needed. The break does

not remove suf0cient energy to cool the RCS, so some other means is required to provide the energy
removal (typically,1/2 to 2 inch in diameter).t

One IPE submittal, TMI 1, also reports results for very small LOCAs, but these very small LOCAs were collapsed
into the more general categories listed above to provide a consistent basis for comparison of the IPE results.

The CDF contributions from small, medium, and large LOCAs are listed in Table Il.18 for the B&W plants. Small
LOCAs are the dominant break size for most of the IPEs, with medium LOCAs relatively high at two of the plants.
Recirculation failures are dominant for all of the B&W IPEs.

I
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Table 11.18 LOCA contributors for B&W plants.'#

CDF from CDF from CDF from

Plant large LOCAs medium LOCAs small LOCAs
(1/ry)' (1/r)) (1/ry)

ANO I 85E-7 - 2E 5

I E-7 2E4 7E4
Crystal River 3

Davis Besse 2E4 2E-6 2E4

Oconee 1.2&3 3E 6 7E4 4 E-7

TMI I 2E 6 2E4 8 E-7

Not including SGTR and ISLOCAs.'
Total LOCA CDF = large LOCA CDF + medium LOCA CDF + small LOCA CDF.3

' includes Vessel Rupture

The most common system and componentfailuresfor LOCAs are related to the switchover to recirculation. Some

of the system and component failures that are dominant contributors to the LOCA CDF are common across the

plants, while others are highly plant-specific. The failures that contribute most to LOCAs for the B&W plants can
be grouped into the categorieslisted below. The system and component failures that contribute to each are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

LOCA initiator*

failure of injection*

failure of recirculationa

failures of alternate actions that could be used to mitigate the above failures*

The initiator frequencies used in the IPEs for the small, medium and large break sizes for the B&W plants are listed

in Table.11.19. The plants used generic data to quantify the LOCA initiator frequencies. TMI I subdivided small
LOCAs into two categories, and the small LOCA initiator frequency listed in the table represents the sum of those

individual initiator frequencies.

Table 11.19 Characteristicsimportant for LOCAs for B&W plants.

. Failure of IIPR drawsLOCA initiator frequency
recirculation Suetion from Comments

Plant name ** I'# ' LPR'Large Med. Small tl O' - . -

.

IE4 - SE-3 3E 5 yes Relatively fligh Spray initiation SetpointANOI

Crystal River 3 SE 5 $ E-4 2E-3 |E 3 yes

includes Strategy Using Sicam Generator
Depressunzation and RitR.
Can pull itPI directly from sump in

.

|
Davis Desse IE4 3E4 41 3 $E4/4E 3' yes recirculation

i

'

' Oconce 1.213 7E4 7E I 4E 3 IE-2 yes Relatively Low Spray Iniuation Setpoint

j
TMI I I E-4 4 E-4 6E 3 IEU yes'

i
!

' ilPR (high-pressure recirculation). LPR (low-pressure recirculation)
|

' Lower value is for steam generator coolmg available; higher value is without cooling
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

!
LOCAs with failure in recirculation are a larger contributor than LOCAs with injection failure for the B&W plants.

| This is reasonable because the use of recirculation is more complicated than injection and involves more components.
( The operators have to realign the systems such that the low pressure pumps draw suction from the sump and align
i the high-pressure pumps to take suction from the low-pressure pumps. The dominant contributor found in the IPE
{ submittals for recirculation failures is the operator's failure to successfully perform the switchover. Also important
i for some IPEs, are LPl equipment failures such as common cause or random failures of pumps or valves.<

|
'

The setpoint for spray injection also affects the LOCA CDF for the B&W plants. Plants with spray actuation at
lower containment pressures draw water from the RWST more rapidly. This shortens the time available for the

j

1
switchover from the RWST to the containment sump, which decreases the probability of the operators successfully I

performing the manual switchover. For example, Crystal River 3 has a 30 psig set point for spray actuation while
)

Oconee has a 10 psig set point. The higher spray injection set point preserves RWST inventory for emergency core
|

cooling injection rather than containment spray injection for Crystal River 3. Similarly, some plants have larger

RWSTs so that the switchover to recirculation is delayed, which gives the operators more time to complete tie
necessary actions for the switchover to recirculation.

The plants with the highest and lowest LOCA CDFs have important design differences that accountfor the
relatively small differencein results, but IPE modeling differences are also important. The Davis Besss |PE has
the lowest CDF from LOCAs and the ANO I and TMI I IPEs have the highest. The lower LOCA contribution for

Davis Besse is primarily attributable to modeling in the IPEs of alternate strmgies for dealing with LOCAs. The
|

Davis Besse IPE includes the possibility of depressurizing the steam generator secondaries, and thereby,
!

depressurizing the reactor coolant system so that low-pressure systems can be used during a small LOCA. In

addition, the high-pressure pmps can provide coolant to the reactor coolant system directly from the sumps if the
PORVs are opened (avoiding the need for low pressure pumps to operate). The higher LOCA contribution for

ANO I reflects the coarse modeling of LOCAs in the ANO 1 IPE. The success criteria and timing for small LOCAs
corresponds to the most limiting (largest) small LOCA, so the coarser grouping for ANO I results in a more

I
pessimistic treatment of the small LOCA category. The TMI I LOCA CDF had a larger contribution from |

recirculation line failures than for the other B&W IPEs. It is unclear whether this is because of an actual plant
design difference or IPE modehng. ,

|

I
11.3.1.5 ATWS Perspectives

1

An ATWS is an accident that is initiated by an event, such as loss of feedwater or turbine trip, followed by failure
of the reactor to scram. The failure to scram em lie caused by either failures of electricalcomponents in the RPS

or in the final control elements that de-energize the CRD mechanisms, or by mechanical failures involving failure
of de-energized control rods to drop into the core. Parta i .s: ram failures are possible, involving insertion of a subset
of the control rods; however, in most PRAs it is assumed that the scram failure is total and involves all of the rods.

With failure of the rods to insert, power greatly in excess of decay heat loads, is still being generated and |
overpressurization of the RCS is possible in some cases.

ATWS is not a major contributor to the total CDF for any of the plants in this group. ATWS frequencies for this
group range from negligible (bele,w the. reporting criteria) to IE-6/ry and contr%e les. thal 5% to the total CDF.
All of the plants have installed a divers: scram system to comply with the ATWS rule, wb ch increases the scram
probability and decreases the frequency of ATWS sequences. The minor contribution from ATWS for the B&W

,

i

plants primarily results from mechanicalfailures that prevent scram. Buuse the contribution to plant CDF is small,
ATWS sequences will not be discussed further for B&W plants.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

11.3.1.6 Internal Flood Perspectives

An internal Good sequence involves a release of water into a plant location such that a plant trip is induced and

safety systems are compromised at the same time. For example,if a flood causes water to enter an area containing

electrical switchgear, a plant trip can occur along with failure of all plant systems dependent upon that switchgear.

Systems that are considered to be independent may all fail if they all contain equipment within the flooded location.
The effects ofinternal flooding are highly plant-specific, depending on the layout of equipment within the plant and
the relative isolation of rooms. Often, the systems most affected are support systems such as electric power and

service water, which have plant-specific designs. Because of this diversity of design and layout, we expect that eachj

! plant will have different vulnerabilities to Gooding and do not expect to draw many generic conclusions.

The highest CDF from internal Gooding for the group is 6E-6/ry for Oconee 1,2&3 and the lowest CDF is 9E-7/ry

I for ANO 1. The average CDF from the reported values is 3E-6/ry. Internal floods contribute 25% to the plant CDF
I for Oconee 1,2&3. Turbine building floods resulting from failures in the SW system are the dominant contributor.

The flood submerges main and EFW pumps because the drains are not large enough to prevent water buildup.

ANO I represents the lower end of the CDF range, with an internal flooding contribution of 9E-7/ry. The low
contribution is attributed (in the IPE submittal) to widely separated equipment in the turbine building, with equipment

that is important to preventing core damage located at the upper turbine building elevations where it is not susceptible

to flooding. However, it is unclear how breaks in the SW system were treated, and this was found to be an

( important contributor at other plants.

| Internal flooding is only an important contributor to plant CDF at one of the B&W plants, Oconee 1,2&3. The
remaining B&W plants have internal Good contributions of less than 10%. The importance of internal flooding to

j

plant CDF is highly plant specific, depending on the layout of water bearing lines and vessels, flood propagation,
and the locations of equipment needed to provide shutdown cooling. Typically,important internal floods are those

|
that affect important support systems such as SW and electric power. Newer plants sometimes reflect better design |

t
characteristics, generally better separation and tend to be less susceptible te Doods.

|
'

|

11.3.1.7 SGTR Perspectives

SGTR sequences involve leakage from the primary to the secondary through a ruptured steam generator tube,
followed by either failure to mitigate the leak or failure to establish long term core heat removal. There are several
actions that are normally taken to prevent the tube rupture initiator from developing into a core melt sequence. To

mitigate the leak, the affected steam generator is normally isolated, and if this does not succeed, actions are taken

to depressurize the primary system so that leakage is minimized. The primary system is depressurized either by
|

|
aggressively cooling down through the unaffected steam generator, cooling down the primary system using the
pressurizer sprays, or by depressurizing by initiating feed-and-bleed through the pressurizer PORVs. If the affected
steam generator is isolated,long-term core heat removal can be established without inventory makeup, but if the leak!

is not isolated, inventory makeup must also be provided.

SGTR sequences are low contributors to plant CDF, but can be significant to risk because the releases bypass

|
conto!nment. The SGTR contribution to plant CDF is low because the frequency of the SGTR is relatively low

,

| (genert.lly about IE-2) and because there are more strategies available for coping with the rupture than for most

!
LOCAs. Core damage can be prevented by isolating the ruptured steam generator and depressurizing the primary

|
system so that the ruptured steam generator is not pressurized. In this case, RCS heat removal is necessary but RCS

l inventory makeup is not. If the steam generator is not isolated, core damage can still be prevented by providing a

l
!
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

sustained injection source. In some of the IPE submittals, it is indicated that plant procedures direct the operators
to depressurize the RCS to minimize leakage and provide more time for isolating the steam generator, or for refilling
the BWST so that an injection source can be maintained. These actions further reduce the CDF from SGTRs.

The variability in CDFs from SGTR (about an order of magnitude)is not unreasonable because this accident class
has a larger uncertainty than most other accident classes. This uncertainty results because there is considerable

innuence from operator actions, whose quantification is more uncertain than most equipment failures. Additionally,
the sequence quantification is affected by the quantification of valve failures when passing water, which is also
relatively uncertain. The B&W plant with the highest SGTR CDF is TMI 1. The largest contributors to the CDF
from SGTRs for TMI 1 involve failure of HPl and operator failure to cooldown and isolate the ruptured steam
generator. The plant with the lowest SGTR CDr it ANO 1. ANO 1 is dominated by SGTRs with failure to isolate
the ruptured steam generator and failure to acbeve cold shutdown before the BWST empties. All of the B&W IPE

;

submittals reflect the same conclusion that f.GTR is not a dominant contributor to plant CDF.

11.3.1.8 ISLOCA Perspectives

An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the reactor coolant system from low-pressure systems (e.g.,
LPI) fail, resulting in backflow from the reactorcoolant system through the low-pressure piping. If the low-pressure
piping or other components (e.g., seals, relief valves, or flanges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization, then
a LOCA results. If the breach occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment, then a ' OCA that

bypasses containment results, with effluent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor or auxiliary building.
Because it is not possible to recirculatethe coolant through the reactor coolant system for this type of LOC A, coolant
injection will eventually be lost (leading to core dam tge) unless some source of sustained makeup is available. These
scenarios are typically low probability events, bect.use they involve multiple valve failures (typica|iy two check
valves and one motor-operated valve in series). However, ISLOCAs can be important o risk because the
containment bypass leads to larger fission product 'eleases.

ISLOCAs are minor contributors to plant CDF in 311 of the IPE submittals but in some cases, there is a large enough
contribution to be risk significant. Although there are important differences in plant characteristicsthat affect the

results, the variability in results appears to be predominantly influenced by differences in modeling among the plants.

11.3.2 CDF Perspectives for CE Reactors.

As indicatedin Table 11.20,15 plant units (10 IPE submittals) make up the CE plant group. Three of the submittals

cover dual units (Calvert Cliffs, St. Lucie, San Onofre), one submittal covers three units (Palo Verde 1,2&3), and
two submittals cover a single unit at a multi-unit site (ANO 2, Millstone 2). All of the plants have large dry
containment designs and all utilize a two-loop reactor coolant system design except for Maine Yankee, which has
three loops as well as unique reactor coolant loop isolation valves.

Table 11.20 Plants in the CE plant group.

ANO2 Calvert Cliffs I&2 Fort Calhoun 1
St. Lucie l&2 Maine Yankee Millstone 2
Palisades Palo Verde 1,2&3 San Onofre 2&3
Waterford 3
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

11.3.2.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for CE Reactors

The total CDFs for the plants in the CE plant group are shown in Figure 11.6, and include both the internal event
contribution and the internal Gooding contribution to the total plant CDF. All of the total plant CDFs for this group

lie within the E 5/ry decade (IE-5/ry to 9E 5/ry) except for Calvert Cliffs 1&2 with total plant CDFs or2E-4/ry for
each unit. The average CDF for the group is 7 E 5/ry. Figure 11.8 shows the CDFs for each of the accident classes

considered in this study where sufGeient infonnation exists in the submittals or in subsequent responses to staff

questions to readily determine the accidentclass CDF contributions. Nearly all the CE plants identiGed the transient
accident class as the most important contributor to total plant CDF. This accident class involves a transient condition

(e.g., a turbine trip, loss of feedwater, reactor scram, etc.) and failure of either DHR or failure to replace reactor
coolant inventory following a transient induced LOCA. Many of the plants identined the LOCA class of accidents

as an important contributor to CDF. This class of accidents involves LOCAs followed by failure to replace reactor
coolant inventory either during the injection or recirculation phase of the accident, Some of the CE plants found |

SBO accidents to be important. This accident class is a special type of transient scenario in that it involves the total j

loss of all AC power and subsequent loss of either DHR or failure to replace reactor coolant inventory following an j
induced-LOCA condition (such as a RCP seal LOCA or a stuck-open primary system relief valve). Most all the CE

'

plants found the other accident c: asses including ATWS, SGTR, ISLOCA, and internal flooding to be unimportant
contributors to the total plant CDF. It should be noted however, that the SGTR and ISLOCA events can still be

important to off. site consequences because these scenarios provide containment bypass pathways for radionuclide
releases should the core be damaged.
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Figure 11.8 Sequence results for CE plants.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table i1.21 summarizes the perspectives obtained from examination of the CE plants. The details that provide the
basis for these perspectives are contained in the remainder of Section 11.3.2. The results for the accident classes

are discussed, giving more details on the factors driving the CDFs, particularly for the plants with the highest and
lowest CDFs. Design and operational factors along with differences in modeling assumptions are addressed.

i

!
!

Table 11.21 Key IPE observations for CE plants.

Accident Important design features, operator actions, and model
importance assumptions ununary of roults |

I
Transients accidents

important for nearly Degree of ilPI and AFW dependence on support systems Transient CDFs range from
i

all of the CE plants (e.g., SW. CCW, AC/DC bus. IIVAC) 2E-6/ry to IE-4/ry. Average {
CDF is 4E-5/ry. I

Success criteria for feed and-bleed (PORV capacity and
redundancy, credit for alternate relief valves) Contribution to total plant CDF

ranges from 15% to 80%
Ability to depressurize the steam generators and use
condensate for heat removal

Lower susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs because of RCP
seal design

Long term makeup to AFW (e.g., water supply size,
alternate supplies, procedures, operator training)

SBO accidents

Important for many AC power reliability (number of diesel generators, cross-tic SBO CDFs range from negligible
of the CE plants capabilities between units, diverse AC power sources) to 2E-5/ry. Average CDF is

8 E-6/ry.
Diesel generator cooling dependencies

Contribution to total plant CDF
Diesel generator reliability ranges from negligible to 35%

Battery life

LOCAs

important for many Automatic switchover to ECCS recirculation LOCA CDFs range from lE-6/ry
of the CE plants to 6E-5/ry. Average CDF is

LOCA initiating event frequency 2E-5/ry.

Contribution to total plant CDF
ranges from 5% to 50%

Internal flood accidents

important for two CE Plant layout; separation of mitigating systein components Flood CDFs range from
sites and compartmentalization neghgible to lE 5/ry. Average

CDF is 2E-6/ry.

|

Contribution to total plant CDF
|

ranges from negligible to 15%

i
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives |

! Table 11.21 Key IPE observations for CE plants.

!

l Accident important design features, operator setions, and model
3 7

Importance assumptions

ATWS accidents

l

Only important for Assessment of fraction of time that plant has unfavorable ATWS CDFs range from 2E-8/ryi 1

one of the CE plants moderator ,emperature coefficient to 2E-5/ry. Average CDF is !

S E-6/ry. |
1

Contribution to total plant CDF |
ranges from negli ible to 10% |E

I

Steam generator tube rupture accidents
|

Not dominant for any Modeling of operator actions to isolate the rupture and SGTR CDFs range from 9E-8/ry '

of CE plants provide long-term heat removal to 4E-6/ry. Average CDF is
2E-6/ry.

Contribution to tetal plant CDF
ranges from negligible to 5%

ISLOCAs '

1

Not important for Compartmentalization and separation of equipment ISLOCA CDFs range from

any of CE plants negligible to 3E-6/ry. Average |

CDF is 8E-7/ry.
'

Contribution to total plant CDF |
ranges from negligible to 10% |

|

11.3.2.2 Transient Accident Sequences

Transient accident sequences involve events that cause the reactor to trip followed by failure to bring the reactor to

safe shutdown, either by failure to remove decay heat or failure to replace reactor coolant inventory following an
accident-induced LOCA such as a stuck-open primary system relief valve. Based on the accident class definitions

used in this report, SBO and ATWS are excluded from this transient accident class. SBO and ATWS accidents are

covered later as separate types of accident sequences. Transient accidents cover a broad range of initiators including

both general initiators (e.g., reactor trip, turbine trip, loss of main feedwater) as well as support system initiators

(e.g., loss of service water, loss of an AC/DC bus).

Transients are the most important accident class for nearly all the CE plants. The wide variability in the absolute
CDFs for the plants and the dominant types of transient sequences;however, is driven by a complex combination

of many plant features and modeling characteristics. Particularly, the variations in the dependence on support
systems, the degree of redundancy in both the support systems and the mitigating heat removal systems for both the

,

| injection and recirculation phases of an accident, and the generally low susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs dictate

j the transient results for the CE plants.

|
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II. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Transients are the most important accident class for nearly all the CE plants; however the absolute CDFs for
individual plants vary over a wide range.

For 12 of the 15 plants in the CE plant group, the transient accident class is the largest contributing accident class

to the total plant CDFs. For the remaining three plants, the transient accident class is still rather important since the
lowest this class contributes to the total plant CDF is 15% for Waterford 3. Table 11.22 summarizes the transient

CDF results for the CE plants and some key characteristics associated with the plant designs and the transient

analyses for each plant, in general, transients are important contributors to CDF for the CE plants because they
involve relatively high initiating event frequencies coupled with system failures (many times of support systems such

as HVAC, SW, electrical buses, etc.) that often defeat the redundancy in systems available to mitigate potential
accidents.

Transients cover a broad range ofpossible sequencesfor the CEplants, including both generalandplant-specific
initiators. Some initiators occur from loss of support systems (e.g., AC/DC buses, SW or CCW, instrument air, and

loss of normal off-site power). Because these support systems are needed by most of the front-line systems (e.g.,
main feedwater, AFW, HPl/ recirculation) used to mitigate the transient, support system unavailabilities can
compromise front-line system redundancy, leaving few options for successfulplant shutdown. Which support system
initiators are important to each plant is dependent on plant-specific design details. The remaining initiators are more

generally important to all the CE plants and include reactor scrams, turbine trips, and loss of elements of the PCS

(e.g., main feedwater, condensate, condenser). The general initiator frequencies for the CE plants vary from
approximately SE-1/ry for Fort Calhoun I to as high as about 7/yr for Palo Verde 1,2&3. The support system
initiators vary between the low E-4/yr to medium E-2/yr range (excluding LOSP which is discussed later under the

SBO accident class), depending on the specific initiator and plant specific design details. Both support system and
general initiators contribute to the dominant transient sequences for all the CE plants.

Important transient sequencesfor the CEplants are primarilyfour types. In order ofgeneralimportance, these
include (1) transients with early loss of all core cooling, (2) transients with late loss ofcore cooling, (3) transient-
Induced LOCAs with loss of late recirculation cooling, and (4) transient-induced LOCAs with loss of early
injection. As is illustrated in Table 11.22, the four transient sequence types listed above dominate the transient
contributions to the total plant CDF. The first of these involves transients with loss of all feedwater(FW in the
table) including both main feedwater and AFW/EFW, thereby, losing all secondary heat removal from the steam

generators. Subsequent failure of feed and-bleed (F&B in the table) for those plants with the capability,or for those
plants without this capability, leads to early core damage in typically 1-2 hours. Some of the plants credited
capability to depressurize the steam generators and use condensate as a last resort to salvage core cooling. For the
plants with feed-and-bleed capability, this early core damage scenario contributes between 15% and 65% of each

plant's total plant CDF; corresponding to about 15% to 85% of the total transient contribution for each plant. For
the plants without feed-and-bleed capability, this early core damage scenario contributes between 15% and 65% of

each plant's total plant CDF; or typically over 90% of the total transient contribution for each plant.

Transients with late loss of core cooling usually occur as one of two scenarios. The F.rst involves a transient with

loss of all feedwater, success of feed-and-bleed, but late failure of HPR cooling. The second involves a transient
with early success of AFW/EFW, but failure oflong-term cooling because of depletion or other failures of outside

water sources needed to maintain core cooling. This late core damage type of sequence contributes as high as 40%
to the total plant CDF in the case of Fort Calhoun 1 (corresponding to about 60% of the total transient contribution
to core damage).

!
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Ez Table 11.22 Transient characteristics for CE plants.c n;c

; Transient Feed & SG (steam O

h.y CDF (/ry) ARV/EITV bleed? generator) IIVAC
Dominant IIPI pumps IIPR - RCP seal

Pump depressur.ered failures LOCA EO Plant
,

sequence no.off, types ,,,g;,g7 manual? *I'* E'".'' 'Ien E- model 7
% of total (each plant) PORVs for cooling considered? g

success? considered? gCDF j
E

ANO2 3E-5/ry T-FW-F&Il Iturbine No Yes Auto No No (based on Unlikely if Q
75 % (65%) I motor I Low Temp analysis) RCPs tripped g

T-FW-IIPR I non-safety Overpress within 30 g
(5%) pump Valses Path min. g
T-LOCA-IIPR or i ECCS X

*

(5%) Vent Valve
Path

Calsert IE-4/ry T-FW-FA B 2 turbine No (ir: final Yes (in Auto No Yes Potential for

Clifts 1&2 60 % (40%) 2 motor (I revised general) (small single 200+gpm

-- (includes T-LOCA-IIPI from Unit 2 analysis) but 2 of 2 PORVs ADV per SG) leak if RCPs

L SBO, not (10%) eross-tie) does need (small not tripped in

separated in T-LOCA-IIPR room cooling PORVs) 45 min."

submittal) (10%)

Fort 9E-6/ry T-I:W-F&ll I turbine No Yes Auto No Yes Unlikely if

Calhoun 1 65 % (10%) I motor 1 of 2 PORVs RCPs tripped

(includes T-LOCA-IIPI I diesel- (plant has within 30

SHO not (15%) driven high capacity min.

separated in T-longterm PORVs)

submittal) cooling (40%)
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Table 11.22 Transient characteristics for CE plants.

Transient Feed & SG (steam
E' * * ^

depressurn.O
I#'I) **

Dominant A DV/EFW IIPI pumps IIPR - RCP seal
ed failures

Plant sequence pump config. need pump auto or LOCA
" "

types (each plant) cooling?
PORK'

**""*? m del
I g uni,,, ,7 ,,,,,

CDF success? considered?

St. Lucie I SE-6/ry T-FW-FA B I turbine Yes Yes Auto Yes Yes (no Unlikely if
25 % (15%) 2 motor 2 of 2 PORVs llVAC RCPs tripped

T-LOCA-IIPR initiators within 10
(5%) because of min.

long recovery
time)

St. 1.ucie 2 S E-6/ry T-FW-FAB 1 turbine Yes Yes Auto Yes Yes (no Unlikely if
20*4 (10%) 2 motor 1 of 2 PORVs llVAC RCPs tripped

T-FW-ilPR initiators within 10
-- (5*6) because of min. (has
L T-LOCA-IIPR long recovery auto reactor
"

(5%) time) trip if CCW
lost for 10
min)

Millstone 2 3 E-5/ry Not readily I turbine Yes (for Yes Auto Yes Yes Potential for
75 % available in 2 motor small-small 2 of 2 (large ADVs) 800+ ppm

~
-

abose format LOCAs and PORVS leak if RCPs -

in submittal FAB) not tripped

Palisades 2E-5/ry T-FW-F& B Iturbine No Yes I of 2 Auto Yes Yes No leak if p
40% (10%) 2 motor PORVs (block (screened out cooling lost a

T-FW-ilPR valves as an initiator) based on B-J $$

(20%) normally shut- pump / sea!

7 must be j
g opened)

$ 4
x

-s ij
O 2
i;; 7
2 0
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c Table 1I.22 Transient characteristics for CE plants. .C2

W n
!

; Transient Feed & SG (steam O |

,$ CDF (Iry) bleed? generator) HVAC $
Dominant AFW/EFW IIPI pumps llPR - RCP seal ;;;

depressur.ned failures
O Plant sequence pump config. need pump auto or 1.OCA E

" "

h types (each plant) cooling? PORK'
* *""* t ? m del .

, ,, mnsi

CDF success? considered? c j

% .

Palo Verde 6E-5/ry T-FW (65%) Iturbine Could not No (no Auto (RWT Yes Yes Appears Q [
1,2&3 65 % I motor readily PORVs) valves to be unlikely if 4 !

I non-safety determine. manually shut RCPs tripped j |
'

pump (Appears to but failure to R
requiring need room do so does not #

< *
manual start cooling? fail IIPR) r'

San Onofre IE-5/ry T-FW (40%) I turbine Yes No (no Auto Yes Yes Unlikely if

2&3 45 % 2 motor PORVs) RCPs tripped {
within 30 ;

-- min. !
F

La '
#* Waterford 2 E-6/ry T-FW (15%) I turbine Yes No (no Auto Yes Yes Unlikely if

3 14 % 2 motor PORVs) RCPs tripped

I non-safety within 30 ;

backup pump min. !
!

Maine 3E-5/ry Not readily I turbine Yes Yes Auto Yes Yes Unlikely ;

Yankee 40 % quantifiabic in 2 motor 2 of 2 PORVs (note: has |
I

the above (failure =0.5 high temp

format but since not seals & plant (
appears qualified for has loop i

mostly of environment) isolation - |
T-FW-FAB valves) i

type
I

[
,

i
i

.

t

)

!
*

e
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives |

Transient induced LOCAs are typically caused by a stuck-open primary system relief valve or an RCP seal failure, I

particularly when seal cooling is lost as part of the transient. Failure of coolant makeup either during the injection
or recirculation phase of the accidentleads to early or late core damage, respectively. These transient-induced LOCA

core damage sequences contribute up to 15% (early) and 10% (late) to the total plant CDFs for the CE plants.

The variability in the importance of transients (and the types of transient sequences) at the CEplants is driven
by combinations of manyfactors; most significant of these appear to be the degree of support system dependence

for systems usedfor heat removal, the degree of redundancy in heat removalsystems, th e generallow susceptibility

to RCP seal LOCAs, and long-term water resource capabilities. There is approximately a factor of 60 between the

lowest and highest transient CDFs for the CE plants as already discussed above. This variability, and hence, the
importance of transient accidents to the CE plants, is dependent on both design and operational characteristics for

the plants as well as modeling characteristics that also influence the results. No single factor dominates the results

(i.e., guarantees that the transient CDF will be high or low depending on the nature of any single factor).
Combinations of factors are important, and those combinations vary from plant to plant. Review of the
characteristics presented in Table 11.22, as well as other information from the CE plant submittals, provides key
insights as to what plant design or analysis features drive the importance of transients for the CE plants.

As was discussed earlier, transients often consist of total or partial losses of support systems, either as initiators or

as subsequent failures to general initiators. The key heat removal systems (i.e., main feedwater, condensate,
AFW/EFW, and feed-and-bleed utilizing HPl/ recirculation and PORV operation) are dependent on these support
systems. The degree of this support and the level of redundancy in this support varies from plant to plant. Hence,

some plants are more susceptible to partial or complete failures of some systems than other plants. This is illustrated

in Table 11.22, for instance, by the variability in the need for high-pressure pump bearing ami seal cooling during

the injection phase. About one half of the plants indicated such a dependency; one-half of the plants indicated this

dependency does not exist at their plant. The variability in the need for HVAC in some areas of the plant, and
hence, its effect as a contributor to the transient sequences, also varies among the plants. HPI toom cooling faults

were important in the Calvert Cliffs I&2 submittal. Specific power bus loads can also be important as demonstrated

by the significance of specific bus faults for most of the CE plants. The extent to which some of these dependencies

are caused by plant design or modeling characteristics can not be readily determined solely on the basis of the
submittals.

The degree of redundancy for ren.oving heat in transient sequences varies from plant to plant as illustrated in
Table 11.22. Particularly, whether feed and-bleed is possible, the degree of redundancy for PORV operation for
feed-and-bleed, variations in AFW/EFW redundancy, and the ability to depressurize the steam generators and use

condensate for cooling, are major examples of this variability. The plants with the highest transient CDFs tend to
(1) not have PORVs and so they can not feed-and-bleed,(2) have non-redundant features for success of feed-and-

bleed, or (3) did not credit the ability to use steam generator depressurization and heat removal with condensate.

For example, Calvert Cliffs l&2 with the highest transient CDFs, require 2 of 2 PORVs (PORVs are small) and did

not always credit feed and-bleed for all types of events. Additionally, steam generator depressurization and
condensate cooling is not credited at Calvert Cliffs I&2 because of the small ADVs at this plant. The Palo Verde l

and San Onofre plants, among those with the highest transient CDFs, do not have PORVs and can not feed-and- i

bleed. Maine Yankee, Palisades, Millstone 2, and ANO 2 have less redundant or unusual bleed configurations. Plants

with the lowest transient CDFs such as St. Lucie 1&2 have the combined redundancy of feed-and bleed,among the

most redundant AFW/EFW designs, and credited steam generator depressurization and condensate cooling.
Waterford 3, the plant with the lowest transient CDF, has the greatest AFW redundancy and credited steam generator

depressurization, although it has no PORVs for feed and bleed. Combinations of equipment independent and
common cause hardw are faults, failures in support systems, SW failures and sump valve faults affecting recirculation,
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|
i

; and operator failures associated with initiating steam generator depressurization and condensate cooling are among !

the dominant contributors to failure of heat removal.
'

For all the CE plants, the susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs is generally considered to be quite low on the basis of;

the typical Byron Jackson 4-stage seal design used in CE plants (or an equivalent)and the analyses, tests, and actual

experience associated with these pumps. Hence, all the CE plants used optimistic models which are considered'

realistic for the CE plants. Nevertheless, some variability exists among the CE plant submittals as to the flow rate;

and probability of these LOCAs. For instance,one of the more relatively pessimistic RCP seal LOCA models was
,

; used by Calvert Cliffs l&2 which have the highest transient CDFs of all the CE plants and among the highest
; relative contributions from transient-induced LOCAs. Overall, the generally low susceptibility to RCP seal LOCAs

for the CE plants makes this failure and its demand on coolant system makeup unimportant.4

1

The ability and actions associated with supplying long-term water to the suction for AFW/EFW is particularly
,

: significant for transients with no induced LOCA. Variability in water source size, attemate supplies, and the degree

,
that the activity is proceduralized and trained all influence the relative importance of this characteristic.

!

11.3.2.3 LOCA Sequences
'

l

LOCAs involve a breach of the primary system as the initiating event, followed by failure of core cooling as a result4

; of failing to provide adequate coolant makeup either during the injection or recirculation phase of the accident. On

: the basis of the accident class definitions used in this report, SGTRs and ISLOCAs are excluded from this LOCA

: class. They are special forms of LOCAs and are covered later as separate types of accident sequences. LOCAs
'

cover a broad range of sizes; typically categorized as small, medium, or large LOCAs depending on the degree of

; primary system depressurization and the rate of coolant loss when the breach occurs.

i

! LOCAs are generally the second most important accident class among all the CE plants and are even the dominant

class of accident for a few plants. The range of LOCA CDFs for the CE plants is not large when compared to the

variability found with other accident classes, with the exception of one plant. Small LOCAs are slightly more
;

}- important than other size breaks, but there is ne significant trend that either injection or recirculation failures are
i more important, regardless of the break size. Finally, many of the design and modeling characteristicsimportant for
i transients are also important for LOCAs.

1 LOCAs are importantfor many of the CEplants, with absolute CDFsfor all the plants (except one) within about
afactor ofl0. As shown in Table 11.23, all of the CE plants report total LOCA CDFs within the range of SE-6/ry!

for ANO 2 to 6E 5/ry for Calvert Cliffs 1&2; or within a factor of 12 of each another. This is a tight clustering of
'

values as compared to the range of transient CDFs discussed earlier and the range of SBO CDFs discussed later.

The one plant exception that falls outside this range is Fort Calhoun I with a reported total LOCA CDF of IE-6/ry,
or about a factor of $ below the ANO 2 value. The average CDF for this accident class across all plants is
approximately 2E 5/ry. For nine of the fifteen plants, the LOCA CDFs represent a 20% or greater contribution to
each plant's total plant CDF making this class of accident generally the second most important group of accident

sequences for CE plants. In general, LOCAs are important contributors to CDF for many of the same reasons as
the transients. Also, as the size of the LOCA gets larger and its initiating event frequency lowers, there is a
corresponding drop in the level of redundancy available in the mitigating systems.
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Table 11.23 LOCA results for CE plants.

^ " " "Smallest LOCA Smallest LOCA All other
^ * " ' ' "Total LOCA w/ loss of w/ loss of LOCAs w/ loss of

I ' " ''"I" "CDF (/ry) injection CDF recirculat'n injection CDF
,'"I I 'I) |(/ry) CDF (/ry) (/ry)

% of total CDF
% of Mal

| % of total CDF % of total CDF % of total CDF
CDF

| ANO 2 SE-6/ry >6E 7/ry >9E-7/ry > l E-6/ry >2 E-6/ry
I 15 % <$ % <5% <5% 5%

Calvert Cliffs 6E-5/ry 2E-5/ry 9E-6/ry 2E-5/ry 7E-6/ry
I&2 25% 10 % <5% 10 % <5%

Fort Calhoun i I E-6/ry 7E-7/ry lE-7/ry IE-7/ry IE-7/ry
10*A SS4 <5 t'. <5t4 <534

St. Lucie ! I E-5/ry 3E-6/ry 4 E-6/ry 3E-6/ry 2E-6/ry
55 % 10 % 20% 15 % 10 %

St. Lucie 2 I E-5/ry 3 E-6/ry SE-6/ry 3E-6/ry 3E-6/ry
50 % 10 % 20% 10 % 10 %

Millstone 2 6E-6/ry Combined inj. I E 6/ry Combined inj. S E-6/ry
20 % and recire = <5% and recirc = 15 %

Palisades 2 E-5/ry 8 E-6/ry 7E-6/ry negligible S E-7/ry
309k 15th 15th <5ti

Palo Verde 7E-6/ry 2E 6/ry 2E-6/ry 3E 7/ry 3E-6/ry
1.2& 3 10 % <5% <5% negligible <5%

San Onofre 2&3 IE 5/ry 10E-7/ry 2E-6/ry 3 E-6/ry SE 6/ry
35 % <5% 5% 10 % 15 %

Waterford 3 7E-6/ry 4E-6/ry I E-6/ry 10E 7/ry 3E 7/ry
40% 20% 10 % 5% <5%

Maine Yankee 3E 5/ry Combined in). 2E-5/ry; 25% Combined inj. I E-5/ry
40 % and recire = (includes and recirc = 15 %

very,very small to
small LOCAs

Examination of possible reasons why the Fort Calhoun i submittal has a LOCA CDF that is considerably lower than

the other plants reveals that w hile it shares the advantages of redundant cooling features like many of the other plants

(including a diesel-driven AFW train that is independent of other cooling) and its flPI is not particularly susceptible

to support system faults, one other significant reason applies. Review of the LOCA frequencies across all the CE
plant submittals reveals that Fort Calhoun I used LOCA frequencies that are generally factors of 4 to 20 times lower
than corresponding frequencies reported in the other CE submittals. It is not certain whether this observation is
indicative of pessimistic values used by the other plants, or optimistic (i.e., low) values used in the Fort Calhoun I
submittal.

l
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

.

| While small LOCAs are somewhat more important than larger break slies, there is no significant trend regarding

the relative importance ofIn}ection or recirculationfalluresfor any si:e break. Furthermore, differvst types of
failures dominate eitherloss ofinjection or recirculation sequences. Table 1 I .23 summarizes the subsets o( LOCA

*

'
sizes and injection / recirculation failures making up the LOCA class of accidents for all the CE plants. In the table,
the small LOCA category considers the smallest LOCA size covered in each submittal unless otherwise noted. Since'

many of the characteristicsimportant to transients (discussed earlier) are also important for LOCAs (especially the

; smaller sizes), these characteristicsare not presented again here in Table i 1.23. For 11 of the 15 plants, small LOCA

(by itself) CDFs makeup at least one-half of the total LOCA CDF for each plant. The remaining LOCA CDF
4

contribution comes from the combined results of larger LOCA sizes. Hence, while small LOCAs tend to dominate'

for some plants, other medium to larger size LOCAs are also signiGcant for these same plants and are even dominant

for a few of the plants. There is no significant trend that injection or recirculation failures dominate the LOCA
accident class, as both types of failures are impottant depending on the specific plant.

,

i

The dominant equipment failures and operator actions for the LOCA sequences vary among the olants and for the

types of LOCAs. Recirculation failures tend to be driven by random valve failures and storage tank level
'

instrumentation failures. Other failures include HPR cooling water and room cooling failures, and operator failure'

to switchover to hot leg injection to prevent boron precipitatiat. For LOCAs with failure ofinjection, similar valve'

and HPl cooling failures, as well as HPI common cause and independent pump failures tend to dominate. In some

cases, operator failure to cooldown/depressurize so that low-pressure systems can be used is also a contributor.
,

11.3.2.4 SBO Accident Sequences

SBO sequences involve an LOSP, followed by a loss of all on site AC power provided by EDGs. The failure of*

'

all AC power results in failure of all injection systems and failure of normal heat removal via feedwater and the
steam condenser system. Additionally, motor-driven AFW or EFW trains are also lost, leaving only the turbine-
driven AFW/EFW available for cooling the core via the steam generators. Failure of all primary system injection

capabii!!y results in no available means to makeup the loss of primary coolant through either an RCP seal failure

j or a stuck-opan primary relief valve that may develop during such a scenario. Operation of the turbine driven ,

AFW/EFW is also ultimately limited by the loss of support systems such as HVAC for room cooling, air / nitrogen !'
'

for maintaining valve operability in some cases, and particularly DC power (on the basis of battery life and load
3 shedding) for instrumentation and control.

The SBO accident class is important for some of the CE plants. The variability in the importance of SBO is driven -

by combinations of plant features as well as to some degree, modeling differences among the submittals. The
redundancy and diversity of AC power sources, including the ability to cross-tie buses within or between plants at

,

i a multi unit site, is a key characteristic as to how important SBO is at each CE plant. The degree of dependence

on diesel support systems, particularly cooling water and battery lifetimes including provisions for load shedding,

are also key characteristicsdetermining the importance of SBO at the CE plants. Either early or late SBO sequences

can be the most significant, depending on the battery lifetimes as well as other features. Recovery modeling
assumptions can also be an important factor in the calculated SBO CDFs. RCP seal LOCAs are not a factor in

~ determining the importance of SBO for CE plants, on the basis of the RCP designs used at CE plants and testing

results and experience associated with those designs.

SB0 is importantfor some of the CE plants with absolute CDFsfor individualplants covering a wide range.
Table 11.24 summarizes the SBO CDF results for the CE plants and some key characteristics associated with the

i plant designs and the SBO analyses for each plant. In two submittals, for Calvert Cliffs l&2 and for Fort Calhoun 1,
the IPE results are not presented in a form that the SBO CDF contributions can be readily determined. Where the'
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SBO results are available,the SBO CDF is greater than 6E-6/ry for six plants represented by four submittals. For

these six plants, the percentage contribution of SBO to the total plant CDF is approximately 15% or greater, and in
|

3

one case, Waterford 3, represents about one third of the total plant CDF. The remaining six plants have SBO CDFs
i

less than 3E-6/ry, each less than a 10% contribution to the total plant CDF. For those plants with SBO results !
readily available, the average SBO CDF (counting each separate plant at a multi-unit site as a separate result) is i
approximately 8E-6/ry, with a range of SBO CDF values of 4E-7/ry for Millstone 2, to 2E 5/ry for each of the Palo

Verde plants.11ence, there is a wide variation and somewhat uniform spread for the SBO CDF results among the
CE plants.

i

Table 11.24 SBO characteristics for CE plants. !

'Plant tal fr q' *g, d ion Com mentO j
CDF (/ry) time

ANO 2 IE 6 <5% 0.058 2 8 hrs not a factor Bus crossties '

considered )
-Somew hat

optimistic recovery

Calvert unavail. unavail. 0.136 Note (a) unavail. Iow
Cliffs 1&2 potential

Fort unavail. unavail. 0.2 (est.) 2 (radiator 8 hrs not a factor |
Calhoun I cooled)

St. Lucie 1 3 E-6 10 % 0.15 2 (radiator 8 hrs not a factor Bus crossties ;

cooled) considered '

St. Lucie 2 3 E-6 10 % 0.15 2 (radiator 8 hrs not a factor -Bus crosstics
cooled) considered |

Millstone 2 SE-7 <5% 0.091 2 8 hrs not a factor -Crosstie to Unit I
credit
LOSP events <l/2

hr not considered
,

l
Palisades 9E-6 20 % 0.03 2 6 hrs not a factor AFW valves can {

remain open add'I. 6
hrs 1

-Mostly early SBO

Palo Verde 2E-5 20 % 0.078 2 2 hrs not a factor -87% late
1,2&3 for < 2 hrs (3 hr) SBO

13% early

(I hr) SB0

San Onofre 2E-6 5% 0.11 2 (radiator 8 hrs not a factor 12% late
2&3 cooled) (>8 hr) SBO

88% carly
SBO
Grid vs. weather

recovery
-Appears credit for
manual AFWS oper.
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Table 11.24 SBO characteristics for CE plants.

'
Plant tot i freq y dp ion Com ment

O
CDF (try) time

Waterford 3 6E-6 35 % 0.03 2 4 hrs not a factor -45 % late

(>4 hr) SBO
-55% carly SB0

Maine IE-5 10 15 % 0.05 2 (backup 6 8 hrs not a factor -Fast transfer for !

Yankee Note (b) Note (b) cooling w/ Il5kv degradation i

firewater) Credited App.R |
self cooled DG
-Pessimistic recovery

Note (a) Newer design modeled with 2 DGs per unit & I non-safety swing DG; use to be i DG per unit with I swing
DG

Note (b) Uncertain CDF and percentage; based on Technical Evaluation Report estimate and review of dominant ,

scenanos i

!

Both short-term (early) and long-term (late) SB0 sequences are important, with a tendency that longer battery
life lessens the relative importance oflate SB0 sequencesfor CEplants. Early SBO sequences involve the loss
of all AC power with a failure-on-demand of the turbine-driven AFW/EFW such that core heat removal is lost at j

the onset of the accident. Without recovery of AC power, and hence,other means for heat removalin about I hour, ;
'

core damage occurs. Failures on-demand of the AFW/EFW were found to be driven by pump failures-to-start,
failure of the steam admission valve to open (to supply steam to the pump turbine), and train maintenance outage

contributions for the CE plants.

!

Late 580 sequences involve the loss of all AC power with initial success of the turbine-driven AFW/EFW so that
core cooling via the steam generators is available. However, without eventual AC power restoration, continued
control and operability of the turbine-driven AFW/EFW is compromised because of a loss of support systems. The

CE plant subrnittals concluded that the eventualloss of DC power as a result of battery power being depleted, along
with failures to-run for the turbine-driven AFW/EFW, were the two most important late failure modes of this system.

Once the turbine-driven AFW/EFW is failed, core heat removal is halted and eventually core damage occurs late

(typically 2-3 hours after AFW/EFW failure)in the accident.

While most of the CE plant submittats did not provide information in a form to readily determine the relative
importance of early and late SBO sequences, three submittals covering six plants provided such information that
made this determination possible. Palo Verde 1,2&3 concluded that the SBO CDF for these plants was made up of

|

approximately 90% late SBO sequences and 15% early SBO sequences. San Onofre 2&3 concluded that the SBO i

CDF for these plants was made up of 10% late SBO sequences and 90% early SBO sequences. Waterford 3 !

concluded its split to be almost 50% carly and 50% late.

1

Examination of the characteristics presented in Table 11.24 for the six plants mentioned above, reveals the fact that
Palo Verde 1,2&3 with the shortest battery life (2 hours), have the late SBO sequences as most significant.
Waterford 3 with a medium battery life (4 hours) has early and late SBO sequences as approximately equally
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important. San Onofre 2&3 with the longest battery life (8 hours), has the early SBO sequences as most signiGeant.
This apparent correlation to battery life is explained by the fact that the longer battery life allows for a greater chance

oflong-term success of the turbine-driven AFW/EFW, hence,also providing a greater likelihood that AC power will
eventually be restored so that the plant can be safely shutdown. Therefore, the CDF from late SBO sequences tends
to be less than the CDF from early SBO sequences involving the immediate failure of AFW/EFW with little time

to recover AC power to avoid core damage. In the case of the San Onofre 2&3 plants, this correlation is further

supported by the fact that the submittal credited possible operation of AFW manually without control power, and
accounted for differences in the likelihood of LOSP and the recovery of off site power on the basis of grid versus

'

weatherinterruptions. Both of these factors also tend to decrease the CDF from late SBO sequences relative to the
,

; CDF from early SBO sequences.
|

| The above correlation is true only if the probability of an SBO-induced LOCA, caused by a stuck-open primary relief
! valve or a RCP seal LOCA (induced by loss of cooling to the pump seals), is small so that there is not an early
| demand for coolant injection, and hence, AC power restoration to makeup for the coolant loss. Such a demand
'

would tend to yield higher early SBO CDFs. Limited discussion in the CE plant submittals concerning stuck-open
primary relicf valves indicates there is little demand for relicfvalve operation and/or a low probability of these valves

sticking open. RCP seal LOCAs are also considered to be low probability events for the CE plants, as discussed
later. Thus, SBO induced LOCAs are low probability events allowing the above observations to be valid.

The variability in the importance ofSBO at the CEplants is driven by combinations offactors; most significant
of these appear to be the number ofemergencyA Cpower sources (including cross-tie capabliity within or between
plants) and their dependencies,and batterypower depletion times. There is approximately a factor o(So between

the lowest and highest SBO CDFs for the CE plants as already discussed above. This variability, and the importance

of SBO accidents to the CE plants, is dependent primarily on design and operational characteristics for the plants

although modeling nuances also influence the results. No single factor dominates the results (i.e., guarantees that
the SBO CDF will be high or low depending on the nature of any single factor). Combinations of factors are
important, and those combinations vary from plant to plant. Review of the characteristicspresented in Table 11.24,

as well as other information from the CE plant submittals, provides key insights to which plant design or analysis
features drive the importance (or unimportance) of SBO for the CE plants.

Examination of the LOSP initiating event frequencies reveals that the plants with the highest LOSP frequency values

are among those with the lowest SBO CDFs. Conversely, plants with moderate to the lowest LOSP-initiating event
frequencies are among those with the highest SBO CDFs. While the LOSP frequency certainly influences the

probability of SBO and the frequency of SBO core damage, the grid reliability at each plant and the resulting LOSP
frequency, by itself, is not a signincant factor driving the importance of SBO.

For SBO to occur, the on site EDGs must also fail. The CE plant submittals illustrate that the most common
contributors to EDG failures are independent and common cause failures of the diesels to start or run, diesel
generator cooling failures, diesel room cooling faults, fuel failures, and diesel output breaker faults. While the "as.

analyzed" plant conGgurations in the CE plant subrnittals model two diesel generators for each plant, other analyses
regarding plant improvements as well as other design and operational features associated with the diesels reveal
features that tend to drive the importance of SBO. For instance, an analysis by the ANO 2 licensee to determine

the bene 6: of adding a swing diesel between ANO I and ANO 2 estimates a 45% reduction in the total plant CDF
and a further decrease in the SBO contribution. A Millstone 2 analysis shows that if the submittal had not taken

credit for the bus cross-tie capability to Millstone 1, the SBO contribution to the Millstone 2 to:al plant CDF would
have been 10% instead of the 1% in the existing analysis. The former diesel con 6guration at Calvert Cliffs 1&2

was one diesel dedicated per unit with one swing diesel between plants. The enhanced design credited in the
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submittal included the addition of two diesels at the site, one for each plant. This design difference was analyzed ]
to lower the total plant CDFs by almost 20% with an associated drop in the SBO contribution. A Palo Verde 1,2&3 1

analysis shows that adding gas turbines at the multi unit site will reduce the total plant CDF by almost 30% with !

an associated drop in the SBO contributinn. Among the CE plants with SBO CDFs below 3E-6/ry, four of the six

plants have EDGs that use self-cooled radiator designs, thereby eliminating the dependence on SW system operability

for diesel cooling. At least four of the same six plants have the capability and credited bus cross ties within and/or

between plants which further increases the overall AC system availability and reliability and decreases the potential

for SDO. Clearly, the collective set of these observations shows that the greater the degree of redundancy and |

diversity of the on-site AC power sources, the ability to utilize cross ties between these sources, and the reduction |

of diesel generator support needs, all tend to lower the potential for SBO and reduce the importance of SBO i

sequences at the CE plants.
|

As has been previously discussed, battery depletion time (a function of both battery capability and load shedding

during SBO) can significantly affect the importance oflate SBO sequences and the overall importance of SBO. All ;

six of the CE plants with SBO CDFs ofless than 3E-6/ry credited 8-hour battery lifetimes in their submittals. The |

plants with the highest SBO CDFs generally credited battery lifetimes of 6 hours or less; Palo Verde 1,2&3 have 1

the highest SBO CDFs and the shortest credited battery lifetimes (2 hours). Battery lifetime appears to strongly ,i

influence the importance of SBO among the CE plants.

During SBO, the operability of the turbine-driven AFW/EFW would be expected to also influence the importance i

of SBO sequences. However, differences in the failure databases for this equipment among the CE plants was found )
to not be significant. This is not a dominant factor in the variability in the importance of SBO sequences for the

CE plants.

Review of the highest and lowest SBO CDF plants shows how these features,in combination, tend to drive the
relative importance of SBO at the CE plants. The highest SBO CDFs are for Palo Verde 1,2&3 and Maine Yankee.
Palo Verde 1,2&3 used moderately high LOSP frequencies and have the shortest battery lifetimes reported among

the CE plants. Maine Yankee has a number of features that would suggest a low SBO CDF (e.g., a low LOSP
frequency, a high battery lifetime, backup cooling for the dicels, among others). However, this submittal uniquely
considers some dual bus initiator failures, has a dependency on switchgear room coqling, uses a 24-hour mission time |

I

for the diesel generators, as opposed to a more commoa 6 to 8 hours in other submittals, arid ugs a pessimistic

power recovery model in that only one train rf AC power is assumed recovered and subsequent equipment failors
can still add to the SBO CDF. So the Maine Yankee SBO CDF is driven by mostly modeling characteristicsas well

as the switchgear room cooling deperdency. The lowest SBO CDFs are for Millstone 2. ANO 2, and San
Onofre 2&3. Millstone 2 has a fairly tigh LOSP frr.quency but did not treat LOSP events lasting less than one half

hour; a unique modeling difference from thc c$er submittals. Millstone 2 has an 8-hour credited battery life, and
considere'd cross tic capability to Millstone 1. ANO 2 has a relatively low to-moderate LOSP Yrequency,an 8-hour j

'

battery life, credited bus cross-ties, and additionally used a somewhat optimistic off-site power recovery modellhan
the other CE plants. San Onofre 2&3, while using a high LOSP frequency, has an 8-hour battery life, radiator
cooled diesels, treated grid versus weather-induced LOSP separately which allows for a somewhat optimistic (but

also realistic) recovery model, and apparently credited possible operation of the turbine-driven AFW even without

control power.

All of the CEplant submittals, with one possible exception. concluded that RCP seal LOCAs are not afactor in
the determination of the SBO CDFs. The potential concern is that during an SBO, all cooling to the RC' seals is
lost and there is the possibility of seal degradation and failure under primary system pressure and temperamre
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conditions. Such a failure would result in a primary system LOCA requiring injection makeup which can not be
provided until AC power is restored since all CE injection systems require AC power.

4

All the CE plants use Byron Jackson pumps with a multi-stage seal design including a fourth stage vapor seal (or

equivalent features). These pumps have been shown to be resistant to pump seal failure through testing, analysis,
and actual experience; particularly when the pump is stopped as will occur automatically during an SBO (there is

'

no power to the pumps). On this basis all but one of the CE submittals considered the chance that an RCP seal

LOCA would owe during the time period of interest in SBO sequences, to be negligible. The Calvert Cliffs I&2
submittal did consider a low potential for such a failure during SBO conditions. However, the calculatedcontribution

of such a failure is not readily available from the submittal. In general, RCP seal LOCAs are not considered a factor

in SBO sequence outcomes and are not treated in the CE submittab as part of the SBO accident analyses.

11.3.2.5 ATWS Aceident Sequences

ATWS sequences involve a transient, followed by failure in shutdown the nuclear chain reaction by inserting the
control rods. Power generation continues at levels far in excess of normal DHR. An ATWS sequence can be
mitigated by primary system pressure control, boration, and heat removal. The failure to scram can be caused by
electrical failures of components associated with the RPS or in the breakers that when opened, deenergize the control
rods, or by mechanical faults associated with the CRD mechanisms or the control rods themselves. Partial scram

failures are possible, but in most PRAs it is assumed that scram failure is total and involves all the rods. Given the

redundancy of equipment associated with the scram function, common cause failure mechanisms must be the source

of such assumed widespread failure.

Because of the low probability of failure to scram (typicallyjudged to be a probability of low E-5) and by taking
credit for the above-mentioned pressure control, boration, and heat removal capabilities, ATWS is a low contributor

to the total CDF for all but one plant in the CE group. With that one multi unit exception, the ATWS CDFs for
the CE plants are below SE-6/yr. Nine of the fifteen plants have ATWS CDFs between IE-6/ry and 4E-6/ry and
four of the plants have CDFs between IE 7/ry and about 4E-7/ry, in all these cases, the ATWS CDF coritribution

to the total plant CDF is always below 10% for any plant. The one exception is the Calvert Cliffs I&2 submittal
which reports ATWS CDFs for both plants as 2E-5/ry, or about a factor of 6 above the next highest plant's reported

value. Examination of the Calvert Cliffs I&2 submittal reveals that this result is primarily attributable to an apparent
design difference and pessimistic modeling. The Calvert Cliffs I&2 submittal considers the fraction of time that the

reactor cores at these units have an unfavorable moderator temperature coefficient (MTC), discussed below, to be

about 40%, significantly above that normally seen in PWR PRAs. Whether this is a true design difference or a
function of pessimistic analyses, can not be determined just from the submittal. Partially as a result of this
consideration, the Calvert Cliffs I&2 analyses did not model the mitigating features mentioned above at all. This
submittai unumes that failure to scram leads to core damage, a pessimistic assumption. Even with this bounding
approach, ATWS barely con. tributes 10% to the total plant CDFs for both plants.

ATWS sequences are not an important contribm!o the total plant CDFs for the CE plants. All the plants found
this contribution to be less than 10% (even for the pessimisic Calvert Cliffs 1&2 analyses). The dominating factors

contributing to these sequences typically involve mechanical fatiure of the control rods followed by various
equipment, human error, or an insufficiently negative MTC which cause failure of pressure control., boration, and/or

heat removal. The results of the ATWS sequences are driven by both actual design characteristics,and a tendency
to pessimistically model this otherwise complex type of scenaria.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Mechanicalfailures of the rods followed by a variety of equipmentfailures, human errors, or an unfavorable
moderator temperature coefpelentdominate the A TWSsequencesfor the CEplants. In general because of the iow

contribution of ATWS sequences to the total plant CDFs for the CE plants, not much documentation of these
sequences exists in the submittals. Ilowever, where available,it was evident that mechanical failures of the rods

were generally judged to be more important than electrical failures causing failure to scram. The most important
ATWS sequences also tended to individually involve equipment (valve and pump) failures causing loss of boration
or heat removal (AFW/EFW), failure of a significant number of primary system relief valves to open thereby

assuming an unmitigated LOCA developed, all primary system relicf valves failing to rescat also causing an assumed

unmitigatable situation, and operator errors associated with ensuring emergency boration and that the main turbine

has tripped. These equipment and operator failures all lead to one or more failures of the pressure control, boration,

and heat removal functions discussed above.

The MTC was alsojudged to be a significant factor in most of the CE submittals. This coeflicient is a measure of

the inherent power feedback caused by the temperature of the fuel in the reactor core (as temperature rises, power

decreases). Typically during the early portion of a reactor core's life in a PWR, this temperature feedback may not
be suf0ciently negative to ensure that in an ATWS, the quick rising pressure in the primary system is halted (because

the fuel temperatures are also rising quickly) to avoid overpressurization of the primary system, if this were to
occur, PRAs typically assume an unmitigatable LOCA occurs and core damage will occur. Where information was
available in the CE submittals, nearly all indicated a portion of the ATWS CDF also involved this aspect.

11.3.2.6 Internal Flooding Accident Sequences

Intemal flooding events involve failure of water or steam sources within the plant, that result in a release of water
or steam that can cause a transient like scenario requiring mitigation. This failure can also directly fail the mitigating

systems (such as if the failure is in a mitigating system itself) or indirectly fail other systems as a result of
submergence or spraying of equipment.

Internal Goods are not important to the CDF for the CE plants. Flooding effects are very plant specine and depend

on the specific design, layout, and isolation of rooms and equipment within the plant. The determination of the
important flooding sequences is largely driven by these varying plant features, as well as the level of optimism used

in the analyses.

Internalflooding accidents are not importantfor CEplants. All the CE plants reported internal flooding CDFs
in the E-7/ry range or lower on the basis of screening methods, except for Waterford 3, Fort Calhoun I, and Calvert

Cliffs 1&2. These plants reported values in the IE-6/ry to 2E 6/ry range (Waterford 3 and Fort Calhoun 1) and
2E 5/ry for the Calvert Cliffs I&2 plants. Reasons for the higher plant results are discussed below, but generally,
internal flooding is not a dominant contributor to CE plant CDFs.

The effects ofInternalflooding are veryplant specific. In examining the results associated with the three highest
plant internal Gooding CDFs, it is demonstrated that the diversity of plant design and layout and the variability in
isolation of plant rooms, significantly effect the internal flooding potential for serious accidents. The Waterford 3
submittal concludes that the only significant Gooding scenario involves a turbine building flood which because of

plant arrangement and layout, can fail off-site power buses and involve subsequent failure of EFW. The analysis
is reported to contain pessimistic assumptions, and therefore,inGates the internal flood CDF. The Fort Calhoun I
submittal reports a Gooding CDF that while low, represents a 15% contribution to the total plant CDF. These Goods
are limited to the auxiliary building and involve floods caused by raw water, CCW, and AFW systems. As a result,

plant improvements are being made to address these scenarios. The Calvert Cliffs 1&2 submittal shows its plant
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j 11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
,

} flooding contributions to be made up of multiple Good sources and locations, rather than a few dominant floods.

j in accumulating the frequencies of these nearly dozen small Dooding contributions, the Calvert Cliffs l&2 submittal
j arrives at an intemal Gooding CDF that is higher than the CDFs reported in the other CE plant submittals. This is
I

different than the usual practice of screening individual Gooding scenarios on the basis of their low frequency, and
i arriving at a negligible or non-quantined Gooding contribution which is what appears to have been done with most

of the other plants.;

1
,

;
\11.3.2.7 SGTR Accident Sequences
|

SGTR sequences involve leakage from the primary coolant to the secondary side of the plant through a ruptured or
leaking steam generator tube. Failure to mitigate the leak (such as by depressurization or %Iation of the stearc

generator) or failure to establish long-term core cooling results in core damage. This sequence class is generally a

Iow CDF contributor, but can be a signiacant contributor to off-site consequences because the releases can bypassi

I containment.
'

i

SGTR accidents are not important to the CDF for the CE plants. Their occurrence is largely driven by failures
i associated with equipment used for pressure relief and coolant makeup, as well as operator errors associated with

j isolating the faulted steam generator and ensuring long-term cooling.
.

}

) SGTR accidents are not important to thefrequency of core damagefor CEplants. AlI of the CE plants reported

| SGTR CDFs ofless than SE-6/ry. This accident class contributes approximately 5% or less to any single total plant
j CDF. All of the plant CDFs fall within approximately one decade except for ANO 2 which has a SGTR CDF about
! a factor of 6 below the lowest of all the other plants. As such, while there is some spread in the results among the

{ CE plants, the low absolute CDF values generally result from the low frequency of a significant rupture (typically

| the order of I E-2/yr or less) and the redundant availability of heat removal equipment which can mitigate the event. l
,

;

Roth equipmentfallures and operator errors contribute to SGTR CDF. Because of the low contribution of SGTR

sequences to the total plant CDFs for the CE plants, not much documentation of these sequences exists in the
j submittals. However, where available,it was determined that the contributors to SGTR accidents typically involve
j equipment failures associated with HPl/ recirculation and the associated support systems used for coolant makeup,
j failure of pressure relief valves, and operator contributing failures involving the lack of providing long-term cooling

| and failure to isolate the faulted steam generator.
i

1

11.3.2.8 ISLOCA Sequences
J
t

j An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the reactor coolant system from low-pressure systems (e.g.,

| LPI) fail, resulting in backflow from the reactorcoolant system through the low-pressure piping. If this low-pressure
'; piping or other components (e.g., seals, relicf valves, Ganges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization.then a

[ LOCA results. If the breach occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside the containment, the efnuent from the

i breach bypasses containment. Because it is not possible to recirculate the coolant through the reactor coolant system

{ for this type LOCA, water used for injection necessaryto makeup for the loss could be depleted.This sequenceclass '

j is generally a low CDF contributor but can be a significant contributor to off site consequencesbecause the releases

i can bypass containment.
|
i

j ISLOCAs are not important to the CDF for the CE plants. Their leading to core damage is largely driven by

{ operator errors associated with failing to isolate the faulted pathway and ensure long-term cooling.

!
)
!
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives !
!

ISLOCAs are not important to thefrequency ofcore damagefor CEplants. AlI of the CE plants teported iSLOCA
|CDFs ofless than 3E-6/ry. This accident class contributes approximately 10% or less to any single total plant CDF.

All of the plant CDFs fall within the low E 7/ry to low E-6/ry range except for Millstone 2 which has a ISLOCA 1

CDF about a factor of 3 below the lowest of all the other plants. While there is some spread in the results among
the CE plants, the low absolute CDF values generally result from the low frequency of a significant rupture and the

redundant availability of heat removal equipment which can mitigate the event.

Operator errors contribute to ISLOCA CDF. The most likely sources of such LOCAs involve the shutdown |

cooling line, RCP seal cooler lines, and the LPI lines. Because of the low contribution of ISLOCA sequences to
the total plant CDFs for the CE plants, not much documentation of these sequences exists in the submittals.
However, where available,it was determined that the contributors to ISLOCAs typically involve operator contributing

failures associated with the lack of providing long-term cooling and failure to isolate the faulted pathway. The i

sources appearing in the CE plant submittals contributing most to the ISLOCA CDFs include the shutdown cooling ;

line, the RCP seal cooler lines, and the LPI pathways.

11.3.3 CDF Perspectives for Westinghouse 2-loop Reactors

As indicated in Table 11.25, four PWR plants are grouped in the Westinghouse 2 loop category. Two of these plants

are dual-unit sites, giving a total of six units in the group. All of the plants are housed in large dry containments.

Table 11.25 Plants in Westinghcuse 2-loop plant group.

Ginna Kewaunee Point Beach I&2
Prairie Island l&2

11.3.3.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for Westinghouse 2-loop Reactors

The total CDFs for the plants in the Westinghouse 2-loop group are shown in Figure 11.6. The CDFs for this plant

group only vary within about a factor of two, with an average CDF of 8E-5/ry. The contribution of individual
accident classes to plant CDF shows more variability, however, as shown in Figure 11.9. As indicated in the figure, i

the CDFs in most accident classes exhibit about an order of magnitude or smaller spread, with a larger variability j

in the CDFs for the ISLOCAs and intemal floods. The variation in the accident class CDFs is due to a combination
of plant design differences and modeling assumptions. Overall, the largest contributors are transients, LOCAs, SBOs,
and SGTRs. The IPE submittals generally reported smaller contributions from ATWS, intemal flooding, and

ISLOCA sequences.

Table 11.26 summarizes the perspectivesobtained from examination of the Westinghouse 2-loop plants. The details

that provide the basis for these perspectives are contained in the remainder of Section 11.3.3. The results for the
accident classes are discussed, giving more details on the factors driving the CDFs, particularly for the plants with

the highest and lowest CDFs. Design and operational factors along with differences in modeling assumptions are

addressed. |
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Figure 11.9 Sequence results for Westinghouse 2-loop plants.

Table 11.26 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 2-loop plants.

Accident important design features, operator actions. Summary of results I
importance and model assumptions

Transient accidents

Important for all Degree of HPI and AFW dependence on SW Transient CDFs range from IE 5/ry to
Westinghouse 2- and CCW 4E-5/ry. Average CDF is 3E 5/ry,
loop plants

.

RCP seal cooling is not dependent on SW or Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from i

CCW, except one plant 15% to 40% )
Modeling of RCP seal LOCA probability and
size

Dependence of PORVs on instrument air

Internal flood accidents

important for some Plant layout: separation of mitigating system Flood CDFs range from 2E 7/ry to IE-5/ry.
Westinghouse 2- components and compartmentalization Average CDF is 8E-6/ry.
loop sites

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from
negligible to 20%
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i

Table 11.26 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 2 loop plants. |
1

i Accident important design features, operator actions. 3 , , ,,,y ,g ,,,,gt,.;
importance and model assumptions

SBO accidents
|
j Important for some AC power reliability (e.g., number of diesel SBO CDFs range from IE-6/ry to 3E 5/ry.

; Westinghouse 2- generators, cross-tie capabilities between units. Aserage CDF is IE 5/ry. ;

! loop plants diverse AC power sources) )

i
Contribution to total plant CDF renges from j

! Diesel generator reliability negligible to 40%
i

i

l
1 Frequency of LOSP

! Modeling of RCP seal LOCA probability and
i size

f Backup cooling for RCP seals
j
4

i

i
ATWS accidents

Not dominant for Assessmentof fraction of time that plant has ATWS CDFs range from 7E 8/ry to 3E-7/ry.
Westinghouse 2- unfavorable moderator temperature coefficient Average CDF is 2E-7/ry.

loop plants; Contribution to total plant CDF is negligible
for all plants

4

ISLOCAs

4 Not important for Compartmentaliation and separation of ISLOCA CDFs range from 7E-8/ry to
Westinghouse equipment 8E 6/ry. Average CDF is 2E 6/ry.

; 2-toop plants
i Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from

f
negligible to 10%

!

LOCAs'

.
Important for all Manual actions needed for switchover to ECCS LOCA CDFs range from IE-5/ry to 4E-5/ry,

j Westinghouse 2- recirculation Average CDF is 2E-5/ry.

i loop plants
j Size of RWST (smaller tanks give less time for Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from

operators to perform switchoser) 25% to 35%3

I Whether containment sprays will be actuated
(causing more rapid depletion of RWST)

j Assessment of human error probability for

| performing switchover to recirculation

SGTR accidents

important for one Modeling of operator actions to isolate the SGTR CDFs range from SE-6/ry to 3E-5/ry.

Westinghouse 2- rupture and provide long term heat removal Aserage CDF is IE 5/ry.
loop plant

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges from
5% to 30%
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

11.3.3.2 SBO Perspectives
i

!
SBO occurs when a plant loses olT-site AC power, and the on site backup AC power sources (diesel generators) also 1

fall to function. Because so many safety systems rely on AC power either directly (for motive power) or indirectly |
(e.g., cooled by systems that rely on AC power), SBO causes most safety systems to be unavailable. Most SBO I

scenarios do have DC power available, however, through use of station batteries. For PWRs, the loss of all AC

power normally leaves turbine driven AFW as the only available means for DHR. Turbine-driven AFW can operate
until the batteries deplete, potentially leading to a loss of control if AC power is not recovered soon after loss of

control, core damage will follow. For one IPE, Point Beach, AFW was assumed to continue even after battery j

depletion by manually controlling feedwater, flowever, the limited supply of water in the CST for feedwater
injection often leads to core damage for such sequences.

!
IAn additional,important, complication for Westinghouse plants involves the potential for leakage from RCP seals.

In the Westinghouse 2-toop plants, SBO results in loss of cooling for the RCP seats. The prolonged exposure to high

temperatures can fail the seals, leading to a small LOCA through the pump seats. If a seal LOCA occurs, injection i
systems are needed to provide makeup to the RCS. Since these are not normally available during an SBO, pump I

seal LOCAs will lead to core damage if off-site power is not restored in time. Chapter 17 of this report provides
further discussion of SBO sequences.

SBO is an important contributor (greater than 10%) to plant CDF for about half of the Westinghouse 2-loop |

submittals. Several factors are important for SBOs for the Westinghouse 2 toop plants, with differing combinations I

of these factors driving the results for the individual plants in this group. The factors that have the biggest impact |
on the results primarily represent actual plant characteristics (such as attemative arrangements for providing seal
cooling), but modeling used in the IPEs is also important (such as the size and timing of seal leaks). The remainder

of this section provides more details on these SBO perspectives. I

SBO sequences can be categori:edas short-term,long-term, or involving RCPseal LOCA. On average,long-term
SBo sequences wIth RCPseal LOCAs are mostfrequent. To understand the reasons for differences in SBO CDFs, '

it is helpful to categorize SBOs as follows: |
1

short-term SBO - sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains fail to operate and AC power is not*

recovered before the core is damaged

lone term SBO - sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains operate initially, but ultimately faila

(normally because battery depletion causes loss of DC control power) before recovery of AC power

SBO with RCP seal LOCA - sequences involving RCP seal LOCAs that are caused by loss of cooling to*

RCP seats with failure to recover AC power before the core is uncovered.

Short term SBO sequences typically lead to core damage within about 2 hours, while long-term SBO sequences

typically lead to core damage in more than 2 hours. SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs can be either short-term

or long-term (depending on the model used for the timing and magnitude of a RCP seal LOCA), but they are
typically long term sequences, j

The relative contribution of short term and long-term SBO sequences varies among the Westinghouse 2 loop IPEs.

Short term SBO sequences are the larger contributors for Point . Beach I&2, long term SBO sequences are the larger

contributor for Prairie Island I&2, and short term and long term sequences contribute about equally for Kewaunee.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The relative contribution of the short-term and long term SBO sequences is not readily available from the Ginna IPE

submittal. The plant that is dominated by long-term SBO, Prairie Island I&2, is dominated by RCP seal LOCAs.

The Point Beach 1&2 and Kewaunce IPE submittals both list a small contribution from RCP seal LOCAs.

|

The SBO results are driven by a combination offactors involving both plant-specificfeatures and IPE modeling
characteristics. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF are |

common across the plants, while others are highly plant-specific. The failures that contribute most to SBO for the

Westinghouse 2 loop plants can be grouped into the categories listed bebw:

LOSP initiator*

loss of on site AC powera
i

failure to recover AC power*

failure of turbine-driven AFW 1*

transient induced LOCA*

The system and component failures that contribute to each of the categories are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The initiator for SBO is, of course, LOSP. Higher frequencies for LOSP will lead to higher SBO CDFs. The
frequencies used for each of the Westinghouse 2-toop plants are listed in Table 11.27. The initiator frequency for
Ginna is about an order of magnitude lower than the other Westinghouse 2 loop plants, which contributes to the

relatively low SBO contribution for Ginna.

Table 11.27 Key parameters affecting SBO CDF for Westinghouse 2-loop plants.

SBO CDF No. EDGs Battery
'"' " " " '"

(1/ry) unit /other/x-tie' life (hrs) frequency |
I.: e

Ginna 7E 6 2/2/N Unknown .0035 * technica! support center
and security diesel
generators

Kewaunee 3E 5 2/1/N 8 .044 * technical support center
diesel generator can
provide RCP seal cooling

Point Beach I&2 I E-5 0/2/Y I .06 * on-site gas turbine
generator

* turbine driven AFW
manually controlled after
battery depletion
relatively small CSTa

limits AFW to 4 hours in
SBO

large CSTPrairie Island l&2 3E 6 2/0/Y 2 .065 *

The number of diesel generators dedicated to each unit. other diesel generators such as shared or safety shutdown'

facility, and the presence of cross connects between units (Y for cross connects, N for no cross connects) are noted.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Failure of on-site AC power is also part of the SBO definition, and since diesel generators are used as the backup
AC power source for all of the Westinghouse 2 toop plants, diesel generator failures are dominant contributors to

SBO CDF for all of the Westinghouse 2 loop plants. The dominant contributors to diesel generator failures for the
Westinghouse 2 loop plants involve the failure of the diesel generator to start (multiple random failures or common

cause failure), failures of the diesel generators to continue to run for a sufficient time interval after successfully
starting, diesel generator unavailability because of testing or maintenance, and failure of diesel generator cooling.
The redundancy introduced by having additional diesel generators or cross ties to diesel generators at a second unit

at a site reduces the probability of failing all diesel generators, and so reduces the SBO CDF. This is particularly
noticeable for Ginna and Prairie Island I&2, which have relatively low SBO contributions, in part because of the
availability of multiple, diverse diesel generators. The number of diesel generators available for each of the
Westinghouse 2-loop plants is listed in Table i1.27.

Early failures of AFW lead to short-term SBO sequences while delayed failures lead to long-term SBO sequences.
Dominant contributors to early failures include turbine-driven AFW pump failure to start or run, failure to cross-tie
AFW between units, and pump unavailability associated with testing and maintenance.

Late AFW failures are most commonly caused by the inability to control AFW when DC power is lost as a result

of battery depletion. Thus, plants with a longer battery life have more time available to restore off-site power before

core cooling is lost, and have lower threat from SBO. Table 11.27 lists the battery life for the Westinghouse 2-loop
plants. Manual control of AFW after battery depletion is considered for one plant, Point Beach l&2, so that the
battery life is not critical to successful plant shutdown. However, the CST capacity is relatively small, and therefore

late AFW failures are dominated by the loss of a feedwater source when the tank supply is exhausted.

SBO sequences with stuck-open PORVs are not listed as dominant contributors to the SBO CDF in the Westinghouse

2 toop IPE submittals. RCP seal LOCAs are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF for one of the Westinghouse
2 loop IPEs. The size and timing of the leaks varies considerably among the submittals, but RCP seal LOCAs

always increase the SBO CDF by reducing the time available for recoveringoff site power before core damage would

result. Three factors tend to reduce the SBO CDF that involves RCP seal LOCAs:

using a seal LOCA model that gives lower leak rates and probabilities (e.g., Westinghouse seal LOCA*

model)

having a backup source for pump seal cooling*

crediting installation of new, temperature-resistant o-ringsa

The Westinghouse 2-loop IPEs all use the Westinghouse seal LOCA model, which reduces the contribution from
SBO sequences relative to that which would be calculated with other models, such as those that are based on

NUREG-1150. However, the implementation of the seal LOCA model varies among the Westinghouse 2-loop plants,
giving variability in the seal LOCA probability and leak rate. None of the IPEs reflect use of the new o-rings, which
would reduce the SBO CDF. Two plants have alternate sources for RCP seal cooling during SBO. The technical
support center diesel generators can be used to provide seal injection (which removes the seal LOCA concem).

Differences in resulafor theplants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are driven by differences in both plant
design and IPErnodeling characteristics. The plants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are Prairie Island l&2
and Kewaunee, respectively. There are differences in plant characteristics that can partially explain the difference
in SBO CDFs between the two plants, but some of the difference is also attributable to differences in IPE modeling.

i
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j 11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The low SBO contribution for Prairie Island 130 primanty results from the availability of multiple, diverse diesel

generators that can be cross tied between units The higher SBO contribution for Kewaunee(relative to the other
,

j Westinghouse 2 loop plants) is primarily caused by the specine implementation of the Westinghouse seal LOCA

! model in the IPE, which results in a relatively high probability of seal LOCAs.

j 11.3.3.3 Transient Perspectives
i
4

; Transient sequences involve events that cr.use the reactor to trip (initiators) followed by failure to bring the reactor

j . to safe shutdown (excluding SBO sequer ces, which are treated separately). The transient accident class is a broad

f category, covering both general initiators (such as reactor trip or loss of main feedwater) as well as support system

j initiators (such as loss of SW or AC/DC bus). After reactor trip, decay heat must be removed from the RCS.
Normally, this would be provided by steam generator heat removal,with a fallback of primary system feed and-bleed

i should secondary heat removal fail, if neither of these approaches succeeds, the RCS inventory will boil off, leading

} to core damage. A second possible path to core damage for transients involves an induced LOCA during !!c

! transient (SORV or RCP seat leak) with failure to make up the RCS inventory. For sequences involving feeded-

bleed cooling or an induced LOCA, both short-term and long term coolant makeup (i.e., switchover from injection;

j to recirculation) must be provided or core damage will result.

On average, transients are the largest contributor to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 2 loop plants, which is not

unexpected since the transients encompass the most frequent initiators. The CDF from transients varies by less than
a factor of five for the Westinghouse 2 loop plants. However, there is wide variability as to the specinc failures that

lead to core damage for transients. There is a signi0 cant contribution from support system failures (either as
initiators or as failures subsequent to some other initiator) for all of the Westinghouse 2-loop plants. The results

indicate that plant-specific dependencies are important to the results, however, different IPE modeling also affects
the results. The results are mostly heavily driven by differences in SW and CCW dependencies, RCP seal leakage

modeling in the IPEs, dependency on instrument air, and plant-specinc configurations for system dependencies and
cross ties. The remainder of this section gives more details regarding thr.se perspectives for transients.

Transients covera broadgroup ofsequences, including both'generalandplant-specificinitiators. Some initistors
occur from loss of support systems such as SW, CCW, HVAC, instrument air, or AC/DC buses. Because these

support systems are needed for a large number of front line systems, their unavailability can simultaneously fail
numerous front line systems, leaving few options for successful plant shutdown. The dependencies are very plant-

specific. The remaining initiators are more general, such as reactor trip, turbine trip, or loss of main feedwater. The

generalinitiators typically have higher frequencies than the support system initiators, but more failures are needed
(subsequent to the initiator) to result in core damage. LOSP is an exception in that it is usually a lower frequency
event, but often has a higher potential to proceed to core damage because failures of one diesel generator often lead

to unavailability of full trains of safety systems. Table 11.28 lists the relative contribution of general transients and (
transients initiated by support system failures, and indicates that both types of transients are important for the

Westinghouse 2-toop plants.
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II, Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table !!.28 Contributors to Westinghouse 2 loop transients.

f CDF (1/ry)

Plant General transients associated with Support system4

balance of plant initiating events,

j Ginna 2E 6 2E-5

| Kewaunce 8E 6 3 E-6
,

j Point Beach l&2 3E 5 2E 5

Prairie Island I&2 l E-5 7E-6

' Total Transient CDF = Generic Transients CDF + Specific Transients CDF. Transient CDF does noty

i include SBO CDF and does not include ATWS CDF.
| CDF was estimated for these entries.2

!

For transient sequences withfailure of heat removal through the steam generators andfailure of primaryfeed.
and-bleed, the dominant contributors widely vary, representing considerable variability in plant design and '

,

; operation as wellas variability in IPE modeling. By examining the results reported in the IPE submittals, it was
found that there is wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with failure to

! remove decay heat in the Westinghouse 2 loop plants. The results indicate that plant-specific dependencies are
important to the results, but also that different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed contributors,

; to failures of steam generator heat removal and failure of primary feed-and bleed are discussed in the following
'

paragraphs.

The dominant contributors to failure of steam generator heat removal that are listed in the IPE submittals include

: (1) loss of main feedwater because of LOSP, instrument air, or SW (2) random failures to run of the turbine-driven |

| AFW pumps and (3) failure to establish long-term water supply for AFW.

!
The dominant contributors listed in the IPE submittals for failure to provide feed-and-bleed cooling if steam1

generator heat removal is lost are failure of injection pumps resulting from loss of instrument air or loss of SW,
unavailability of PORVs because ofloss ofinstrument air, and operator failure to successfully perform the feed-and-,

bleed operation. The failures primarily occur in the injection phase, rather than in recirculation.'

| Transient sequences with RCPseal LOCAs or SOR Vs are not dominant contributors to the transient CDFfor most i
of the Westinghouse 2 loop plants. The IPE submittals do not list a large contribution from transients with induced I
LOCAs (RCP seal LOCAs or SORVs) for most of the Westinghouse 2-toop plants. However, transients with SORVs

i are important contributors for one plant, Ginna. Plant specific dependencies are important to the results, but also

i different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed contributors to transients with induced LOCAs and |
the subsequent failure to provide makeup are discussed in the following paragraphs. |

The pump cooling configurations are similar for all of the Westinghouse 2 loop plants, with the RCPs cooled by

j either CCW or by the charging pumps. The charging pumps are air-cooled for this plant group, whereas other
Westinghouse plants are normally cooled by either SW or CCW. This reduced dependency on CCW and SW for-

{ pump seal cooling reduces the contribution to the transient CDF from RCP seal LOCAs for the Westinghouse 2-loop
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

plants relative to the other Westinghouse plant groups. The Prairie Island 1&2 charging pumps are indirectly
dependent on SW because failure of SW results in a delayed failure of AC to the charging pumps. However, this

dependence does not significantly increase the CDF from RCP seal LOCAs reported in the Prairie Island 1&2 IPE |

submittal. Because the RCPs in the Westinghouse 2-loop plants have less dependence on SW and CCW, the I

dominant contributors to transients with RCP seal LOCAs involve both loss of CCW and independent failure of the

charging pumps.

The low CDF for transients involving RCP seal LOCAs is also attributable to the modeling of RCP sealleakage in

the IPEs. The Westinghouse seal LOCA model is used in all of the IPEs for this plant group, and this model
generally results in lower seat failure rates and leakage rates than other models used in IPEs for Westinghouse plants.

However, the implementation of the Westinghouse model varies somewhat among the Westinghouse 2-loop plants

and has a significant impact on the results. For example, a relatively low teak rate from the RCPs is used in the
Prairie Island I&2 IPE for cases with seal LOCAs, giving considerable time for recovery of failed equipment.

Although not generally the dominant contributor, sequences with SORVs are substantial contributors to the transient
CDF for the Westinghouse 2-toop plants. The pressurizer PORVs rely on instrument air for all plants in this group,

so failure of instrument air causes the PORVs to fail closed. Without the PORVs available to relieve the RCS
pressurization, there are more demands on the SRVs, which can not be isolated if they stick open. Therefore, there

is a higher probability of transient-induced LOCAs that cannot be isolated (relative to plants without this instrument

air dependency). The Ginna IPE shows the greatest dependenceon instrument air, with about a quarter of the plant's

CDF initiating with failure of instrument air and leading to loss of the PORVs.

The resultsfor the plants with the highest and lowest CDFsfor transients are primarily driven by differences in
plant characteristics. Point Beach l&2 has the highest transient CDF for this plant group, and Kewaunee has the
lowest transient CDF. The higher transient CDF for Point Beach 1&2 primarily reDects two design features that are

different between the two plants, but modeling differences also appear to be important.

The first difference is the size of the CST. The Point Beach CST is modeled as supplying feedwater for 4 hours,

while the Kewaunee feedwater supply is modeled as lasting 16 hours. The possibility of using backup feedwater

sources is included in both IPEs but less time is available for Point Beach.

The second difference involves the dependence on SW. Point Beach requires SW for bearing cooling to both motor-

driven AFW pumps. Only one motor-driven AFW pump depends on SW for Kewaunee,with SW needed for room

cooling for that pump.

The difference in transient CDFs between the two plants also re0ects modeling differences. The Point Beach 1&2

IPE uses a higher probability for operator failure to both provide a long-term source of water for AFW and establish

feed.and-bleed cooling.

11.3.3.4 LOCA Perspectives

LOCA core damage sequences encompass any breaks in the RCS. Normally, stuck-open pressurizer relief valves
or reactor coolant seal leaks that initiate an accident are categorized as LOCAs in the IPE submittals. If either of

these occurs following another initiator (e.g., LOSP), they are nonnally categorized as an SBO or transient, as

appropriate. After a LOCA is initiated, inventory makeup is needed to prevent the core from uncovering and
proceeding to core damage. In addition, it is necessary to remove the decay heat from the RCS. For large breaks,
decay heat can be removed through the break so that only inventory makeup is a concern. Smaller breaks exhaust
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

less energy, and so supplemental cooling is needed. This is normally provided by steam generator cooling or by
primary system feed and-bleed. Injection to the RCS is initially from a source outside containment (e.g., RWST). I

but this source is ultimately depleted, and the plant must switch from this injection mode to the recirculation mode, j
in which water is drawn from the containment sump. Unless the injection mode is successful, however, there will

!
not be sufficient water in the sump to provide RCS makeup during recirculation.

LOCAs are a significant contributor to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 2-loop plants. The LOCAs are most often
'

small or medium LOCAs, and recirculation failures are more common than injection failures. Both actual plant
characteristicsand IPE modeling affect the results for this plant group. The factors that have the greatest impact on '

the variation in LOCA CDFs among the plants are (1) the size of the RWST,(2) whether the plant has the capabili;y
for refilling the RWST, (3) whether the plant has the capability for depressurizing the RCS through the steam j
generator secondaries for small LOCAs, and (4) whether credit was given for such actions in the IPEs when the
capability exists at the plants.

|

The most common type of LOCA is a small LOCA with failure of recirculation, but some plants are instead
dominated by medium or large LOCAs. For this report, the following sizes of LOCAs are considered:

Larce - large enough to remove decay heat through the break, and also large enough to depressurize the |
*

system on its own, which allows injection from low-pressure systems (typically, greater than a 6-inch I

diameter) ;

I

Medium _ - the break is large enough to remove decay heat through the break, but not large enough to )
*

depressurize the system (typically, a 2- to 6-inch diameter)

1

Small - the break is not large enough to depressurize the system before core damage would occur so the I
*

RCS must be depressurized by some other means if LPI is needed; the break does not remove sufficient

energy to cool the RCS, so some other means is required to provide the energy removal (typically, a 1/2-

to 2-inch diameter).

The CDF contributions from small, medium, and large LOCAs are listed in Table I l.29 for the Westinghouse 2-loop
plants. Small LOCAs are the dominant break size for two of the IPEs, large LOCAs are dominant for one of the I

IPEs, and the remaining IPE has about equal LOCA contributions from the three LOCA size categories.
Recirculation failures are dominant for all of the Westinghouse 2 loop plant IPEs.

1 The most common system and componentfailuresfor LOCAs are related to the switchover to recirculation, but |

failures during injection are also important. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant
contributors to the LOCA CDF are common across the plants, while others are highly plant specific.The failures
that contribute most to LOCAs for the Westinghouse 2 loop plants can be grouped into the categories listed below. |

The system and component failures that contribute to each are discussed in the following paragraphs.

LOCA initiator*

failure of injection*

failure of recirculationa

failures of alternate actions that could be used to mitigate the abose failures*
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I1. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.29 LOCA contributors for Westinghouse 2-loop plants.'
,

"' * '"
Plant large LOCAs medium LOCAs small LOCAs

(1/ry)* (1/ry) (1/ry)

Ginna 3E 6 6E 6 lE-5
1

Kewaunee 2E-6 8E-6 IE 5

Point Beach 1&2 3E 5 I E-5 2 E-6

Prairic Island I&2 4E 6 SE-6 4 E-6'

i ' Not including SGTR and ISLOCAs
2 Total LOCA CDF = Large LOCA CDF + Medium LOCA CDF + Small LOCA CDF
' includes Vessel Rupture

;

The initiator frequencies for the small, medium, and large break sizes for the Westinghouse 2 loop plants are listed

in Table 11.30. The plants generally use generic data to quantify the LOCA initiator frequencies. For plants that

j subdivide small LOCAs into two categories,the small LOCA initiator frequency represents the sum of the individual j
' initiator frequencies. j
!

'

|Table 11.30 LOCA initiator frequencies for Westinghouse 2-toop plants.

|

LOCA initiator frequency
Plant i

Large Medium Small |
<

Ginna 2 E-4 4E 4 IE 3 ,

Kewaunee S E-4 2E-4 SE-3-

Point Beach I&2 SE-4 IE-3 3 E-3

Prairie Island I&2 3E-4 SE-4 3E 3

.

LOCAs with failure in recirculation are larger contributors than LOCAs with injection failure. This is reasonable
~ becausethe use of recirculation is normally more complicated than injection. For HPR in the Westinghouse 2 loop !

plants, the operators have to realign the systems such that the low-pressure pumps draw suction from the sump and:
align the high pressure pumps to take suction from the low-pressure pumps. This switchover is manual for all of.

the Westinghouse 2 loop plants. The dominant contributors found in the IPE submittals for injection failures include
random and common cause pump failures, and pump cooling failures (e.g., SW or CCW). Dominant contributors
to recirculation failures in LOCAs that were found in the IPE submittals include pump failures, pump cooling

failures, sump strainer plugging, and (most commonly) operator error in recirculation switchover.

Some licenseescreditedattem .s actions that could be used to mitigate a LOCA when the above-mentioned standard

approaches do not succeed. Particularly, some licensees took credit in the IPE for depressurizing the RCS using the
,

l steam generators relicf valves when HPl fails during a LOCA.
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11. Core Damage frequency Perspectives

| The highest and lowest LOCA CDFsprimarily reflect IPE modeling differences. The Prairic Island i&2 IPE has
! the lowest CDF from LOCAs and the Point Beach 1&2 IPE has the highest. The design characteristics relevant to

LOCAs are similar for both plants, and the difference in results primarily reflects a pessimistic value for the
1

! probability of the operator failing to successfully perform the switchover from injection to recirculation in large
LOCAs.

11.3.3.5 ATWS Perspectives

! An ATWS is an accident that is initiated by an event, such as loss of feedwater or turbine trip, followed by failure
j of the reactor to scram. The failure to scram can result either from failures of electricalcomponents in the RPS or
'

in the final control elements that de-energize the CRD mechanisms, or from mechanical failures involving failure
of de-energized control rods to drop into the core. Partial scram failures are possible, involving insertion of a subset
of the control rods; however,in most PRAs it is assumed that the scram failure is total and involves all of the rods.

With failure of the rods to insert, power far in excess of decay heat loads is still being generated and
'overpressurization of the RCS is possible in some cases.

ATWS is not a major contributor to the total CDF for the plants in this group. ATWS frequencies for this group
range from 7E-8/ry to 3E 7/ry and contribute negligibly to the total CDF. ATWS sequences are generally low
contributors for all PWRs unless the plant has a specific weakness. This primarily involves plants that operate with

the PORV block valves closed, which reduces the pressure reliefcapability. None of the Westinghouse 2-loop plants

operates with PORV block valves closed, and therefore, ATWS is a small contributor for these plants.

11.3.3.6 Internal Flood Perspectives

An internal flood sequence involves a release of water into a plant location such that a plant trip is induced and
safety systems are compromised at the same time. For example,if a flood causes water to enter an area containing

electricalswitchgear, a plant trip can occur along with failure of all plant systems dependent upon that switchgear.
Systems that are considered to be independent may all fail, if they all contain equipment within the flooded location.

The effects ofinternal flooding are highly plant-specific, depending on the layout of equipment within the plant and
the relative isolation of rooms. Often, the systems most affected are support systems such as electric power and SW,

which have plant-specific designs. Because of this diversity of design and layout,we expect that each plant will have
different vulnerabilities to Gooding and do not expect to draw many generic conclusions.

Internal flooding is an important contributor to the total CDF at some plants. The importance of internal flooding
to the total CDF is highly plant-specific, depending on the layout of water bearing lines and vessels, flood |

propagation, and the locations of equipment needed to provide for shutdown cooling. Typically, important internal
floods are those that affect important support systems, such as SW and electric power. Newer plants sometimes !

reflect better design characteristics, generally better separation and tend to be less susceptible to floods.

The contributionfromflooding variesfrom negligible to about 20% of the CDF. The CDF from flooding ranges
from 2E-7/ry to lE 5/ry for the Westinghouse 2-loop plants. As indicated in the table, internal Gooding is not a
major contributor to the CDF for many plants, but for some plants it is an important contributor, comprising as much
as about 20% of the total CDF.

|

The highest CDF from internal flooding for the group is IE-5/ry at Point Beach I&2 and Prairie Island l&2, Two
,

sequences comprise most of the flooding contribution for Point Beach I&2. The first sequence is a SW pipe break j

! in the auxiliary building that continues undetected for more than 8 hours, resulting in loss of all RCP seal cooling
i

f

1
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and loss of all injection to mitigate a seal LOCA. The second sequence is a circulating water expansion joint failure

in the water intake facility that results in loss of SW and firewater. The largest contributor to flooding for Prairie
Island I&2 involves a flood in the AFW pump / instrument air compressor room that leads directly to core damage.

The lowest CDF from internal flooding for the group 2E 7/ry for Kewaunee. The dominant contributor is a sequence

that involves failure of a SW expansion joint that Hoods a diesel generator room, failing a single train of several

different systems.

11.3.3.7 SGTR Perspectives
-I

SGTR sequences involve leakage from the primary to the secondary through a ruptured steam generator tube,
followed by either failure to mitigate the leak or failure to establish long-term core heat removal. There are several
actions that are normally taken to prevent the tube rupture initiator from developing into a core melt sequence. To

mitigate the leak, the affected steam generator is nonnally isolated, and if this does not succeed, actions are taken

to depressurize the primary system so that leakage is minimized. The primary system is depressurized either by
aggressively cooling down through the unaffected steam generator (s), cooling down the primary system using the

pressurizer sprays, or by depressurizing by initiating feed-and-bleedthrough the pressurizer PORV(s). If the affected

steam generator is isolated, long-term core heat removal can be established without inventory makeup, but if the leak

is not isolated, inventory makeup must also be provided.

SGTR sequences are important contributors to plant CDF and risk for some of the Westinghouse 2-loop plants.
SGTR sequences contribute more to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 2 loop plants than is typical of other PWRs.

A relatively small SGTR contribution can be an important contribution to risk because the releases bypass
contalmnent. The individual plant results vary from a high of 3E-5/ry to a low of SE-6/ry.

Variabl!!ty in SGTR CDFs primarily reflects the effects of modeling uncertainties. The Westinghouse 2-loop plant
with the highest SGTR CDF is Ginna, with a CDF of 3E-5/ry. The remaining Westinghouse 2 loop plants have
SGTR CDFs in the range SE-6/ry to 7E-6/ry. Modeling of SGTRs involves considerable uncertainty for operator
actions to isolate the steam generators, and to cool down and depressurize the RCS, An additional uncertainty
involves the probability of the steam generator relief valves reclosing after passing water through them. The
variation in SGTR CDFs reflects differences in modeling these uncertain aspects of SGTR sequences.|

11.3.3.8 ISLOCA Perspectives

| An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the RCS from low-pressure systems (e.g., LPI) fail, resulting

in backDow from the RCS through the low-pressure piping. If the low-pressure piping or other components (e.g.,j
! seals, relief valves, or flanges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization, then a LOCA results. If the breach

occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment, then a LOCA that bypasses containment results, with

i effluent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor or auxiliary building. Because it is not possible to
recirculate the coolant through the RCS for this type of LOCA, coolant injection will eventually be lost (leading to

core damage) unless some source of sustained makeup is available. These scenarios are typically low probability
events, because they involve multiple valve failures (typically two check valves and one motor-operated valve in
series). However, ISLOCAs can be important to risk because the containment bypass leads to larger fission product

releases. |

1

!

:
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| ISLOCAs are minor contributors to plant CDF in all of the IPE submittals except Ginna, which has a 10%
! contribution from ISLOCAs. This relatively large contribution is important to risk because the releases bypass
! containment. The relatively high ISLOCA frequency for Ginna is attributable to the relatively large number oflines

with the potential for an ISLOCA.

11.3A CDF Perspectives for Westinghouse 3-loop Reactors

| As indicated in Table 11.31, the Westinghouse 3 loop group of plants consists of nine IPE submittals. Three of these
i

submittals are for single-unit sites, four are for dual-unit sites with the same results reported for each unit, and two
! cover a dual unit site (Beaver Valley l&2) with different analyses performed for each unit. Accounting for the dual
l unit sites, the Westinghouse 3 loop group comprises thirteen plant units. All of the plants in this group have either

a large dry or subatmospheric containment.

| Table 11.31 Plants in Westinghouse 3-loop plant group.
i

Beaver Valley i Beaver Valley 2 Farley I&2
North Anna l&2 Robinson 2 Shearon liarris i
Summer Surry 1&2 Turkey Point 3&4

11.3.4.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for Westinghouse 3-loop Reactors

! The total CDFs for the plants in the Westinghouse 3-loop group are shown in Figure i1.6. The CDR for this plant
| group show a moderate variability, with about a factor of 5 spread between the highest and lowest CDFs. The

average CDF is 2E-4/ry, which is the highest average CDF for the PWR plant groups. The contribution ofindividual

| accident classes to plant CDF also shows considerable variability, as depicted in Figure 11.10. The variation in the
j accident class CDFs is attributable to a combination of plant design differences and modeling assumptions. Overall,
!

the largest contributors are transients, LOCAs, and SBOs. The IPE submittals generally listed smallercontributions
,

i

from ATWS, SGTRs, internal flooding, and ISLOCA sequences.

| Table 11.32 summarizes the perspectives obtained from examination of the Westinghouse 3-ioop plants. The details
! that provide the basis for these perspectives are contained in the remainder of Section 11.3.4. The results for the
l -

accident classes are discussed, giving more details on the factors driving the CDFs, particularly for the plants with
the highest and lowest CDFs. Design and operational factors along with differences in modeling assumptions are
addressed.

li
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Figure 11.10 Sequence results for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.

Table 11.32 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.

Accident important design features, operator actions, g , ,

importance and model assumptions

ATWS accidents

Not dominant for most Plant operation with PORV block valves closed ATWS CDFs range from 7E-8/ry to

Westinghouse 3-loop 4E-5/ry. Average CDF is 6E-6/ry.

plants
|

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges

from negligible to 20%
|

!
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Table 11.32 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.

Accident important design features, operator actions,
""'"'"I " * " *importance and model assumptions

Transient accidents

important for all Degree of IIPI and AFW dependence on SW Transient CDFs range from lE-5/ry to
Westinghouse 3 loop and CCW 3E-4/ry. Average CDF is IE 4/ry.
plants

Dependence of RCP seat cooling on SW or Contribution to total plant CDF ranges
CCW from 15% to 85%

Modehng of RCP seal LOCA probability and
size

Dependence on llVAC (particularly switchgear)

SBO accidents

important for many AC power reliability (e.g., number of diesel SBO CDFs range from SE-6/ry to
Westinghouse 3 loop generators, cross-tie capabilities between units, 7E-5/ry. Average CDF is 2E-5/ry.
plants diserse AC power sources)

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges
Battery life from negligible to 30%

i

Modeling of RCP seal LOCA probabihty and
size

Backup cooling for RCP seals

LOCAs

import. ant for most Most plants have automatic switchover for LPR, LOCA CDFs range from 2E 5/ry to
Westinghouse 3 loop but require manual actions for switchover to 8E 5/ry. Average CDF is 3E-5/ry,
plants HPR

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges
Ability to depressurize the RCS by aggressively from 10% to 45%
cooling down using steam generator ADVs so

LPI can be used when HPI fails

Abihty to refill the RWST

Internal flood accidents

Flood CDFs range from negligible to

7E 5/ry. Average CDF is 2E-5/ry.
Important for some

Westinghouse 3 loop Plant layout: separation of mitigating system Contnbution to total plant CDF ranges
sites components and compartmentalization from negligible to 40%
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Table 11.32 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.
I

Accident Important design features, operator actions,
" " " " 'I '''"

importance and model assumptions

I SGTR accidents

Not important for Modeling of operator actions to isolate the SGTR CDFs range from 3E-7/ry to

Westinghouse 3 loop rupture and provide long term heat removal IE-5/ry. Average CDF is SE-6/ry.

plants
Contribution to total plant CDF ranges

from negligible to 10%

ISLOCAs

Not important for any Compartmentalization and separation of ISLOCA CDFs range from lE 7/ry to

Westinghouse 3 loop equipment 7E-6/ry. Average CDF is 3E-6/ry.

plant
Contribution to total plant CDF is less
than 5% for all plants

11.3.4.2 SHO Perspectives

SBO occurs when a plant loses off site AC power, and the on-site backup AC power sources (almost always diesel

generators) also fail to function. Because so many safety systems rely on AC power either directly (for motive .

'

power) or indirectly (e.g., cooled by systems that rely on AC power), SBO causes most safety systems to be
unavailable. Most SBO scenarios do have DC power available,however,through use of station batteries. For PWRs,

the loss of all AC power normally leaves turbine-driven AFW as the only available means for core cooling. Turbine-

driven AFW can operate until the batteries deplete, leading to a loss of control. If AC power is not recovered soon
after loss of control, core damage will follow. Some licensees assume that AFW can continue even after battery

depletion, by manually controlling feedwater. Even with such manual control, the SBO sequence might still proceed
to core damage if there is not a continuous supply of water available for feedwater injection.

An additional, important, complication for Westinghouse plants involves the potential for leakage from RCP seals.
SBO results in loss of cooling for the RCP seals. The prolonged exposure to high temperatures can fail the seals,

leading to a small LOCA through the pump seals. If a seal LOCA occurs, injection systems are needed to provide
makeup to the RCS. Since these are not normally available during an SBO, pump seal LOCAs will lead to core
damage if off-site power is not restored in time. Chapter 17 of this report provides further discussion of SBO

. sequences.

SBO is an important contributor to plant CDF for many, but not all, of the Westinghouse 3-loop IPEs. Several
factors are important for SBOs for the Westinghouse 3 loop plants, with differing combinations of these factors

.

driving the results for the individual plants in this group. The factors that have the biggest impact on the results
primarily represent actual plant characteristics.but the modeling used in the IPEs is also important. The key factors

;

are the modeling of RCP seal LOCAs (probability of leak, size of leak, and timing of subsequent core uncovery),
j

1
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|

availability of independent emergency power (e g., emergency response facility) that provides support for AFW,

battery life (actual plant design as well as load shedding assumptions), and cross-ties (existence of cross-tic capability
and whether it was credited in the IPE).

SB0 sequences can be categori:edas short-term, long-term, or involving RCPseal LOCA. On average,long term
SBOsequences with RCPscalLOCAs are mostfrequent. To understand the reasons for differermes in SBO CDFs,
it is helpful to categorize SBOs as follows:

.

short-term SBO - sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains fail to operate and AC power is not*

recovered before the core is damaged

lonc-term SBO - sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains operate initially, but ultimately fail*

(normaliy because battery depletion causes loss of DC control power) before recovery of AC power

SBO with RCP seal LOCA sequences involving RCP seal LOCAs that are caused by loss of cooling to*

RCP seals with failure to recover AC power before the core is uncovered.

Short-term SBO sequences typically lead to core damage within about 2 hours, while long-term SBO sequences
typically lead to core damage in more than 2 hours. SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs can be either short-term

or long-term (depending on the model used for the timing and magnitude of a RCP seal LOCA), but they are
typically long-term sequences.

The relative fractions of the SBO accident class that fall within these categoriesis not readily available from the IPE

s abmittals for most plants. However, most submittals qualitatively indicate that short-term SBO sequences are not
n.ajor contributors to the SBO CDF, because more failures are needed for the short-term case (e.g., turbine-driven

AFW must fail). The exceptions are North Anna l&2 and Surry 1&2. For the plants that are dominated by long- j
term SBO, all are dominated by RCP seal LOCAs. Therefore, on average, the SBO CDF for the Westinghouse 1

3-loop plants is dominated by long-term SBOs with RCP seal LOCAs.

The SB0 results are driven by a combination offactors involving both plant-specificfeatures and IPE modeling
characteristics. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF are

common across the plants, while others are highly plant-specific.The failures that contribute most to SBO for the
Westinghouse 3-loop plants can be grouped into the categories listed below:

1
1

LOSP initiator*

loss of on-site AC powera

failure to recover AC power )
*

failure of turbine-driven AFW I*

transient induced LOCA*
|

|

The system and component failures that contribute to each of the categories are discussed in the following |
| paragraphs.

The initiator for SBO is direct LOSP or failure of switchgear ventilatU. 'eading to SBO. Higher frequencies for
LOSP will lead to higher SBO CDFs. The frequencies used for LOEP for each of the Westinghouse 3-loop plants
are listed in Table 11.33. As can be seen, the frequencies vary b; a factor of about 3. SBO sequences resulting
from failure of switchgear ventilation are significant contributors for Beaver Valley I and North Anna 1&2.

I
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Table 11.33 Key parameters affeeling SBO CDF for Westinghouse 3(pop plants.

_

SBO No.EDGs Battery LOSP
Pla nt CDF unit /other/ life initiator PumS Other features***(t/ry) x-tie' (hrs) frequency

Beaver Valley I 7E 5 2/1/N 3 .0664 * dedicated feedwater pump
powered off emergency response
facility
has diesel generator backup for*

'
AFW

* emergency switchgear room
needs llVAC

Beaver Valley 2 5 E-5 2/1/N 8 .0744 * dedicated feedwater pump
powered off emergency response
facility
has diesel generator backup for*

AFW
* emergency switchgear room

needs llVAC

Farley I&2 IE-5 1/3/N 2 047 i I diesel generator dedicated to*

each unit,3 swing
,

i

old o-ring material for RCPs Ie

II. B. Robinson 3 E-5 2/1/N 8 .061 2 dedicated diesel generator for
'

*

powering I SW, CCW and
charging pump for seal cooling
and makeup

North Anna 8E-6 2/0/Y 2 .114 1,2 diesel generators are self-*

l&2 contained and self-cooled
emergency switchgear room*

needs llVAC
turbine driven AFW pump*

operates for 9 hr after battery
depletion
can cross-tic seal cooling anda

HPI

Shearon liarris 2E 5 2/0/N 4 .05
i

Summer l&2, SE 5 2/0/N 4 .073 1 turbine-driven AFW pump*

continues to operate after battery
depletion

_

a diesel driven firewater serves as

,

backup for cooling charging
i

Surry I&2 BE 6 t/1/Y 4 .0769 I 1 diesel generator dedicated to*

each unit and I swing
emergency switchgear room*

needs ventilation

diesel generators have selfTurkey Point SE-6 2/0/Y Unk. .17 *

3&4 contained cooling
has 5 black start diesel generatorsa

' The number of diesel generators dedicated to each unit, other diesel generators such as shared or safe shutdown
facility, and the presence of cross connects between units (Y for cross connects N for no cross connects) are noted.

a Unk. - Unknown; information could not be obtained from IPE submittal.
' I = lower seal LOCA leak rate (primarily plants using Westinghouse seal LOCA model),2 = backup means for

cooling RCP seals
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Failure of on-site AC power is also part of the SBO definition, and since diesel generators are used as the backup
AC power source for all of the Westinghouse 3 loop plants, diesel generator failures are dominant contributors to

SBO CDF for all of the Westinghouse 3-loop plants. T he most common reasons for diesel generator failures involve
the failure of the diesel generator to start (multiple random failures or common cause failure), failure of the diesel

generator to continue to run for a sufficient time interval after successfully starting, diesel generator unavailability

because of testing or maintenance, or failure of diesel generator cooling. The redundancy introduced by having
additional diesel generators reduces the probability of failing all diesel generators, so reduces the SBO CDF. The

number of diesel generators available for each of the Westinghouse 3 loop plants is listed in Table 11.33.

Some multi unit sites have the ability to cross-tie emergency AC power between units, which reduces the SBG CDF

by providing a redundant, somewhat independent power source. Not all licensees that have this capability actually
took credit for the action to cross tie in the IPE, however. Licensees that took credit for the ability to cross-tic are
identified in Table 11.33. Note that the three IPEs with the lowest SBO CDFs are the only IPEs for which the
capability to cross tic between units is both present and credited in the analysis.

Although the probability of restoring off-site power is important to the SBO CDF, and would therefore be desirable

to compare among the plants, the necessary information is not readily available from most of the IPE submittals.

Early failures of AFW lead to short term SBO sequences while delayed failures lead to long-term SBO sequences.

Early failures normally involve pump failure to start or run. These failures have sufficiently low frequency to cause
most plants to have a larger contribution to SBO CDF from long-term SBO sequences rather than these short term
sequences.

Late AFW failures are most commonly caused by the inability to control AFW when DC power is lost as a result
of battery depletion. Thus, plants with a longer battery life have more time available to restore off-site power before

core cooling is lost, and have lower threat from SBO. Table 11.33 lists the battery life for the Westinghouse 3-loop
plants. In some cases, the CST capacity is more limiting than the battery life so that late AFW failures are
dominated by the loss of a feedwater source when the tank supply is exhausted. Similarly, some licensees take credit

in the IPE for manually controlling AFW after battery depletion, so that the battery life is not modeled as being
critical to successful plant shutdown. For these plants without a dependence on battery life, the CST capacity and

whether the plant has the ability to refill the condensate tank are important. Information on these factors is provided
in Table 11.33.

SBO sequences with stuck open PORVs are only listed in a few of the submittals, and even then they are minor

contributors. Pump seal LOCAs are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF for many of the Westinghouse 3-loop
IPEs. The size and timing of the leaks varies considerably among the submittals, but pump seal LOCAs always
increases the SBO CDF by reducing the time available for recovering off-site power before core damage would
result. Three factors tend to reduce the SBO CDF that involves seal LOCAs:

using a seal LOCA model that gives lower leak rates and probabilities (e.g., Westinghouse seal LOCA*

model)

having a backup source for pump seal cooling (see following paragraph)*

crediting installation of new, temperature-resistant o-rings.a

t

I
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I

Table 11.33 indicates whether any of these factors apply to a particular plant in the Westinghouse 3-loop group. It I

is important to note that the IPE submittals do not always contain a thorough description of seal LOCA modeling,
and so some of the factors may also apply to other plants besides those indicated in the table. From the table,it can

be seen that many of the plants used the Westinghouse seal LOCA model, which tends to give lower seat leakage

probabilities than models such as the NUREG ll50 model. None of the licensees appear to have taken credit for
the new o-rings, but some performed sensitivity studies that are reported in the submittals and indicate that the new j

RCP seals would signiGcantly reduce the SBO CDF. Two plants have a backup source for pump seal cooling
(alternate diesel generator or cross ties). The table indicates that these seal LOCA considerations have an important j

etTect on the SBO CDF. i
i

|

| Differences in resultsfor the plants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are primarily drh en by IPE modeling

l characteristics. The plants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are Turkey Point 3&4 and Beaver Valley 1,

! respectively. The low Turkey Point 3&4 SBO contribution renectsthe availability of 5 black start diesel generators.
The IPE submittal indicates that these additional diesel generators reduce the SBO CDF from 2E-5/ry to SE-6/ry.

Beaver Valley has a higher SBO contribution than the other Westinghouse 3 loop plants because of the need for
,

I switchgear room cooling at Beaver Valley. Loss of switchgear ventilation leads to a consequential SBO at Beaver

Valley, mereasmg the SBO CDF, ;

i |

! 11.3.4.3 Transient Perspectives |
I

Transient sequences involve events that cause the reactor to trip (initiators) followed by failure to bring the reactor |
to safe shutdown (excluding SBO sequences,which are treated separately). The transient accident class is a broad

category, covering both general initiators (e.g., reactor trip or loss of main feedwater) as well as support system !

| initiators (e.g., loss of SW or AC/DC bus). After reactor trip, decay heat must be removed from the RCS.
| Normally, this would be provided by steam generator heat removal, with a fallback of primary system feed-and-bleed

should secondary heat removal fail. If neither of these succeeds, the RCS inventory will boil off, leading to core

damage. A second possible path to core damage for transients involves an induced LOCA during the transient
(SORV or RCP seal leak) with failure to make up the RCS inventory. For both types of sequences (failure of DHR
and transient induced LOCA with failure of reactorcoolant makeup),long-term operability must also be maintained

(e.g., switchover from injection to recirculation must succeed), or core damage will result. i

Transients are the largest contributor on average to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 3-loop plants (average
contribution of 45%), which is not unexpected since the transients encompass the most frequent initiators. The CDF

from transients ranges by about a factor of 30. There is wide variability as to the specine failures that lead to core
damage for transients, but there is a significant contribution from support system failures (either as initiators or as |

failures subsequent to some other initiator). The results indicate that plant-specific dependencies are important to I

the results, but also, different IPE modeling affects the results. The results are mostly heavily driven by differences

in SW and CCW dependencies,RCP seal cooling designs, RCP sealleakage modeling in the IPEs, and plant-specinc

conngurations for system dependencies and cross-ties. The remainder of this section provides more details regarding

these perspectives for transients.

Transients cover a broadgroup ofsequences,incit sm both generalandplant-specific initiators. Some initiators
; occur from loss of support systems such as SW, CCN, HVAC, instrument air, or AC/DC buses. Because these

support systems are needed for a large number of front line systems, their unavailability can simultaneously fail

i numerous front line systems, leaving few options for successful plant shutdown. The dependenciesare very plant-

speciGc. The remaining initiators are more general, such as reactor trip, turbine trip or loss of main feedwater. The,

generalinitiators typically have higher frequencies than the support system initiators, but more failures are needed2

|
|
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(subsequent to the initiator) to result in core damage. LOSP is an exception in that it is usually a lower frequency
event, but often has a higher potential to proceed to core damage because failures of one diesel generator often lead

to unavailability of full trains of safety systems. Table 11.34 lists the relative contribution of generaltransients and

transients initiated by support system failures, and indicates that both types of transients are important for the
Westinghouse 3 loop plants.

Table 11.34 Contributors to Westinghouse 3-loop transients.

._

CDF (1/ry)

Plant General transients h,ey P ant characteristicslsupport system
associated with

in 8dng mnts
balance of plant

3 8Beaver Valley I 4E 5 4E 5 charging also serves as llPI*

8Heaver Valley 2 4E 5 4E 5' charging also serves as !!PI*

Farley l&2 2E 5' 6E 5' old o-rings in RCPs*

charging also serves as }{PIa

charging cooled by CCW, with firewater as*

backup

small CST; alternate AFW source needed I11. B. Robinson 7E 5' 8E-$' *

long term ;

charging can be cooled by firewater*

North Anna l&2 I E-5 2 E-5 charging also serves as llPI*

charging is cooled by SW*

no heat removal in ECC systems;*

containment cooling is through spray system
cooling
can cross-tie llPIa

Shearon Flarris SE 6' 4 E-6 3 charging also serves as HPI*

llPI has sufficient head to inject at SRV set*

point, so can feed-and bleed without PORVs
large CST; can supply AFW for mission timea

Summer 8E 5 2E 5 charging also serves as llPI*

turbine-driven main feedwater*

charging can be cooled by firewater*

Surry 1&2 I E-5 2E 5 * charging also serves as llPI
can feed and-bleed wi6h charging pumps*

cross-ties for CCW and seal injectiona

charging cooled by separate system from*

CCW or SW
HPR and LPR depend on spray heat*

exchangers for cooling

| Turkey Point 3&4 4 E-5 3 E-4 AFW and flPI are shared between units*

| numerous cross ties, including feedwater,*

| instrument air, CCW, electric power
' ' Total Transient CDF = Generic Transients CDF + Specific Transients CDF. Transient CDF does not include SBO

CDF and does not include ATWS CDF.
3 CDF was estimated for these entries.

,
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For transient sequences with failure of heat removal through the steam generators andfailure ofprimaryfeed-
and-bleed, the dominant contributors vary widely, representing considerable variability in plant design and

operation as well as var / ability in IPE modeling. By examining the results reported in the IPE submittals, it was )
found that there is wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with failure to i

remove decay heat in the Westinghouse 3 loop plants. The results indicate that plant-specific dependencies are

important to the results, but also different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed contributors to
failures of steam generator heat removal and failure of primary feed-and-bleed are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

The more common reasons for failure of steam generator heat removal that are listed in the IPE submittals include

depleting the CST with operator failure to provide alternate water supply, feedwater pump failure to start, feedwater

pump cooling failures, operator failure to recover main feedwater, and failure of feedwater actuation signal with
operator failure to manually actuate feedwater.

The most common failures listed in the IPE submittals for failure to provide feed-and-bleed cooling if steam

j generator heat removal is lost are failure of injection pumps because of SW failure, operator failure to initiate feed-
and-bleed, operator failure to establish recirculation,and failure during switchover from the volume control tank to
the RWST. The failures primarily occur in the injection phase, rather than in recirculation.

For transient sequences with RCP seal LOCAs, the dominant contributors also widely vary, representing
considerable variability in plant design and operation as well as variability in IPE modeling. The iPE submittals
indicate a wide variability as to the specific fa; lures that lead to core damage for transients with induced LOCAs

(primarily RCP seal LOCAs) for the Westinghouse 3-loop plants. The results indicate that plant-specific
dependencies are important to the results, but also different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed
contributors to RCP seal leakage and the subsequent failure to provide makeup are discussed in the following

paragraphs.
.

The RCPs can be cooled by either CCW or by the charging pumps for the Westinghouse 3-loop plants. The charging

pumps are normally cooled by either SW or CCW. For plants with charging pumps cooled by CCW, loss of CCW
causes both a seal LOCA and loss of the charging system that would normally be used to provide makeup flow from

the induced LOCA (effectively, such loss of CCW sequences behave like SBO sequences). The probability of the

seal LOCA occurring for such sequences depends on a number of factors, including:

the seal LOCA model used in the IPE (Westinghouse seal LOCA model gives lower probability of failurea

than NUREG-ll50 model)

whether backup systems are available to provide RCP cooling*

credit given for operator actions such as cross-tieing systems or cooling down the RCS to reduce the seala

LOCA threat

Although these factors introduce variability into the IPE results, CCW failures are commonly seen as dominant
contributors to the transient CDFs, which reflects the relatively high dependency of other plant systems on CCW.

For example, the dominant transient sequence at Turkey Point 3&4 is loss of CCW leading to a seal LOCA that
cannot be mitigated. Similarly, SW cooling is often found to be a dominant contributor because its loss compromises

the ability to cool many plant systems (SW is generally also the heat sink for CCW). These sequences are the
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives |

highest contributors on average to the Westinghouse 3 loop plant group, and the relatively large contribution from

them drives the average Westinghouse 3-loop plant CDF above the average CDFs for the other plant groups.

Other contributors to transients with induced LOCAs for Westinghouse 3-loop plants include failures during
recirculation, failure of charging to switch from the volume control tank to the RWST, and PORV failure resulting
from battery depletion.

The resultsfor theplants with the highest andlowest CDFsfor transients are driven by both differencesin actual

plant characteristicsandIPEmodeling. Turkey Point 3&4 has the highest transient CDF for this plant group. Loss
of CCW causes loss of cooling to the RCP seals, causing a seal LOCA. The seal LOCA can not be mitigated
because ECCS recirculation from the containment sump is also cooled by CCW, and recirculation fails for this
sequence.

'

The low CDF for transients at Shearon Harris is primarily attributable to plant design characteristics. The
charging /IIPI pumps at Shearon liarris are cooled by SW, which introduces less vulnerability to transients with RCP

seal LOCAs than designs with pump cooling provided by CCW. Also, the Shearon Harris charging /HPI pumps
provide adequate flow for feed-and-bleed cooling at the SRV setpoint so that the PORVs are not necessary for
success of this action. In addition, the plant has a large CST for AFW, eliminating the need for operator action to
supply alternate sources of feedwaterin the long term.

1

113.4.4 LOCA Perspectives

LOCA core damage sequences encompass any breaks in the RCS. Normally, the licensees consider stuck-open
pressurizer relief valves or reactor coolant seal leaks that initiate an accident as a LOCA. If either of these occur

following another initiator (e.g., LOSP), they are normally categorized as an SBO or transient, as appropriate. After

| a LOCA is initiated, inventory makeup is needed to prevent the core from uncovering and proceeding to core
damage. In addition, it is necessary to remove the decay heat from the RCS. Larger breaks can remove the decay

,

heat through the break so that only inventory makeup is of concern. Smaller breaks exhaust less energy, so
supplemental cooling is needed. This is normally provided by steam generator cooling or by primary system feed-
and bleed. Injection to the RCS is initially from a source outside containment (e.g., RWST), but this source is
ultimately depleted so the plant must switch from this injection mode to the recirculation mode, in which water is
drawn from the containment sump. Unless the injection mode is successful, however, there will not be sufficient

water in the sump to provide RCS makeup during recir'culation. For all of the Westinghouse 3-loop plants,
recirculationusing high-pressure pumps is achievedby aligning the pumps to draw suction from low-pressure pumps,
which draw suction from the containment sump.

| LOCAs are a significant contributor to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 3-loop plants. The LOCAs are most often
j small LOCAs, and recirculation failures are more common than injection failures. Both actual plant characteristics

and IPE modeling affect the results for this plant group, The factors that have the greatest impact on the variation
in LOCA CDFs among the plants are (1) whether there is an automatic, semi-automatic, or manual switchover to

recirculation,(2) the size of fine RWST (for plants with manual or semi-automatic switchover),(3) whether the plant

has the capability for refilling the RWST,(4) whether the plant has the capability for depressurizing the RCS through
the steam generator secondaries for small LOCAs, and (5) whether credit was given for such actions in the IPEs
when the capability exists at the plants.'

4

4

,

;
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives-

The most common type of LOCA is a small LOCA, but one plant is instead dominated l>y ntedium!!arge LOCAs.

Failures during injection are dominantfor about half of the H'estinghouse 3-locp IPEs, whilef.:!!ures during
recirculation are dominantfor the other half. For this report, the following sizes of LOCAs are considerci

lare_e - targe enough to remove decay heat through the break, and also large enough to depressurize thee
i

system on its own, which allows injection from low-pressure systems (typically, greater than a 6-inch

: diameter)

!
medium the break is large enough to remove decay heat through the break, but not large enough to*

depressurize the system (typically, a 2- to 6-inch diameter)

small - the break is not large enough to depressurize the system before core damage would occer and so*

the RCS must be depressurized by some other means if LPI is needed;the break does not remove sufficient

energy to cool the RCS, so some other means is required to provide the energy removal (typically, a 1/2-

to 2 inch diameter).

Many IPE submittals report results with a more detailed break size categorization,but these were collapsed into the

more general categories listed above to provide a consistent basis for comparison of the IPE results.

The CDF contributions from small, medium, and large LOCAs are listed in Table i 1.35 for the Westinghouse 3-loop

plants. Srnall LOCAs are the dominant break size for all but one of the IPEsc Recirculation failures are dominant

for about half the IPEs.

Table 11.35 LOCA contributors for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.'

CDF from CDF from CDF frompg,

large LOCAs medium LOCAs small LOCAs'

(1/ry)8 (1/ry) (1/ry)

Beaver Valley I small small 2E-5

Beaver Valley 2 small small 4 E-5

Farley 1&2 4E-6 3 E-6 2E-5

H. B. Robinson 2E-5 SE 5 7E-6

North Anna 1&2 4E-6 7E-6 IE 5

Shearon Harris 3 E-6 4 E-6 2E-5

Summer 3E-6 8E-6 3 E-5*

Surry l&2 SE-6 SE-6 I E-5

Turkey Point 3&4 2E-6 SE-6 3 E-5

' Not including SGTR and ISLOCAs
: Total LOCA CDF = Large LOCA CDF + Medium LOCA CDF + Small LOCA CDF
' includes Vessel Rupture
* CDF was estimated for these entries.

4
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i

line most :ommon system and componentfailures for LOC 4s are dividedfairly evenly betweenfailure during
recirculation ar..* failures during injection. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant
contributors to the LOCA CDF are common across the plants, while others are highly plant-specific. The failures
that contnbute most to LOCAs h-!he Westinghouse 3 toop plants can be grouped into the categorics listed below.

The system and comrue.nt failures tnc. contribute to each are 6 cussed in the following paragraphs.

LOCA initiaw.

failure of !*ctione

failure of recirculation*

failures of afternate actions that could be used to ndtigate the above failures*

The initiator frequencies for the small, medium, and large break sizes for ti.e Westinghouse 3-loop plants are listed

in Table 11.36. The plants generally use generic data to quantify the LOCA initiator frequencies. For plants that
subdivide small LOCAs into two categories,the small LOCA initiator frequency represents the sum of the individual
initiator frequencies.

|

Table 11.36 Important characteristics for LOCAs for Westinghouse 3-loop plants.
l
1

I
1

LOCA initiator frequency Recirculation llPR draws suction"
Large Medium Small switchover from LPR'

Beaver Valley 1 2E-4 S E-4 2 E-2 auto yes

Beaver Valley 2 2 E-4 SE-4 2 E-2 auto yes

Farley I&2 3 E-4 8 E-4 SE-3 manual yes
'

IL B. Robinson SE-4 3 E-3 2E-2 manual yes

North Anna 1&2 SE-4 IE-3 2E-2 manual yes

Shearon Harris SE-4 6E-4 2 E-2 semi-auto yes

Summer 3 E-4 8 E-4 8E-3 serai-auto yes |

Surry 1&2 S E-4 IE-3 2 E-2 auto yes

Turkey Point 3&4 I E-5 lE-4 2E 3 manual yes

' HPR = high pressure recirculation, LPR = low-pressure recirculation

LOCAs with failure in recirculation are a slightly larger contributor than LOCAs with injection failure. This is
reasonable because the use of recirculation is normally more complicated than injection. For example, the operators

I may have to realign the systems such that the low-pressure pumps draw suction from the sump and align the high-

pressure pumps to take suction from the low-pressure pumps.
|

The dominant contributors found in the IPE submittals for injection failures include common cause and random
actuation system failures, operator failure to open accumulator discharge valves after being in cold shutdown,
common cause failure of HPI when miniflow line fails closed, and common cause failure of check valves in cold

leg safety injection lines.

;
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.36 summarizes differences among the Westinghouse 3-loop plants with regards to recirculation during

LOCAs. Most of the plants require manual actions to initiate recirculation because llPR draws suction from low-

pressure systems during recirculation. Manual switchover is less likely to succeed than automatic switchover. The

j most common dominant contributors to recirculation failures in LOCAs that were found in the IPE submittals are
pump failures (random or common cause), operator error in recirculation switchover, failure of motor operated valves

'

in LPIS, and operator failure to depressurize. |
; '

1
i

Some licensees credit alternate actions that could be used to mitigate a LOCA when the standard approaches'

discussed above do not succeed. For example,in the II. B. Robinson and North Anna l&2 IPEs, actions are included

for depressurizing the RCS using the steam generator relief valves when llPI fails during a LOCA. Another action
considered in some IPEs is refilling the RWST if recirculation fails.

.

The plants with the highest and lowest LOCA CDFs have important design dyferences that accountfor the,

differencein results, but IPE modeling dyferences are also important. The Beaver Valley I |PE has the lowest
CDF from LOCAs and the 11. B. Robinson IPE has the highest. The mjor design difference between the two plants'

related to LOCAs is that ECCS switchover from injection to recirculation is automatic at Beaver Valley I and it is
manual at 11. B. Robinson. In addition, the large and medium LOCA initiator frequencies that are used in the

| 11. B. Robinson analysis are higher than the values used for Beaver Valley 1.

11.3.4.5 ATWS Perspectives
1

An ATWS is an accident that is initiated by an event, such as loss of feedwater or turbine trip, followed by failure

i of the reactor to scram. The failure to scram can result either from failures of electricalcomponents in the RPS or

in the final control elements that de-energize the CRD mechanisms, or from mechanical failures involving failure

of de-energized control rods to drop into the core. Partial scram failures are possible, involving insertion of a subset

; of the control rods; however,in most PRAs it is assumed that the scram failure is total and involves all of the rods.

With failure of the rods to insert, power greatly in excess of decay heat loads is still being generated and

overpressurization of the RCS is possible in some cases.

!
4

; ATWS is not a major contributor to the total CDF for most plants in the group. ATWS frequencies for this group

range from 7E-8/ry to 4E 5/ry and, except for one plant, contribute less than 10% to the plant CDF.

i The plant in the group with the highest CDF from ATWS, Beaver Valley 1, operates with two of three pressurizer

| PORV block valves closed. This reduces the relief capacity of the primary system in the early phase of an ATWS

accident to that provided by the safety valves alone.

I1.3.4.6 Internal Flood Perspectives
,

'

J
' An internal Hood sequence involves a release of water into a plant location such that a plant trip is induced and |

l
safety systems are compromised at the same time. For example,if a Good causes water to enter an area containing

,

electrical switchgear, a plant trip can occur along with failure of all plant systems dependent upon that switchgear.

Systems that are considered to be independent may all fail, if they in fact all contain equipment within the flooded
,

;

location. The effects of internal Gooding are highly plant-specific, depending on the layout of equipment within the

plant and the relative isolation of rooms. Often, the systems most affected are support systems such as electric power
and SW, which have plant specific designs. Because of this diversity of design and layout, we expect that each plant

,

will have different vulnerabilities to Gooding and do not expect to draw many generic conclusions.

4
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

| Internal Gooding is an important contributor to the total CDF at two of the Westinghouse 3-loop plants. The
| importance of internal Gooding to the total CDF is highly plant specific, depending on the layout of water bearing |

,

| lines and vessels, Good propagation, and the locations of equipment needed to provide for shutdown cooling.
l Typically,important internal Hoods are those that affect important support systems, such as SW and electric power.

,

Newer plants sometimes renect better design characteristics, generally better separation, and tend to be less
susceptible to Goods.

I
'

The contributionfromflooding variesfront negligible to .40*A of the CDF. The CDF from Gooding ranges from
negligible to 7E-5/ry. Internal flooding is not a major contributor to the CDF for most plants, but for two of the |

IPEs (3 units) it is an important contributor, comprising as much as about 40% of the total CDF.

|

| The highest CDF from internal Gooding for the group is 7E-5/ry at 11. B. Robinson. For one of the IPEs, internal
Gooding is a negligible contributor to CDF but the IPE submittal does not report an actual number, so the lowest |

'

CDF from internal Gooding for the group is not known. The lowest CDF actually reported from intemal Gooding
for the group is 2E-6/ry for Summer. The average CDF from the reported values is 2E 5/ry.

The plants with the highest CDFs from internal Gooding are H. B. Robinson and Surry I&2. Internal Gooding, with
{

a CDF of 7E-5/ry, contributes about 20% to the total CDF for 11. B. Robinson. The IPE submittal indicates that the
)

high CDF from internal Hooding is attributable to the relatively small size of the auxiliary building and the location
of safety related equipment in areas in that building are sensitive to Gooding. Internal Hooding, with a CDF of
SE-5/ry, contributes approximately 40% to the total CDF for Surry I&2. This contribution is associated with breaks

in SW or CCW lines that cannot be isolated by closing valves. These breaks lead to flooding of the turbine building,
switchgear room, and auxiliary building.

I1.3.4.7 SGTR Perspectises

SGTR sequences involve leakage from the primary to the secondary through a ruptured steam generator tube,
; followed by either failure to mitigate the leak or failure to establish long-term core heat removal. There are several '

actions that are normally taken to prevent the tube rupture initiator from developing into a core melt sequence.To
mitigate the leak, the affected steam generator is normally isolated, and if this does not succeed, actions are taken I

to depressurize the primary system so that leakage is minimized. The primary system is depressurized either by
aggressively cooling down through the unaffected steam generator (s), cooling down the primary system using the I

pressurizer sprays, or by depressurizing by initiating feed and-bleedthrough the pressurizerPORV(s). If the affected

steam generator is isolated, long-term core heat removal can be established without inventory makeup, but if the leak
is not isolated, inventory makeup must also be provided. i,

1

\

SGTR sequences are small contributors to plant CDF at the Westinghouse 3 loop plants but can be important
contributors to risk because the releases bypass containment. The higher CDFs reDect either plant weaknesses
identined in the IPEs or IPE modeling that includes more possibilities for SGTRs combined with other plant threats

| (e.g., ATWS).
1

SGTR sequences are low contributors to plant CDF but can be significant to risk because the releases bypass
containment. Cverall, SGTR sequences are minor contributors to plant CDF, with an average SGTR CDF of
SE-6!ry. The average contribution to plant CDF is less than 5%. The individual plant results vary from a high of
IE 5/ry to a low of 3E-7/ry.,
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| 11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The Westinghouse 3 loop plant with the highest SGTR CDF is Surry, and the plant with the lowest SGTR CDF is
1Farley I&2. The largest contributor to the Surry SGTR CDF involves failure of instrument air which fails steam

dump valves, pressurizer PORVs, and auxiliary pressurizer sprays. Also important are sequences involving steam
generator overnli leading to a stuck-open steam generator relief valve and eventually to core damage when the

! injection water source is depleted. The difference in SGTR CDFs between the Surry and Farley is primarily
attributable to different modeling assumptions used in the IPEs.

11.3.4.8 ISLOCA Perspectives

An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the RCS from low-pressure systems (e.g., LPI) fail, resulting1

in backDow from the RCS through the low pressure piping. If the low pressure piping or other components (e.g., j

seals, relief valves, or flanges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization,then a LOCA results. If the breach j

occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment,then a LOCA that bypasses containment results, with
'

effluent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor or auxiliary building. Because it is not possible to
,

recirculate the coolant through the RCS for this type of LOCA, coolant injection will eventually be lost (leading to
'

core damage) unless some source of sustained makeup is available. These scenarios are typically low proba'illity
events, because they involve multiple valve failures (typically two check valves and one motor-operated v. |ve in
series). However, ISLOCAs can be important to risk because the containment bypass leads to larger fission product

releases.

.

ISLOCAs are minor contributors to plant CDF in all of the IPE submittals but in some cases,there is a large enough

contribution to be risk significant. The average ISLOCA CDF for the Westinghouse 3-loop plants is 3E-6/ry and,

on average, the fractional contribution is a negligible fraction of plant CDF. The individual plant results vary from
a low of IE-7/ry to a high of 7E-6/ry, with a percent contribution to plant CDF ranging from negligible to less than
5%. Although there are important differences in plant characteristicsthat affect the results, the variability in results4

appears to be predominantly influenced by differences in modeling among the plants.
,

11.3.5 CDF Perspectives for Westinghouse 4-loop Reactors

As indicated in Table 11.37, the largest group of plants is the Westinghouse 4-loop group, which consists of twenty.

IPE submittals. Six of these submittals are for single-unit sites, i1 are for dual-unit sites with the same results

reported for each unit, one is for a dual-unit site (Salem I&2) but with slightly different results reported for each
unit, and two cover a dual unit site (Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3) where each unit is operated by a different

utility. Accounting for the dual unit sites, the Westinghouse 4 loop group comprises thirty-two plant units. All of
the plants in this group have large dry containments except that Millstone 3 has a subatmospheric containment and
the following plants have ice condensercontainments: Catawba 1&2, D.C. Cook l&2, McGuire 1&2, Sequoyah 1&2,
and Watts Bar 1. These containment differences have not been found to significantly affect the plant CDFs,'"U

and so the plant group was not subdivided by containment type.

1

1

" Containment differences have some influence on small LOCA CDFs for ice condenser plants, where sprays
are initiated for small containment pressure increases, leading to the need for early switchover to recirculation.
However, the overall impact on plant CDF is small.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.37 Plants in Westinghouse 4-loop plant groupt

Braidwood l&2 Byron I&2 Callaway Catawba l&2
Comanche Peak l&2 DC Cook I A2 Diablo Canyon 1&2 !!addam Neck
Indian Point 2 McGuire l&2 Millstone 3 Salem I&2
Seabrook Sequoyah l&2 South Texas 1&2 Vogtle l&2
Watts Bar I Wolf Creek Zion l&2 Indian Point 3

11.3.5.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for Westinghouse 4-loop Reactors

The total CDFs for the plants in the Westinghouse 4. loop group are shown in Figure 11.6. The CDFs for this plant

group show a large variability, with about a factor 50 spread between the highest and lowest CDFs. The average
CDF is 6E-5/ry, which is about the same as the average of all PWR CDFs. The contribution ofindividual accident
classes to plant CDF also shows considerable variability, as shown in Figure 11.11. The variation in the accident

class CDFs is attributable to a combination of plant design difTerences and modeling assumptions. Overall, the
largest contributors are transients, l.OCAs, SBOs, and SGTRs. The IPE submittals generally report smaller
contributions from ATWS, internal flooding, and ISLOCA sequences.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table i1.38 summarizes the perspectivesobtained from examination of the Westinghouse 4-loop plants. The details

that provide the basis for these perspectives are contained in the remainder of Section 11.3.5. The results for the
accident classes are discussed, giving more details on the factors driving the CDFs, particularly for the plants with l

the highest and lowest CDFs. Design and operational factors along with differences in modeling assumptions are

addressed.

Table 11.38 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 4-loop plants.

Accident important design features, operator actions,
" " ' 'I *"*

importance and model assumptions

Transient accidents

Important for nearly all Degree of IIPI and AFW dependence on SW and Transient CDFs range from SE-7/ry to

of the Westinghouse 4- CCW IE-4/ry. Average CDF is 3E-5/ry.

loop plants
Dependence of RCP seal cooling on SW or CCW Contribution to tntal plant CDF ranges

from about 15% to 85%

Modeling of RCP seal LOCA probability and size

LOCAs ;

important for many Degree of automation of switchover of ECC to LOCA CDFs range from IE 6/ry to

Westinghouse 4 loop recirculation 6E-5/ry. Average CDF is lE-5/ry. l

plants |

Design of IIPR (draw directly from sump vs. Contribution to total plant CDF ranges j
drawing suction from LPR) from less than 5% to $5%

Size of RWST

Ability to depressurize the RCS by aggressively

cooling down using steam generator ADVs so

LPI can be used when llPI fails

Ability to refill the RWST

| SBO accidents

I AC power reliability (e.g., number of diesel SBO CDFs range from 4E-7/ry to jimportant for many

](
Westinghouse 4 loop generators, cross-tic capabilities between units, 3E-5/ry. Average CDF is IE-5/ry.

,

plants diverse AC power sources)'

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges

RCP seal material from negligible to about 60%'

Backup cooling for RCP seals
,

|
'

Modeling of RCP seal LOCA probability and size

i

Battery life

Diesel generator reliability
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Table 11.38 Key IPE observations for Westinghouse 4-loop plants.

Accident important design features, operator actions,
"***I '''""'importance and model assumptions

Internal flood accidents

important for some Plant layout: separation of mitigating system thd CDFs range from 4E 9/ry to
Westinghouse 4. loop components and compartmentalization 2E 5/ry. Average CDF is SE-6/ry.
sites

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges
from negligible to about 30%

ATWS accidents

Not dominant for most Plant operation with PORY block valves closed ATWS CDFs range from IE 8/ry to
Westinghouse 4-loop 9E-6/ry. Average CDF is 2E-6/ry.
plants

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges
from negligible to 20% i

ISLOCAs

Not important for any Compartmentalization and separation of ISLOCA CDFs range from 2E 9/ry to
Westinghouse 4-loop equipment 4E-6/ry. Average CDF is 3E-7/ry.

]
plant !

Contribution to total plant is less than |
5% for all plants |

|

SGTR accidents

Not important for most Modeling of operator actions to isolate the SGTR CDFs range from 9E-9/ry to |

Westinghouse 4 loop rupture and provide long. term heat removal 8E-6/ry. Average CDF is 2E-6/ry.
plants

Contribution to total plant CDF ranges j
from negligible to 30%

11.3.5.2 SBO Perspectives i

SBO occurs when a plant loses off-site AC power, and the on-site backup AC power sources (almost always diesel j
'

generators) also fail to function. Because so many safety systems rely on AC power either directly (for motive
power) or indirectly (e.g., cooled by systems that rely on AC power), SBO causes most safety systems to be
unavailable. Most SBO scenariosdo have DC power available,however, through use of station batteries. For PWRs,

the loss of all AC power normally leaves turbine-driven AFW as the only available means for core cooling.
Turbine-driven AFW can operate until the batteries deplete, leading to a loss of control. If AC power is not
recovered soon after loss of control, core damage will follow. In some IPEs, AFW is assumed to continue even after

battery depletion, by manually controlling the system. Even with such manual control, the SBO sequence might still

proceed to core damage if there is not a continuous supply of water available for AFW injection.
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An additional and important complication for Westinghouse plants involves the potential for leakage from RCP seals. |
In most Westinghouse 4 toop plants, SBO results in loss of cooling for the RCP seals. The prolonged exposure to [

Ohigh temperatures can fail the seals. leading to a small LOCA through the pump seals. Some plants have less of a
threat from seal failure because the plants are using new o-rings in the pumps, which are less susceptible to this ;

failure mode. If a seal LOCA occurs, injection systems are needed to provide makeup to the RCS. Since these are
_

not normally available during an SBO, pump seal LOCAs will lead to core damage if off-site power is not restored |
in time. Chapter 17 of this report provides further discussion of SBO sequences.

|

SBO is an important contributor to plant CDF for many, but not all, of the Westinghouse 4-loop submittals. Several |

factors are important for SBOs for the Westinghouse 4 loop plants, with differing combinations of these factors (
ldriving the results for the individual plants in this group. The factors that have the biggest impact on the results

primarily represent actual plant characteristics,but modeling used in the IPEs is also important. The four key factors
!are (1) the modeling of RCP seal LOCAs (probability ofleak, size ofleak, and timing of subsequent core uncovery),

(2) availability of independent emergency power (e.g., safe shutdown facility) that provides support for AFW and
RCP seal cooling, (3) battery life (actual plant design as well as load shedding assumptions), and (4) cross ties ]

(existence of cross tie capability and whether it was credited in the iPE). I

I

SBOsequences can be categorizedas short-term,lotrg-term, or involving RCPseal LOCA. On average,long-term
SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs were mostfrequent. To understand the reasons for differences in SBO ;

CDFs, it is helpful to categorize SBOs as follows: S

r

short-term SBO sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains fail to operate and AC power is not O*

recovered before the core is damaged |

lone-term SBO sequences in which turbine-driven AFW pump trains operate initially, but ultimately fail*

(normally because battery depletion causes loss of DC control power) before recovery of AC power
r

SBO with RCP seal LOCA - sequences involving RCP seal LOCAs that are caused by loss of cooling to*

RCP seals with failure to recover AC power before the core is uncovered.

Short term SBO sequences typically lead to core damage within about 2 hours, while long-term SBO sequences

| typically lead to core damage in more than 2 hours. SBO sequences with RCP seal LOCAs can be either short-term

or long-term (depending on the model used for the timing and magnitude of a RCP seal LOCA), but they are ,I

!typically long term sequences.

The relative fractions of the SBO accident class that fall within these categories are not readily available from the

IPE submittals for most plants. However, most submittals qualitatively indicate that short-term SBO sequences are

mt major contributors to the SBO CDF, because more failures are needed for the short term case (e.g., turbine-driven

i AFW must fail). The exceptions are Callaway, Comanche Peak, Indian Point 2, Indian Point 3, South Texas, and

Watts Bar. For the plants that are dominated by long-term SBO, all are dominated by RCP seal LOCAs except
Millstone 3, Vogtle, and Wolf Creek. Therefore, on average,the SBO CDF for the Westinghouse 4-loop plants is

dominated by long-term SBOs with RCP seal LOCAs.
,

i

|

|
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II. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The SBO results att driven by a combination offactors involving both plant-specificfeatures and IPE modeling
characteristics. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF are
common across the plants, while others are highly plant specific. The failures that contribute most to SBO for the
Westinghouse 4 loop plants can be grouped into the categories listed below:

,

,

LOSP*
)

loss of on site AC power; *

] failure to recover AC power*

i failure of turbine-driven AFW*

transient induced LOCA*

j The system and component failures that contribute to each of the categories are discussed in the following
paragraphs..

! i

'

j The initiator for SBO is, of course, loss of off site AC power. liigher frequencies for loss of off site AC power will
) lead to higher SBO CDFs. The frequencies used for each of the Westinghouse 4-loop plants are listed in

Table 11.39. As can be seen, the frequencies vary by a factor of 4.
'

,

I

| Table 11.39 Key parameters affecting SBO CDF for Westinghouse 4-Ioop plants.

|<

1

i SBO No.EDGs Battery LOSP p
| Plant CDF unit /other/x. life initiator Other features,g

(1/ry) tie' (hrs) frequency

| Braidwood l&2 6E-6 2/0/Y N/A .045 3 * diesel-driven AFW3

submittal says I diesela
,

generator can power both
units
can cross-tic CST submittale

,

credits CST for at least 24a

hours

Byron 1&2 4E 6 2/0/Y N/A3 .044 3 diesel driven AFW*

} submittal says I diesel*

j generator can power both |
'

units
*

can cross tie CST*

i submittal credits CST fora

/ at least 24 hours

Callaway 2E-5 210/N 8 .046 1,3 CST supply for 14 hours*

turbine-driven AFWa

manually controlled after
battery depletion, but less
reliable

Catawba 1&2 6E-7 2/1/N I .035 2 shared diesel generator*

from safe shutdown facility
tow probability for failure*

to restore off site power
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l
Table 11.39 Key parameters affecting SBO CDF for Westinghouse 4 loop plants.

SBO No.EDCs Battery LOSP p
Plant CDF unit /other/s. life initiator Other features

, g,3
(1/ry) tie' (hrs) frequency

-

swing diesel generatorComanche Peak !&2 2E-5 2/1/Y 4 .035 *

submittal states off site+

power is very reliable

submittal states off siteD.C. Cook I&2 IE-6 2/0/Y 4 .040 1 *

power is very reliabic
* did not credit dicsci

generator cross tic
no credit for cross tic for*

CSTs, each last 6 hours

turbine-driven AFWa

manually controlled after
battery depiction

shared diesel generatorDiablo Canyon 1&2 SE-6 2/1/N 12 .091 1 *

portable generator to*

provide continued AFW
control

lladdam Neck 9E-6 2/0/N 9 .090 I

shared gas turbineIndian Point 2 SE-6 3/2/N 3 .068 +

generators
turbine-driven AFWa

manually controlled after
battery depletion

appendix R dicsci that canIndian Point 3 SE-6 3/1/N 8 .069 1,2 *

cool RCPs
CST supplies AFW for 24*

hours at shutdown
can use city water fora

AFW
credits depressurizing*

steam generator to reduce
RCP seat leakage
turbine driven AFWa

manually controlled after
battery depletion, credits 8
hours of AFW during SBO

standby shutdown facilityMcGuire 1&2 9E 6 2/0'Y 3 .070 2 *

that can provide seal
cooling

did not credit air-cooledMillstone 3 5E-6 2/0/N 6 .112 *

diesel generator being
added for SBO rule

i
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; 11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
|

|
Table 11,39 Key pr.rameters affecting SBO CDF for Westinghouse 4-loop plants.

SHO No.EDGs Battery LOSP p
Plant CDF unit /other/x- life initiator Other featuresg ,3

(1/ry) tie' (hrs) frequency

Salem i 2E 5 3/1/N 8 060 * standby gas turbine that
can provide AC to both

Salem 2 2E 5 3/1/N 8 .060 units
- nM swi puuuo

Seabrook IE-5 2/0/N 6 .049 because of SW/EDG

SEE"cNs**M DC to operateSequoyah I&2 SE-6 2/0/N 4 .046 *

turbine-driven AFW

South lexas l&2 2E 5 3/1/N 8 .132 2 * tech support center diesel
generator can provide RCP
seal cooling

Vogtle 1&2 3E 5 2/0/N 4 .051 3 * turbine-driven AFW
manually controlled after
battery depletion
high diesel generator*

failure rates because of
operating history

Watts Bar 1 2E-5 2/0/N 4 .036

Wolf Creek 2E 5 2/0/N 8 .051

Zion l&2 4 E-7 2/1/N .046 * shared diesel generator

' The number of diesel generators dedicated to each unit, other diesel generators such as shared or safety shutdown facility,
and the presence of cross connects between units (Y for cross connects. N for no cross connects) are noted.

3 Not applicable because AFW is diesel driven.
8

i = lower seal LOCA leak rate (primarily plants using Westinghouse seal LOCA model). 2 = backup means for cooling
RCP seals,3 = credited installation of new high temperature o rings. Note information was not available from IPE
submittal for all plants

|

Failure of on site AC power is also part of the SBO definition, and since diesel generators are used as the backup |
AC power source for all of the Westinghouse 4 loop plants, diesel generator failures are dominant contributors to |

SBO CDF for all of the Westinghouse 4 loop plants. The most common reasons for diesel generator failures involve |
the failure of the diesel generator to start (multiple random failures or common cause failure), to continue to run for

a sufficient time interval after successfully starting, unavailability because of testing or maintenance, failure of diesel

generator cooling, or failure of diesel generator room cooling. The redundancy introduced by having additional
diesel generators reduces the probability of failing all diesel generators, and reduces the SBO CDF. The number of

diesel generators available for each of the Westinghouse 4 loop plants is listed in Table 11.39.

Some multi-unit sites have the ability to cross-tie emergency AC power between units, which reduces the SBO CDF |
! by providing a redundant, somewhat independent power source. However, not all licensees that have this capability

actually took credit in the IPE for the action to cross-tie. Licensees that credit in their IPEs for the ability to cross-

4

i

f
,
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

tie are identified in Table 11.39. Note that five of the six plants with the highest SBO CDFs either do not have or
do not credit cross-tie capability.

Normally, the SBO sequences that proceed to core damage involve the failure to recover off-site power. However,

a few submittals list sequencesin which off site power is recovered but injection systems are not fully recovered so

that the sequence still proceeds to core damage. Although the probability of restoring off-site power is important
to the SBO CDF and would, therefore, be desirable to compare among the plants, the necessary information is not

readily available from most of the IPE submittals. Table 11.39 does indicate cases where abnormally high or low
values are found in the IPE submittals.

Early failures of AFW lead to short term SBO sequences while delayed failures lead to long-term SBO sequences.

Early failures normally involve either pump failure or steam generator overfill. These failures have sufficiently low
frequency to cause most plants to have a larger contribution to SBO CDF from long-term SBO sequences rather than

|
these short-term sequences.

l
| Late AFW failures are most commonly caused by the inability to control AFW when DC power is lost as a result

| of battery depletion. Thus, plants with a longer battery life have more' time available to restore off-site power before

| core cooling is lost, and have lower threat from SBO. Table i1.39 lists the battery life for the Westinghouse 4-loop

| plants. In some cases, the CST capacity is more limiting than the battery life so that late AFW failures are

| dominated by the loss of a feedwatersource when the tank supply is exhausted. Similarly, some licensees take credit

| in their IPEs for manually controlling AFW after battery depletion, so that the battery life is not critical to successful

| plant shutdown. Also, two sites use diesel-driven AFW, so that battery life is once again not important. For these

| plants without a dependence on battery life, the CST capacity and whether the plant has the ability to refill the CST

| are important. The plants that have unusually large or small CST capacity, credit manualcontrol of AFW following

j battery depletion, have diesel-driven AFW, or have credited refilling the CST are indicated in Table 11.39.

SBO sequences with stuck open PORVs are only listed in a few of the submittals, and even then, they are minor

contributors. Pump seal LOCAs are dominant contributors to the SBO CDF for many of the Westinghouse 4-loop
i IPEs. The size and timing of the leaks varies considerably among the submittals, but pump seal LOCAs always

; increase the SBO CDF by reducing the time available for recovering off-site power before core damage would result.

j Three factors tend to reduce the SBO CDF that involves seal LOCAs:
|
t

(1) using a seal LOCA model that gave lower leak rates and probabilities (e.g., Westinghouse seal LOCA

model)

(2) having a backup source for pump seal cooling (see following paragraph)

(3) crediting installation of new, temperature-resistant o-rings

Table i1.39 indicates whether any of these factors apply to a particular plant in the Westinghouse 4-loop group. It

is important to note that the IPE submittals do not always contain a thorough description of seal LOCA modeling,

I and so some of the factors may also apply to other plants besides those indicated in the table. From the table,it can
,

i be seen that many of the plants use the Westinghouse seal LOCA model, which tends to give lower seal leakage

| probabilities than models such as the NUREG-il50 model. For seven of the plants, credit is taken for the new o-
rings, and seven plants have a backup source for pump seal cooling. The table indicates that these seal LOCA'

3
assumptions have an important effect on the SBO CDF. Most of the plants using these assumptions have SBO CDFs

4 in the lower half of the Westinghouse 4-loop group, while those that fall in the upper half have some other particular
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11, Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

weakness (i.e., high diesel generator failure rate) or modeling characteristics (i.e., dominant sequence has AC
recovered, but failure to restore equipment).

Some plants have alternate power sources that can significantly reduce the SBO CDF. Catawba has a safe shutdown

facihty that has a source of AC and DC power that is independent from the plant normal or emergency power
The safe shutdown facility AC power can be used to operate a small charging pump to provide sealsources.

injection (which removes the seal LOCA concern) and primary system makeup flow. The safe shutdown facility
DC power can power the turbine-driven AFW pump so that AFW failure caused by battery depletion is not a

j concern. The South Texas technical support center diesel generator provides similar capability. At South Texas,
| a pump is available for seal cooling that is self-cooled and can be powered off the technical support center diesel
i generator. Also, the high head safety injection pumps do not require external cooling. Therefore, SBO does not

necessarily lead to a seal LOCA at South Texas, unless additional failures occur.

Differences in resultsfor the plants with the lowest and highest SBC CDFs are primarily driven by IPE modeling
i

characteristics. The plants with the lowest and highest SBO CDFs are Zion and Vogtle, respectively. There are
differences in plant characteristicsthat can partially explain the difference in SBO CDFs between the two plants (e.g.,

both Vogtle and Zion have two diesel generators per unit, but Zion has an additional backup diesel generator that

j can be used at either unit), but the differences do not fully account for the two orders of magnitude difference in
j SBO CDF. The differences in SBO CDFs between these two plants are mostly driven by differences in IPE

modeling. The key assumptions driving the difference are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The Vogtle IPE included the ability to manually operate the turbine-driven AFW pump on loss of DC power, which i
lowers the SBO CDF. In this case, the operators control the pump locally, at the pump, rather than from the control |

However, the benent from this modeling is offset by Vogtle's use of pessimistic modeling for the CST |room.

| inventory. In the Vogtle IPE analysis,it is assumed that the CST inventory would only be suf6cient to provide AFW j
'

suction supply for 8 hours, with no credit for CST makeup. However, each Vogtle Unit has two CSTs, and it
1

appears that the inventory of a single CST would be sufficient to provide DHR and RCS cooldown at a single unit |
for about 24 hours. Zion does not appear to modellong term failures of AFW from either battery depletion or from I

| emptying the CST.

|

| Neither Zion nor Vogtle have a large contribution to the SBO CDF from seal LOCAs, but the reasons for this result j
I are different. The Vogtle IPE reflects installation of new temperature-resistant RCP o-rings, which are being

installed at both units. The Zion seal LOCA CDF is small because the licensee assumed that the leakage would be

j small, and so that even with an RCP seal LOCA, the core would not uncover for 24 hours.

11.3.5.3 Transient Perspectives

ITransient sequences involve events that cause the reactor to trip (initiators) followed by failure to bring the reactor
to safe shutdown (excluding SBO sequences,which are treated separately). The transient accident class is a broad

category, covering both generalinitiators (such as reactor trip or loss of main feedwater)as well as support system
initiators (e.g., loss of SW or AC/DC bus). After reactor trip, decay heat must be removed from the RCS.
Normally, this would be provided by steam generator heat removal, with a fallback of primary system feed-and-bleed

should secondary heat removal fail. If neither of these succeeds, the RCS inventory will boil off, leading to core
! damage. A second possible path to core damage for transients involves an induced LOCA during the transient;

! (SORV or RCP sealleak) with failure to make up the RCS inventory. For both types of sequences (failure of DHR
i and transient induced LOCA with failure of reactor coolant makeup),long term operability must also be maintained

| (e.g., switchover from injection to recirculation must succeed)or core damage will result.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Transients are the largest contributor on average to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 4 toop plants (average
contribution of 40%), which is not unexpected since the transients encompass the most frequent initiators. For most

of the Westinghouse 4 loop plants, the CDF from transients falls within a range spanning about an order of
magnitude. Zion, however, falls about an order of magnitude lower than the other plants. There is wide variability

as to the specine failures that lead to core damage for transients, but there is a signincant contribution from support

system failures (either as initiators or as failures subsequent to some other initiator). The results indicate that plant-'

specilie dependencies are important to the results, but different IPE modeling also affects the results. The results
are mostly heavily driven by differences in SW and CCW dependencies, RCP seal cooling designs, RCP seat leakage

modeling in the IPEs, and plant-specinc configurations for system dependencies and cross ties. The remainder of

this section gives more details regarding these perspectives for transients.

Transients cover a broadgroup ofsequences, including both generalandplant-specificinitiators. Some initiators
occur from loss of support systems such as SW, CCW, ilVAC, instrument air, or AC/DC buses. Because these

support systems are needed for a large number of front line systems, their unavailability can simultaneously fail
numerous front line systems, leaving few options for successful plant shutdown. The dependenciesare very plant-

specinc. The remaining initiators are more general, such as reactor trip, turbine trip, or loss of main feedwater. The

generalinitiators typically have higher frequencies than the support system initiators, but more failures are needed

(subsequent to the initiator) to result in core damage. LOSP is an exception in that it is usually a lower frequency
event, but often has a higher potential to proceed to core damage because failures of one diesel generator often lead

to unavailability of full trains of safety systems. Table 11.40 lists the relative contribution of general transients and

transients initiated by support system failures, and indicates that both types of transients are important for the

Westinghouse 4 loop plants.

Table 11.40 Contributors to Westinghouse 4-loop transients.

_

CDF (1/ry)

ant General transients associated Support system

1 with balance of plant initiating events

Braidwood I&2 2E-5 8E 7

Byron 1&2 2E 5 3 E-6

Callaway 6E 6 SE-6

Catawba 1&2 6E 7 3E 5

Comanche Peak 1&2 6E-6 SE-6

D.C. Cook 1&2 8E-7 2E 5

Diablo Canyon I&2 SE-5 2 E-5

Haddam Neck 7E 5 3 E-5

Indian Point 3 2E-5 SE-6

Indian Point 2 IE 5 IE-6
l

McGuire 1&2 2E-6 IE 5 i

i

Millstone 3 I E-5 IE-5 |
|

|
|
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

Table 11.40 Contributors to Westinghouse 4-loop transients.
I
|

CDF (t/ry)

Plant
General transients associated Support system

with balance of plant initiating events

Salem 1 IE-5 2E-6
Salem 2 2E-5 2E-6

Seabrook 2E-5 IE 5

Seque.jah 1&2 3E 5 8E-5

South Texas I&2 6E-6 IE-52 2

1Vogtle I&2 7E-6 3 E-7 ;
1

Watts Bar I (revised) 6E-6 I E-5
'

Wolf Creek SE-6 SE-6

Zion SE-7 7E-9

' Total Transient CDF = Generic Transients CDF + Specific Transients CDF. Transient CDF
does not include SBO CDF and does not include ATWS CDF.

2 J 7F was estimated for these entries.

For transient sequences withfailure of heat removal through the steam generators andfailure ofprimaryfeed. |
and-bleed, the dominant contilhutors widely vary, representing considerable variability in plant design and

'

operation as well as variability in IPE modeling. By examining the results reported in the IPE submittals, it was
found that there is wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with failure to

remove decay heat in the Westinghouse 4-loop plants. The results indicate that plant-specific dependencies are
important to the results, but also different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed contributors to

failures of steam generator heat removal and failure of primary feed-and-bleed are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The more common reasons for failure of steam generator heat removal that are listed in the JPE submittals include

combinations of failures in which one failure compromises the availability of muitiple systems and then a key
remaining system fails independently, leading to core damage. For example, LOSP with successful operation of one '

diesel generator but independent failure of one AFW pump (because of failure to start or maintenance unavailability)

is a common contributor. Also seen as contributors are sequences with either common cause failure of feedwater
pumps or failure of a support system (e.g., HVAC failures in switchgear room) that result in failure of multiple
systems.

The most common failures listed in the IPE submittals for failure to provide feed-and-bleed cooling if steam
generator heat removalis lost, are failure ofinjection pumps resulting from the same types of failures as listed above

for steam generator heat removal, or operator failure to successfully perform the operation. The failures primarily
occur in the injection phase, rather than in recirculation.

,
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For transient sequences with RCP seal LOCAs, the dominant contributors also widely vary, representing
considerable variability in plant design and operation as well as variability in IPE modeling. The IPE submittals
indicate a wide variability as to the specific failures that lead to core damage for transients with induced LOCAs

(primarily RCP seal LOCAs) for the Westinghouse 4-loop plants. The results indicate that plant-specific
dependencies are important to the results, but also different IPE modeling affects the results. Some of the observed
contributors to RCP seat leakage and the subsequent failure to provide makeup are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

There is considerable variability in pump cooling configurations, but at most of the Westinghouse 4-loop plants the

RCPs can be cooled by either CCW or by the charging pumps. The charging pumps are normally cooled by either

SW or CCW For plants with charging pumps cooled by CCW, loss of CCW causes both a seal LOCA and loss of
the charging system that would normally be used to provide makeup flow from the induced LOCA (effectively,such
loss of CCW sequences behave like SBO sequences). The probability of the seal LOCA occurring for such
sequences depends on a number of factors, including:

the seal LOCA model used in the IPE (Westinghouse seal LOCA model gives lower probability of failure*

than NUREG-Il50 model)

whether backup systems are available to provide RCP cooling*

credit given for operator actions such as cross-ticing systems or cooling down the RCS to reduce the seala

LOCA threat

whether the plant has credited installation of the new temperature-resistant o-rings for the RCPsa

Although these factors introduce variability into the IPE results, CCW failures are commonly seen as dominant
contributors to the transient CDFs, which reflects the relatively high dependency of other plant systems on CCW.

For example,the dominant transient sequence for D. C. Cook is the loss of CCW leading to a seal LOCA that cannot

be mitigated. Similarly, SW cooling is often found to be a dominant contributor because its loss compromises the
ability to cool many plant systems (SW is generally also the heat sink for CCW). Other dominant contributors to

transients with RCP seal LOCAs include LOSP combined with CCW failure.'

The resultsfor the plants with the highest and lowest CDFsfor transients are driven by both differences in actual
plant characteristics and IPE modeling. Sequoyah has the highest transient CDF for this plant group. The CDF
from transients at Sequoyah is dominated by vibration-induced seal LOCAs. Loss of CCW causes loss of cooling I

to the RCP motors, and failure to promptly trip the running pumps leads to a seal LOCA. The seal LOCA can not

be mitigated because ECCS recirculation from the containment sump is also cooled by CCW, and so recirculation ,

Ifails for this sequence.
l
|

Haddam Neck has the highest plant CDF in the Westinghouse 4-loop group. There are two major reasons for the

relatively high CDF from transients at Haddam Neck. First, seal LOCAs during transient sequences are an important j

contributor, and the submittal indicates that loss of seal cooling is primarily caused by either loss of power or
mechanical failures in the seal cooling systems. Second, failures associated with one motor control center, MCC-5, I

are important because the ECCS injection valves for both trains of ECCS are powered off this motor control center.
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II. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The low CDF for transients at Zion is primarily attributable to the modeling used in the IPE. The Zion IPE
submittal describes its modeling as realistic, but on average, the Zion failure frequencies are much lower than the

frequencies used for other plants, and fewer systems are required for successful plant shutdown in the Zion IPE.

The most important modeling assumptions appear to be low values for common cause failures and operator failures.

Il.3.5.4 LOCA Perspectives

LOCA core damage sequences encompass any breaks in the RCS. Normally, the IPEs considered stuck-open
pressurizer relief valves or reactor coolant seal leaks that initiate an accident as a LOCA. If either of these occur

following another initiator (e.g., LOSP), they are normally categorized as an SBO or transient, as appropriate. Afler

a LOCA is initiated, inventory makeup is needed to prevent the core from uncovering and proceeding to core
damage. In addition, it is necessary to remove the decay heat from the RCS. Larger breaks can remove the decay
heat through the break so that only inventory makeup is of concern. Smaller breaks exhaust less energy, and so
supplemental cooling is needed. This is normally,provided by steam generator cooling or by primary system feed-;

| and-bleed. Injection to the RCS is initially from a source outside containment (e.g., RWST). This source is
ultimately depleted, and so the plant must switch from this injection mode to the recirculation mode, in which water

is drawn from the containment sump. Unless the injection mode is successful, however, there will not be sufGcient

water in the sump to provide RCS makeup during recirculation.

LOCAs are a signincant contributor to plant CDF for the Westinghouse 4-loop plants. The LOCAs are most often

small LOCAs, and recirculation failures are more common than injection failures. Both actual plant characteristics

and IPE modeling affect the results for this plant group. The six factors that have the greatest impact on the L

variation in LOCA CDFs among the plants are (1) whether there is an automatic, semi-automatic, or manual
switchover to recirculation,(2) whether HPR is dependent on low-pressure systems, (3) the size of the RWST (for

plants with manual or semi-automatic switchover),(4) whether the plant has the capability for reGiling the RWST,
(5) whether the plant has the capability for depressurizing the RCS through the steam generator secondaries for small

|
LOCAs, and (6) whether credit is given for such actions in the IPEs when the capability exists at the plants.

| The most common type of LOCA is a small LOCA with failure of recirculation, but many plants are Instead
j dominated by medium or large LOCAs. For this report, the following sizes of LOCAs are considered:

|

large - targe enough to remove decay heat through the break, and also large enough to depressurize the*

system on its own, which allows injection from low-pressure systems (typically, greater than a 6 inch
diameter)

medium - the break is large enough to remove decay heat through the break, but not large enough to*

depressurize the system (typically, a 2- to 6-inch diameter)

small - the break is not large enough to depressurize the system before core damage would occur and soe

the RCS must be depressurized by some other means if LPI is needed; the break does not remove sufGcient

energy to cool the RCS, so some other means is required to ptovide the energy removal (typically, a 1/2-

to 2-inch diameter). ,

'
Many IPE submittals report results with a more detailed break size categorization, but these are collapsed into the
more general categories listed above to provide a consistent basis for comparison of the IPE results.

,

!
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The CDF contributions from small. medium, and large LOCAs are listed in Table 11.4 I for the Westinghouse 4 loop

plants. Small LOCAs are the dominant break size for about half the IPEs, with medium and large LOCAs each
being dominant at about a quarter of the plants. Recirculation failures are dominant for most IPEs.

Table 11.41 LOCA contributors for Westinghouse 4-loop plants.'

I CDF from CDF from CDF fromp,
large LOCAs medium LOCAs small LOCAs

(1/ry)' (1/ry) (1/ry) l

Braidwood I&2 4 E-7 IE-7 6E-7

Byron l&2 4 E-7 2 E-7 8E-7

Callaway 3E-6 4 E-6 4 E-6
|

Catawba 1&2 IE-6 7E-7 SE-6

Comanche Peak l&2 3 E-6 IE-6 SE-6

DC Cook l&2 IE 6 4 E-6 3 E-5

Diablo Canyon I&2 3 E-6 $E-6 9 E-7

11addam Neck 3 E-5 2E-5 2E-5

Indian Point 3 3 E-6 8E-7 SE-7

Indian Point 2 3 E-6 2E-6 6E-6
!

i McGuire l&2 3E-6 2E 6 I E-5
|

! Millstone 3 8E-6 I E-5 2E-6

Salem 1 2E-6 3 E-6 3 E-6

| Salem 2 IE-6 4 E-6 4E-6
!

Seabrook 2 E-6 IE-6 4 E-6
,

1

Sequoyah I&2 2E-6' 3 E-6' 3E 5'

| South Texas Project 1&2 small IE-6 2E-6

Vogtle 1&2 2 E-6 4E-6 3 E-6

Watts Bar I (revised) 3E-6 2E-6 2E-5 j

Wolf Creek 2 E-6 2 E-6 7 E-7

Zion IE-6 4 E-7 2 E-7

' Not including SGTR and ISLOCAs
Total LOCA CDF = Large LOCA CDF + Medium LOCA CDF + Small LOCA CDF ,

2

5 i
| includes Vessel Rupture

j- ' CDF was estimated for these entries.

I
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ll. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The most common system and componentfailuresfor LOCAs are related to the switchover to recirculation, but
failures during injection are also important. Some of the system and component failures that are dominant

contributors to the LOCA CDF are common across the plants, while others are highly plant-specific. The failures

that contribute most to LOCAs for the Westinghouse 4 loop plants can be grouped into the categories listed below.

The system and component failures that contribute to each are discussed in the following paragraphs.

* LOCA initiator
failure ofinjection*

failure of recirculationa

failures of alternate actions that could be used to mitigate the above failuresa

The initiator frequencies for the small, medium, and large break sizes for the Westinghouse 4 loop plants are listed
j in Table 11.42 The plants generally use generic data to quantify the LOCA initiator frequencies. For plants that
j subdivide small LOCAs into two categories,the small LOCA initiator frequency represents the sum of the individual

| initiator frequencies.
|

Table 11.42 Important characteristics for LOCAs for Westinghouse 4-Ioop plants.

| LOCA initiator frequency
Recirculation llPR draws suction

switchover from LPR'Large Medium Small

Braidwood I&2 3E 4 8E-4 6E-3 Semi-Auto yes

Byron 1&2 3E 4 8E-4 6E-3 Semi Auto yes

Callaway SE-4 IE 3 lE 2 Semi-Auto yes

| Catawba I&2 3E-4 3E 4 4E 3 Auto yes |
i

i

j D.C. Cook l&2 3 E-4 9E-4 7E-3 Manual yes

Diablo Canyon 1&2 2E-4 SE-4 2E 3 Semi-Auto yes

lladdam Neck 4 E-4 6E-4 IE-2 Manual yes i

Indian Point 2 2E-4 SE 4 2E 2 Manual yesr

l

Indian Point 3 SE-4 9E-4 7E-3 Manual yes

McGuire l&2 3 E-4 3 E-4 4E 3 Auto yes
!

Millstone 3 4E 4 6E-4 9E-3 Manual no
'

|
Salem I 5E-4 IE 3 2E-2 Manual yes

Salem 2 S E-4 IE-3 2E 2 Manual yes

Seabrook 2E 4 SE 4 2E-2 Semi-Auto yes

Sequoyah 1&2 2E-4 SE-4 2E 2 Semi Auto yes

South Texas Project 1&2 2E 4 SE-4 2E 2 Auto no

Vogtle I&2 3E-4 8E-4 7E 3 Semi Auto yes

Watts Bar 1&2 2E 4 SE-4 3E-2 Semi-Auto yes

Wolf Creek SE-4 IE 3 3E 3 Semi Auto yes
,

; Zion l&2 3E-4 IE-3 7E-3 Manual yes
!

' HPR = high pressure recirculation, LPR = low pressure recirculation

,
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
i

LOCAs with failure in recirculation are generally a larger contributor than LOCAs with injection failure. This is
reasonable because the use of recirculation is normally more complicated than injection. For example, the operators

may have to realign the systems such that the low-pressure pumps draw suction from the sump and align the high-

pressure pumps to take suction from the low pressure pumps. The dominant contributors found in the IPE

submittals for injection failures include pump failures, actuation failures, valve failures, and pneumatic supply
failures. Table 11.42 summarizes differences among the Westinghouse 4 loop plants with regard to recirculation

during LOCAs. Most of the plants require manual actions to initiate recirculation because HPR draws suction from

low-pressure systems during recirculation. Manual switchover is less likely to succeed than automatic switchover,

and plants that require both high and low-pressure systems to operate for recirculation have a higher probability of
failure because of the number of systems that must succeed. The most common dominant contributors to
recirculation failures in LOCAs that are found in the IPE submittals are pump failures, pump cooling failures, and

operator error in recirculation switchover.

The ice condenser plants generally have higher contributions from small LOCAs with failures during recirculation.
Because of the lower design pressure of the ice condenser containments sprays are actuated earlierthan for large dry

containments, which results in water being drawn more rapidly from the RWST. This shortens the time availablefor
the switchover from the RWST to the containment sump, which decreases the probability of the operators

successfully performing the manual portion of the recirculation switchover for HPR.

Some licensees credit alternate actions that could be used to mitigate a LOCA when the standard approaches
discussed above do not succeed. Some licensees take credit in the IPE for depressurizing the RCS using the steam

generator relief valves when HPI fails during a LOCA. Other actions credited in some IPEs as refilling the RWST
if recirculation fails or to delay the need for switchover to recirculation.

The plants with the highest and lowest LOCA CDFs have important design differences that accountfor the |

differencein results, but IPE modeling differences are also important. The Braidwood and Byron iPEs have the |

lowest CDFs from LOCAs and the Haddam Neck IPE has the highest. The following paragraphs discuss the design i

and modeling differences that drive the results for these plants.

There are two major design differences between the plants related to switchover to recirculation that impact the J

LOCA CDF. First, Haddam Neck has a manual switchover from injection to recirculation. Braidwood and Byron j

have semi-automatic switchover. That is, the switchover is automatic for LPR but requires operator action to align

high-pressure pumps to draw suction from the low-pressure pump discharge to accomplish HPR. The partial
automation of recirculation for Braidwood and Byron tends to reduce the probability of recirculation failure relative

to Haddam Neck. Second, the Haddam Neck RWST capacityis small(100,000 gallons) providing operators limited

time to accomplish the manual switchover of ECCS from injection to recirculation which further decreases the
probability of successful execution. The discussion of the dominant core damage sequences in the IPE for Haddam
Neck indicates that about 50% of the overall CDF related to LOCAs is attributable to the failure of operators to

successfully perform ECCS switchover for medium and large LOCAs. Braidwood and Byron have larger RWSTs
(about 400,000 gallons) giving more time for the operators to accomplish switchover when HPR is needed.
Additionally, the IPE submittals indicate that for small LOCAs, recirculation will not be needed for Braidwood and

Byron because of the larger RWSTs.

The Braidwood and Byron IPEs also include credit for two strategies not considered for Haddam Neck. Braidwood

and Byron have procedures to refill the RWST if recirculation fails, and the IPEs include credit for this action in
the IPEs. For small LOCAs with HPl failure, the Braidwood and Byron IPEs also include credit for actions to

depressurize the RCS using the steam generators so that LPI can be used. Like most of the IPEs, the Haddam Neck
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

IPE does not include credit for this strategy. Plant-specific analyses (that consider relief valve capabilities and!

secondary heat removal capabilities) would be needed to determine whether this depressurization strategy is viable
for Haddam Neck or for the Westinghouse plants in general.

I1.3.5.5 ATWS Perspectives

An ATWS is an accident that is initiated by an event, such as loss of feedwater or turbine trip, followed by failure
of the reactor to scram. The failure to scram can result either from failures of electricalcomponents in the RPS or

in the final control elements that de-energize the CRD mechanisms, or from mechanical failures involving failure
of de-energized control rods to drop into the core. Partial scram failures are possible, involving insertion of a subset
of the control rods; however, in most PRAs it is assumed that the scram failure is total and involves all of the rods.

With failure of the rods to insert, power greatly in excess of decay heat loads is still being generated and
overpressurization of the RCS is possible in some cases.

.

ATWS is not a major contributor to the total CDF for most plants in the group. ATWS frequencies for this group
range from IE-8/ry to 9E-6/ry and except for one plant contributes less than about 10% to the total CDF. The
moderator temperature coemcientis a key factor in determining the susceptibility of a plant to ATWS events. Plants

are generally more susceptible early in core life. For all of the plants with the highest CDFs from ATWS in the
! group, the following three types of failures contribute to core damage following an ATWS are listed in order of
I

1

decreasing importance (1) inadequate pressure relief,(2) failure to borate, and (3) failure of AFW. Many of the
factors affecting ATWS frequencies are actual plant-specific differences. One area where modeling is important is
in the assumptions and modeling approach used to estimate the frequency of scram failures. Data are limited in this

| area and modeling assumptions can be quite important, particularly for the plants with the lowest ATWS frequencies.
l

|

|

The moderator temperaturecoefficient is criticalin determining the susceptibility of a plant to A TH$ events. The I

actual power level during an ATWS will vary, depending upon the reactivity coemeients (feedback coefficients that
i usually lead to power decrease as a result of fuel temperature increases and moderator density decreases). The most
i important coefficient is often the MTC, which can have unfavorable values (not sufficiently negative) early in core I

j life. During this time, the unfavorable moderator temperature coefficient can prevent the power decrease necessary
to preclude overpressurization of the RCS.

To successfully mitigate an ATWS, three functions are required (1) pressure control,(2) heat removal, and (3) reactor

shutdown. Without pressure control the RCS can overpressurize and fail, causing a LOCA that cannot be mitigated.
Heat removal in combination with reactor shutdown is required over the long-term to cool the core. The mosti

j
demanding ATWS accident is loss of main feedwater followed by failure to scram. Loss of main feedwater results

! in loss of sufficient heat removal through the steam generators (AFW is insufficient). If the ATWS mitigation |
j system actuation circuitry (AMSAC) fails to trip the turbine, the accident is made worse since this leads to early !

steam generator dryout; carly steam generator dryout results in higher primary system pressure,
i

i

Heat removal following an ATWS caused by a loss of main feedwater requires use of AFW. Also, the fission
process must be shutdown to lower power to where AFW c.ooling can match energy addition Shutdown is
accomplished by injection of borated water or, if the ATWS do.:s not involve mechanical-relatedfailures to scram,
funher operator action to insert or drop the control rods.

,

!

,

I

|
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

The core damage sequences involving ATWS can be categorized as follows: I

sequences involving early overpressurization |*

|sequences involving loss of AFW*
1

sequences involving failure to borate.*

All of the ATWS sequences lead to early core damage, defining 2 hours or less as early. Sequences of the first type, j
overpressurization, occur very early.

Closed POR Y block valves, A FlYfailures, and operatorfailure to borate produce the highest A TIVSfrequencies j

for this plant group. ATWS is typically a small contributor to the total CDF for a given plant. The following plants
in the grcup have the highest CDFs from ATWS: Indian Point 3, Seabrook, Sequoyah, and Comanche Peak.

|
Table 1. 43 summarizes the important failures for the dominant ATWS sequences for these plants.

The plant in the group with the highest CDF from ATWS, Indian Point 3, operates with both pressurizer PORV
block valves closed. This reduces the relief capacity of the primary system in the early phase of an ATWS accident

to those provided by the safety valves alone. Operation with the PORV block valves closed is a major reason for
Indian Point 3 having the highest CDF from an ATWS of all plants in the group. The model used in the Seabrook

IPE for mitigation of an ATWS requires turbine trip (if above 40% power and main feedwater is lost), cooling of |
the steam generators, and operator action to shutdown the reactor. The dominant ATWS core damage sequences for
Seabrook each involves failure of one of these three functions. The CDF from an ATWS at Sequoyah,7E-6/ry,is
close to that for Seabrook. The CDF from an ATWS at Sequoyah is dominated by failure to borate either because (
of hardware failures or because of failure of operator action to initiate boration.

Table 11 A3 Contributors to ATWS for Westinghouse 4-toop plants with relatively high ATWS
CDFs.

rnp riant faHures contdudng
Plant CDF from ATWS (1/ry) to CDF from ATWS

Indian Point 3 9E-6 Inadequate pressure relief

Seabrook 8E-6 Inadequate pressure relief ',
Failure of AFW,
Failure to borate

Sequoyah 7E-6 Failure to borate, j

inadequate pressure relier |

Comanche Peak S E-6 Failure of AFW, inadequate
pressure relief

' Caused by failure to trip turbine.

The plants with the lowest CDF from ATWS in the group are Zion (IE-8/ry) and Wolf Creek (3E-8/ry). The CDF
from ATWS at Zion appears to be low because oflower-than typical frequencies or probabilities used for initiating

events of importance, failure of reactor trip, and failure of turbine trip. The CDF from ATWS at Wolf Creek is
lowbecause of credit for two additional operator actions to manually insert control rods following failure to scram.

These include (1) operator action to insen control rods from the control room and (2) operator action to local-
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

manually open circuit breakers to remove power from CRD motor generator sets. The latter action lowers the CDF
for the two dorninant ATWS sequences by about a factor of 6.

11.3.5.6 Internal Flood Perspectives

An internal flood sequence involves a release of water into a plant location such that a plant trip is induced and

safety systems are compromised at the same time. For example,if a flood causes water to enter an area containing;

| electrical switchgear, a plant trip can occur along with failure of all plant systems dependent upon that switchgear.
Systems that are considered to be independent may all fail, if they all contain equipment within the flooded location.

The effects ofinternal flooding are highly plant specific, depending on the layout of equipment within the plant and
the relative isolation of rooms. Often, the systems most affected are support systems such as electric power and SW,

which have plant-specific designs. Because of this diversity of design and layout, we expect that each plant wii! have

different vulnerabilities to Gooding and do not expect to draw many generic conclusions.

Internal flooding is an important contributor to the total CDF at some plants. The importance ofinternal flooding
to the total CDF is highly plant specific, depending on the layout of water bearing lines and vessels, flood

| propagation,and the locations of equipment needed to provide for shutdown cooling. Typically, important internal
floods are those that affect important support systems, such as SW and electric power. Newer plants sometimes

| reflect better design characteristics, generally better separation, and tend to be less susceptible to floods.

The contributionfromflooding variesfrom negligible to about 30% of the CDF. The CDF from flooding ranges
from negligible to 2E-5/ry. Intemal flooding is not a major contributor to the CDF for many plants, but for some
plants it is an important contributor, comprising as much as about 30% of the total CDF.

!
l

The highest CDF from internal flooding for the group is 2E-5/ry at Callaway. For some of the IPEs, internal
flooding is a negligible contributor to CDF and so the IPE submittals do not report an actual number, and the lowest !

CDF from intemal flooding for the group is not known. The lowest CDF actually reported from internal flooding
for the group is 4E-9/ry for Braidwood. The average CDF from the reported values is 6E 6/ry.

The plants with the highest CDFs from internal flooding are Callaway, Catawba, and Comanche Peak. Internal
flooding, with a CDF of 2E 5/ry, contributes about 30% to the total CDF for Callaway. Three types of floods
contribute to the CDF from internal flooding (1) rupture of SW piping in the area containing SW valves in the
control building, (2) ruptures of SW and firewater piping in the AC switchgear rooms in the control building, and
(3) ruptures of SW and firewater piping in the DC power, battery, and inverter rooms in the control building. Fairly
high values are used in the IPE for failure of operator action to isolate or recover from flooding. Internal flooding,
with a CDF of IE-5/ry, contributes approximately 25% to the total CDF for Catawba. The IPE submittal attributes
the high CDF from internal flooding to the location of all 6.9/14.6 KV transformers in the turbine building basement.

Therefore, a flood in the turbine building can cause the loss of much of the plant electrical system. At Comanche
Peak the CDF from internal flooding is lE 5/ry, contributing about 25% to the total CDF. The important flooding
sequences are as follows. A pipe from the RWST fails causing flood-induced loss of motor-driven AFW and ECCS

pumps. A flood in the SW intake structure causes loss of all SW.

Vogtle represents the lower end of the CDF range. Results from the Vogtle IPE show that flooding-related CDF
! is negligible compared with the CDF from other accident classes. The Vogtle IPE attributes the negligible
; contribution of internal flood to the fact that Vogtle is one of the most recently licensed US nuclear plants, and as

; such has been designed to mitigate and limit effects associated with intemal floods.

:
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j 11 Core Damage Frequency Perspectives
|

11.3.5.7 SGTR Perspectives

SGTR sequences involve leakage from the primary system to the secondary system through a ruptured steam
generator tube, followed by either failure to mitigate the leak or failure to establish long term core heat removal.

There are several actions that are normally taken to prevent the tube rupture initiator from developing into a core
melt sequence. To mitigate the leak, the affected steam generator is normally isolated, and if this does not succeed,

| actions are taken to depressurize the primary system so that leakage is minimized. The primary system is
depressurized either by aggressively cooling down through the unaffected steam generator (s), cooling down the
primary system using the pressurizer sprays, or by depressurizingby initiating feed-and-bleed through the pressurizer

| PORV(s). If the affected steam generator is isolated, long term core heat removal can be established without
inventory makeup, but if the leak is not isolated, inventory makeup must also be provided.

SGTR sequences are a minor contributor to plant CDF at the Westinghouse 4-loop plants, but can be important
| contributors to risk because the releases bypass containment. The higher CDFs reflect either plant weaknesses

identified in the IPEs or IPE modeling that includes more possibilities for SGTRs combined with other plant threats
(e.g., ATWS).

SGTR sequences are low contributors to plant CDF, b::t can be significant to risk because the releases bypass

! containment. Overall, SGTRs are a minor contributor to plant CDF, with an average SGTR CDF of 2E-6/ry. The
average contribution to plant CDF is less than 5%. The individual plant results vary from a high of 8E-6/ry to a

| low of less than IE 10/ry.

; The Westinghouse 4 loop plant with the highest SGTR CDF is Haddam Neck. The largest contributors to the
Haddam Neck SGTR CDF involve steam generator overfill leading to a stuck-open steam generator relief valve, and'

i eventually, to core damage when the injection water source is depleted. For the plants with the lowest SGTR CDFs,

Catawba and McGuire, such scenarios are assessed to have negligible frequency.

I1.3.5.8 ISLOCA Perspectives

An ISLOCA occurs when valves that normally isolate the RCS from low-pressure systems (e.g., LPI) fail, resulting

in backDow from the RCS through the low-pressure piping. If the low-pressure piping or other components (e.g.,
seals, relief valves, or flanges) can not withstand the resulting pressurization, then a LOCA results, if the breach

occurs in a portion of the piping that is outside containment, then a LOCA that bypasses containment results, with -
effluent from the LOCA being discharged into the reactor building or auxiliary building. Because it is not possible
to recirculate the coolant through the RCS for this type of LOCA, coolant injection will eventually be lost (leading

j to core damage) unless some source of sustained makeup is available. These scenarios are typically low probability

events, because they involve multiple valve failures (typically two check valves and one motor-operated valve in a

series). However,ISLOCAs can be important to risk because the containment bypass leads to larger fission product

releases.

ISLOCAs are minor contributors to plant CDF in all of the IPE submittals, but in some cases,there is a large enough
,

! contribution to be risk significant. Although there are important differences in plant characteristics that affect the
results, the variability in results appears to be predominantly influenced by differences in modeling among the plants.

Further details regarding the variability are provided in the remainder of this section.

I
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives 1

ISLOCAs are low contributors to plant CDF but can be a significant risk because releases bypass containment.

The CDFs from ISLOCAs are generally low, with an average ISLOCA CDF for the Westinghouse 4-loop plants of

4E-6/ry and an average fractional contribution to plant CDF ofless than 1%. The individual plant results vary from

negligible ISLOCA contribution (less than IE-8/ry) to a high of 4E-6/ry, with a percent contribution to plant CDF
ranging from negligible to less than 5%.

The IPE submittals show considerable variability for ISLOCA CDFs and dominant ISLOCA contributors. This is

because of both differences in modeling among the IPEs, as well as differences in plant characteristics. Modeling
differences are particularly large for ISLOCA sequences because several aspects of ISLOCA modeling involve
considerable uncertainty, such as the probability of pipe ruptures or the ability of motor-operated valves to close

under pressure. Some IPE submittals include detailed descriptions of their ISLOCA modeling but most include very
little discustion, making it difficult to determine the key drivers for those plants. Because of this limited discussion

of ISLOCAs in the majority of the IPE submittals, this section will focus on simply discussing the factors (both
,

modeling and plant characteristics)that appear to be most important, on the basis of the information that could be I
obtained from the submittals with detailed descriptions of ISLOCA. Factors affecting the initiator frequency are )
discussed first, followed by factors that affect the ability of the plant to respond to the ISLOCA.

|

There is considerable variability in the initiator frequency for ISLOCAs, varying over about four orders of )
magnitude. However, much of this variability simply reflects the different level of reporting ISLOCA results among I

the IPE submittals. Some plants report ISLOCA initiator frequencies that represent only failures of the valves that

are designed to isolate the low-pressure systems from the RCS, while others also include the probability of rupturing
J

the low-pressure system as part of the initiator frequency. Because of the limited descriptions in most IPE
'

submittals, it is not possible to back out the values used for the valve failures and rupture probabilities for all plants.

However, on the basis of the IPE submittals where this information is provided, there appears to be more variability
in the rupture probabilities than in the valve failure probabilities.

To determine the potential for a rupture, some IPEs included detailed analyses of the potential for ISLOCAs in the

various lines, considering factors such as the strength of the various pipes and the relative length of piping inside
and outside of containment. However, some licensees simply used the ISLOCA frequency from WASH-1400. The

modeling of the ruptures in the lines also varies among the IPEs. Some licensees distinguish between pipe ruptures

and other components (e.g., seals, relief valves, or llanges), giving more credit for recovering from smaller ruptures.

Althv4h the variability in valve failure rates does not appear to be as large as the variability in rupture probabilities,,

there are significant differences in plant characteristics that can affect the frequency of the multiple valve failures
that lead to the ISLOCA initiator. Typical valve arrangements are two-check valves and a motor-operated valve in

series, two check valves in series, or one check valve plus a motor-operated valve. There is also variability as to

whether the motor-operated valves are normally open or closed. Normally open valves lead to a higher probability
of ISLOCAs. In addition, valve testing is performed while at full power at some plants, while at other plants the
valves are only tested during shutdown. Although testing the valves at full power would be expected to increase the

probability of ISLOCAs, most of the IPEs do not reflect an increased risk because the licensees take credit for system |
interlocks that are instituted during testing. |

Reactor building or auxiliary building design (e.g., compartmentalization)affects the plant's ability to cope with an
ISLOCA. In some plants, harsh environments resulting from the ISLOCA will fail some or all injection systems.
In other plants, only the system directly involved in the ISLOCA is unavailable.
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11. Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

There is considerable variability among the IPEs regarding the treatment of operator actions to mitigate an ISLOCA.
; The major actions considered are manually closing motor-operated valves so that the failed line is isolated,

depressurizingthe RCS so that the leakageis minimized, or replenishing water supplies for injection. In some cases,

the licensees give a large amount of credit for one or more of these actions, while in other cases, none of the actions

are credited.

,

|

1

.

|
.

!
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12. CONTAINMENT DESIGN PERSPECTIVES

This chapter presents the perspectives obtained on the treatment and results of containment performance reported in

the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) submittals. These perspectives are summarized in Chapter 4. Additional;

i details are provided in this chapter on the factors that play a significant role in determining the containment failure
A probabilities and frequencies reported. The key design and operational features that affect the containment

performance and the impact and influence of methods and assumptions on containment performance are provided
! for different containment types. Perspectives regarding the bypass, early and late containment failure modes, defined

in Table 12.1, are obtained for each containment type. Quantitative information involving ranges of probabilities
[ and frequencies of containment failure modes and releases are presented. Perspectives generally applicable to boiling
j water reactor (BWR) pressure suppression containments and pressurized water reactor (PWR) containments were also

{ obtained. These general perspectives are presented first followed by the more detailed discussions for each
containment type.

|
Table 12.1 Definition of containment failure mode classes.,

i
!

"''
Containment failure mode definitiong,

;

Bypass involves failure of the pressure boundary between the high-t essurereactor coolant system and a low-
pressure auxiliary system. For PWRs it can also occur because of the failure of the steam generator tubes,,

j either as an initiating event or as a result of severe accident conditions. In these scenarios, if core damage
j occurs, a direct path to the environment can exist.

Early involves structure failure of the containment before, during or slightly aher reactor vessel failure, usually
within a few hours of the start of core damage. A variety of mechanisr ean cause structure failure such a:4

j direct contact of the core debris with the containment, rapid pressure and temperature loads, hydrogen
; combustion and fuel-coolant interactions. Failure to isolate containment and an early vented containment
j post core damage is classified as an early containment failure.

l

|Late involves structural failure of the containment several hours after reactor vessel failure. A variety of 1
; mechanisms can cause late structure failure such as gradual pressure and temperature increases, hydrogen |

j combustion, and basemat melt-through by the core debris. Venting containment late in an accident is )
classified as a late containment failure.

!

i

i 12.1 General Containment Performance Perspectives
:
i

Containment performance is often measured by calculating the conditional containment failure probability
'

(CCFP)?" These probabilities were reported in most of the IPEs or could be calculated from the reported
results. The CCFPs are reproduced in Figure 12.1 for various containment failure modes and for BWR and PWR

plants. When the accident progression analyses in the IPEs are globally viewed, they are, for the most part consistent

. with containment performance analyses previously performed for probabilistic risk analyses (PRA). Failure j

mechanisms, identified in the past as being important, are also shown to be important in the IPEs. De significance I
of individual containment failure mechanisms is often determined by particular features of a containment class. In

general,the IPEs confirmed that large volume containments are less likely to have early structural failures than the
smaller BWR pressure suppression containments. However, as indicated in Figure 12.1, there is a considerable 1

variability within each containment class in the conditional containment failure probabilities reported. This variability

also exists in the reported frequencies,as shown in Figure 12.2.

"' Conditional containment failure probability is defined as the probability of containment failure
conditional on core damage having occurred. Chapter 14 provides a more detailed discussion concerning the
definition and estimation of conditional failure probability.
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Figure 12.1 Reported IPE CCFPs (given core melt) for all plants.
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l2. Containment Design Perspectives I

The importance of early radionuclide releases to all risk measures,(i.e., acute and latent health efrects including land

contamination), has been established in past PRAs which included consequence calculations. In keeping with the

signiGcance of such early releases,the containment performance analysis descriptions in the IPE submittais emphasize

the phenomena, mechanisms, and accident scenarios which could lead to early releases. These involve early
structural failure of the containment, containment bypass, containment isolation failures and for some BWR plants,
deliberate venting of the containment.

On the one hand, the PWR large dry containments analyzed in the IPEs have significantly smaller conditional
probabilities of early structural failure than the BWR pressure suppression containments analyzed. On the other hand,
containment bypass, as well as isolation failures are, in general, more significant for the PWR containments. As

Figure 12.1 shows, these general trends are often not true for individual IPEs, because of the considerable range in
the results. For instance, CCFPs for both early and late failure found for a number of PWR large dry containments j
are higher than those reported for some of the BWR pressure suppression containments. '

i

Differences in containment designs account for much of the differences in failure probabilities indicated in
Figure 12.1. This is true for the variations between containment classes but also for differences between individual

plants in the same containment class in a significant number of cases unique, plant-specific containment features

are identified in the analyses as leading to important failure mechanisms. However, differing assumptions in the
accident progression modeling also play a major role in explaining the significant range in the obtained r: Jts.

,

Since there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the loads imposed on containments by the phenomena
postulated in an accident progression analysis, differences in modeling assumptions are not surprising. Key
observations on containment performance are summarized in Table 12.2.

,

1

12.2 BWR Containment Performance Perspectives

The BWR plants are separated into three groups, according to the type of pressure suppression containment used,

for the purpose of identifying containment performance perspectives from the submitted IPEs (1) BWR Mark I
Containments,(2) BWR Mark 11 Containments, and (3) BWR Mark 111 Containments. The BWR plants in each
group are indicated in Table 12.3. One early BWR, Big Rock Point, is housed in a large dry containment and
therefore is discussed in Section 12.3.1.

The results indicated in Figure 12.3 for containment failure probabilities and in Figure 12.4 for failure frequencies

follow expected trends and indicate that the early Mark I containments are, in general, more likely to fait during
a severe accident than the later Mark 11 and Mark 111 designs. However, the ranges of predicted failure probabilities

are quite large for all containment designs and there is significant overlapping of the results. The variability in the
results can be expected partly because of containment design differences involving containment design pressure,

ultimate pressure, containment volume, containment construction (e.g., steel vs. concrete), and reactor thermal power.

Table 12.4 shows the values of these parameters for all domestic BWR containments. Figure 12.5 shows the range

of design pressure and ultimate pressure within the BWR pressure suppression containments and compares these
ranges between containment types. Figure 12.6 indicates the range of the ratio of containment volume to thermal

power in the BWR plants grouped by containment type. However, the variability in the containment failure results

of Figures 12.3 and 12.4 is also attributable to other differences such as the reactor pedestal and drywell floor
configuration, ability to flood the drywell, and combustible gas control; as well as modeling assumptions and
differences in recovery actions that could be taken during a severe accident.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

Table 12.2 Summary of key containment performance
perspectives for LWR containments.

Failure mode Key observations

Early failure The large-volume containments of PWRs are, on average, less likely to experience early structural
failures than the smaller BWR pressure suppression containments

Overpressure failures, primarily from anticipated transients without scram (ATWS), fuel coolant
interaction (FCl), and failures due to direct impingement of core debris are found to be important
contributors to early failure for most BWR containments; hydrogen burns are found important in
some Mark 111 containments

The higher probability of early structural failures of BWR Mark I plants, compared to the later BWR
1containments, is driven to a large extent by drywell shell mell-through*

Phenomena associated with high-pressure melt ejection (IIPME) are the leading causes of early
failure for PWR containments'

isolation failures are found to be signilicant in a number of large dry and subatmospheric
containments

The low probability of early failures for ice condensers (relative to the other PWRs) appear to be
driven by analysis assumptions rather than plant features

For both BWR and PWR plants, specific design features lead to a number of unique and significant
containment failure modes

Bypass Probability of bypass is generally higher in PWRs. in part, because of the contribution from steam
generator tube ruptures (SGTRs)

Bypass, mostly from SGTR, has probabilities comparable to early structural failure for both PWR
containment types

Bypass is generally not important for BWRs

Late failure Overpressurization when containment heat removal (CHR) is lost is the primary cause of late failure
in most PWR and some BWR containments

High-pressure and temperature loads caused by core-concrete interactions (CCis) are important for
late failure in BWR containments

I
Containment venting is found to be important for avoiding late uncontrolled failure in some Mark I i

IPEs
|

The larger volumes of the Mark Ill contamments are partly responsible for their lower late failure l

probabilities (in comparison to the other BWR containments)
_

The likelihood of late failures often depends on the mission times assumed in the analysis

* As noted in Chapter 8 there has been a considerable change in the state of-knowledge regarding some severe accident
phenomena in the time smce the IPE analyses were carried out.

|
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

I
i Table 12.3 Summary of BWR containment classes and associated

! nuclear power plants.
;

Class IPE submittats

* Browns Ferry 2 * Gunswick I&2 * Cooper * Dresden 2&3
: * Duane Arnold * Fermi 2 * Fitzpatrick * Ilatch l&2 |
! Mark I e flope Creek * Millstone I * Monticello * Nine Mile Point I <

* Oyster Creek * Peach Bottom 2&3 Pilgrim I * Quad Cities 1&2*'

* Vermont Yankee

: The Mark I containment consists of two separate structures (volumes) connected by a series of large
pipes. One volume, the drywell, houses the reactor vessel and primary system components. The other
volume is a torus, called the wetwell, containing a large amount of water used for pressure suppression
and as a heat sink. The Brunswick units use a reinforced concrete structure with a steel liner. All
other Mark I containments are free-standing steel structures. The Mark I containments are inerted

; during plant operation to prevent hydrogen combustion.

|Nine Mile Point 2 * Susquehanna I&2: * LaSalle l&2 * Limerick l&2 *

| Mark 11 * WNP 2
I The Mark 11 containment consists of a single structure divided into two volumes by a concrete floor.
j The drywell volume is situated directly above the wetwell volume and is connected to it with vertical
i pipes. Most Mark 11 containments are reinforced or post tensioned concrete structures with a steel

| linct, but WNP 2 uses a free standing steel structure. These containments are also inerted during
plant operation to prevent hydrogen combustion.;

Perry I * River Bend* Clinton * Grand Gulf I *

| Mark til
The Mark !!! containment is significantly larger then Mark I and Mark 11 containments, but has a lower

3

; design pressure. It consists of the drywell volume surrounded by the wetwell volume, with both en. |

1 closed by the primary containment shell. The drywell is a reinforced concrete structure in all Mark
lli containments, but the primary containment is a free standing steel structure at Perry and River'

i Bend, and a reinforced concrete structure with steel liner at Clinton and Grand Gulf. These contain.
ments are not inerted, but rely on igniters to burn off hydrogen and prevent significant accumulation'

during a severe accident. j

!
i

!
,

| A large variability exists for each containment group in the contributions of the different failure modes. However,

| IPEs for plants in all three containment groups reported a significant probability of early or late structural failure
conditional on core damage occurring. These results are expected because smaller pressure suppression containments

j have been found to have relative |y high containment failure probabilities in past PRAs.

!

Important factors that impact the probabilities and frequencies of the failure modes in Figures 12.3 and 12.4 are<

discussed for each BWR containment group in Sections 12.2.1 through 12.2.3. In general,the factors that influence
j the failure modes are not the same for each containment group. This is often because of differences in containment

design between the three groups. For example, shell melt-through (caused by contact with the core debris) is found

to be the most important contributor to early containment failure for Mark I containments. This failure mechanism
;

is possible for Mark I containments because the pedestal and drywell floor are at the same level and the core debris4

can reach the containment wall (which is usually steel). The core debris cannot easily reach the containment wall
4

in Mark 11 and Mark 111 containments, and therefore, other failure mechanisms are found to be important for these

designs. Accidents in which containment heat removalis lost or is inadequate are found to be important contributors;

j to early failure in Mark Il plants. Early failure is primarily caused by energetic events such as fuel-coolant

j interactions and hydrogen combustion events in Mark 111 plants. Hydrogen combustion is unlikely in Mark I and

| 11 plants because their atmospheres are inerted during operation.

I
:
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

Table 12.4 Containment properties for BWRs

_

Containment Containment volume Volumel5 8t'
design (ft') Dermal

thermal IType Plant name pressure Construction * power
,

(psig) wegg wegg (ft'/M W t)

L DRY DIG ROCK POINT 27 79 1,150,000 S 240 4792 l
MKI BROWNS FERRY 2 56 190 159,800 126,200 S 3293 87

MKI BRUNSWICK l&2 62 141 164,100 124,000 R 2436 118

MKI COOPER 56 175 132,250 110,300 S 2381 102

MKI DRESDEN 2&3 62 125 158,236 117,245 S 2527 109 I
MKI DUANE ARNOLD 56 140 109,400 94.270 S 1593 128

MK1 FERMI 2 56 140 163,730 130,900 S 3293 89

MKI FITZPATRICK 56 140 150,000 114,000 S 2436 108

MKI IIATCil I $6 98 146,010 112,900 S 2436 106

MKI IIATCll 2 56 98 146,266 109,800 S 2436 105

MK1 IlOPE CREEK 56 120 178,000 142,600 S 3293 97

MKI MILLSTONE I 62 149 146,900 110,600 S 2011 128

MKI MONTICELLO 56 120 134,000 106.000 S 1670 144

MKI NINE MILE POINT I 62 119 180,000 120,000 S 1850 162

MK1 OYSTER CREEK 35 121 180,000 121,300 S 1930 156

MKI PEACH BOTTOM 2&3 56 140 175,800 127,700 S 3293 92

MKI PILGRIM i 56 98 147,000 110,000 S 1998 129

MKI QUAD CITIES l&2 56 NP 158,236 117,000 S 25t| 110

MKI VERMONT YANKEE 56 140 134,200 108,250 S 1593 152

M K 11 LA SALLE 1&2 45 191 209,300 164,500 R 3293 114

M K 11 LIMERICK !&2 55 140 243,580 147,670 R 3293 119

M K 11 NINE MILE POINT 2 45 141 306,200 190,600 R 3323 150

MK !! SUSQUEHANNA 1&2 53 140 239,600 153,800 R 3293 119

MK11 WNP2 45 148 200,540 144,184 S 3323 104

M K 111 CLINTON 15 94 246,000 1,550,000 R 2894 621

MK 111 GRAND GULF i 15 56 270,000 1,400,000 R 3833 436

MK 111 PERRYI 15 64 276,500 1,160,000 S 3579 401

M K 111 RIVER BEND 15 63 251,000 1,200,000 S 2894 501

*S = Steel; R = Reinforced Concrete

NP = Not provided in submittal
L-Dry = Large dry containment
MK = Mark
MWt = Megawatt thermal

12-7 NUREG-1560, Draft
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12. Containment Design Perspectises|

l
| Late containment failure can be caused by gradual pressure buildup because of non-condensible gas release, basemat

melt through or hydrogen combustion events. Gradual pressure buildup caused by core.concreteinteractions is found

to be an important contributor to late failure in Mark I and il containments. Ilowever, hydrogen combustion is found

to be important to the probability of late failure in Mark 111 containments. Finally, venting can be important to the
probability of loss of containment integrity (early and late in an accident sequence) for some llWR plants.i

Differences in the modeling of venting contribute to the variability of the results. Perspectives for all operating
BWRs using pressure suppression containments are summarized in Table 12.5.

|

Table 12.5 Summary of performance for BWR containments.

Failure mode important design features, operator important plant
importance actions, and model assumptions improvements

Early failure

SigniGeant liigh pressureloads at the time the core debris melts through the Alternate water sources
probability for most reactor vessel.1'Cl and direct impingement of core debris are for flooding of the
BWRs regardless cf identined as contributors to early failure in BWRs drywell Moor
containment type

Shell melt through is found to be the most important contributor to Less restrictive drywell
isolation failures not early failure for Atark I plants. Specific design features as well as spray initiation criteria
important for BWRs assumptions regarding core debris characteristics and the absence

or presence of water in the drywell determine the importance of Operator training on
shcIl melt-through for individual plants. depressurization

flydrogen burns are found to be important in some Alark !!! IPEs

ATWS sequences are found to be important contributors in some
BWR IPEs

Speci0e design features play an important role in many analyses.
|

Dypass

Not important for D> pass sia emergency condenser is identiGed by one IPE None identined
BWRs as a group

Late failure

Significant liigh pressureand temperature loads caused by CCI are an Ensuring that the drywell
probability for most important failure mode. Specine design features (size of sumps) Door is nooded
BWRs, somewhat as well as assumptions regarding core debris characteristics and the
less important for absence or presence of water in the drywell determine the Altering venting criteria
Ntark 111 importance for individual plants to account for
containments temperature effects

Excessise safety relief salse (SRV) discharge ir > c ' >t
suppression pool also is found to lead to late fr - in some cases.

1. ate combustible gas burns are important in some Stark lits.

Containment venting is found to be an important way of asoiding
uncontrolled con;ainment failure for some hlark I and lit
containments.

|
|

l
l
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12, Containment Design Perspectives

12.2.1 BWR Mark I Perspectives

Twenty two BWR units (17 IPE submittals) are housed in Mark I containments, as listed in Table 12.6. All of the

plants in the BWR 2/3 group and most of the plants in the BWR 3/4 group have Mark I containments. These
containments have relatively high strength but small volumes and rely on pressure suppression pools to condense

steam released from the reactor pressure vessel during an accident.

Table 12.6 Plants (per IPE submittal)in Mark I containment group.

__

Browns Feiry 2 Brunswick 1&2 Cooper

Dresden 2&3 Duane Arnold Fermi 2

Fitzpatrick llatch I&2 . ilope Creek

Millstone i Monticello Nine Mile Point i
Oyster Creek Peach Bottom 2&3 Pilgrim 1 |

Quad Cities I&2 Vermont Yankee |
!

:
1

i l

|i
12.2.1.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for BWR Mark 1 Containments!

!
,

The conditional probabilities of the various containment failure modes reported in the IPEs are provided in'

I
Figure 12.7 and the reported frequencies of containment failure are shown in Figure 12.8. Results are summarized
in Table 12.7. The average conditional containment failure probabilities for the various containment failure modes|

for all Mark I containments considered are about 0.3 for early failure,0.01 for bypass,0.4 for late failure, and 0.3

for no containment failure. The distributions of the various containment failure modes found in the 17 IPE
submittats show a significant spread in the results, with the conditional probability varying from negligible to about

0.1 for bypass, from 0.03 to 0.6 for early failure, from 0.2 to 0.9 for late failure and from 0.1 to 0.6 for no|

containment failure. The probability of early failure for most of the Mark I plants is greater than 0.15, two plants

|
have probabilities below 0.15. As indicated in Figure 12.8, the frequencies of the various containment failure modes

vary from negligible to SE 7/ry for containment bypass, from 3E 7/ry to 3E-5/ry for early failure,and from 4E 7/ry!

to 4E-5/ry for late failure.

Shell melt-through is a signincant contributor to early containment failure in most of the IPE submittals reviewed.

The importance of shell melt-through varies among the Mirk I IPEs depending on plant speci0c features, but also
on whether it was considered in the base case analyses and what underlying assumptions were made regarding the

transport and cooling of core debris. The IPEs reported that even when shell melt through has a small probability

there usually is still a signi6 cant probability of early failure frem other causes. Early containment venting, which
is used during implementation of containment Gooding procedures, sometimes involving drywell venting or venting

through the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) as the predominsnt venting mode,is the dominant early release mode in|

one IPE. Containment bypass is caused mainly by interfacing systems loss-of coolant accidents (ISLOCA), but one
IPE identiGed the failure of the emergency condenser tubes because of high temperature creep rupture as another

i bypass mode. Isolation failure is small and negligible for all Mark i IPEs, partly because of t ,e fact that the
5

containment is inerted and isolation failure can be easily detected. Containment venting is mon commonly used for

containment pressure control, and therefore, usually results in a late release.
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Table 12.7 Summary of performance for BWR Mark I containments.

Failure mode important design features, operator actions, and Summary of results

importance model assumptions

Early failure

High probability for Shell melt through is found to be the most important Early failure frequencies

most plants in this contributor to early failure for Mark I plants, whose range from 3E-7/ry to
steel containment and reactor pedestal to drywell 3E-5/ry. Averagegroup
communication makes them susceptible to direct frequency is SE-6/ry.

impingement by core debris.
Early failure CCFPs range

Specific design features as well as assumptions from 0.03 to 0.6. Average

regarding core debris characteristics and the absence probability is 0.3.

or presence of water in the drywell determine the
importance of shell melt-through for individual
plants.

High-pressureloads at the time the core debris melts
through the reactor vessel are also a significant
contributor to early failure.

ATWS sequences are found to be important
contributors in some IPEs.

Isolation failures are not important.

Bypass

Not important for this Bypass via emergency condenser is identified by one Bypass frequencies range

plant group. IPE. from negligible to SE-7/ry.
Average frequency is
9 E-8/ry.

Bypass CCFPs range from
negligible to about 0.1.
Average probability is
0.01.

Late failure

Significant probability High pressureand temperature loads caused by CCI Late failure frequencies

for most plants in this are an important failure mode. range from 4E-7/ry to
4E-5/ry. Averagegroup.

Specific design features (e.g., size of sumps) as well frequency is 9E-6/ry.

as assumptions regarding core debris characteristics
and the absence or presence of water in the drywell Late failure CCFPs range

,

determine the importance for individual plants. from 0.2 to 0.9. Average j

probability is 0.3. j

Containment venting is found to be an important way
of avoiding uncontrolled containment failure in some
IPEs.

|
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

The results indicate a significant probability of early and/or late containment failure for most of the Mark I

containments. Those accidents that cause structural failure of the drywell shortly after the core debris melts through
the reactor vessel have been found to be dominant contributors to risk in past PRAs. TI'e importance ofindividual

failure mechanisms depend on plant-specific features and in some cases on modeling assumptions. However, the

following mechanisms are found to be important causes of early structural failure for many Mark I containments.

drywell shell melt through caused by direct contact with the core debris*

drywell failure caused by rapid pressure (and temperature) pulses at the time of reactor vessel melt-through
*

in general, these failure mechanisms can be important to risk because of the relatively short time available for

radioactivity decay, natural deposition processes, and accident response actions. In addition, drywell failure means
radionuclides released from the damaged core bypass the suppression pool (significant retention can occur if aerosol

radionuclides pass through a suppression pool). The relatively short time to radionuclide release and the magnitude
of the release means these failure mechanisms have been found to be important to all risk measures (i.e., acute and

latent health effects including land contamination)in past studies that include estimates of offsite consequences.

These failure mechanisms can also occur for any accident class that involves release of a significant amount of core

debris from the reactor vessel. In a few IPEs other failure mechanisms are identified as being important. Drywell
failure caused by gradual pressure (and temperature) buildup because of gases and steam released during CC! is
important in some IPEs.

1In other IPEs, venting is found to be an important contributor. However, accidents that bypass containment (such '

as ISLOCA) or involve containment isolation failure are not important contributors to the core damage frequency

(CDF)in any of the IPEs for Mark i plants. These accidents are also not important to the likelihood of either early

or late containment failure because their frequencies of occurrence are so much lower than the frequencies of early (
structural failure caused by other accidents that dominate the CDF. Each failure mechanism is discussed in more j
detail below.

|

12.2.1.2 Early Failure Perspectives

The conditional probabilities of early failure for the Mark I con:ainments vary from 0.03 for Dresden to over 0.6

for Fitzpatrick and Hope Creek (refer to Figure 12.7). Early failure frequencies,as shown in Figure 12.8, vary from
about 3E-7/ry for Quad Cities 1,2 to 3E-5/ry for Hope Creek.

The early failure category presented in Figures 12.7 and 12.8 includes containment isolation failure, early
containment venting, and containment failure before or shortly after vessel breach (VB), which includes shell melt-

through, as well as other early containment failures such as those as a result of overpressure. Shell melt through is
a significant contributor to early containment failure in most of the IPE submittals reviewed. Early containment '

venting plays an important role in early failure in one IPE, but in general, venting is used for containment pressure
control later in the accident and is usually grouped with late failure.

Isolation failure is small and negligible for all Mark i IPEs, partly because of the fact that the containment is inerted
and an isolation failure can be easily detected.

13 13 NUREG 1560, Draft
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t 12. Containment Design Perspectives

i
in addition to the contributions from shell melt through and early venting the values for early failure presented-

,

in Figures 12.7 and 12.8 also include early containment failures because of other phenomena that would occur during
j a severe accident. The potential containment failure modes suggested in NUREG 1335"22' for early containment !

| failure include (1) overpressurization because of non condensible gases and steam or because of direct containment

} heating (DCll), (2) missiles and pressure loads as a result of steam explosion, and (3) vessel thrust force because

i of blowdown at high pressure. For Mark I containments, these include the containment failure induced by reactor

] pedestal failure caused by either a quasi-static overpressurization of the pedestal cavity or a dynamic loading on the

i pedestal walls from an ex vessel steam explosion following vessel breach. Although unlikely, the containment may

| also fail by hydrogen burns if the containment is deinerted, and this possibility is discussed in most of the IPE

{
submittals. Other containment failure modes considered in the IPEs include the probability of containment implosion

| as a result of drywell spray initiation (the extemal design pressure for Mark I containments is about 2 psig),

| recriticality,and debris impingement on the containment boundary as a recult of high-pressure ejection from the

; vessel.
i

t
; in a number of cases, statements are made in the IPE submittals dismissing a number of failure modes without much

j discussion or presentation of quantitative analysis. A typical example can be found in the Hatch IPE submittal:

!
! "The containment challenges and uncertainties presented by steam explosion, direct containment

heating, hydrogen detonation ' nd denagration, and thrust forces at vessel breach are well withina;
'

the structural capability of the containment."

Another example is the Millstone I submittal which finds that high pressuremelt ejection and the associated potential
,

j for early failure from direct containment heating are found not to be threats to the containment. Similarly, neither

f ex vessel steam explosions or hydrogen combustion are of major concem.
t

i
i The level of detail and the type of information presented in the various IPE submittals are not consistent. For
i

; example,in some IPE submittals, although the total contributions from shell melt through and containment venting
are provided, their contributions to early failure and late failure categories cannot be obtained. Furthermore, the.

! definition of the time frames used for early failure and late failure are different among the IPEs. Early failure is

denned as occurring either (1) before or shortly after VB, (2) within a certain time of core damage (CD), or (3)
'

within a certain time (e.g.,6 hours) of accident initiation. The first two definitions are,in general, consistent because

i the time between CD and VB is usually within a reasonable time range if the sequence proceeds to VB. The third

definition may be consistent with the other two definitions if the sequences are not ones involving the loss of i

icontainment heat removal (CHR). In the loss of CHR sequences, containment failure may occur before VB but many

: hours after accident initiation.
\'

| Shell melt-through was found to be the most important contributor to early containmentfailure for Mark I
' containments, given core melt. This failure mechanism has a relatively high likelihood of occurring in Mark I j

containments because, for most Mark I containments, the reactor pedestal and the drywell Coor are at the same level
'

and openings exist between the pedestal region and the floor. This design allows the core debris to flow across the

drywell floor and fail the steel drywell shell either by direct melt-through or via creep rupture.

|

"'USNRC, " Individual Plant Examination: Submittal Guidance," NUREG-1335, August 1989.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives
i

The capability to Good the drywell floor, the design con 0guration of the drywell, and assumptions regarding core I
+

debris dispersal on the drywell Door determine, on a plant specific basis, whether shell melt through is a significant
containment failure mechanism. The most important plant features and modeling characteristicsare discussed below.

drywell floor Gooding - The presence of a water pool on the drywell Coor is found to mitigate shcIl melt-*

through in all of the submittals. The benefit of water on the drywell floor before vessel failure as a !
mitigating mechanism for shell melt through was found to be signincant in NUREG/CR 5423"") and )
utilities with Mark I containments may wish to consider this benefit when developing their accident

'

management plans.

|

containment design configuration - The design of the drywell sump and drywell Coor can prevent or i
*

mitigate shell melt-through in some Mark I containments. For example, containment sumps in the !

| Monticello plant are large enough to contain the molten core material and prevent it from reaching the |'

containment boundary. In the Oyster Creek drywell, a concrete curb prevents or limits the core debris from
|

reaching the containment shell. Also, the Brunswick containment is unique among Mark i designs because i

it is of concrete (with a steel liner) rather than steel construction. Even if the molten core debris reaches
the Brunswick containment, it would be difficult to thermally degrade such a thick concrete structure.

1

core debris characteristics- The amount of core debris released to the drywell and the fluidity of the core*

debris assumed in the IPEs determine whether or not shell melt-through occurs. Shell melt-through is found 1

to be an important contributor to the likelihood of early containment failure if a large amount cf core debris
at high temperature is assumed to be released to the drywell. Under these circumstances,the core debris

can flow across the floor and melt through the shell. Shell melt through is not an important mechanism
for causing containment failure if smaller quantities of core debris at lower temperatures (less able to Dow

;

across the Door) are assumed to be released into the drywell. As different modeling assumptions can
produce such signincantly different results (i.e., containment failure versus no failure) any actions taken by
the utilities to mitigate this failure mechanism should reflact this uncertainty. Therefore, as water can
effectively mitigate shell melt-through, utilities with Mark I containments may wish to eliminate the
uncertainty regarding containment failure caused by this failure mechanism by ensuring a flooded drywell
Coor.

A number of utilities are being proactive and are identifying minor hardware modifications and changes in procedures

to ensure a flooded drywell floor before reactor vessel melt through. The availability of alternate water sources to
the drywell spray header, such as water from a diesel driven fire pump during a station black-out (SBO), is shown

to significantly reduce the likelihood of early failure in the Browns Ferry IPE. Another example is the Monticello
plant where connections are available that enable the operators to use residual heat removal (RHR) service water for

containment spray. The Nine Mile Point I submittal mentions the potential benefit of supplying the drywell sprays
from external sources such as the containment spray raw water pumps. At Peach Bottom, the capability exists to
supply the sprays with water from an external pond or the emergency cooling tower. Several IPEs, such as Duane

Arnold and Monticello, also discuss the possibility of relaxing the restrictions un drywell spray initiation in the
current emergency operating procedures (EOPs), providing greater assurance that there would be water on the drywell
Door.

'"Theofanous, T.G., et al.," Probability of Liner Failure in a Mark I Containment," University of
Califo'mia, Santa Barbara, NUREG/CR 5423, August 1991.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives )
1
#

Shell melt-through usually results in early failure."8*) The distribution of conditional probability of shell melt-

| through is compared to the distribution of total conditional probability of early failure for a number of Mark I IPEs i

j in Figure 12.9. Since the probability value of shell melt-through is grouped into other categories (e.g., the early )
| failure or late failure category) and is not provided separately in some of the IPE submittals, simple calculations

j (e.g., using the results presented in the containment event tree (CET) figures) and interpretation were sometimes
j needed to derive the data for this report. Although these derived values may not be precise, they should provide a

} ' reasonable picture of the significance of shell melt through in the IPE submittals for plants with Mark I containments.

| Figure 12.9 shows significant variation in the shell melt.through data from the various IPE submittals, with values

| ranging from zero to close to 0.5.

I
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Figure 12.9 Comparison of some Mark I IPE reported probabilities for shell melt through

- and total early failure.

:

; While shell melt-through is usually an important contributor to earlyfailure, there are many exceptions because

| of modeling assumptions. Since the probability of shell melt-through involves significant uncertainty, some IPEs

j do not consider this failure mode in the base case analysis but consider it in the sensitivity study. Shell melt-through

is treated as a sensitivity issue in two of the IPEs, Dresden and Quad Cities, accounting for 4 units. As previously

j noted, shell melt through is not considered an important issue in the Brunswick IPE because the drywell for
Brunswick is of concrete construction. Shell melt-through is also found to be negligible in the Hatch, as well as in

the Monticello, and the Oyster Creek IPEs mentioned earlier.
.

!
:

i "'The exception appears to be the Nine Mile Point Unit I submittal, where the total probability
assigned to "Shell and Drywell Head" failure (grouped with the shell melt through category in this report) is
about 0.4, greater than the total early failure probability of about 0.2. Apparently. some of this shell melt-
through failure probability is assigned in the IPE to the late failure category.

;
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12. Comainment Design Perspectives

According to the Hatch IPE submittal, plant-specific considerations indicate that shell melt through will not occur ;

for sequences where the core debris can be covered by an overlying pool of water for the duration of the sequence. ,

1

1

It is further assumed in the Hatch IPE that, for dry sequences, a thin debris layer could reach the shell but may not |

be deep enough or hot enough to ablate the shell and fail the containment. The probability of shell melt-through
is, therefore, negligible in the Hatch IPE. In the Monticello IPE, shell melt-through is considered negligible because

;

| the containment sumps are large in relation to the size of the core such that the volume of the core debris expected

| to be released into the pedestal when the vessel fails is not enough to overflow the sumps. Consequently, molten core 4

( debris will not contact the shell and melt-through will not occur. In the Oyster Creek IPE, a drywell floor concrete !

| curb, which prevents or limits the debris reaching the containment shell, is the main contributor in reducing the |
likelihood of shell melt-through.

1

in addition to the above IPEs, where the contribution of shell melt-through to containment failure is considered

negligible, the shell melt through probabilities are also small, about 0.02, in the IPEs for Duane Arnold and Fermi,

partly because of the assumption that shell melt-through will not occur if water is available to the core debris. l

i

The mean value of the conditional probability of shell melt-through failure obtained in the NUREG-il50"258

| study for Peach Bottom was about 0.5. As can be seen from Figure 12.9, the conditional probabilities for shell melt-

through in the IPEs are below that reported for Peach Bottom in NUREG-i l50, but many IPE values are comparablei

(about 0.2 to 0.5). The higher IPE shell rnelt through values appear in those IPEs which used NUREG-il50 type

of assumptions for this failure mode, while the lower values reflect modeling with less pessimistic assumptions, as
found in NUREG/CR-5423. An example of an IPE with a high shell melt-through probability is the Fitzpatrick IPE.

,

| The analysis there used Peach Bottom data although the submittal states that the Fitzpatrick core is smaller than at

| Peach bottom while the sumps are larger than the ones at Peach Bottom.

l

Becaure of a high containment pressure capability"''' and the energy absorbing capacity of the suppression pool, j

a typical Mark I co, uinment is unlikely to fail because of overpressure - Hy in the accident sequence. However,
accidents in which both containment heat removal and containment ventir., 1e not available or inadequate (such as

f occurs in some sequences in which the reactor vessel fails at high pressure, or in some anticipated transient without |
scram (ATWS) sequences) can cause early containment failure. For these sequences, containment may fait either
before or at VB because of the high containment pressures. For other sequences, early containment failure is more

likely caused by shell melt through. Since the detailed composition of the early failure category is not provided in
i most of the IPEs, the contributions of the various failure modes to early failure are not always known.

As shown in Figure 12.7, the probabilities of early failure for most of the Mark I plants are greater than 0.15. The

j exceptions are Dresden (0.03) and Brunswick (0.1). The small probability value for Dresden can be partially
' attributed to the exclusion of shell melt-through as a failure mode in the analysis (treated as a sensitivity issue).

The IPEs show that even if shell melt-through has a smallprobability, earlyfailure probabilities may still be

i significant. If shell melt-through and early containment venting are excluded, the early containment failure

"'USNRC, " Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants,"
i

! NUREG-ll50, December 1990.

"'The design pressure for Mark I containments is either 56 psig or 62 psig and the ultimate pressure is
usually greater than 100 psig. For BWR2 plants, the torus has a lower design pressure (35 psig) than the drywell
(62 psig).
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12. Containment Design Perspectives j

probability found in the Mark 1 IPEs varies from 0.01 to 0.3. For instance, the remaining early containment failure l
I probability for Browns Ferry, with venting and shell melt-through excluded, is less than 0.01. However, this

| reduction in containment failure probabilities by removing shell melt-through may not be as significant as it appears

because some other early failure mode would likely be shown to occur by the accident progression analysis.

| High-pressureandtemperatureloads, at the time the core debris melts through the reactor vessel, are a significant
contributor to early containmentfailurefor Mark I containments. This failure mechanism occurs in Mark I
containments because of their relatively small volumes. High pressures and temperatures occur in containment when

the reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurizes as the core debris melts through the reactor vessel. Hydrogen (from

clad oxidation) and steam are the driving forces for pressurization. If the pressure pulse exceeds the ultimate pressure

capability of the containment, then failure will occur at the weakest location either in the wetwell or the drywell.

I The RCS pressure at vessel melt-through, the containment failure location, and modeling assumptions regarding the

rate of RCS depressurization and amount of core debris dispersed determine whether this failure mechanism is a

significant contributor to early containment failure for individual Mark I containments. The most important accident
characteristics, design features, and modeling assumptions are discussed below.

|
l * RCS pressure at time of vessel melt-through - Containment failure via this mechanism is prevented if the
! RCS is depressurized before the core debris melts through the reactor vessel. The importance of this failure
I mechanism to risk depends on the importance of accident classes in which the RCS is at high-pressure (such

as transient events with failure of the automatic depressurization system (ADS)). Enhancing the
depressurization capability of the RCS is explored by a number of utilities but adverse efrects are identined

which need to be carefully considered.

containment failure location - The containment failure location can significantly in0uence the importance|
*

| of this failure mechanism. If failure occurs in the wetwell, then signincant retention of the aerosol
radionuclides occurs in the suppression pool making it less likely that this failure mechanism will lead to

j the release of signincant quantities of radionuclides. Conversely, if failure occurs in the drywell, then the
! radionuclides are released without the benefit of pool scrubbing and the release can be much higher.

RCS depressurization characteristics - The rate of RCS depressurization (at vessel breach), steam*
!

! generation, and characteristicsof core debris dispersal determine the importance of the failure mechanism.

If rapid depressurization is assumed (caused by a large opening in the reactor vessel) then high-
pressurepulses can occur that have a high likelihood of containment failure. In addition, if a large amount
of high temperature core debris is assumed to be released and dispersed into the containment atmosphere

| then it can directly heat it and containment failure is very likely to occur. Containment failure does not
occur if lower depressurization rates combined with less core debris dispersal are assumed.

j Ways of preventing or mitigating the pressure (and temperature) loads at vessel melt-through are enhanced RCS

depressurization capability, containment venting, and spray operation. Of these possible actions, RCS
depressurization is potentially the most effective. Containment vents of sufficient capacity to mitigate pressure loads

at the time of vessel melt-through (with the RCS at high pressure) do not exist in most Mark I containments. It
would not be practical to install them and spray operation cannot effectively mitigate all pressure loads associated

with RCS depressurization during severe accidents.

;

{ In the IPEs, a number of utilities explore controlled depressurization of the RCS before melt-through of the reactor
vessel as a miti ation strategy for rapid over pressure failure of Mark I containments. Enhancement of the! h

i
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emergency depressurization capability was also an issue raised as part of the NRC's containment performance
improvements (CPI) program. Although some utilities recognize the benefit of this strategy, a number of potential
adverse efrects are also noted. For example,iflow-pressure injection systems are not available,then depressurization

causes loss of coolant inventory which can significantly reduce the time to fuel damage and vessel melt through.

| This reduces the time available for other recovery actions. Given the uncertainty associated with pressure loads and

the potential adverse effects, some utilities recommend further study before implementing this strategy.

| Containment challengesfrom A TWS sequences are important in a number of IPEs for plants with Afark I
containments. These sequences belong to an accident class in which containment heat removal and containment

venting are inadequate. In ATWS events the energy deposited to the containment can overwhelm the normal

j containment heat removal mechanisms as well as the available vent paths leading to early core damage and
; containment failure. The inability to remove heat from the containment causes containment fai'ure to occur before

| core damage. The containment failure can lead to the loss of emergency core cooling systems (i.e., because of a loss

of net positive suction head for pumps drawing from the suppression pool) with resulting core damage and vessel
failure. Depending on the accident progression, core damage could occur first, but containment failure follows
quickly. These accidents have been found risk signincant in past PRAs since core damage, vessel failure and
containment failure can occur within a short time interval, thus producing conditions for significant release to the

environment. However, many IPE submittals indicate that, by proper RPV level control and by opening the
maximum number of vent paths, many ATWS scenarios can be controlled. The significance of ATWS events in the

different IPEs depends on some plant specinc features,such as the ability of pumps to work with saturated water,
as well as on assumptions regarding power level, point in the fuel cycle, and rapidity of operator response.

The distribution of containment venting to the early release and late release mode is not always spelled out in the

IPE submittals and is somewhat complicated. In some IPE submittals a separate category is used for containment

venting and it is not grouped to either early failure or late failures. For these cases, the probability and frequency

of venting is divided between the early failure and late failure categories in Figures 12.7 and 12.8 depending on the

timing indicated for the venting. l

;

j in general, containment venting for containment pressure control (the mode modeled in most IPEs) results in late l
release, while containment venting for combustible gas control is characterized as an early release, but the latter is |
usually negligible or zero in the submittals. Other types of venting are drywell or RPV venting used in conjunction
with the containtnent flooding process.

,

1

When the containment flood contingency is successfully implemented and completed, either drywell venting or
venting through the RPV to the condenseris need ' Since drywell venting does not have the benefit of suppression

pool scrubbing, these release can be significantly higher than those from wetwell venting. In RPV venting, the release

i bypasses the containment and may be even more severe. Drywell or RPV venting is grouped in either the early
I failure or late failure category depending on the treatment in the IPE. |

Early dryweit venting is the predominant venting mode in one IPE. In the Duane Arnold lPE submittal, the results
show that a large fraction of release involves early drywell venting (about 0.4 of all release or 0.3 of the total CDF). |
This large fraction of drywell venting for Duane Arnold results from the successful completion of drywell flooding, j

which is carried out by the operators following the procedures using external water during core melt progression. |

Accidents that involvefailure to isolate containment are not importantfor Afark I containments. Isolation failures
can be preexisting or occur at the time of the initiating event. If the isolation failure is large and if core melt occurs,

'

then radionuclide release can also be large. In addition, because the containment is open at the time of core damage
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the off-site consequences can be significant. These events are not important in BWR Mark I plants because of their

relatively low frequencies. Pre-existing isolation failures in Mark I plants can be precluded because the containment

atmosphere is inerted with nitrogen. Therefore, any loss of containment atmosphere because of pre-existing leaks |
can be easily detected. In addition, failure to isolate containment on demand is found to be a relatively low
frequency event compared with the frequencies of other accidents that can cause early structural failure of the |

containment. Values of isolation failures indicated in the IPEs for Mark I plants are typically less than 1% of the

core damage frequency. Some IPE submittals, such as those of Duane Amold and Oyster Creek do not report I

isolation failure values separately from early failures.

12.2.1.3 Containment Bypass Perspectives

Accidents that bypass containment are not importantfor Mark I containments. The bypass category includes :

ISLOCA and tube rupture of the isolation condenser (for some IPEs).

If the pressure boundary between the high-pressureRCS and a low-pressure auxiliary system fails (called an ISLOCA) |
then a LOCA outside containment can occur. If water cannot be supplied to the reactor, core damage will occur and I

a direct path can exists to the environment. Therefore, these accidents can lead to a significant early release of
radionuclides. However,ISLOCAs are found to be not important for BWR Mark I containments because of their

relatively low frequency compared with the frequency of accidents that dominate the CDF and that can lead to early

structural failure.

The IPEs report bypass CDF frequencies that are about an order of magnitude lower in BWR plants than in PWRs. ,

The higher PWR frequencies are in part because the contribution from steam generator tube rupture in the PWR |
systems. The conditional probability of untainment bypass varies from zero to about 0.1 in the Mark i IPEs ]

(Figure 12.7). The highest conditional probability of containment bypass was reported in the Oyster Creek IPE
submittal. The CDF for Oyster Creek is approximately 4E-6/ry and sequences totaling about 3E-6/ry are considered

in the accident progression analysis. Dominant frequencies for ISLOCA come from the overpressurization of the
reactor water cleanup system (approximately 8E-8/ry) which results in a release to both the suppression pool and the

reactor building equipment drain tank, and from overpressurization of the core spray system (approximately 3 E-8/ry). |
Containment bypass can afso occur, according to the Oyster Creek submittal, because of failure of the scram
discharge volume during loss-of-feedwater or loss of off-site power transients (approximately 7E-8/ry).

With the exception of Nine Mile Point, Unit 1 (NMPI), containment bypass results only from the ISLOCA sequences |
obtained from the core damage frequency analysis. In the NMPI IPE failure of the emergency condenser tubes as I

a result of high temperature creep rupture is identified as leading to containment bypass. This failure contributes
l% to total failure probability and accounts for 3% of the significant early release for NMPl. In a degraded core |

accident failure between the primary and secondary side of the emergency (or isolation) condenser provides a f
pathway for release similar to a steam generator tube rupture in PWRs. This failure mode is found to have a |
relatively low frequency (compared with the frequency of early structural failure) at NMPI, and is not important.
Although Oyster Creek, as well as Dresden and Millstone 1, also use isolation or emergency condensers, failure of
the condenser tubes was not addressed in these submittals. Presumably this bypass accident is also applicable to

these plants and it should be determined whether this failure mechanism also has a low frequency compared with

the frequency of early structural failure in these plants.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives 1

12.2.1.4 Late Failure Perspectives

Generally, late failure mechanism have been found less risk significant than the early failure mechanisms discussed

above because of the longer time available for radioactive decay, natural deposition processes, and for accident
response. However, even for late failures, if the failure location is in the drywell then, significant radionuclide
release can still occur and this failure mechanism has been found important to longer term risk measures (i.e., latent

health effects and land contamination)in several past PRAs. The late failure category presented in Figures 12.7 and

12.8 includes contributions from both late containment failure and late containment venting. As shown in Figure
12.7, the probability of late failure for the Mark i IPEs varies from about 0.2 to 0.9. The high late failure
probabilities in some cases reflect the small, early failure probabilities reported in the IPEs. For example, Dresden
has the lowest early failure probability (0.03) but the highest late failure probability (0.9). Figure 12.8 shows that
the frequency of the late failure category varies from 4E-7/ry to 4E-5/ry,

i

The containment phenomena that can cause late containment failures, as described in NUREG-1335, include (1)

| overpressurization with high temperatures as a result of non-condensible gases and steam,(2) melt-through because

of basemat penetration by core debris, and (3) vessel structural support failure because of core debris erosion. The

failure of the reactor pedestal as a result of erosion may subsequently cause the failure of the drywell. Although all

of the above failure modes are discussed and included in the IPE accident progression analyses, their contributions

to the late failure category are not provided in most of the submittals. In addition to the above failure modes, other

modes are considered in some cases. For example, the probability of containment failure because of the discharge

of safety relief valves (SRVs) to the suppression pool at high temperature (greater than 260*F) is considered in some

| IPEs. The Duane Arnold IPE is an example of an analysis where containment failure as a result of high suppression
I pool temperature can occur, in the Quad Cities, IPE late failure because of failure of the SRV tailpipe in the

wetwell, and loss of vapor suppression, is also considered.

| High-pressureand temperature loads caused by core-concrete interactions are a significant contributor to late

| containment failure for Mark I containments. Gradual pressurization at high temperatures caused by non-

j condensible gases and steam released from the drywell floor during core-concrete interactions can fail Mark I

|
containments several hours after vessel melt-through. This failure mechanism occurs because of the relatively small

! volume of Mark I containments. Failure can occur either in the wetwell or in the drywell.

|

| The significance of this failure mechanism to late containment failure is determined by whether or not the drywell
is flooded, the design configuration of the drywell, the availability of sprays or venting, and modeling assumptions

regarding the quantity and temperature of core debris dispersed across the drywell floor. The most important

| accident characteristics, design features, and modeling assumptions are discussed below.

|
! drywell floor flooded - With a flooded drywell floor it is more likely that the drywell spray and CHR*

systems can control pressurization and prevent structural failure of the containment. Water can cool the
core debris and limit concrete erosion and limit gas generation so that steam is the main driving force for

containment pressurization. The drywell spray and CHR systems are designed to condense steam and
remove heat from containment, and therefore, can control the containment pressure under these
circumstances.

! drywell floor not flooded - If the drywell floor is not flooded (and shell melt-through does not occur)*

! venting may be needed to prevent overpressure failure of the containment. Without water, the hot core
i debris can cause significant concrete erosion and significant gas release. The heat from this core-concrete

f interaction can raise the temperature of the drywell to a range where the structural capacity of the steel
;
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containment shellis significantly reduced. The quantity of gases released from this interaction also depends

on the type of concrete used. For example, limestone concrete releasessignificantly more gases than basalt

concrete. The drywell spray and CHR systems cannot control the pressure in containment if the driving

force for pressurization is non-condensible gases. Under these circumstance, the only way to control |
pressure is to relieve gases via venting (preferably from the wetwell in order to benefit from pool ;

scrubbing).

containment design configuration The design of the drywell and pedestal region can limit contact between i*

the water and core debris in some Mark I containments. For example,large sumps in the pedestal region i

produce deep pools of molten core debris, which are difficult to cool with water. Forming a coolable debris

bed is particularly difficult if the water is added after the core debris is in the sump. Therefore, in some i

IPEs, core-concrete interactions continue even after water is added to the drywell. !

core debris characteristics- In the absence of water, the amount of core debris released to the drywell and
,

*

its temperature determine the extent of core-concreteinteractions. If a large amount of core debris at high |

temperature is assumed released, from the reactor vessel then extensive concrete erosion is predicted in the
IPEs. Under these circumstances, even if water is added to the core debris, core-concrete interactions are

predicted to continue for some Mark i designs. Conversely, if smaller quantities of core debris at lower
temperatures are assumed, then much less concrete erosion occurs even without water. Clearly, different

modeling assumptions give different results that utilities should consider when developing strategies to |

mitigate these failure mechanisms.

Most utilities use a combination of strategies to mitigate gradual pressure build-up caused by core-concrete
interactions. The drywell floor flooding strategies designed to prevent shell melt through, if successful, will also
limit long-term core-concreteinteractions and limit non-condensible gas generation. If these early flooding strategies i

!are not successful, then most utilities explored other ways of flooding the drywell floor. For instance, the Monticello

IPE submittal notes that debris cooling with an alternate injection source, such as fire water, limits the temperature
rise in containment and extends the time to containment failure by overpressurization. In all the IPEs, containment

sprays are found to be of great benefit for preventing or mitigating late containment failure. In addition to the
advantages mentioned earlier, the cooling provided by the containment sprays will retard the revaporization of
radionuclides oeposited on containment surfaces. Sprays can also scrub radionuclides existing in the containment

atmosphere and provide a water source for covering core-concrete interactions. High temperature effects are also
addressed in other ways in some IPEs. The Nine Mile Point i IPE submittal mentions raising the pre-load on the

drywell head bolts as a way of increasing the probability of maintaining containment mtegrity at elevated
temperatures. Finally, all utilities have the capability to prevent late structural failure by venting.

A breach of containment integrity, most often grouped with late failure in the IPEs, is containment venting. Venting
differs from the other containment failure modes in that it is an intentional, and presumably controlled, opening of

the containment boundary. Vent paths through the suppression pool will result in a " scrubbed" release (i.e., one
where a sizeable fraction of the radionuclides originally in the vented fluids are removed before release to the

envirenment).

Containment venting is an important way of preventing and mitigating core damage in Mark I containments.
Venting is used extensively in the IPE analyses to reduce releases and risk, and it is also an important element of

the CPI program. Containment venting is sometimes credited for preventing core damage in accidents involving loss
of containment heat removal. It is also used to prevent late structural failure for those accidents in which the core

melts through the reactor vessel. However, a few utilities state in their IPEs that their analyses indicate that the
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installation of a hardened vent does not significantly impact risk and is only of marginal benefit. In one case, a
utility stated that the installation of a hardened vent led to less than 1% reduction in the CDF.

1

In response to the recommendations in Generic Letter (GL) 89-16,"") most utilities with Mark I containments

committed to install a hardened wetwell vent system (in some cases a hardened vent was already in place). A
hardened vent leading from the wetwell to outside the containment building provides an independent means for

containment pressure relief and heat removal while maintaining a habitable environment in the reactor building.

Venting, after core damage has occurred, as a way of preventing structure failure of the containment is considered

to be a last resort by most utilities because it can involve significant radionuclide release. The advantage of venting

from the wetwell(benent of pool scrubbing)is emphasizedin most IPE strategies. The pressure at which venting
should be started is also examined in detail by several utilities. The impact of high temperatures on the structural
capability of the drywell is also noted. For example,the NMPI IPE reports that at 400*F the containment could fail
at pressures below the current venting pressure in the emergency operating procedures (EOPs). Further analysis is
recommended that could renne the vent actuation pressure.

If venting occurs shortly after core meltdown and the now path is directly from the drywell or from the RCS to the

environment, then the suppression pool will be bypassed. Under these circumstances, venting would cause a
significant release of radionuclides to the environment. In this context a number oflicensees express concern about
the current BWR Owners Group guidelines for containment flooding (filling the containment solid with water to a

level equal with the top of fuel in the RPV) and the venting necessary to carry it out. Since drywell (i.e.,
unscrubbed) venting is needed to relieve the pressure increase resulting from the compression of the gas space during

containment Hooding, there is the potential of an early release of significant magnitude associated with the Gooding

strategy. A number of utilities speculated that other actions, or even no action, is preferable to carrying out the
containment Hooding strategy.

Accidents with successful reactor scram, but loss of containment heat removal, are found to be relatively
unimportant in all the IPEs. The ability to vent the containment is a major factor in reducing the importance of this

class of accident. Also, the interval between loss of containment heat removal and containment failure is relatively
long in these sequences, allowing time for emergency measures on and offsite.

The treatment of containment venting differs considerably among the Mark IIPEs. The aformation regarding
containment venting is not specified uniformly in the IPE submittals. The probability values for containment venting

are sometimes grouped into other categories (e.g., the early failure or late failure category) and are not provided
separately in some of the IPEs. In some submittals a separate category is used for containment venting and the
allocation to either the early or late time frame is not provided. Again, simple calculations and interpretation were
used to derive some of the data needed for this report, and while some of these values may not be precise, they

,

should provide a reasonable picture of the significance of containment venting in the Mark i IPEs. '

As previously noted, drywell or RPV venting, which is part of the containment Noding process,is grouped in either
the early failure or late failure category depending on the treatment in the IPE. Drywell venting plays a significant
role in the Monticello IPE. The reason is the same as previously discussed for Duane Arnold, but in the Monticello

IPE, drywell venting is grouped with late rather than early failure.

'"USNRC, " Installation of Hardened Wetwell Vent," Generic Letter 89-16, September 1,1989.
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The distribution of venting as reported in 16 Mark I IPEs are presented in Figure 12.10"2" which shows a
significant spread in the data. The conditional probability varies from zero to close to 0.6 for venting. To indicate

, the contribution of venting to the late containment failure category, Figure 12.10 also shows the conditional

| probability of late, failure reported for these 16 plants.
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Figure 12.10 Comparison of some Mark I IPE reported probabilities for venting and total
'

late failure.

IThe small containment venting probability found in some of the IPEs may be partly because the high probability of

j containment failure even with the containment being vented. Since most venting associated with pressure control

would occur late in the accident progression, containment temperatures are likely to be quite high. Containment I

strength at these elevated temperatures can decrease, increasing the possibility of containment failure at pressures (
below the venting pressure limit, which is determined on the basis of strength at normal temperature. Another |;

possibility is that venting is followed by shell melt-through. These cases with multiple containment failure modes
usually are not grouped with the containment venting category in the submittals, but are grouped with the
" uncontrolled" containment failure categories because of the more severe releases associated with the latter.

"' Venting data could not be obtained from all the IPEs. The Vermont Yankee IPE is a typical example'

of one not included in Figure 12.10. Although shell melt through and venting are considered in this IPE, results
for the various containment failure rnodes are not provided in the submittal. Containment failure modes are >

provided only for the large early release category (0.2 of total CDF). In this category,0.09 (or 0.02 of total
.

CDF) is due to drywell venting,0.2 (or 0.04 of total CDF) is due to shell melt-through, and 0.1 (or 0.03 of total1

CDF) is due to energetic events. The probability of containment venting cannot be separated from late failure,
and probably has a small value.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

The probability of containment venting is negligible in the Browns Ferry 2 IPE because no credit is taken for |

operator venting in the Sve key accident classes which comprise over 95% of the total CDF. Venting is assumed not
to occur for three of the Ove classes because of its dependency on electric power and plant air vent valves. For the,

remaining two classes,it is assumed that, in the absence of a hard vent, no manual venting is possible. In response
to NRC questions regarding the IPE submittal the licensee stated that a hardened wetwell vent has been installed in

Unit 2, and operator procedures have been revised to renect its utilization. It must be noted that data from the
,

original Browns Ferry 2 IPE submittal Revision 0 are reported here. This IPE, which was prepared specincally for
Unit 2, has been updated by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the licensee for Browns Ferry, with a PRA that

considers shared plant systems among units. According to the submittal for this updated PRA, the study did not

pursue an accident progression analysis. An examination of the updated submittal shows that containment venting

was considered in the study and new plant damage states were created. There is no information in the updated study
which would allow the resolution of the new plant damage states to the various containment failure modes.'

Obviously, the sharing of systems between units should be considered in the accident progression analysis to ascertain

how shared supports affect containment heat removal, venting, and containment sprays.

Containment venting is a dominant contributor to thefrequency oflate releasefor a few plants. Containment
venting is not normally a dominant contributor to late failure in most of the IPEs; however, there are some
exceptions. For example, about 5% of the late failure probability (about 0.6) for Pilgrim is because of containment

venting, and most (about 95%) of the containment venting probability involves drywell or RPV venting as a
consequence of performing the containment Gooding procedures. In some IPEs, the probability of wetwell venting
for pressure control is small because containment failure occurs at a containment pressure below the vent pressure

of the EOPs, (i.e., the primary containment pressure limit (PCPL)). because of the weakening of the containment
pressure capability at high temperature.

12.2.2 BWR Mark 11 Perspectives

Eight BWR units (represented by five IPE submittals) are in the Mark 11 containment group and are listed in
Table 12.8. Four units (Limerick I&2 and Susquehanna 1&2) are of the BWR 4 type, while the other four units
(LaSalle 1&2, Nine Mile Point 2, and Washington Nuclear Power 2 (WNP2)) are BWR 5 designs.

Table 12.8 Plants (per IPE submittal) in Mark 11 containment group.

LaSalle 1&2 Limerick I&2 Nine Mile Point 2
Susquehanna l&2 Washington Nuclear Power 2

12.2.2.1 Summary of Results and Perspectises for BWR Mark 11 Containments

The IPE reported results for this group are shown in Figure 12.11 (conditional contamment failure probabilities)and
Figure 12.12 (containment failure frequencies).

,

1

|

|
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

The average conditional probability is about 0.2 for early failure,0.3 for late failure, and 0.5 for no containment
j

failure. The probability of containment bypass was reported to be negligible for all Mark !! IPE submittals. The

distributions of the various containment failure modes for the live IPEs, as presented in Figures 12.11 and 12.12,

show significant spread of the data. The conditional probability varies from about 0.01 to 0.4 for early failure,
negligible to 0.7 for late failure, and 0.1 to close to unity for no containment failure.

The total CDF of these plants varies from 9E-8/ry for Susquehanna I&2 to SE-5/ry for LaSalle l&2, a several order

of magnitude difference. The frequency of early failure varies from 9E-10/ry (Susquehanna I&2) to 2E-5/ry (LaSalle
I&2), the frequency of late failure varies from negligible (Susquehanna I&2) to 2E-5/ry (LaSalle I&2), and the
frequency of containment bypass is reported as negligible for all the Mark 11 IPEs.

Key perspectives are summarized in Table 12.9

Table 12.9 Performance summary for BWR Mark 11 containments.

Failure mode Important design features, operator actions,
Summary of resultsimportance and model assumptions

Early failure

Quite high for several Overpressure failures, primarily from ATWS, are Early failure frequencies
plants in this group found to be important range from 9E-10/ry to

2E-5/ry. Average
Isolation failures not FCI and direct impingement of core debris are frequency is SE-6/ry
important important in some of the analyses

Early failure CCFPs range
Specific design features, especially reactor from 0.01 to 0.4. Average
pedestal design, play and important role in many probability is about 0.2
analyses

|

Assumptions regarding the likelihood and
magnitude of some severe accident phenomena
vary considerably in the analyses

Bypass

Not important for this Low frequency is reported in CDF analysis Negligible
plant group

Late failure

Probability quite high for High-pressure and temperature loads caused by Late failure frequencies
this plant group core-concrete interactions are an important failure range from negligible to

mode 2E-5/ry. Average
frequency is IE-5/ry.

Excessive SRV discharge into a hot suppression
pool is also found to lead to late failure in some Late failure CCFPs range
cases from negligible to 0.7.

Average probability is 0.3.
Venting is not important for most plants in this
group
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

Accidents progressing to structural failure of the containment, particularly in the drywell, before or shortly after
reactor vessel failure lead to the most significant radionuclide releases. The following failure mechanisms have been

found to lead to early failure of Mark 11 containments:

containment overpressure failure caused by a loss-of-CHR or (inadequate CHR) is important in most Mark*

11 IPE analyses

FCI and direct impingement of core debris on the containment boundary play a significant role in some of*

the analyses

rapid pressure and temperature increases at the time of reactor vessel failure are significant in only a few*

Mark !! IPE analyses

As noted for Mark I containments, these failure mechanisms are important to risk because of the relatively short time

available for radioactivity decay, natural deposition processes, and accident response actions. In addition, drywell

failure implies that radionuclides released from the damaged core bypass the suppression pool. (Significant retention
can occur if acrosol radionuclides pass through a suppression pool.) Because of the relatively short time to
radionuclide release and the magnitude of the release, these failure mechanisms have been found to be important to

all risk measures (i.e., acute and latent health effects including land contamination)in previous PRAs.

Containment venting does not play a significant role in accident progression in Mark Il plants, except in the
LaSalle l&2 analysis. Accidentsthatbypasscontainment(suchasISLOCAs)orinvolvecontainmentisolationfailure

were not important contributors to the CDF in any of the IPEs for Mark 11 plants. These accidents are also not

important to the likelihood of containment failure because their frequencies of occurrence are so much lower than

the frequencies of early structural failure caused by other accidents that dominate the CDF.

12.2.2.2 Early Failure Perspectives

Mark 11 containments retain many features of the older Mark I containments from which they evolved. They also

are characterizedby relatively high strength but small volume. In the event of an accident,they depend on a pressure

suppression pool to condense the steam released to the containment from the reactor coolant system. The design and

construction of the primary containment for all Mark 11 plants are in general similar and all of them are inerted with

nitrogen. However, there are differences that may affect accident progression and the resultant containment failure

modes as discussed below.

The early failure category presented in Figures 12.11 and 12.12 includes containment isolation failure, early
containment venting, and early containment structural failure. The time of early containment failure is defined in the
IPEs as either the time before or shortly after vessel breach or within 6 hours after accident initiation. Among the

Mark 11 plants, LaSalle l&2 and WNP2 use the former definition, while Limerick I&2 and Nine Mile Point 2 use
the latter definition. These two definitions are consistent except for the loss of containment heat removal sequences.

In such a sequence, containment failure occurs before vessel breach, but may occur many hours after accident

initiation.

Specificplantfeatures play an linportant role in accidentprogression in Mark H containments. While the designs
of the primary containment for all Mark 11 plants are similar, and all of them are inerted with nitrogen, there are
differences that may affect accident progression and the resultant containment failure modes. The most important

design differences are as follows:
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

containment construction - The primary containment of most Mark 11 plants is of concrete construction;a

however, WNP2 uses a free standing steel vessel as its primary containment. In the Washington Nuclear

2 IPE, the licensee assumed that if the reactor vessel fails at elevated pressure and a high-pressure melt
ejection (HPME) re:ults, sufficient melt could escape the pedestal cavity and damage the containment shell
in a manner similar to the shell melt-through failure postulated for Mark I containments.

| reactor pedestal 0oor elevation- Among Mark 11 plants, Limerick I&2 and Susquehanna I&2 are BWR 4*

| reactors while the others are BWR 5 reactors. This difference in BWR type does not itself have a
! significant effect on accident progression within the containment. However, the reactor pedestal cavity

design may. In general, BWR 5 plants have a recessed in-pedestal region (reactor cavity) BWR 4 plants
have a flat in-pedestal Door at approximately the same elevation as the ex-pedestal drywell Door. After
vessel failure and the discharge of core debris, a cavity with its Door at the same level as the rest of the

l drywell floor is more likely to allow the core debris to spread out through the doorway onto the drywell
j Door, with the possibility of contacting and eroding the downcomer pipes, thus, creating a suppression pool

bypass condition.

presence of downcomers in the reactor pedestal region - Except for Nine Mile Point 2, there art* no
downcomer pipes in the cavity region of Mark 11 containments. For Nine Mile Point 2, with downcomers

inside the pedestal region, core debris released from the reactor vessel may more easily enter the suppression

pool, thus increasing the potential for a severe FCI in the suppression pool. Among the plants without
downcomers in the cavity region, LaSalle 1&2 has no water in the wetwell directly below the cavity area.

i
|

| presence of drain tubes - In all Mark Il plants considered except Susquehanna I&2, there are drain tubes*

| located in the drywell floor. These drain tubes may fail as a result of direct core debris attack or FCI after
I vessel breach. The failure of the drain tubes will result either in direct containment failure or in suppression

pool bypass.

size of the reactor pedestal (cavity) area - In LaSalle l&2, the reactor cavity is large enough to contain I
*

all of the core debris to be released at vessel breach. On the one hand, failure of the downcomers in the

drywell floor (and consequent suppression pool bypass) as a result of direct contact with core debris is less |

| likely than if the core debris could flow out of the cavity and across the drywell Door. On the other hand, |
the large amount of water that could accumulate in this cavity could lead to significant FCI when the vessel j
fails. '

l Small variation in these design features can be important for accident progression. In the LaSalle l&2 containment, |

for instance, there are two 4 inch drain pipes that drain water from the upper cavity sumps to the reactor water clean- |
up system. The isolation valves on these lines are outside the containment. Thus, failure of these lines outside the |

containment can establish a pathway for radionuclides to escape the containment.
l'

In the Limerick l&2 analysis the melt through of the drain plates on the diaphragm Door is not considered a
challenge to containment failure if CHR via suppression pool cooling is available. According to the containment
event tree, containment integrity is maintained if CHR is available and coolant injection to the reactor vessel or the

drywell is successful. A sensitivity study was performed in the IPE for the amount of core debris entering the

| suppression pool via the failed in-pedestal drywell drain lines or ex-pedestal downcomers. The conclusion of the
sensitivity study was that the assumptions used in the base case appearto be bounding. When the wetwellis vented

the CHR is only credited as a radionuclide scrubbing feature in the analysis.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

For Nine Mile Point 2, after vessel breach, the molten debris will be discharged into the suppression pool via the
RPV blowdown through the in-pedestal downcomers (this is not explicitly modeleiii ; the code model used, but this

i is considered to be " conservative" by the IPE analysts), or via overnow of the debris in tte pedestal Coor through
the downcomers into the wetwell. The suppression pool may be bypassed if molten core debris causes the in-pedestal

downcomers to fail at high temperature. According to the IPE submittal, under conditions with suppression pool
bypass, the accident management actions that can be taken to minimize the impact of radionuclide releases include

the use of suppression pool sprays to scrub radionuclides from the wetwell atmosphere or the use of drywell sprays

to scrub radionuclides from containment. Currently, Nine Mile Point 2 EOPs indicate that sprays will not be used

unless adequate core cooling is assured. Accident management may be focused in a different direction if RPV breach

has occurred and venting is imminent. Another Nine Mile Point 2 specific design feature is the limited
communication between the in-pedestal water and the ex-pedestal water in the wetwell. Therefore, suppression pool

cooling may have limited effectiveness in maintaining a subcooled pool and preventing a long-term containment
pressurization challenge for this containment. The IPE analysis indicated the best return paths to use during
suppression pool cooling was to take suction from the suppression pool and retum the Gow to the RPV. An
alternative may be to conduct the return through the drywell sprays. The operation of the low-pressure core injection

with in-line heat exchanger is in general already directed by the EOPs.

The variation in predicted Mark H containment performance can be attributed in part to design differences,
however differences in modeling assumptions also play a role. For instance, the small early failare probability for
Nine Mile Point 2 may be partially explained by the signincantly higher containment free volume-to-thermal power

ratio of this plant compared to other Mark 11 plants. WNP2 has the smallest containment free volume to thermal
power ratio. In addition, WNP2 uses a steel containment and its higher failure probability may also be partially
attributed to the consideration given in the IPE to containment failure induced by the impact of a hot debris jet on

the containment shell during HPME.

The higher failure probability for LaSalle I&2 may be partially attributed to the assumption that the cavity drain pipe

failures caused by FCI lead to containment failure because a valve in the line fails outside of containment. In WNP2,

there is also a high probability of drain line failure from core debris attack or steam explosion, but this is modeled

as a suppression pool bypass (not as a direct containment failure). However, ex-vessel steam explosions may cause
the WNP2 containment to fail in other locations, but with a smaller probability. In the WNP2 containment the

pedestal region is recessed relative to the drywell Coor. There are two 8 ft by 6 ft sumps cast into the pedestal 0oor
which each have 3/8" thick stainless steel covers and normally contain water to a depth of about 17 inches. The

sumps have drain lines which are routed beneath the surface of the suppression pool before exiting the containment.

The drain lines are closed as part of containment isolation. There are no downcomers in the pedestal region. Drain
line failure in Limerick I&2 is also modeled as a suppression pool bypass scenario. In WNP2 and Limerick 1&2,
drain line failure leads to containment failure only if suppression pool cooling is lost. All of the reasons for the
observed variation in the conditional probabilities of early failure for the Mark 11 containments were not apparent

since the contributions from the different containment failure modes were not discussed in detail in the IPE
submittals.

The approach used in the Susquehanna 1&2 IPE differs in many respects from that used in other IPEs. As a result,

the Susquehanna l&2 CDF (9E-8/ry) is orders of magnitude lower than that of other plants, and the conditional
reactor vessel and containment failure probabilities are also very low. Of the total CDF, only about 3% involve

'

vessel breach,1% involve containment failure, and much less than 1% involve both containment failure and vessel
breach. More than 80% of the CDF is attributed to ATWS events, as is more than 95% of containment failure.
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4 12. Containment Design Perspectives

i Several assumptions used in the Susquehanna I&2 IPE contribute to the significantly lower CDF and containment

failure probabilities. One of the most important involves emergency procedures and operator actions. In the;

j Susquehanna I&2 IPE, the licensee assumed that the EOPs cover all credible plant conditions without ambiguities,

; inadequacies, or improper actions; that the operator will not make any procedural errors; and that the operator
4 execution error is comparable to the unavailability rate of the equipment required in the operator action. In addition
i to the high recovery probabilities used in the IPE, the licensee also assumed that there will be a gradual release of
j core debris from the vessel after breach, and the IPE did not consider most of the loading conditions associated with

vessel breach, that may cause an early containment failure. The licensee further assumed that (1) the core debris

is quenched,and CCI is prevented if a water pool is present and continuously resupplied when the debris is released
3

j from the RPV, (2) that downcomer and drywell shell melt-through are prevented if there is an overlying water pool
j for the core debris, and,(3) that containment venting or failure will not result in the loss of core injection as a result

of adverse operating conditions. In general, accident progression issues that have significant uncertainties were either,

i not treated or were included in the IPE with simplifying and optimistic assumptions.
!

| Accidents in which CllR is lost, or inadequate, are important contributors to early containmentfailure in the IPEs

| for Mark 11 plants. In these accidents, the containment is pressurized by steam generation from an overheated
suppression pool, and containment failure often occurs before reactor vessel failure. ATWS sequencesin which CHR

| systems are inadequate are primary contributors to these accident types in most of the IPEs. In the LaSalle 1&2

| analysis the containment failure probability because of this failure mechanism is about 0.1. The major contributors
'

to this failure mode are transient sequences because of the dominant contribution of transient sequences to total CDF

(about 90%). After containment failure, the harsh environmental conditions in the reactor building cause the loss

of allinjection systems and, consequently, core damage. In the Limerick I&2 analysis the major contributor to this,

) containment failure mode is ATWS (8% of CDF, or about 90% of early containment failure). For WNP2, sequences
i during which injection is successful but all viable means of containment heat removal are unavailable contribute

about 20% of the total release frequency (or about 15% of CDF). Containment pressure continues to increase in these

sequences until it reaches the failure pressure. The energetic release of steam from the containment into the reactor

building basement leads to consequential failure of all injection system and core melt. For Nine Mile Point 2, ATWS
events are the leading contributor to early containment failure (3% of CDF).

At the time of vessel breach, containment failure may be caused by (1) a missile from an in-vessel steam explosion,

'(2) fast containment pressurization because of DCH, ex-vessel steam explosions, or reactor blowdown, (3) failure

of the reactor pedestal as a result of either a quasi-static pressurization accompanying vessel breach or dynamic loads

associated with ex-vessel steam explosions (failure of reactor support and subsequent gross motion of the RPV will
place a large amount of stress on the pipe penetrations, resulting in failure), and for some IPE,(4) an ex-vessel steam

explosion that fails the cavity drain pipe beyond the containment wall While the failure mechanisms are not always
explicitly discussed in the IPE submittals, it seems that for most of the Mark 11 IPEs the contribution from in vessel

steam explosions and HPME (e.g., DCH, blowdown loads, debris impingement) is small.

For LaSalle l&2, the probability of containment failure at vessel breach is about 0.2. It seems that the majority of
1
|this is because of failure of the cavity drain pipe (by ex-vessel fuel coolant interaction), w hich is classified as a leak

failure in the IPE. The contribution from energetic events in the LaSalle l&2 IPE is relatively small. For Limerick
1&2 the conditional probability of containment failure caused by energetic events associated with vessel breach is

about an order-of-magnitude lower than the LaSalle 1&2 probability. For WNP2, the reported dominant containment

failure modes include one in which a rapidly flowing jet of hot debris impacts the shell, and one resulting from a
steam explosion The steam explosion occurs when core debris is forcefully ejected at high pressure into the water

pool in the pedestal cavity, which is flooded because of operation of the drywell spray. It is postulated in this IPE
that such an explosion results in severe overpressure in the cavity, collapse of the pedestal and gross structural failure

1
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of the containment. For Nine Mile Point 2, the contribution from early failure from energetic events is less than 1%

of total CDF.

Illgh-pressure and temperature loads at the time the reactor vesselfalls are not significant contributors to early
,

!containmentfailurefor most MarA // containments. As in Mark I plants, this failure mechanism could occur in
Mark Il containments because of their relatively small volumes. The RCS pressure at vessel melt-through, the
containment failure location, and modeling assumptions regarding the rate of RCS depressurization and amount of

core debris dispersed determine how significant this failure mechanism is to early containment failure for individual

Mark 11 containments. However, this failure mechanism only appears to contribute significantly to early failure in |
the Nine Mile Point 2 IPE, and the early failure probability for this plant is small(on the order of 0.06). I

|
Ways of preventing or mitigating the pressure and temperature loads at vessel melt-through include enhanced RCS

depressurization capability, containment venting, and spray operation. Of these possible actions, RCS
depressurization is potentially the most effective. |

l
'

Enhancing the capability for emergency depressurization was recommended for Mark 11 containments as part of the

NRC's CPI program. However, the potentially adverse effects of depressurizing too soon, noted by some utilities
with Mark I plants apply to Mark 11 plants as well. For instance, in the WNP2 IPE, the licensee perfomied a |

sensitivity study for depressurization for short-term SBO sequences. According to the IPE, without a source of
coolant makeup, the inventory lost during depressurization will result in the core melting about I hour sooner than
if the system were left at high pressure. The initial conclusion from the sensitivity analysis is that depressurization

of the primary system should be delayed as long as possible; however, once core melt begins it seems prudent to

depressurize as quickly as possible. This has two benefits (1) if power is restored, low-pressure injection (LPI)
systems become available as sources of core cooling, and (2) if depressurization is at least partially successful, the

chances are enhanced for delaying containment failure or maintaining the integrity of the containment.

Again, similar to some Mark I IPEs, a number of Mark 11 IPEs (Limerick l&2 and Nine Mile Point 2) mention the

possible benefit of relaxing the restrictions on the use of drywell sprays for accident management. This would help

to control drywell temperature and provide some radionuclide release control.

Containment isolation failure and early containment venting are not significant contributors to early failure for
Mark 11 containments. The probability of isolation failure is small for all Mark 11 IPEs apparently because these
containments are inerted and any leak is easily detected and corrected. The reported probability ofisolation failure
is about 0.01 for Nine Mile Point 2 and for WNP2. Nine Mile Point 2 has a special containment isolation system

feature that involves the use of AC powered motor operated valves (MOVs) on the drywell equipment and floor

drains. The use of AC powered MOVs as isolation valves means that under SBO conditions these valves would not

be able to automatically close. It may be useful during implementation of SBO specific procedures in operator
training or in future accident management guidance to emphasize the need to go locally to these MOVs to close the

valves and provide containment drywellisolation. Except in the Lasalle 1&2 IPE, early containment venting is also
negligible. For LaSalle I&2, there is a small early containment venting probability, which comes primarily from
ATWS sequences.

12.2.2.3 Containment Bypass Perspectives

if the pressure boundary between the high-pressureRCS and a low-pressure auxiliary system fails, (called an
,

ISLOCA) a LOCA outside containment can occur. If water cannot be supplied to the reactor, core damage will
i occur and a direct path can exist to the environment. Therefore, these accidents can lead to a significant early release
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f of radionuclides. Ilowever,ISLOCAs are not significant contributors to early containment failure for BWR Mark

j 11 containments because of their relatively low frequency compared with the frequency of accidents that dominate

; the CDF and can lead to early structural failure. The IPEs reported ISLOCA frequencies that are about an order of

: magnitude lower in BWR plants than in PWRs. The higher PWR frequencies are, in part, attributed to the
contribution from SGTRs in PWRs.

12.2.2.4 Late Failure Perspectives
]
.

4 The late failure category presented in Figures 12.1I and 12.12 include the contributions from both late containment

| failure and late containment venting. If the Susquehanna 1&2 analysis is excluded, containment venting that is

j grouped in the late failure category in these IPEs varies from a conditional probability of 0.04 for Nine Mile Point 2

j to more thar. 0.4 for LaSalle l&2. Late venting is used frequently in the LaSalle I&2 IPE for transient events. |
1

i liigh-pressure and temperature loads caused by core-concrete interactions are signipcant contributors to late \

I containmentfailurefor Mark Il containments. The containment phenomena that may cause late containment failure

| as described in NUREG-1335 include (1) overpressurization with high temperatures because of non-condensible gases

i and steam, or as a result of combustion processes, (2) containment basemat melt-through because of basemat

! penetration by core debris, and (3) vessel structural support failure as a result of core debris erosion, which, for
3 Mark Il containments, includes the failure of the reactor pedestal caused by CCI. Gradual pressurization at high

temperatures caused by non-condensible gases and steam released from the drywell floor and the reactor pedestal |
area during core-concrete interactions can induce the failure of Mark 11 containments several hours after vessel
failure. This failure mechanism occurs because of the relatively small volume of Mark Il containments. Failure can

occur either in the wetwell or in the drywell. Generally, this failure mechanism is less significant than the early
failure mechanisms discussed above because of the longer time available for radioactive decay, natural deposition

processes, and accident response, llowever, even for late failures,if the failure location is in the drywell, significant <

radionuclide release can occur, making this failure mechanism more important. Containment strength as a function

of temperature is also an important issue for Mark 11 containments because drywell temperature can be very high

(up to 1000*F) during CCI. The containment pressure capability is weakened at high temperature and the drywell

seals (e.g., drywell head seal) may fail at high temperature. Core-concrete interactions in Mark !! containments can

also lead to reactor pedestal failure with subsequent reactor vessel structural support failure. In some Mark 11
containments (i.e., those with downcomers or drain lines in the pedestal floor) suppression pool bypass can occur
after vessel failure as a result of downcomer failure or drywell Coor failure with subsequent containment overpressure

from steam.

The significance of these failure mechanisms to late containment failure is determined by the design configuration

of the drywell and reactor pedestal area, the availability of sprays or venting, and modeling assumptions regarding

the quantity and temperature of core debris dispersed across the drywell Coor.

In some IPEs, late containmentfailure also results when signspcant discharge occursfrom SRVs into a hot
suppression pool. Containment failure is assumed to occur in the Limerick 1&2 and Nine Mile Point 2 IPEs when

substantial power is produced in the core and discharged through the SRVs to a suppression pool already at high ;

temperature (exceeding 260*F). This assumption is on the basis that only very limited data exists to support

containment integrity at a high SRV discharge rate and elevated containment pressure and temperature. There are

a number of issues with large uncertainty affecting containment failure under these conditions. These issues include |
the condensation phenomena in the suppression pool, the temperature profile for the quencher device used, and the {
effect of elevated water levels on the hydrodynamic loads.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

Partly because of the unique approach used in the Susquehanna I&2 IPE, the probabilities of containment failure
for Susquehanna 1&2 are low for late failure as well as for the previously discussed early failure. The total
containment failure probability for Susquehanna l&2 is only 0.01, all of which comes from ATWS events (classi6ed
here as early failure). The probability of late failure probability for Susquehanna I&2 is zero. It is assumed in the

Susquehanna I&2 IPE that the debris is cooled if water is supplied to the ex-vessel core debris. Water supplied to
the core debris is also assumed to prevent the downcomers from failing, which would result in a suppression pool

bypass.

Excluding Susquehanna I&2, Figure 12.11 shows that the probability of the late failure category varies from about
0.3 for Limerick I&2 to over 0.6 for Nine Mile Point 2. Excluding containment venting, the probability of late
containment failure varies from about 0.1 for LaSalle l&2 to over 0.6 for the Nine Mile Point 2.

For LaSalle l&2, the reactor cavity is large enough to contain all the core debris that is released at vessel breach.

Besides containment venting, the probability of late containment failure is primarily from the transient sequences.
For Limerick l&2, late failure is from drywell or RPV venting (classified in the IPE as intermediate failure) or
overpressure or late venting because of failure of CHR (late failure). Venting contributes about 10% (it seems most

of it is drywell or RPV venting) and structural failure contributes 15% (primarily because of a loss of CHR). For
Nine Mile Point 2, the probabilities of intermediate and late containment failure are about 0.4 and 0.3, respectively.
The total is about 0.7, of which 0.05 is from venting. For WNP2, late containment failure seems to be primarily
from containment overpressure failure. The leading sequences for late containment failure involve the loss of CHR

capability.

Figure 12.12 shows that, excluding the Susquehanna I&2 data,the frequency oflate failure varies from about I E-6/ry

for Limerick l&2 to 2E-5/ry for LaSalle I&2.

With the exception of one plant, containment venting does not play a significant role in accidentprogressionfor
plants with Afark # containments. Containment venting can be used under a variety of situations. Venting can be
used to prevent containment failure by providing a controlled release of the containment atmosphere if the
containment pressure approaches a predetermined PCPL. Venting would usually be used in situations where there

is a gradual increase of containment pressure. Under these conditions, venting would usually be grouped among the

late release categories. Wetwell venting is the preferred venting path because of the radionuclide scrubbing capability

provided by the suppression pool for wetwell venting. Containment venting for containment pressure control is also

used during containment Gooding. Drywell venting is required after the wetwell venting path is submerged during
the containment Gooding process. Since drywell venting does not have the benefit of suppression pool scrubbing,
the associated releases may be quite severe. In addition to containment pressure control, containment venting could

,

also be used for combustible gas control, should the containment become de-inerted.

Figure 12.13 shows the probability of venting compared to that of total late containment failure as reported in the
Mark 11 IPE submittals. Excluding LaSalle I&2, the conditional probability of containment venting is 0.1 or less

in the IPEs for plants with Mark 11 containments and any releases are grouped with the late failure category. LaSalle
l&2 is found to have a total containment venting probability of about 0.5,(with about 90% from late venting and
the remainder from early venting). Late venting is frequently used in the LeSalle 1&2 IPE for transient events.
About one-Gfth of the venting probability occurs for sequences without vessel breach.
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Figure 12.13 Comparison of some Mark 11 IPE reported probabilitics for venting and total late

failure.

Although the probability values of the various venting modes are usually not presented in the IPE submittals, some

information can be inferred. For example, the Limerick 1&2 IPE considers all three venting modes (i.e., for !
'

combustib!s gas control, containment pressure control, and containment flooding), and the total venting probability

is solt, P.pproximately equally between drywell venting and wetwell venting. In the Nine Mile Point 2 IPE, nearly

all of the venting probability is associated with drywell venting and is probably used as part of the containment
ficoding procedure. In the Susquehanna I&2 IPE, venting is only used when there is no core damage. In the WNP2

IPE, according to the containm:nt event trees, venting is used only when CHR is lost. The window of opportunity

for containment venting for WPP2 is rather small since the emergency operating procedures call for venting at 39
psig. However, if the differentisi pressure across the valve disk in the preferred vent path exceeds 49 psig, the
operators cannot generate suf0cient force to open it. This limited opportunity for venting in WNP2 may be part of
the reason why venting is not of greater benent for sequences where CHR is lost.

|
Several of the Mark 11 IPEs discuss modiGcations to current venting procedures. The Nine Mile Point 2 analysis, j

for example, shows that containment failure is predicted to occur below the currently recommended Nine Mile
Point 2 venting pressure when the containment temperature is greater than 650'F. However, this IPE also noted that,

at lower containment temperatures, venting at the recommendedpressure of 45 psig results in a radionuclide release

substantially greater than if venting were not called for until a higher pressure is reached Therefore, the IPE
suggests recalculating the venting initiation criteria and inclusion of a temperature-dependent venting pressure.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

The Nine Mile Point 2 IPE also questioned the venting called for in the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines when
,

implementing the containment flooding contingency (i.e., drywell venting or venting of the reactor vessel through i

the main steam isolation valve (MSIVs)). As an alternative, the licensee advocates possible improved response for

containment flooding that does not require opening the RPV vent and avoids using the drywell sent unless no other

alternative exists. Alternative actions were reported in the IPE to produce substantially lower releases and much

longer times to failure. The IPE submittal reported that no action is likely to be preferable to the action directed
by the EPGs.

i It should be noted that containment venting may be used in sequenceswhere the containment fails as a result of other

i caases. In the IPEs, these cases are usually grouped into the containment failure category that has a more severe
I release.

12,2.3 BWR Mark Ill Perspectives
!

Four single-unit BWRs described in four separate IPE submittals make up the Mark lit containment group, as
,

indicated in Table 12.10. All four plants use a BWR 6 design.

Table 12.10 Pfar.ts (per IPE submittals) in Mark lli containment
gr oup.

Clinton Grand Gulf 1 Perry I River Bend

4

;

12.2.3.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for BWR Mark Ill Containments

The containment performance results reported in the IPE submittals for this group are shown in Figure 12.14
(conditional containment failure probabilities) and Figure 12.15 (containment failure frequencies). The containment

4

failure modes are grouped into early failure, containment bypass, and late failure. The containment failure time for

the early failure category is before, at, and shortly after vessel breach (VB), and the early failure category includes
'

isolation failure, early containment venting, and early containment structural failure. The bypass category includes
ISLOCA. The late containment failure category includes late containment venting, late containment overpressure

or high temperature failure, and basemat melt-through.

The average conditional probability for this containment group is approximately 0.3 for early failure,0.2 for late
failure, and 0.5 for no failure. The probability of containment bypass for the group is negligible.

The distributions of the various containment failure modes reported in the four IPE submittals and presented in the

figures show significant spread in of the reported results among the IPEs. For example,the conditional probability
i varies from about 0.03 to 0.5 for early failure, and from about 0.02 to about 0.4 for late failure. The significant

spread in the results is partly because of the particularly small containment failure probability predicted in the Clinton

IPE. If the Clinton results are excluded, the conditional probabilities for the other Mark lit plants vary from about

0.2 to 0.5 for early fai.ure, and from about 0.1 to 0.4 for late failure. Figure 12.15 presents the frequencies of the
various containment failure modes for this group and it shows that the frequency of containment bypass is very small

for all BWR plants with Mark !!! containments. Key perspectives are summarized in Table 12.11.-
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$

{ Table 12.11 Performance summary for BWR Mark 111 containments. |

:
i |'" ' ' " " "Failure mode importance 5 "" * ''Y t '''"i'' |

ions d e ss

4

: Early failure 3

|

,

Quite high for a number of FCis and hydrogen burns are found to be Early failure frequencies range j
j plants important causes from 8E 7/ry to 8E-6/ry. i

a Average frequency is 4E-6/ry.
.' ! solation failures not ATWS is the leading contributor in one

|

' -rtant analysis Early failure CCFPs range from |3

j 0.03 to 0.5. Average probability

| Venting through the MSIVs is a significant is0.3
j contributor in one analysis

Bypass

i Not important for this plant Low frequency is reported in the CDF Negligible
group analysis

Late failure
.

| Smaller probabilities than Late combustible gas burns and phenomena Late failure frequencies range
i for Mark I and Mark 11, associated with core concrete interaction are from SE 7/ry to 6E-6/ry,
j but still significant principal contributors Average frequency is 3E-6/ry.
!

5 Late venting has a significant probability Late failure CCFPs range from
for some plants in this group 0.02 to 0.4. Average probability

j is0.2

| In vessel recovery plays an important role ||
'

;_ for most plants in this group
4

h

The following mechanisms have been identified in the IPEs as important for early containment failure in Mark lli

containments:

early containment failure is primarily caused by energetic events such as FCis and hydrogen burnse
,

I
one plant identified ATWS sequences as the leading contributors to early containment failure*

primary reactor system venting via the MSIVs, as found in the procedures, was used in one plant anda

resulted in a significant release mode

As noted for other containments, early failure mechanisms are important to risk because of the relatively short time

available for radioactivity decay, natural deposition processes, and accident response actions. If the magnitude of

the release is significant, the relatively short time to radionuclide release means that these failure mechanisrns have

been found to be important to all risk measures in past PRAs. As defined in the IPEs, early radionuclide release
results from early containment structural failure before or shortly after vessel breach,as well as contair.: ent isolation

failure, containment bypass, and some cases of early venting. With the exception of one plant, accidents that bypass
containment (such as ISLOCAs) or involve containment isolation failure are not important contributors to releases
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1

| in the IPEs for Mark 111 plants. These accidents are also not important to the likelihood of containment failure
j because their frequencies of occurrence are so much lower than the frequencies of early structural failure caused by
j other accidents that dominate the CDF. The exception is Clinton, where early structural failure is calculated to bc

j so small that isolation failure becomes relatively significant, i.e., comparable to early structural failure.

l

3
12.2.3.2 Early Failure Perspectives

i

i Mark lit containments are significantly different from their predecessors, the Mark I and Mark 11 designs, and this

| is reflected in the different accident progression expected with these containments. The total free volume of a Mark

{ 111 containment is significantly greater than that of a Mark I or Mark 11. The containment volume-to-thermal power |

j ratio is about four times that of a Mark I or Mark 11 containment while the containment design pressure and
estimated failure pressure are signincantly lower than those of Mark I and Mark 11 containments. Because of their

relatively larger volume, Mark 11! containments are not inerted, instead, they rely on glow plug igniters to burn off j
accumulating hydrogen during a severe accident and prevent energetic hydrogen events. i

i
i
| A number ofplantfeaturesplay an important role in the accidentprogression in Mark 111 containments. Although
j the main internal structure are, for the most part, common to all plants, there are differences that may influence
j accident progression.
;

i

i Since the drywell is completely enclosed by the primary containment in the Mark lit design, a release to the
! environment will be scrubbed by the suppression pool if the containment fails but the drywell remains intact. Early
j drywell failure is an important consideration in the accident progress;on, and radionuclide release is highest when
i both the containment and the drywell fail. Since the drywell has a much higher design pressure than the;

; containment, such a failure would most likely be caused by energetic events such as hydrogen combustion and the
j phenomena associated with vessel breach. These considerations are reflected by the IPE results.
i
|

Vacuum breakers are provided between the drywell and the containment to limit the buildup of negative pressure4

| in the drywell. They are provided for Mark is and Mark Ils between the drywell and wetwell primarily to protect

j drywell integrity. For Mark Ills, a negative drywell pressure will cause the suppression poc! water level to drop,

! clearing of the top rows of the vents (a reverse vent clearing),and gas flow from the containment to the drywell. ;

j in this process, some of the suppression pool water will be transported to the drywell and remain there. This reduces

the water I vel in the suppression pool and causes flooding of the drywell cavity. The vacuum breakers for Mark

IIIs are used to equalize the pressure between the drywell and the containment to prevent these scenarios. The

failure of the vacuum breakers (i.e., failing open) may result in suppression pool bypass and containment failure.

This failure mode is considered in the Level 2 analysis in some Mark Ill IPEs. Vacuum breakers are provided in j

all Mark Ills except River Bend. River Bend relies on reverse vent clearing to eliminate drywell negative pressure.

|
Another unique feature of the River Bend containment is the reactor pedestalconfiguration. The accessdoor to the

pedestal region at River Bend is water tight and the door is kept closed while the plant is operating. The pedestal
doors at the other Mark 111 plants are not water tight or are kept open. Therefore, the probability of water
accumulation in the pedestal before vessel failure is much lower at River Bend than at other Mark Ill plants.

The suppression pool make-up system in Mark Ill containments provides a means of gravity feeding the suppression

pool from the upper containment pool to compensate for any water loss associated with a LOCA and to ensures that

there is an adequate water volume in the suppression pool to keep the suppression pool vents covered for all break

sizes. The volume in the upper pool is sufficient to account for all conceivable post accident entrapment volumes
|

|

|
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and still maintain long-term coverage of the vents. The failure of this system may cause a suppression pool bypass !
Ij and/or '.nadequate net positive suction head (NPSH) for the pumps taking suction from the suppression pool.

Again River Bend differs from other Mark Ills in that its design does not incorporate suppression pool make-up via

i an upper pool dump. According to the IPE submittal, the River Bend design contains suf0cient water in the
j suppression pool so that an upper pool dump is not required. As discussed above, the River Bend cavity design

{ reduces the volume of water available in the pedestal cavity. This helps to maintain water in the suppression pool

! and reduces the potential of a Gooded cavity and eliminates failure modes associated with ex-vessel steam explosions.
l<

All Mark til containments, with the exception of River Bend, have containment sprays. River Bend does not have
J containment or drywell sprays. Instead, post accident heat removal from the containment is achieved by operating

i one of two safety related containment unit coolers, and, with guidance provided in the EOPs, drywell heat removal

! can be accomplished by the use of non-safety related drywell unit coolers. Relative to the operation of containment

| sprays, this method of heat removal reduces the radionuclide scrubbing capability but also reduces the likelihood of

rapid condensation of containment steam, and the potential of de-inerting the containment.
.

I
Hydrogen production in these plants during a severe accident can be significant. In a BWR core there is a large!

l inventory of zirconium and the Mark !!! plants have the largest (BWR6) cores. For example, the Grand Gulf core, j

which contains approximately 80,000 kg of zirconium, has nearly four times as much zirconium as a PWR core such

) as the one in Zion. Large amounts of hydrogen can be produced from the oxidation of this metal during the core

damage process. If the hydrogen ignition system is not working, hydrogen will accumulate in the containment and );
i the potential of containment failure from hydrogen combustion significantly increases. Containment challenge from

| hydrogen combustion is particularly severe for accidents in which the suppression pool is subcooled and the steam
released from the RPV is condensed in the pool. The lack of steam in the containment atmosphere in combination'

with the large amount of hydrogen released during core degradation process results in a high hydrogen concentration

in the containment. Subsequent ignition of the hydrogen by either random sources or by the recovery of AC power

| can result in loads that not only threaten the containment but can also pose a significant challenge to the drywell
. ,

structure.

|
A~.sumptions made in the Alark 111 IPE analyses play a significant role in the accident progression reported.
Examples are assumptions regarding such diverse items as the reliability of the power source of the igniters, the,

likelihood of in vessel recovery of cooling for a damaged core, and the mission time used in the analysis.

Supplement No. 3.of GL 88-20n2n identined that Mark 111 containments are expected to evaluate the vulnerability

| to interruption of power to the hydrogen igniters. In the Clinton IPE analysis, containment failure as a result of a

! hydrogen burn is assumed to be almost eliminated if an alternate power supply is provided for the hydrogen igniter

system. However, according to the iPE submittal, the reduction in containment failure probability on the basis of"

a 90% availability of the alternate power source does not justify the installation of an altemate power supply.

According to the River Bend analysis, the modification of the electrical supply to the hydrogen igniters to ensure
availability during SBO would remove the possibility of high containment loads from hydrogen de0agrations and
detonations. The overallimpact would be to reduce the probability of penetration failures and containment structural

,I

; '"USNRC, " Completion of Containment Performance improvement Program and Forwarding of
J Insights for Use in the Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities," Generic Letter 88-20,

Supplement 3, July 6,1991.
4
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!

j failure by about 10%. According to the IPE, the risk of hydrogen burns can also be reduced by modifying the SBO

procedure to instruct the operators to turn off the igniters if AC power is unavailable. An alternate power supply for
t

the igniters is not believed to be a preferable option according to the IPE because the least cost options should be,

j explored prior to attempting more expensive options.

|

| For Grand Gulf, a sensitivity analysis simulating the presence of a backup power supply is conducted in the IPE.

The effect is not significant because early failure is dominated by MSIV venting. Besides MSIV venting, which |

| results in an early mediumihigh release, the probability of an early high release is reduced by the installation of the
|

| backup power supply by about 60% and the probability of early low release is reduced by about 30%. However, |
j a cost-benent analysis performed in the IPE shows that the addition of the power supplies would not bejustiGed at |
| this time.
i
!

} For Perry, the modincation of the electrical supply to the hydrogen igniters to ensure availability during SBO is i

! assumed to remove the possibility ofcontainment failure frota hydrogen bums. The overallimpact is to reduce the I

RPV failure and early containment failure with pool bypass frequency by 2% and containment structural failure by
; 7%.
! I

a
\

j in-vessel recovery plays an important role in the accident progression analyzed in the IPEs for Mark III plants. After
j core damage, vessel breach can be prevented if coolant injection is restored to the RPV. With the exception of the
; Grand Gulf IPE, where the probability of in-vessel recovery is not reported, in-vessel recovery is signincant for the
; IPEs for Mark Ill plants. The conditional probability of avoiding vessel breach after initial core damage for Clinton

{ is about 0.6, and, according to the results presented, these cases do not involve containment failure. Ilowever,

] containment failure or containment venting are predicted in the accident progression of other Mark III IPEs, even
j if there is no vessel breach. For example, the total in vessel recovery probability of 0.5 for Perry is split into 0.05

involving early containment failure,0.2 involving containment venting, and 0.25 involving no containment failure.
|

i Similarly, the 0.6 recovery probability for River Bend is split into 0.15 for early failure,0.1 for late failure, and 0.35 1

! for no containment failure. Even with containment failure, the release associated with in-vessel recovery is generally
I small because, in the majority of the cases in which vessel breach is averted, the releases are scrubbed as they pass
j through the suppression pool. Furthermore,if the vessel does not fail, there are no ex vessel releases such as from I
! core-concrete interaction.
!
,

y flydrogen combustion events or energetic events at vesselfailure are the leading contributors to early containment
i failurefor Mark lli containments. With the exception of the Grand Gulf IPE results (discussed further below)
; where MSIV venting dominates the early releases,the early failure category shown in Figures 12.14 and 12.15 is !

] largely the result of early containment structural failures. All of the IPEs for plants with Mark 111 containments

) considered early containment failure modes caused by overpressurization from non-condensible gases, hydrogen
combustion processes, DCH, and missile and pressure loads resulting from steam explosions. While the causes of,

early containment failures are not discussed in detail in most of the IPE submittals for Mark 111 plants, early
containment failure seems to be caused primarily by energetic events, such as FCis or hydrogen bums.

The conditional early failure probability varies among the four Mark 111 plants from 0.03 to 0.5. However, this wide

variability in the data mainly results from the small failure probability assigned to Clinton. With the Clinton data
excluded, early failure probability among the other three plants varies from 0.2 to 0.5. |

A TH5 loads are identified in the Clinton IPE as the only mechanism capable of causing an early containment

failure. The Clinton IPE submittal discussed and dismissed containment failure mechanisms associated with vessel
blowdown forces,in vessel and ex-vessel steam explosions, thermal attack of penetrations, DCH, and core-concrete
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interactions. Only overpressurization from steam generation during ATWS and hydrogen combustion during SBO

were found to have the capability to raise containment pressure to the failure point within the first 48 hours after
accident initiation. Only ATWS sequences, causing overpressurization of the containment before vessel b:each as

a result of excessive SRV discharge to the suppression pool, were identified as leading to early failure. According j

to the Clinton IPE submittal, containment venting and suppression pool cooling, although called for by the EOPs,
have not been demonstrated as being effective in preventing containment failure in some ATWS scenarios. The
dismissal of other failure mechanisms may be attributable in part to design differences between Clinton and other

Mark 111 containments.
1

|

As noted above, both early and late containment failure probability in the Clinton IPE analysis are much below the ]
values found for other plants with Mark lit containments. According to the Clinton IPE, the small containment

|
failure probability is attributed to the large size and greater strength of this containment compared to other Mark

'

111 plants. The total free containment volume-to-thermal power ratio is more than 600 ft'/MWt for Clinton, while
it varies from about 400 to 500 ft'/MWt for other Mark 111 plants.

|
'The Clinton IPE results indicate that containment failure will not occur for transient and LOCA events. Although

containment venting could be used during transient and LOCA events, the IPE did not provide any release classes

for this venting since the Clinton calculations showed that the venting pressure is not reached in these events, and,

consequently, containment ventmg is not carried out. Furthermore, even if the containment were vented, the releases

would be small. As a result, early failure occurs only for ATWS sequences that overpressurize the containment,and

late containment failure and isolation failures occur only in SBO sequences in the Clinton IPE. In genera , thei

significant difference in containment failure probabilities between the Clinton IPE and other IPEs for Mark 111 plants

is attributable, in part, to plant-specific features (e.g., large containment volume) and in part to the differing j

assumptions used. |

A venting scheme consideredin the Grand GulfIPE analysis produces a significant contribution to thefrequency
of radionuclide release. Venting of the primary system using the MSIVs results in an early release that is the most I

severe release mode for Grand Gulf. According to the Grand Gulf IPE submittal, the BWR emergency procedure

guidelines direct MSIV venting for containment Gooding in response to a loss of RPV level indication. The
procedure requires establi;hment of a vent path to the RPV as containment flooding proceeds beyond the top of the

drywell weir wall. This vent path is realized by bypassing the containment interlocks and opening the MSIVs j

regardless of potential releases. This results in a release that bypasses the containment.

A sensitivity study in the Grand Gulf IPE shows that besides the MSIV venting, the early release of radionuclides
is also governed by hydrogen deflagration. As noted above, the sensitivity study shows that although the use of a

backup DC power supply or an independent backup AC power supply for hydrogen igniters does not have a
significant effect on the probability of total early failure (which includes MSIV venting)it does significantly reduce

the probability of early containment structural failure.

The Perry IPE analysis used the same event tree analysis code applied in the Grand Gulf NUREG il50 study. The
result of the Perry containment performance differ from those in the Grand Gulf NUREG il50 study because of
differences in containment failure modes, phenomenologicalassumptions, and plant damage state group frequencies.

While the NUREG-1150 study for Grand Gulf was dominated by SBO sequences and hydrogen combustion was the

dominant cause for containment failure, the results in the Perry IPE are dominated by shutdown ATWS sequences

( ATWS with successful standby liquid control) and other transients. The contribution of hydrogen combustion to total

containment fai!ure is not provided in the Perry IPE subm ttal. Ilowever, since steam pressurization is likely to be
I the dominant cause of containment failure for ATWS events, the importance of hydrogen combustion is
|
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

correspond!ngly diminished, A sensitivity study in the Perry IPE submittal addressing the hydrogen igniter system
backup power supply indicates that containment failure is not significantly reduced by the installation of such a
system.

The probability of early containment failure reported in the submittal for River Bend is 0.25. The contribution of
hydrogen burns to early containment failure is not provided. A sensitivity study in the River Bend IPE shows that

containment failure probability is moderately reduced (by about 10%) if an alternate power supply is used for the
hydrogen igniter system. It should be noted that the conditional probability of SBO sequences found in the River

Bend IPE analysis (approximately 0.9) is comparable to that obtained in the Grand Gulf NUREG-il50 study.

Exceptfor the results reportedfor Clinton, the probability of containment isolation failure is much lower than
thalfrom other early contalnmentfailure modes. For Clinton, the conditional probability of early failure is about
0.03, of which 90% is from isolation failure and the remainder from other early containment failure modes. The 0.03

probability of containment isolation failure is comparable to that reported in the River Bend IPE but higher than
those reported in the other Mark Ill IPE submittals. For Clinton, the SBO sequences can impair the containment
isolation function because there are containment isolation valves that would fail open under loss of power conditions,
and they would have to be manually isolated (i.e., local manual actions by area operators) to ensure that a radioactive

release from the containment would not occur. For River Bend, the relatively high isolation failure probability is
because of the containment isolation failure probability for SBO sequences (about 0.03) and the high contribution
to the plant CDF from SBO sequences (about 90% contribution). While this probability ofisolation failure is small

compared to early containment failure for River Bend, it is of the same order as the small probability of early
structural failure calculated in the Clinton IPE.

For Grand Gulf, the probability of isolation failure is briefly discussed and dismissed because it is believed that it

is below the screening criteria (using a conditional probability of IE-3 for screening). In the Perry analysis, the
mostly likely mechanism identified for loss of isolation is if the normally open fuel pool cooling and cleanup vent
path fails to isolate following an SBO. This path is utilized in the Plant Emergency Instruction for containment
venting. The conditional probability for isolation failure for Perry is estimated in the IPE to be negligible.

12.2.3.3 Containment Bypass Perspectives

The probability of containment bypass was found to be negligible in all the Mark Ill IPEs. However, the MSIV
venting considered in the Grand Gulf IPE, and discussed above, leads to a release that bypasses containment and is
the most important failure mode in that analysis with respect to radionuclide release.

12.2.3.4 Late Failure Perspectives

The late failure category shown in Figures 12.14 and 12.15 includes the contributions from both late containment

failure and late containment venting. The containment phenomena that may cause late containment failures as

described in NUREG 1335 include (1) overpressurization with high temperatures because of non-condensible gases

and steam, or as a result of combustion processes, (2) containment basemat melt-through because of basemat
penetration by core debris, and (3) vessel structural support failure as a result of core debris erosion. Ifcontainment

venting (discussed further below) is excluded, the probability of late containment failure reported is about 0.1 for
Perry,0.15 for River Bend, and 0.25 for Grand Gulf. As with early containment failure, the probability of late
containment failure reported for Clinton (less than 0.01) is much smaller than that found in the other Mark Ill IPEs.

The Clinton IPE results indicate that late containment failure is caused by hydrogen combustion, which occurs when

power is recovered 24 hours or more following accident initiation. In addition, the Clinton IPE indicated that decay
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j heat power levels alone will be insufficient to cause failure of the containment as a result of overpressurization within

j the period covered by the containment analysis (48 hours after event initiation).
1
i

|
Principal contributors to latefallures in Mark Ill containments are late combustible gas burns and phenomena

j associated with core-concretelnteraction. Most of the IPE submittals did not provide a detailed discussion on the

|
causes of late containment failure; therefore, contributions to late containment failure as a result of specific

containment phenomena are not known. Late failures can be inferred to result primarily from late combustible gas

i burns, pressure and temperature increases, as well as erosion, from core concrete interaction. High drywell

j temperatures are identified as leading to drywell leakage in some of the IPEs.

l

|
Late containment venting is calculated to have a signljicant probability in some Mark 111 IPEs. Conta;nment

venting is used to prevent containment failure by permitting a controlled release of the containment atmosphere ife

1 the containment pressure approaches a predeterminedlimit. The MSIV venting scheme used in the Grand Gulf IPE

analysis has been discussed under the early failure perspectives. It is not reported in the other IPE submittals. Most4

| of the venting described in the IPEs for Mark 111 plants is late venting scrubbed by the suppression pool; therefore,

| the releases associated with this venting are small. Figure 12.16 compares the conditional probability of venting

reported in the IPE submittals with the reported conditional probability of total late failure. The highest value in
the venting column is that for Grand Gulf which includes the early venting discussed above.,

!
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'The conditional probability of late containment venting for the Mark 111 IPEs varies considerably and a zero
probability was assigned to venting in the radiological release logic for the River Bend IPE. This is because the
vent for River Bend consists of a 3-inch line through the steel containment, which is too small to prevent prompt

containment overpressure failure. As a result, venting is credited only if CllR is lost. According to the River Bend
IPE, the CHR system is quite reliable and,in those sequences in which CllR would likely to be unavailable (e.g.,

loss of offsite power), venting would also not be available. In the River Bend analysis the effect of increased
Icontainment venting capability via installation of a hardened 10-inch diameter vent is investigated. Ahhough the

installation of such a vent would reduce containment failure, it would increase the probability of radiological release
i

through the vent. According to the licensee, this issue cannot be resolved without performina a Level 3 PRA, and

venting is not believed to be a preferred option by the IPE analysts

Although the probability oflate venting was less than 0.02 in the Clinton IPE submittal, the total venting probability
;

,

indicaied in the Clinton CETs was more than 0.1. However, most of this venting probability was assigned to the

"no release category"in the submittal because analysis results showed that the venting pressure would not be reached |l

for some CET sequences in which venting is assumed to occur in the CET quantification.;

!

| 12,3 PWR Containment Performance Perspectives
|
|

For the purpose ofidentifying containment performance perspectives from the IPEs submitted for PWR plants, the,

! PWRs were separated into two groups according to ccatainment type. Specifically, PWRs are classi0ed as (1) large
! dry containments (including those operating with a subatmospheric internal pressure) and (2) ice condenser

containments. In addition to the PWRs, one early BWR (Big Rock Point)is housed in a large dry containment. The

! PWR plants in each group are indicated in Table 12.12.

|. Containment performance results for all PWRs in the two groups are shown in Figures 12.17 (conditional
l containment failure probabilities) and Figure 12.18 (containment failure frequencies). The results indicate that most

of the containments in both PWR groups have relatively low conditional probabilities of early failure.

Significant variability exists m the contributions of the different failure modes for both containment groups. This
variability results in part from such ?fferent containment design paramete.s as containment design pressure, ultimate

pressure, containment volume, containment construction (i.e., steel versus concrete), and reactor thermal power.

Table 12.13 shows the values of these parameters for all domestic PWR containments. Figures 12.19 shows the

range of design pressure and ultimate pressure within the PWR containments and compares these ranges between

containment types. Figure 12.20 indicates the range of the ratio of containment volume to thermal power in the
PWR plant groups. However, the variability in the containment failure results of Figures 12.17 and 12.18 is also

; attributable to other plant specific design differences as well as modeling assumptions made as part of the analysis. ,

!
The uncertainty of the phenomena associated with HPME, for instance, is reflected in the variation in the likelihood

and magnitude of HPME loads found in the IPEs. Differences in assigning credit for in-vessel recovery of the core
after core damage also play a role in broadening the range of the reported containment failure results. Other reasons

for the variability are discussed in the following sections.

Important factors that impact the probabilities of the failure raodes in Figures 12.17 and 12.18 are discussed for the ,

two groups in Sections 12.3.1 and 12.3.2. In genere, dirterent factors influence the failure modes for the two ,

groups. For instance, while HPME events often play an important role for early failure in the IPEs with large dry
containments, this is not the case for IPEs with ice condenser containments. However, the fact that the early failure

probability for the ice condenser containments as a group appears to be lower than that of the large dry containments
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I
as a group is more likely a result of the modeling assumptions used in the five ice condenser IPEs rather than any

i

phenomenological or design reasons. In addition, the small number of ice condenser IPEs compared to the large
number of IPEs for large dry and subatmospheric containments results in a less diverse analysis range for the ice
condensers.

;

|

Table 12.12 Summary of PWR containment classes and associated nuclear power
plants.

,

|
Class IPE submittals |

!
'* Arkansas Nuclear One I + Arkansas Nuclear One 2 + Beaver Valley I * Beaver Valley 2

+ Big Rock Point * * Braidwood 1&2 + Byron 1&2 + Callaway
* Calvert Cliffs I&2 + Comanche Peak I&2 + Crystal River 3 + Davis Besse
* Diablo Canyon l&2 + Farley l&2 + Fort Calhoun I + Ginna
+ lladdam Neck * Indian Point 2 + Indian Point 3 + Kewaunce
+ Maine Yankee * Millstone 2 + Millstone 3 + North Anna I&2

Large Dry + Oconee 1,2&3 + Palisades * Palo Verde 1,2&3 + Point Beach I&2
* Prairie Island 1&2 + Robinson 2 * Seabrook * San Onofre 2&3 '

and
* Shearon llarris I + South Texas l&2 + St. Lucie 1&2 + Summer |

Sub.
,

Surry I&2 * TMI i + Turkey Point 3&4 * Vogtle I&2a

atmospheric . Waterford 3 * Wolf Creek + Zion I&2 + Salem 1&2

The large dry and subatmospheric containment group consists of 65 units of which 7 have

containments which are kept at subatmospheric pressures. These containments rely on structural

strength and large internal volume to maintain integrity during an accident. Most of these
containments utilize a reinforced concrete or post tensioned concrete design with a steel liner. A few

units are of steel construction.

Ice * Catawba I&2 + DC Cook I&2 + McGuire I&2 + Sequoyah I&2

Condensers * Watts Bar i

The ice condenser containment is a pressure suppression containment which relies on the capability of

the ice condenser system to absorb energy released during an accident. The volumes and strength of

these containments are less than those of the large dry containments. Ice condenser containments also

rely on igniters to control the accumulation of hydrogen during an accident. Seven of the ice
condenser units have a cylindrical steel containment surrounded by a concrete secondary containment.

The remaining two units have a concrete containment with a steel liner and lack secondary

containments.

* Although Big Rock Point has a BTR, it is housed i e a large dry containment, and therefore, for containment

classification purposes,it is censidered as a PWR cor'ainment.

In contrast to the BWR IPE results, containment bypass, especially associated with steam generator tube rupture

(SGTR), is important for most of the PWR containments and is the major contributor to large, early releases in many

of the PWR IPEs. Containment bypass for the PWR containments can result from ISLOCA events or SGTR events.
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Table 12.13 Containment properties for PWRs.

" ' " * * "
Ultimate Containment Thermal volu el

,

Plant pressure volume Construction * power thermal
(psig) (IE6 ft') (MWt) power,;

(ft'/MWt)
-

Large dry and subatmospheric containments

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE I 59 154 1.81 P 2568 705

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE 2 54 141 1.78 P 2815 632

BEAVER VALLEY l 54 126 1.76 R 2652 664

DEAVER VALLEY 2 54 126 1.72 R 2652 649

BRAIDWOOD I&2 61 108 2.80 P 3411 821

BYRON 1&2 61 108 2.80 P 3411 821

CALLAWAY 60 135 2.50 P 3565 701

CALVERT CLIFFS 1&2 50 121 2.00 P 2700 741

COMANCilE PEAK l&2 50 114 2.99 R 3425 873

CRYSTAL RIVER 3 55 122 2.00 P 2544 786

DAVIS-BESSE 40 95 2 87 S 2772 1035 |

DIAlii O CANYON l&2 47 NP 2.63 R 3400 774

FARLEY 1&2 54 116 2.03 P 2652 765

FORT CALHOUN 1 60 190 1.05 P 1500 700

GINNA 60 129 0.97 P 1520 638

II.B. ROBINSON 2 42 130 2.10 P 2300 913 ;

'

ilADDAM NECK 40 90 2.23 R 1825 1222

INDIAN POINT 2 47 126 2.61 R 3071 850

INDIAN POINT 3 47 134 2.61 R 3025 863

KEWAUNEE 46 151 1.32 S 1650 800

MAINE YANKEE 55 122 1.86 R 2630 707

MILLSTONE 2 54 150 1.85 P 2700 685

MILLSTONE 3 45 117 2.30 R 3411 674

NORTH AhWA I&2 45 128 1.73 R 2893 598

OCONEE 1,2&3 59 160 1.91 P 2568 744

PALISADES 55 1.60 P 2530 632

PALO VERDE 1,2,&3 60 169 2.60 P 3800 684

POINT BEACH 1&2 60 162 1.07 P 1518 705
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Table 12.13 Containment properties for PWRs.

" " '"'
Ultimate Containment Thermal volu el

d i
Plant pressure volume Construction * power thermal

E"""" (psig) (IE6 ft') (MWI) power
(PSig)

(rg>IMWt)

PRAIRIE ISLAND I&2 41 165 1.32 S 1650 800

SALEM i 47 123 2.62 R 3411 768

SALEM 2 47 123 2.62 R 3411 768

SAN ONOFR.E 2&3 60 157 2.34 P 3390 690

SEAllROOK 52 187 2.70 R 3411 792

SilEARON liARRIS I 45 150 2.10 R 2775 757

SOUTil TEXAS PROJECT 1&2 56 NP 3.30 P 3800 868

I ST. LUCIE I 44 95 2.50 S 2560 977

ST. LUCIE 2 44 95 2.50 S 2560 977

SUMMER 55 142 1.84 P 2775 663

SURRY 1&2 45 126 1.80 R 2441 737

l TMII 55 140 2.00 P 2535 789

TURKEY POINT 3&4 59 150 1.55 P 2200 705

VOGTLE I&2 52 145 2.76 P 3411 809 l
I

WATERFORD 3 44 ! 135 2.68 S 3390 791 |
|

t 6

| WOLF CREEK 60 128 2.50 P 3411 733
'

ZION I&2 47 2.86 P 3250 880

Ice condensers containments

| CATAWBA l&2 30 85 1.22 S 3411 358
|

D.C. COOK 1&2 12 36 1.20 R 3411 352

|

MCGUIRE I&2 28 77 1.29 S 34II 378

SEQUOYAll l&2 11 60 1.22 S 3411 358

WATTS BAR 1 15 95 1.19 S 3411 349

'S = Steel; P = Pre-stressed. R = Reinforced

NP = not provided in submittal

I MWt = megawatt thermal
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| Figure 12.21 shows the distribution ofinitiating event frequencies as well as core damage frequencies associated with

ISLOCA for each PWR containment group as reported in the PWR IPE submittals. Figure 12.22 presents the same

data for SGTR events. For the majority of cases the CDF shown in these figures translates directly to a containment

bypass frequency. It is interesting to note that the reported ISLOCA initiating event frequencies as well as the CDF

are quite low except for a few cases. Almost all values are below IE-5/ry and most are less than IE-6/ry. Ilowever,
SGTR initiating event frequenciesare in the I E-2/ry range and their CDF contributions, although still relatively small

compared to total PWR CDFs (See Chapter !!), are significant for many plants since they represent containment
bypass sequences which usually involve sizeable releases. Many of the plants with the higher values of SGTR, and

therefore bypass frequency, are also the ones which are relevant for the safety goal discussion of Chapter 16.

Induced SGTR (i.e., an SGTR which is not an accident initiator but which results from the conditions of a severe

accident)is also a significant contributor to bypass in a few of the PWR IFEs.

Late containment failure can result from gradual pressure buildup caused by non-condensible gas release, basemat

melt-through, or hydrogen combustion events in conjunction with existing elevated containment pressure. Gradual
pressure buildup caused by continued steam production and/or CCI is found to be an important contributor to late
failure in the PWR containments, as analyzed in the IPEs.

The key perspectives coming out of the reported IPE results for the entire family of PWR coatainme nts are
summarized in Table 12.14.
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Figure 12.21 Range of IPE reported ISLOCA initiating event and core damage frequencies for PWR

plants.
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Table 12.14 Summary of performsnee for PWR containments.

Failure mode important design features, operator Important plant
importance actions, and model assumptions improvements

Early failure

Relatively unimportant for Phenomena associated with HPME are Adding limited barriers to
PWRs but with some important for large, dry, and subatmospheric protect against direct core
important exceptions containments. Importance depends on RCS debris impingement on the

pressure at vessel breach, cavity geometry, containment
isolation failures relatively and modeling assumptions
important for some large, dry Emphasizing operator
and subatmospheric Rapid steam generation and hydrogen burns, training on manual closure
containments as well as direct debris impingement, are of isolation valves

important in some of the analyses
Changing to motor-

Susceptibility to direct impingement of core operated isolation valves
debris on the containment in the seal table
room is important to some ice condensers

i
1

I
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Table 12.14 Summary of performance for PWR containments.

Failure mode important design features, operator important plant
importance actions, and model assumptions improvements )

Bypass

lRelatively important for most Bypass can occur as a result of the high Adding training for !

PWRs operating pressure and large interface between procedures to cope with I

high-and-low-pressure systems SGTR

| SGTR is an important bypass mode for most implementing primary side
'

PWRs depressurization to reduce
induced SGTR

Alternative, independent
source of feedwater to
reduce induced SGTR |

Late failure

Importance varies for PWRs, The dominant late containment failure mode Emphasis on increasing the
ranging from unimportant to is overpressurization, which occurs when likelihood of maintaining a
very important CHR is lost coolable debris bed

The limited mission time assumed in some of
the analyses is an important reason for some,

! of the low late failure probabilities

j 12.3.1 PWR Large Dry and Subatmospheric Perspectives

| Sixty-four PWR reactor units and i BWR unit (described in forty-four submittals) are housed in large dry
containments as indicated in Table 12.15.

i

l Table 12.15 Plants (per IPE submittals) in large dry and subatmospheric
containment group.

|

| Arkansas Nuclear One 1 Arkansas Nuclear One 2 Beaver Valley 1 Beaver Valley 2
Big Rock Point Braidwood !&2 Byron 1&2 Callaway
Calvert Cliffs l&2 Comanche Peak l&2 Crystal River 3 Davis Besse
Diablo Canyon 1&2 Farley 1&2 Fort Calhoun i Ginna
Haddam Neck Indian Point 2 Indian Point 3 Kewaunee
Maine Yankee Millstone 2 Millstone 3 North Anna 1&2
Oconee 1,2&3 Palisades Palo Verde 1,2&3 Point Beach I&2
Prairie Island l&2 Robinson 2 Salem l&2 San Onofre 2&3
Seabrook Shearon Harris I South Texas I&2 St. Lucie l&2
Summer Surry l&2 TMII Turkey Point 3&4
Vogtle l&2 Waterford 3 Wolf Creek Zion l&2,

:
;

.

I

f
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

For seven of the PWR units (four submittals) the containments are kept at an internal pressure that is somewhat

below atmospheric pressure. All of these containments rely on structural strength and large internal volume to |
maintain containment integrity during an accident.

12.3.1.1 Summary of Results and Perspectives for PWR Large Dry and Subatmospheric Containments

The IPE reported values of conditional containment failure probability for this group are shown in Figure 12.23 while

containment failure frequencies are shown in Figure 12.24.

The containment failure modes in Figure 12.23 and 12.24 are grouped into early failure, containment bypass, and

late failure. The early failure category includes both isolation failure and containment failure before and shortly after

vessel breach. The bypass category includes ISLOCA, SGTR, and temperature-inducedSGTR. The late containment

failure category includes containment overpressure or overtemperature failure and basemat melt-through.

I

The average conditional probability for the group is 0.05 for early failure,0.07 for containment bypass, and 0.3 for
late failure. On average there is a 0.6 conditional probability for no containment failure. Distributions of the various

containment failure modes for the 38 IPEs show significant spread in the data from the IPEs. For example, the )
conditional probability varies from negligible to over 0.3 for early failure, from negligible to over 0.4 for
containment bypass, and from negligible to over 0.7 for late containment failure.

l
,

Figure 12.24 indicates that the early failure frequencies reported range from 2E 8/ry to SE-5/ry, frequency of ;

containment bypass, which is primarily established via the CDF analysis, varies from negligible to almost 4E-5/ry, !

I

and late failure frequencies range from negligible to 3E-4/ry.
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Figure 12.23 Reported IPE CCFPs for PWRs in large dry and subatmospheric containments.
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Figure 12.24 Reported IPE containment failure frequencies for PWRs in large dry and subatmospheric
containments.

Both the probabilities and frequencies of containment bypass and early containment failure are roughly comparable

in many of these plants. In general,only very severe and rapid pressure loads will fail these containments early; with

a few notable exceptions, the probability of early containment failure for plants in this group is quite small. The
following factors are found to be important for early containment failure:

phenomena associated with HPME pose the most significant early threat for these containments*

in a few cases, specific design features lead to unique and significant failure modes*

containment bypass, especially SGTR, is an important source of significant early release*

PWR dry containments are not required to have the intentional ignition systems that are required in PWR ice
condenser coritainments (discussed in Section 12.3.2) since global hydrogen burns, by themselves, are unlikely to

cause the failure of these large, robust containments. 'However, as part of the NRC's CPI program, licensees with

large, dry containments were requested to evaluate (as part of their IPE) containment and equipment vulnerabilities

to both local and global hydrogen combustion. Structural failures associated with long-term pressure and temperature

buildup or penetration of the containment basemat by core debris are not likely as early failure mechanisms but are

both possibilities for late failure mechanisms in these containments. The likelihood of these failures depends on the
calculated containment strength, the absence or presence of decay heat removal systems, whether the core debris is

coolable, and the length of the mission time considered in the analysis. In some large, dry containment IPE analyses,

even with decay heat removal systems inoperable, structural failure may never occur in the mission time frame
considered. Results and key perspectives are summarized in Table 12.16.
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Table 12.16 Performance summary for PWR large dry and subatmospheric
containments.

I * P " * "' N'I " I' * ' * * * P"*' '**U "''""d Summary of results8Failure mode importance model assumptions

Early failure

Not very important for The leading early challer.ges for most of the plants Early failure frequencies range
;

| most plants in this group, in this group are associated with phenomena from 2E-8/ry to SE 5/ry. Average

but with some notable occurring with IIPME. Assumptions made in the frequency is SE-6/ry

exceptions analyses regarding these phenomena often determine
the early failure probability Early failure CCFPs range from

Isolation failures important negligible to over 0.3. Average

in a number of plants, For a few plants, specific design features lead to probability is 0.05

especially if no credit is unique and significant failure modes. In a number
given for manual isolation of cases, these invohe direct contact of the
in the analysis, but containment boundary with core debris
releases are usually
calculated to be small

Bypass

Relatively important for Because of the greater pressure differential between Bypass frequencies range from

most plants in this group primary and secondary systems in PWRs. and the negligible to 4E-5/ry. Average
relatively large interface between high and low- frequency is SE-6/ry.

pressure systems provided by the steam generators.
the probability of containment bypass resulting from Bypass failure CCFPs range from
ISLOCA or SGTR is as large or larger than early negligible to over 0.4. Ascrage
structural failure in many PWR IPEs probability is 0.07

Late failure

Considerable variation The dominant late containment failure mode is Late failure frequencies range from

among plants in this overpressurization, which occurs when CllR is lost negligible to 3E-4/ry. Average

group. ranging from frequency is 3E-5/ry.

unimportant to sery The limited mission time assumed in some of the
important analyses is an important reason for some of the low Late failure CCFPs range from

late failure probabilities negligible to over 0.7. Average
probability is 03

Isolation failure probability is found to be small for most of these containments, but a number of IPEs report a
significant probability for the failure of the containment isolation system. The various containment failure

mechanisms are discussed in more detail below.
!

12.3,1.2 Early Failure Perspectives

The potential containment failure modes of large dry containments involving early containment failure include (1)
overpressurization because of non-condensible gases and steam, as a result of hydrogen combustion processes and
because of DCH, (2) missiles and pressure loads as a result of steam explosion, and (3) missile thrust forces as a

! result of blowdown at high pressure. Containment shell melt through because of direct contact between core debris

: and the containment wall is also a possibility in some cases.
|

Because of their high containment pressure capabilities and large containment volume to thermal power ratios, large j

dry containments are not likely to fail before vessel breach by slow pressurization from non condensible gases and

I |
,
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;

) steam or early hydrogen combustion. The most important challenges to containment integrity before or at vessel
breach are those associated with H PME. The containment loads associated with HPME are generated by the addition

of mass and energy to the containment atmosphere from (1) blowdown of reactor coolant system steam and hydrogen

inventory into the containment,(2) combustion of hydrogen released before and during HPME, (3) interaction
between molten core debris and water on the containment Door, and (4) DCH. This combined load is referred to

as the DCil load in some IPEs These containment failure modes are evaluated in all the IPEs submittals under
discussion, although treated with varying degrees of thoroughness.

In analyzing containment performance against these loading conditions, plant-specine design features as well as

assumptions made in the IPE analyses play a signincant role for the obtained results. Some of the more important
issues are discussed below:

Reactor Vessel and Reactor Cavity Design - The parameters for reactor vessel and reactor cavity design that are
important for containment failure include (1) lower head penetrations in the reactor vessel,(2) the communication

paths between reactor cavity and the containment atmosphere,(3) the Hoor area of the renio cavity,(4) the now
of water from the containment floor to the reactor cavity. The IPEs reflect current thinking thet a reactor vessel with
lower head penetrations is more likely to develop a leak type of vessel failure while a reactor vessel without lower

head penetration may take a longer time to melt-through with a higher potential of a rupture type failure. This affects

core debris dispersion and consequently the challenge to containment failure because of high-pressuremelt ejection.

The potential of HPME is also affected by the communication paths between the reactor cavity and containment

atmosphere. The now area between the reactor cavity and the containment atmosphere is usually large for plants that

have an instrument tunnel leading from the reactor cavity to the containment volume. Such a con 0guration was
usually taken in the IPEs as promoting core debris dispersion to the containment volume and increasing the challenge

of DCH but also increasing the probability of forming a coolable debris in the reactor cavity. For plants with a steel
,

containment, direct attack by the core debris of the containment steel shell is a concern,although such an attack may |
also pose a challenge for concrete containments. For example,in one IPE the analysis showed that in this plant the j
reactor building floor and the cavity region are at the same elevation. The cavity area connects with the
instrumentation tunnel, and is bounded by the outer reactor building wall. Therefore,during a severe accident direct !

contact of the molten core material with the reactor building liner is possible. Also, because a path from the reactor ;
cavity to the outer reactor building wall exists via the incore instrument tunnel, there is a probability of containment

'

failure by ex vessel steam explosion at vessel breach.

The Door area of the reactor cavity and the availability of water to the reactor cavity affect the probability of ex-
vessel debris cooling. Water in the reactor cavity before vessel failure also affects the potential challenge at vessel

breach from an ex-vessel steam explosion and HPME. On the one hand the reactor cavity for some plants always
is assumed to remain dry because of some special feature. For example, in the Millstone 2 analysis, as a result of

the presence of the neutron shield ring, only a negligible amount of containment spray water is assumed to actually

flow into the cavity via the annulus around the reactor vessel and the reactor cavity type is assumed to remain dry.

On the other hand, the reactor cavity is assumed to be usually flooded in other IPEs. For example,in the St Lucie
IPE submittal, it is stated that a key feature of the St Lucie containment design is that for almost all accident
sequences, the reactor cavity is flooded with water.

The core debris dispersed outside the reactor cavity is assumed to be coolable in most of the IPEs. However,in at

least one IPE, the containment spray is required for successful cooling of the debris relocated to the upper
containment floors, and for cases where a significant amount of core debris is dispersed to the containment noors.

-long-term containment failure is assumed if containment spray is not available.
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In Vessel Recovery- In-vessel recovery is considered in some IPEs for PWRs with large dry containment while
it is excluded in others. Recovery actions that may result in an in vessel recovery include recovery of AC power

for SBO sequences and RCS depressurization by operator action. RCS depressurization allows the low pressure

injection system, unable to inject because of high RCS pressure, to inject coolant to the RCS. With the recovery of
I

RCS coolant injection, successful in vessel recovery (i.e., core melt terminated) also requires that the in-vessel core
debris is in a coolable con 0guration in-vessel recovery via cooling of debris through the vessel wall by the water I

in the reactor cavity (e.g., ex-vessel cooling) is discussed in some IPEs, but credit for in-vessel recovery by this ,

'

mechanism is not taken by most because of lack of sufficient supporting data. In-vessel recovery will eliminate the

challenges associated with vessel failure such as HPME and ex-vessel steam explosion. It also eliminates the |

challenge to containment integrity and the source term associated with core-concrete interaction. It should be noted j

that while RCS depressurization eliminates the challenge to containment integrity associated with flPME, the

probability of alpha-mode failure (from an in-vessel steam explosion) increases. Although the NUREG-IISO |

conditional probabilities are used for alpha-mode failure for some IPE analyses (i.e.,8E 3 for low-pressure sequences

and 8E-4 for high-pressure sequences)signincantly lower values are used in some other IPEs. :

Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability and Mission Time - The probability oflate containment failure often depends on
the assumption made in the IPE analysis regarding ex-vessel debris coolability and the length of the mission time ,

for which the analysis is carried out. For some IPEs that use a mission time of less than or equal to 48 hours, late |

containment failure is assumed not to occur even if the debris is not coolable because accident sequence calculations

(i.e., by the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP)"2"' code) show that the containment failure pressure
is not reached within the mission time. For example, the lack of water to the core debris in Vogtle may contribute

to the lack of containment overpressure failure within the 48-hour mission time used in the IPE. In the Vogtle IPE, I
'

the containment failure pressure is not reached for any of the sequences analyzed using the MAAP code within the

48-hour mission time.

'

For some other IPEs, containment failure (e.g., by non-condensible gas generation or basemat melt-through) is

! assured if the ex vessel debris is not cootable. While debris cooling is assured in some IPEs if the debris is covered

| with water, the probability of successful debris cooling is assigned a low probability in some other IPEs even if the |

|
debris is covered with water. |

Containment Pressure Capability and Containment Over Pressure Failure - In the NUREG-IISO analysis,
because of the inherent uncertainties, both the containment pressure capability and the containment pressure loads ;

are treated as distributions and the containment failure probability is determined by a sampling method. While this

is done in some IPEs, deterministically predicted containment pressure loads are used in most IPEs to determine the

containment failure probability (by comparing the pressure load with the containment fragility curve). In some other

IPEs, a bounding containment failure pressure,instead of a distribution,is used for containment pressure capability,

and predicted containment pressure loads are compared with this bounding pressure to detennine containment failure.

In some analyses certain containment failure modes (e.g., DCH) are dismissed as unlikely to cause containment
failure (and not included in the back-end quantiGcation process)if the predicted pressure load for the containment
failure mode is less than the bounding pressure. For a group of IPEs, all early containment failure modes are
dismissed as unlikely and consequently the probability of early containment failure in these (pes is zero. Since a

bounding failure pressure is usually taken as the 95th percentile value of the fragility curve, there is a potential for
containment failure probability of 0.05 even if there is no uncertainty in the predicted containment pressure loads.

""Fauske and Associates, Inc.,"MAAP Modular Accident Analysis Program User's Manual," Volumes
.

12, IDCOR Technical Report 16.2-3, February 1987.
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A ccording to the JPE analyses of most PWRplants the most important challenges to containment integrity before;

i or at vesselbreach are those assoelated with HPME. As noted above, there are significant uncertainties related
! to the containment pressure loads that can be produced from the energetic events associated with HPME. The

pressure of the RCS at vessel breach is obviously a factor as is the geometry of the reactor cavity and the presence;

i
or absence of water in the cavity. These parameters, plus some additional assumptions, determine the estimated

pressure rise at vessel breach. However, the estimated containment pressure load before vessel breach also plays an;
i

important role in determining the early failure probability. The containment pressure capability curve, particularly
'

the shape of the distribution assumed at the lower pressure end of the curve, is also important. Since a point
j estimate (rather than a distribution) is used in most of the IPEs, a single pressure load estimate is usually obtained
j and compared with the containment pressure capability to determine the failure probability.
<

d

} In some JPEs, the probability of early containment structuralfailure is determined to be not credible. In one
'

group of PWR IPE submittals that used similar analysis methods, the estimated early containment pressure loads were.
less than the containment pressure capability;therefore, early containment structural failure was assumed not to occur.

it was reported in these IPEs that early containment failure modes, such as those discussed above, are not expected,

! to challenge the containment. Bounding hydrogen burn static pressure increases and DCH pressure increases are
j estimated in these IPEs and compared to a lower bound containment failure pressure, defined in these IPEs as the
! 5th percentile value of containment pressure capability. The estimated containment pressure obtained in these
| analyses is about i 10 psia for hydrogen burns and below 100 psia for DCH. By contrast, the calculatedlower bound
j of containment failure pressure ranges from 100 to 140 psig. Consequently, early containment failure is reported
{ as not credible in these IPEs.

j The predicted containment pressure loads are higher in IPEs that reported relatively higher early containment failure
; probabilities (i.e., from about 0.05 to 0.I) than the IPEs discussed above that predict no early containment failure.

In these analyses, the containment failure pressure is usually reached when the pressure before vessel breach (the
j " base" pressure) is combined with the pressure increase at vessel breach. Depending on the individual submittal,

; the higher pressure loads may be attributed to a high containment base pressure before vessel breach, or a greater
{

| pressure increase at HPME, or both. The primary cause for a high base pressure is usually the loss of CHR with
i

successful core injection. A typical example is Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2 where major contributors to early
|i

containment failure (conditional probability of about 0.I) are sequences in which core injection is successfulin the

{ injection mode but fails in the recirculation mode and CHR is not available. Without CHR, the containment pressure
j is expected already to be high at the time of vessel failure, and is further expected to exceed the containment failure
; pressure when vessel failure occurs. Sometimes, design features such as reactor cavity layout also play an important |
1 role, as at Millstone 2, where early containment failure was dominated by DCH. According to the Millstone 2 IPE, j
j the large DCH failure probability can be partially attributed to the tight reactor cavity, lack of water in the reactor
j cavity, and lack of an instrument tunnel typical of some other Combustion Engineering /Bechtel designs.

!

| It should be noted that, for the above cases where the containment base pressure becomes high as a result of loss

of CHR, it usually takes many ho'urs for this pressure to build to a significant level. The early failures in these IPEs<

are defined relative to the time of vessel breach, not relative to the time of accident initiation.;

!
As noted before, because of their high containment pressure capabilities and large containment volume to-thermal

I power ratios, large dry containments as a group are not likely to fail before vessel breach by slow pressurization from
non-condensible gases and steam or early hydrogen combustion. However,in some IPEs, containment failure is

reported to occur before vessel breach either because of containment pressurization from steam and non-condensibles

| or because of a combination of containment pressurization and an early hydrogen burn. For example, according to
MAAP calculations cited in the IPE submittal, the containment failure pressure of 169 psig may be reached before

.
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vessel breach at the Palo Verde plant, which has a conditional early failure probability of about 0.1. The DCH peak

pressure used in the Palo Verde 1,2&3 IPE is also higher than that estimated in other IPEs, varying from 136 to 183

psig for cases without sprays, and from 122 to 136 psig for cases with sprays. These values are considerably higher
than those estiraated in the IPEs that predict no early containment failure (i.e., about 60 to 100 psig). Another

example is Maine Yankee with an early failure probability of about 0.I, where one of the major contributors to early
containment failure is hydrogen combustion before and at vessel breach. Maine Yankee's analysis also predicted

a high DCH load; the DCH toad distribution has a median value of 116 psig.

As previously noted, an obvious parameter that affects the probability of early containment faHure from the DCH
toad is the RCS pressure at vessel breach. For those IPEs that assumed small DCH loads, early failure from DCH

is negligible. As a result, the RCS pressure at vessel breach is irrelevant. By contrast, RCS pressure at vessel breach

is important for IPEs that predicted signiGeant DCH loads and higher early failure probabilities. RCS pressure at
vessel breach depends on the RCS pressure at core damage and any RCS depressurization mechanisms between core

damage and vessel breach.

According to the IPE results, the RCS pressure at core damage for PWRs with large dry containments is most likely

high or intermediate (the pressure range where DCH is possible). RCS depressurization between core damage and
vessel breach can occur as a result of operator actions, because of a stuck open valve, or as a consequence of a

temperature-induced hot leg or surge line break. The likelihood of temperature-induced hot leg or surge line break
usually used in the IPEs reHects that used in NUREG-ll50 (i.e., about 70% when the RCS is at the pressurizer

power operated relief valve (PORV) setpoint pressure and about 3% if the RCS is at about 2000 psia). Sensitivity

analyses in one IPE indicate that RCS depressurization before vessel failure can reduce the probability of a signi0 cant

early release by as much as 50%. In some IPEs, like Seabrook, added procedures for direct depressurization of the
RCS in case of a core melt are listed under containment performance issues. Other plants for which the IPEs show

a relatively high likelihood of DCH related failure,(like Beaver Valley 2) state that RCS depressurization will be

explored further under accident management.

Among PWR IPEs, the conditional probability reported for early containment failure associated with containment
overpressurization is exceptionally high for Waterford, at a value of about 0.3. This high probability may be
attributed largely to the unusual containment pressure capability curve (or fragility curve) used in this IPE. On the
basis of this curve, the containment failure probability is about 0.3 for a 90 psia containment pressure load. This

is a high value when compared with that used in other IPEs. With a similar median containment pressure capability,

(135 psig for Waterford), other IPE analyses using more conventional fragility curves estimate that containment
failure probability is only about 0.05 at pressures of about 100 psig. (Subsequent to a request for additional
information from the NRC the licensee for Waterford calculated a much reduced early failure probability using a

Snore eenventional fragility curve.)

in a number ofIPEs, specific containmentfeatures lead to unique and significantfailure modes. For instance,
the large probability values of early containment failures found in the IPEs for both Palisades and Davis Besse, do
not result from the high pressureloads associated with HPME discussed above. Instead, the values are attributed to

the special features of the particular containment designs of the plants. The conditional early containment failure

probability for Palisades, which is about 0.3, comes primarily from a containment failure mede that is apparently
unique to Palisades. The plant feature that contributes to this failure mode is the location of the engineered safety
features (ESF) sump. The IPE postulates a How of molten core debris from the reactor cavity into the ESF sump
and subsequently into the ESF recirculation piping. In the IPE analysis, the debris is assumed to eventually melt

through the pipe wall and enter the auxiliary building. The maximum failure area is presumed to be twice the area
of an ESF recirculation pipe (there are two pipes), resulting in a large containment failure area.

.
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4

| For Davis Besse, the largest fraction of early containment failure is associated with the potential failure of the

! containment side wall via direct contact with core debris. Although this failure mode is generally unlikely for plants

j with large dry containments,it contributes significantly to early contaiament failure for Davis Besse, one of the few

PWR plants that have large dry containments of steel construction. The IPE results indicate that side wall failure

could occur if a significant portion of the core debris is transported from the reactor cavity up to the basement level

of the containment at the time of vessel failure. The debris would be dispersed to an area adjacent to the steel,

i containment wall, where the wall is protected by a concrete curb that is 1.5 f thick and 2.5 ft high. If the debris

] is not cooled, the concrete could be ablated, leading to a containment failure several hours after vessel failure. This

failure mode is delined in the Davis Besse IPE as one that would result in an early source term. (It should be noted
i that the probability of early failure for Davis Besse was significantly reduced when, in response to a request for

| additional information from the NRC the licensee found a logic error in the original analysis.)
i

f The IPE for Arkansas Nuclear One Unit I is another IPE in which a relatively high early failure probability was not -
1 primarily associated with containment overpressurization. According to the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit i IPE, ex-

! vessel steam explosions and especially debris impingement on the containment liner are significant contributors to

{ early containment failure. The threat from debris impingement is associated with the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit I

| cavity configuration, which provides access to the containment liner through the incore instrument tunnel. As a plant

j improvement, the IPE suggested the design of a protective barrier inside the incore instrument tunnel or along the

1 containment liner just beyond the tunnel.
i

in general, the IPEs report small contributions to early containment failure by other containment failure modes, such

as those associated with in vessel steam explosion (alpha mode) and vessel thrust forces (rocket mode). However,

in IPEs with a very small overall early failure probability, an alpha mode contribution of a fraction of a percent
(based on NUREG-il50 data, for instance)can be as large as the contributions from other early failure mechanisms.

The distribution of conditional probabilities of early containment failure for all large dry containments, presented
in Figure 12.23, shows a range from zero to more than 0.3. This range reflects the considerable uncertainties
associated with early containment failure phenomena and includes the efrects of some unique containment features

in some plants as well as the different assumptions used in the analyses.

Figure 12.23 also shows that large dry containments as a group are quite robust in response to severe accident
challenges. In many analyses most core damage accident sequences did not lead to containment failure. These
containments are not very susceptible to containment overpressure challenges because of their large volumes and high

structural strengths. The probability of containment failure is further reduced by in vessel recovery actions. (i.e.,
gross damage and vessel failure are prevented if sufficient coolant injection becomes available after core damage has
occurred and the core is cooled in vessel.) A few in-vessel recovery mechanisms are considered in the IPEs. For

cases where LPI is available but the primary system pressure is above the shutoff head of the LPI system, LPI
initiation can succeed if RCS pressure can be reduced below th: LPI shutoff ad. As noted above, RCS

depressurization can be achieved by operator actions, or it may occur if there is a temperature-induced hot leg or

surge line failure The induced failure is usually assumed to result in a break size in the RCS equivalent to a large-

break LOCA, which will rapidly reduce the pressure, allowing for LPI injection. In vessel recovery can also occur
in loss of AC power sequencesif AC power is restored before reactorvessel failure. Another scenarioinvolves large

LOCA sequences in which accumulatorsare required and fail to inject, resulting in core damage. In these sequences,

if LPI is operating and continuously injecting water into the vessel, eventualin vessel cooling and presention of
vessel failure is likely. Individual IPEs include the above in vessel recovery mechanisms in their models in varying

degrees. The Beaver Valley IPEs, for instance, take no credit for recovery of AC power or CHR after the time of
core damage. Some IPEs that take little or no credit for recovery actions state the intention to further explore in-
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vessel recovery within their accident management studies. If the core geometry permits, a number of IPEs mention ,

'
the possibility (some without taking credit for it) of cooling the core in the vessel via ex-vessel Hooding (i.e., filling
the cavity with water to submerge a good portion of the reactor vessel and remove heat thrcugh ins vessel wall).

Isolation failure is auumed to be negligible in some PilR IPlis, and is assumed to have a large conditional
probabl/ity in others. A large probability ofisolation failure is most likely in IPEs that assume a lack of operator
actions to locally or remotely close the isolation valves if no containment isolation signal is provided. For example,
the conditional probability of isolation failure in the Diablo Canyon I&2 IPE is about 0.1; this is primarily because

1

little credit is taken for operator action to locally or remotely close the isolation valves. In the H.B. Robinson IPE,

the probability of containment isolation failure is about 10% of the total CDF. Ilere, isolation failure is dominated i

by a plant damage state involving an SBO followed by an RCP seal LOCA with no injection and a leakage path back

through the containment spray lines. According to the ll.B. Robinson submittal, this failure mode has a low release

potential because of resistance and possible plugging of the spray nozzles and plate-out in the piping. No operator

action to isolate the pathway is credited in the IPE. j

Pre-existing isolation failures could be expected to be more readily detected in the subatmospheric containments (i.e.,

those few PWR dry containments that are kept somewhat below atmospheric pressure). However, one of the largest

probabilities for isolation failure is found in the IPEs for Beaver Valley I and Beaver Valley 2, plants with
subatmospheric containments. These probabilities are large because in these IPEs isolation failure always occurs for

SBO sequences. Again, the IPE model does not take credit for operator actions to manually isolate the containment

building for these sequences. Ilowever, since the leak area associated with this isolation failure is small, it does not

sigailicantly contribute to radionuclide releases.

The same holds true in most IPEs where isolation failure has a significant probability. (The leak area associated with

the failure is usually small; therefore, the failure does not contribute signincantly to radionuclide releases.) One
exception is the South Texas Project IPE. According to that submittal, the most important single cause of significant

early reiease given a core damage event is a large containment isolation failure. This includes (1) failure to isolate

the large supplemental purge penatrdons in the unlikely event that a purge is in progress during the accident,and

(2) large undetected pre-existing leaks that i, ave been introduced since the last integrated containment leak rate test.

The IPEs for the plants with large dry or subatmospheric containments show that the probabilities for isolation failure

vary from zero to about 0.15. Plant improvements to reduce isolation failure probability are discussed in most IPEs
where the likelihood of isolation failure was found to be relatively high. For instance, the Ginna IPE cited emphasis

of operator training on manual closure of isolation valves upon failure of automatic isolation as an improvement.
The IPE for the South Texas Project noted that one plant improvement, on the basis of the early results from the
IPE, was the changeover from motor-operated to air-operated containment isolation valves in some containment

penetrations.

Figure 12.25 shows how the conditional probability of containment isolation failure reported in the IPEs for PWRs
with large dry containments compares with the conditional probability of total early containment failure reported.
The figure indicates that while isolation failure was found to be quite small in many of these plants it makes up a
significant part of the early failure probability in a number of others.

i

|

|
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Figure 12.25 Comparison of IPE reported conditional probabilities ofisolation failure and total

early failure for PWR3 with iarge dry and subatmospheric containments.

12.3.1.3 Containment Bypass Perspectives

The results of both Figures 12.23 and 12.24 indicate that both the probability as well as the frequency of containment

bypass is approximately equal to the probability of early failure for many of the PWR plants in large dry
containments. Often in the IPE analyses the bypass sequences were found to result in the most severe releases.

Containment bypass, especially SGTR, is an important source of early release in many IPEsfor plants with large
dry containments. Containment bypass failures include those from ISLOCA, SGTR, or temperature-inducedSGTR.

The probability of ISLOCA and SGTR is determined in the CDF analyses of the JPE. The probability of
temperature-inducedSGTR is calculated as part of the accident progression analysis. This failure typically occurs
if one or more steam generator tubes experience a creep rupture caused by the flow of high temperature gases from

the core when the RCS is at system pressure.

For those IPEs where containment bypass has a significant contribution SGTR is normally the dominant contributor.

For example,SGTR leads to the most serious releases reported in the North Anna l&2 and Prairie Island 1&2 IPEs.
An exception is the St Lucie I&2 IPE, where ISLOCA is two and three times more likely than SGTR for Units I
and 2, respectively.

For temperature-induced SGTR, the conditional probability value (given that the RCS is at system pressure) used
in the IPEs is about 0.01; therefore,iemperature inducedSGTR is generally not found to be significant in the IPEs.
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The exceptions are the Prairie Island I&2 and Shearon llarris IPEs. In the Prairie Island l&2 IPE, the conditional

probability of bypass is almost 45% of total CDF, of which two-thirds is attributed to temperature-induced SGTR
and one third to SGTR initiated events. In the Shearon Harris IPE, the conditional probability for containment

bypass is about 0.I, half of which is attributed to temperature induced SGTR. The high probability of temperature-
induced SGTR in these IPEs results from the consideration of reactor coolant pump (RCP) restart and the high value

used for the probability of steam generator tube thermal failure for cases where the RCP is on (0.5 versus 0.01 used

in other IPEs).

These submittals report that the procedural guidance requires the operators to restart the RCPs when inadequate core-

cooling conditions are indicated. This restart clears the RCP seals and establishes a natural circulation path, resulting

in increased steam generator tube heating and the potential for a temperature-induced SGTR. Secondary side
depressurization, also included in the procedures for restoring heat removal, can increase the pressure differential
across the tubes and may further increase the potential for failure. However, some of the IPEs cite primary side

depressurizationas a way to redoce the probability of temperature-inducedSGTR. In the Seabrook IPE, the addition

of an alternative independent emergency feedwater pump, that could be used during high-pressure core melt
sequences is also listed as an improvement for reducing temperature-induced SGTR. Most IPEs do not consider the
effect of RCP restart, and in some that do, a low probability of temperature inducedSGTR is used on the basis of

the expected limited duration of RCP operation. This variability in the treatment of temperature-induced SGTR in
the IPEs indicates the large uncertainty associated with this issue. Figure 12.26 shows for each plant in this group

the fractional contribution to CDF from ISLOCA and SGTR initiators as well as their combined contribution. The
figure also indicates the bypass fraction used in the Level 2 analysis. The difference between the Level I total
contribution and the Level 2 values is principally because of the induced SGTR found in the individual analyses.

As the figure shows, this difference is non-existent or small in most cases but there are some significant exceptions.

After the Prairie Island IPE, the highest bypass probability is predicted in the Ginna IPE (approximately 0.4), the

majority of which results from the CDF analysis. Ginna has the highest bypass frequency found in any of the IPEs

for plants with large, dry containments, almost 4E-5/ry. Another IPE with a high bypass conditional probability
(almost 0.3) is the Zion IPE, nearly all of which is attributed to SGTR, derived from the CDF analysis. The IPEs
for Braidwood and Byron report a low SGTR likelihood because credit is taken for a new steam generator design
that uses smaller diameter tubes. These tubes reduce the leakage from primary to secondary side in the event of a

rupture, and reduce the likelihood of core damage during the initial 24 hours.

12.3.1.4 Late Failure Perspectives

The containment phenomena that may cause late containment failures in large dry containments include (1)
overpressurization with high temperatures due to non-condensible gases and steam or due to combustion processes,

(2) containment basemat melt-through due to basemat penetration by core debris, and (3) vessel structural suppcrt

failure due to core debris erosion.

The IPE results show that the dominant late containmentfailure mode is containment overpressuri:ation, which
occurs when C/IR capability is lost. For some of the IPEs, fan coolers, which are not designed as engineered
safeguards features, are credited for CHR Late containment failure probabilities for the large dry containments
considered in the IPEs range from negligible to about 0.7 with an average value of about 0.3.

Basemat melt through occurs when the concrete basemat is penetrated because of CCI. This may happen if CCI is
not terminated either because there is no water in the reactor cavity or because the core debris is not coolable even ,

if water is available. Since the basemats of some PWR containments have considerable thickness, eventual
|

|
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penetration of the basemat by the core debris is not certain even if a large fraction of the core is involved in CCI

at.J water is not available. Depending on the amount of core involved in the CCl, and the cavity condition, as well

as the type of concrete,basemat melt-through probabilities vary from 0.05 to 0.4 for Surry l&2 and from 0.05 to
0.8 for Zion I&2 in NUREG-Il50. These values are typical of those used in the IPEs.
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Figure 12.26 Comparison of IPE rr ported fractional contribution to CDF from ISLOCA and !

SGTR with bypass fraction for PWR large dry and subatmospheric containments.

I

i

Containment failure as a result of reactor vessel support structure failure is not likely for large dry containments. |

Thir is because the reactor vesselis usually away from the containment walls and there are structures located between

the reactor vessel and the containment boundaries. Therefore, vessel structural support failure, even ifit occurs, will

not cause a containment failure in large dry containments.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

While late failure results from overpressurization in most PWR IPEs, there are exceptions. One exception is lladdam

Neck, which has one of the largest containment volume to-thermal power ratios (1220 ft'/MWt) but a relatively |
weaker containment structure. (The median containment pressure capability is about 90 psig.) In the lladdam Neck l

IPE, late containment failure is dominated by containment basemat melt-through because of the relatively thin |

basemat in the reactor cavity (about 5 fl compared with approximately 10 ft for most other plants), and a relatively
dry cavity Moor as a result of the high setpoint for manualinitiation of the containment spray system. The IPE for
Millstone 2, another plant where the cavity is likely to remain dry, also cites basemat melt-through as the dominant I
mode of late containment failure.

One important reasonfor the low probabilitiesfor latefailurefound in some IPEs is the use of a 48 hour mission
,

time. This is because containment pressurization is largely cue to the generation of non condensible gases as a result j

of extended CCI in the cavity, and therefore, proceeds relatively slowly. That is, pressurization from steam )
generation is small, either because of lack of water or because the CllR is working. Ilowever, in one IPE, there is |
no late containment failure even if CllR is not functioning. The 48-hour cutoff used in these IPEs also excludes |
basemat melt-through because penetration of the basemat usually takes longer than 48 hours. These IPEs anticipate i
that beyond 48 hours, actions such as providing an attemative water source for which emergency procedures may
already be in place, along with accident mitigation strategies developed at the Emergency Operations Facilities and

the Technical Support Center, w ould mitigate the basemat melt-through sequences and result in a stable conGguration
within the intact containment.

1
Overall the IPE results confirm that the large dry containments are quite robust to severe accident challenges. They '

are not very susceptible to containment overpressure challenges because of their large volumes and high structural
strengths.

For these reasons, there is a high probability that a large dry containment will remain intact during a severe accident.

Accordiag to the IPE results the average probability of no containment failure for large dry containments is 0.6 and
for individual plants the probability varies from 0.2 to over 0.9. The higher probabilities of no containment failure

are often because of the use of a 48-hour mission time and the lower values most likely result when there is a large
group of sequences involving complete failure of CIIR.

Big Rock Point is the only BWRplant that has a large dry containment. This containment is a large, steel sphere
with a volume of 940,000 ft'. The containment volume to-thermal power ratio for Big Rock Point (about 4000
ft'/MWt) is significantly greater than those of other plants that use large dry containments (about 1000 ft'/MWt).

Big Rock Point uses an emergency condenser for decay heat removal. The containment management systems that

can be useo during accident conditions include an enclosure spray system and the containment isolation system. For

this plant, the IPE considers an accident management strategy known as " fill-the-ball." This strategy is used to
provide water to the containment for reactor heat removalin the event of a post-accident system failure. In this
strategy, water is continuously provided to the containment such that the lower portion of the reactor vessel is
covered. Procedures directing the operators to fill the containment vessel with water are in place for this strategy.

The containment failure probabilities reported in the IPE for Big Rock Point are small, only about 0.01 for
containment bypass and 0.04 for early containment failure. The probability for no containment failure (with a
radionuclide release that is less than or equal to the containment design-basis leakage)is over 0.9. No late failures

were reported in the IPE. The probability of early containment failure includes a small contribution from
containment isolation failure. Early structural failure primarily comes from ATWS events with failure to inhibit the

reactor depressurization system. Containment bypass failure primarily results from failure to isolate the main steam
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

line in sequences involving spurious bypass valve opening or a steam line break outside the containment. Although
,

less important,ISLOCAs also contribute to containment bypass. The low initiator frequency for ISLOCAs, compared |

to that for spurious operation of the bypass valve, diminishes its importance for the containment bypass category. I

12.3.2 PWR Ice Condenser Perspectives

Nine PWR units (described in five IPE submittals) use ice condenser containments. The plants are indicated in
Table 12.17. All of these plants use a Westinghouse four-loop reactor system design.

|

Table 12.17 Plants (per IPE submittal) in ice
condenser containment group.

Catawba I&2 DC Cook I&2
,

McGuire I&2 Sequoyah I&2 ;

Watts Bar I '

12.3.2.1 Summary of Results and Perspectises for PWR Ice Condenser Containments

The conditional probabilities of the various containment failure modes reported in the IPEs for PWRs with ice )
condenser containments are provided in Figure 12.27 and the reported frequencies of containment failure are shown
in Figure 12.28; and the results are summarized in Table 12.18. For the ice condenser containments in the IPEs the '

averageconditional containment failure probability is 0.02 for early containment failure,0.05 for containment bypass,
0.3 for late containment failure, and 0.6 for no containment failure. In the lhe ice condenser IPEs the conditional

probabilities for the different containment failure modes vary from less than 0.01 to 0.1 for bypass, from less than

0.01 to 0.05 for early ,ailure, and from 0.02 to 0.5 for late failure as indicated in Figure 12.27., and from 0.4 to 0.9
for no containment failure. The frequencies of the various containment failure modes, shown in Figure 12.28, vary

from 2E-7/ry to 4E-6/ry for early failure, from 8E 8/ry to 8E-6/ry for bypass, from IE-6/ry to 8E-5/ry for late
failure. Total core damage frequency varies from 4E-5/ry to 2E-4/ry. With one exception, the probability of
isolation failure in the ice condenser IPEs is small.

The average conditional early containment failure probability (0.02) of the ice condenser IPEs is smaller than the

average values obtained from the large dry and subatmospheric IPEs. In two ice condenser IPEs the leading cause
of early failure is direct impingement of core debris on the containment in the seal table room. in two other IPEs

principal contributors to early failure are rapid steam generation, DCil, and hydrogen combustion. In the remaining

IPE carly failure due to DCH, steam explosions and vessel thrust forces is discounted, leaving overpressurization
when containment heat removalis not available as the leading early failure mechanism. Although the majority of
the ice condenser IPEs used data from the NUREG ll50 Sequoyah 1&2 analysis in their models, additional plant
specific models resulted in lower failure probabilities than found in NUREG il50. Containment bypass is dominated j

by interfacing systems LOCA and SGTR initiators. But one IPE found induced SGTR to b( dominant because of j
the restart (per procedures) of the RCPs when inadequate core cooling conditions exist. The primary cause oflate !

containment failure was found to be overpressure failure. Draining of the refueling water storage tank (RWST)into i

the failed vessel, and therefore, the reactor cavity with subsequent boil-off and ice melt contributes to this failure
mode.

I
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;

!

| Table 12.18 Performance summary for PWR lee condenser containments.
t

,

i Failure mode Important design features, operator actions,
Summary of results !j importance and model assumptions

!
#
*

Early failure
!

Unusually unimportant Causes vary among analyses: direct core debris Early failure frequencies ;

for the plants in this impingement, DCH, rapid steam generation, and range from 2E-7/ry to 4E-
group hydrogen burns. Analysis assumptions 6/ry. Average frequency is

|,

! concerning load magnitude play an important role 2E-6/ry |

i Isolation failures found in the low probabilities found for early failures.
'

4
to be unimportant Also, the ice condenser is credited with Early failure CCFPs range !

; considerable energy-absorbing ability in some of from less than 0.01 to 0.05. j
j the analyses. Depressurization and deeply Average probability is 0.02 '

4 flooded cavities are also credited

I

} Bypass
l
| Significant when Because of the higher operating pressures in Bypass frequencies range
; compared to early PWRs, and the relatively large interface between from 8E-8/ry to 8E-6/ry.
j structural failure in high and low-pressure systems provided by the Average frequency is 4E-6/ry
I these IPEs steam generators, the probability of containment
i bypass is relatively large in these analyses Bypass CCFPs range from
i less than 0.01 to 0.1. Average

} Induced SGTR is a major contributor in one probability is 0.05 |

| analysis because of the restart of the RCPs 1

l
I
; Late failure |
t !

j Variable from The dominant late containment failure rnode is Late failure frequencies range |
| unimportant to more overpressurization, which occurs when CHR is from IE 6/ry to 8E-5/ry. |

j than 50% likelihood lost Average frequency is 3E-5/ry )
i |

Limited mission time is a principal reason for low Late failure CCFPs range |
'

failure probability in one analysis from 0.02 to 0.5. Average

.

probability is 0.3
]

I

i 12.3.2.2 Early Failure Perspectives

| Ice condenser containments have smaller volumes, as well as smaller volume to-thermal power ratios than other PWR
'

containments. Their containment strength is also less than that of other types. To avoid excessive containment
pressure, these pressure suppression containments rely on the capability of the ice condenser system to absorb energy

accidentally released from the reactor coolant system. The ice condenser containment consists of an upper
compartment,a lower compartment,and the ice condenserchamber through which blowdown steam is forced to pass

through during a LOCA. Similar to BWR Mark 111 containments, ice condenser containments rely on glow plug
igniters to burn off acccmulating hydrogen during a severe accident and prevent energetic hydrogen events.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

Seven of the nine ice condenser units have a cylindrical steel containment surrounded by a concrete secondary
containment. The remaining two units (the D.C. Cook plants) feature reinforced concrete containments with steel
liners and lack secondary containments.

The early failure category in Figures 12.27 and 12.28 includes isolation failure as well as containment structural
l failure before and shortly after vessel breach. Figure 12.29 separately shows the conditional probabilities for

isolation failure and total early failure. The probabilities of early containment failure (excluding isolation failure)
for the five ice condenser containments range from less than 0.01 to slightly over 0.02. The average value is about
0.015.
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Figure 12.29 Comparison ofIPE reported conditional probabilities ofisolation failure and total
early failure for PWR ice condenser containments.

The principal causes of earlyfailure vary among the JPEsfor plants with ice condenser containments. All five
ice condenser submittals have small probabilities of early containment failure (excluding isolation failure). Although

each ice condenser IPE evaluated the containment against similar challenges, the most important causes of early

containment failure vary among the five ice condenser IPE analyses. Three somewhat different groups of
mechanisms are identified as leading contributors to early failure:

The leading cause of early containment failure in the Sequoyah 1&2 and Watts Bar IPEs is direct*

impingement of core debris on the containment cylinder wall in the seal table room of the containment.
In this scenario, core debris is swept out of the reactor cavity during an HPME and comes in contact with

the containment boundary in the seal table room. Other important causes of early failure in these two IPEs

are in vessel steam explosion and HPME/ hydrogen burns at vessel breach.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

For Cataw ba 1&2 and McGuire I&2, principal contributors to early containment failure include rapid steam*

generation, DCH, and hydrogen bums. These two IPEs assumed that containment failure caused by the
DCH load is unlikely (only a 0.1 probability) if the ice condenser is available to absorb a significant amount,

| of energy. Since the ice condenser is available in most of the sequences for these two IPEs, this assumption {
probably contributes to a significant reduction in the probability of HPME/DCH failure.

In the Cook IPE, the effect of HPME is considered for long-term sequence progression in terms ofits effect*

on debris distribution. Early containment failures caused by DCH, steam explosion, and vessel blowdown;

thrust forces are discounted after brief discussions. Failure caused by hydrogen generation and combustion
J

is also found to be unlikely in the Cook IPE. Early containment failure for Cook is primarily attributed l

| to containment overpressurization when CHR is not available. (
The isolation and earlyfailure conditionalprobabilitiesfor the Ice condenser IPEs are, on average, smaller than
the values obtainedfor the large dry and subatmosphericIPEs. This smaller failure probability for ice condenser
containments as a group is somewhat surprising. The containment volume-to-reactor thermal power ratios for ice

l
condenser containments are a factor of two to three less than those for large, dry containments and subatmospheric I

containments. The ultimate containment pressure capabilities for ice condenser containments are also smaller than
,

| those for large dry and subatmospheric containments (80 psig versus 130 psig). No single reason for the lower
(average) ice condenser failure probabilities is apparent fcom the IPE submittals. Modeling assumptions such as the

availability of the ice condenser and its availability to absort, .he energy produced by phenomena like DCH play a

role and are discussed below. However,it must also be rememt>eced that there are only 5 IPEs for ice condenser

plants, a relatively small sample, while there are 45 IPEs for plants with either large, dry or subatmospheric
containments. Therefore, much greater variation exists in the likelihood of early failure in this larger group.

Depressurl:ation before vesselbreach and aflooded reactor cavity reduce th e likelihood of earlyfailure in the IPE
models. One way to reduce the threat of early containment failure is to depressurize the RCS before vessel breach.
The effective mechanirms for RCS depressurization include temperature induced hot leg or surge line failure,
temperature induced failure of the RCP seals, and the sticking open or deliberate opening of the PORVs. Successful

RCS depressurization may allow the LPI system to inject to the RCS and avoid vessel breach, or eliminate the
challenges associated with H PME if vessel breach is not avoided. These depressurization mechanisms are considered

in all IPEs except the D.C. Cook I&2 IPE, in which the loading conditions associated with HPME are not judged
to be major concerns. Another factor that may limit the probability of early containment failure, is the high
likelihood of a deeply flooded reactor cavity. The presence of a large amount of water inhibits the dispersal of debris

from the cavity and lowers the threat from DCH at vessel breach. This factor is also considered in the IPEs. The
D.C. Cook l&2 IPE mentions additional operator training on the importance of a wet reactor cavity, emphasizing

maximum injection from the RWST before swikhover to recirculation. While water in the cavity increases the
possibility of an ex vessel steam explosion, the IPEs deem this to be a minor threat.

Although some of the ice condenser IPEs include much datafrom the SUREG-1150 Sn.cyah Ia 2 analysis, their

earlyfailureprobabilities are less than the NUREG 1130 valuefor Sequoyah. The 1 pes for Sequoyah 1&2 and
Watts Bar are similar. Both were prepared by the TVA. While most of the data used in these two IPEs are derived

from those presented in the NUREG-1150 analysis for Sequoyah, the early failure probabilities in the Sequoyah l&2
| and Watts Bar IPEs are less than that obtained in NUREG-il50 for Sequoyah. The reasons for this are not apparent

from the IPE submittals; however, some data are on the basis of plant-specific calculations. Besides containment

I

i
.
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| |

| loading phenomena, the containment pressure capabilities used in the two IPEs are also different (i.e., greater than
'

those used in NUREG il50).
,

4 i

Another factor that affects coNainment failure probabilities is the type of core damage sequences previously obtained..

One significant difference is the inclusion of the loss of support system initiators in both the Sequoyah I&2 and
,

Watts Bar IPEs. The data presented in the IPEs show that the combination of transient and loss-of-support system
initiated events contributes more signi6cantly to the total CDF for the IPEs (about 0.7 for Sequoyah I&2 and 03
for Watts Bar) than for NUREG-1150 (0.04). Since, NUREG il50 results indicate that an early containment failure

is less likely for transient sequences than for other sequences, the smaller early containment failure probabilities for
j the IPEs may be partially attributed to the greater fraction of sequences initiated by plant transient or loss of support

f system initiators.

Furthermore, a review of the IPE submittals shows that while the pressure hicrease at vessel breach is primarily based

] on the NUREG-il50 data, the baseline pressures immediately before vessel breach are obtained in the IPEs from
MAAP analyses and are smaller than those used in NUREG-Il50. Combined with the greater containment pressure

capabilities, this leads to smaller containment failure probabilities from the phenomena associated with IIPME.

j Besides the containment baseline pressure, the data used in the IPEs for the calculation of debris impingement, the

dominant early failure mode, are on the basis of NUREG-il50 data and should not cause signincantly different4

results.
.

The IPEs for Catawba 1&2 and McGuire I&2 are also very similar. Both were prepared by the Duke Power
Company. Although the CET structures and the quantification processes for the CETs are similar, the conditional
probabilities of early containment failure obtained from the quantification are different. This difference may be
attributed to the much higher loss of offsite power and SBO probability for McGuire I&2. Although the total CDFs
are similar for the two plants (about 4E-5/ry), the contribution to the total CDF from loss of offsite power is more

'
than 25% for McGuire I&2 and less than 3% for Catawba 1&2.

The quantitication methods used in the McGuire I&2 and Catawba 1&2 IPEs are different from those used ir. the

', Sequoyah I&2 and Watts Bar IPEs (and therefore in NUREG il50). The probability of containment failure from
direct contact of core debris seems to be less likely in these IPEs than in some others. According to the

] McGuire 1&2 and Catawba I&2 IPEs, this failure mode occurs only if there is a sufficient amount of core debris
making contact with the containment wall. Even if this condition is met, there is a 0.1 probability that the
containment will not fail. The likelihood of this condition depends on'the configuration of the reactor cavity and
the obstructions in the core debris flow path. It is assumed in these IPEs, that the cavity geometry is"likely" to limit
the amount of core debris reaching the seal table such that this failure mode will not occur. Therefore, the

- probabilities of containment failure from debris impingement obtained in the two IPEs seem to be smaller than those

[ obtained in the Sequoyah 1&2 and Watts Bar IPEs that used NUREG-ll50 data for this failure mode.

The probability values used in the Catawba I&2 and McGuire I&2 IPEs for RCS depressurization may also be
higher than those used in other analyses. In addition to the usual depressurization mechanism considered, these IPEs

included depressurization by the operators using steam generator PORVs. The probability of RCS depressurization

caused by temperature induced hot leg or surge line failure is considered to be "likely" in the IPEs. Additionally,
the application of this depressurization mechanism seems to be less restrictive than in some other analyses. The

probability of operator depressurization using the pressurizer PORVs also seems to be more likely and less restrictive,

in these IPEs.

1
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

l

According to the Catawba I&2 and McGuire 1&2 IPEs, the probability values used for containment failure from
DCH are primarily on the basis of the pressure load developed in NUREG-1150. However, it is assumed in the IPEs

that tnere is a probability of 0.9 that the containment will renuin intact in a DCil event if ice is available in the ice

| condenser. This may cause a lower probability of DCH failure in these IPEs than in NUREG-il50. fr. addition, i
|

in-vessel steam explosions (alpha mode) are not considered in the Catawba I&2 and McGuire l&2 IPEs as a
| potential failure mode. According to the Catawba l&2 IPE, hydrogen burns are the primary cause of early

containment failure, and events which result in the loss of all AC power dominate this containment failure mode.

The high reliability assigned to the hydrogen igniter system, because it can be powered by either offsite or onsite

emergency power, is an important factor in keeping the probability of containment failure low. The possibility of
! providing power to the igniters from another independent source of AC power, the safe shutdown facility onsite, is

being investigated at Catawba.
!
|

| The treatment of the accident progression analysis in the Cook I&2 IPE is signincantly different from that in the

other ice condenser IPEs. Thu CET used in the Cook I&2 IPE is small, having only eight top events. The
quantification process is also significantly different. The CET quantification assigns each core damage sequence to
a particular CET end state. Since DCH, steam explosion, vessel thrust force, and hydrogen combustion are assumed

in the Cook l&2 IPE as not likely to cause containment failures, they are not included in the quantification of
containment performance. The IPE states that providing additional b:ck up power to the hydrogen igniters would

not noticeably decrease containment failure at Cook. Containment failure is primarily caused by overpressurization
associated with steaming and/or generation of non-condensible gases.I

|

Isolationfailures are smalifor most of the ice condenserIPEs. As indicated in Figure 12.29, with the exception
of one analysis (Watts Bar) the Trehabilities of isola,.on failure obtained in the IPEs for PWRs with ice condenser

containments a:e in general smrit. The Catawba l&2 IPE mentions a procedure change to more clearly establishi

!
the priority ofisolation pathw:ys '.hich must be manually isolated. According to the Watts Bar IPE, the total
isolation failure probability obtained from the CDF analysis is about 5 percent of total CDF. The dominant sequence
in the plant damage state group that contributes significantly te i olation failure is an SBO sequence in which the
operator fails to isolate the containment by failing to close ne seal cooling return line after a seal LOCA has
developed. In the Watts Bar IPE, part of the isolation failure is binned to a bypass plant damage state in the accident
progression analysis.

I 12.3.2.3 Containment Bypass Perspectives
!

Because of the relatively small early failure probabilities reported in the IPE submittals of the ice condenser plants,
Figures 12.27 and 12.28 indicate that containment bypass scenarios are likely to dominate the early releases from
these plants according to the analyses conducted during their IPE.

l
-

ISLOCA and SGTR (as an initiator) are the ma}or bypass contributors and in one IPE, inducedSGTR dominates.

Centainment bypass failures include those from ISLOCAs, SGTRs, or temperature-induced SGTRs. For the various

containment bypass moca ISLOCA and SGTR are determinedin the CDF analyses,and temperature inducedSGTR

is an accident progression phenomenon. In all five IPEs, SGTR is the major contributor to the bypass category from
the CDF analysis. Some IPEs (D.C. Cook J&2 for instance) investigated procedural changes to maintain feedwater

i flow to the faulted steam generator during an ~ T event to reduce releases through a stuck-open safety valve or
PORV.

;

'

Temperature induced SGTR occurs if one or more SGTR tubes have a creep rupture because of the flow of high-
temperature gases from the core to the steam generators when the RCS is at high-pressure. In NUREG-1150, it was
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12. Containment Design Perspectives

assumed that an induced hot leg or surge line break is much more likely than an induced SGTR if such high

temperature conditions exist. Consequently, the probability of induced SGTR was assigned a low probability in
NUREG-i l50. Considerations similar to that used in NUREG-il50 are used in most of the IPEs and, as a result,

the contribution from induced SGTR is not significant in the ice condenser plants except for McGuire l&2, where

the majority of containment bypass is because of temperature-induced SGTR. This high probability for McGuire
l&2 is because of the restart (per procedures) of the RCPs when inadequate core cooling conditions exist. The

,

probability of induced SGTR is assumed to be significantly higher after RCP restarts as a result of the transport of'

the hot gases from the core region to the steam generator by forced circulation. Additional procedural guidance,

permitting a pump startup only when the steam generator tubes are covered,is recommended in the McGuire 1&2
3

IPE to eliminate this concern. Induced SGTR is not considered in the Cook 1&2 IPE. The treatment of induced
-

SGTR in the other IPEs is similar to that in NUREG-Il50.

Figure 12.30 shows for each plant in the ice condenser group the fractional contribution to CDF from ISLOCA and
SGTR initiators as well as their combined contribution. The figure also indicates the bypass fraction used in the

level 2 analysis. The difference between the level I total contribution and the level 2 values is principally because
of the induced SGTR found in the individual analyses. The figure shows that this difference is significant for some

of the plants.
I
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Figure 12.30 Comparison of IPE reported fractional:,ntribution to CDF from ISLOCA and
SGTR with bypass fracthn for PWR ice ondenser containments.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives j

i

i 12.3.2.4 Late Failure Perspectives
1

The probabilities oflate containment failure for the five ice condensercontainments considered in the IPEs vary from
4

i less than 0.02 to almost 0.5. The average value is about 0.3. The containment phenomena that may cause late
containment failures for these containmentsinclude (1) overpressurization with high temperatures as a result of non-

|
j condensible gases and steam or combustion processes and (2) containment basemat melt-through because of basemat '

j penetration by core debris.

,
,

)
j The dominant late containmentfailure modefound in the Ice condenser IPEs is overpressurl:ation when CHR '

j is lost. One factor that contributes to the high probability of this failure mode is the draining of the RWST following
! reacte assel failure. According 'o the IPEs, the RWST water is likely to drain into the failed vessel and into the

.svity after vessel failure ifit has not been injected before vessel failure. The subsequent boiloff of the waterreactu

leads to ice melt and eventual containment overpressurization.
'

The probabilities oflate containment failure reported in the IPEs for the five ice condenser containments significantly
vary. The extremely low failure probability for Cook is because of the use of a 48-hour " mission time" for the '

accident progression analysis. This means that the IPE containment performance analysis is carried out for an |
accident progression of 48 hours. If the containment did not fail in the first 48 hours, no containment failure is
reported. Dismissal of molten core-concrete attack as a containment failure mechanism in the Cook 1&2 IPE is a
sesult of the assumption of the 48-hour cutoff for containment evaluation. It is assumed in the IPE. that this time

is sufficient to take action to stop further concrete erosion.

The average conditional probability of no containment failure for all the results of the ice condenser IPEs is about

0.6. This no failure category varies from a low probability ofjust over 0.4 (for Sequoyah I&2) to a high of just |
under 0.9 (for Cook 1&2).

1

12.4 Radionuclide Release Perspectives

Following the usual convention, the source term which defines the severity of radionuclide release is expressed in

the IPEs in terms of the fractions of the radionuclides released to the environment to their total inventories initially

in the reactor system. These release fractions are predicted in the majority of IPEs using either the MAAP computer
code or the parametric source term prediction code developed in NUREG-ll50. In some IPEs, results from the
calculations of both codes (i.e., MAAP or parametric source term) are presented. Early release is of particular
concern because of the potential for severe consequences due to the short time allowed for radioactivity decay and

natural deposition, as well as for accident response actions such as evacuation of the population in the vicinity of
the plant.

Not all earlyfallures lead to significant release. The containment failure modes that result in an early release of =

radionuclides to the environment are containment bypass, isolation failure, and early containment structural failure. I

In BWR pressure suppression containments early containment venting could also lead to an early release. Not all

early failures lead to a significant release, since the amount of the release depends on the failure size as well as the

removal or " scrubbing"(if any) of some of the radionuclides within the containment that is assumed to take place.
What is considered to be a significant release varies among the IPEs. In many IPFs significant releases includes

those release cases that involve a release fraction of volatile radionuclides equal to or greater than 0.1 (i.e., the

|
t
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12. Containment Design Perspectives
l

release fraction of either the iodine and or cesium group is greater than 0.1 of core inventory). This
definition"2"' can be used to screen the results reported in most of the IPE submittals, and is used for purposes
of the discussion in this section. However, in some IPEs release fractions are predicted to be below 0.1 for all
containment failure modes. Since there are considerable uncertainties in source term predictions, it seems

inappropriate to characterize these IPEs as having zero significant early release. Instead, for these IPEs the
probability of containment bypass and the part of early failure that involves a large failure size is used as the
probability of significant early release in the discussion below. Figure 12.31 shows the conditional probability for
significant early release of radionuclides by containment type as reported in the IPEs. The reporting of release results

in the IPEs varied in t'te type and detail of the information provided so that in some cases the results discussed below

have had to be inferred or estimated.

|
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Figure 12.31 Reported IPE conditional probabilities of significant early
release by containment type,

i2"This definition of a significant release should not be confused with a release fraction threshold used
in Chapter 16 to screen for potential off site early fatalities.
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12. Containment Design Perspectives )
1

The results presented in Figure 12.31 depend on the containment performance results and therefore also reflect |
significant variability between the various containment types and within each containment type. Differences in
con;ainment designs account for much of the differences indicated in Figure 12.31. In a number of unique cases,

,

plant-specific containment features are identified in the analyses as leading to significant radionuclide releases. |

Ilowever, differing assumptions in the accident modeling also play a major role in explaining the significant range
in reported results.

The higher probabilities of significant releases in Figure 12.31 for the PWR plants are driven by bypass accidents
with a major contribution from SGTR accidents. The higher probabi!uies of sigt ificant release for the BWR plants
are caused by structural failure of the containments close to or shortly after reactor vessel melt-through. For BWR
Mark i plants, shell melt-through is the leading cause of early structural failure, while overpressurization events are

most important for BWR Mark 11 plants. More details are given for each containment type in the following sections.

12.4.1 BWR Radionuclide Release Perspective

The conditional probabilities of early containment failure and bypass (i.e., total early release)are compared with the

conditional probabilities of significant early release for each BWR containment type in Figure 12.32. Similar
information is provided in Figure 12.33 but in terms of frequency per reactor year.

Among the BWR plants, those with Mark I containments show the largest variation in the probability and frequency

of signincant early release reported in the IPEs. As indicated in Figure 12.32, the conditional probability for
significant early release reported in the IPEs for Mark I containments varies from less than 0.01 to about 0.5. As
discussed above, for some IPEs, even the most severe release sequences are predicted to have release fractions of

iodine and cesium less than 0.1. For example,in the Brunswick IPE, the release fractions for iodine and cesium are

predicted to be less than 0.01 for early containment failure and close to, but still less than 0.1 for bypass releases.
The small release fraction for Brunswick is partly due to the use of a concrete structure for the containment.
According to the Brunswick IPE, leakage through the cracks of the concrete walls is the most likely containment
failure mode and the release associated with this containment failure mode is small, in Figure 12.32, only the ;

probability of bypass is used for significant early release for Bmnswick. Consequently, Brunswick has the lowest
probability value for significant early release among the Mark I containments. On the other hand, Browns Ferry 2
and Fitzpatrick have the highest probability values (nearly 0.5) for significant early releases. The primary contributor

to significant early release for these two plants is shell melt-through. The probability of significant early release for

other Mark i plants is equal to or less than 0.2.

With 14 uception of one hfark Iplant, thefrequency ofsignificant early release reportedfor B WRplants is less
than IE-S/ry. The frequency of significant early release reported for Mark i plants varies from less than IE-8/ry to
2E 5/ry (refer to Figure 12.3.2). The highest frequency for significant early release is from the Browns F<.rry 2 IPE,

due to a combination of high conditional probability and high CDF. It should be noted that the original Unit 2
Browns Ferry IPE has been updated by the licensee, but no accident progression analysis was carried out for the

update, so the results shown are from the original submittal. Except for Browns Ferry 2, the frequencies of
significant early release for all other Mark i IPEs are less than IE-5/ry.

For Mark 11 containments Figure 12.32 shows that the conditional probability for a significant early release varies
from less than 0.01 for Limerick 1&2 to about 0J for WNP2. According to the WNP2 IPE, the three dominant
source term categories have release fractions for volatile radionuclides greater than 0.1. It should be noted, however,

that although these three releasc classes are defined as occurring with early failure in the IPE, containment failure
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Figure 12.32 Reported IPE conditional probabilities of total and significant |

early release for BWR plants.
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12. Containment Design Persp:ctives4

j and radionuclide release occurs at more than 15 hours after accident initiation. For the LaSalle 1&2 IPE the

{ probability of large containment failure at vessel breach is used as the significant early release probability in
Figure 12.32. The frequencies of significant early release reported for Mark 11 containments are negligible for

; Susquehanna I&2 and vary from less than 3E-8/ry for Limerick l&2 to about SE-6/ry for WNP2.
3

| Figure 12.32 also presents the distribution of the conditional probabilities of total early release and significant early
; release reported in the Mark lil IPE submittals. Except for the River Bend results, the probability of significant
j release indicated includes those early release cases that involve a release fraction of volatile radionuclides equal or

i greater than 10% (i.e., the release fraction of either iodine or cesium is equal to greater than 10%). For River Bend,
i the data presented for significant early releases includes the early failure cases with a large failure size (i.e.,
; containment dome or anchor failure). A different definition is used for River Bend because the release fractions for
i both iodine and cesium are predicted to be less than 10% for all release categories in this IPE submittal.

!
i Figure 12.32 shows that while the conditional probabilities vary from 0.03 to almost 0.5 for total early release,they

vary from less than 0.02 to about 0.1 for significant early release. The high value,0.1, is obtained for River Bend,*

; for which, as noted above, significant early failure rather than iodine or cesium release fractions greater than 10%

is used, so the 0.1 value may be overestimated. Besides River Bend, the cunditional probabilities of significant early,

1 release are about 2 to 3%. The frequencies of significant early release are shown in Figure 12.33 and vary from
about 2E-7/ry reported for Perry to about 2E-6/ry for River Bend. Except for River Bend, the frequency for
significant early release reported is less than 1.0E-6/ry for all the Mark Ill IPEs.

12.4.2 PWR Radionuclide Release Perspective

The conditional probabilities of early containment failure and bypass are compared with the conditional probabilities

of significant early release for the PWR cc-inment types in Figure 12.34. The frequencies of early containment
failure and bypass are compared with significant early release frequencies in Figure 12.35.

The JPE results show thatfor PWR plants, containmentbypass sequences, usually dominatedby SGTR sequences,

are important contributors to total early as well as significant early radionuclide release. As discussed above, not

all early failures involve significant releases. Isolation failure for some of the IPEs involves only a small leak area,
and consequently, results in only small releases and consequences. For instance, the isolation failures reported for

Beaver Valley I and Beaver Valley 2 have high conditional probabilities, but involve only small leak areas, and
consequently, result in only small releases and consequences. Even for some of the bypass cases reported in the
IPEs, the release point may be submerged under water and the release is thus scrubbed. In SGTR sequences, )
radionuclide release is more significant if the safety valves or the atmospheric dump va'.ves in the steam line of the I

faulted steam generator are stuck open rather than cycling. Furthermore, the opeation of containment sprays will

attenuate radionuclides released to the containment atmosphere and greatly reduce the source term.

Figure 12.34 shows that the conditional probabilities of significant release reported for large dry and subatmospheric

containments in the IPEs range over an order of magnitude. Since containment bypass usually causes high releases,

the IPEs that have high probabilities of significant early release are those that have high probabilities of containment

bypass. For example, the probabilities of significant early release are about 0.i for St. Lucie Units 1&2, and about
0.3 for Ginna and Zion I&2. The smallest early release probability is reported in the Wolf Creek IPE submittal,
where the probability of bypass is low and the probability of early failure is assumed to be zero. It should be noted

that since the frequencies for the release categories are not provided in the Beaver Valley I and Beaver Valley 2
IPEs, the conditional probabilities for Release Type I (for large early containment failures and bypass) are used in
Figure 12.34
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i

Release Type I has a conditional probability of about 0.05 for Beaver Valley Units I and 2. According to these ,

IPEs, Type I release involves scenarios that would result in potentially life-threatening doses in the same time frame |

as needed to implement protective actions like sheltering or evacuation. For Release Type I, over 80% is due to

containment failure at vessel breach caused by containment loads from a HPME event, about 10% is due to bypass,
and 5% due to alpha mode failure. SGTR is categorized in the Beaver Valley IPEs as Release Type 11, i.e., small
early containment failures or bypasses. Since the release fractions for volatile radionuclides for SGTR events are

usually greater than 10%, if SGTR sequences are considered as resulting in significant early releases,the conditional

probabilities for significant early release for Beaver Valley I and Beaver Valley 2 are increased by about 0.05. The

frequencies of significant early release reported in the IPEs for large dry and subatmospheric containments vary from
,

IE-8/ry to about 2E-5/ry (refer to Figure 12.35). ,

|
1

|Figure 12.34 also shows the conditional probabilities of significant early release reported in the IPEs of PWR plants

with ice condenser containments. According to the Catawba 1&2 and the McGuire 1&2 IPEs, only bypass sequences

satisfy this criterion, and the probability of significant early release is that of containment by; ass. For Cook I&2,
the probability of significant early release is about 0.05, with about equal contributions from containment bypass and
early containment failure.

The probability values use in Figure 12.34 for Sequoyah I&2 and Watts Bar are not consistent with the large early
failure category defined in the IPEs. In the Sequoyah l&2 and the Watts Bar IPEs, Release Category I is defined

as encompasting large early containment failure and large bypasses. However, the release fractions for volatile
'

radionuclides obtained by MAAP calculations for this category are smaller than those for Category II, defined in the

IPE as encompassing small, early containment failures and small bypasses. For example, the release fraction for
iodine is about 0.05 for Category I and 0.2 for Category 11. This is because in the Sequoyah I&2 and Watts Bar

4

IPEs, Category 11 is primarily due to containment bypass. To be consistent with the definition used in this report,
j the probabilities in Category 11 are used in Figure 12.34 as the probabilities of significant early release for Sequoyah

l&2 and Watts Bar.,

1

Thefrequency of all early release is IE-S/ry or lessfor all the ice condenser IPEs. The frequencies of total early
release and significant early releases for five ice condenser containments are presented in figure 12.35. The
frequencies for total early releases vary from about 3E-7/ry to about IE-Siry. The frequencies for significant early
releases vary from less than IE-7/ry to 8E-6/ry for the five IPEs. As the figure shows, there is not a large difference

between total early release and significant early release for most of the ice condenser submittals.
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13. OPERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Chapter 5 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives regarding the importance of the operator's role n core damage

frequencyestimation and containment performanceanalysis. Chapter 13 provides a more in depth discussion of these

perspectives addressing the human actions consistently identined as important in the Individual Plant Examinations

(IPEs), the human actions found important by only a few licensees because of plant-specific characteristics,and the

in0uence of modeling assumptions and methodologies on the results.

Because of the role of humans in maintaining and operating nuclear power plants and in recognizing and responding

to events that could lead to core damage and risk to the environment, an important aspect of the IPE program, as
described in Generic Letter 88-20, is to identify human actions important to severe accident prevention and
mitigation. In this context, the human reliability analysis (HRA) is expected to be a critical component of the
probabilistic risk assessments done for the IPEs. Incorporating human actions into the event and fault tree models

and quantifying their failure probabilities can have an important impact on the resulting estimates of core damage
frequency (CDF). Not surprisingly, results from the IPEs have indicated not only that human error can be a
significant contributor to CDF, but that correct human action can significantly reduce overall CDF. The purpose of
this chapter is to provide an overview of the HRAs done for the IPEs, to discuss factors that innuence the results
of HRA, to address the variability in the results of the llRAs across the different IPEs, and to identify the human

ac, ions that are significant contributors to CDF. Important general observations contained in this chapter include )
the following: I

|
In the case of both boiling water reactors (BWRs) and pressurized water reactors (PWRs), only a few human |*

adions are consistently important. That is, while many different actions are indicated as being important, I

relatively few are important in most of the BWR IPEs or in most PWR IPEs. |

The only human actions important in more than 50% of the BWR IPEs are manual depressurization,*

containment venting, initiation of standby liquid control (SLC), and system alignment for decay heat |
removal. In PWRs, only switchover to recirculation, feed-and-bleed, and the actions associated with ;

depressurization and cooldown are important in more than 50% of the IPEs.
1
I

Many factors innuence which human actions are important. They include plant characteristics,modeling*

details, sequence specific attributes, dependencies, HRA method and the associated performance shaping

factors (PSFs) modeled, assumptions about PSFs, and the biases of both the analysts performing the HRA

and the plant personnel from whom selected information and judgments are sbtained.

Examinations of the relationship between plant class differences (e.g., BWR 2s and 3s vs. BWR Ss and 6s)*

and which actions are important indicate that apparent trends are more likely due to modeling preferences

or plant-specific differences than to vendor or design vintage.

Because of the potential impact unrealistic human error probabilities (HEPs) can have on which accident*

sequences and human actions are important, the variability in the HEPs for seveial of the more important

human actions was examined across IPEs. The results of this examination indicated that while clear reasons

for all of the variability in HEPs for specific events cannot always be determined, most of the variability
is due to appropriate factors such as the time available for the operator to respond, initiator and sequence

modeling related innuences, dependencies,and plant-specific system characteristics. However, it should be

noted that reasonable consistency can be obtained in HRA without necessarily producing valid HEPs. An

HEP is only valid to the extent that a correct and thorough application of HRA principles has occurred.
For example, if a licensee simply assumes (without adequate analysis) that their plant is " average"in terms

of many of the relevant PSFs for a given event, but appropriately considers the time available for the event
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13. Operational Perspectives

in a given context, the value obtained for that event may be similar to those obtained for other plants. Yet
the resulting value may be optimistic or pessimistic relative to the value that would have been obtained if

the licensee had conducted a detailed examination of the relevant plant-specific factors. Thus, to reiterate,

consistency does not necessarilyimply validity. In addition, because many of the licensees failed to perform

high quality HRAs, it is possible that licensees obtained HEP values that are not appropriate for their plant.

13.1 Approach

The present analysis examines and compares the most important human actions identified in the submittals. All 75

IPEs submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission were reviewed and the identified important human
actions are discussed in Sections 13.3 and 13.4 for BWRs and PWRs, respectively. The focus of the discussion is

on human actions that are frequently important for either of the two different plant types (BWRs vs. PWRs). An
examination was also conducted to determine the extent to which the human actions found important are related to

plant class differences (e.g., BWR3 vs. BWR6) or to unique, plant-specific characteristics.

In addition, the human error probabilities (HEPs) for some of the important human actions were compared across

plants in order to assess the degree of variability in the quantification of similar human actions. The degree of
variability is important because of the potential impact HEP values can have on which human actions and accident

sequences are important. Assigning unrealistically low failure probabilities to human actions may lead to important

accident sequences being screened out, whereas the assignment of unrealistically high IIEPs can lead to relatively

unimr. rtant sequences having large contributions to CDF. Thus, invalid or unexplained variability in the H EP values

for sNilar events can be problematic. Potential causes for variability in HEPs are discussed in detailin Section 13.2

below The extent to which the variability in HEPs appears to be reasonable is discussed in Sections 13.3 and 13.4.

Neither the methods used to identify important human actions nor the documentation is consistent across the IPEs.

For example, some submittals use Fussel-Vesely or similar measures to identify important actions (and report the

resulting indices), while others use a sensitivity analysis approach in which all HEPs less than 0.1 are set to 0.1 and I

the sequences are requantified. Selected human actions are then systematically returned to their original values and

reductions in CDF are examined to determine which actions are having the greatest impact. Other submittals
determine which human actions are reducing CDF by an order of magnitude and report those as the important human

actions. In some cases the percent contribution to core damage is reported, while in others risk achievement worth

or risk reduction values are presented. In some instances a list ofimportant human actions is provided, but the basis

for the list is not discussed. Nevertheless, most submittals attempted to provide some indication of which actions
are important and the discussion below is based on what is reported in various sections of the IPE submittals.

13.2 HRA Influences and Issues

This section discusses factors which have the potential to influence the results of the HRAs performed for the IPEs

and describes some of the differences in how the HRAs are performed for the different IPEs. The extent to which
HEP calculations for important human actions may have been influenced by extraneous or inappropriate factors is

examined separately for BWRs and PWRs in Sections 13.3 and 13.4, respectively.

Numerous factors can influence the quantification of HEPs and introduce significant variability in the resulting HEPs,

even for essentially identical actions. As noted above, generalcategories of such factors include plant characteristics,

modeling details, sequence specific attributes (e.g., patterns of successes and failures in a given sequence),
dependencies, HRA method and associated performance shaping factors (PSFs) modeled, assumptions about PSFs,
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i
i and the biases of both the analysts performing the HRA and the plant personnel from whom selected information |
; and judgments are obtained. Although most of these factors introduce appropriate variability in results, i.e., the

j derived HEPs reflect "real" differences, it can be seen that several have the potential for causing inappropriate
; variability. A discussion of both appropriate and inappropriate influences is presented below.
!

; 13.2.1 Plant Classes, Event Sequences, and Initiators ;

i |

i .

1

] Due to the many similarities in the way nuclear power plants accomplish key functions, it might be expected that |
| there would be a certain degree of commonality in the operator actions found to be important contributors to risk. )
! However, there are a number of factors which can determine whether a human action is important. Different types
#

of plants (e.g., BWRs vs. PWRs) can require different types of human actions because their systems are different. j

| Plants of the same general type can generate different important human actions due to plant class differences (e g., i

| BWR 2 versus BWR 6) and due to unique, plant specific characteristics. Even the importance of similar human

] actions in similar types of plants can vary quite dramatically as a function of the specinc initiators involved and the I

] pattern of failures and successes which occur in particular accident scquences. Thus, even though a certain degree I

of commonality is to be expected,it is critical to realize that valid differences can arise across plants in the human
; actions found important.

i

! 13.2.2 Categorization of Human Actions
i

j The traditional approach in HRA is to separate human actions into two basic categories: pre-initiator actions and

r post-initiator actions. The post-initiator actions are then usually subcategorized (using various labels) as either i

,

" response actions" or " recovery actions." In the context of the PRA, pre-initiator human actions are those which,
! if performed incorrectly or at inopportune times, can render instrumentation or systems unavailable when they are j

needed to respond to an accident. These actions typically include failures in calibrating instrumentation or failures I

in correctly restoring systems after maintenance. Post initiator human actions are those required in response to
,

j initiating events or related system failures. Post initiator response-type actions are generally distinguished from -

j recovery-type actions in that the response actions are usually explicitly directed by emergency operating procedures
|

j (EOPs). Alternatively, recovery actions may entail restoring failed or unavailable systems in time to prevent

i undesired consequences,using systems in relatively unusual ways, or in some cases going beyond written procedures.
1

i

j In reviewing the submittals, it is found that while all of the various HRAs address pre-initiator human actions in

! some way, their treatment varies somewhat across plants. For example, severallicensees simply dismiss the pre-
initiator human action events by arguing that their failure probabilities are insignificant or that the human failure

f probabilities associated with such events are contained within the system unavailability data. Some licensees I

; explicitly consider events concerned with the failure to restore systems after maintenance,but dismiss miscalibration |
! events (or at least fail to provide any evidence that they considered them). At least one licensee dismisses all )

potential restoration faults on the basis of staff developed screening criteria, but quantifies miscalibration errors. l
Other plants used a screeni.y approach in which all the pre-initiator events are assigt.ed relatively conservative failure

probabilities and are only quantified explicitly if they prove to be important after initial quantification of the accident

sequences. At least one licensee calculates HEP values for several general classes of pre initiator events and applies

those values to the relevant actions throughout the fau!! trees.

I

Variability is also found in the treatment of the post initiator response and recovery type actions. While all of the
examined IPEs quantify post-initiator actions in some way (e.g., screening values vs. detailed quantitication), they

do not always make an explicit distinction between response and recovery type actions. Failing to make this
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!

; distinction makes it difTicult to determine the relative importance of recovery act:ons in eliminating accident
i sequences and to determine whether recovery actions are treated appropriately from an HRA perspective.
j

;

While most of the HRAs done for the IPEs appropriately model relevant human actions and use viable systematic j

; approaches to qaantify human failure probabilities, it should be apparent that differences in categorization and the |

treatment of the various categories (in terms of quantifying the relevant actions) could have had important impacts
.

on the results.
,

13.2.3 Methods, PSFs, and Assumptions Used in the IPEs

'

Another important factor that has the potential to lead to differences in results is the HRA method used to derive
the HEPs. In quantifying HEPs, several of the licensees use a single HRA methodology, while others use a
combina: ion of HRA methods to address different aspects of the analysis. In general,it appears that the different

methods that are used to accomplish the HRA can be grouped into six basic categories or groups of methods:

1. A modilled version of the Success Likelihood index Afethodology (SLlof) (Ref.13.1) that relies
on subjective estimates of the impact of various PSFs on the operator's likellhood offailure. This method
(often referred to as the failure likelihood index methodology by licensees using this method) explicitly

addresses approximately 23 different PSFs which range from fairly common ones such as operator training

and experience, procedural direction available,and relevant plant indications to relatively uncommon factors

such as the impact of preceding and roncurrent unrelated actions on potential operator confusion. In
addition to being the only method tN e.snsistently relies directly on subjective estimates by experts to
derive the HEPs for the post-initiator human actions, this method is also distinguished by the fact that the

impact of time on the performance of a task is usually determined on the basis of subjective estimates as

opposed to the time reliability correlations (TRCs) used by most other HRA methods. That is, judgments
regarding the adequacy of the time available are solicited from experts (e.g., operators) and factored into
the HEP derivation process. In contrast,in the methods using TRCs, failure probability as a function of
the time available is either derived directly from an equation or simply looked up in a table or figure. In
most c3ses, several diffeient TRC curves can be used depending on various factors which might influence

performance (e.g., degree cf training for a particular scenario, quality of procedures, operator burden, etc.)
A characteristic of SLIM based methodologies that can bias the calculated probabilities of failure is that

the SLIM process provides a basis for interpolating between upper and lower bounds of the failure
probability. These upper and lower bounds must be provided by the analyst separate from the SLIM
analysis. Inappropriate selection of these bounds can bias the result.

2. The Elearic Power Research Institute (EPRI) cause-based decision tree method describedin EPRI-TR-
100259 "". The decision tree method considers a number of potential failure mechanisms and
associated performance shaping factors in determining the failure probability for the detection, diagnosis,
and decision making phase of an operator action. Values from the Technique for Human Error Rate
Prediction (THERP) (Ref.13.2) are used to quantify the execution portion of the human actions.
This method generally takes time into account by limiting the consideration of recovery factors (such as
checking by additional crew members or the availability of the emergency response facility) to those actions
where the time available exceeds some criterion. In some of the applications of this method in the

|

"'G. W. Parry, "An Approach to the Analysis of Operator Actions in PRA," Draft, EPRI TR-100259, Electric |
Power Research histitute, Palo Alto, CA. ;

l
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submittals, time-critical actions are quantified using the TRCs from the Accident Sequence Evaluation

Program (ASEP) (Ref.13.3) or THERP and only non time-critical actions are quantified using
the decision tree method.

3. The iluman Cognitive Reliability (llCR) (Ref.13.4) method or the Operator Reliability
Experiments (ORE)-based modipcation of the llCR method (EPRI NP-6360-L) ""'. These methods
are essentially TRC methods that may also use THERP to quantify the execution portion of the action. The

HCR method itself considers whether an action is " skill based, rule-based, or knowledge-based" in
determining which TRC to use to determine failure probability. The ORE method apparently no longer
considers this distinction, but does incorporate data collected from simulator exercises for deriving HEPs

as a function of time. In most applications of the ORE method, consideration of plant-specine performance
shaping factors is limited.

4. The method described in the book by Dougherty and Fragola (Ref.13.S) and referred to as
the operator reliability characteri:ation and assessment method. In one submittal that uses this method,

|
it is stated that the method is functionally a combination of SHARP (Ref.13.6) and HCR, and |
therefore may in some ways be similar to the third method. However, as documented by some licensees,

the method separates post initiator human actions into slips and mistakes. It is generally assumed that slips
are actions in which the execution part of the task will be the dominant failure mode, while mistakes are

|where the cognitive part of the task is less reliable. Thus, for most actions only the execution p2 the
cognitive portion is explicitly quantified, not both. Slips are quantified using a simplified THERP method,
and mistakes are quantified wah - set of TRCs that vary as f mction of whether the actions are taken inside

or outside the control room and w hether they are based on prcc:edures(i.e., rule. based)or represent recovery

actions (which may be trained but are not documented in procedures). In addition, the influence of burden
i

on operators in terms multiple tasks and conflicting demands is considered in quantifying mistakes. |

S. The TilERP method or the ASEP llRA method (which is a method derivedfrom TilERP). These
methods explicitly consider (among other PSFs ) whether a task to be performed is " dynamic"or " step-by-

step"and they have explicit HEP adjustment factors for several different levels of stress. In the application i

of ASEP (and usually THERP), a TRC is used to quantify the diagnosis portion of an operator action.
Upper and lower bounds of the TRC are used to account for various performing shaping factors such as
frequency of training. In some applications of these methods, the number of PSFs actually considered is
limited.

6. The Individual Plant Examination Partnership (IPEP) methodology, which, at least nominally, is a
modsped version of T/IERP. This method is apparently on!y documented in the IPEP IPE submittals and
is distinguished by its lack of emphasis on modeling the diagnosis portion of a task, while creating a PSF

referred to as " slack time," which allows credit to be given for potential recovery of initially failed operator

actions. In at least some applications of this method, other limitations include arbitrary reductions in failure

probabilities, consideration of a limited number of failure modes, and a lack of consideration of
dependencies.

"'A. J. Spurgin, P. Moieni, and G. W. Parry, "A Human Reliability Analysis Approach Using Measurements
for Individual Plant Examinations," EPRI NP-6560 L, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA,1989.
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I

These descriptions show that while different HRA methods naturally have many commonalities, they may also i

consider different factors in deriving HEPs. The different methods may incorporate the effects of time in different

ways, they may vary in terms of which and how many PSFs are considered, and they may vary in the degree to
which recovery from error is analyzed and creditcd. This situation creates the possibility that essentially the same

operator actions can be assigned somewhat different HEPs as a function of the different factors considered by
different methods. While some of the accepted methods have been" bench-marked"to some degree in order to assess

the values they produce relative to other methods, it is clear that the potential for method-based differences does

exist.

The fact that different methods have the potential for producing different HEPs for similar actions does not
cessarily imply that they will. Essentially all HRA methods attempt to consider relevant variables and to

systematically factor in their impact in determining HEPs. To the extent that the methods consider a reasonable set
of variables and to the extent those variables are systematically and appropriately addressed, realistic and consistent

HEPs can be expected across different methods. While it might seem reasonable to compare HEPs for similar actions
across the different methods used in the submittals in order to determine the impact of method per se, the results of

such a compari>on can be very misleading. For example,as noted above, analyst bias can innuence resulting HEPs,

as can plant characteristics, sequence related factors, and modeling details. In addition, given the sparseness of the
documentation ofma ty of the submittals regardirg the information that will need to be obtained, a valid comparison

regarding the specific influence of HRA method will be difficult to achieve. Suffice it to say that at least some
" unexplained variability"in resulting HEPs can be created as function of the differences in HRA methods and the
ways in which they are applied. The potentialimpact of methodological effects on HRA results will be addressed

in an upcoming NUREG report.

In addition to the basic HRA methodology and the associated PSFs used to quantify the post-initiator HEPs, there
are a number of other factors related to how the analysis is conducted that can have an impact on the results. Many

of these factors may or may not have a direct impact on the derivation of HEPs, but may reflect on the nature and

extensiveness of the analysis performed for the HRA or on how the HRA is incorporated into the PRA. Thus, their
influence of these factors can be quantitative, qualitative,or both. Several of these factors and their treatment in the

submittals are discussed below.

One potentially important factor concerns the extent to which accident progression and context effects are taken into

|
account in determining the HEPs. For example,an operator action indicated by the emergency operating procedures
can be called for in the context of a variety of different initiators and after different patterns of previous operator

and system failures or successes. Therefore, to realistically quantify the human potential for failure or success,
context effects and dependenciesacross a given accident sequence should be considered. While most of the licensees

clearly consider context and dependencies in analyzing post initiator actions, some do not. Some plants analyze

operator actions only to the extent needed to determine the conditions that will yield the highest failure probability
for a given human action event. The HEP for the action, in that context only, is then quantified and the resulting
" conservative"value is assigned in all cases where the event occurred. Other licensees address context only in cases

where extreme differences in HEPs are expected, and several either fail to consider context or dependency at all, or

at least fail to document that they have done so. Obviously, these types of decisions can lead to variabil.ty in

quantifying HEPs and in the knowledge gained about the importance of operator actions in the IPE.

I
'

Other factors having a potentialimpact on the results of the HRA include whether the analysts conducted simulator

exercises to assess the performance of the control room crews in responding to important accident sequences and

whether the analysts performed walk-throughs of important operator actions that must be performed outside the
control room during emergency situations. Conducting simulator exercises and directly evaluating the demands

|
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i
j placed on operators who are carrying out actions inside and outside the control room provide the HRA analysts with

important information regarding PSFs that is likely to bear on the probability ofsuccessfully completing a given task.-
,

To the degree that some HRAs evaluated simulator exercises and conducted walk-throughs of specific actions and,

| others did not, differences in results might be expected.
:

'
13.2.4 Summary

i

To summarize this section, many factors can influence the results of HRAs. The factors include modeling

] assumptions, the variables considered in deriving HEPs, and the steps taken by the analysts to verify assumptions

j andjudgements. Although most of these factors introduce appropriate variability in result, it can be seen that several

! have the potential for causing inappropriate or artifactual variability.
i
i

I 13.3 Important Human Actions For BWRs

i This section identifies and summarizes the human actions important in the BWR submittals. Actions important in
i a relatively high percentage of the submittals are discussed in the first subsection, followed by an examination of

| the impact specific plant classes,and unique plant designs and characteristicshave on what is important. As in other
i sections of this report, BWR 15,2s and 3s with isolation condensers form one class, with the remaining BWR 3s
} and B WR 4s constituting a second,and BWR Ss and 6s making up a third. Of the 27 BWR IPEs reviewed (covering
i 35 urits), five are in the BWR 1/2/3 class (covering six units),15 were in the BWP. 3/4 class (covering 21 units),
I and seven were in the BWR 5/6 class (covering eight units). In the final subsection, the HEPs for selected human

[ actions are examined to determine the extent to which variability in HEPs across the BWR IPEs appears reasonable.
:

! 13.3.1 Human Actions Generally Important for BWRs
~

!
i

! A list of the most important human actions identified in a review of all 27 BWR IPEs submittals is presented in
j Table 13.1. The table lists the human action event, the accident sequences in which the event is important, the

] percentageof all BWR units finding the event important, and the percen: age of units finding the event important as
: a function of BWR class.
1

I

i Only a few human actions are important in a high percer,tage of the BWRs. The most frequently identified action
is manual depressurization of the vessel, which is critical when high pressure injection systems are lost or4

i unavailable. Several anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) related human actions are also important, which

is not surprising given that ATWS sequences may require several human actions for success. Decay beat removal.-

(DHR)-related actions, recovery of ultimate heat sink sources, and use of alternate injection sources are also
important to many BWRs. Plant characteristics, modeling assumptions, and boundary conditions impact the
importance of the sequences where these human actions appeared, and thus affect the importance of human errors

7

to overall CDF. Modeling assumptions and boundary conditions regarding critical phenomena and time limits for
successfully performing human actions can also directly impact human error rates. A discussion of the important
human actions is provided after Table 13.1.
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Table 13,1 Important human rctions, accident sequences,and percentage of
BWRs finding the action important.

Percentage of BWRs
Important human actions Accident sequences finding the action

important

Manual depressurization Transients, small and medium LOCAs, All BWRs 4 80%
SBO (particularly for use of firewater BWR 2/3 = 80%
pump for injection), any sequences where BWR 3/4 = 80%

BWR 5/6 = 60%high pressure injection has failed.

Containment venting DilR sequences in transients and LOCAs All BWRs = $5%
BWR 2/3 = 35%
BWR 3/4 = 60%
BWR 5/6 = 60%

Align containment cooling / suppression DIIR sequences in transients and LOCAs All BWRs = 55%
pool cooling BWR 2/3 = 70%

BWR 3/4 = 50%
IlWR 5/6 = 50%

Initiate SLC ATWS All BWRs = 50%
BWR 2/3 = 70%
BWR 3/4 = 50%
BWR 5/6 = 40%

Level control in ATWS ATWS All BWRs = 25%
BWR 2/3 = 50%
BWR 3/4 = 30%
BWR 5/6 = 0%

Recover ultimate heat sink events (e.g., All All BWRs = 20%
service water (SW)) BWR 2/3 = 20%

BWR 3/4 = 20%
BWR 5/6 = 25%

Align / initiate alternate injection source Transients, LOCAs, SBO All BWRs = 25%
(e.g., firewater, safe shutdown makeup BWR 2/3 = 30%

pump, standby feedwater system, control j"

rod drive (CRD), feed booster pumps,
suppression pool cleanup)

Inhibit automatic depressurization system ATWS All BWRs = 20%
(ADS) While only a small percentage B W R 2/3 = 2C %

U " 'of plants listed this event as important,
some felt they would go to core damage
if this action failed.

Miscalibration of pressure switches (pre- Transients, LOCAs All BWRs = 15%
mitiator event, in one case for automatic BWR 2/3 = 20%

isolation condenser (IC) initiation) f/f * ('f ,

initiation of isolation or emergency Transients, SBO All BWRs - N/A
condenser makeup BWR 2/3 = 85%

BWR 3/4 - N/A
BWR 5/6 - N/A

.. ;
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Table 13.1 Important human actions, accident sequences, and percentage of
BWRs finding the action important.

Percentage of BWRs
jImportant human actions Accident sequences finding the action 1

important

Control feedwater events (e.g., after loss Transients, small LOCAs All BWRs = 15%
of instrument air (IA) BWR 2/3 = 15%

BWR 3/4 = 20*4
IlWR 5/6 = 15%

Manual initiation of core spray or other Transients (e.g., loss of high-pressure All BWRs = 15%
low pressure system injection with ADS success, followed by BWR 2/3 = 20%

* Slow pressure failure). LOCAs
,

1
Miscalibration (or failure to restore after Transients, LOCAs All BWRs = 10%
test) of low pressure core spray (I.PCS) BWR 2/3 = 20%

,

I [g[3permissive (pre initiator event) *

5

Loss of heating, ventilation, and air Transients (Loss of IIVAC) All BWRs = 10%
conditioning (IIVAC) related events (e.g., BWR 2/3 = 0%
provide alternate room cooling) 3 "

5 = %'

Recovery of injection systems Transients, LOCAs All BWRs = 10%
11 W R 2/3 = 0*4 )
BWR 3/4 = 15%

)BWR 5/6 = 15%

DC load shedding after SBO. Some may SBO All BWRs = 5% |
have assumed load shedding successful BWR 2/3 = 20% )

I
f = 0*j {and didn't model. Others may have just

-

assumed a standard battery time.
|

Prevent isolation or loss of isolation (or Transients, SBO All BWRs N/A !
emergency) condenser (e.g., on high level BWR 2/3 = 35% )
or before safety relief valves (SRVs) BWR 3/4 - N/A '

open) following SBO. BWR 5/6 - N/A

I
1

l

Only a few human actions are important in a high percentage of the BWR submittals. That is, while many
different cunts are indicated as being important, relatively few are important to most of the licensees. Thus, an

attempt is made to group some of the operator actions according to the function to be accomplished. For example,
several licensees fmd events related to alignin.; an alternate injection source during transients, loss-of coolant
accidents (LOCAs), and station blackouts (SBOs) to be important. Even though the alternate systems to be used

range from firewater to suppression pool cleanup, the function accomplished by performing the action is similar.
In order to help capture the general types of events important for BWRs, these actions with similar functions are

grouped and are presented in Table 13.1 along with the other important individual operator actions. It should be
noted that not every action identified as important in the submittals is represented in Table 13.1. Some actions which

are important occur in single plants and cannot easily be grouped according to function. Some of these actions are

addressed in the section below which discusses the impact of unique plant characteristics on ilRA.

:

|
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i 13. Operational Perspectives
a

i Manual depressurhatton of the vessef""is important in most of the BWR IPEs. The operator action found

| important in the greatest number of BWR submittals is the action to manually depressurize the vessel so that low

pressure injection systems can be used after a loss or unavailability of hi h-pressure injection systems. These typesg
,

of sequences are commonly referred to as "TQUX" sequencesin PRA terminology and are important in most BWR
IPEs. In addition, this action is particularly important in some plants for long-term SBO sequences where

depressurization is required to allow injection from firewater systems, after loss of steam-driven systems such as
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC). This human action is important largely due to the fact that most plant*

i

operators are directed by the plant EOPs to inhibit automatic actuation of ADS. Thus, operators must manually
depressurize the vessel when injection from low pressure systems is required to cool the core. Given the importance
of the action after ADS is inhibited, one licensee proposes that inhibition of ADS should constitute a simple resetting

of the 2 minute delay that exists in the ADS actuation logic rather than an override of the ADS function. In fact,
this was the general means for inhibiting ADS prior to instituting the guidance in the Emergency Planning Guide
Rcvision 4 for inhibiting ADS. The percentage of total CDF accounted for by cutsets including this event ranges

from approximately one percent to 45%

While ATIi5-relatedhuman actions arefrequentlyfound in the licensees' list of top ten important events, the
;

contribution of ATil5 events to overall CDF is usually relatively small. The human action to inhibit ADS"''
is important in the ATWS sequences of several plants. In fact, some plants assume that because of the instabilities

created under low-pressure conditions during an ATWS, core damage will occur if the operators fail to inhibit ADS.

Given this position, it is somewhat surprising to find that only about 20% of the BWR submittals identify inhibition
,

of ADS as being important. The low percentageis partly due to how inhibition of ADS is modeled. Many plants
;

assume that failure to perform this action has a very low probability. Other plants model the failure to inhibit ADS

as only resulting in core damage if it occurs in conjunction with a second failure (e.g., failure of SLC or failure of

low pressure injection flow control). Such a model can have the effect of reducing the importance of this type of
accident sequence, and thus the importance of the related human errors. The terr aining plants model the failure to
inhibit ADS during an ATWS as resulting directly in core damage. This human error is noted as being important

for approximately 50% of the plants that modelinhibition of ADS in any fashion. A comparison of the HEPs for
this event between plants that find inhibition of ADS importart and those that do not fails to revealany trends. Most'

of the plants that fail to find the event important had HEPs for the action similar to those finding it important.
However, even for the plants finding this human action important,its contribution to CDF is usually relatively small

due to the relatively small contribution from ATWS overall for BWRs.

Two other ATWS-related events are found important in several of the submittals reviewed. The operator action to

initiate boron injection during an ATWS"") is important in ~50% of the BWRs and ~25% identify level control as
being important. As with ADS inhibit, the modeling of these events partly impacts their importance to core damage.

For example,early SLC initiation is modeled in some submittals while others consider both early and late initiation
;

j times. The initiation times (important in calculating the HEPs) are based on avoiding adverse conditions such as high

suppression pool temperature and are somewhat variable, ranging from I minute up to 45 minutes. Some licensees
take credit for alternate means of injecting boron and others take credit for level cornrol as a means of reducing core

power to acceptablelevels following SLC failure. All these variables can contribute to the importance of the failure
to manually initiate SLC. At least some licensees think that the need to bring vessellevel to the top of active fuel

;

1

'"The variability in HEPs for this event across the BWR IPEs is discussed in Section 13.3.4.1.

'" The variability in HEPs for this event across the BWR IPEs is discussed in Section 13.3.4.2.

'" The variability in HEPs for this event across the BWR IPEs is discussed in Section 13.3.4.3.
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13. Operational Perspectives

or to prevent overfilling of the vessel will be critical. Modeling oflevel control is highly variable, ranging from not {
modeling it to modeling level reduction to achieve power reduction in scenarios with or without SLC operation. Due
to a large turbine bypass capacity, some plants do not require the additional power reduction associated with level

reduction if SLC is operating and if the main condenseris available. Thus level reduction is only modeled in these

plants if the main condenser is unavailable. Some plants also model failure to increase the vessel level to promote
boron mixing and/or raising the level too high (thereby Gushing injected boron from the core).

The modeling of SLC and level control is also highly related in some submittals. For example, one licens e assumes

that if an operator fails to initiate SLC, he will also fail to control level Whether or not these actions i.re important
for particular plants is also to some extent a function of the contribution of the ATWS sequences to overall CDF.

The contribution to CDF for these events is usually in the one to three percent range. As with inhibiting ADS, an
examination of the HEPs for initiating SLC and controlling level in an ATWS fails to indicate that the HEP value

itself plays a dominating role in determining whether or not the event turns out to be important. In fact, the plants
having the three lowest HEPs for initiating SLC still find the event to be an important contributor to ATWS
sequences. On the other hand, as is discussed later in this report, BWR $/6s show a slight trend toward having lower

HEP values for the initiation of SLC than do the other plant types, and the 5/6s are less likely to find the initiation
of SLC to be important.

DilR relatedhuman actions are identifiedin many IPEs as being important. In fact two of the most frequently
identified important actions in BWRs are actions related to DHR sequences in transients and LOCAs. With a loss

of the power conversion system and SRVs open, containment temperature and pressure must be controlled. The

actions to provide some fonn of containment or suppression pool cooling, or to vent containment when adequate
cooling cannot be provided, are found important in over 50% of the submittals. Plant characteristicsand modeling

differences are important factors in determining the impact of these human actions. For example, plants require
actuation of DHR before some adverse conditions are reached. These conditions can range from a high suppression

pool temperature that results in loss of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) pumps to a high containment pressure

that results in closure of SRVs that are required to remain open to maintain the vessel at low pressure (for coolant

injection from low-pressure systems). For some plants, failure of DHR is modeled as not failing the ability to inject
water into the vessel from ECCS or alternate injection systems. For other plaat:, the steam released following
containment failure is identified as having a negative impact on the operability of injection tystems. Since some
plants do not model venting at all, they either do not have reliable venting systems, do not have a strong need to

vent, or simply do not take credit for venting. Contribution to CDF for these events ger.erally ranges from one to
five percent, with one plant indicating a contribution of approximately ten percent.

;

Alignment / initiation of an alternate coolant in}ection source lsfound important in ~25% of the plants reviewed.
As noted above, the need for an alternate injection system is relevant to loss of injection sequences (primarily loss I

of all normal low and high pressure systems) and loss of DHR sequences. Different plants have different sources

for alternate injection, including service water, firewater, CRD, a unique standby feedwater system, a safe shutdown

makeup pump, feed booster pumps, and suppression pool cleanup. Some licensees credit alternate high. pressure |
injection systems such as CRD but most only credit low pressure systems such as service water. In addition, |
alternate injection systems are generally credited only in long term scenarios when sufficient time is available to
perform required alignments and/or when the required coolant injection flow is within the injection system capacity.
However, some plants credit alternate systems in the short term when the capa:ities are within make up requirements

and when the alignment is proceduralized and can be accomplished from the control room. Contribution to CDF
for these events tend to range from approximately one to four percent.
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Recovery of service water or some other ultimate heat sink is found important. Another action emerging as
important in multiple BWRs (~20%) is the action to recover service water or some other ultimate heat sink (e.g.,
recover take water screen house intake, start standby cooling tower fans, or start emergency cooling water after loss

of general service water). The importance of cooling water systems is variable due to the wide spectrum of cooling

water systems that are available in the plants. The need to recover such systems is dependent on the cooling
requirements of mitigating equipment and the time before it fails upon loss of cooling. When important, these events

are usually relevant to multiple classes of accident sequences. This is due to the need for heat removal from
components and equipment needed to mitigate all types of accident scenarios. These events are particularly important

for loss of DHR scenarios since cooling water systems are required for transporting heat to the ultimate heat sink

as well as for cooling equipment such as coolant injection pumps. In general, the data provided on these events is

insuf6cient to assess their contribution to CDF.

Otherinteresting human actions arefumndimportant even at lowerfrequency. While the remaining human actions
listed in Table 13.1 are not found important to a large number of BWRs, several have particular interest. Actions

or isolation or emergency condensers are obvioudy c,nly .cievant to BWRs thatrelated to the initiation of mak f

have hese systems. Four of tne Gyc BWRs in this group Gnd this event to be important. One plant lists the
contribution to CDF as being approximately 14%, while the only other plant providing a value indicates an
approximate one percent contribution. While Nine Mile Point I is the only plant in this group for which makeup
to the emergency condenser (EC) is apparently not critical,the need to prevent isolation of the EC or recover from
isolation of the EC is important for Nine Mile Point I, thus supporting the overall importance of the EC in these
types of plants.

One action that is interesting in the sense that only a couple of plants Gnd it to be important, is the action to perform

DC load shedding after an SBO. Station blackout scenarios are the dominant accident sequence type for BWRs and

are highly in6uenced by the availability of DC power to operate AC-independent systems such as RCIC and to
maintain SRVs open to allow low pressure vessel injection from a d;esel-driven Grewater pump. Failure to shed
unnecessary DC loads reduces the time essential DC power will be available for critical component operation and
thus reduces the time to core damage (which determines ths time to recover offsite power so that other mitigating

systems can be utilized). Most plants simply do not model this event, apparently using either the SBO coping time
of one to four hours or a battery depletion time calculated assuming load shedding is successful.

Severalactions appearing as important events in someplants are pre-Initiator human actions. All of the actions
discussed above are post. initiator hurnan actions. However, several actions appearing as important events in some

plants were pre-initiator human actions. Over all the BWR submittals reviewed, miscalibrations of various
instruments are found important in -20% of the units. Moreover,15% of the licensees nnd that failures to restore
certain systems after test or maintenance are important. The most important events related to instrumentation

miscalibration (or failure to restore instruments after test) are those events involved with the calibration of various |
pressure switches. Examples include miscalibration of the vessellow pressure permissive required to open the LPCS I

and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) valves (~15% of the submittals) and miscalibration of pressure switches
that allow auto-initiation of an IC. Contribution to CDF for these types of events is as high as six percent in several

cases. Failures to restore critical systems include events such as failure to correctly align SLC valves after test,
failure to restore service water after test, and failure to restore the high pressure core spray after test or maintenance.

The fact that these events are not important for more plants may in part be attributable to the apparent failure of
some plants to model pre-initiator events. Another factor may be the assignment of either unrealistically low or
unrealistically high HEP values for these events. Finally, modeling considerations will also impact the importance

of some of these events.
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J

13.3.2 Relationship Between BWR Class and Important Human Actions

The relationship between BWR class and important human actions is examined to see if particular events tend to be

found important only for particular classes of BWRs. While some differences in important human actions appear
to correlate with BWR type and are discussed below, it must be kept in mind that larger populations of the different

types of BWRs will be necessary before the differences can be taken seriously, Moreover,it is believed that most
of the differences are related to modeling or plant specific differences and not to differences in general BWR vintage

designs.

The third column of Table 13.1 presents the percentage of the different classes of BWRs which Gnd a particular
human action to be important. The reason for extracting this information is to assess whether there are any
interesting relationships between the classes of BWRs and the events found to be important. That is, are certain
events found important for some classes of plants but not others? A review of Tabk 13.1 suggests severalinstances

where the importance of particular events may be related to BWR class. However most of the differences in the

human error listing by BWR class are believed related to modeling or plant-sper.ific differences and not to differences

in general BWR vintage designs. It should also be kept in mind that the population sizes of the different classes of

BWRs are quite small and that apparent differences may not necessarily represent any real differences.

There is some suggestion that ATWS-related events are more oRen important for the older plants (BWR 1/2/3s and

BWR 3/4s as opposed to BWR $/6s). The initiation of SLC is found important in ~70% of the BWR 1/2/3s, but
only shows up as important in ~40% of the BWR 5/6s. Similarly, level control during an ATWS is important to
~50% and ~30% of BWR 1/2/3s and 3/4s respectively, but fails to show up as important in any of the seven
BWR 5/6s reviewed. While there are no apparent generic differences in the BWR vintages that account for these
differences, there are some plant specific design differences that may partially account for the variability. For
exampk, one BWR S and two BWR 4s have auto-actuated SLC systems. Failure to initiate SLC does not appear

as an important human error for these plants, partly explaining why fewer BWR 3/4 and 5/6 plants than BWR 1/2/3s
list this human error as important. In addition, as is discussed in more detailin Section 13.3.3, the HEP values for

initiating SLC tend to be slightly lower for BWR 5/6s than for the other types of plants and may impa:t importance.

The turbine bypass capacity is an example of a plant-specific feature that impacts the percentage of plants reporting

level control as an important human error. At least one BWR 2 with a turbine bypass capacity of 40%, and one
BWR 3 with a turbine bypass capacity of 105% model level control only when the main condenser path is not
available. Considering only this smaller set of ATWS scenarios for level control effectively reduces the importance

of failing to control level. Other BWR 1/2/3s with 40% turbine bypass capacities model level control regardless of I

the availability of the turbine bypass path to the condenser. One BWR 6 has only a 10% turbine bypass capacity.
Level control is assumed not to be required at this plant if SLC is successful and is not credited if SLC fails, since
level control does not reduce core power to within the combined capacities of the turbine bypass and the residual

heat removal (RHR) system.

While there is ' ne slight suggestion that pre initiator miscalibration events are more importan; to BWR 1/2/3s and
that events related to providing alternate room cooling are more important to BWR 5/6s, additional data is necessary |
before taking the differences seriously. The miscalibration differences might be related to the fact that BWR 1/2/3 |
miscalibrations include IC actuation sensor miscalibrations, which are only applicable for that vintage.

The final trend evident from Table 13.1 is that the BWR 1/2/3s find events related to the successful operation of the

isolation or emergency condensers important. Obviously, these events will not be relevant to BWR 3/4s and 5/6s
that do not have these systems.
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13. Operational Perspectives

13.3.3 Human Actions Important at Selected BWRs

Table 13.2 presents a list ofimportant human actions that are iden.iGed as being unique because they are in general !

important for one plant only and/or because they are apparently related to unique plant designs or characteristics.
> A discussion of several of these human errors and why they are unique to a plant is presented below.

Table 13.2 Iluman actions found important at individual BWRs.

_.

Plants Unique important human action Accident sequences

Big Rock Point, BWRt Post Incident recirculation (switchover to DilR
recirculation)

Big Rock Point, BWRI Trip condensate pu nps on low hotwell level. LOCAs with core spray
Prevents loss of pumps so they can be used after failure
refill of the hotwell.

Big Rock Point, BWRI Align firewater syste,n for makeup to the hotwell. LOCAs with core spray
RcGil of hotwell permits continued use of failure
condensate and feedwater as injection source

Nine Mile Point I, BWR2, MKI Recovery of screen house intake (loss of lake DilR
intake)

Nine Mile Point I, BWR2, MKI DC load shedding (also see Clinton) SBO

Nine Mile Point I, BWR2, MKI 1.oad shedding emergency diesel in LOCA SBO
conditions and SBO

Millstone, BWR3, MKI initiate IC before SRVs open following SBO. SBO
Avoids problems with stuck open relief valves
(SORVs).

Monticello, BWR3, MKI Alignment of bottled nitrogen to SRVs or Loss of offsite power
restoration of vtCC41 on loss of offsite power (LOOP)

Pilgrim, BWR3, MKI With both DC buses lost, if operator follows the Loss of DC power
loss of DC power procedure, then both feed pumps
will be lost.

Pilgrim, BWR3, MKI 4160 solt bus breaker maintenance errors which Loss of containment heat
will prevent breakers from changing state, resulting removal. LOCAs
in loss of feedwater, low pressure injection, DilR,
etc.

1

Quad Cities I&2, BWR3, MKI initiate safe shutdown makeup pump as a backup Transients. Small LOCAs j

to RCIC for Gre scenarios and as an alternate i
injection source with suction from the condenser |
storage tank (CST) or Grewater system. Ila.s
redundant electrical supplies from each unit.

,

'

Fermi 2, BWR4, MKI Manually initiate unique standby feedwater system Transients. LOCAs,
ATWS any sequences i

needing level control
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!

Table 13.2 Human actions found important at individual HWRs.

Plants Unique important human action Accident sequences

Perry, BWR6, MKill Align feed booster pump or suppression pool Transients (LOOP, loss of
cleanup for alternate injection IA) for late injection

(post core damage)

|
Perry, BWR6, MKHI Reopen motor feed pump control valves and ATWS

manually depressurize (to get injection during

| ATWS, possibly using condensate from the
condenser hotwell -- do not take credit for llPCS)

Clinton. BWR6, MKill DC load shedding (also see Nine Mile Point 1) SBO

,

River Bend, BWR6, MKI Operator fails to start standby cooling tower fans Transients, DHR
t

|

Millstone i is the only IC plant to identify a human error in failure to manually actuate the IC before SRVs open.

i Successful lC actuation before SRV opening eliminates the potential for stuck-open SRVs that defeat the use ofICs

and lead to the need for another source of coolant injection. Auto actuation of the IC is also modeled and occurs

:tpoint below the first SRV setpoint. It appears that the other IC plants do not model manual actuation. There'

, apparent reason why this human action is modeled only by Millstone I and would not be applicable to other
It plants. By taking credit for it, Millstone i effectively reduces the occurrence of transients with stuck-open relief
valves for which the ICs cannot be used for mitigation.

Big Rock Point is the only BWR 1 currently being operated in the United States. The plant has unique features that

require modeling of at least one human error that is only applicable to that plant. Big Rock Point is like a PWR in
that it is housed in a dry containment and, during a LOCA, requires a switchover from a coolant injection mode to
a coolant recirculation mode. DHR is provided in the recirculation mode by passing the recirculated coolant through

| a heat exchanger, Failure to perforn the switchover to recirtulation is modeled as a human error that eventually
results in continued injection from extericnources. Eventually, injection from exterior sources must be terminated

to prevent containment failure from high static heads of water. Failure to provide the Seat removal is not a concern
since the heat can be removed from the containment by passive conduction through the containment structure. j

The licensee for Big Rock Point also takes credit for condensate injection for some LOCAs, as did other plants. l

|However, Big Rock Point is the only plant to identify a human error in failure to prevent cycling of the condensate

| pump breaker from cycling condenser hotwell level signals generated as the hotwell level is replenished by firewater
'

and subsequently drained again by the condensate pump. This cycling is assumed to lead to failure of the breaker ]
and loss of condensate and can be prevented by the operator tripping the pump on low hotwell level. This failure '

mode is believed not to be unique to the Big Rock Point plant and can be modeled in other plant IPEs. A human

j error in failing to replenish the condenser hotwell with firewater is also uniquely identified in the Big Rock Point

j. submittal. It is not known if other plants have the capability to provide condenser hotwell makeup using a firewater
'

or similar system.

As can be seen in Table 13.2, many of the remaining unique human actions are related to actuation of alternate
injection systems unique to the plant. The actions required to initiate these systems, the time available to perform
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13. Operational Perspectives

the actions, and the circumstances where the system can be used are all plant-specific and therefore result in variable
importance for these human errors across the different IPEs.

|

13.3.4 Examples of Variability in BWR IIEPs

in order to examine the variability in HRA results from the submittats and to assess the extent to which variability
in results is due to real versus artifactual differences,the HEPs from several of the more important human actions
appearing in the submitta's are examined across plants. It should be noted that many of the plants may have had

multiple values for a given human action because they consider context and dependency effects, while other plants,

! may have had only a single value or, for various reasons, no value at all. For example, not all BWRs model the
failure to inhibit ADS. i

1

13.3.4.1 Failure to Depressurize During Transients

The HEPs for failure to depressurize the vessel during transients are presented in Figure 13.1 for the various
submittals.

!
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Figure 13.1 HEPs for failure to depressurize by BWR class.
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|

As can be seen from the Ogure, a relatively large degree of variability exists across the submittals for this event and

a signincant portion of the variability is dif0 cult to explain. Generally there appear to be reasonable explanations
for the HEPs on the high end of the continuum (e.g., the high failure probabilities for Big Rock Point (BRP), Nine 1

Mile Point I (N-1), Cooper (COP), Peach Bottom 2&3 (PB), and Limerick I&2 (LIM)). The high value for Nine i

Mile Point I (N-1) involves depressurization using MSIVs and the condenser, which apparently is not typically 4

modeled. The high value for Peach Bottom 2&3 (PB) and the next to the highest value for Limerick l&2 (LIM)
are for the case when a controlled depressurization is needed to allow use of the condensate system. The highest

value for Limerick I&2 (LIM) is for a recovery of a failed automatic depressurization. While the justification for
the high values for Big Rock Point (BRP) is not apparent, the plant is unique relative to the other BWRs in that it

has some PWR characteristics. The reason for the high value for Cooper (COP) is not obvious either, but the large i

range of values for Cooper (COP) is apparently related to the number of SRVs to be used for depressurization.
The reasons for the approximately 1.5 to 2 orders of magnitude difference between the HEP values in the middle |
range are less obvious. As near as could be determined, the variability in the middle range of values appears to be
related to dependencies and initiator an,.: sequence-specific factors. Several licensees such as Nine Mile Point I

! (N-1), Dresden 2&3 (DRE), Fermi 2 (FER), and Limerick I&2 (LIM) conducted relatively detailed analyses and

( apparently derive multiple values in order to take specific conditions into account. The specific conditions included

| LOOP, SBO, loss of DC power, use of turbine bypass valves for depressurization,and loss of feedwaterand standby .

| feedwater, Most submittals also have unique values for depressurization during small and intermediate LOCAs and |
| for ATWS scenarios, but those values are not examined since the failure to depressurize is mainly important to |
| transients. l

!

!

| The reasons for the relatively low HEP values (i.e., Cooper (COP), Duane Arnold (DA), Fitzpatrick(FIT), Vermont

| Yankee (VY), and Susquehanna 1&2 (SUS)) are also not clear. It can be argued that at least the top three or four
values from these submittals fall within an acceptable range and there may be plant speci0c characteristics that

support the ilEPs on the lower end of the continuum.

13.3.4.2 Initiation of SLC During ATWS in BWRs

|

The next specific action examined is the operator action to initiate SLC or add boron during an ATWS in BWRs. l
'

| As can be seen in Figure 13.2, a large range of values is found for the initiation of SLC during an ATWS. For the

f 27 BWR submittals reviewed,the lowest and highest values differ by more than three orders of magnitude. At least

| some of the variation in the HEPs can be attributed to the fact that one of the plants has an automatic initiation of

SLC and the operator action is a recovery of this failure by manualinitiation. The recovery HEP is relatively higher

j than most of the other values derived for the initiation of SLC. An important contributor to the differences is that j

| some analyses gave credit for initiation of SLC both early and late. In all cases, early initiation of SLC is
determined to have a lower failure probability than late initiation, usually with at least an order of magnitude
difference. The assumption appears to be that if the operators fait early, they will also tend to fait late.

I

Another factor having an impact on the HEP values for initiation of SLC is whether the condenseris assumed to be
available. With the condenser available, more time is allowed for initiatie of SLC and therefore lower failure

probabilities are obtained. Nevertheless, even when such factors are taken into account, there is still more than an

order of magnitude difference between the lowest and highest values across all submittals.
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Figure 13.2 HEPs for initiation of SLC by BWR class.

Figure 13.2 displays the HEPs for the initiation of SLC as a function of the different types of BWRs. When the
differences are examined in this way, it appears that some of the variation may be related to BWR class. In
particular, with the exception of the two outliers from Nine Mile Point 1 (N-1) and Susquehanna (SUS), the HEPs
for BWR 5/6s tend to be lower than those for the other plant classes. Some of the more extreme high failure
probabilities obtained for the BWR 3/4s are related to the relatively high failure probabilitie.; derived for initiating
SLC late or for initiating SLC when the condenser is unavailable. For example, the high HEPs for Cooper (COP)

and Fermi 2 (FER) are values for initiating SLC late, and the highest values for Dresden 2&3 (DRE), Millstone 1
(MS), Monticello (MON), Duane Arnold (DA), Hatch I&2 (H AT), Peach Bottom 2&3 (PB), Vermont Yankee (VY),
and WNP 2 (WNP) are for scenarios when the condenser is unavailable. The high value for Limerick l&2 (LIM)

is the recovery value for failure of the automatic initiation of SLC and the second highest value for WNP 2 (WNP)

is for a unique case where degraded instrumentation is modeled. In any case, when the more extreme values are
ignored, there seems to be a trend for the llEPs to decrease linearly across BWR class. A reason for a downward

trend is not obvious.

Regardless, when the HEPs for initiating SLC are examined within BWR class and factors such as condenser6

i _

availability and early vs. late initiation of SLC are considered, reasonably grouped HEP values (approximately withini

an order of magnitude of each other) are found. Given the numerous HRA factors noted above which can influence
'

the quantification of HEP values," unexplained" differences in the range of an order of magnitude do not seem

i NUREG-1560, Draft 13 18
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13. Operational Perspectives

excessive. However, there are no obvious reasons for the relatively low SLC values found for Nine Mile Point I
(N 1) and Susquehanna I&2 (SUS).

13.3.4.3 inhibition of ADS in BWRs

Another specific human action important to the ATWS scenarios in BWRs is the action designated in many of the
plant emergency procedures to inhibit ADS. Inhibition of ADS is indicated by the emergency procedures to help
avoid activation oflow-pressure injection during an ATWS, which could increase reactivity. One reason this action
is interesting is that apparently some licensees assume that they will go to core damage during an ATWS if ADS

is not inhibited. Others assume this is not the case -- that an ATWS can still be mitigated, and that inhibition of
,

! AD3 can lead to problems in other scenarios if the operators fail to depressurize. As can be seen in Figure 13.3,
there are some fairly wide variations in the HEPs for failing to inhibit ADS.

;
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Figure 13.3 HEPS for inhibition of ADS by BWR class.

Much of the difference seems to be caused by apparent outliers on both ends of the distribution. Two of the extreme

values (Cooper (COP) and Duane Arnold (DA)), on the high failure probability end of the distribution are related

!. to ATWS events in which no high-pressure makeup is available. Of the other two values on the high end (Hope

; Creek I (HC) and LaSalle 1&2 (LAS)), one is a screening value and the other is from a plant with automatic
; initiation of SLC, which may be assumed to have an impact on the likelihood ofinhibiting ADS. Of the six lowest
1

!
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) 13. Operational Perspectives
.

j values (Nine Mile Point 1 (N 1), Quad Cities 1&2 (QC) (2 values), Fitzpatrick (FIT), Grand Gulf (GG), and River
'

Bend (RB)), the three lowest are derived by associated analysis teams. The consistently low values for these three

IPEs may reDect a commonality across the three plants in factors that support a high likelihood ofinhibiting ADS,
but can also reDect a strong belief on the part of the analysts that operators will successfully inhibit ADS. It is,

; difficult to determine which is the most likely case on the basis of the information in the submittals. The analysts
,

i for Nine Mile Point 1 (N 1) and Quad Cities !&2 (QC) may share the same beliefor may also have identified factors

that support a high likelihood ofinhibiting ADS. The higher of the two values for Nine Mile Point I (N 1)is for4

an ATWS with a loss of feedwater, and only one minute is assumed available before the ADS set point will be
j reached. Since the obtained HEP is relatively low for a one minute response time, it can be argued that even the

higher value for inhibiting ADS in Nine Mile Point I (N-1) reDects optimism that the operators will be successful.7

In any case, given the fact that some plants failed to model the event and thereby essentially assume success,the low
i values are not necessarily outliers. The reasons for the differences in the remaining values are not clear and may
'

simply renect plant differences in training and attitude toward ATWS scenarios.

The main conclusion of examining the HEPs for specific actions across' plants is that although at least some of the9

; variability in HEP values can be an artifact of the lira methods used and the way in which they are applied,it also
appears that in most cases there are justifiable reasons for much of the variability in HEPs and in the results of the

,

HRAs across the different IPEs. However, as noted earlier, such a conclusion does not necessarily imply that the

HEP values are generally valid. Reasonable consistency can be obtained in llR A without necessarily producing valid'

f HEPs. An HEP is only valid to the extend that a correct and thorough application ofIIRA principles has occurred. |
'

j For example,if a licensee simply assumes (without adequate analysis) that their plant is " average"in terms of many

of the relevant PSFs for a given event, but appropriately considers the time available for the event in a given context,

; the value obtained for that event may be similar to those obtained for other plants. Yet the resulting value may be |

| optimistic or pessimistic relative to the value that would have been obtained if the licensee had conducted a detailed

examination of the relevant plant-specific factors. Thus, to reiterate, consistency does not necessarilyimply validity.

In addition, because many of the licensees failed to perform high quality HRAs, it is possible that licensees obtained

HEP values that are not appropriate to their plant. Examples of variability in the results from PWRs are presented
"

in the next section.
1
:

! 13.4 Important Human Actions for PWRs
a

This section identifies and summarizes the human actions important in the PWR submittals. Actions important in

a relatively high percentage of the submittals are discussed in the first subsection, followed by examinations of the

impact specific plant classes and unique plant designs and characteristics have on what is important. Consistent with

the rest of this report, the PWRs are separated into 5 classes: B&Ws, CEs, and Westinghouse plants with two, three,

and four loops (i.e., W-2s, W-3s, and W-4s). Of the 48 submittals reviewed, five of the plants are B&Ws (covering
,

seven units), ten are CEs (covering 15 units), four are W-2s(covering six units),9 are W-3s (covering 13 units), and-

20 are W-4s (covering 32 units). In the final subsection, the HEPs for selected human actions are examined to
determine the extent to which the variability in HEPs across the PWR submittals appears reasonable.

.

13.4.1 Iluman Actions Generally Important for PWRs

3
A list of the most important human actions identified in a review of all 48 PWR IPE submittals is presented in

I Table 13.3. The table lists the human action event, the accident sequences in which the event is important, the

percentage of all PWR submittals finding the event important, and the percentage of submittals finding the event to

be important as a function of PWR class.
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13. Operational Perspectives

Table 13.3 Important human actions, accident sequences,and percentage of
PWRs finding the action important.

_

Percentage of PWRs
important human actions Accident sequences finding the action

important

Switchover to recir ulation (plants with LOCAs All PWRs = 80%
manual c. serr.iautomatic switchover) B&W * 85%

CE - N/A
W 2 = 100% |

W-3 = 55%
W-4 = 90% )

|Feed-and-bleed Transients with all feedwater failed and All PWRs = 60% '

steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs). B&W = 45% I

CE = 60%
W-2 = 70%
W-3 = 45%
W-4 = 70%

Depressurization/cooldown All except ATWS All PWRs = 50%
B&W = 60% l
CE = 30%
W-2 = 100%
W-3 = 70%
W-4 = 50%

Use of backup cooling water systems Transients All PWRs = 40%
* 5 */.(recovery, alignment, restoration)
30*

W 2 = 35%
W-3 = 60%
W-4 = 30%

Provide makeup to tanks for water SGTRs, small LOCAs All PWRs = 35%
supply, e.g., borated water storage tank B&W = 30%
(BWST), refueling water storage tank [2 = 5 '. <

| (RWST), CST. (Excludes auxiliary W-3 = 40% |

| feedwater (AFW)/ emergency feedwater W-4 = 40% |'

(EFW) water source alignment)

Restore / provide backup for loss of room Transients All PWRs = 30%
B&W=1cooling (HVAC) CE = 50%,5%
W 2 = 35%
W-3 = 30%
W-4 = 30%

Restore / reestablish main feedwater Transients with AFW failure All PWRs = 30%
(MFW) or condensate to steam generators B&W = 30%

CE = 35%
W 2 = 35%
W-3 = 50%
W-4 = 30%

Proper control of AFW/EFW once Transients All PWRs = 25%
operating (sometimes under adverse B&W = 30%

C * '
; conditions such as loss of IA or no DC 2= 5 '.

power) W 3 = 0%
W-4 = 30%

<
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13. Operational Perspectives

Table 13.3 Important human actions, accident sequences, and percentage of
PWRs finding the action important.

|
Percentage of PWRs J

Important human actions Accident sequences finding the acti-on '

important

Trip reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) upon Transients All PWRs = 25%
loss of seal cooling / injection B&W = 45%

CE = 35%
W-2 = 35% >

W 3 = 15% )
W-4 = 20%

Pre-initiators Variety All PWRs = 25%
R&W = 0'4
CE = 50%

|W-2 = 0% '

W 3 = 25%
W 4 = 20%

ATWS related reactivity contro' re.,.onse ATWS All PWRs = 20%
(e g., manually insert rods, emergency R&W = 0%

CE = 20*4
boration) W 2 = 0%

W 3 = 10%
W-4 = 35%

Lineup of alternate or replenishment of Transients All PWRs = 15%
existing water supply for AFW/EFW B& W * 0%

CE = 40%
W 2 = 35%

; W-3 = 10%
W-4 = 5%'

Initiation of AFW/EFW (may be recovery Transients All PWRs = 15%
of auto-start failure in some cases) B&W = 0%

CE = 50%
W-2 = 0% |

W-3 = 10% I

W-4 = 10%

Attempt to maintain /rcestablish RCP seal Transient All PWRs = 15%
cooling / injection B&W = 15%l

CE = 0%!

! W 2 = 15%
! W 3 = 15%

W-4 = 20%

! solation of steam generator (SG) in SGTR All PWRs = 15%
SGTR B& W = 0%

CE = 20%
W-2 = 15%
W-3 = 30%
W-4 = 10%

Recovery of specific failures in Transients All PWRs = 10%
B&W = 0%AFW/EFW (e g., open/ control turbine.

! driven AFW flow control valves) "[[j

i W 3 = 10%
W-4 = 5%

,

i

|

l
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13. Operational Perspectives

Table 13.3 Imprtant human actions, accident sequences, and percentage of'

PU ns finding the action important.
i

.

-

Percentage of PWRs
important human actions Accident sequences finding the action

important,

Proper control of MFW Bow (e g., Transients, Silos All PWRs = 10%
prevent SG overfill) B&W = 15%

CE = 15%
W 2 = 0%
W-3 = 0*/.
W-4 = 15%

Recovery of diesel generators Transients Silos All PWRs = 15%
B&W = 30%
CE = 0%
W-2 = 0%
W 3 = 15%
W-4 = 15%

Bus cross-ticing Transients All PWRs = 10%
B&W = 0%
CE = 35%
W 2 = 50%
W-3 = 0%
W-4 = 0%

Restore / provide backup to IA Transients All PWRs = 12%
B&W = 15%
CE = 15%
W-2 = 15%
W 3 = 30%
W-4 = 5%

Use of special/ alternate diesel generator Transients, SBOs All PWRs = 10%
or gas turbine B&W = 15%

CE = 0%
W-2 = 50%
W-3 = 15%
W-4 = 5%

Proper breaker positioning / switching Transients, SBOs All PWRs = 10%
during loss of power events (excluding B&W = 0%
general offsite power recovery CE 99

2= 4
W-3 = 0%
W-4 = 0%

Recover or align alternate pump for high- Transients. LOCAs. SGTRs All PWRs = 5%
pressure safety injection (HPSI) B&W = 30%

CE = 30%
W 2 = 0%
W-3 = 0%
W-4 = 0%

Restort DC (battery) power Transients All PWRs = 8%
B&W = 15%
CE = 30%
W-2 = 0%
W-3 = 0%
W-4 = 0%

13-23 NUREG-1560, Draft
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13. Operational Perspectives

Table 13.3 Important human actions, accident sequences,and percentage of
PWRs finding the action important.

Percentage of PWRs

| Important human actions Accident sequences finding the action
| important

Recover specific recirculation switchover LOCAs All PWRs = 10%
B&W = 15%failures (e.g., manually recover failed C =

switchover, manual or automatic) w
W-3 = 10%
W-4 = 5%

Establish RilR cooling or provide cooling Transients. SGTR All PWRs = 10%
B&W = 15%to RilR heat exchangers CE = 0%
W 2 = 15%
W 3 = 15%
W-4 = 0%

! solation of nonessential SW or Transients All PWRs = 10%
B&W = 0*/.

component cooling water loads CE = 0%
W-2 = 30%
W-3 = 0%
W-4 = 13%

Only afew human actions are regularly important across the PWR submittals. As with the BWRs, only a few
human actions are important in a relatively high percentage of the PWR submittals. The human action most
consistently found important is performance of the switchover to recirculation during LOCAs. Other frequently
important human actions include feed-and-bleed and actions associated with depressurization and cooldown. Only
these three actions are important in more than 50% of the submittals. They are discussed in more detail below, alog

with several other actions frequently cited as important by the licensees. Identified relationships between PWR plant

classes and important hitman actions are discussed in Section 13,4.2. Section 13.4.3 addresses events found important

in a single or only a few submittals.

Switchover to recirculation"* on low ECCSlevelis importantfor LOCA sequences in most submittalsfor plants
with semiautomaticor manualswitchover. All of the 10 CE plants (15 units) have an automatic switchover, as do

four of the other plants. For the 35 plants (58 units) which require operator actions to complete the switchover
(either completely manual or semiautomatic),-80% of the submittals find this action to be important. One possible
reason some licensees fail to find this action important may be the fact that the sizes of refueling water storage tanks

(RWSTs) vary from plant to plant. Those licensees with plants with larger RWST capacities may model the small
LOCA and long term transient sequences as not requiring the switch over to recirculation cooling, thereby lessening

the importance of the recirculation function and hence human actions related to recirculation cooling. Additionally,
some licensees model RWST refill as a preferred action over recirculation cooling, particularly in small LOCA and

long-term transient cooling situations. This again le sens the overall importance of recirculation cooling and the
corresponding human actions. For the licensees finding the operator action to switch over to recirculation important

"'The variability in llEPs for this event across the PWR IPEs is discussed in Section 13.4.4.1.
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(and reporting contribution to total CDF), the contribution to CDF ranges from less than one percent in several cases

to as much as approximately 17%, with an average contribution of approximately ten percent. |

Initiating the feed-and-bleed operation"* is identified by many licensees as being important. This event is
important in transient and steam generated tube rupture (SGTR) sequences when all feedwater has failed. In addition, I

a few licensees Gnd the establishment of an reactor coolant system (RCS) bleed path with one pilot operated relief
valve (PORV) Q et in small LOCAs. Approximately 60% of the submittals indicate that feed-and-bleed is one
of the mon < u . unts. Why some licensees fail to Ond feed-and-bleed important can be due to many.c

interrelated una not es.dj disce.rnible reasons. For instance, the relative reliability of each plant's auxiliary
feedwater/ emergency feedwater(AFW/EFW) system is a factor since it is only in sequences where AFW/EFW has

failed that feed-and-bleed becomes another important action in the in-depth defense to providing core cooling. Thus,

accident se:uenen involiing AFW/EFW failure (and thus the need to use feed-and-bleed)can vary considerably in
frequency, t'ereby affecting the overall importance of the feed-and-bleed function. SpeciGc support system
dependencies can a!so affect the overall reliability of feed-and-bleed and hence the importance of this human action.

For plants with a higher susceptibility of failing feed-and-bleed due to support system failures, this mode of cooling

is less reliable, and so the human action of operating feed-and-bleed can be less important. Additionally, many

licensees spent considerable effort to also model the ability to depressurize the plant and use condensate as yet
another way to achieve core cooling. Taking credit for such action further lessens the overall importance of feed-

and-bleed and the related human action. Other factors related to the success criteria needs for feed-and-bleedas well
as the llEPs themselves can also contribute to the relative importance of this mode of cooling and the human action.

The contribution to CDF for this event ranges from less than one percent to approximately ten percent, with most
submittals showing relatively small contributions from this event, resulting in an average contribution to total CDF
of approximately Ove percent.

The depressuri:ation and cooldown operation, in order to use available sources of core cooling and in many cases

to lessen SGTR leakage, is found important by more than half of the licensees. This action usually (but not
always) involves depressurizing the steam generators to cooldown the RCS and is found important in all types of
sequences except ATWS. It is most frequently important in SGTR sequerces. Fifty percent of the licensees 6nd
the human action important. Reasons for failing to End depressurization and cool down important can be numerous

and interrelated and include the reasons given for the feed-and-bleed event. Additionally, not all of the plants even
model this mode of cooling - in some cases because of the relatively low capacity to depressurize in some scenarios
depending on PORV, atmospheric dump valve, or other equipment sizes. The contribution to CDF for this event
ranges from less than one percent to approximately seven percent, and is similar to the contributions for feed-and-

bleed. Most submittals show relatively small contributions from this event, resulting in an average contribution to
total CDF of approximately three percent.

None of the remaining human actions arefound important in more than M% of the submittals and none of them
maAc consistently large contributions to CDF. As is seen in Table 13.4, none of the remaining human actions are

important in a large percentage of the submittals. Recovery and use of backup cooling systems, supplying makeup |
for injection sources, and recovering loss of room cooling are important for accident sequencesin approximately one- |

third of the submittals. Several actions related to restoration and appropriate use of MFW and AFW systems are
found important in several submittals and tripping the RCPs upon loss of seal cooling is important in about 25% of i

the submittals. As with the BWRs, pre-initiator events, including both miscalibration and restoration errors, are

found important in some submittals. Interestingly, many of the licensees, Onding one pre-initiator important, found

''The variability in llEPs for this event across the PWR IPEs is discussed in Section 13.4.4.2.
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| several of them important. Exactly why this is the case is not clear, but as with the BWRs, it appears to be related

to modeling differences and the HEP values used. Some licensees use relatively low screening values or do not

model pre-initiators, which eliminates a,atential contributions from pre-initiator events. The miscalibration errors tendt

to Svolve the traditional instruments such as leve!, pressure, and temperature sensors and transmitters, but the

restoration errors tend to vary across submittals. Examples ofimportant restoration errors include those associated

with A FW/EFW systems, diesel generators, and several unique events such as leaving a nitrogen station manual valve

closed and removing a jumper in the reactor protection system after refueling.

13.4.2 Relationship Between PWR Class and Important Human Actions

The relationship between PWR class and important human actions is examined to see if particular events tend to be

found important only for particular classes of PWRs. It must be kept in mind that larger populations of some of the

plant types (especially the B&W and W-2s) are necessary before the differences can be considered statistically
signi6 cant. Moreover, in most cases,it is believed that the differences are related to modeling preferences or plant-

specific differences and not to differences in general PWR vendor or vintage designs.

The third column of Table 13.4 presents the approximate percentageof the different classesof PWRs for which the

submittals report a particular human action to be important. The information is presented in this way to assess
whether any human actions appear particularly important to one class of PWRs.

Factors that may affect the relative importances of those actions associated with switchover to recirculation cooling,

feed-and bleed,and depressurization have already been addressed. These factors are related to plant-speci6c design,

reliability, and modeling preferences with no clear cut differences speci6cally related PW A class related.

The percentage of plants in each PWR class where the submittal reports backup to cooling water systems, to tank

water supplies, and to room cooling as important, varies with no obvious strong trends among the PWR classes.
These types of plant features tend to be very plant-specific;hence the availability and potential operability of backup

trains or other equipment of this type are most likely dependent on detailed design differences among all the plants,

rather than on general differences among, as opposed to the various classes of PWRs.

It is somewhat curious that actions related to AFW/EFW (lineup of alternate water supply, initiation of AFW/EFW,

control of AFW/EFW, and recovery of specific AFW/EFW failures) are generally important in a higher percentage

of CE plants than of the Westinghouse plants, and often are not found important in any of the B&W plants at all.
It is not clear that any PWR class-specific reasons exist for this trend as there are many variables that can affect the

overall importance of AFW/EFW and any related human actions associated with this system. These include numbers

|
of trains, sizes of tank supplies, design details of support systems, etc.,which tend to be plant specific. The noted

trend may simply result from a greater effort on the part of the CE plant analysts to model the potential success!

(including recovery actions) of the AFW systems at these plants. While it may be more important to do this
modeling for plants that cannot feed and-bleed (such as the CE System 80 plants), speci6c reasons for the trend

cannot be determined based or the information in the submittals.

Tripping the RCPs is generally not identified as important in as great a percentage of the Westinghouse plant
submittals as of the other plant class submittals. This might be due to the generally higher susceptibility ta seal
failure in the Westinghouse plants, even if the RCPs are tripped (per the modeling provided in the submittals). This
action is therefore somewhat less retevant to Westinghouse plants in addition, some plants have changed to the more

i temperature-resistant seats. Another factor may be that vulnerability to loss of seal cooling can be very plant-
specinc, depending on the redundancy and support system needs of seal cooling systems at each plant.'
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13. Operational Perspectives |

Also interestingly, actions related to electric power reliability and recovery vary in importance with no clear trends.

The PWR classes vary considerably in the percentage of plants that defined bus cross-ticing, use of alternate AC

supplies, proper breaker positioning, and restoring DC power as important. This is probably due to the wide and
plant specific variability in electric power designs, with no specific design trends by PWR class.

|

One final observation is that approximately half of the CE submittals identified important pre-initiator actions,
considerably more than for the other plant classes. This is most likely to be a result of modeling scope and level
of detail differences rather than any true differences in the design or in test and maintenance practices at the plants.

In conclusion, many factors can affect why certain actions are relatively more important for some plants than
others. These factors are believed to be mostly related to individual plant differences, modeling preferences, and ;
differences in emphasis. There appears to be little to no correlation between the importance of human actions and

classes of PWR plants.

13.4.3 Iluman Actions Important at Selected PWRs

Table 13.4 presents a list ofimportant human actions that are identified as being unique because they were in general

important for one plant only (or both units at a single site) and/or because they are apparently related to a unique

plant design or characteristic. The licensees used a variety of methods to identify these actions as important.
Typically, these actions contribute from one to ten percent to the total core damage frequency presented in each
submittal. I

Table 13.4 Iluman actions found important at individual PWRs, 1
;

Pla nts ilumen action Accident sequences

Arkansas Nuclear 1, B&W-2, Locally open SW jacket cooling valves to diesel LOSP and SBO
L-dry generator upon failure of these normally closed

valves to open.

Beaver Valley 1&2, W-3, sub- Prematurely secure HPSI. Particularly small LOCAs
,

'

atmospheric

Beaver Valley 2, W-3, sub- Prevent or otherwise recover from auto- switchover Loss of vital bus initiators
atmospheric of high-pressure suction from volume control tank to that cause switchover

raw water storage tank if raw water pathway fails.

Beaver Valley 2, W-3, sub. Manually align / start safety injection upon failure of Particularly transients (any

atmospheric oath trains of the solid state protection system used sequence requiring safety
for auto safety injection. injection)

)

| Cahert Cliffs I&2, CE 2. L- Block spuriously opened PORV with blocking motor- Particularly transients

dry operated valve. whenever a PORV is stuck
open

-

Crystal River 3 B&W-2, L-dry Locally isolate high pressure makeup pump individual Particularly SGTR

recirculation line when common recirculation valves
have failed.

|
Crystal River 3, B&W 2 L-dry Manually close open valve between the BWST and Particularly SGTR

the containment sump to prevent drainage of BWST4

; used for hir.h prcssure injection suction, or use

{ recirculation cooling early.
,
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13. Operational Perspectives

Table 13.4 Human actions found important at individual PWRs.

|

| Plants lluman action Accident sequences

liaddam Neck, W-4, L-dry isolate core deluge line break to ensure sufficient Small LOCA (core deluge
ECCS recirculation. line)

lladdam Neck, W-4, L-dry Locally control charging flow on loss of air. Transients or others involvinn,
loss of IA

Kewaunee, W 2 L-dry Manually isolate makeup valve in path between CST Transients or others involving
and condenser to ensure initial suction for A?W. loss of IA

Maine Yankee, CE-3, L-dry Close reactor coolant system stop valves to stop Particularly SGTR
primary-to-secondary leakage before steam generator
overtill (also useful for isolating reactor coolant
pump thermal barrier rupture).

North Anna I&2, W-3, sub- Identify and correct safety injection flow diversion Particularly medium and j
atmospheric (backflow) through inoperative charging pump small LOCAs I

'

discharge check valve.

Seabrook, W-4, L-dry Recover from loss of emergency safety features Transients (particularly
actuation system (ESFAS) by manually starting involving loss of vital bus,
equipment from control room. thus failing part of ESFAS)

Sequoyah l&2, W-4, ice isolate component cooling train from spent fuel heat Particularly small LOCA
exchanger to ensure adequate cooling during (with one train of component
recirculation phase of the accident. cooling out for T&M)

Summer, W 3, L-dry Align and start standby charging pump and chiller Particularly LOSP when one
upon failure of one train of chilled water. diesel has failed

Summer, W 3, L-dry Restore one train of chilled water within 12 hours to Particularly Transients with
support charging. loss of chilled water

TMI-1, B&W 2, L-dry Throttle high pressure injection flow to avoid PORV Particularly events causing
demands and possible stuck-open PORV, low reactor coolant system

pressure (e.g., small LOCAs)

| TMI-1, B&W-2, L-dry Open decay heat removal dropline valves to prevent Large and Medium LOCAs
i boron precipitation.

i
|

Nearly all of these important human actions involve the failure to respond to a degraded condition of certain systems

or components so as to overcome the failure and successfully achieve the desired result. Which actions are important

at which plants appears in many cases to be dependent on the specific design details at each plant. In many cases,
the specific actions and corresponding responses or recoveries are somewhat dependent on plant-specific design
configurations. Nevertheless,it appears that many of these imponant human actions may have applicability at other

plants (to the extent configurations and potential faults are similar), although the relative importance of each action

! at other plants will vary. For instance, the action listed above for Arkansas Nuclear I is clearly dependent on the
; normal state of the diesel generatorjacket cooling valves during normal operation of the plant. Other plants may

j operate with a similar configuration. Vital bus loads and the design specifics for auto-switchover of high pressure

i suction can make the Beaver Valley 2 auto switchoveraction similarly applicable at other plants. The Calvert Cliffs
i
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13. Operational Perspectives

I and 2 action concerning use of the PORV block valves to mitigate the effects of a stuck-open PORV will seem
applicable to many plants, and yet only the Calvert Cliffs submittal identifies this specific event as among the
"important" human actions.

Some actions, while unique, may also be applicable at other plants as well. The Crystal River 3 action associated

with closing off a potential drainage path from the BWST to the containment sump and the Kewaunee action
associated with closing off a drainage path from the CST to the condenser are similar. Other plants may have similar

configurations, potential failures, and corresponding human actions. The Beaver Valley 2 action conceming manual

alignment and startup of safety injection upon loss of the auto-start signals and the similar Seabrook action associated

with manual startup of equipment upon loss of the ESFAS may have similar applicability at other plants depending
on control system design specifics and the relative reliability of such systems at each plant.

One action of particular interest is the Beaver Valley 2 action concerning prematurely securing high pressure
injection, particularly during small LOCAs when, as is described in the submittal, status indication regarding the

| continued need for injection may be confusing or otherwise uncertain. Whether such " uncertainty"is due to Beavtr

( Valley 2 specifics or response to a conservative modeling approach and whether such an action is applicable to other

plants cannot be determined based on just the submittal contents.

The Maine Yankee action concerning closure of reactor coolant loop stop valves to mitigate SGTRs or a reactor

coolant pump thermal barrier rupture is uniquely dependent on the Maine Yankee design since other plants do not

have reactor coolant loop stop valves.

( In all the cases above, specific design conGguration details and the time and status information available for

| performing these actions are plant-specific. This results in variability in the importance of these actions and likely
accounts for the unique importances identified at the plants listed above. However, these important human actions

may be applicable at other plants as well, although the relative importances will likely vary.

' 13.4,4 Examples of Variability in PWR HEPs
|

,

|1

|

To assess the variability in HRA results from the submittals and the extent to which variability in results is due toi

real vs. artifactual differences, the HEPs from two of the more important human actions appearing in the PWR

submittals are examined across plants.

13.4.4.1 Failure to Switchover to Recirculation During LOCAs

The first action examined for the PWRs is the operator action to switch from injection with ECCS to recirculation.

This action is selected because importance measures indicate that it is a dominant contributor for many PWRs.

| Figures 13.4 to 13.6 display, by PWR vendor, the HEPs for the switchover to recirculation for each of the 40 PWR |

|
submittals which model the event. As can be seen in the figure, a large difference exists in the HEPs for |

| accomplishing this action. The difference between the lowest and the highest value is several orders of magnitude. |
One reason for the variability in HEPs within a given plant is that success of the switchover is in general (but not ;!

'

always) estimated to be more likely at high pressure (e.g., in small LOCAs) than at low pressure (e.g., in large
LOCAs). One advantage for the high pressure case is that in many instances more time is assumed available for the

operators to diagnose and accomplish the desired actions, and the operator stress levels should be less than in the

! large LOCA scenarios. However, in some instances the advantage for the high pressure case is confounded because

( of"piggybacking." That is, some plants require the high pressure pumps to intake from the low pressure system,

! which is aligned to the sump. Thus, the operator actions for high pressure can be somewhat more demanding than
i
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13. Operational Perspectives

alignrnent in the low pressure case. Moreover, the diff.culty and complexity of the general process to accomplish
the switchover apparently varies signiGcantly across plants.
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Figure 13.6 HEPs for switchover to recirculation for W-4 plants.

Another reason for the large differences in the HEPs across submittals is that in some cases the switchover is
automatic, while in others it is either a semiautomatic or a complet'ely manual operation. For plants with an
automatic switchover, some licensees model an operator action to recover a failed automatic actuation, while for the

other plants the operators will be conducting a normal (albeit not necessarily simple) activity for the accident
scenario. Thus, a difference in the HEPs for these situations will not be surprising. Of the 48 PWR submittals
reviewed, apparently 20 require manual alignment and initiation of the switchover, with 13 plants having
semiautomatic initiation and 15 being completely automatic. An average of each plants avetage HEP for the
switchover action indicates that the mean HEP for plants requiring manual alignment tends to be lower than that for

the semiautomatic and automatic plants (8.4E-3,3.lE-2, and 5.0E-2, respectively).

i The factors discussed above and certain special cases can account for most of the variability in the IIEPs for the

i switchover to recirculation. The high value for Three Mile Island 3 (TMI) is a special case that involves
reestablishing recirculation after EFSAS closure of two makeup pump related valves. The high HEP values for

,
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13. Operational Perspectives
'

Waterford 3 (WAT), Maine Yankee (MY), and Surry (SY) are recoveries of failed automatic initiations, and the high

values for Catawba (CTW) and McGuire (MG) renect the potential for recovery of the failed automatic part of a
t.emi automatic process. Palo Verde's (PV's) high value is for a special case in which level transmitters have failed,

and Point Beach (PB) and Haddam Neck (HN) argue that their high value renects a complex and time-critical task
during a large LOCA. Similarly, the Turkey Point 3&4 (TP) licensee indicates that all of their HEPs for the
switchover are relatively high because the ex-control room actions required to complete the task are not frequently

,

practiced. North Anna I&2 (NA) has a high value for small break LOCA and transient scenarios after l
depressurization has occurred, and the high value for Indian Pomt 3 (IP3) reflects a scenario in which operators fail |
to depressurize as needed. Thus, all of the higher HEPs appear to have reasonable bases.

Much of the variability in the mid-range clearly renects the difference between the high and low pressure cases. In

addition, some licensees consider w hether the RHR pumps have to be stopped (e.g., Summer (SUM)) before initiation |
of recirculation. Some of the rest of the variability in the mid-range apparently redects the time available for the
switchover as determined by the size of and levelin the RWST (e.g., H.B. Robinson (HBR)), the dif0culty of the
alignrnent process at the individual plants, or whether the action must occur during a flooding scenario (e.g., |

Callaway (CLY)). However, at least some of the variability in the values between plants in the mid-range is not )
clearly explainable. Similarly, reasons for most of the values on the low end of the distribution are not
straightforwardly explained. The low values for Arkansas Nuclear (ANI), Three Mile Island (TMI), Ginna (GIN),
Kewaunee (KW), Beaver Valley 1 (BVI), Summer (SUM), Indian Point 2 (IP2), and D.C. Cook (DCC) may reDect

plant-specific advantages (e.g., simple switchover process), careful analyses, or optimism on the part of the analysts.

Regardless, as with the HEP values examined for the BWRs, most of the variability in the HEPs for switchover to

recirculation appears reasonable and justified. ;

J

13.4.4.2 Operator Action to Perform Feed-and-bleed

|

The last specific operator action examined is the PWR event for initiating feed-and-bleed. Forty-two of the licensees

provided HEP values for this operator action. Some of the B&Ws essentially have an automatic initiation of feed-
and bleed, and therefore no operator action is modeled. In addition, some of the CE plants are unable to feed-and-

bleed. For those submittals modeling the event, the difference between the lowest and highest HEPs (see
Figures 13.7,13.8 and 13.9) is several orders of magnitude. However, with the exception of the values from a few
of the submittals, the HEPs for failing to feed-and bleed are reasonably well grouped and in general show greater I
consistency than those from other actions examined. There are several general factors that lead to the variability in I
the values for feed and-bleed. Since the action can be important in a variety of scenarios when AFW is lost, the
timing for the action can vary and innuence the HEP. In addition, the number of PORVs needed varies by plant |

and in some cases t.iternate valves must be used to accomplish the action. Finally, a potential" reluctance factor"

exists regarding the. initiation of feed-and-bleed because of the impact on the plant. It is unknown how the different

licensees address this factor.
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Tuming to some of the specific HEPs, the reason for the relatively high value for Millstone 2 (ML2) cannot be
clearly determined from the submittal. However, the licenseeassumes a r:latively short time period for the operator

diagnosis, and because Millstone 2 is a CE plant, the alignment may have been relatively difTicult. The four values
for Maine Yankee (MY) all tend to be somewhat high. The variability between these values is related to PSFs such

as timing, stress, and scenario .,pecific training received by the operators. Similarly, the variability in HEPs for
Prairie Island (PI) is related to plant-specific factors, and the relatively high HEPs appear to be related to the time
assumed available. The high value for Turkey Point 3&4 (TP) reflects a special case for " dual unit" feed-and-bleed,

and the value apparently also includes hardware faih;re probabilities. A scenario in which all PORVs fail contributes

to the high value for South Texas 1&2 (ST).

Regarding the low HEP values for feed-and-bleed, the outlier from Ft. Calhoun 1 (FTC) cannot be explained. )
|However, given the difference between this salue and the values for the remaining 60 events modeled in the Ft.

Calhoun IPE (all of the other HEPs modeled are greater than an order of magnitude higher), the value reported could

be an error. The remaining unusually low val es(Ginna (GIN), Byron (BYR), Braidwcod (BW), and D.C. Cook I&2

(DCC)) appear to be related to the HRA .. tnods used and their application. Without additional information,it is |
impossible to determine whether or nct the values are realistic. In any case, disregarding what appears to be outliers, j
most of the differences in the HEPs appear reasonable in that they are driven by scenario and plant-specific factors

'

as discussed above.
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13.5 Similarities and Differences in Operational Observations Across BWRs
and PWRs

Given the basic differences between BWRs and PWRs, the preceding discussion has for the most part provided
separate observations regarding the submittals for the two different plant types. Nevertheless, obvious commonalities

across the plant types pr?mpt an examination of potential similarities or differences in the operational and HRA-

related observations. Several observations follow.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, neither BWR nor PWR submittals show a broad range of*

consistency in terms of which human actions are found important. Given the numerous factors which can

influence the results of the IPEs, and the fact that redundancy of function creates the opportuaity for quite

a few operator actions to be taken to mitigate an accident scenario in both BWRs and PWRs, there is no

reason to expect more consistency in what is important for one type of plant as opposed 'o the other.

Of the events frequently found important in BWRs and PWRs, the only similar actions are those relatcJ to*

depressurization and cooldown.

Events related to aligning or recovering backup cooling water systems (e.g., SW) are found important in*

approximately one-third of both the BWRs and PWRs.

In both 'BWRs and PWRs, no individual human action appears to account for a large percentage of the total*

CDF across multiple submittals. Taken together, however, human actions are clearly important contributors

to operational safety.

With the exception of the licensees participating in the individual plant examination partnership (IPEP),*

there is no indication that particular HRA methods are more frequently applied to one typ. of plant thaa
to another. Thus, except for the IPEP plants, there is no reason to expect that any general differences in

the results of the PRAs for the two different plant types are related to HRA method per se. The IPEP
methods are applied primarily to PWRs.

In summary, it seems that most of the differencesin the HRA results of the BWR and PWR submittals are related

(not surprisingly) to the differences in the systems of the two types of plants. In terms of methodology, general
patterns of results, and overall importance of humans in operating the plants, the BWRs and PWRs are reasonably

similar.

|
|
!

I

t
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14. ATTRIBUTES OF A QUALITY PROBABILISTIC RISK ANALYSIS
1

Chapter 6 of Part I summarizes the key perspective regarding the Individual Plant Exanunations (IPEs) with respect

to risk-informed regulation. Section 6.2 of that chapter summarizes the characteristics that comprise a quality
j probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). Chapter 14 provides a more in-depth discussion of these characteristics
'

addressing in detail the attributes of each element of a quality PRA.
|

( 14.1 Introduction
|
r

| In Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 (Ref.14.1) the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requested that
licensees perform an IPE to identify any plant-speciG,; vulnerabilities. In that request, the NRC indicated that a PRA

is an acceptabluapproach to use in performing the IPE. The NRC further stated, "In addition to being an acceptable

methodfor conducting an IPE, there are a number ofpotential benefits in performing PRAs on thoseplants without
one. " Representative benefits enumerated in the GL included (1) support for licensing actions,(2) license renewal.,

(3) risk management, and (4) integrated safety assessment. Further, in the PRA Policy Statement
'

(Ref.14.2), the NRC stated that "the Commission believes that the use of PRA technology in NRC
regulatory activities should be increased to the extent supported by the quality in PRA methods and data.. ~

|

As a result of the generic letter, licensees elected to perform PRAs for their IPEs. In addition, most licensees have

indicated their intent to maintain and update these PRAs and to use them in internal utility decisions and regulatory
activities. In this light, these PRAs provide the foundation for the increased future use of PRAs in risk-informed

; regulation. Therefore, the potential role of these PRAs needs to be examined and this requires consideration of
I several issues:

I
i What is a quality PRA?*

How do the IPEs/PRAs compare to this quality PRA?*

What can be said about the quality of the IPE analyses, given the limited scope of the staff's IPE reviews?*

The first issue is discussed in this chapter,but only in light of the scope of GL 88-20. That scope encompasses the
core damage and containment performance impact of intemal events (excluding internal fire) at full power. The GL j
does not address extemal events (such as carthquakes) and other modes of operation (such as shutdown), or the '

associated consequences. Therefore, this chapter provides attributes of a quality PRA addressing c. ore damage

frequency (CDF) and containment performance analysis (Level 1 and Level 2 PRAs) and considering only internal
events (including internal floods) at full power. However, this chapter also provides the attributes for a Level 3 PRA

because a few licensees examined off-site consequences (Level 3 PRA). The last two issues are discussed in
Chapter 15.

This chapter identifies the attributes of each level of a " quality" or " state-of-the-art" PRA. Before describing the

attributes of such a PRA, it is necessary to clarify that a " quality" PRA entails "the best current PRA practices widely

used in the industry." 'Thus, a quality PRA does not have to enco.apass areas that are currently being developed,i

such as the treatment of human errors of commission. A quality PRA also represents the current as-built and as-
operated plant and realistically models, to the best extent possible, how the plant responds under accident conditions.

This chapter discusses the level of detail, boundary conditions, analytical requirements and documentation Qat are

needed for a quality internal events,(including internal flood), full-power PRA. The attributes associated with an

intemal events analysis at full power are developed in significant detail. For other elements of a full-scope PRA

. (e.g., external events during full-power operation and all events during low-power or shutdown conditions), the
I attributes are not defined or discussed in this chapter.

:
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

'fhis chapteris not intended to prescribe guidelines for how to perform a quality PRA. Such guidelines are available
in numerous dricu m ents including NUREG/C R-2728 , NUREG/CR-2815, NUREG/CR-4550, Vol u me 1, NUREG/CR-

4840, NUREG/CR-2300, and NUREG/CR 5259 (Ref.14.3). This chapter is only intended to provide the

| attributes of a quality PRA such that a reader can judge if a specific PRA (e g., IPEs) is a quality PRA.

14.2 General Elements of a Full-Scope PRA

A PRA of a nuclear power plant is an analyticalprocess that quantifies the potential risk associated with the design,

| operatien, and maintenance of the plant, with regard to the health and safety of the public. A full-scope PRA is used
I to quantify the risk from all internal and external events that can occur at the plant under full-power, low-power,

| or shutdown conditions. A full-scope PRA, as currently defined, does not include evaluation of sabotage events, the
risk from events that lead to releases from other radioactive material sources (such as the spent fuel pool) or the risk

to plant personnel from any accident. Since the IPE scope only covered full-power operation and internal events
(including internal flood, but not intemal fire), the attributes are only defined for this scope. Therefore, for
simplicity, the term PRA, as used in this chapter, refers to a full-power, internal events PRA.

A PRA involves three sequential parts or " Levels" as shown in Figure 14.1:

Level 1 - involves the identification and quantification of the sequences of events leading to core damage;a

Level 2 - involves the evaluation and quantification of the mechanisms, amounts, and probabilities of*

subsequent radioactive material releases from the containment; and

Level 3 - involves the evaluation and quantification of the resulting consequences to both the public anda

the environment.
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Figure 14.1 The three levels of a PRA.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

Cenain general assumptions and limitations are imposed on the scope and boundary conditions of a PRA. The
following assumptions are usually found in a quality PRA:

The " average" core damage frequency is calculated based on an average plant configuration (as defined*

below) rather than a core damage probability (refer to Section 14.3).

The plant is operating within its Technical Specifications and other regulatory requirements.*

The design and construction of the plant are adequate.*

Plant aging effects are not modeled; that is, constant equipment failure rates are assumed.*

A " freeze" date of the PRA is selected to represent the design, operation and maintenance of the plant. In*

a quality PRA, to ensure that the PRA model is as current as possible at the end of the analysis, and
therefore, represents (as practicable as possible) the as-built and as-operated plant, the design, operation and

maintenance of the plant as reflected at the beginning of the PRA analysis is selected as the freeze date.
However, plant modifications (that would impact the PRA model) are credited in the PRA if the licensee

has committed to implementing (i.e., actually installed) them by the next refueling outage.

A minimum mission time of 24 hours is used in analyzing the accident sequences in a quality PRA;*

however, the mission time is extended in a quality PRA when the core melt progression and potential
releases have not been terminated and reactor pressure vessel and containment integrity are still challenged.

The PRA is calculated for an " average" plant configuration. The plant can be in many different*

configurations (especially during shutdown) for short periods of time and it is not practical to calculate the
risk from all of the potential configurations. Instead, the average plant risk is calculated using test and

maintenance outage events in the PRA models to represent average unavailabilities of systems (or portions

of systems). The average system unavailabilities reflect the availability of the systems during all the
different configurations actually experienced in the past operation of the plant (see Section 14.3.1.4 for
furthe discussion on the requirements for calculatingtest end maintenanceunavai! abilities). The actualtest

and maintenance unavailabilities for the plant systems thus must be calculated using plant-specific
operational data.

14.3 Attributes of a Level 1 PRA

A quality Level 1 PRA comprises the following three major elements:

delineation of those sequences of events that, if not prevented, could result in a core damage state and thea

potential release of radionuclides

development of models that represent the core damage sequences je

q'iantification of the models used in estimating the core damage frequency
|

*

,

|Figure 14.2 illustrates the relationships between the " analytical" tasks associated with each of the. above elements.

The first element of a Level 1 PRA delineates those sequences of events that, if not prevented, could result in a core |
damage state and the potential release of radionuclides. This process typically involves identification of the initiatmg I

events and development of the potential core damage accident sequences associated with the initiating events. i
|

|

|
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Figure 14.2 Level 1 analytical tasks associated with a quality PRA.

The identification of initiating events focuses on events that challenge normal plant operation and require successful

mitigation in order to prevent core damage. Since there can be tens or hundreds of such events, this task also
includes grouping the individual events into initiating event classes within which all events have similar
characteristics and require the same overall plant response.

Accident sequence analysis im olves delineating the different possible sequences of events that can evolve as a result

of each initiating event class. The resulting sequences depict the different possible combinations of functional and/or

system successes and failures (and operator actions) that lead either to successful mitigation of the initiating event
or to the onset of core damage. Determination of what constitutes success (i.e., success criteria) to avert the onset

of core damage is a crucial part of the accident sequence development task. ;

l
The second element of a Level 1 PRA involves the development of models for the mitigating systems or actions |

delineated in the core damage accident sequences. This process typically comprises a single task referred to as ]

" systems analysis." This task involves modeling the failure modes of the plant systems that are necessary to prevent ;

core damage (as denned by the core damage accident sequences). This modeling process, which usually involve the q

use of fault trees, dennes the combinations of equipment failures, equipment outages (such as for test or
maintenance), and human errors that cause failure of the systems to perfonn the desired functions.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

The third element of a Level | PRA involves the quanti 0 cation of the plant's core damage frequency and the
associated statistical uncertainty, This process typically involves three tasks: data analysis, human reliability analysis, I

and quantincation and uncertainty analysis. |
I

The data analysis task involves determining initiating event frequencies, equipment failure probabilitics, and
equipment maintenance unavailabilities. Plant maintenance and other operating records are evaluated to derive plant-

specific equipment failure rates and the frequencies of the initiating events.

The human reliability analysis task involves evaluating the human actions that are important to prevent core damage.

| This evaluation involves identifying the operator actions and quantifying the error probabilities of these actions.

| Human reliability analysis is a special area of analysis requiring unique skills to determine the types and likelihoods

| of human errors germane to the sequences of events that could result in core damage.

i The quantiGcation task involves integrating the initiating event frequencies, event probabilities, and human error

| probabilitics into the accident sequence models. Integration of the event tree and fault tree models using the Boolean I

reduction algorithm results in a set of accident sequence minimal cut sets (CS,). An accident sequence minimal cut

set identines a combination of events [i.e., initiator (IE,), hardware failure (BE ), human error (BEa), and recoverya

I failure (BE ) cic.] that result in core damage. Each accident sequence cut set is quantified through the product ofg

the probability of all its elements multiplied by the accident initiator frequency:

frequency (CS,) = freq(/E,) BE,, = BE,, = .

; The expected annual core damage frequency (Total CDF) is obtained from the frequencies of the minimal cut sets. l

| Various algorithms are used for aggregating the minimal cut sets frequency; e.g., rarc cvent approximation, minimal

I cut set upper bound routine, etc. As an exampic, the rare event approximation results in summation of the

| frequencies of all contributing minimal cut sets:
|
|

|
l Total CDF = { [CS,]
,

|

| In addition to core damage frequency, core damage probability is also estimated using the PRA quantification

| algorithm. Two types of core damage probabilities are typically estimated:

| (1) Representing the probability of core damage for a period of time. Here, the core damage frequency is
treated as the Poisson rate, and the core damage probability for a period of time, T, is estimated by:

l

Probability (CD) = l-Exp(-CDF. 7) :
'

1

I (2) Conditional on a given plant configuration. The conditional core damage probability is extensively used

i for evaluating the risk impact of an operational event. As an example, the conditional core damage
probability when two components A and B are unavailable for a period of time, w, is estimated by:

Probability (CD) = Total CDF(with components A A B failed) w.

4
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

14.3.1 Accident Sequence Initiating Event Analysis

The objective of the initiating events task is to identify and detennine the frequency of events (occurrences) that
upset the existing stable condition of the plant (nonnal operating state) such that a reactor trip or unplanned

| controlled shutdown is required with the need for core heat removal. This upset is such that an equipment and/or
| operator response is required to return the plant to a stable condition. These occurrences have the potential to lead

{ to accident conditions and are called initiating events.
|

For this task, the following sections provide the attributes of identifying the upset initiating events, excluding events
from the PRA, grouping the individual initiating events, and documenting the work.,

|

|

Identifying Initiating Events

| In a quality PRA, all intental events that upset nonnat plant operation and require a reactor trip or unplanned
| controlled shutdown with the need for core heat removal are considered as initiating events. These events full into

one of two categories as follows:

j Loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) - All events that disrupt the plant by causing a breach in the primary*

1 coolant system with a resulting loss of core coolant inventory are modeled. These events include such

occurrencesas primary system pipe breaks, stcam gencratortube rupturcs, feedwaterpipe breaks, interfacing
system loss of coolant accidents, reactor pressure vessel rupture, and steam pipe breaks

I
i

Transients - All events that disrupt the plant but leave both the core coolant and other water systems'| *

l inventory intact are modeled. These occurrences include automatic reactor shutdowns (scrams or trips),
unplanned controlled reactor shutdowns (including those caused by degraded equipment configurations),
manual reactor trips or scrams, manual operator actions taken in anticipation of degrading plant conditions, i

and transient-induced loss of coolant accidents. In identifying the transient events, frequently occurring
events (such as turbine trips) and more rare events (such as a loss of a support system) are considered. I

in ensuring " completeness"in identifying all potentialinitiating events for a quality PRA, the analyst would perform ;

a comprehensive engineering evaluation that includes the following events:

Events resulting in a loss of primary core coolant. This includes leaks and ruptures of various sizes and*

at different locations in the primary system (e.g., primary system pipe breaks, penetration failures, steam

generatortube ruptures, and vessel rupture). In addition, a systematic scarch of the reactor coolant pressure

j boundary is performed to identify any active component in systems interfacing with the primary system that

could fail or be operated in such a manner to result in an uncontrolled loss of primary coolant (enmmonly
referred to as interfacing system LOCAs).

/,11 actual initiating events that have occurred at the plant. Actual plant scrams and unplanned shutdowns*

as documented in Licensec Event Reports (LERs) and scram reports are included. These initiators typically

involve faults in the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and in the turbine-generator and related systems
(referred to hereafter as the balance-of-plant).o

1
.

All initiating events considered in published PR As (and related studies) of similar plants. NUREG/CR-4550' *

i Volume I contains a list of transient initiating events that have actually led to reactor trips.

f
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I& Attiibutes of a Quality PRA

All initiating events that have cccurred at conditions other than full-power operation (i.e., during low-power*

or shutdown conditions) are included unless it is determined that they are not applicable to full-power
operation.

All systems supporting the operation of other plant systems are reviewed to determine if their loss results*

in an automatic or manual scram, or a controlled shutdown. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

are generally used to determine if an initiating event results from complete or partial failure of the system
to operate, or from inadvertent operation of a system. In this method, the analyst determines for each
component in the system: (1) its function, (2) the possible failure modes, (3) the failure mechanisms, and

j (4) the effects of the failure on the system and the plant. !

A system is evaluated if its loss would disrupt the normal operation of the plant. At a minimum, support
systems that are examined include AC and DC buses; cooling water or service water systems; instrument

and service air; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems throughout the plant (including
the control room); and instrumentation / control systems.

|
I in determining whether the loss of a plant system or component must be treated as a support system

initiating event, the expected level of degradation to other plant systems (specifically, accident mitigating

sysums) is also determined and evaluated. This may require calculations to determine the resulting
environment to which the mitigating equipment is exposed and comparison to equipment qualification
information.

Initiating events consisting of multiple equipment failures are included if the equipment failures result from!
*

'

a common cause. For example, the failure of two DC clectricalbuses is included as an initiating event if
the failure results from a common cause.

For multiple unit sites where systems are shared or can be cross-tied, initiating events that can impact both*

units are identified in addition to those that will only impact a single unit.
,

l i

| An interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) can be an important accident sequence particularly because of its*

| potentially significant contribution to the releases of radioactivity from the plant due to all possible accident

( scenarios. Therefore, the modeling of ISLOCAs and panicularly the credit given for isolation of the
| ISLOCA, the resulting size of the ISLOCA (for instance, does it fail overpressurized piping), and the effects

of the ISLOCA on other equipment can significantly affect the importance of this type of event.

1

Excluding Initiating Events ]

In a quality PRA, not every initiating event that causes a disruption of the plant has to be modeled. That is, accident
,

'

sequences do not have to be developed for every initiating event. In some cases,it is allowabic to excludeinitiating

Cvents.

Any of the following criteria are used in a quality PRA to exclude initiating events:

The frequency of the initiating event is less than IE-7/per reactor-year (ry) when the initiator does notI
*

involve either an ISLOCA, containment bypass, or vessel rupture.

*
|

The core damage frequency resulting from the initiating event is estimated to be less than 1% of the total j4 *

core damage frequency resulting from all accident initiators and the potential consequencesof the associated,

i
a
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

| radionuclide releases due to the excluded initiating events and subsequent system failures must also be less

| than 1% of the total from either the early or late releases. To estimate the core damage frequency from an
j excluded initiator, the conditional probability of failure of the mitigating systems for all possible accident

! sequences must be estimated and the basis for the estimate well documented. The core damage frequency

| from retained initiating events must also rcHect 95% of the total core damage frequency resulting from all

| initiators (i.e., from retained and excluded events). Also, as with the core damage frequency, initiators can

not be excluded if their exclusion results in retention of less than 95% of either the early or late release
frequency.

The resulting reactor trip is not an "immediate" occurrence. That is, the event does not require the plant*

to go to shutdown conditions until sufficient time has expired during which the initiating event conditions
| can, with a high degree of certainty (based on supporting calculations), be detected and corrected before
j normal plant operation would be curtailed (either administratively or automatically).
!

,

i
. 1

| For example, a steam generator tube rupture event may have a relatively low contribution to the total core damage

! frequency, but may constitute a significant fraction of total large early releases. Initiating events such as these are
'

not excludedin a quality PRA. The need to understand the potential consequences of an initiating event in order

| to exclude it from detailed analysis makes the process of excluding initiating events necessarily iterative.
l

As another illustration, the loss of switchgcar room HVAC may not require the operator to initiate a manual
,

| shutdown for 8 hours based on a room heatup calculation. During this time, the operator can almost certainly detect

and recover the fault using portable cooling equipment (as directed by procedures) and prevent the need for a forced !

shutdown. In this case, loss of switchgcar room cooling could justifiably be climinated as an initiating event (based

on procedural guidance and calculational support).
;

|
l The basis for excluding initiating events from detailed evaluation is established in a quality PRA and evident to a

| peer review, The fact that an event has never occurred, by itself, is not a sufficient basis for eliminating an initiating
'

event from evaluation.

j Grouping Initiating Events

| Numerous events and occurrences can disrupt a plant, and the plant's response to many of the events can be virtually

|
identical. In such cases,it is acceptableto group the initiating events using the following criteria:

Initiating events resulting in the same accident progression (i.e., requiring the same systems and operator| *

|- actions for mitigation) can be grouped together. The success criteria for each system required for mitigation

| -(e.g., the required number of pump trains) is the same for all initiators grouped together in addition, all

| grouped initiators should have the same impact on the operability and performance of each mitigating
system and the operator. Consideration can also be given to those accident progression attributes that could

influence the subsequent Level 2 analysis (refers to Section 14.4.1.1).

In conformance with the above criteria. LOCAs can be grouped according to the size and location of the*

primary system breach. However, primary breaches that bypass the containment are treated separately.

i

Initiating events can be grouped with other initiating events with slightly different accident progression and*:
: success criteria if it can be shown that such treatment bounds the real core damage frequency and

consequencesthat would result from the initiator. To avoid a pessimistic assessment of risk and to obtain

valid insights, grouping of initiators with significantly different success criteria is avoided. The grouping4
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

of initiators requires that the success criteria for the grouped initiators encompass the most stringent success

criteria for all of the individual events in the group. Note that in a quality PRA, low-frequency initiators
are grouped with other relatively high-frequency initiators, rather than excluding them from further analysis.

Documentation of the Initiating Event Analysis

f

In general, the documentation of the initiating event task in a quality PRA is sufficient to enable a peer reviewer to

reproduce the results. At a minimum, the documentation for a quality PRA includes the following information
pertinent to initiating events:

| ' a list or general description of the information sources that were used in die task*

specific information/ records of events (plant-specific, industry experience," generic" data) used to*

identify the applicable initiating events
,

!

!
the initiating events considered including both the events retained for further examination and those that|

*

were climinated, along with the supporting rationale

| any quantitative or qualitative evaluations or assumptions that were made in identifying, screening, or*

| grouping the initiating events as well as the bases for any assumptions and their impact on the Gnal results

! documentation of the FMEA performed to identify support system initiators and the expected effects on the*

| plant (especially on mitigating systems)

specific records of the grouping process, including the success criteria for the final accidentinitiator groups*

(Note: initiating event frequencies are addressed in the discussion of the data analysis task.)

14.3.2 Accident Sequence Analysis

The objective of the accident sequence analysis task is to determine the possible plant responses (sequences) that

could occur as a result of initiating events. These plant responses are defined in terms of the different possible
combinations of successful and unsuccessful functions or systems and operator responses required to mitigate an

accident initiator. For the Level 1 portion of an analysis, this section provides attributes of selecting the accident
sequence model, establishing the success criteria, modeling the accident progression, and documenting the work.

These attributes apply specifically to those plant responses or sequences that end either with the plant in a stable

state, or when the plant enters into a " severe accident" state in which the onset of core damage is imminent.

i
l

Selecting the Accident Sequence Model

Accident sequences are determined by implementing a logical methodology for identifying the different possible plant

responses to the various initiating events. The plant safety functions and corresponding plant systems and operator

responses that need to occur to mitigate cach initiator are used to represent the different possible plant responses (or

accident progression sequences).

Different models can be used to represent the accident sequences. Among these, the two principle methods used in

a quality PRA are event trees and event sequence diagrams. There are also different types of event trees (e.g.,
functional versus systemic) and different ways of documenting the response to cach accident initiator (e.g., separate
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

event trees for each initiating event group or a general tree with the initiating event impacts included in system fault

trees, or inclusion of support systems and shared equipment in the event trec rather than at a fault tree level). All
of these different event tree approaches are acceptablein a quality PRA provided that the attributes discussed below

are met and verined in a peer review. (The following discussion presents the attributes as applied to the event tree )
approach since it is the most prevalent technique.)

Establishing Success Criteria

Accident sequence analysis establishes the success criteria for the event tree sequence end states; therefore, core

damage is defined. Several different dennitions for core damage have been used in past PRAs. For example, peak

cladding temperature limits or designated levels in the vessel have been specined as the onset of core damage. In

a quality PRA, the onset of core damage is generally denned as occurring when no imminent recovery of coolant
injection is anticipated, and therefore, a substantial amount (equivalent to or greater than the design basis) of the
radioactive material contained in the gap between the cladding and the fuel is subsequently released. The definition

chosen for the onset of core damage is supported by calculations. Note that considerable fuel melting may also be

expected in most accident sequences with core damage outcomes.

At a minimum, a quality accident sequence model includes as the event tree headings the necessary safety functions,

systents, and operator responses to prevent the onset of core damage. Accident sequence models can also delineate

the functions required to protect the containment and influence the amount of radioactive material released."'"
The safety functions modeled in a quality Level 1 PRA include reactivity control, reactor coolant system (RCS)
overpressure protection, reactor coolant inventory control and heat removal, and containment over-pressurc protection

(both carly and late). The containment over-pressure protection functions are listed in the Level I requirements
because the containment condition can adversely impact the core heat removal and inventory control functions.

The success criteria for each of these functions required ta prevent core damage are established (e.g., the RCS

inventory control function is expressed in terms of required flow rate). Once established, the system and operator
responses modeled in a quality PRA include those front-line and required support systems and operator actions that

can successfully meet the modeled safety function success criteria. The minimum hardware for each identined
system (e.g., the number of pump trains) and operator responses required to meet the function success criteria
determine the success criteria for responding to cach initiating event group.

In a quality PRA, "rcalistic" success criteria are used for both the safety functions and the individual systems that
perform those functions. That is, given that an accident condition actually occurs, the goal of a quality PRA is to
model, as closely as possible, how the plant will respond. Therefore, the evaluation does not stop with safety-related

systems when non-safety related equipment may be available to perform the needed function, thereby, preventing
the onset of core damage. Consequently,in determining the success criteria, those systems, whether safety related
or not, that are available and that may realistically be used are modeled in a quality PRA.

For grouped initiators, the accident sequence modeling reflects the most stringent initiator. For example, the coolant

injection requirements for LOCA initiators (which usually involve a spectrum of break sizes) are based upon the

upper end of the break spectrum. For other functions, the requirements may have to be based upon a different
initiator included in the group.

" hhe attributes provided in this section do not address event trees where the end state goes past the onset of core damage.
Functions required for establishing the containment performance and release of radioactive material are identined in the Level 2
discussion. Further event tree modeling to establish plant damage states is not addressed in this section.
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The use of realistic success criteria provides additional assurance that the relative importance of the quantified
I accident sequences is as accurate as possible. To further ensure a " realistic" analysis, the use of excessively limiting

success criteria (such as those used in design-basis assessments) is avoided in a quality PRA. Therefore, the
minimum equipment needed to perform the function is modeled in a quality PRA. Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
or licensing-basis system performance may be excessively limiting. For example, the licensing basis may require
two out of four emergency core cooling pumps when "best estimate" calculations show that only one out of four
pumps will prevent the onset of core damage.

The success criteria also reflects the timing of when the system can be used. That is, the success criteria for
j preventing core damage are dependent on the accident progression. The systems and equipment (e.g., number of

| pumps) needed to perform the required safety function at the beginning of the accident may be different from those

needed later in the accident. For exampic, for a boiling water reactor (BWR), the control rod drive (CRD) system

may not provide sufficient coolant injection into the vessel at the beginning of a small LOCA; however, at four hours
! into the accident (given that coolant injection has been occurring), the coolant inventory requirements are reduced

| and CRD flow is adequate. Therefore, in a quality PRA, the success criteria are established for various time periods,
'

as may be necessary to reflect the accident sequence modeling.

In determining " realistic" success criteria, particularly when those criteria differ considerably from the SAR design

j basis or are not even addressed in the S AR, supporting analyses (e.g., thermal hydraulic calculations) are used as the

| bases for the success criteria that are credited in the PRA. Representative examples of criteria often used in PRAs

that differ considerably or are not addressed by the design-basis criteria are (a) feed-and-bleed mode for pressurized

water reactor (PWR) core cooling, (b) primary / secondary system depressurization and use of low-pressure safety
injection and/or condensateto the stcam generators whenever high-pressure safety injection and/or main and auxiliary

feedwater are unavailable in PWRs, and (c) use of alternative injection systems (such as CRD flow or firewater)
under conditions when all other injection systems are unavailable in BWRs, among others. These represent
conditions that go well beyond the single failure considerations applied in the design basis and hence did not have

| to be treated in the original licensing basis for the plant. Hence, additional calculational support is required to

( address these "beyond design basis" considerations in the PRA.

|

| While plant-specific calculations are preferred, non-plant-specific calculations (e.g., use of "similar" plant analyses

perhaps with modification) are acceptableprovided that appropriatejustification is established. The computer codes

used to calculate success criteria (either plant-specific or for a similar plant) contain the modeling detail present in'

codes such as RELAP and TRAC and are verified for the conditions that exist in the success criteria application (e.g.,

a code not verified for anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) analysis is not used to establish power reduction

success criteria).

|

[ Modeling Accident Progressions

The modeling of the accident sequenceprogressions requires that the responses of the plant systems and the operators

accurately reficct the system capabilities and interactions, procedural guidance, and timing of the accident sequences.

Therefore, the development of the accident sequence models correctly incorporates the planned resnonse to an
initiator as specified in the plant emergency and abnormal operating procedures and as practiced in simulator

' exercises. In fact, the procedural guidance along with timing information obtained through thermal-hydraulic
calculations serves as the guide in the actual development of the accident sequence models.

.

Operator actions required to mitigate an accident sequence (e.g., manualinitiation of systems or special actions such

as controlling vessel level during an ATWS in a BWR) are modeled (see Section 14.3.5). Therefore, event tree
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

headings are generally chronologically placed in the order that the system or operator action is expected to be
challenged. Deviations from the chronological representation of the procedural guidance arc well documented. |

In developing the accident sequences, the accident progression (as represented by the logic structure of the model)

also accounts for dependencies and interfaces bctween and among the plant safety functions, systems, and operator

actions required for accident mitigation. The dependencies and interfaces that are unsidered in a quality PRA
include functional, phenomenological, and operational dependencies and interfaces.

i

Functional dependencies exist where the success of one function is dependent upon or otherwise affected by the
success or failure of another function. There are two dependencies that are addressed in a quality PRA. These I

dependencies include (1) interaction of the initiating group on mitigating systems and operator actions, and (2)
interaction among the mitigating systems and operator actions.

He interactions between the initiating event group and available mitigating systems and actions are accounted for

either in the accident sequence model or at the system model level. Both immediate effects (e.g., loss of systems
'such as the power conversion system (PCS) following loss of off-site power) and delayed effects (e.g., loss of a

system as a result of a loss of HVAC) arc included. Delayed impacts can be subtle and require consideration of both

harsh environment impacts (discussed in more detail beloiv) and protective trip logic. An example of a protective

trip logic concern is the occurrenccor a steam leak detection trip signal resulting from a high room temperature that

could result from a loss of room cooling. The loss of room cooling may occur as a result of various initiators
including loss of off-site power, loss of a cooling water systems, or loss of the HVAC system itself.

The interactions among mitigating systems and operator actions is also accounted for either in the accident sequence

model or at the system model level. One type of interaction is the successful operation of a system precluding the

need for a redundant system to perform the same function. The second type of interaction is the failure of one
system precluding the operation of another system. An example of these types of functional dependenciesin both

a BWR and PWR is the requirement for the success of primary system depressurization before low-pressure coolant

injection can be utilized. Alternatively, vessel depressurization may cause the loss of a system as a result of pump

runout inducing a subsequent pump trip. Another common functional dependency is that battery depletion during

a station blackout precludes continued operation of steam-driven systems.

Phenomenological dependencies manifest themselves where the environmental conditions genemted during an accident

sequenceinfluence the operability of systems and equipment. Phenomenologicalimpacts can include generation of

harsh environments that result in protective trips of systems (e.g., caused by high pressures or temperatures), loss

of cmergency core cooling system pump net positive suction head (NPSH) when containment heat removal is lost,

clogging of pump strainers from debris generated during a LOCA, failure of components outside the containment
following containment failure induced by the resulting harsh environment, closure of safety / relief valves (SRVs) in

BWRs on high containment pressure, and coolant pipe breaks following containment failure.

Phenomenologicalimpacts can also be indirect. f'or example, failure of containment heat removal in a BWR should

cause the operator to depressurize the vessel per procedures to maintain suppression pool heat capacity limits. Such

an action can result in loss of driving steam for systems such as high pressure core injection (HPCI) and reactor core

isolation cooling (RCIC). Circumvention of some of these failure modes such as bypassing protective trips, swit'ching

suction sources for pumps, and arranging alternative room cooling can be credited either in the accident sequence

modeling or in system models if the action can realistically be accomplished considering available staffing, available

time to perform the action, and any harsh environment where the actions must be performed. Most of these j

.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

phenomenological dependencies are identified on an individual system basis as part of the systems analysis (see

Section 14.3.3).

Operational dependenciesare hardwired or configuration dependencies present for some systems or components. For

example, the suppression pool cooling mode of a loop of residual heat removal (RHR) is not available when the
system is in the low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode.

|
| In a quality PRA, consideration is given to sequences in which the nature of the accident changes. For exampic, an

initial transient may become a LOCA event as a result of a reactor coolant pump seal failure or a demanded and
stuck open primary relief valve. Proper modeling of this progression change accounts for any dependenciesamong

events previously discussed. Transfers to other sequence models to reflect the change in the sequence are made with

due consideration to any differences between the modeled initiators. Screening of such transfers can be performed,
'

but follows the truncation discussion provided in Section 14.3.6,

Documentation for Accident Sequence Analysis

The following information concerning the accident sequence modeling is reported in a quality PRA:

a list or general description of the information sources that were used in the task*

the success criteria established for each initiating group, including the bases for the criteria (i.e., the system*

capacities required to mitigate the accident and the necessary components required to achieve these
capacities)

event trees or other types of models used (including all sequences) for each initiating event group+

a description of the accident progression for cach sequence or group of similar sequences (i.e., descriptions| *

| of the sequence timing, applicable procedural guidance, expected environmental or phenomenological

| impacts, dependencies between systems, and other pertinent information required to fully establish the

j sequenceof events)

any assumptions that were made in developing the accident sequences, as well as the bases for the*

assumptions and their impact on the final results

existing analyses or plant-specific calculations performed to arrive at success criteria, and expected sequencee

phenomena including necessary timing considerations

sufficient system operation information (see the following section) to support the modeled dependenciesa

input, calculations, etc. (particularly to justify equipment operability beyond its " normal" design parameterse

and for which credit has been taken)

14.3.3 Systems Analysis

| The objective of the systems annysis task is to identify the credible failure modes and unavailabilities for the systems

!
modeled in the accident sequence analysis task. Systems analysis is a systematic process for identifying system

{ failures and integrates equipment failure data, unavailabilities due to test and maintenance, system and component

dependencies (including suppon system dependencies), and human error probabilities.

!
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| 14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

For this task, attributes are provided for selecting the systems analysis model, establishing systems analysis

| boundaries, modeling system dependencies and interfaces, screening and excluding components and failure modes,

and documenting the work.

Selecting the Systems Analysis Model

| Different analytical techniques can be used to perform or support systems analysis. Exampics include failure modes

and effects analysis, reliability block diagrams, and fault trecs. Fault trees are the preferred method for a quality
PRA, however, since they are deductive in nature and, if properly perfonned, can identify all potential failure modes

of a system and can ums be used to calculatesystem unavailability. Therefore, the following attributes are presented

j in tenns of using fault trees in the systems analysis. However, the identified attributes also apply to any other
nicthod chosen to perform the systems analysis.

!

Current PRAs use detailed fault trees (modeling all relevant components and all credible failure modes), simplified
fault trees (modeling only the components and failure modes perceived to be critical) and a " black box" in which

! a system failure is represented by a single event for which the failure probability is detennined from an established

database. In a quality PRA, detailed fault tree models are generally developed in analyzingthe system. Acceptable

i deviations are discussed below. The basic concepts for constructing fault trees, in a quality PRA, generally follow

| the guidance in "The Fault Tree Handbook" (Ref.143). Specine attributes to be applied with this
| methodology are provided below.
|

In a few cases,it is not necessary to develop detailed fauh trecs. Typically, simpiined system models can be used

if there is a high level of component redundancy and complexity and/or there is a lack of available data to properly

quantify a complex model. In such cases, the system unavailability can be characterizedeither by a simplified model

covering the perceived dominant contributors or simply by a data value if sufGcient experience exists for the system

(generic data used in this fashion must represent a common system design) Care must be taken to model aspects

of the system that form dependencies with other systems so that dependent or common-cause events are properly
handled.

The automatic depressurization system (ADS) system in a BWR is an example of where a simplified fault tree could

! be used. Past studies have shown that common-cause valve failure and an operator error to manually initiate the
system are dominant failure modes for the ADS. Thus, a simplined fault representing these failure modes could be

constmeted. Since this system is dependent on several support systems (DC power and instrument air) used by other

systems, these support system interfaces would have to be modeled.

The reactor protection system (i.e., the failure to scram the reactor) is an example of where a data value is

|
permissible. In this case, the reactor protection system (RPS) system failure modes are independent from other

; system failures.

Establishing Systems Analysis Boundaries

An accurate representation of the design, operation, and maintenance of each modeled system is essential. In a
'

quality PRA, the design, operation, and maintenance requirements and practices are reviewed to ensure that the
system model renects the as-built and as-operated system. At a minimum, system walkdowns are perfonned in a4

i
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| quality PRA to confirm the design of the system""), in addition, a quality PRA requires operator interviews,
I system procedure (abnormal, operating, maintenance, and testing) reviews, and involvement of plant system
| engineers.

|

The failure criteria defining the top event of the fault tree for each system matches the accident sequence success

criteria. Note that in some cases, multipic models for the same system may be needed to address different sequences.
|

As noted above in a quality PRA, the system model considers all equipment and components necessary for the system

| to perform its function (as defined by the accident sequence success criteria) during the required accident mission

| time. The system model also defines the boundaries of the necessary equipment and components, and these
definitions match the level of detail where statistical data exists in determining their failure probabilities. In addition,

the defined boundaries reflect the dependencies and interfaces between equipment and systems.

All relevant and possible failure modes for each component are considered. In a quality PRA, these failure modes
generally include the following:

hardware faults*

- failure to change state
- failure to operate

out-of-service tmavailabilitye

common-cause faultsa

operator faultse

conditional operability faults, including equipment capability and phenomenological faultsa

Hardware faults are those physical breakdowns of the equipment such that the system or component cannot function
I as designed (e.g., pump shaft breaks). There are numerous types of hardware faults. For each component modeled

in a quality PRA, the failures that could potentially preclude the component from successfully performing its function

both when initially demanded and during the course of the accident are considered. (Criteria for excluding
components and failure modes are provided later.) For example, for active components such as pumps and
compressors, a change of state and continued operation is required; therefore, two types of failures (failure to start

and failure to run for a required mission time) must be modeled. For other active components, such as operating
valves and dampers that are required to change state, a change of state and remaining in that state are required;
therefore, two types of failures (failure to open/close and failure to remain open/close) are modeled.

I

la modeling the out-of-service unavailability, a quality PRA considers both planned and unplanned testing and
maintenance contributions. The type of testing and maintenance modeled is consistent with the actual practices of

the plant for removing equipment for maintenance. Equipment configurations that are not permitted by the plant
technical specifications are also considered. These considerations include technical specification equipment
configuration control violations, as well as previously identified implementation and program denciencies of the
equipment configuration control process.

'" Confirming the design refers to confirming tne existence of the components comprising the system.
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!

Common-cause equipment failures involve multiple failures that result from a single event or failure. The NRC's
J Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data ( AEOD) report," Common Cause Failurc Data Collection and

Analysis System" (Ref.14.5) presented in six volumes, provides a common cause failure modeling for
a quality PRA. Volumes 5 and 6 of that report are particularly useful as they directly apply to the modcFng
(Volume 5) and the database (Volume 6) applicable to PRA. Given the current state-of-the art of common-cause

i failure analysis and the available data, only intrasystem common-cause failures are generally modeled in a quality

PRA except for the HPCI RCIC cases cited in the AEOD report.

How common-cause events arc included in the model may vary (e.g., included in the system fault trees, added after

initial cut set review of independent failure combinations), but the approach demonstrates that quantitatively
,
'

important common-causccombinations are not missed. Truncation considerations are consistent with the expectations

provided under the quantification discussion in Section 14.3.6 (i.e., truncation of any common-cause events shall be

based on low cut set frequency arguments). For cases where the PRA requires the evaluation of common cause
among a component type not covered by the AEOD report, the component type closest in design and similarity in

the AEOD report is used to perform the evaluation. Human error probabilitics also consider common causes and
'

incorporate perfonnance shaping factors to account for dependencies.

Certain types of human events arc also considered in the systems analysis. In a quality PRA, these events include,
at a minimum, those human actions that cause the system or component to be inoperable when demanded. These

events (also referred to as pre-initiator human events) are analyzed as part of the human reliability analysis, and the

associated attributes are discussed in Section 14.3.5. The systems analysis models can address other human events,

including those actions needed for the operation of the system or component. These events (also referred to as post-

initiator 1.uman events) are analyzed as part of the human reliability analysis, and the associated attributes are also

discussed in Section 14.3.5.

i

System models also treat conditional faults. These failures are discussed below under sysicm dependencies and

interfaces.

Supercomponents or modules can be used in a quality PRA. However, the modularization process is performed in

a manner that avoids grouping events (i.e., component failures, testing and maintenancc unavailabilities, and human

errors) with different recovery potential (e.g., hardware failures that can not be recovered versus actuation signals
that can), human error events, events that are mutually exclusive of other events not in the module, and events that

occur in other fault trees (especially common-cause events).

Modeling System Dependencies and Interfaces

A quality PRA models the dependencies and interfaces between and among the systems and components. At a
minimum, the following dependencies and interfaces are modeled in a quality PRA:

System Initiation, Actuation and Operation - those systems that are required for initiation, actuation and*

continued operation of the system (i.e., for both the front line mitigating systems or other support systems)
,

are identified. This includes those systems required to provide the needed power to the systems and'

components for initiation, actuation, operation and control. Typical systems providing this type of support
include electric power (AC and DC) and instrument air. In modeling the initiation and actuation of a
system, conditions needed for initiation and actuation (e.g., low reactor pressure vessel water level) are also

addressed. For example, a condition required to initiate a system automatically may not exist in all accident
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|

sequenecc. Thus, failure of that portion of the automatic actuation system has a probability of 1.0 for that
sequence.

1
1

System Isolation, Trip or Failure - those conditions that can cause the system to isolate or trip and those*

conditions that once exceeded can cause the system to fail. At a minimum, conditions to be considered in

a quality PRA include environmental conditions, fluid temperature and pressure being processed, external
water level status, water and air temperature and pressure, humidity, and radiation levels, These conditions

may arise when other system fail to function. Examples of required systems include HVAC,
service / component cooling water, heat tracing on piping and tanks to prevent boron solution precipitation,
instrumentation (pressure, temperature, level, etc.), and water transfer systems to maintain tank levels.

Examples of conditions that can isolate, trip or fail a system or component include:

- For BWRs, high pressure in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) will cause the low pressure injection

system to isolate; that is, the injection motor operated value (MOV) to the vessel will close and
the recirculation MOV to the suppression pool will open.

- A diesel generator can trip nhen the high jacket water temperature setpoint is reached. This ;

conditions can occur when the supporting cooling water supply to the diesel generator is lost.
1
1

- Inadequatepump NPSH due to low suction source levelor high temperatures,chgging of strainers,

steam binding of auxiliary feedwater pumps, and steam environment effects are a few example of
conditions that can fait pumps.

Because of the attempted realistic nature of PRAs, there are many examples of where a quality PRA allows

for the operability of equipment beyond its design basis. This credit is allowed to account for the design

margins built-in to most equipment used in a nuclear power plant and hence to recognize that equipment I

may function in conditions that are beyond those accounted for in the design basis. Examples include i

operability of pumps under saturated water suction conditions, steam relief valve aperability even when the l

valve is operating under two-phase flow conditions, battery operability given all charging to the battenes I

has been lost, human perfonnance under undesirable environment or radiation conditions, etc. l

While crediting the potential for this operability supports the intent to provide a realistic analysis, such
judgments of operability can often " drive" the results of the analysis and significantly impact the dominant I

sequences and contributing equ:pment that most affect the core damage frequency estimated in the PRA;

therefore, such judgments must be supported. Test data, actual plant experience, vendor information
regarding experience of similar equipment in other applications, expert clicitation and technicalanalyses are j

acceptable evidence that are used in a quality PRA. Otherwise, it is assumed that once the expected
conditions in the scenario exceed the design basis limits for the equipment, the equipment then fails with

a probability of 1.0.

System Capability - those conditions that can cause the system, though operable, to not meet the required*

function. Examples of this nature include flow diversion, insufficient inventories of air, water or power to

support continued operation of the system for the required mission time. In a quality PRA, such " failures"

are explicitly treated in the modeling process using realistic operability considerations and are supported
with analysis; otherwise, it is assumed once these conditions exist that the equipment / system fails with a

probability of 1.0.
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Shared equipment- those components and equipment that are shared among systems. Passive components*

not typically modeled are included when their failure impacts more than one system (e.g., a discharge pipe
from a tank feeding two separate systems).

Screening and Excluding Components and Failure Modes

A quality PRA considers all equipment and components necessary to the function of the system important in the
accident sequence analyses, as well as all credible failure modes associated with the systems and components.
Nonetheless, it is not always necessary to model every component or failure mode.

in screening or excluding components or failure modes, the following criteria are used in a quality PRA:

Screen / Exclude Component - The total failure probability of the component (sum of all failure modes)*

is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the next highest failure probability of another ccmponent in

the same system train and the component to be screened / excluded does not have any dependencies or
interfaces with other components or systems. Typically, passive components are excluded based on the fact

that failure rates for these components are substantially less than those for active components.

Screen / Exclude Failure Mode - De failure probability of the failure mode is at least two orders of*

magnitude lower than the next highest failure probability of another failure mode of that component.

Documentation of Systems Analysis

*.

The following systems analysis information is documented in a quality PRA:

a list or general description of the information that was used in the develepment of the system models,a

including a brief discussion of the following:
- system function and operation under normal and emergency operations

actual operational history, indicating any past problems with the system operation'
-

system success criteria and relationship to accident sequence models-

human actions necessary for system operation-

a list of all testing and maintenance procedures-

a system schematic illustrating all equipment and components necessary for system operation-

records / notes of walkdowns and significant discussions with plant staff-

system dependencies and shared component interfaces documented using a dependency matrix or-

dependency diagram indicating all dependencies for all component among all system (front-line

and support)*

a table listing failure modes modeled for each component and event quantification-

general spatial information and layout drawings to support external event analyses-

- assumptions or simplifications made in developing specific system models

the nomenclature for the basic events modeled*

| the freeze date used to represent the design and operation of the plant*-

1 i

any general assumptions that were made in developing the systems models as well as the bases for the*

assumptions and their impact on the final results

i
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

a list of all components and failure modes included in the model, along withjustification for any exclusion*

of components and failure modes

information and calculations to support equipment operability considerations and assumptions*

references to specific controlled input documents used for modeling (e g., piping and instrumentationa

diagrams).

documentation of the modularization process (if used) I*

records of resolution of logic loops developed during fault tree linking (if used)*

14.3.4 Data Analysis

The objective of the data analysis task is to quantify die input parameters that are necessary to quantify the core
damage accident sequences, containment failure probabilities, and resulting qu:.ntitative estimates of radionuclide

release frequencies and resulting consequences. The input parameters for the lcm i portion of the PRA include
initiating event frequencies, equipment failure probabilities (including common-cause failure probabilities), and
equipment outage unavailabilities. For this task, the following sections provide attributes ofidentifying data sources,
selecting data input, quantifying data parameters, and documenting the work.

Identifying Data Sources

Plant-specificinformation and actual and current plant operating experience are used in a quality PRA to quantify
the initiating event frequencies, equipment failure probabilities, and equipment unavailabilities (such as during testing

and maintenance). For initiating event frequencies, the number of plant scrams and unplanned shutdowns and die

hours the generator is online are identified. The number of scrams and unplanned shutdowns are identified by
|

examining actual scram reports, LERs, operator / control room logs, and other plant information. The number of |

hours the generator is online is obtained from the NRC Gray Book (Ref.14.6).
1

For componcnt failure rates, the number of failures and the number of demands or operating time are required.'
Sources of information for determining the number of component failures include maintenance records,
operator /controt room logs, clearance reports, and other pertinent component records. The number of demands and

component run times is determined from plant records such as operator / control room logs, technical specifications, )
clearance orders, maintenance work orders, test surveillance records, and other plant records. Generic data"") '

can be used in a quality PRA to the extent described below.

Common-Cause Failure Probabilities

The methods and database from the AEOD report entitled " Common Cause Failure Data Collection and Analysis

System"(INEL-94/0064) provide a basis for a quality PRA. For cases where the database needs to be expanded to

include numbers of components beyond that addressed in the AEOD report (generally six components), it is assumed

'" Acceptable sources of genericdata for initiating events and component failure rates are contained in AEOD-
spossored reports. Other sources of generic data can be used, provided that such data is representativeof the nuclear
pc wer industry and more specifically, represents the same type of components with the same component boundaries
a, modeled in the PRA.
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|

! that the conditional probability of each subsequent component is the same value as indicated for the sixth component

! in the AEOD databasc. Using lower generic common-cause values than those shown in the AEOD report or

| climinating a common cause treated in the AEOD report are discouraged and are generally deemed inappropriate.
t

| Selecting Data Input

| As indicated above, many plant-specific sources are used in gathering the raw data necessary to quantify the basic

event probabilitics. In a quality PRA, data from throughout the operating history of the plant are used in determining

the initiating event frequencies, component failure rates, and testing and maintenance unavailabilities. Data from
the first year of operation can generally be excluded since operation during this period is not representative of

operations in later years.

In reviewing the incidents for potential initiators, a quality PRA considers all incidents that require a reactor trip

while at power with the need for core heat removal. Incidents occurring during other modes are considered in a
quality PRA when they are not specific to the operating mode; that is, they could also occur at full power operation.
Scrams events can be excluded from initiating event frequency calculations if a substantial change has occurred in

the plant design or operation such that the identified failures can no longer occur. This exclusion is supported by

analysis.

I
in reviewing component performance and quantifying component reliability, a quality PRA considers all incidents

!that affect the performance of equipment, as well as incidents occurring during all modes of operation and considered

relevant to full-power conditions. In quantifying component unavailability (from testing and maintenance),a quality |

PRA only considers incidents occurring during full-power operation (for a PRA of this scope). In evaluating the j

|
applicability of actual plant equipment failures and events, a cause and effect relationship must be established and I

Ithe cause is known to have been corrected before climinating the failures from the data-base. For example, a ch1nge

in component design or testing and maintenance practices can influence the applicability of component failure data.

In general, the data used in the component failure rate calculations are representative of the current component design

and operation. However, failure data prior to a plant modification made in response to such failures are not excluded
unless it can be shown through a trending analysis that the plant modification eliminated the types of failures

previously identified. Finally, testing and maintenance unavailabilities reflect current testing and maintenance
practices.

Collection of component failure data is also based upon similar component attributes. For example, data on valve

failures are grouped by valve type, size, operating pressure, and other pertinent attributes that discriminate one valve
from another. In addition, the data collected are consistent with the component boundaries in the model. For

example,if the definition of a pump used in the fault tree analysis includes the motor operator, control circuit, and

power breaker, failure data for the pump include failures of these subcomponents. Caution must be exercised when

using generic data since it may not be consistent with these component boundaries, or it may not be known if the
data is consistent with the boundaries. Finally, exact calculations of the number of demands or component operating

times (the denominator in the failure rate calculations)is preferred in a quality PRA. However, these values can be

estimated provided that a reasonable basis is established for the estimate (e.g., the reported demands reflect the

general history of the equipment rather than an exact count of every demand).

I

Quantifying Data Parameters
|

In a quality PRA, Bayesian estimation methods are used to combine the plant specific component failure data with
'

the generic data from the AEOD reports (discussed above) serving as the prior distribution. If no plant-specific data
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is available because the plant, system, or component is new; then generic data can be used. To the extent possible,

calculations of initiating event frequencies and outage unavailabilities reflect, actual plant experience. That is,
Bayesian estimates are not performed for initiating event and test and maintenance outages.

Equipment failures, outages, and accident sequence initiating events are modeled as random occurrences; however,

the exact value of the failure probability or initiating event frequency is never precisely known. To account for this

lack of knowledge, the uncertainty in the values of the failure probab!!itics and initiating event frequencies are
rcDected in statistical disuibutions. Note that the statistical distributions do not address other uncertainties in the
model such as modeling assumptions and completeness of the model. The statistical distributions generated for the

input parameters reflect the range of values that are believed to be possible. For plant-specific data, the Poisson
distribution is used for time-dependent failure rates and the Binomial distribution is used for demand-related events.

Either a lognormal or beta distribution is used as a prior distribution in the Bayesian estimation of demand failurc
,

'

rates. Similarly, either a gamma or lognonnat distribution is used as a prior distribution in the Bayesian estimation
of time-dependent failure rates. These uncenaintics in the knowledge of the input parameter values are then
propagated through the PRA models when the model is quantified. The results of the quantification are thus
expressed in distributions for the top events in the model (e.g., the core damage frequency).

When no plant specinc or generic data exists, data estimates are typically generated using logic models such as fault

trees, or expertjudgement can be utilized. Fault trees and other logic models are beneficialin that they can be used

to decompose a problem into more basic failu es for which data may be available. For example, fault trees can be

used to generate frequencies for support system initiating events that have never occurred at a plant. Expert
judgement can also be used in the analysis of unusual or rare events. To the extent possible, expert judgement is

avoided in a quality PRA. However, when no other choice exists, NUREG/CR-4550, Volume 2, provides a
methodology for expert judgement clicitation for a quality PRA.

Documentation of Data Analysis

ne following data analysis information is reported in a quality PRA:

initiating event frequencies*

the failure rate (per demand or per hour), failure probability and/or unavailability (as applicable) for eacha

event along with its associated error factor

the specific time over which the given component or system is required to operate (may be sequence*

dependent)

sources used in estimating the event values*

the operating time period during which plant specific data was gathereda

any assumptions that were made in the data analysis, as ,vell as the bases for the assumptions and theire

impact on the final results

raw data records and related interpretations of those records used to derive the data values*

calculations used (including inputs) to produce any data salues developed using Bayesian methods=

|
!
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14.3.5 Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) ;

The objective of human reliability analysis is to identify and evaluate those human actions relevant to the accident

scenarios being analyzed. Given the high degree of hardware reliability and redundancy, human interfaces become
a critical aspect in causing, preventing and mitigating an accident.

For this task, the following sections provide attributes of selecting an HRA model/ method, selecting human events

to model, screening / excluding human events, evaluating and quantifying human events, integrating HRA into
sequence quantification, and documenting the work.

Selecting IIRA Model/ Method

Several methods (including databases) are available to perfonn HRA. A quality PRA considers the strengths and

weaknessesof each method and the most appropriate model/ method matching the human events and situations being

analyzed is selected. Therefore, the model/ method selected in a quality PRA has certain inherent characteristics (as

described below).

Identifying and Selecting Human Events

Currently, a quality PRA identifies and quantifies relevant errors of omission (errors involving failure to initiate a
specific action); however, it does not currently need to address errors of commission (errors involving unintended
actions). The relevant errors of omission that are included in a quality PRA are those human actions that can cause

a system or component to be unavailable when demanded (referred to as pre-initiators), and those " key" human

actions needed to prevent or mitigate core damage given that the initiator has occurred (referred to as post-initiators).

A quality PRA considers all pre-initiator human events that could result in the unavailability of the system or
component. At a minimum, these events include restoration errors in returning the system and components to their j
normal state after completion of testing and maintenance,and miscalibration errors of critical instmmentation (both

independent errors and common-cause miscalibration where appropriate). The following criteria are generally used

in a quality PRA to identify and select the pre-initiator human events:

Test, maintenance or calibration is performed on the system or component that is needed to prevent or |*

mitigate core damage. '

The system or component is not needed to physically operate (correctly) when either bringing or operating*

the reactor ar full power.
,

1

Improper maintenance, restoration or calibration will preclude the system or component from performing*

its function as modeled in the PRA.

A quality PRA considers both response and recovery post initiator human events. Response actions include those

human actions performed in direct response to the accident (i.e., actions delineated by the emergency operating
procedures). Human response actions that are included in a quality PRA are those actions required to manually
initiate, operate, control or terminate those system and components needed to prevent or mitigate core damage. The

modeled response actions include only those action needed to ensure that the systems or components meet the
requirements of the success criteria defined for those systems or compotients in the systems analysis.
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Recovery adions include those human actions performed in recovering a failed or unavailabic system or component.

Recovery actions may also include using systems in relatively unusual ways. However, credit for recovery actions

are not credited unk.ss at least some procedural guidance is provided or operators receive frequent training that w ould

lead them to perform the required actions. Recovery actions can also include restoration and repair of failed
equipment (i.e., hardware failure). In a quality PRA, restoration and repair of loss of off-site power, loss of PCS,

| loss of diesel generators and loss of DC buses can be credited. Table 8.210 of NUREG/CR-4550, Volume I
provides acceptable values for these events. NUREG 1032 (Ref.14.7) is also an acceptable source of data
for restoration of off-site power. Due to the general lack of acceptable data, restoration and repair of other
equipment is not credited in a quality PRA.

The human events selected for evaluation in a quality PRA reflect the actual operating and maintenance practices

of the plant. At a minimum, plant walk-throughs, interviews uith plant personne: (e.g., training, maintenance,
operators, shift supervisor, shift technicaladvisors), and procedure review are performed in identifying and relecting

the human events for a quality PRA. Wheneverpossible, simulator exercises of the modeled accident sequences are

observed to provide important infonnation regarding control room operational practices and crew performance.
,

Similarly, observations of maintenance crew performance is also desirable.

A quality PRA must evaluate both the " diagnosis" and " execution" portion of each post initiator human event.
Diagnosis is usually assumed to include detecting and evaluating a changed or changing condition and then deciding

what response is required. Obviously, the complexity can vary, but a diagnosis may entail no more than detecting

an indication in the control room and deciding to execute a prescribed response according to symptom-based
emergency operating procedures (EOPs). Evaluation of the execution of a human action entails examining the
activities to be conducted as indicated by the diagnosis.

In a quality PRA, essentially all post-initiator human events are assumed to entail a diagnosis phase. Exceptions to

evaluating a diagnosis phase include those instances when the diagnosis of a previously modeled human event can

be shown to include that for a subsequent event.

Failure to explicitly model and evaluate the execution of a human action is appropriate only when the HRA method

being used stipulates that the likelihood of potential execution failures is included in the diagnosis value for certain
kinds of events. However, relatively complex actions are not a priori assumed to be contained within any diagnosis

value (e.g., unusual actions performed outside the control room). The application of any HRA method requires the
analyst to ensure that the assumptions and characteristicsof the method are appropriate for the event being analyzed.

Most existing methods provide attematives for treatment of different types of events.

Screening / Excluding Human Events

There are numerous human events ' hat do not play a " critical" role in either causing, preventing, or mitigating core

damage. A screening analysis can be performed in a quality PRA to identify and exclude these events from detailed

evaluation.

Human events, such as all pre-initiators, are not excluded from consideration in a quality PRA based on the argument

that these events are included in the component hardware data. Many human events (such as miscalibration) occur

rarely and are not included in the random failure data. Further, their effects can be subtle in that they impact
multiple systems and thus can play a key role in contributing to core damage.

!
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in screening human events, the following criteria are used in a quality PRA:

A pre-initiator human error that only impacts one system (or train of a system) can be excluded from further*

consideration if the probability of the human error c m be shown to be at least two orders of magmtude

lower than the next highest equipment failure probability or unavailability in the associated system.

Quantitative screening values for pre initiator human events can be used in the initial accident sequence*

quantification. He assigned screeningvalues must be high enough to ensure that kcy human events are not

artificially truncated. Therefoie, acceptable screening values not less than IE-2 are used for pre-initiator
human events in a quality PRA.

Quantitative screening values for post-initiator human errors are required in the initial PRA quantification.

process when the human events are modeled in the event trees as top events or in the fault trees. The
screening values assigned are high enough to ensure that the impact of dependencies between events are not

underestimated. If screening values are too low and potential dependencies are not considered,important

sequences may be truncated and climinated without their importance being recognized. If screening values

are assigned beforc the initial quantification without any examination of the events and potential
dependencies, screening values not less than 0.5 are used in a quality PRA for post-initiator human events

(assuming that cut set truncation values around lE-9/ry are used in the quantification process).

'

In the final quantification step, if screening values remain for any of,the human events, care is taken that this
situation doer, not distort the results. Screening values, by definition, are relatively high probabilitics, and when

mixed with human events of more realistic values, could erroneously " drive" the results. That is, a sequence could
become dominant because it included a human event with a screening value that did not properly represent the actual

" reliability" of the operator, In a quality PRA, after the initial quantification, all the human events no in the
truncated sequences and cut sets, are quantified with the detailed HRA model.

Evaluating and Quantifying Human Events

In a quality PRA, the actual perfonnance of the operators is reflected in the estimated likelihood of an operator
failing to diagnose, perform or properly execute the needed action. Therefore, the quantification of the human events
in a quality PRA incorporates plant-specific factors and practices. At a minimum, the following factors are included
in a quality PRA:

the plant " conditions" affecting operator performance including, at a minimum -*

- the quality (type and frequency) of the operator training, the written procedures, and the
administrative controls

the environment (e.g., lighting, heat, radiation) under which the operators work. --

- the accessibility of the equipment requiring manipulation
- the necessity, adequacy, and availability of special tools, parts, clothing, etc.
- the quality of the human-machineinterface

the time available for the operator to determine and perform the desired action, compared with the timee

needed to detennine and perform the action (In a quality PRA, the available time is accident sequence
specific and determined from engineering analyses such as thermal-hydraulic calculations; the needed time
is also accident sequence specific and is determined from actual time measurements derived from walk-

throughs and simulator observation. The point at which the operators receive relevant indicators is also
considered in determining the available time.)

|
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the expected task demands and likely stress les cis for cach event*

the potential for additional checks on operator actions (imrnediate recoveries) and the expected arrival of*

additional support such as an emergency response team
q

dependencies and interfaces between the human events and their re).ationship to the accident scenario*

including the following (at a minimum):
- For pre initiators, the capability of the operator to impact more than one component, train, or

system is considered. (For exampic, the likelihood of the operator miscalibrating all level and
pressure instrumentation simultaneously is considered.)

For post initiators, the human event is evaluated relative to the specific context of the accident-

progression. Therefore, for different accident sequences, the human event is evaluated for each

sequence. Previous human actions and system perfonnance are considered relative to their
influence on the human event under consideration. Time dependency is also a factor in the sense

that the total available time must be considered across the entire sequence. r example,if most
of the total available time is allocated to the first operator action in a sequeng the modeling of

the potential success of the remaining actions is impacted.

The following criteria are used in a quality PRA to ensure that no dependencies exists between human events (i.e.,

the events tire truly independent):

No common " environmental" factors exists (lighting, temperature, etc.).*

No common human-related factors exists (e.g., same/similar procedure, same crew perfonning multiple*

calibrations on the same day, etc.).

All personnel involved in diagnosirig or executing the human action or series of human actions are not the*

same.

Errors made in performance by the original operator can be " recovered" by other plant personnel (c.g., post
maintenance verification by a separate operator, role of shift technical advisor, role of emergency response team).

In a quality PRA, the total credit for all such " recoveries" does not typically exceed a factor of ten. This limit is
based on the uncertainty associated with detennining the actualindependence of the plant personnel and the ability

to precisely quantify human performance, particularly considering all the different uncertainties.

Operators can perform numerous activities to prevent core damage from occurring during an accident. However,
the likelihood of these actions can become questionable if too many or unrealistic operator actions are modeled.
While all reasonable actions for which time is available can be modeled in a quality PRA, an operator or control |
room failure in one instance (c g., failure to follow procedure) has the potential to influence the likelihood of later j

operator success. Thus, once again, potential dependencies must be considered and, for a given cut set, a total " crew" !

(both control room and ex-control room operator plus any and all other personnel such as the emergency response

team) failure probability of IE-6 or less is not credited and quantified in a quality PRA. |

The above factors are used in determining what data are selected from the various HRA methods in deriving the

actual human error probabilities (HEPs). The quantified HEPs are characterized as dictated in the selected HRA

method. For example, the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction characterizesits data as median values with

a lognormal distribution. However, the values input into the sequence quantification are most often mean values,

therefore, depending on the HRA method being used, conversion to a mean might be required. In a quality PRA,
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

the distribution of an HEP will be checked (and adjusted appropriately) to ensure that the upper bound on the
distribution never exceeds 1.0. An acceptableapproach used in a quality PRA is the maximum entropy distribution
which sets both the upper and lower limits.

An essential aspect in the quantincation of the human events is a " sanity" check of the HEPs. In a quality PRA, the,

analyst reviews the nnal HEPs relative to each other to check their reasonableness given the plant history and
operational practices and experience. For example, the human events wit the relatively higher failure probabilities
are generally events involving more complex, difficult activities that are perfonned under more burdensome, time

constrained and stressful circumstances. The human events with the relatively lower failure probabilities are,

generally events performed under more common, routine, straightfonvard circumstances.

Integrating IIRA Into Sequence Quantification

The human events in a PRA are integrated into the overall model using several methods. Pre-initiator human events

are evaluated and included directly in the system fault trees where the process of model quantincation correctly
accounts for the human error impact on the results. However, post-initiator human errors can be modeled as top
events in the accident sequences development (e.g., event trees) or as basic events in the fault trees, and/or may be

incorporated directly into the cut sets. However, if post-initiator events are incorporated into the models, care must

; be taken so that the actual human error probability used in the quantification process addresses dependenciesbetween )
operator actions, sequence timing, and other factors innuencing the human error probability. The attributes of this |

incorporation are provided in Section 14.3.6.

Documentation of Human Reliability Analysis

1
'

The following HRA information is reported in a quality PRA:

a list or general description of the plant information was used in the HRA*

a list of all human actions evahiated (both pre- and post-initiator)4 *

a list of all human error probabilities for each human action*

1

factors used in quantifying the human actions, how they were derived (their bases), and how they were I
*

incorporated into the quantification process: |

- time available versus time required
- - dependencies

- plant specific performance-shaping factors '

- diagnosis and execution

sources of data used to quantify human actionsa

screening values and their basesa

any assumptions that wcre made in the human reliability analysis, as well as the bases for the assumptionsa

and their impact on the final results
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14,3.6 Accident Sequence Quantification

The objective of the accident sequence quantification task is to quantify the total core damage frequency and its

associated uncertainty. He mode! results include uncertainty analyses and appropriate importarae measures and

sensitivity analyses, to the extent that these provide additional insights and con 0dence in the results.

For this task, the following sections provide attributes of selecting the quantification model/ code, selecting truncation
,

| values, integrating the HR A into the quantification process, estimating uncertainties. computing importance measures
| and performing sensitivitics, and documenting the work.

Selecting the Quantification Model/ Code

| Several accepted computer codes are available to perform the quantification; however, the computer codes actually
I used are benchmarked. The computer codes can use the rare event approximation when event probabilities are below

0.1. However, use of the minimal cut set upper bound is always recommended as a minimum to avoid overly
pessimistic results. The code is capable of accounting for system successes in addition to system failures in the

| cvaluation of accident sequence cut sets. This can be accomplished using cither complimentary logic or the delete

( term approximation used in many computer programs including the SETS code. In either case, successprobabilities

of equipment and human actions are used in the computation when the success probability is not close to 1.0.

Initial sequence quantification can be performed using point estimates. The values used for the point estimates are

j the mean values of the probability distributions for the basic event failure probabilities. As previously indicated,
when screening values are used for post-initiator human error probabilities during the initial quantification, they are

! selected to ensure that no potentially important accident sequence cut sets are climinated. Cut sets generated from

j the initial quantification are reviewed to eliminate those that are invalid. Final quantification is perfonned to replace

the post-initiator human screening values with appropriate human error values as discussed subsequently.

Selecting Truncation Values

'

Truncation is an iterative process of eliminating accident seyuences from further consideration, usually based on low

frequency of occurrence. This tmncation is done to simplify the quantification process and make it less time

( intensive. Tmncation is generally performed at a cut set level during the evaluation of each accident sequence where

all cut sets of a frequencyless than a sequence-specifievalue are eliminated. Cut set truncation based on the order

of the cut set is not performed in a quality PRA because cut set order is independent of the quantitative significance
;

of the cut set.

The cut set truncation value for each sequence is chosen such that there is at least three .,rders of magnitude spread
I in the retained cut set frequencies both before and after recovery. Sequences with low frequencies can be tmncated

in either the initial or final quantification process, but the truncation is performed to avoid missing any accident

i sequences that significantly contribute to the model estimation of total core damage frequency and so that at least
95% of the total core damage frequency and 95% of the early and late release frequencies are expressed in the model

results. Also, in a quality PRA, lowering the truncation limit is shown to not significantly increase the model
estimation of total core damage and release frequencies. (The increase is less than 1%)

,

{
To avoid discarding important sequences, the impact of truncation is considered both before and after operator'

recovery actions are applied. The final truncation limits are established through an iterative process demonstrating

i that the overall model results are not significantly changed and that no important accident sequences are inadvertently

.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA
,

eliminated. Typically,in a quality PRA a sequence truncation value that is four orders of magnitude lower than the
final core damage frequency (CDF) is used.

Integrating HRA into the Quantification Process

Desides the human error events incorporatec' directly into the event or fault trec models, events are added during the

quantification phase of the analysis to depict the non-recovery probability of proceduralized (or othenvise expected)

human actions to mitigate an accident sequence. The number of operator recovery actions added to an accident i

sequence is limited to " reasonably expected * operator actions. Reasonably expected means that the operator actions i

are specified in procedures and do not consist of " heroic" actions. Also, as discussed in the previous section, the

total credit of post-initiator human actions for a given sequence or cut set is not less than IE-6 in a quality PRA. ;

Regardless of the type of human error, care is taken to identify dependencies among multiple human error events

that occur in individual cut sets so that the combined human error probability is not optimistically evaluated. This ]
implies that cut set-specific timing and conditional information are used in the calculation and application of post-
initiator operator actions and other recovery actions. Such actions are generally not applied at a sequence level.-

Estimating Uncertaintics

There are two general types of uncertainty. " Parameter uncertainty" results from a lack of knowledge about the
failure rates used in the models. "Model uncertainty" occurs when alternative models can be constructed to represent

the accident sequence behavior. (This includes concems about the model completely representing all significant
phenomena.)

A quality PRA incorporates parameter uncertainty by propagating the failure rate distributions calculated in the data

analysis task through the PRA models. Events in the PRA representing the same component failure with the same

failure rate are correlated in the uncertainty analysis. (Correlation can dramatically affect the resulting core damage

frequency uncertainty distribution.) To the extent practical, modeling imcertainty is also incorporated into the PRA.

This can involve applying weights to different models and propagating the impacts of those models through the entire

PRA. An alternative is to perform sensitivity analyses to determine the impact of the different models.

Acceptable methods used in a quality PRA for performing uncertainty analyses include Monte Carlo simulation or
,
'

the variation known as Latin Hypercube Sampling. Other means of propagating uncertainty (e.g., the method of '

moments and propagation of discrete probability distributions) are not practicalin a quality PRA because of the large

size of the required models. The computer codes used for the uncertainty analyses are benchmarked to verify that
the results provided are reasonable.

a

Computing importance Measures and Performing Sensitivities

The sensitivity of the model results to model boundary conditions and other key assumptions is evaluated using
sensitivity analyses to look at key assumptions or parameters both individually and in logical combinations. The
combinations analyzed are chosen to account for interactions among the variables affected by the sensitivities are

fully accounted for. Areas typically needing evaluation using a sensitivity analysis include modeling assumptions,
human error probabilities, common cause failure probabilities, and safety function success criteria. The results of
these sensitivity analyses are needed to provide confidence in the PRA results.

.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

i in performing sensitivity analyses, the analyses are not performed by manipulating (rcquantifying) the " retained"

| accident sequences and cut sets. The sequences and cut sets that were truncated could potentially be impacted and

| significantly influence the results (e.g., dominant accident sequences and contributors). Therefore, in a quality PRA,
I the sensitivity analyses are performed by requantifying the entire PRA model unless it can be shown that only the

j retained accident sequences and cut sets are impacted.

i

j 1mportance measure calculations are typically performed in a quality PRA to provide information regarding the
contributions of various components and basic events to the model estimation of total core damage frequency.

; Typical importance measures are Fussel Vesely, risk achievement, risk reduction, and Birnbaum.

Documentation of the Accident Sequence Quantification

f The following information regarding the PRA quantification is documented in a quality PRA:
,

| a general description of the quantification process including accounting for systems successes, the truncation*

: values used, how recovery and post initiator human errors were applied, and a description of the computer
1

j codes used

i

; the total plant CDF and contributions from the different initiating events and accident classes*

t
a list of all the dominant accident sequences and their contributing cut sets (A dominant accident sequence,e.

from a frequency perspective rather than a risk perspective,is one for which the core damage frequencya

contribution is greater than 1% or the core damage frequency is greater than IE-8/ry.)
4

!

equipment or human actions that are the key factors in causing the accidents to be non-dominant are listed*

2

* results of all sensitivity studies*

'
the uncertainty distribution for the total core damage frequency and for each dominant accident sequence*

importance measure results, including at least Fussel Vesely, risk reduction, and risk achievemente

i

j a list of inutually exclusive events eliminated from the resulting cut sets and their bases for elimination*

1

a list of all sequences retained after the final quantification, including a brief description of the sequence*
g

i and its core damage frequency

i
records of the actual quantification process such as file manipulations, setting of flags to turn portions ofj *

logic either on or off, etc.a

|

| records of the process /results when adding non-recovery terms as part of the final quantification*

| records of the cut set review process and any manipulations therein such as climinating invalid cut sets,*

i requantifying multiple but dependent human errors in the same cut set, etc.
1

i.
i

i
1
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

14.4 Attributes of a Level 2 PRA
1

The primary objective of the Level 2 portion of a PRA is to characterize the potential for, and magnitude of, a !

release of radioactive material from the reactor fuct to the environment given the occurrence of an accident that
damages the reactor core. To satisfy this objective, a quality Level 2 PRA is comprised of three major parts:

A quality Level 1 PR A, which provides infonnation regarding the accident sequences to be examined and ;*

their frequency. De attributes of perfonning the analyses associated with this aspect of a PRA are i

described above, in Section 14.3, and are not discussed further here.

i

A structured and comprehensive evaluation of containment perfonnancein response to the accident sequence 1
*

identified from the Level 1 analysis.

l

A quantitative characterization of radiolocical release to the environment that would result from accident ;*

| sequences that involve leakage from the containment pressure boundary. 1

Figure 14.3 illustrates cach of these parts and indicates how they relate to cach other conceptually. A detailed ]
,

description of the attributes of conducting the technical analyses associated with each part is provided below. l

| |
i |' An ideal assessment of containment perfonnance in response to such accidents would be to perform a deterministic ;

calculation with a validated, first-principles model of accident progression. Such a calculation would generate a time- )

history of loads imposed on the containment pressure boundary. These loads would then be compared against
structuralperformance limits of the containment. If the loads exceed the perfonnancelimits, the containment would i
be expected to fail conversely,if the performance limits surpass the calculated loads, the containment would be |

,

expected to survive. In such an ideal assessment, the overall frequency of accid:nts resulting in a release to the i

environment would simply be the frequency of accident sequences in which the catulated containment loads exceed

the performance limits.

Level 2 Analysis

Level 1 _
_
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Accident _ .
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Sequence raf -
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|
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i i
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* Evaluation of
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System
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Figure 14.3 Relationship among the major parts of a quality Level 2 PRA.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

Unfortunately, neither the current knowledge regarding many aspects of severe accident progression nor (albeit to
a lesser extent) the knowledge regarding containment performance limits is sufficiently precise to conduct such an

analysis. Rather, in a quality PRA, an assessment of containment performance is perfonned in a manner that
I explicitly considers imprecise knowledge of severe accident behavior, the resulting challenges to containment

intepity, and the capacity of the containment to withstand various challenges. Therefore, the potential for a release

to the environment is typically expressed in terms of the conditional probability of containment failure (or bypass)
for the spectrum of accident sequences (determined from Level 1 PRA analysis) that proceed to core damage.

Figure 14.4 indicates how the conditional probability of containment failure is calculated. For cach Level I core
damage accident sequence (frequency, F), the probability of the various containment failure modes are calculated.

For example, the probability of early containment failure (ef), containment bypass (bp), late containment failure (if)

! and no containment failure (nf) are determined. For the exampic shown in Figure 14.4, Accident Sequence 1

; completely bypasses the containment and thus the conditional probability of bypass given the occurrence of this

| accident is unity. Rese characteristics could result from an accident such as an interfacing system LOCA.
Alternatively, Accident Sequence 2 could result in several different containment failure modes or no containment

failure. For this accident, the probability of early failure (0.5) could be caused by several mechanisms such as
overpressure, shell melt-through and others. Containment bypass (0.1) could be the result of induced steam generator

tube rupture (for PWRs only). Whether the containment fails late (0.2) or not at all (0.2) depends on several factors
including the operability of containment heat removal systems. Once the probabilities of these containment failure

modes has been determined for each accident sequence, the probabilities conditional on total core damage are
calculated.

The probability of early containment failure conditional on core damage (CCFP,) is determined by summing
(i=1->n) the early failure probabilities for all accident sequence weighted by their respective frequencies (F). The
summation is then divided by the total core damage frequency (CDF).

CCFP'' = E., [efj[F,]
CDF

A similar approach is used to determine the conditional probabilities of bypass accidents, late containment failure
and no containment failure.

In addition to estimating the probability of a radiological release to the environment, the Level 2 portion of a quality
PRA of a nuclear reactor characterizes the resulting release in terms of magnitude, timing, and other attributes
important to an assessment of off-site accident consequences. This information has two purposes. First, it provides

a quantitative scale for ranking the relative severity of various accident sequences; secondly,it represents the " source

term" for a quantitative evaluation of off-site consequences (i.e., health effects, property damage, etc.), which are
estimated in the Level 3 portion of a PRA (refer to Section 14.5).

This section describes the attributes of a quality Level 2 PRA analysis, emphasizing the scope and level of detail
associated with major elements a Level 2 analysis, rather than the specific methods used to assemble a probabilistic

! model. This approach is deliberately used because severaldifferent methods have been used to generate and display

the probabilistic aspects of severe accident behavior and containment performance. By far, the most common
methods are those that use standard event and/or fault tree logic structures; however, some practitioners use other

14-31 NUREG-1560, Draft
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

techniques. Further, the specific way in which ostensibly similar logic stmetures are organized and solved
(numerically) can differ substantially from one study to another, primarily as a result of differences in quantification
techniques and associated computersoftware offered by vendors of PR A services. In principle, any of these methods

can be used to produce a quality Level 2 PRA provided that they encompass the scope and level of detail described i

below. |

As indicated above, the two major products of a quality Level 2 PRA arc (1) the conditional probability of
containment failure or bypass for accident sequences that proceed to core damage and (2) a characterization of the !
radiological source term to the environment for each sequence resulting in containment failure or bypass. Although i

'the analyses conducted to generate these products are closely coupled, the characteristics of the analyses used to
generate them are best described separately. Hence, the characteristics of a probabilistic evaluation of containment

performance are described in Section 14.4.1; characteristics of the accompanying estimates of radionuclide release j

are described in Section 14.4.2.

14.4.1 Evaluation of Containment Performance !

Although the specific analysis tasks within various Level 2 PRAs may be organized in a slightly different manner,
the following three critical elements are always developed:

an assessment of the range of challenges to containment integrity (i.e., determination of failure mechanisms |*

and range of structural loads)

characterization of the capacity of. the containment to withstand challenges (i.e., detennination of*

] . perfonnance limits) ]
1

'

! a process of organizing and integrating the uncertainties associated with these two evaluations to estimate*
'

theprobability that the containment would fail (or be bypassed) for a given accident sequence
:

1
1 Attributes of developing cach of these elements are described below.
i |
1

! 14.4.1.1 Assessment of Challenges to Containment Integrity ;

d i

.
i

; The primary objective of this element of a Level 2 PRA is to characterize the type and severity of challenges to
'

| containment integrity that may arise during postulated severe accidents. A quality analysis to determine these
! characteristicsacknowiedges the dependence of containment response on details of the accident sequence. Therefore,
'

a critic'al first step is developing a stmetured process for defining the specific accident conditions to be examined.

Attributes of determining uhich of the myriad accident sequences generated by Level 1 PRA analysis must be4

examined via computer simulations, or other methods of severe accident progression analysis are defined in two parts:
|

-

(1) attributes of reducing the large number of accident sequence developed for Level 1 PRA analysis to a
practical number for detailed Level 2 analysis

(2) attributes of performing and coupling the assessment of containment system performance (i.e., reliability.

; analysis) with Level I accident sequence analyses
4

!

,

i
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

Defining the Accident Sequences ;

Because of the diversity and redundancy of safety systems designed to prevent and/or mitigate potential accident

conditions in a nuclear plant, multiple failures must occur for an accident to proceed far enough to damage the
reactor fuel. The primary purpose of a Level 1 PRA analysis is to identify the specific combinations gf system or

component failurcs (i.e., accident sequence cut sets) that would allow core damage to occur.

Unfortunately, the number of cut sets generated by a Level 1 analysis is very large (typically greater than 10,000). !

It is impractical to evaluate severe accident progression and resulting containment loads for each of these cut sets.
As a result, the common practice is to group the Level I cut sets into a sufficiently small number of " plant damage |

Istates" to allow a practical assessment of the challenges to containment integrity resulting from the full spectrum of

accident sequences.

The number of phmt damage states produced by this grouping (or "binning") process cannot be established a priori.

Rather, a quality Level 2 PRA first defines the attnbutes of an accident sequence that represent important initial or

boundary conditions to the assessment of severe accident progression or containment response or characteristics of |
system operation that can have an important effect on the resulting environmental source term. Exampic attributes |
are shown in Table 14,1. I

Table 14.1 Example attributes for grouping accident sequence cut sets. l

Attribute Possible states

Large, Intennediate, or Small LOCAsAccident initiator *

Transients*

LOCA outside the containment pressure boundarye

Steam Generator Tube Rupture*

liighRCS Pressure at the Onset of Core e

Low*Damage

Operate in injection mode, but fail upon switchover to recirculation coolingStatus of Emergency Coolant *

Fall to operate in injection mode*Injection Systems

Auxiliary feedwater operates / failsStatus of Steam Generators *
Secondary isolated /depressurized*

(PWRs)

Status of Residual IIeat Removal Operate+

Failed*Systems

|
IsolatedStatus of Containment at Onset of

|
*

Not isolated*Core Damage

Sprays always operste/ fail or are available if demandedStatus of Containment Safeguard .

Sprays operr.te in in?ction mode, but fail upon switchover to recirculation*Systems
coolmg
Fan coolers always operate / fail or are available if demanded.

Containment venting system (s) operate / fail.

flydrogen control system (s) operate / faile

NUREG-1560, Draft 14 34
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

The functional effect of the specific failures represented by the terms in cach accident sequence cut set are then
mapped into possible plant damage states according to the binning attributes There is no " unique" list of attributes

against which this exercise should be conducted for a quality Level 2 analysis; Table 14.1 simply provides examples,

not an exhaustive list. A comprehensive list of attributes for representative PWR and BWR Level 2 analyses can
be found in NUREG/CR-4551, Volume 3 (Ref.14.8) and Volume 4 (Ref.14.9), respectively.
Although many of these attributes can be applied generically across many different reactor / containment designs,

special attributes are often necessary to address plant-specific design features (e.g., isolation condenser operation in

certain BWRs.) In a quality Level 2 PRA, any characteristicof the plant response to a given initiating event that
would influence either subsequent containment response or the resulting radionuclide source term to the environment

is represented as an attribute in the plant damage state binning scheme. These characteristicsinclude the following:

The status ofsystems that have the capacity to inject water to either the reactor vesselor the containment*

cavity (or drywelipedestal). Defining system status simply as " failed" or " operating"is not sufficient in
a quality Level 2 analysis. Low-pressure injection systems may be available but not operating at the onset

of core damage because they are " dead-headed"(i.e., reactor vessel pressure is above their shutoff head).

Such states are distinguished from " failed" low-pressure injection to account for the capability of dead-
headed systems to discharge aftei reactor vessel failure (i.e., providing a mechanism for flooding the reactor

cavity).

The status ofsystems that provide heat removalfrom the reactor vesselor containment. Careful attention*

is paid to the interactions between such systems and the coolant injection systems. For example, the status

properly accounts for limitations in the capability of dual-function systems such as the RHR system in most

BWRs (which provides pumping capacity for LPCI and heat removal for suppression pool cooling). !

Recoverability of " failed" systems after the onset of core damage. Typical recovcsy actions include*

restoration of AC power to active components and alignment of nonsafety-grade systems to provide (low-
pressure) coolant injection to the rer.cter vessel or to operate containment sprays. Constraints on
recoverability (such as no credit for repair of failed hardware) are defined in a manner that is consistent with I

recovery analysis in the Level 1 PR A.

The interdependenceof various systemsfor successfuloperation. For example, if successful operation of |
*

a low-pressure coolant injection system is necessary to provide adequate suction pressure for successful I

operation of a high-pressure coolant injection system, failure of the low-pressure system (by any mechanism)

automatically renders the high-pressure system unavailable. This information may only be indirectly
available in the results of the Level 1 analysis, but is explicitly represented in the plant damage state
attributes if recovery of the low-pressure system (after the onset of core damage) is modeled.

Several subtle aspects of the mapping of accident sequence cut sets from the Level 1 analysis to plant damage states

used as input to a Level 2 analysis are worth noting at this point:

The entire core damage frequency generated by the Level 1 accident sequence analysis is carried fonvard*

into the Level 2 analysis. The reason for conserving the CDF is to allow capture of the risk contribution
from low-frequency, high-consequence accident sequences.

The mapping is performed at the cut set level, not the accident sequence level. There are several reasons*

for this level of detail:
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- Depending on the level of detail represented in the Level 1 accident sequence event trees, it may
be impossible to properly capture the effects of support system failures and other dependencies

among the various binning attributes without reviewing the basic events that caused a system
failure.

- Recovery of failed systems after the onset of core damage is considered in the containment
performance assessment of a quality Level 2 PRA. For this activity to be modeled correctly,

,

system failures that are " recoverable" are distinguished from failures that are "not recoverable."
This information typically lies only within the sequence cut sets. Note that the definition of

| recoverableis consistent with the recovery analysis performed in the Level 1 PRA.

| - To appropriately model human reliability related to operator actions that occur after the onset of
core damage, information regarding prior operator perfonnance (i.e., prior to the onset of core
damage)is carried forward from the Level 1 analysis. Again, this information typically lies only
within sequence cut sets.

For some accident sequences, the status of all systems may not be determined from the sequence cut sets.*

For example, if the success criteria for a large break LOCA in a PWR require successful accumulator
operation, the large LOCA sequence cut sets involving failure of all accumulators will contain no
information about the status of other coolant injection systems. However, realistic resolution of the status

of such systems often provides a mechanism for representing accident sequences that are arrested before

substantial core damage and radionuclide release occur in a Level 2 analysis, these systems are not simply

assumed to operate as designed. Rather, their failure frequencies are estimated in a manner that preserves

relevant support system dependencies. These are then numerically combined with the sequence cut set

frequency from the Level 1 analysis.

Assessment of Containment System Performance

! The reliability of systems whose primary function is to maintain containment integrity during accident conditions
is incorporated into the accident sequence analysis performed during a quality Level 1 PRA. Such systems may
include containment isolation, fan coolers, distributed sprays, and hydrogen igniters. An assessment of the reliability

of these systems is incorporated into a quality Level 2 analysis to ascertain whether they would operate as designed

to mitigate containment response during core damage accidents. The methods, scope, and technical rigor used to

evaluate the reliabihty of these systems are comparable to those used in the Level 1 analysis of other " front-line"

systems (refer to Section 14.3.3). Fault tree models (or other techniques) for estimating failure probabilities are
developed and linked directly to the accident sequence models from the Level 1 PRA. This linkage is necessary to

| properly capture the important influence of mutual dependenciesbetween failure mechanisms for containment systems

and other systems. Obvious examples include support system dependencies, such as electrical power, component

| cooling water, and instrument / control air. Other dependencies that need to be represented in a manner consistent

| with the Level I system models are more subtle however, as illustrated by the fallowing examples:

|

Indirect failure of containment systems caused by harsh environmental conditions (resulting from failure of*

a support system) are represented in the assessment of containment system reliability. One important
,

I example is failure of reactor or auxiliary building room cooling causing the failure of containment systems

because of high ambient temperatures.

NUREG-1560, Draft 14-36
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1

The influence of containment system operation prior to the onset of core damage is accounted for in the*

evaluation of system operability after the onset of core damage. For example, consider an accident sequence

in which containment sprays successfully initiate on an automatic signal carly in an accident sequence. If

laterin the sequence (but prior to the onset of core damage) emergency operating procedures direct reactor
,

| operators to terminate containment spray operation to allow realignment of emergency coolant injection

I systems, the configuration of the containment spray system (and tims its reliability) differ from a sequence

| m which containment sprays would not have been demanded prior to the onset of core damage.

l

l The human reliability analysis associated with manual actuation of containment systems (e.g., hydrogen*

| igniters) accounts for operator performance during earlier stages of an accident sequence. This analysis
! follows the same practices used in the Level 1 analysis as described in Section 14.3.5.

| The long-term performanceof containment systems is also evaluated although the issues to be considered may differ

| substantially from those listed above. This evaluation accounts for degradation of the environment within which
systems are required to operate as an accident sequence proceeds in time. Examples of factors that may arise after ,

the onset of core damage include: |

loss of NPSH for coolant pumps due to suppression pool heat up in BWRs*

plugging of fan cooler inlet plena as a result of the accumulation of acrosols (generated perhaps as a*

consequence of core-concrete interactions)in PWRs

failure of systems with components internal to the containment pressure boundary as a result of higha

temperatures or pressure associated with hydrogen combustion

!

; In all cases, the assessment of failure probability for containment systems are based on realistic equipment

| performance limits rather than bounding (design-basis or equipment qualification) criteria.
|

| Evaluation of Severe Accident Progression

The element of a Level 2 PRA that often receives the most attention is the evaluation of severe accident progression

and the attendant challenges to containment integrity. This is because considerable time and effort can be spent

performing computer code calculations of dominant accident sequences. Further, exercising broad-scope accident
analysis codes (such as the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) (Ref.14.10) or MELCOR
(Ref.14.11)) provides the only framework within which the important interactions among severe accident

| phenomena can be accounted for in an integrated fashion. Consequently, the results of these calculations typically

| form the principal basis for estimating the timing of major accident events and for characterizinga range of potential

| containment loads.

I
Although code calculations are an essential part of an evaluation of severe accident progression, their results do noti

fonn the sole basis for characterizingchallengesto containment integrity in a quality Level 2 PRA. There are several

reasons for this:

(1) Many of the models embodied in severe accident analysis codes address highly uncertain phenomena. In
,

cach case, certain assumptions are made (either by the model developers or the code user) regarding'

controlling physical processes and the appropriate formulation of models that represent them. In some
,

'

instances, the importance of these assumptions can be tested via parametric analysis However, the extent
to which the results of any code calculation can be demonstrated to be robust in light of the numerous
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l
l
'

uncertainties involved is severely limited by practical constraints of time and resources. Therefore, the
assumptions inherent in many code models remain untested.

| (2) None of the integral severc accident codes contain models to represent all accident phenomena of interest.

For example, models for certain hydrodynamic phenomena such as buoyant plumes, intra-volume natural

circulation, and gas-phase stratification, are not represented in most integral computer codes. Similarly,
certain severe accident phenomena, such as dynamic fuel-coolant interactions (i.e., steam explosions) and
hydrogen detonations, are not represented.

| (3) It is simply impractical to perform an integral calculation for all severe accident sequences of interest.

As a result, the process of evaluating severe accident progression involves a strategic blend of plant specific code

calculations, applications of analyses perfonned in other prior PR As or severe accident studies, focused engineering
analyses of particular issues, and experimental data. The manner in which each of these sources of information are

! used in a quality Level 2 PRA is described below.
1

The following are used to detennine the number of phmt specific calculations that would be perfonned using an
integral code to support a quality Level 2 PRA:

At least one integral calculation (addressing the complete time domain of severe accident progression) is*

performed for cach plant damage state. However, this may not be practical depending on the number of
plant damage states developed according to the above discussion. At a minimum, calculations are performed,

'

to address the dominant accident sequences (i.e., those with tiu highest contribution to the total core damage

frequency). Calculations are also performed to address sequences that are anticipated to result in relatively
high radiological releases (e.g., containment bypass scenarios).

In addition to the calculations of a spectrum of accident sequences described above, several sensitivity I
*

calculations are performed to examine the effects of major uncertaintics on calculated accident behavior.
,

For example, multiple calculations of a single sequence are perfonned in which code input parameters are '

changed to investigate the effects of alternative assumptions regarding the timing of stochastic events (such

as operator actions to restore water injection), or the models used to represent uncertain phenomena (such

as the size of the opening in containment following over-pressure failure). These calculations provide
information that is essential to the quantitative characterizationof uncertainty in the Level 2 probabilistic
logic models (refer to the discussion of logic model development and assignment of probabilities below).

|

Table 14.2 lists phenomena that can occur during a core meltdown accident and involve considerabic uncertainty.
This list was based on information in NUREG-1265 (R ef. 14.12 ), NUREG/CR-4551

|
(Ref.14.13) and other studies. It is recognized that considerable disagreement persists within the '

| technical community regarding the magnitude (and in some cases, the specific source) of uncertainty in several of

| the phenomena listed in Table 14.2. A major objective of the expert panels assembled as part of the research
! program that culminated in NUREG-1150 (Ref.14.14) was to translate the range of technical opinions

within the severe accident research community into a quantitative measure of uncertainty in specific technicalissues.

In a quality Level 2 PRA, the results of this effort are used as guidance for defining the range of values of uncertain

| modeling parameters to be used in the sensitivity calculations described above.

| NUREG-1560, Draft 14 3g
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14 Attributes of a Quality PRA

Table 14.2 Severe accident phenomena.

Phenomena Characteristics of accident phenomena

liydrogen generation and * Enhanced steam generation from melt / debris relocation
combustion * Steam starvation caused by degraded fuel assembly now blockage

* Clad ballooning
* Recovery of coolant injection systems
* Steam / hydrogen distribution within containment
* De-inertmg due to steam condensation or spray operation

Induced failure of the reactor * Natural circulation flow patterns within the reactor vessel upper plenum, hot legs, and
coolant system pressure steam generators

boundary * Creep rupture of hot leg nozzles, pressurizer surge line, and steam generator U-tubes

Debris bed cootability and * Debris spreadmg/ depth on the contaimnent noor
core-concrete interactions * Crust formation at debris bed surface and effects on heat transfer

* Debris fragmentation and cooling upon contact with water pools
* Steam generation and debris oxidation

Fuel coolant interactions * Potential for dynamic loads to bounding structures
e liydrogen generation during melt-coolant interaction

Melt / debris ejection * Melt / debris state and composition in the lower head
following reactor vessel * Mode of lower head failure

failure * Debris dispersal and heat transfer following high-pressure melt ejection

I
Shell melt-through failure in * Melt spreading dynamics
Mark I contaimnents * Effects of water

* Shell heat transfer and failure mechanism

A fundamental design objective of the integral severc accident analysis codes used to support Level 2 PRA (e.g.,
MAAP, MELCOR) is that they be fast rmming. Efficient code operation is necessary to allow sensitivity calculations

to be performed within a reasonably short time and with minimal resources. One consequence of this objective,
however, is that many complex phenomena are modeled in a relatively simple manner or, in some cases, are not i

represented at all. Therefore, a quality Level 2 PRA addresses the inherenilimitations of integral code calculations I

in two respects. First, the importance of phenomena not represented by the integral codes are evaluated by some

other means (i.e., either application of specialized computational models or experimentalinvestigation). Secondly,
the effects of modeling simplification are examined by comparisons with mechanistic code calculations.

There arc obvious practical benefits to applying or adapting results of completed studies of severe accident
progression in other plants to the PRA of interest. If the applicability of such studies can be demonstrated,
substantial savings can be achieved by climinating unnecessary (repetitive) analysis. Application of analyses from

studies of similar plants is common in quality Level 2 PRAs. For exampic,in the NUREG-1150 analysis of Peach |

Bottom (a BWR 4 with a Mark I containment), results of severe accident progression calculations performed for the
|

Browns Ferry plant (another BWR 4 with a Mark I containment) were used as a surrogate for plant-specific
calculations regarding selected aspects of in-vessel core melt progression. However, such analyses can not completely

supplant the plant-specific evaluations described above.
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|

i |

De prercquisite for applying results of studies for another plant is a demonstration of similarity in plant design and

operational characteristics such that the same results would be generated if plant specific analyses were performed.

Demonstration of similarity involves a direct comparison of key plant design features and, if necessary, scaling
analysis. Examples of features to be included in such a comparison are listed in Table 14.3. The effects of

differences in these design features is examined, and techniques for adapting or scaling the results of the surrogate|

analyses developed.

Table 14.3 Example plant design / operational parameters to be compared to
, demonstrate similarity for use as surrogate analysis [ examples for

BWR study).
i
.

Com ponent Design characteristics of component

.

| Reactor Core Nominal Power+

Number of Fuel Assemblies*

Number of Fuel Rods per Assembly*

Core Mass (110,, Cladding, Misc. support structures).

Reactor Vessel Inside Diameter.

| lleight*

Nominal Operating Pressure+

! * Number of Safety'/ Pressure Relief Valves
| Safety / Relief Valve relief valve design flow rate*

Reactor Coolant System Liquid Volume*

Containment Drywell Tot 2d Free Volume.

Design Pressure*

Nommal Internal Operating Pressure*

Atmosphere composition- *

Reactor Pedestal Floor Areae

Drywell Floor Area.

Ra'dius from Reactor Centerline to Drywell Wall '+

Penetration arTangement and construction*

Water Capacity before Spill-over into Wetwella

Concrete (floor) composition*

Position of Vents /Downcomers to Wetwell Relative to Reactor Centerline*

and Pedestal

Containment Wetwell Total Volumee

Suppression Pool Mass.

Nominal Suppression Pool Temperature*

Number and Size of Vents /Downcomers connecting Drywell and Wetwell.

Vent /Downcomer Diameter.

! In summary, evahtating severe accident progression involves a complex process of phtnt-specific sensitivity studies I

using integral codes, mechanistic code calculations, use of prior calculations, experimental data and expertjudgement. |

Examples of this process are given for cach of the phenomena in Table 14.2 in the following sections.,

Hydrogen Generation and Combustion
,

After the onset of severe core damage, metals in the core and vessel, predominantly zirconium and to a lesser extent

stainless steel, react with steam to form hydrogen. For accidents that progress to vessel failure, additional hydrogen
is generated from the interactions between core debris released from the vessel and concrete structures below the

vessel (i.e., core-concrete interactions). Depending on the course of the accident progression, various amounts of

|
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hydrogen can be produced. Due to its noncondensibility and combustible nature, the hydrogen produced during the
! accident poses a significant threat to the containment structure in the event of a hydrogen deflagration or detonation

event.

Hydrogen phenomena was identined in the NUREG-ll50 study as an area where considerable uncertainty existed
and, hence, issues associated with hydrogen phenomena were addressed by NUREG-ll50 expert pancis. The
generation of in-vessel hydrogen was addressed by the in-Vessel Expert Panel (Ref.14.13) whereas issues concemed

with the combustion of hydrogen were addressed by the Containment Loads Expert Panel (Ref.14.15).
,

| The distributions developed by these pancis represented the current state of knowledge at the time of the
|

NUREG-1150 study. Since these expert pancis explicitly considered the uncertainticsassociated with key phenomena
I (and also accounting for uncenaintics in the initial and boundary conditions) and developed distributions that

| characterizedthese uncertaintics, the infonnation from these pancis provides a convenient and important framework
j for assessing uncertaintics for this application. To facilitate this discussion,. hydrogen phenomena is divided into

hydrogen production and hydrogen combustion.

|

The uncertainty in the amount of hydrogen produced during the in vessel phase of a severe core damage accident

was addressed in the NUREG 1150 study by the In-Vessel Expert Panel. Results from this panel are provided in
NUREG/CR-4551, Volume 2, Part I for both PWRs and BWRs. In that report distributions are provided for the

percentage of in-vessel zirconium that is oxidized. For the PWRs the percentage of zirconium oxidized was

| analyzed considering two parameters: the RCS pressure and whether accumulator discharge occurs before, during

| or after core melt. For the BWRs, the two parameters considered were the pressure in the reactor pressure vessel

and on whether coolant injection was restored to the vessel during the core degradation process. For both the PWRs |

and BWRs, the probability distributions are broad, covering nearly the entire range of zirconium oxidation. Some
|

of the key phenomenological uncertaintics that lead to these broad distributions included the presences, timing and
extent of core blockages that can result in steam starvation in the core region, the timing and temperature during
core relocation, the formation of cutectics between the oxides of zirconium and uranium, the extent of stainless steel )
oxidation in the upper plenum, the strength and duration of natural circulation, and the amount of hydrogen produced l

during quenching processes.

Clearly, as evident by the NUREG-il50 distributions, there is considerable uncertainty in the amount of zirconium |
oxidized in vessel and the use of a single number (for example from a MELCOR or MAAP code calculation)is not j

j adequate for a quality PRA. While these codes can all predict the amount of hydrogen produce during the accident,

|
the amotmts that they predict often vary since they model the phenomena differently. Similarly, a series of

'

sensitivity evaluations with a single code is usually not sufficient to assess the uncertainties since typically a single

code will not include all of the relevant phenomena. Instead, a quality PRA includes distributions such as those i
,

developed by the In-Vessel Expert Panel to characterizethe uncertainty in the amount of hydrogen generated during

the in vessel phase of the accident.

Uncertainties in hydrogen combustion phenomena were addressed in the NUREG-1150 study by the Containment

Loads Expert Panel. For PWRs, hydrogen combustion is a more signincant concern in the smaller volume ice
condenser containments than it is in the large volume containments. For BWRs, hydrogen combustion"'') is

'"Here combustion refers to combustion in the containment. However, following failure of the containment,
,

| combustion of hydrogen in the reactorbuildings surrounding Mark I and Mark 11 containments can also be a concern.
Combustion in the reactor building surrounding a Mark I plant was addressed by the Ccntainment Loads Expert Panel

; and is discussed in Section 5.3 of NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Rev.1, Part 2.
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

typically only a concern for plants with Mark 111 containments since both the Mark I and Mark 11 containments are

inerted during nonnal operation and past PRAs have considered this method reliable under most accident conditions.

Hence, the Containment Loads Panel assessed the combustion phenomena at the Grand Gulf plant (BWR, Mark 111)
and the Sequoyah plant (PWR, ice Condenscr). Results from this assessment are documented in Sections 5.1 and

5.2 in NUREG/CR-4551, (Ref.14.17). htformation regarding the incorporation of this information into the
NUREG-1150 PRAs are provided in NUREG/CR 4551, Volume 5 (Ref.14.16) for the Sequoyah plant
analysis and in NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 6 (Ref.14.17) for the Grand Gulf plant analysis. The major i

elements of the hydrogen combustion phenomena, as modeled in a PRA, are discussed below.

The concentration of hydrogen in the containment, as well as the concentration of oxygen and steam, are important
parameters because many aspects of the combustion process depend on them. The combustion limits, both for

deflagrations and detonations, depend on these concentrations. Similarly, the frequency of ignition, the frequency
of a deflagration to detonation transition (DDT), and the magnitude of any resuhing loads also depend on these
concentrations. The concentrations depend on the amount of hydrogen generated during the accident, the amounts

; of air and steam in the containment atmosphere, and on the distribution of these gases in the containment. The
amount of hydrogen generated in the vessel was discussed above. The amount of steam in the containment

atmosphere and the distribution of gases in the containment depend on characteristics of the containment and the,

accident sequence. For example, the degree of compartmentalization of the containment, the availability of flow
| paths between compartments, the type of accident sequence (i.e., LOCA, station blackout, long-term loss of

containment heat removal), and the availability and/or effectiveness of containment heat removal systems (such as

containment sprays, ice condenser, and vapor suppression pools) can all affect the concentration of these gases in
the containment.

|
|Since this infonnation tends to be specific to the plant and the accident sequences being analyzed, relevant

deterministic calculations are used to provide guidance when determining the amount of steam in the containment

atmosphere and for determining the distribution of gases in the various compartments. Considering these
characteristics,the concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen, and steam are determined for cach contain mentvolume where

'

combustion is a concem. These concentrations are then used to determine whether a combustibic mixture exists.
! Of particular concern are local areas where hydrogen can accumulate and thereby form a mixture that can potentially

| detonate. For compartmentalized containments, such as ice condenser containments, there can be considerable

uncertainty in these concentrations for the various compartments necessitating the development of uncertainty
distributions. A discussion of these uncertainties for an ice condenser containment can be found in Section 5.2 of
NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Part 2, Rev.1. The calculation of the total concentration of hydrogen in containment
takes into account both the hydrogen produced in vessel and ex vessel (through the core-concreteinteraction)in cases

where the containment does not fail at vessel breach.

! Combustible mixtures that form in the containment can be ignited from a number of sources including igniters, AC
| powered equipment, and hot surfaces. For situations where there are no identinable ignition sources, such as during

| a station blackout,it is still possible for a combustible mixture of hydrogen to ignite since ignition requires very little

| energy. The ignition of hydrogen under this im wndition was addressed in NUREG-1150 by the Containment Loads

Expert Panel. Results from this panel am provided in Section 5.1 for the Grand Gulf plant (BWR, Mark Ill) and
Section 5.2 for the Sequoyah plant (PWR. Ice Condenscr) NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Part 2. The panel provided
distributions that characterized the uncertainty in the ignition frequency for situations where AC power is not
available in the containment. For the PWR phmt, the ignition frcouency was analyzed considering different
concentrations of hydrogen and different locations (i.e., dome, upper plenum, ice condenscr). For the BWR plant,
the ignition frequency was analyzed considering different concentrations of hydrogen and different pressures in the;

i reactor vessel (impacts how the hydrogen is released). The ignition frequency was assessed to increase with an
|
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| increase in hydrogen concentration. The probability distributions for both plants are broad reficcting considerable
'

uncertainty in this issue. A major source of this uncertainty was (bc lack of identifiable ignition sources and a lack

of experimental results. Ignition sources considered by the experts included static sparks and sparks created when
.

the ice condenser doors bang together.

! Quasi-static loads from hydrogen combustion events were assessed in the NUREG-1150 study by the Containment

Loads Expert panel for both the Grand Gulf and the Sequoyah plants. Generally, the experts based the peak
overpressures on the adiabaticisochoric complete combustion model and then corrected the pressures tc account for

burn completeness, heat transfer and expansion into non-participating compartments. For the PWR plant, the experts
felt that the uncertainty in the peak overpressure was small compared to the uncertaintics in the hydrogen
concentration and ignition frequencies and, hence, a single estimate of the peak overpressure as a function of
hydrogen concentration was provided instead of a probability distribution. These estimates are provided in
Section 5.2 in NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Part 2, Rev.1. For the BWR plant the uncertainty in the peak overpressure

was driven by the uncertainty in the bum completeness (although it was also acknowledged by these experts that the

uncertainty in the ignition frequency is a key uncertainty associated with the hydrogen combustion phenomena) and,

hence probability distributions were developed. The distributions developed by this panel are provided in Section 5.1
in NUREG/CR-4551, Volume 2 Part 2. The distributions for the peak pressure in the containment depend on the

global concentrations of hydrogen and steam in the containment. Two levels of steam were considered: a low steam

case and a high steam case. The high steam case includes the situation where the containment was initially steam

inert but a combustible atmosphere was created when the containment sprays were restored and stcam was condensed.

Since the publication of NUREG-I l50, some additional research has been conducted on combustion of hydrogen-air-

steam mixtures in condensing environments (Ref.14.18). In these experiments ignition was provided
by thermal igniters. These experimental results provide relevant infonnation that was not available during the
NUREG-il50 study and are accounted for when assessing the peak pressure in a rapidly condensing environment

with igniters available.

Hydrogen detonations in the Grand Gulf and Sequoyah containments were also addressed by the Containment Loads

Expert Panel and are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Part 2, Rev.1, respectively.
The panel assessed the frequency that a deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) would occur. The DDT
frequency was analyzed considering different locations within the containment and different concentrations of
hydrogen within each location. The piobability distributions that characterizethe uncertainty in the DDT frequency
are broad for both the BWR and the PWR plants. Given that a detonation occurs, the expert panel also assessed the

resulting peak impulse. The geometry in the area where the ignition occurs is a key uncertainty that affects the
likelihood that a DDT will occur. Similarly, the interaction between the detonation wave and structures is a key
uncertainty that affects the peak impulse.

Induced Failure of the RCS Pressure Boundary

In a station blackout accident sequence with failure of secondary heat removal, the failure to remove decay heat while

| the primary system is at high pressure creates a possibility for a temperature-induced creep rupture of the steam

( generator (SG) tubes. This phenomenon can potentially lead to a containment bypass event (i.e. opening a direct

path out of containment).

The possibility of a temperature-inducedrupture of the SG tubes is affected by several factors including the thermal )
hydraulic conditions at various locations in the primary system, which detennine the temperatures (and the time at I

those temperatures)and the pressures to which the SG tubes are subjected as the accident progresses. Other relevant
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factors include the effective temperature required for creep rupture failure of the SG tube, and the presence of pre-
existing defects in the SG tubes uhich increase the likelihood of rupture.

|
Thermal hydraulic code calculations for this accident sequence show that temperature-induced steam generator tube

rupture (SGTR) requires the same conditions that lead to induced hot leg failure. In fact, the temperatures in the
hot leg, the surge line, and SG tubes are closely coupled. However, based on these calculations, the temperatures

in the surge line are higher than the SG tube temperatures because of counter-current now in the hot leg. Under
these circumstances, the surge line, followed by the hot leg, will fait carlier than the SG tubes leading to a
temperature-induced LOCA that will depressurize the RCS. If this occurs, a temperature-induced SGTR is unlikely.
On the other hand, some experts believe that the presence of pre-existing defects in the SG tubes can change this
conclusion and lead to a higher likelihood of SG tube rupture.

In NUREG-il50, this issue was treated in the expert clicitation process. All experts agreed that hot leg failure,
including failure of the surge line, was much more likely to occur before a rupture of a steam generator tube. Two

experts felt that pre-existing defects in the SG tubes could lead to a higher probability of SG tube rupture. The third

expert felt that due to the long time lag between temperatures in the hot leg and the SG tubes, the frequency of
temperature-induced SGTR was so small that it could be expressed as a (small) constant value regardless of pre-
existing defects.

A conditionalprobability distribution of temperature-inducedSGTR was developedin NUREG-1150 by aggregating
the individual distributions provided by three experts. A discussion of the phenomenon and the assignment of the
conditional probability distribution of temperature-induced SGTR is contained in NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2. This

distribution was applied in the accident progression event trees developed for the Zion and for the Surry plants in
NUREG-ll50. The Zion and Surry reports [NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 7, (Ref.14.19) and NUREG/CR-
4551, Vol. 3, respectively] can be consulted for information related to how the conditional probability distribution
of temperature-induced SGTR should be applied to obtain the split fractions for the containment event tree for this

issue.

Debris Bed Coolability and Core-Concrete Interactions

An important issue in virtually all Level 2 PRAs is whether the molten core debris released from the reactor vessel

into the reactor cavity is coolable if water is added to the debris, and the impact of the interaction between debris,
structure, and water on the containment performance. Debris coolability is an important issue because if the debris

is brought to a cootable geometry, the only source for containment pressurization will be the generation of steam
from boiloff of the overlying water. This is a slow process and,in the absence of containment heat removal, would
result in very late containment failure allowing ample time for remedial actions. Furthermore, a coolable debris
geometry would limit basemat penetration.

In addition, if a coolable debris bed is formed in the cavity or pedestal and makeup water is continuously supplied

then interactions between the core debris and concretc with be minimized and release of radioactive material from
this source would be avoided. Evca if molten core-concretcinteraction (CCI) occurs, a continuous overlaying pool
of water can substantially reduce the release of radioactive material to the containment.

There is, however, a significant likelihood that, even if a water supply is available, the core debris will not be
coolable and, therefore, will attack the concrete basemat. If CCI does occur (i.e., the debris bed is not coolabic),

experimentai results indicate that the presence or absence of an overlying water pool does not have much effect on
|

|
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the downward progression of the melt front. The projected consequences of basemat melt-through are, however,

minor in comparison with above ground failure of the containment boundary.

Ac mechanisms that govern debris coolability are conduction heat transfer, shrinkage cracking, gas sparging and
melt cruption, and crust failure under the weight of the water. Experimental research (Ref.14.20) has
been carried out to investigate this issue. These te;ts include the SWISS-1 (Ref.14.21) and -2, FRAG-3
and -4, (Ref.14 22) W ETC O R- 1, ( R e f, 14.2 3 ) and MACE (R e f. 14.2 4 ) series
of tests. This experimentalinfonnation would be considered in a quality PRA when developirig distributions for the

likelihood of forming a coolable debris bed for a particular plant conDguration. The expert panel convened for
NUREG-ll50 specifically for molten core-concrctcinteraction issues is an example of how major input parameters
for this issue are quantified.

Fuel-Coolant Interactions

if an accident at a nuclear plant leads to sufficient severe core damage result in large-scale changes in core geometry,

debris from the damaged core would at some point begin to relocate into the lower plenum of the reactorvessel.

If an appreciabicamount of water remained in the lower plenum, molten core material falling into it could potentially

cause a steam spike and, if sufnciently severe, an explosion. The latter requires sudden disintegration of pan of the

melted core material into fine particles. The rapid increase in surface area could generate large amounts of steam
through a sudden increase of heat transfer, before pressure relief through expansion could take place.

The energy required to " trigger" a steam explosion is greater at high reactor vessel pressures than at low pressure.

Also, the efficiency of the explosion is reduced substantially by intervening structures and by the presence of
unmelted material relocating into the water pool.

The pressure surge in the pool of water could possibly cause some water and portions of the core and lower core

support structures to be acceleratedupward as a slug. If this were to impact the vessel head with sufficient energy,
it could break the bolts holding the vessel head in place, and could accelerate the head upward as a missile,
threatening the containment structure. This mode of early containment failure was identified in the Reactor Safety
Study, WASH 1400 (Ref.14.25), as the alpha mode containment failure.

|
| For an accident leading to a severely damaged core, the probability of a steam explosion causing carly containment

failure was assumed in WASH 1400 to be between 0.1 and 0.01. In 1985, the first Steam Explosion Review Group

(SERG 1) workshop was held to systematically evaluate the alpha-mode failure issue. The experts who participated

in that workshop reviewed the then current understanding of the potential for containment failure from in-vessel

| steam explosion. and reached a nearly unanimous opinion that the probability of alpha-mode failure is less than that
i used in WASH 1400. NRC-sponsored research carried out since 1985 has played a major role in developing an

understanding of the key physical processes involved in energetic fuel coolant interactions (FCI).

In Junc 1995, the second Steam Explosion Review Group (SERG-2) workshop was held to revisit the alpha mode
failure issue, and to evaluate the current understanding of other FCI issues of potential risk significance, such as

;

shock loading of the lower head and ex vessel support structures. The estimates of failure probability expressed by

SERG-2 experts were generally an order of magnitude lower than the SERG-1 cstimate.
,

!

i
.

!
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Melt / Debris Ejection Following Reactor Vessel Failure

In certain severe accidents. the failure of the RPV can occur while the RCS is at elevated pressure. In these
accidents,the expulsion of the molten core debris and blow down of the RCS could lead to a very rapid and efGeient

heat transfer to the containment atmosphere, possibly accompanied by oxidation reactions and hydrogen combustion

that further enhances the energy transfer. These processes, w hich lead to containment pressurization, are collectivelyi

referred to as direct containment heating (DCH). Overpressurization resulting from DCH is a significant containment

challenge that can lead to carly containment failure.

The NUREG-IISO severe accident risk study was the nrst systematicattempt to treat DCH from a PRA perspective

by integrating sequence probabilitics with uncertaintics associated with initial / boundary conditions and
phenomenological uncertaintics associated with predicting containment loads.

Since the completion of the NUREG-ll50 study, advances have been made in the ability to predict the probability
of containment failure by DCH in PWRs. The NRC has identified DCH as a major issue for resolution in the
Revised Severe Accident Research plan and has sponsored analytical and experimental programs for understanding

the key physical processes in DCH. An extensive database resulted from scaled counterpart experiments conducted

by Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). This database has allowed the
development and validation of simpic analytical models for predicting the containment loads. In panicular, a two-cell

equilibrium model was developed based on insight from the experimental program and has been used in the DCH

issue resolution process. The two-cell equilibrium model takes into account the coherence between the entrained

debris and the RCS blowdown steam.

The results of a probability assessment of DCH-induced containment failure for the Zion Nuclear Power Plant were

published in NUREG/CR-6075 (Ref.14.26) and its supplement. NUREG/CR-6338
(Ref.14.27) used the methodology and scenarios described in NUREG/CR-6075 to address the DCH
issue for all Westinghouse plants with large volume containments, including 34 plants with large dry containments

and seven plants with subatmospheric containments. DCH loads versus strength evaluation were performed in a
consistent manner for all plants. The phenomenological modeling was closely tied to the experimental database.

Plant-specific analyses were performed, but sequence uncertaintics were enveloped by a small number of splinter
scenarios without assignment of probabilitics. The results of screening calculations reported in NUREG/CR-6338

indicate that only one plant showed a CCFP based on the mean fragibty curves greater than 0.001. The CCFP for

this one plant was found to be less than 0.01. These results can, therefore, be used for Level 2 PRAs for
Westinghouse plants with large volume containments. For BWRs and other PWR plants, the methodology reported

in NUREG/CR-6338 for perfonning load / strength evaluations using the plant-specific input to the two-ecli
equilibrium model or appropriate containment analysis codes, can be used to provide a PRA-integrated perspective

on this issue. For plants with ice-condenser containments. it is believed that the ice chamber in the plant can, to a
certain extent, trap dispersing core debris, and provide cooling to moderate the effect of DCH BWRs with the
Mark I and Mark 11 containments are inerted with nitrogen and therefore hydrogen combustion is not of concem

when addressing the DCH issue.

Shell Melt-through Failure in Mark | Containments

The issue of shcIl failure in Mark I containments concems the possibility that molten corium from the reactor vessel
will come in contact with and then breach the containment shell. Because this shcIl is the containment pressure

boundary, such a breach would constitute containment failure. This phenomenon is characterized by an intricate
combination of physical processes associated with the conditions of the melt retcase (e.g., oxidic or metallic
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1

composition and the quantity of release), the melt spreading dynamics, the core-concreteinteractions, the shell heat '

transfer, and the shell failure criteria.

To address the shell melt issue in NUREG-ll50, a panel of experts was convened to provide input as to the
probability of shell melt for five scenarior (1) low and medium flow with water,(2) low and medium flow without

water,(3) high flow with water,(4) high flow without water and two of three parameters (pressure, fraction of metal,

and superheat) high, and (5) high flow without water and two of three parameters (pressure, fraction of metal, and

superheat) low. The individual elicitations were then averaged and presented in Table 6-1 of NUREG/CR-4551,
Volume 2, Pan 2.

In a more recent report, Theofanous et al., published a probabilistic methodology in NUREG/CR-6025
(Ref.14.28) as an overall systematic approach for addressing the Mark I shcIl mell-through issue.
Details of the approach are contained in the reference and are not recounted here. Because of major uncertaintics

in the core melt progression or the in-vessel portion of the accident, the authors of NUREG/CR-6025 attempted to

envelope the shell melt-through issue by means of two melt release scenarios. Scenario I was characterizedby a
sudden massive release of a significant portion of the release (oxidic), followed by a gradual release of the remaining

quantity. This scenario was intended to simulate the behavior where core plate failure was delayed, melt accumulated

prior to its release in the lower plenum, and a local lower head failure occurred soon after this release. Scenario 2

was characterizedby a gradual release (metallic) over an extended period. His scenario was intended to simulate

the behavior dominated by early local failure (s), and the release of core material through such, as they become
molten in the lower plenum. Both scenarios were limited to low pressure and were analyzed with and without the
drywell flooded.

The above approaches are examples of generating probabilistic infonnation on shell mell-through. A quality Level 2

PRA would investigate plant specific design features, including pedestal door arrangement (and relative alignment
of downcomers), drywell floor area and sump volumes, and in particular, the amount of fuel in the reactor and the
downcomer entrance height above the dryweit floor. The downcomer entrance height affects not only the amount
of water attainable on the floor, but more importantly, if the amount of fuel is sufficient that melt can run directly
into the downcomer, liner failure is virtually assured. The probabilities of shell melt-through should apply to a steel

lined reinforced concrete containment, however, if sufficient technical basis is provided, the effective failure size in
the containment structure may be adjusted accordingly (though there should be no credit given for "self-healing" of

the containment boundary).

Documentation of Assessment of Challenges to Containment Integrity

in general, sufficient information in the documentation of analyses performed to determine and characterize the
challenges to containment integrity is provided that allows an independent analyst to reproduce the results. At a
minimum, the following information is documented for a quality PRA:

Documentation of accident sequences assessed:

a timrough description of the procedure used to group (bin) individual accident sequence cut sets into plant*

damage states, or other reduced set of accident scenarios for detailed L: vel 2 analysis

a listing of the specific attributes or rules used to group cut setsa
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a listing and/or computerized data base providing cross reference for all cut sets to plant damage states and*

vice versa

Documentation of containment system perfonnance assessments:

a description ofinformation used to develop contaimnent systems' analysis models and link them with other*

|
system reliability models (This documentation is prepared in the same manner as that generated in Level 1

,
analysis of other systems as discussed Section 14.3.3).

|
i

| Documentation of analyses of severe accident progression:

I a description of plant-specificaccident simulation models (c.g., for MA AP or MELCOR) including extensive*

references to source documentation for input data

a listing of all computer code calculations perfonned and used as a basis for quantifying any event in thea

containment probabilistic logic model including a unique calculation identifier or name, a description of key

modeling assumptions or input data used, and a ref.rence to documentation of calculated results (if input
and/or output data are archived for quality assurance records or other purposes, an appropriate reference to

calculation archive records is also provided.)
1
i

a description of key modeling assumptions selected as the basis for perfonning " base casc" or "best-' *

estimate" calculations of plant response and a description of the technical bases for these assumptions

a description of plant-specific calculations perfonned to examine the effects of alternate modelinge
,

| approaches or assumptions

1

if analyses of a surrogate (i.e., 'similar') plant are used as a basis for characterizing any aspect of severe' +

accident progression in the plant being analyzed, references to, or copies of documentation of the original

analysis, and a description of the technical basis for assuming applicability of results

for all other original engineering calculations, a sufficiently complete description of the analysis method,*

assumptions and calculated results is prepared to accommodate an independent (pccr) review
1
.

1

14.4.1.2 Establishing Containment Performance Limits |'

1

The objective of this element of a Level 2 PRA is to detennine the limits (or capacity) that the containment can |
withstand given the range and magnitude of the potential challenges. These challenges take many fonns, including

,

internal pressure rises (that occur over a sufficiently long time f rame that they can be considered " static" in tenus (
'

! of the structural response of the containment), high temperaturcs, thermo-mechanicalerosion of concrete structures,

and under some circumstances, localized dynamic loads such as shock waves and internally generated missiles.

Realistic estimates for the capacity of the containment structure io withstand these challenges are generated to provide

a metric against which the likelihood of containment failure can be estimated.

In a quality Level 2 PRA, the attributes of the analyses necessary to characterizccontainment perfonnance timits are
consistent with those of the containment load awlyses against which they will be compared:

They focus on plant-specific containment pe orma.cc (i c., application of reference plant analyses isr*

generally inadequate).

|

i
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Dey consider design details of the containment structure such as:*

- containment type (free-standing steel shell; concrete-backed st eel shell; pre-stressed, po st-tensioned,

or reinforced concretc)
- the full range of penetration sizes, types, and their distribution (equipment and personnel hatches,

piping penetrations, electrical penetration assemblics, ventilation penetrations)
- penetration seal configuration and materials
- discontinuitics in the containment structure (shape transitions, wall anchorage to floors, changes

in steel shell or concrete reinforcement)

Rey consider interactions betwcen the containment structure and neighboring structures (the reactorvessel*

and pedestal, auxiliary building (s), and internal walls).

A thorough assessment of containment perfonnanecgenerally begins with a structured process ofidentifying potential

contamment failure modes (i.e., mcchanisms by which integrity might be violated). This assessment commonly
bcgins by reviewing a list of failure modes identified in PRAs for other plants to detennine their applicability to the
current design. Such a list was mcorporated in the NRC's guidance for performing an IPE (Ref.14.29).
This review is then supplemented by a systematic examination of plant-specific design features and emergency
operating procedures to ascertain whether additional, unique failure modes are conceivabic. For cach plausible failure

mode, containment performance analyses are perfonned using validated structural response models, as well as plant-
specific data for structural materials and their properties.

For many containment designs, over-pressure has been found to be a dominant failure mechanism. In a quality
Level 2 PRA, the evaluation of ultimate pressure capacity is perfonned using a plant-specinc, Gnite-element model

of the containmentpressure boundary including sufGcient detail to represent major discontinuitics such as those listed

above. The influence of time-varying containment atmosphere temperaturesis taken into account by perfonning the

calculation for a reasonable range of intemal temperatures. To the extent that internal temperatures are anticipated
to be elevated for long periods of time (e.g., during the period of aggressive core-concreteinteractions), thermal
growth and creep rupture of steel containment structures is taken into account.

The characterizationof containment performance limits is not simply a matter of defining a threshold load at which

the structure " fails." A quality Level 2 PRA attempts to distinguish between structural damage that results in
" catastrophic failure" of the containment from damage that results in significant leakage"") to the environment.

Leakage is often characterized by a smaller opening (i.e., one that may not preclude subsequent increases in
containment pressure). Failure to isolate the containmentis also considered. It is very important to assess both the

location and size of the containment failure because of the implications for the source term calculation, e.g., given
the same in-vessel and ex vessel releases inside containment, a rupture in the drywell of a Mark 11 containment will
result in higher releases to the environment than a leak in the wetwell.

Unfortunately, current models for the response of complex structures to even " simple" loads (such as internal
pressure) are not sufficiently robust to allow simultaneous prediction of a failure threshold and resulting failure size.

This is particularly true for structures composed of non-homogeneous materials with highly non-linear mechanical

properties such as reinforced concrete. As a result, calculations to establish performance limits are supplemented
with information from experimental observations of containment failure characteristics and expert judgment.
Examples of this process can be found in NUREG Il50.

'"Significant leakage is defined relative to the design basis leakage for the plant. Leakage rates greater than
100 times the design basis have been found risk significant in past studies.
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f

The NUREG.ll50 Expert Panel for Structural Response issues assessed the containment overpressure failure issue

for the Peach Bottom, Sequoyah, Surry and Zion plants. The assessments of the expert panel are documented in
'

(Ref.14.30). Two of these plants have free-standing steel containments and two have reinforced concrete
containments. In addition to the distributions the expert panel provided for overpressure failure loads for these I
containment structures, the panel also provided conditional probabilities for failure location and failure mode (leak,

rupture or catastrophic rupture). Both containment types were considered to be vulnerable to the propagation of
,

cracks into ruptures. For a single containment, the panel assessed the conditional probability of multiple failure l

locations and sizes. For example, six different location / size failures (failure modes) were obtained for overpressure |
failure for the Peach Bottom containment: 1) wetwell leak or 2) rupture, no suppression pool bypass (discontinuity
strains at T-stiffeners), 3) wetwell rupture, suppression pool bypass (membrane failure),4) drywell leak (bending
strain at the downcomers), 5) drywell head leak (gasket failure), and 6) drywell rupture (in main body near
penetration due to loss of concrete wall back support).

;

Failure location and size by dynamic pressure loads and internally generated missiles are also probabilistically
examined. The structural response expert panel for NUREG-IISO assessed the size and location of the containment

breach by dynamic pressure loads for Grand Gulf (reinforced concrete) and Sequoyah (free-standing steel). Both

Icaks and ruptures were predicted to occur in the containment response to detonations at Grand Gulf, and ruptures

were predicted to occur at Sequoyah. Alpha mode failure (for all NUREG-1150 plants) and steel shell melt-through

of a containment wall by direct contact of core debris (for Peach Bottom and Sequoyah) were treated as rupture:

failures of containment in NUREG-1150.
,

Basemat melt-through is generally treated as a leak in most Level 2 PRAs because of the protracted times involved

as well as the predicted radionuclide retention in the soil. If a bypass of containment, such as an interfacing systems

LOCA, is predicted to occur, then its effective size and location (e.g., probability that the break is submerged in
! water) are also estimated in order to perform the source term calculations.

"

Documentation of Containment Performance Limits
,

in general, sufficient information in the documentation of analyses performed to establish quantitative containment
performance limits is provided that allows an independent analyst to reproduce the results. At a minimum, the
following information is documented for a quality PRA:

a general description of the containment structure including illustrative figures to indicate the general*

configuration, penetration types and location, and major construction materials

a description of the modeling approach used to calculate or otherwise define containment failure criteriae

i

if computer models are used (e.g., finite element analysis to establish over-pressure failure criteria), ae

description of the way in which the containment structure is nodalized including a specific discussion of
how local discontinuitics, such as penetrations, are addressed

if experimentally-determined failure data are used, a sufficiently detailed description of the experimental*

conditions to demonstrate applicability of results to plant-specific containment structures<

; i
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i

I 14.4.1.3 Probabilistic Modeling of Containment Performance
!

One feature that distinguishes a quality Level 2 PRA from other, less comprehensive assessments is the way in w hich

uncertainties are represented in the characterization of containment performance"") In panicular, explicit and
quantitative recognition is given to uncertaintics in the individual processes and parameters that influence severe

accident behavior and attendant containment perfonnance These uncertainties are then quantitatively integrated by
means of a probabilistic logic structure that allows the conditional probability of containment failure to be
quantitatively estimated, as well as the uncertainty in the containment failure probability.

Two elements of such an assessment are described below. First, the characteristics of the logic stnicture used to

organize the various contributors to uncenainty are described. However, the major distinguishing element of a full-

scope approach to characterizing containment perfonnance is the assignment and propagation of uncertainty
distributions for major events in the logic model. The key phrase here is uncertainty distributions (i c., point
estimates of probability are not universally applied to the logic model). Characteristics of these distributions and
the manner in which they are used in a typical logic model are described later in this section.

Logic Stnictures for Tracking Alternative Accident Prngressions

The pnmary function of a " containment event tree." or any other probabilistic model evaluating containment
perfonnance,is to provide a structured framework for organizing and ranking the alternative accident progressions
that may evolve from a given core damage sequence. In developing this framework, whether it be in the fonn of

an event tree, fault tree or other logic stnicture, several elements are necessary to allow a rigorous assessment of
containment performance:

Explicit recoenition of the important time phases of severe accident procression. Different phenomena may I*

control the nature and intensity of challenges to containment integrity and the release and transport of
radionuclides as an accident proceeds in time. The following time frames are of particular interest to a
Level 2 analysis:

- After the initiating event, but before the onset of core damage. This time period establishes
important initial conditions for containment response after core damage begins.

- After the core damage begins, but prior tofailure of the reactor vessellower head. This period
|

is characterized by core damage and radionuclide release (from fuel) while core material is '

confined within the reactor vessel.
i

- Immediatelyfollowing reactor vesselfailure. Prior analysis of containment perfonnance suggests
that many of the important challenges to containment integrity occur immediately following reactor

vessel failure. These challenges may be short-lived, but often occur only as a direct consequence
,

)
of the release of molten core materials from the reactor vessel immediately following lower head
failure.

!

|
|

1

!
t

| '" Uncertainties in the estimation of fission product source tenns are also represented in a full-scope Level 2

| PRA, however, this topic is discussed in Section 14.4.2.

I
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA

- Long-term accident behavior. Some accident sequences evolve rather slowly and generate
relatively benign loads to containment structures early in the accident progression. However, in I

the absence of some mechanism by which energy generated within the containment can be safely |

rejected to the environment, these loads may steadily increase to the point of failure in the long- f
1

tenn.

When linked end-to-end, these time frames constitute the outline for most probabilistic containment

performance models. Within each time frame, uncertaintics in the occurrence or intensity of governing
phenomena are systematically evaluated.

Consistency in the treatment of severe accident events from one time frame to another. Many phenomena*

may occur during several different time frames of a severe accident. However, certain limitations apply
to the composite (integral) contribution of some phenomena over the entire accident sequence and these

are represented in the fornmlation of a probabilistic model.

A good exampic is hydrogen combustion in a PWR containment. Hydrogen generated during core
degradation can be released to the containment over several time periods. However, an important
contribution to the uncertainty in conisment loads generated by a combustion event is the total mass of

hydrogen involved in a particuin corcbustion event. Onc possibility is that hydrogen released to the
containment over the entire iwessel core damage period is allowed to accumulate without being burned

(perhaps) as a result of the absence of a sufficiently strong ignition source. Molten core debris released to
the reactor cavity at vessel breach could represent a strong ignition source, which would initiate a large
burn (assuming the cavity atmosphere is not steam inert). Because of the mass of hydrogen involved, this
combustion event might challenge containment integrity. Another possibility is that while the same total

amount of hydrogen is being released to the containment during in-vessel core degradation, a sufGciently

strong ignition source exists to cause several small burns to occurprior to vesselbreach. In this case, the
mass of hydrogen remaining in the containment atmosphere at vessel breach would be very small in
comparison to the first case, and the likelihood of a significant challenge to containment integrity at that
time should be correspondingly lower. T' icfore, the logic for evaluating the probability of containment
failure associated with a large combustion event occurring at the time of vessel breach is able to distinguish

these two cases and preclude the possibility of a large combustion event if hydrogen was consumed during

an earlier time frame.

Recocnition of the interdeocndenciesof ohenomena. Most severc accidentphenomenaand associated events*

require certain initial or boundary conditions to be relevant. For example,a steam explosion can only occur
if molten core debris comes in contact with a pool of water. Therefore, it may not be meaningful to
consider ex-vessel steam explosions during accident scenarios in which the drywell Door (BWR) or reactor

cavity (PWR) is dry at the time of vessel breach. Logic models for evaluating containment perfonnance
capture these and many other such interdependencies among severe accident events and phenomena.
Explicit representationof these interdependenciesprovides the mechanism for allowing complete traccability

between a particular accident sequence (or plant damage state) and a specific containment failure mode.

Containment Logic Structurc Quantification

There are many approachesto transforming the technicalinfonnation concerning containment loads and perfonnance

limits to an estimate of failure probability, but three approachesappear to dominate the literature. In the first (Icast

rigorous) approach, qualitative tenns expressing various degrees of uncertainty are translated into quantitative (point
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estimate) probabilitics. For example, terms such as "likely" or "unlikely" are assigned numerical values (such as 0.9 )
and 0.1). Superlatives, such as "very" likely or " highly" unlikely, are then used to suggest degrees of confidence
that a particular event outcome is appropriate. The subjectivity associated with this method is controlled to some;

extent by developing rigorous guidelines for the amount and quality of infonnation necessary to justify progressively

higher confidcuce levels (i.e., probabilities approaching 1.0 or 0.0). Nonetheless, this method is not considered an

appropriate technique for assigning probat ilitics to represent the state of knowledge uncertaintics""' in a quality

PRA. Among its weaknesses, this approach simply produces a point estimate of probability and is not a rigorous

technique for developing probability distributions.

The second technique involves a convolution of paired probability density functions. In this technique, probability
,

density functions are developed to represent the distribution of credible values for a parameter of interest (e.g.,
containment pressure load) and for its corresponding failure criterion (e.g., ultimate pressure capacity). This method

is more rigorous than the one described above in the sense that it explicitly represents the uncertainty in cach quantity

in the probabilistic model. The basis for developing these distributions is the collective set of information generated

from plant specific integral code calculations, corresponding sensitivity calculations, other relevant mechanistici

calculations, experimentalobservations, and expertjudgment. The conditional probability of containment failure (for 1

a given accident sequence)is dien calculated as the intersection of the two density functions (see Figure 14.5).

l
While this technique provides an explicit treatment of uncertainty at intermediate stages of the analysis, it still I

,

ultimately generates a point estimate for the probability of containment failure caused by a particular mechanism. |
|
|

l

; l
]

Conditional Probability of Failure -
I - '

q j P (P, p) { f. P, (P, = p') dp') dp
.

.-

d P, (P ,) P, (P ,)
D
cc

A
O

Pressure

Figure 14.5 Probability density functions for containment peak pressure (P,) and failure pressure (P,)

"'Such uncertainties tend to dominate a Level 2 PRA, rather than uncertainty associat.:d with random behavior.
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De contributions to (and magnitude of) uncertainty in the final (total) containment failure probability is discarded
in the process.

He third technique involves adding an additional feature to the technique described above. That is, the probability

density functions representing uncertainty in each term of the containment performance logic model are propagated

throughout the entire model to allow calculation of statistical quantities such as importance measures. One means

for accomplishing this objective is the application of Monte Carlo sampling techniques (such as Latin Hypercube).
The application of this technique to Level 2 PRA logic models, pioneered in NUREG-1150, (Ref.14.15)
accommodates a large number of uncertain variables. Other tecimiques have been developed for specialized
applications, such as the direct propagation of uncertainty technique developed to assess the probability of
containment failure as a result of direct containment heating in a large dry PWR.(Ref.14.28) However, these other

techniques are constrained to a small number of variables and are not currently capableof applications involving the

potentially large number of uncertain variables addressed in a quality Level 2 PRA.

Documentation of Probabilistic Modeling of Containment Performance

The following documentation is generated to describe the process by w hich the conditional probability of containment

failure is calculated:

a listing and description of the structure of the overall logic model used to assemble the probabilistic*

representation of containment perfonnance (Graphical displays of events trees, fault trees or other logic
formats are provided to illustrate the logic hierarchy and event dependencies.)

a description of the tecimical basis (with complete references to documentation of original engineeringe

analyses) for the assignment of all probabilities or probability distributions with the logic structure

a description of the rationale used to assign probability values to phenomena or events involving subjective,a

expenjudgment

a description of the computer program used to exercise the logic model and calculate nnal results*

14.4.2 Radionuclide Release Characterization

The second, albeit equally imponant, product of a Level 2 PRA is a quantitative characterization of radiological
release to the environment resulting from each accident sequence that contributes to the total core damage frequency.

In many Level 2 analyses, this information is used solely as a semi-quantitative scale to rank the relative severity |
of accident sequences. In such circumstances,a rigorous quantitative evaluation of radionuclide release, transport, I
and deposition may not be necessary. Rather, order-of-magnitude estimates of the size of release for a few
representative radionuclide species provide a satisfactory scale for ranking accident severity. In a quality Level 2
PRA, however, the characterization of radionuclide release to the environment provides sufGcient information to

completely deGne the " source tenn" for calculating off-site health and economic consequences for use in a Level 3 |
PRA. Further, the rigor required of the evaluation of radionuclide release,transpon, and deposition directly parallels !

that used to evaluate containment performance:

Source term analyses (deterministic computer code calculations) reflect plant-specinc features of system*

design and operation. In particuhtr, the models used to calculate radior.uclide source terms faithfully
represent plant-specific characteristics such as fuel, control material, and E me support structure
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composition and spatial distribution; condguration and deposition areas of primary coolant system and

i
containment structures; reactor cavity (or drywell floor) condguration and concrcle composition; and

topology of transport patinvays from the fuel and/or core debris to the environment.

Calculations of radionuclide release, transport, and deposition represent sequence-specinc variations in*

primary coolant system and containment characteristics. For example, reactor vessel pressure during in-
; vessel core melt progression and operation (or failure) of containment safeguard systents such as distributed

| sprays are represented in manner that directly accounts for their effects on iadionuclide release and/or
| transport. The procedure for organizing the numerous accident sequences generated in a Level 1 PRA into

a reasonably small number of groups that exhibit similar radionuclide release characteristics was described

in Section 14.4.1.

Uncertainties in the processes governing radionuclide release, transport, and deposition are quantined.*

Uncertainties related to radionuclide behavior under severe accident conditions are quantified to characterize

uncertainticsin the radionuclide source term associated w;ith individual accident sequences. This is achieved
,

in the same way uncertainties for the phenomena governing severe accident progression are used to
characterizc uncertainty in the probability of containment failure (described above).

The specific manner in which radionuclide source terms are characterizedin a quality Level 2 analysis is described
nrst. Attributes of coupling the evaluation of radionuclide release to analyses of severe accident progression for

particular sequences are also described. Finally, attributes of addressing uncertaintics in radionuclide source tenns

are described.

Definition of Radionuclide Source Terms

The analysis of health and economic consequences resulting from an accidental release of radionuclides from a
nuclear plant (in a Level 3 PRA) requires specification of several parameters (from a Level '2 PRA) that define the
environmental source term. Ideally, the following information is developed:

the time at which a retcase begins*

the time history of the release of all radioisotopes that contribute to early (deterministic) and late (stochastic)a

health consequences

the elevation (above local ground level) at which the release occursa

:

the energy with which the release is discharged to the environment*

the size distribution of radioactive material released in the fonn of an acrosol (i.e., particulate) !a
1
1

As in many other aspects of a comprehensive PR A, it is impractical to generate this information for the full spectrum
of accident conditions produced by Level I and 2 analyses. To address this constraint, several simplifications are

made in a quality Level 2 analysis. In particular, the following assumptions are typically made regarding the
radioactive material of interest:

All isotopes of a single chemical element are released from fuel at the same rate.*

14-55
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Chemical clements exhibiting similar propenics in lenns of their measured rate of release from fuel,j *

physical transport by means of fluid advection, and chemical behavior in tenus of interactions with other l

j clemental species and bounding structural surfaces can be effectively modeled as one composite radionuclide

species. Typically, the specific properties of a single (mass dominant) clement are used to represent the
properties of all species within a group.

The combination of these two assumptions leads to a radionuclide grouping scheme that reduces the total number

of modeled radionuclide species to nine groups, as shown in Table 14.4.

Table 14.4 Radionuclide grouping scheme use'd in a quality Level 2 PRA.

j Group Representative Elements represented Important isotopes within the group
element by the group

1 Xe Xe,Kr Xe-133, Xe-135, Kr 85, Kr-85M, Kr-H7, Kr-88

2 1 1, lir 1131,1132,1133,1-134,1135<

1
'

3 Cs Cs, Rh Cs-134, C3-136, Cs-137, Rb-86

4 Te Te,Sb,Se Te-127, Te-127M, Te-129, Te-129M, Te-131, Te-132, Sb.
127, Sb-129

5 Sr Sr Sr H9, Sr-90, Sr-91, Sr-92

6 Ru Ru, Rh, Co, Mo, Te, Pd Ru 103, Rn-105, Ru-106, Rh-105, Co-58, Co-60, Mo-99, Tc-

] 99M

7 La La, Y, Zr*, Nb, Nd, Pr, La-140, La-141, l.a.142, Y-90, Y-91, Y-92, Y-93,7r-95, Zr.
Am, Me, Sm 97, Nb-95, Nd-147, Pr 143, Am-241, Cm-242, Cn 244

,

8 Ce Ce,Np,Pu Cc 141, Cc-143, Ce-144, Np-239, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240,
Pu-241

9 Ba Da lla 139,13a-140

'Radionuchde Zirconium (not the structural metal)
;

i

,

[ Although the species listed above are released from fuct in their clemental fonn, it is finnly established that many
species quickly combine with other elements to fonn compounds as they migrate away from the point of release.
The fonnation of these compounds and the associated caange in the physio-chemical properties of individual
radionuclide groups are taken into account in the analysis of radionuclide transport and deposition. In particular, 1

volatile radionuclides species, such as iodine and cesium. may be transported in more than one chemical fonn - each

with different properties that affect their transport.
j
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Chemical fonus of these radionuclide groups represented in the source tenn analysis of a full-scope PRA include:

Radionuclide Group Chemical forms for transport

i 1,, CH 1, Hi [vaporJ3

Csl [ aerosol]

Cs CsOll, Csl [acrosoll

A second simplification in the characterization of radionuclide release involves the treatment of time-dependence.
Temporal variations in radionuclide rclerse are calculated as a natural product of detenninistic source tenu
calculations. However,in a Level 2 PRA these variations are reduced to a series of discrete periods of radiological

release, each of which is described by a starting time, a duration, a (constant) relcase rate, and a release energy. For

exampic, results of an integral severc accident / source tenn code calculation might suggest the radiological release
rate shown as the solid line in Figure 14.6. The continuous release rate is simplified to represent major
characteristics or the release history such as an early, short-lived, large release rate immediately following
containment failure (sometimes referred to as the " puff relcase"), followed by two longer periods of a sustained

relcase. The specific characteristicsof these discrete release periods may vary from one accident sequence (or plant

damage state) to another, but the timing characteristics (i.e., start time and duration) are the same for cach
radionuclide group (i c., only the release rate varies from one group to another for a given relcase period). The total

number of release periods is typically small (i.e., 3 or 4) and represents distinct periods of severe accident
progression. For example, the following time periods may be represented:

Very early [ containment leakage prior to containment failurcl

Puff release [immediately following containment failurcl

Early [rclatively large rcicasc rate period accompanying containment depressurization following

breach of the containment pressure boundary]

Late [long-tenu, low release rate after containment depressurization].

Note that the above time periods are for illustrative purposes only; others are developed, as necessary, to suit the

specific results of a plant-specific assessment.

e~,
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Figure 14.6 Exampic of simplified radionuclide release r.Hes
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Coupling Source Term and Severe Accident Progression Analyses

The number of unique severe accident sequences represented in a Level 2 PRA can be exceedingly |arge.
Comprehensive, probabilistic consideration of the numerous uncertaintics in severe accident progression can casily

expand a single accident sequence (or plant damage state) from the Level I systems analysis into a large number of
attemative severe accident progressions. A radionuclide source term must be estimated for cach of these accident

progressions. Clearly, it is impractical to perform that many detenninistic source tenn calculations.

A common practicc in many Level 2 PRAs (although insufficient for a quality PRA) is to reduce the analysis burden
by grouping the alternative severe accident progressions into " source term bins" or " release categones." This-

grouping process is analogous to the one used at the interface between the Level 1 and Level 2 analyses to group
accident sequence cut sets into plant damage states. The principal objective of the source tenn grouping (or binning)
exercise is to reduce the number of specific scvcrc accident scenarios for which detenninistic source term calculations

must be performed to a practicalvalue. A structured process similar to the one described in Section 14.4.1 (related

to the assessment of accident sequences addressed in a quality Level 2 PRA) is typically followed to accomplish the

grouping. Characteristics of severe accident behavior and containment performance that have a controlling it.Duence

on the magnitude and timing of radionuclide release to the environment are used to group (or bin) the alternative

accident progressions into appropriate release categories. A deterministic source term calculation is then performed

for a single accident progression within cach release category (typically the highest frequency) to represent the entire;

group.,

?

As indicated above, this approach is inadequate for a quality Level 2 analysis because the radionuclide source term

for any given severe accident progression cannot be calculated with certainty. The influence of uncertaintics related

to the myriad processes governing radionuclide release from fuel, transport through the primary coolant system and
containment, and deposition on intervening structures is significant and must bc quantified with a similar level of

rigor afforded to severe accident progression uncertaintics. Examples of these uncertaintics were given in
; Section 14 4.1. Further, a quality Level 2 PRA is performed in a manner that allows the relative contribution of

i individual parameter uncertainties to the overall uncertainty in risk to be calculated directly (i.e., via rank regression

or some other statistically rigorous manner). This requires a probabilistic modeling process that combines the

; uncertainty distributions associated with the evaluation of accident frequency, severe accident progression,
containment performance, and radionuclide source terms in an integrated, consistent fashion.

In performing this integrated uncertainty analysis, special care must be taken to ensure consistency between uncertain

| parameters associated with radionuclide release, transport, and deposition and other aspects of accident behavior.
'

In particular,the analysis must account for important correlations between the behavior of radionuclides and the other

characteristicsof severe accident progression. For example;

The magnitude of radionuclide release from fuel is known to be influenced by the magnitude of Zircaloy*

(clad) oxidation. Therefore, the distributions of plausible values for the release fraction of various
radionuclides are correlated to the distnbution of values for the fraction of clad oxidized in-vessel.

In the NUREG 1150 assessments. uncertainty in the retention efficiency of aerosols transported through the*

primary coolant system was found to depend strongly on primary coolant system pressure during in-vessel

melt progression. Higher retention efficiencieswere attributed to sequences involving low coolant system
pressure than those involving high pressure.,

1
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!

These and other similar relationships are described in the experts' determinatio of source term issues in

NUREG/CR 4551 (Ref.14.31).

Treatment of Source Term Uncertainties

Results of the Level 2 PRAs described in NUREG-1150 indicate that uncenainties associated with processes

governing radionuclide release from fuel; transport through the primary coolant system, secondary coolant system
,

(if applicable), and containment; and deposition on bounding structures can be a major contributor to the uncertainty'

in some measures of risk. For example, uncertainties in the magnitude of radionuclide release from fuel during in-

| vessel melt progression, and uncertaintiesin the amount of retention on the shell (secondary) side of stcam generators

were found to be among the largest contributors to the overall uncertainty in early fatality risk associated with steam
'

| generator tube rupture events (a significant contributor to the core damage frequency in some PWRs). Similarly,

| uncertainties in processes such as radionuclide release during core-concrete interactions and late release of iodine

initially captured by pressure suppression pools were found to be imponant contributors to various risk measures in

BWRs.

Uncertainties in the processes specifically related to radionuclide source term assessment are, therefore, represented

in a quality Level 2 PRA. A systematic process and calculationtools to accommodate source term uncertainties into
the overall evaluation of severe accident risks were developed for the Level 2 PRAs described in NUREG-1150

A detailed description of this process and the associated tools is not provided here; the reader is referred to
NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2, Part 4 (Ref.14.34), NUREG-1335 Appendix A (Ref.14.31), and NUREG/CR 5360
(Ref.14.32) for additional information on these topics.

Table 14.5 summarizes the areas in which key uncertaintics are addressed in a quality Level 2 analysis. These key |
uncertainties are derived, in pan, from the results of the NUREG-1150 analyses, as well as more recent statements

of key source term uncenainties published by the NRC for light-water reactor licensing purposes
(Ref.14.33).

Table 14.5 Areas of key radionuclide source term uncertainties
representedin a quality Level 2 PRA.

1

,

Magnitude of radionuclide release from fuel during core damage and material relocation in-vessel (primarily
for volatile and semi-volatile radionuclide species).

Chemical form of iodine for transport and deposition.

IRetention efliciency during transport through the primary and secondary coolant systems (particularly for
long release pathways).

Magnitude of radionuclide release from fuel (primarily refractory metals) and non-radioactive aerosol
generation during core. concrete interactions.

Decontamination efficiency radionuclide flow streams passing through pools of water (BWR suppression
|

pools and PWR containment sumps).
|

Late revaporization and release of iodine initially captured in water pools.

Capture and retention efliciency of aerosols in containment and secondary enclosure buildings.
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For shutdown accidents, it may be necessary to address additional phenomena that are unique or more important

during modes of operation other than full power, steady state. For example, configurations where air can enter the

reactor vessel (such as when the vessel head has been removed for refueling) have been postulated to cause an
enhanced release of certain radionuclides. The effect that air ingression has on the source term in such configurations

is assessed and, if important, included in the Level 2 model. When detenninistic codes are used to estimate the
source tenn, it is important to account for all of the relevant phenomena (even when the code does not explicitly
include models for all of the phenomena). When a model is not available for certain important phenomena, it is
not acceptable to simple ignore the phenomena. Instead, alternative methods are used, such as consulting different

code calculations, using specialized codes, or assessing relevant experimental results.

When estimating consequences in the PRA, it is also important to accurately represent the timing of the release. Past

studies have shown that the number of early fatalitics can be particularly sensitive to when the release occurs relative

to when the general public is being evaluated. Hence,it is also important that the approach used to estimate the

source term properly accounts for timing characteristicsof the release.

Documentation of Radiological Source Term Characterization

In general, sufficient information of the documentation of analyses performed to characterize radiological source

terms is provided that allows an independent analyst to reproduce the results. At a minimum, the following
infonnation is documented for a quality PRA:

a summary of all computer code calculations used as the basis for estimating plant-specific source tenns for*

selected accident sequences

a description of modeling methods used to perform plant-specific source term calculations including aa

description of the method by which source tenus are assigned to accident sequences for which compulcr

code (i.e., MAAP or MELCOR) calculations were not perfonned

if analyses of a surrogate (i.e., "similar") plant are used as a basis for characterizing any aspect of*

radionuclide release, transport, or deposition in the plant being analyzed, references to, or copies of
documentation of the original analysis, and a description of the technical basis for assuming applicability

of results
,

a description of the method by which uncertainties in source terms are addresseda

4

for all other original engineering calculations, a sufficiently complete description of the analysis method,*

assumptions and calculated results is prepared to accommodate an independent (pcer) review
,

14.5 Attributes of a Level 3 PRA
1

Analyses perfonned as part of the Level 3 portion of a quality PRA consist of two major elements:

accident consequence analysis*

computation of risk by integrating the results of Level 1,2, and 3 analysesa

Attributes of a quality analysis in each of these areas are described in Sections 14.5.1 and 14.5.2, respectively.
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14.5.1 Accident Consequence Analysis

The consequences of an accidental release of radioactive material from a nuclear power plant can be expressed in.

; several forms including impacts on human health, the environment, or economics. The consequence measures of

i interest to a Level 3 PRA for a nuclear power plant focus on impacts on human health. These impacts are estimated

j both in societal terms and in terms of the most-exposed individual. A quality PRA develops the following specific

measures of accident consequence:

i
j early fatalities (societal)e

early injuries (societal)i *

[ latent cancer fatalitics (societal)*

far-Geld population dose (i.e., within a 50 mile radius of the plant)
'

*

near-field population dose (i.e., with a 10 mile radius of the plant)=

individual carly fatality risk (i.e., risk to the average individual within 1 mile of the site boundary)*

individual latent cancer risk (i.e., risk to the average individual within 10 miles of the plant).*

There are two computer codes that are currently in use that incorporate current, state-of-the-art models for estimating

the consequencesof postulated radiologicai rcleases: the MELCOR Accident Consequencc Code System (MACCS)

and COSYMA. The MACCS computer code (Ref.14.34) is recommended by the NRC for use in
nuclear power plant Level 3 PRAs. This code was used in the analyses reported in NUREG-1150. MACCS is the
successor to the CRAC-2 computer code (Ref.14.35), which is no longer endorsed by the NRC as a
current model for estimating consequences of postulated radiological accidents. The COSYMA computer code
(Ref.14.36) is an alternative state-of-the-art model being developed by the European Communitics, and
it is primarily used by European organizations conducting PRAs.

Perfonning consequence calculations with MACCS (or COSYMA) requires a substantial amount of supporting j

infonnation. Atmospheric dispersion models require the specification of local meteorology and terrain; deposition j
models require infonnation regarding frequency and intensity of precipitation; dose and health effects models require i

information regarding local demographics and land use (i.e., crops grown, dairy activity). In a quality, full-scope l

evaluation of accident consequences, this infonnation represents current, site-specific conditions. 1

i
.

To assess the effects of variable weather on consequences,the complete transport, deposition, and dose calculation j
is repeated numerous time for each specified radionuclide source term. That is, for each specific wind direction
(typically 1 of 16 points on a 360* wind rose), the consequence calculationis performed for a full spectrum of local
weather conditions. The assumed wind direction determines the population over which the plume passes (based on

local demographic data). Each calculation contains information about how the wind direction, wind stability, and ,

precipitation changes from hour to hour. Effects of local evacuation or sheltering (as required by the plant specific )
cmcrgency plan) are also represented. Ideally, the starting time for evacuation would be based on accident-specific j
conditions. However, because cach source term for which accident consequences are calculated actually represents ,

several different accident sequences (each with different timing characteristics),it is acceptable to specify a single,

representative evacuation start time for a given source term. It is not recommended that complete evacuation is
assumed to occur; rather,0.5 percent of the local population is assumed to remain in place during the entire release

period

it is not necessary to directly quantify and incorporate uncertaintiesin models for atmospheric dispersions, deposition,
and health effects in the calculations of accident consequences. Although these uncertainties are generally
acknowledged to be substantial, they are not currently included in quality Level 3 PRAs. j
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1

14.5.2 Computation of Risk

De final step in a quality Level 3 PRA is the integration of results from all previous analyses to compute individual
measures of risk. The severe accident progression and the radionuclide source term analyses conducted in the Level

2 portion of the PRA, as well as the consequence analysis conducted in the Level 3 portion of the PRA, were
performed on a conditional basis. That is, the evaluations of attemative severeaccident progressions, resulting source

'

terms, and consequences were performed without regard to the absolute or relative frequency of the postulated
accidents. The rmal computation of risk is the process by which each of these portions of the accident analysis are
linked together in a self-consistent and statistical y rigorous manner.

The metric for judging the rigor of the process is the ability to demonstrate traceability from a specific accident
sequence through the relative likelihood of alternative severe accident progressions and measures of attendant
containment performance (i.e., early versus late failure) and uitimately to the distribution of radionuclide source tcrms

and accident consequences. This traceability is evident in both directions (i.e., from an accident sequence to a
distribution of consequences)and from a specific level of accident consequences back to the radionuclide source

terms, containment performance measures, or accident sequences that contribute to that consequencelevel.

14.5.3 Documentation of a Level 3 PRA

in general, sufficient information of the documentation of analyses perfonned to estimate consequences associated

with the accidentairclease of radioactive material to the environment is provided that allows an independent analyst

to reproduce the results. At a minimum, the following information is documented for a quality PRA:

a description of the site-specific data used to perform all consequence calculations (e.g., meteorology,*

demographics, land-use, etc.)

a description of modeling methods used to assign consequencesto individual accident sequences represented+

in the probabilistic logic model meluding a descrip'. ion of the method by which the full spectrum of severe
accident source terms, generated as pad of the uncertainty analysis, are linked to a limited number of actual

consequence calculations

a description of the computational process used to integrate the entire PRA model (Level I through Level 3)*

a summary of all calculated results including frequency distributions for each risk measure*

14.6 Attributes of Internal Flooding Analysis

A quality PRA covering internal flooding analysis uses much of the same processes and meets the same attributes

provided under the discussion of full-power internal events (Section 14.3). However, intemal flooding analysis
requires significant work to define and screen the most important flood sources and possible scenarios for further
evaluation.

.

The major tasks associated with the Level I portion of an internal flooding analysis include:

Flood source and propagation pathway identification and screening*

Flood scenario identification and screening*
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i Flooding model development and quantification*
|

While analogous to the initiating event identification and exclusion portions of the full-power internal events PRA,

the first two tasks require consideration of different plant characteristics with particular emphasis on the spatial
aspects of the plant's design. Consideration of structures, barriers, drainage designs, and different failure modes (e.g.,

water submersion of equipment ard water spray on electricalequipment) are examples of aspects of the plant that
are considered in the internal flood analysis that are not necessarily addressed in the intemal events analysis. After

the flooding scenarios have been screened for detailed quantification, the third flooding task follows much of the

,
modeling and quantification aspects aircady carried out in the internal events analysis with relatively minor
modification.

In a quality PRA, three scoping attributes are met to better ensure completeness of the analysis. First, a quality PRA

not only considers floods as initiating events, but includes the possibility of flooding as a subsequent event to some

other initiator. Second, a quality PRA considers both water and steam sources, including splashing and condensation

effects. Additionally, a quality PRA examines flooding induccd by both equipment failure as well as human-induced

I events (such as failure to properly isolate a potential flood source before perfonning maintenance). Attributes
j associated with the unique aspects of the internal flood analysis (compared to the internal events analysis) are

| addressed below.

As with the Level 1 portion of the internal flooding analysis, the Level 2 intemal flooding analysis considers the
impact of the flooding sources on the core damage mitigating systems and the containment. The attributes for
performing and documenting the Level 2 portion of the analysis includes the same considerations as discussed in
Section 14.4 and for the internal events analysis discussed in this section. For example, the potential for an internal

flood resulting in the failure of containment isolation valves to close, failure of containment spray systems, or failure

of gas treatment systems all are evaluated. Although it is not expected that an internal flood would present new

| accident phenomena or a new challenge to the containment integrity, a thorough review is performed to substantiate

| this position.

An intemal flood accident is not expected to present any conditions that would change the consequenceassessment j
generated for the internal events analysis other than potential differences in the source terms being released. Thus '

l the discussion in Section 14.5 is also applicable for an internal flood analysis. However, it is verified that there are |
no impacts on the consequence assessment.

'

|

14.6,1 Identification and Screening of Flood Sources, Propagation Pathways, and Flood
Scenarios

!

These tasks are performed together in a somewhat iterative nature as there are numerous interactions between the j
tasks. In a sense, the flood scenarios to be investigated are a product of the flood source and propagation
identification process. Thus they are discussed together here. The objectives of these tasks include identifying (a)

flood zones, (b) potential sources of intemal flooding, (c) locations in the plant potentially affected by the flood
sources, (d) the manner in which the flood can propagate from one location to another, (e) the equipment potentially

affected by the resulting flood scenarios that are of possible interest (including refinement of those scenarios based
on consideration of failure scenarios that can lead to core damage), and (f) appropriate screening of the above as a

practical resource-saving measure.
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|
NUREG/CR-4832, Volume 10 (Ref.14.37) provides an acceptable source used in a quality PRA for

j performing the specific steps to achicyc the above objectives. These specific steps are not reproduced here.

| However, certain overriding attributes of quality are met in perfonning this analysis, as highlighted below.

All substantial water and steam sources are addressed and carefully screened. As a minimum, possible sources

include piping, valves, pumps, tanks, heat exchangers, room coolers, chillers, fire systems, relief valves, and
potentially large bodies of water in the plant (such as the suppression pool in BWRs and the spent fuel pool). Any
qualitative arguments used to screen or othenvisc climinate Good sources (c g., small size, location arguments, effects

are similar and greater for another flood source, etc.) are well documented and based on sound engineering principles

I and judgment While probabilistic arguments can be used at this stage, such arguments are limiting and meet the
initiating event exclusion principles provided in the discussion of intcmal events (Section 14.3). Both leakage and
rupture failure modes are considered, as well as the potential for human-induced Gooding.

| Sources and locations of concern and particularly the identific4 ion of propagation pathways are supported by actual

walkdowns of the plant. The Good zone definitions considers the existence of barriers and drains that can connne
the Good to an area. Propagation pathways from one Good zonc to another consider stainvays, doonvays, hatches,

floor and wall penetrations and cracks, drain lines, HVAC ducts, piping / conduits, etc., as well as the potential failure

of barriers to propagation (e.g., nonnally closed door failing open once the Good water reaches a certain height
behind the door). Any assumptions or otherjudgments used to define and screen out possible locations and pathways

are documented and based on analyscs, calculations,or sound engineeringjudgment. Similarly, if isolating tlw Good

|
or low flow arguments are used to screen out Good sources and/or pathways, the rules used to make such arguments

are clearly stated and based on sound analysis and judgment. Isolation arguments consider methods of detection,

( access and availabic means to isolate or othenvise mitigate the flood scurce, and the time to carry out appropriate

actions. With regard to determining possible now rates, the analyst considers whether forced now (such as from

an active pump) or passive now rates are expected.

He above infonnation leads to the formulation of possible flood scenarios that need to be considered. %cse

i scenarios are more completely defined by considering what and how equipment is affected in the context of the

possible accident sequences that can lead to core damage (as indicated by the intemal events analysis). It is therefore

important that the possible flood-induced failure modes (i.e., susceptibility) of equipment be considered in addition

to the random equipment failures covered in the internal events analysis. Any guidance used in the flooding analysis

with regard to the failure modes to be considered are c!carly defined and have a reasonable basis. For instance,

electricalequipment (buses; motor control centers (MCCs)' batteries; inverters; motors for valves, pumps, and fans;,

etc.)if submerged, significantly cplashed, or exposed to a high steam environment are assumed to short-out and

| therefore be unable to operate, at least during the screening sicps conducted in the analysis. Mechanical equipment

| may only be considered to fail under special circumstancessuch as when HVAC ducting is flooded and fails because
' of the water weight, and so on. Screening of potential accident sequences on the basis of what equipment is or is

not affected, as well as consideration of the above failure modes are clearly identined and supported.

14,6.2 Flooding Model Development and Quantification

|
%c modeling of the resulting unscreened scenarios follow and use the modeling performed for the intcmal events,

analysis. Hence, many of the same sequence models (typically event trees) and system failure models (fault trees)
are used but with modification. The model accounts for po:sible combinations of Good-induced as well as random

failurcs of equipment, and recognizes the potential for new or more severe perfonnance shaping factors when
considering human failure probabilitics and possible recovery actions. Data values will need to be changed
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accordingly. As previously stated, consideration is given to internal Goods as initiating events, as well as floods that
occur during or as a result of some other transient.

| The quantification portion of the analysis follows the same attributes provided in Section 14.3. If following the
initial quantification,it is judged that any bounding assessments remaining from the earlier phases of the analysis

;

are leading to unacceptable results, refinements are made to provide a more realistic "best estimate" analysis. Any
such refinements are clearly documented and peer reviewed for appropriateness.

!

14.6.3 Documentation of Internal Flooding Model Development and Quantification
i

The process of identifying flood sources, flood pathways, flood scenarios, and their screening, and intemal flood
model development and quantification are documented in a quality PR A. At a minimum, the following information )
is documented: |

,

a definition of the flood zones used in the analysis and the reason for climinating any of these areas froma

further analysis

a list of all flood sources considered in the analysis and any rules used to climinate these sourcese

a discussion on the propagation pathways between flood zones and any assumptions, calculations,or othera

bases for climinating any of these propagation pathways

a listing of accident mitigating equipment located in cach flood zonc not screened from further analysise

a list of any assumptions concerning the impacts of submergence, spray, temperature,or other flood-induceda

effects on equipment operability

a discussion of how the intcmal event analysis models u ere modified for the internal flooding analysis*

a list of the flood frequencies and component failure probabilities from flood effects and their bases*

a discussion of any calculations or other analyses used to refine the flooding eva!uation*

14.7 Attributes of a Peer Reviewi

|
,

! A peer review is an essential part of a quality PRA. The peer review checks the reasonableness of the key inputs,

models, and results, and therefore, provides an " independent" assurance that a quality PRA has been performed. A

quality peer review includes two major parts (which are discuacd in detail below) and include the following: 1
,

t

| Review team and qualifications. and*

Review process.
|

*

!

14.7.1 Review Team Composition and Qualifications
,

i
|

| For a quality peer review, the peer review is composed of a team rather than an individual, because the basic tasks
; in the analyses generally involve expertisc in multiple disciplincy For the PRA peer review, experts will be needed I

in the following areas: systems analysis, data analysis, human reliability analysis (HRA), severe accidentphenomena

:
i
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14. Attributes of a Quality PRA |

(if Level 2 analysis performed for submittal), source term (if Level 2 analysis performed for submittal), consequence
modeling (if Level 3 analysis performed for submittal). 1

|

|

Each peer reviewer generally has at least 5 years of direct experience covering multiple plants in perfonning the task

that the reviewer is assigned to review. This experience consists of knowledge of typical inputs, assumptions,
methods and techniques, models, scope, level of detail, and fonn of results fcr the assigned review area. The
reviewers also have a general familiarity with the plant design being analyzed. At least one member has a good

knowledge of the specific plant and its operation.

A quality peer review is intended to be an " independent" peer n,cic. . ar.d as such would not involve personnel or
individuals who participated in the PRA. An unbiased review is also ensured by selecting team members who are

independent of the organization that performed the PRA. Similarly, it is not appropriate for other utilitics to perform

the peer review.

14.7.2 Review Process

The peer review is conducted through group meetings (versus isolated reviewers), and the meetings are held at the

plant so that additional information can be obtained as needed. A single member acts as the team leader providing
overall coordination and control of the review process.

All members, prior to the review meeting, are provided sufficient information to gain an understanding of the PRA
(e.g., accident sequence development) and any supporting information and analyses (e.g., plant-specific room heatup

calculations). The documentation to Se reviewed is provided to the peer reviewers in sufficient time to allow
adequate review. The plant analysts that performed the analyses being reviewed should be available during the peer

review meeting to answer specific questions that are not adequately addressed in the documentation.

Although not necessag, conducting an ongoing peer review in parallel with performing the PRA (versus waiting until

after the PRA is completed)is the most efficient. In this way, any deficiencies found during a specific phase of the
w ork is identified and corrected in a timely and resourceful manner. PRA peer reviews are best utilized if they are

timed to correspond to the major phases of the work: major modeling phase, data base construction and initial
quantification phase, and the finalization and documentation phase. Reviewing the initial PRA construction is
particularly useful because it provides early feedback so that subsequent phases of the work do not get too far
advanced without a review of the previous phase (s) of the analysis.

The first goal of the PRA peer review is to examine the inputs, techniques,and analyses for the PRA. In performing

the review, attention is given to the completeness, accuracy,and the information, so that the PR A reflects the as-built,

as-operated plant. The PR A is based on information obtained from walkdowns, controlled documentation concerning

the plant design and operation, involvement of plant staff, and a " freeze date" for the analysis (including any
updates). To provide assurance that the approaches were generally applied appropriately, the peer reviewers are
expected to spot check selected portions of the analyses. For those portions, an in-depth review is performed. The

specific goals of the peer review panels are:

to determine the validity of the input information sources, assumptions, models, data, an.J analyses forming*

the basis for the proposed change, and

to determine the validity of the results obtained in the analyses and the corresponding conclusions related*

to the proposed change.
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i
'

It is expected that problems of varying importancc will be uncovered during the peer reviews. The peer review

| reports those problems that are significant enough to change the conclusions and results of the PRA. The peer review
| examines the PRA inputs to determine whether the PRA has met the attributes for an acceptable PRA that are

| outlined in Sections 14.2-14.6. The review consists of an overall evaluation of the task area being reviewed coupled

with sampling of very specific aspects of the task using a very detailed review approach. The inputs to the PRA that

are examined by the peer review team to determine whether they meet the attributes in Sections 14.2-14.6 are
discussed in the following paragraphs, followed by a discussion of the outputs that are examined.

|

Level 1 Modeling
1
1
'

The items to be examined for the overall examination are discussed first. In each case, the areas should be addressed

relative to the specific attributes discussed in Sections 14.2-14.3 and Section 14.6 for an acceptablePRA. To ensure

a quality Level 1 PRA, the peer review focusses on the following items:

The initiating events included in the PRA are reviewed to assess the completeness of the initiators*

considered, w hether the basis for excluding any initiators is aNuate, and to determine the reasonableness

of the initiator frequencies used in the PRA.

The reviewers consider whether the success criteria for each initiator is reasonable, and determine if there*

is an adequate basis for any success criteria that is not typical for the type of plant being reviewed.
|
!

1 The accident sequence models (e.g., event trees (functional or systemic) are scanned to determine whether*

| the logic is reasonable.
|
|

The modeling of systems are reviewed to determine whether the failures considered are comprehensive.*

Operability during accident and harsh environments (e.g., trip points for reactor core isolation cooling
system) are considered, as well as the completeness of the failure modes (e.g., failure to start, run).

The system dependency matrix is reviewed to assess whether dependencies are appropriately considered in*

the PRA.-

,
The operator actions that are included in the PRA, the failure probabilities for the actions, and the basis for*

excluding actions from the analysis are reviewed to determine the completeness of the analysis and the'

reasonableness of the probabilities calculated for each operator action.

While the peer review is not expected to provide a detailed review of all failure frequencies / probabilities*

used in the PRA, the methods used for determining the failure frequencies / probabilities (including common

cause treatment) are examined. the adequacy of data sources are assessed, the failure
, frequencies / probabilities (including common cause values), and the uncertainties are scanned for
'

reasonableness.

The adequacy of the quantification method, including the screening criteria are addressed.*

To supplement the reviews listed above, the independent peer reviewers also perform detailed spot checks of selected |
accident sequence models (e.g., event trees), systems models (e.g , fault trees), and the associated quantification. The

reviewers are also expected to spot check the documentation of plant walkdowns.
|

T
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Level 2/3 Modeling

The review team will need to evaluate the adequacy of the Level 2/3 analyses relative to the specinc attributes
discussed in Sections 14.4 14.6. To ensure a quality Level 2/3 PRA, the peer review focusses on the following

items:

Ac event trees (or equivalent system models) are reviewed to determine whether the treatment of severe*

accident phenomena is comprehensive for the plant under consideration. He treatment of systems and

phenomena are reviewed, including the basis for probabilitics, to detennine if the attributes provided in

Section 14.4.1 were followed.

The source term and consequence modeling and inputs are reviewed to detennine whether they satisfy the*

attributes for a quality PRA that are provided in Section 14.4.2.

The process used to bin results for the Level 2/3 analysis are checked (e.g., if plant damage states, accident*

progression bins, or source term groups are created) to ensure that the grouping maintains the separate
effects of the key factors affecting the results. The actual mechanics of the binning are examined for
selected cases to detennine whether the calculations were correctly performed.

Review of PRA Results

In addition to reviewing the inputs to the PRA, the peer review team also provides an independent evaluation of the

sensibility of the results. The review focuses on tim appropriateness of the identilled dominant accident sequences,
and when a full Level 2/3 analysis is perfonned, the containment failure modes, releases and consequences. The
review also considers u hether the aspects of the plant design, operation, and maintenance that are found to contribute

most to risk in the PRA are reasonable. The results examined are:
,

The top cut sets (limited to ~300 per sequence) are scanned, looking for unreasonable combinations of*

events.

The sequence CDFs calculated before and after crediting recovery actions are scanned for reasonableness.*

The frequencies of accident progression pathways as grouped for source term calculations, the frequencies*

and magnitudes of source terms, the individual early and latent fatality frequencies, and the uncertainty
characterizations for these frequencies are assessed for reasonableness.

i

14.7.3 Documentation

The documentation from the peer reviews include descriptions of the peer review process and Gndings, and the

responses to the peer review findings.

l
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15. COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATIONS TO A
QUALITY PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT I

15.1 Introduction

in Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 (Ref.15.1) the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) identified three
acceptable approaches that licensees could use to perform an Individual Plant Examination (IPE) for their plants.
One method consists of a Level I probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) plus a containment performance analysis

(essentially a Level 2 PRA). All of the licensees eventually elected this method and performed PRAs for their IPEs.

'These will provide the basis for increased use of PRA in risk informed regulation. The acceptability of the use of
these PRAs in future risk-informed regulation depends significantly on their quality.

! Chapter 6 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives regarding the IPEs with respect to risk-informed regulation.

| Section 6.2 (of Chapter 6, Part 1) summarizes the characteristicsthat comprise a quality PRA. Chapter 14 provides

| a more in-depth discussion of these characteristicsaddressing in detail the attributes of each element of a quality

PRA. To provide some perspective on the quality of the IPEs, this chapter presents a general comparison of the IPEs;

to the attributes of a quality PRA presented in Chapter 14 of this document.

GL 88-20 did not provide specific guidance, along the lines presented in Chapter 14 of this document, on how to
' perform the Level 1 PRA, since the methods are generally well established and documented in various PRA

procedure guides. Instead, GL 88-20 indicated that PRAs performed according to the procedures described in

NUREG/CR-2300 ( R e f. 15.2 ), NUREG/CR-2815 ( R e f. 15. 3 ), or N U REG /C R-45 50 ]

| (Ref.15.4) were adequate as IPEs. These procedure guides generally reflect the attributes of a Level 1

| PRA presented in Chapter 14 of this document. However,it was recognized that a wide range of views exist

|
conceming the phenomena (and their probabilities) associated with core melting, release of molten core material to

|
the containment, and subsequent containment performance. Thus, general guidance for conducting the containment

| performance analysis was provided in Appendix 1 to GL 88-20. Some significant variations exist between that
guidance and the attributes listed in Chapter 14 of this document.

The NRC also provided guidance on the format and content of the licensees' IPE submittals in NUREG-1335
(Ref.15.5). Unlike the attributes for documenting a quality PRA, licensees were not required to submit
all in' formation documenting the IPE. Furthermore, as with GL 88-20, NUREG-1335 did not provide specific

guidance for performing the Level 1 PRA, with the exceptions of the guidance inferred in the response to comments

I and questions provided in Appendix C to NUREG-1335. Further guidance on how to perform the containment
performance assessment was provided in Appendix A to NUREG-1335.

| A detailed comrarison of the IPEs to the attributes listed in Chapter 14 of this documer.t has not been performed.

| However, the staff reviewed each licensee's IPE submittal to determine if the licensee's IPE met the intent of GL

; 88-20. The staff's review did not, however, verify or validate the PRAs. For example, the staff's IPE review did

f not include verifying and validating supporting calculations. Instead, the NRC staft's review focused on the

| following items:
I

4

!

|
the " completeness"of the PRA with regard to inclusion of the necessary elements of a PRA and whether*

the methods used are acceptable to the staff

the " reasonableness"of the assumptions, boundary conditions, and data used in the PRA| *

;

'
the " reasonableness"of the results, given the design and operation of the plant*

15-1
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

in addition to the staff's review of the individual IPEs, significant insights into the general quality of the PRAs has

been obtained as a result of this study. This chapter documents these insights for the Level I analyses, the
containment performance assessment (i.e., the Level 2 assessments), and the Level 3 assessments performed by a few

licensees. However, it is emphasized that because the attri'mtes of a quality PRA delineated in Chapter 14 have

evolved over time and were not available at the time the IPEs were performed, some shortcomings are to be expected

particularly in the containment performance assessment Variations between the attributes in Chapter 14 of this
document and the guidance specified in GL 88-20 and NUREG-1335 are highlighted to place identified shortcomings

in perspective. In addition, the identified shortcomings are not applicable to every IPE. Thus, the adequacy of an
individual IPE for use in future risk informed applications can only be determined by performing a more detailed
review of the PRA.

15.2 Comparison of IPEs to a Quality Level 1 PRA

in order to provide perspectives regarding the general level of completeness and technical quality of the IPEs, the

information in the IPE submittals has been compared to the attributes of a quality Level 1 PRA defined in Chapter
14. A comparison is presented for each of the major Level 1 PRA tasks. Although characteristics frorn cach IPE
are reviewed as part of this comparison, the staff made no attempt to compare individual IPEs against the
characteristicslisted in Chapter 14. Instead, the staff compared the IPEs as a group. Some IPEs are obviously better

than others in certain areas; for others, adequate documentation was not always provided to allow a full comparison.

The resulting perspectives,in turn, can be valuable in determining the potential role of the IPEs in future risk-
informed regulation. The Level I analysis performed in the IPEs generally compare well to the quality PRA
characteristicslisted in Chapter 14 of this document.

15.2.1 IPE Initiating Event Analysis Comparison to a Quality PRA

| With the exception of some guidelines for documentation, GL 88-20 and NUREG 1335 did not provide specific

| guidance for the initiating event analysis task of the IPEs. The potential accidentinitiating events at a nuclear power i

plant are well understood and have been characterizedin PRA procedure guides, PRAs and PRA-related studies, and

other documentation (e.g., updated safety analysis reports). Thus, the initiating event analyses performed in the IPEs

generally compare well to the attributes for identifying, excluding, grouping, and documenting initiating events as |i

|
'

discussed in Chapter 14 of this document. More specific details are provided below.

The modeling of all general plant transient events (i.e., plant transients that have historically occurred at many plants

such as turbine trips and loss of feedwater events) appears to be complete for almost all of the plants. This
completeness should not be surprising since these transients have occurred at most plants, are well documented, and,

'
,

have been modeled in all PRAs before the issuance of GL 88-20. What was not clear from many of the IPE ]
submittals was the grouping of these general transients into transient initiating event groups. Some variation in this I

grouping can occur as a result of differences in plant design or operation. Most of the IPE submittals did not provide

sufficient information to determine how this grouping was performed and to verify if this grouping was performed
according to the attributes of a quality PRA. For example, the treatment of manual shutdowns in the IPEs varied.

Some IPEs clearly indicated that controlled shutdowns were treated as separate initiating events w hile others indicated

that they were grouped with other transient events. Some included planned shutdowns, such as for refueling outages,

; while others only included unplanned shutdowns resulting from abnormal occurrences. However, for the majority

| of the plants, it was not clear from the submittals if manual shutdowns were included in the analysis or how they
i were included.
i-

1

(
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

| All of the licensees modeled loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) of various sizes (typically small, medium, and large)

I determined primarily by the requirements of mitigating systems. However, some variation in the modeling of LOCA
| sizes occurred and impacted the reported results. For example, some IPEs for boiling water reactors (BWRs) only

modeled small and large breaks, while others reported that intermediate LOCAs (which require vessel
depressurization for low-pressure coolant injection) were dominant LOCA scenarios. Very small LOCAs such as

recirculation pump seal LOCAs were considered in many IPEs, but instrumentation line breaks were generally not
explicitly mentioned. An unmitigatable reactor vessel rupture was generally given cursory treatment in the IPEs (if i

it was discussed at all) because of the expected low frequency of occurrence. )

Some licensees also differentiated the LOCAs by location (e.g., steam line versus water line breaks in BWR3, and

j inside containment versus outside containment). However, the majority of the BWR IPEs combined steam and water
| line breaks, while breaks outside containment (with the exception ofinterfacing system LOCAs) were widely ignored.

Interfacing system LOCAs were analyzed in the vast majority of the IPEs primarily because of their potential for
bypassing the containment.

|

The modeling of support system transient initiators is more variable than other initiating events. Most licensees
| presentedjustifications for modeling or eliminating various support system initiators consistent with a quality PRA,

However, some licensees chose to include a support system as an initiator because it could not easily be determined

if a reactor scram would actually occur as a result of the loss of the system. A small fraction of the licensees simply

eliminated some support system initiators without any documented justification. In addition, the basis for
j elimination,in many cases, was qualitative (i.e., no calculations were provided to support the inclusion or exclusion).

A common example of a support system initiator that is not rigorously analyzed is the loss of the control room

| heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system.

| 15.2.2 IPE Accident Sequence Analysis Comparison to a Quality PRA
i

| With the exception of some documentation guidelines, no specific guidance was provided in GL 88 20 or
NUREG-1335 for the accident sequence ana!ysis portion of the IPE. As a result, various acceptable methods for a

quality PRA were used. These methods involved either event trees (the most common method used in the IPEs) or

event sequence diagrams. The use of event trees was somewhat variable ranging from functional to systemic trees.

| In addition, some licensees chose to use support system fault trees to determine support states, while others chose |

the fault tree linking process to account for support system interactions. Most plants used separate event tree models |
;

to delineate the events leading to core damage and to model the subsequent containment response. The core damage'

I sequences were generally binned manually into plant damage states that served as input into the containment response
I analysis. However, some licensees used plant response trees that asked the operability of mitigating systems both !

,

before and after core damage for the purpose of directly identifying plant damage states.

L The key attributes for the accident sequence analysis portion of a quality PRA involve establishing the success criteria

I and delineating the accident progression for each accident initiating event. A general comparison of the accident

j progression represented in the IPE models to the attributes of a quality PRA, including the establishment of success

! criteria,is discussed below. In general, the accident sequence analyses performed in the majority of the IPEs have -

the attributes of a quality PRA as described in Chapter 14.

One factor that can influence both the success criteria and the accident progression is the definition of core damage,

which varied substantially in the IPEs from definitions involving vessel level to definitions involving fuel cladding;

temperature or oxidation (the parameter used in the core damage definition in Chapter 14). To a large extent, many'

of these definitions could be somewhat equivalent and thus meet the core damage definition used in Chapter 14 (i.e.,
,
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

high fuel cladding temperatures and oxidation could be expected when the vessel is uncovered to a certain level).,

"

For the majority of situations, the core damage de6nition did not impact the IPE modeling. However, there were
i
'

some cases when the core damage definition influenced the success criteria. For example, a licensee who assumed

that core damage would occur when the vessel level reaches the top of the active fuel did not credit systems that

could not prevent partial core uncovery but would eventually refill the core (e.g., the use of control rod drive system
in some BWRs). Licensees who assumed core damage would occur when the vessel level is much lower would

credit such systems.

The use of realistic success criteria with well-established bases is an attribute of a quality PRA. The success criteria

used in the IPEs for mitigating systems responding to the various initiating events generally is more realistic than
assumed in tFe analyses documented in the licensees' final safety analysis reports (FSARs). However, a small
fraction of the licensees chose to use the limiting FSAR criteria in their analyses. The bases for emergency core
cooling system and alternative coolant injection system success criteria are generally well established in the IPEs
through references to existing thermal-hydraulic analyses or other PRAs (including the NUREG-ll50 studies). In
addition, some licensees performed plant-specific calculations to determine whether systems, such as the control rod

drive system in LWRs, could be used early to mitigate transients. However, in a few cases, system-level codes such

as Modular Accident Analysis Code (MAAP) (Ref.15.6) were used to determine thermal-hydraulic success
and event timing. The use of such codes for these purposes in a quality PRA is questionable due to the simplistic
nature of these codes for assessing success criteria requiring a high level of accuracy in the results.

A number of licensees did not provide a documented basis for the use of some systems. For example, the use of
a single, power-operated relief valve (PORV) to depressurize the reactor coolant system (RCS) at some pressurized

water reactors (PWRs) may be in doubt because of the size of the PORV. Similarly, the use of firewater for coolant

injection at BWRs may be limited because of the low head of the pumps. Finally, it should be noted that much of
the observed variability in the success criteria is more attributable to the boundary conditions imposed on the analysis

by the licensee. Where one licensee may have detined a more expanded boundary condition in crediting (with
appropriate justification) plant systems for mitigation (such as using a realistic definition for core damage instead
of the 2200*F hot channel criteria in the FSAR), another licensee may have elected to not perform the necessary
analysis, and therefore, not credit the system (s) in the success criteria.

The accident progression modeling in the IPEs is generally within the attributes set in Chapter 14 for a quality PRA
with the notable exception of the treatment of phenomenologicalimpacts on system operability. Phenomenological

impacts on system operability were not always rigorously analyzed or included in the accident progression. Some

illustrative examples are provided below. Protective trips of systems resulting during an accident sequence did not
always appear to be included in the analysis. For example, steam line detection trips of the reactor core isolation
cooling system in BWRs was identified as occurring during station blackout sequences (heating ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems would be inoperable) in some IPEs but not in others. Whether this modeling
difference was caused by design differences or oversights was not clear in some cases The loss of emergency core

cooling system pump net positive suction head following loss of suppression pool cooling was identified in most
BWRs. However, clogging of pump strainers (significant especiallyduring LOCAs) was widely ignored in most of
the IPEs. Finally, the failure of components outside the containment following containment failure (or venting in
BWRs) as a result of expected harsh environments was generally considered in a qualitative manner rather than
through a rigorous quantitative process (see section 15.2.3 for further discussion on this topic).
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15. Coraparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA|

15.2.3 IPE Systems Analysis Comparison to a Quality PRA

With the exception that the JPE must represent the as built and as-operated plant, no specific guidance was provided

in GL 88-20 or NUREG 1335 for performing the systems analysis portion of the IPEs. However, the guidance for
| the systems analysis in a quality PRA presented in Chapter 14 includes establishing the failure modes to include in

j the system model, defining criteria for excluding failure modes, and guidance for modeling system dependencies.

'the systems analysis reportir.g requests in NUREG-1335 are less stringent than the documentation for a quality PRA.
In fact, the licensees were not requested to provide the system models as part of their IPE submittals. As a result, I

the individual system models (i.e., fault trees) have not been reviewed. However, the general system modeling
guidelines could be gleaned from many of the IPEs. The results of a general comparison of the IPE submittal
discussion on the systems analysis to both NUREG-1335 and the attributes of a quality PRA is provided below. The I

| results of this comparison tend to indicate that the IPE system analyses generally meet the attributes of a quality
PRA.

NUREG-1335 recommended that a plant walkthrough be performed to verify that the as-built plant was being
modeled in the IPE. The need for system walk-throughs is also an attribute for a quality PRA. Some of the
licensees indicated in their submittals that plant walk-throughs were performed. Other licensees indicated that part

of their internal review process involved verification that the system models represent the current system
configuration. Thus, for many of the plants, some verification that the system models represented the then current
system configuration was provided. However, for some plants, no such verification was evident from the IPE
submittal.

| Because the IPE submistals do not usually provide the system models, the NRC staff could not thoroughly assess the

adequacy of these models as part of their audit of the IPE submittals. It was not always evident from the IPE
| submittal when detailed or simplified fault trees were used to model a system, and thus the adequacy of the system

modeling could not be fully ascertained. However, the submittals generally addressed the failure modes of
components and their dependencies on support systems. The failure modes included in the system mod:Is are

| consistent with those modeled in a quality PRA and included hardware failures, testing and maintenance outages,

human errors, and common cause failures. Passive component failures such as pipe breaks were generally ignored
3

in the IPEs, which is consistent with the characteristics of a quality PRA as described in Chapter 14.

1

Of particular concern is the treatment of common cause failures in the IPEs. The actual components considered for ;
common cause failures vary among the IPEs with most of the licensees only modeling common cause failures for

components that are required to change state. The common cause database, referenced in Chapter 14 as being the

most current, also includes passive component common cause failures (e.g., heat exchangers and strainers). Thus,

the types of components requiring common cause treatment was not generally as complete in the IPEs as described

by the attributes in Chapter 14. As is common PRA practice and consistent with a quality PRA, most licensees only |
treated common cause failures within a system; a few modeled failures across systems.

|

The system dependencies on support systems such as electrical power and cooling water systems were generally |
documented using dependency matrices as requested by NUREG-1335. However, the level of detail included in the |

| dependency matrices varied, making it difficult in some cases to identify which systems or trains of a system were |
'

affected by a failure of a particular electrical bus or other supporting subsystem. In addition, the basis for
eliminating some dependencies (primarily HVAC dependencies),in some cases, was qualitative and made apparently

without calculational support.
l

! i
i |

| 1
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15. Comparison ofIPEs to a Quality PRA

Finally, many of the IPEs addressed the operability of some systems under adverse conditions or environments.

NUREG-1335 addresses the issue of equipment survivability in the response to questions and comments provided

in Appendix C. The NRC staffindicated that credit for equipment operability during severe accidentsbe based upon
some evidence of the capacity of the equipment to operate in the expected harsh environments. This could involve

extrapolation of equipment qualification data. This criteria is in agreement with that presented in Chapter 14 for a
,

'

quality PRA. For the most part, the issue of equipment survivability was addressed qualitatively rather than
quantitatively. The location of equipment with respect to expected harsh environments was often used to determine

if a system survived. On the one hand, a system in the turbine building was generally considered to continue to

operate following containment failure since harsh environments would not be expected in that area. Equipment in

; the reactor building, on the other hand was often assumed to fait since harsh environments could be expected in that

| area. Quantitative analyses were generally limited to analyzing the impacts of loss of HVAC. Room-heatup
calculations were performed by some licensees to determine if and when equipment in certain areas would fail upon

loss of HVAC. Without a thorough review of the system design and modeling, the staff cannot confirm that
equipment survivability was comprehensively examined.

15.2.4 IPE Data Analysis Comparison to a Quality PRA

The guidance in NUREG 1335 concerning data analysis implied that plant-specific data should be used whenever j

possible for initiating events and for important components. NUREG 1335 further states that plant-specific data
should be used when there is several years of operating experience but only when statistically meaningful data exists.

The method for performing the plant-specific data analysis (e.g., classical or Bayesian methods) was not specified.

In contrast, the data analysis attributes for a quality PRA presented in Chapter 14 indicates that plant-specific data

should be used when possible for all initiating events and system components. Bayesian updating is the preferred

method for combining plant-specific component failure data with generic failure data. However, initiating event
frequencies and component outages (associated with testing or maintenance)should reflect only plant experience (i.e.,

| Bayesian updating should not be performed). A generalcomparison of the IPEs to these two sets of attributes would j

tend to indicate that the data analysis portion of the IPEs may be one area of weakness in the Level 1 IPE analyses. |
'

Some of these weaknesses are highlighted below. |

The plant-specific data process was not documented in the IPE submittals. Therefore,it is not possible to determine

if the process of selecting data sources and using that data was performed according to the attributes described in
Chapter 14. however,it is clear from the submittals that the data analysis performed in the IPEs is highly variable.

| This is most evident from a review of the component hardware failure data analysis. Most licensees used a
! combination of plant-specific and generic data to quantify their IPE system models. Some licensees performed

Bayesian updates of generic data while others directly used plant-specific and generic data. While most of the

|
licensees used at least some plant specific data, some methods are being used that are inappropriate. Examples

j include counting zero failures as equal to one-third of a failure in estimating the failure rate and incorrect application

j of the Bayesian updating.

The degree of plant specific data analysis also varies, with some licensees only generating plant-specific data for
components assumed to be major contributors to core damage, and other licensees performing a comprehensive
analysis for all components modeled in the IPE. A few licensees used only generic data in their IPEs. Although
the generic data sources used in most IPEs are from the nuclear industry, a large variability has been observed in

[
the failure rates for some components (e.g., generic data for failure to start for turbine-driven pumps ranging from

SE-3 to 9E-2)..

|
,
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! 15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA
I

| De treatment of common cause failure data differed somewhat because of their relatively rare occurrences. Most

licensees used only generic data; however, some licensees adjusted the generic data to be more applicable to their
plants by reviewing the events contributing to the generic data values and eliminating those events that were deemed

not applicable. Unusually low common cause failure rates are used in a few IPEs as a result of this type of
examination of the common cause database. This approach fails to recognize that common cause failures are, by

nature, rare events that tend to have some plant-specific features. The approach used to eliminate inapplicable
failures also needs to consider possible undiscovered failures that are relevant to that particular plant.

15.2.5 IPE Human Reliability Analysis Comparison to a Quality PRA

In the response to questions in Appendix C to NUREG 1335, the NRC staffindicated that human reliability analysis

(HRA) methodology is not mature, and therefore, would not allow the establishment of specific guidance on
performing the HRAs needed for the IPEs. Although a particular HRA method is not endorsed in Chapter 14 as

| being appropriate for a quality PRA, the attributes of an acceptable methodology are identified. A general
comparison of the HRAs performed in the IPEs to the attributes of a quality PRA is summarized below.

| A variety of approaches and methods were used in conducting the HRAF for the IPEs. Given that some methods -

| rely more heavily than others on subjective estimation techniques and that different methods often consider different

operator performance shaping factors, the possibility exists that different human error probabilities could be obtained

for identical human actions using these different techniques. In addition, all of the methods are somewhat vulnerable

to the biases of the analysts performing the HRA. One particular application of an HRA methodology as been
I determined to be inconsistent with the intent of GL 88-20 and the attributes defined in Chapter 14. Additional

assumptions made regarding the applications of the method were invalid and, consequently, the method as applied

| did not produce consistently reasonable results. The potential impact of methodological affects on HRA results in
the IPEs will be addressed in an upcoming NUREG/CR report.

As far as completeness in modeling human errors, most IPEs include both pre-initiator and response and recovery

post-initiator human errors. Pre initiator errors are often given screening values and subsequently screened out or
determined to be insignificant. Some licensees only considered failure to restore components after maintenance and !

dismissed calibration errors; others included both types of errors. Some plants excluded pre-initiators by claiming
that those failures are already included in the component random failure data. This assumption is inaccurate because

some of the most important pre-initiators such as common cause miscalibration rarely occur and, therefore, are not ;

represented in the random failure data. 1

Most licensees included post-initiator operator actions in their IPEs, but consideration of dependencies between
different operator actions was somewhat variable. In a few cases, licensees assumed that the operator would not

make any errors in performing a particular action. The guidance in NUREG-1335 Appendix C and Chapter 14
indicates that recovery actions that are not proceduralized should generally not be credited. In general, the licensees -

|
l did not credit such recovery actions in the IPEs. However, a substantial number of IPEs did credit repair of failed |

components. Although plant specific procedures are generally used in the HRA evaluations, the use of simulator
exercises and operator talk-throughs is somewhat variable.

Several concerns were identified in the quantification of post initiator operator actions in the IPEs. First, it was
noted in some IPEs that the time available to perform the actions may not have always been correct. Specifically,

the time at which the operator would be cued to an abnormal situation requiring action was not always correctly |;

| determined. Second, in many cases average performance shaping factors were used rather than situation-specific

parameters. Rus, a plant specific HRA was not always the end product of the IPE. Third, dependencies between
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human error events were not always handled correctly. This was particularly true for plants that used low screening
values for the human errors during preliminary quantiGcation of the IPE models.

; 15.2.6 IPE Accident Sequence Quantification Comparison to a Quality PRA
,

Specific guidance on performing the accident sequence quantification portion of the IPEs was not provided in either
i

] GL 88-20 or NUREG-1335. However, the method by which the accident sequences were quantified, including the
computer programs used was asked to be included in the submittal. Sensitivity studies and an uncertainty analysis

; was not requested as part of the IPE process. Substantial guidance was provided in NUREG 1335 for reporting the
results of the analysis. In particular, screening criteria were provided to determine which accident sequences to report

'

to the NRC staff. For each of the selected sequences that use these screening criteria, NUREG 1335 specified that
a discussion of the accident progression, specific assumptions, essential equipment subjected to environmental

conditions beyond the design bases, and applicable recoveryactions be included in the IPE submittal. Any sequences
that fall below the screening criteria because its frequency drops by more than an order of magnitude as a result of

;
~

credit taken for human recovery actions were to be identified. In addition, a list of major contributors to those
accident sequences was to be provided along with a list of any identified vulnerabilities.

The quantification guidance for a quality PRA provided in Chapter 14 goes beyond that specified in NUREG-1335

and includes guidance on selecting truncation values, incorporating recovery actions, estimating uncertainty, and
performing sensitivity studies. In addition, the documentation attributes encompass those listed above plus additional
items conceming the entire quantification process (e.g., flag files, list of mutually exclusive events, and the results
of uncertainty and sensitivity calculations).

A comparison of the IPE quantification process to the NUREG-1335 and quality PRA attributes is difficult because

the details of the quantification process used in the IPEs are not always available. However, several general,

"

conclusions can be reached. First, the IPE submittals generally met the reporting guidelines presented in
NUREG-1335. Most of the licensees discussed the methods and computer codes used in the quantification process.
Because these methods and codes are adequate to treat the Boolean reduction process, it is expected that the core
damage sequences are appropriately generated.

'

Second, the results of the IPS analysis were generally reported according to the guidelines listed in NUREG-1335

with one major exception. Many of the licensees failed to list those sequences eliminated as a result of application

of human recovery actions. This failure in reporting made it difficult to ascertain if recovery actions were being
applied according to the attributes for a quality PRA.,

Third, the truncation limits are not provided for many of the IPEs. For the ones that provided this information, an

adequately low cutoff appears to have been used, such that ~90 to 95% of the core damage frequency (CDF) would

have been captured as described by both NUREG 1335 and the attributes of a quality PRA. Finally, many of the
,

licensees went beyond the requests of NUREG-1335 by performing sensitivity studies and/or uncertainty analyses !
as part of their IPEs. '

15.3 Comparison of IPEs to a Quality Level 2 PRA

GL 83-20 requested licensees to perform Level 2 analyses for their IPEs to search for plant-specific vulnerabilities

to severe accidents. In addition, Supplement I of GL 88 20 (Ref.15.7) provides insights of technical
information obtained from completion of the Containment Performance Information Program for BWR Mark I

lNUREG-1560, Draft
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA,

;

) containments, and Supplement 3 of GL 88-20 (Ref.15.8) provided insights for BWR Mark 11, Mark lit,
)

and pressurized water reactor (PWR) containments. The insights would be of benefit to licensees for searching for 1

! plant specific vulnerabilities. |
|

i i

| Section 2.2 of NUREG 1335 provides general guidance on the reporting of the Level 2 analyses in IPEs. In addition,

j Appendix A of NUREG 1335 specifies an approach to the Level 2 portion of an IPE, with guidance on plant
; familiarization, sequence grouping, determination of containment failure modes, development of containment event

trees (CETs), determination of containment challenges and time of failure, determination of source term magnitudes,
'

i quantification of CETs, and performing sensitivity studies.

i

A quality full-scope Level 2 analysis includes an assessment of the full range of credible challenges to containment,

i integrity (i.e., determination of plausible failure mechanisms and corresponding structural challenges), a
j characterization of the capacity of the containment to withstand various challenges (i.e., determination of

performance limits), and an organization and integration of the uncertainties associated with these two evaluations-

: to estimate the probability that containment would fail (or be bypassed) for a given accident sequence.

i Since IPEs provide the foundation for the future use of IPEs/PRAs in risk-informed regulation, the quality of the

| Level 2 analyses in IPEs needs to be examined. This examination requires a comparison of Level 2 analyses between

.
what was requested by the staff and what were submitted by licensees,and a comparison ofIPEs to a quality Level 2 l

j PRA. The comparisons are made for each key task activity associated with the PRA elements and tasks of a quahty

| Level 2 PRA. These comparisons are discussed below in light of the scope of GL 88-20 and its supplements.

15.3.1 Assessment of Credible Challenges to Containment Integrity

15.3.1.1 Determination of Accident Sequences to be Assessed

(

Appendix A of NUREG-1335 gives an example of plant damage state (PDS) bin characteristicswhich can be used
to consolidate the larger number of core damage sequences into a smaller number of PDSs. The intent is that all

accidents within e prticular PDS can be treated as a group for assessing accident progression, containment response, j;

j and radionuclide release.

Most licensees adequately treated the interface between the Level I and the Level 2 portions of the IPEs. For these.

IPEs, the licensees could track the effect on the Level 2 results caused by changes in (or dependencies from) the
Level I analysis.<

I

j A large majority of IPEs did use the PDS methodology and provided descriptions of binning characteristics for their

PDSs. However, cut set carryover appears to be difficult if not prohibited by the interface methodology. Many IPEs
did not develop PDSs. However, there was one logic structure that started from initiating events to containment |

failure and radionuclide rekases. This should assure the maximum coupling from the Level 1 analysis to the Level-

i 2 analysis, including complete dependency and cut set carryover.

1

) For most IPEs, conservation of CDF in going from the Level 1 analysis to the Level 2 analysis was upheld, and all

; Level I sequences are coupled to the Level 2 analysis. For some IPEs, the CDF used in the Level 2 analysis was
a subset of the CDF calculated at the end of the Level I analysis. Thus, there is the possibility that certain initiating<

events (originally not important but possibly important in certain PRA licensing applications) could get lost and not

| be part of the Level 2 analysis.

4
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

A quality PRA would group cut sets on the basis of accident characteristics that influence either subsequent,

j containment performance or resulting radionuclide source term. Many IPEs have met the attributes of a quality PRA

in grouping cut sets on the basis of these accident characteristics.
.

15.3.1.2 Containment System Performance Analysis j

1

NUREG-1335 noted that the coupling of the Level I analysis to the Level 2 is through the binning of the multitude,

of Level I sequences into a few groups of damage states with similar Level 2 characteristics, namely, timing of
important events or operability of key features. Further, all Level I to Level 2 sequence interfaces need to be
concisely documented, and the adopted binning needs to be justified.

!

i Since many IPEs provided good descriptions conceming the attributes for PDSs, it was easy to follow which
dominant core damage sequences, generated from the Level I analysis, were grouped into which PDS. For some

,

IPEs, there was a lack of sufficient descriptions in the IPEs on which accident sequences were binned into which

PDSs.

A large number of IPEs explicitly defined early and late containment failures However, timing of events in the
accident progression, and times to containment failure relative to core damage were not sufficiently described in some
IPEs. Since GL 88-20 recommended at least 24 hours for the mission time, the mission times for IPEs varied from

24 hours to 48 hours. For many IPEs that stopped their accident progression analyses at 24 hours, some of these

sequences could have the potential to contribute significantly to late containment failures. For example, some IPEs
that indicated no containment failure at 24 hours might have a failed containment with radiological release if the !
analyses were carried out to 48 hours. Similarly, for some IPEs that went to 48 hours, carrying some sequences
beyond 48 hours might have contributed to late containment failure. For example, for some PWR accident>

sequences, the containment would fail by overpressurization but not before 48 hours.

1 For many IPEs that used PDSs, the licensees provided sufficient documentation to describe how the mapping of
CDFs into PDSs was performed at the cut set level. For some IPEs that used PDSs, there was insufficient

I information to determine whether the mapping of CDF into PDSs were performed at the cut set level, not at the ,

accident sequence level. Therefore, it is not clear that dependencies and recovery actions on the cut set level were |

properly accounted for. l

l

A quality PRA performs PDS binning or grouping at the cut set level. It appears that many IPEs met the attributes
of a quality PRA in performing PDS binning or grouping at the cut set level.

|

15.3.1.3 Severe Accident Progression Analysis |
. ,

Most IPEs seem to carry the entire core damage frequency into the Level 2 analysis. However, methods, scope, and

technicat rigor of the Level 2 analysis in most IPEs are not comparable to those applied in the Level I analysis. This

is because the methodology for the Level 2 analysis is not as well developed and understood as that of the Level 1

analysis.

Many IPEs have linked containment systems models directly with accident sequence models from the Level 1 to ,

account for mutual dependencies. Some IPEs took advantage of the software used available to link the Level 2 to |

the Level 1 analysis data, in some IPEs, containment systems were explicitly modeled; in other IPEs, it was not

possible to discern the actual state of the containment systems regarding their operability and availability. A large
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

majority of IPEs did not take credit for non-safety containment systems. For example,many PWR IPEs did not take
credit in the analyses for fan coolers and cross-ties to containment spray via alternate systems.

Since many IPEs did not provide enough description regarding the environmentalimpact oflong term performance

of containment safeguard systems during severe accidents, it is not cicar whether the environmental impact on
containment systems were examined in the IPEs. Nevertheless,some IPEs examined the efrects of steam and aerosol

on some vital equipment. Prolonged high-temperature effects on containment penetration elastomer seal materials
were generally considered in IPEs.

In general,the MAAP code was the most popular code that was used to characterizeaccident timing and containment

response. By varying the magnitude of MAAP input parameters, sensitivity analyses were performed to quantify
the efrects of varying assumptions. A majority ofIPEs perfonned sensitivity analyses founded on the Electric Power

Research institute (EPRI) recommendation list; however, there is generally not enough information in IPEs to explain

why some EPRI recommended sensitivity analyses were not performed. A few licensees performed more credible
sensitivity analyses without solely relying on the EPRI's recommended list.

A majority of IPEs used analyses from surrogate plants (very ollen the NUREG-il50 (Ref.15.9) plants)
to substitute for their plant-specific analyses. Some IPEs provided brief descriptions to explain why the analyses
from surrogate plants were applicable to their plants. However, sensitivities addressing the differences were not
performed in many cases.

Most IPEs have mentioned the appropriate accident phenomena in their IPEs. However, some potentially important

phenomena, such as direct containment heating, were dismissed from further consideration without adequate
justification. The important phenomena were often treated in an " absolute" manner without any consideration of
uncertainty.

A number of IPEs addressed phenomenological uncertainties qualitatively by using technical position papers
generated by Fauske and Associates, which included a literature search as part of the basis for the positions taken.

The plant-specific technical papers seem to have been developed from a set of generic technical papers with minor
modifications.

The severe accident progression analysis in a quality Level 2 PRA would include the following considerations: l

i

lThe entire core damage frequency is carried forward into the Level 2 analysis.
|

*

Methods, scope, and technical rigor are comparable to that applied in the Level I analysis.*

|

Containment systems models are linked directly with accident sequence models from the Level 1 to fully*

account for mutual dependencies.

Long-term performance of containment safeguard systems accounts for degradation of environments within*

which the system must operate during severe accidents.

Integrated computer code simulations form one (not an exclusive) basis for characterizingaccident timing*

and containment response.
,

i

! * Extensive sensitivity analyses are performed to quantify the effects of alternative, credible code modeling
i

assumptions.
,

i
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA2

Independent, specialized engineering analyses are performed to characterize the effects of modeling- *

simplification in lumped parameter, integral severe accident analysis codes.
,,

Application or adaptation of analyses from surrogate plants is accompanied by analyses to demonstrate*

-applicability.'

importance of phenomena not represented in integral severe accident codes must be evaluated by some othere
,

means.

Many IPEs do not meet this attribute of a quality Level 2 analysis in performing accident progression analysis.

15.3.2 Characterization of Containment Performance Limits

15.3.2.1 Engineering Analyses of Structural Capacity to Withstand Loads

Appendix 1 of GL 88-20 noted the use of existing structural analyses to determine the ultimate pressure capability
of the containment (i.e., the quasi-static internal pressure resulting in containment failure). These should be modified

to account for any unique aspects that could substantially modify the range of possible failure pressures.

Many IPEs used outside contractors in performing containment structural analyses. Some IPEs used computer codes

and performed the containment structural analyses in-house. However, a few licensees did not use outside
contractors, did not perform any in-house code calculations for containment structure, and used existing analyses of

,
'

similar plants and extrapolated the results to their plants.

Many IPEs used the estimate for hydrogen concentration resulting from 100% metal-water reaction and performed

bounding analyses (homogeneous adiabatic assumptions) to estimate the load on containment resulting from a single

global deflagration of hydrogen. Some IPEs used the hydrogen concentrations from MAAP code runs and performed

analyses on containment loading resulting from hydrogen combustion. However, most IPEs did not examine the

effects of global or local hydrogen detonations on containment structure.

A quality PRA would require engineering analyses of performance limits to account for plant-specific design features,,

such as discontinuities in the containment shell, penetrations, and interactions with neighboring structures. A number
! ofIPEs appeared to have met the attributes of a quality PRA in performing containment structural analyses.

15.3.2.2 Systematic Search for Plant-Specific Containment Fallure Modes

Appendix 1 of GL 88-20 noted that licensees identify the most probable list of potential containment failure
mechanisms applicable to the plant under consideration (e.g., Table 7-1, NUREG/CR-2300). Furthermore,
NUREG 1335 provided a list of potential failure modes and mechanisms (direct bypass, failure to isolate, vapor
explosions, overpressurization, combustion processes, core-concreteinteraction, blowdown forces, melt-through, and

thermal attack of containment penetrations).

A majority of licensees performed an adequate job in analyzing their containments to determine the different
containment failure modes resulting from overpressure, overtemperature,and core debris contact. However, many

,

licensees did not provide information to explain w hy other containment failure modes were dismissed for their plaats.

It is not clear for many IPEs whether the effects of localized design features were captured in the analyses. A few

IPEs examined their plant layout and systems in detail and identified plant-specific containment failure modes. In
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

| response to the findings from the Containment Performance improvements program, some licensees that have large,
'

dry PWR containments have performed walkdowns of containment to search for locations where local hydrogen

pocketing might occur.

A quality PRA would require evaluating ultimate pressure capacity using a finite-element model of suflicient detail

j to capture the effects oflocalized design features and performing engineering analyses to characterizelikely failure
I

| sizes for each postulated failure mode. Many IPEs did not meet the attributes of a quality PRA in searching for

| plant-specific containment failure modes.

1533 Probabilistic Characterization of Containment Performance

| 15.3.3.1 Development of a Probabilistic Logic Structure to Trace Severe Accident Progression
1

Appendix 1 to GL 88-20 noted that system / human response should be realisticallyintegrated with phenomenological ;

aspects into simplified, but realistic CETs for the plant being examined. Allowance should be made for the {
probability of recovery or other accident management procedures (particularly for long-term responses). The '

quantification of the CETs should both clearly take into account the expected progression of the accident and aim

to envelop phenomenological behavior (i.e., account for uncertainties).

Most licensees developed large or small CETs to characterize containment responses to core damage sequences. A

few IPEs used plant response trees to integrate Level I analysis with the Level 2 analysis and, therefore, PDSs were

not needed.

I
For those that used large CETs, the licensees examined the CETs in the NUREG-1150 studies to select the top event

nodes appropriate for their plant-specific CETs. While none of these IPEs had the level of detail and complexity
of the NUREG-il50 CET stmeture, many had a robust stmeture, with sufficient top events (and coupling to logic

trees that defined the top events) to allow for a thorough understanding of the progression of the severe accidents
to containment failure. The CETs in these IPEs had a good mix of"phenomenological,"" system" and, if important,

" operator action" top events.

For those that used small CETs, the licensees used simplistic CETs with a few top events. Very often these top )
events were system-oriented, and the containment phenomenologicalissues and operator actions were not explicitly

addressed in the CETs. However, for some IPEs that used the small CET approach, more detailed
decision / decomposition trees representing the phenomena were presented.

For several licensees that relied on their contractors' technical position papers, the CETs in their IPEs had a limited

number of top event nodes because the effects of important severe accident phenomena were dismissed in the

technical position papers and hence were not in the CETs. As a result, no early containment failures were expected !

to result from severe accident phenomena including steam explosions, direct containment heating, vessel thrust forces,

thermal attack on containment penetrations, and hydrogen combustion.

In general, many IPEs did not consider the impact of operator performance on the accident progression for PWRs.
For BWRs, the necessary operator actions were generally recognized although not adequately quantified or justified.

A substantial number ofIPEs used fault tree analyses to estimate containment isolation failure probability. However,

it is not clear whether common-mode failures have been considered in the fault tree analyses.
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

A quality Level 2 PRA would use logic structures to explicitly recognize important time phases in severe accident
progression, and consistently address the interdependence of accident phenomena to create a time-line of accident

progression for each accident sequence.

Many IPEs did not meet the attributes of a quality PRA in producing logic structures to adequately treat the accident

phenomena and human interactions. Since their CET structures were incomplete or too simplistic, serious limitations

exist as to their usefulness in regulatory applications.

15.3.3.2 Assignment of Probabilities to Uncertain Parameters and Events in the Logic Model

Appendix i to GL 88-20 states that CET quantification should include consideration of uncertainties. NUREG-1335

stated that a well-structured sensitivity study ought to determine what has the largest effect on the likelihood or time

of containment failure and the magnitude of the source term without calculating the uncertainties explicitly.
Table A.5 of NUREG-1335 provides a table of parameters for sensitivity study.

Many licensees selected the split fractions for their CETs using the values from the NUREG-il50 study. A few
licensees used the fault tree analyses to estimate the split fractions for CETs. Some IPEs assigned zeros and ones

to the split fractions for their CETs. In general, the values assigned to split fractions of CETs seemed arbitrary and

not justified. Many IPEs varied the magnitude of split fractions in sensitivity studies to consider the impact of
uncertainties.

A quality PRA would address uncertainty in the quantification of events and phenomena through the assignment of

probability density functions to individual events (i.e., logic model provides statistical mechanism for combining the

distributions in a consistent manner). In general, IPEs do not meet the attributes of a quality Level 2 PRA in
addressing uncertainty of phenomena because probability density functions were not used in IPEs to quantify
uncertainties of phenomena.

15.3.4 Characterization of Radionuclide Release

15.3.4.1 Source Term Definition

The proper characterization of the source term includes analyzing a representative number of radionuclide release

categories and determining the quantity, timing, and duration of the releases. NUREG-1335 noted that the timing,

magnitude, and characteristics of accidental radionuclide releases can be determined after the timing and mode of

containment failure or bypass were determined and a description of the various potential radionuclide paths are
obtained. For many IPEs, the licensees provided a sufficiently complete representation of the accident source terms.

However, a number of IPEs contained an incomplete representation of the source terms; for example, only cesium
iodine (Csl) is considered for early releases in some IPEs.

A quality PRA would define radiological source term (s) for each accident sequence and failure mode in the Level 2

model. Many IPEs do not meet the attributes of a quality PRA in defining their radiological source terms.

15.3.4.2 Coupling of Source Term and Severe Accident Progression Analysis

NUREG 1335 noted that determination of source terms may be done by the selection of source terms for similar
sequences that have been identified for a similar plant or by code calculation. If a large number of source term
calculations are combined into a set of release categories, the rationale for the process should be provided.
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15. Comparison of IPEs to a Quality PRA

Some IPEs used results from plant specific MAAP runs to estimate source terms for each dominant accident
progression. A few IPEs did not use the MAAP code but some other code to estimate source terms. Some IPEs
used results of analyses for a reference plant to estimate source terms. One IPE directly applied the pertinent source

terms from the NUREG-il50 study. For many IPEs, there was insufficient information to determine how
representative source terms were obtained from the accident progression analyzed. j

l
A quality PRA would quantify uncertainties in the radiological source term for a given accident sequence to identify

the distribution of plausible en vironmentai releases, identify correlations between uncertain parameters associated with

radionuclide release, transport, and deposition and with other aspects of severe accident behavior and treat them

consistently, and use sufficient information to characterize source terms to calculate environmental consequences in

a Level 3 PRA. In general, the IPEs do not meet the attributes of a quality PRA in quantifying uncertainties in the

|source terms.

|

15,4 Comparison of IPEs to a Quality Level 3 PRA
'

Since one of the four objectives of the IPE program was to gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall

probabilities of core damage and radionuclide releases,GL 88-20 did not ask licensees to assess the consequences

(the impacts on human health, the environment, and economics) associated with accidental releases. Therefore,most

licensees did not elect to perform Level 3 analyses for their IPEs. A few IPEs provided descriptions of input data

and assumptions to be used in a Level 3 analysis. For example, one licensee used the Calculations of Reactor
Accident Consequences Version 2 Code (CRAC2) (Ref.15.10) to perform consequence calculations. The
input data for CRAC2 includes meteorological data, deposition rates, radiation pathways, evacuation and sheltering,

health physics data, and population distribution. The limited number of Level 3 analyses reported in the IPEs have

not been reviewed by the staff.

The consequence analysis of a quality Level 3 PRA would require collecting demographic and weather-relateddata
(i.e., data on local meteorology and terrain, site demographics, and local land use representing current, plant-specific

conditions), appropriate source terms from the Level 2 analysis, and performing consequence calculations for the full

range of early and late health effects. The consequence calculations would address variability in weather.

It has not been determmed whether the small number of Level 3 analyses performed by licensees are consistent with

the attributes of a quality Level 3 PRA.

15.5 Comparison of IPEs to a Quality Internal Flooding Analysis

in GL 88-20, the NRC staffindicated that the IPEs should include an examination ofinternal flooding events. Other
external events such as internal fires and seismic events were deferred to allow the NRC staff to identify which

events should be analyzed, to potentially develop simplified methods for analyzing these events, and to coordinate

ongoing programs at the NRC and within the industry. NUREG-1335 did not provide any specific guidance on
performing the internal flooding analysis other than that the results of the analysis be included in the submittal. More

specific guidance on a quality internal flooding analysis is provided in Chapter 14 of this document. This guidance
includes discussion on identifying and screening flood sources, identifying flood propagation pathways, and including

flood-induced failure mechanisms.

A general comparison of the internal flooding analyses reported in the IPEs to the guidance criteria provided for a

quality PRA was performed. Since the internal flooding analysis uses the same processes and models used in the
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internal events analysis, this comparison focused on the modeling pertinent to the internal Good analysis. However,

the conclusions reached on the general acceptability of the internal event models, as addressed above in Section 15.2,

are also applicable to the internal Gooding analyses. In general,the IPE Dood analyses contain most of the attributes

of a quality PRA. Some hghlights of this comparison are provided below.

The majority of the IPEs appeared to have comprehensively considered possible internal Gooding sources consistent
with a quality PRA. The sources considered included tank ruptures, pipe breaks, and seal failures. One source that

was not always considered in the IPEs involved inadvertent fire suppression system actuation. Also, it was not

always clear whether or not the potential for human-induced Gooding was included in the IPE analyses.

In general, the modeling of Good scenarios in the IPEs appeared to be consistent with a quality PRA. However,
some variability in the modeling was obvious. For example, the majority of the IPEs appeared to include
submergence impacts on equipment. Ilowever,it was not always clear if spray impacts were included in some IPEs.

Many of the IPEs performed screening evaluations in which all the equipment in a flood location was assumed to
fail by either submergence or spray impacts. A more detailed evaluation was performed in some IPEs for those areas

surviving the screening evaluation. Other IPEs ended their intemal Gooding evaluation with the screening analyses.

The Good zone definitions appeared from the limited information provided in the IPE submittals to consider the
existence of barriers such as walls, doors, and curbing. In addition, consideration of drains that would limit a Good

to a particular area was also generally considered in the Good zone definitions. Flood propagation pathways from

one Good zone to another through stairwells, drains, hatches, and doors were also generally considered in the IPEs.

The failure of barriers to propagation was not a significant factor in the IPE analyses. Finally, isolation of Goods
was often included in the IPE evaluations. However, the methods of detecting a Good and the time available for
performing such isolations were not always provided with a firm basis.

15.6 Comparison of IPEs to a Quality Peer Review Process

In GL 88 20, the NRC requested that each utility perform " ..an independent in-house review to ensure the accuracy

of the documentation packages and to validate both the IPE process and its results." The purpose of the in house

review, as discussed in NUREG-1335, was twofold. First, the combination of persons performing and reviewing

the IPE would give the utilities a group of PRA-experiencedpersonnel to use the IPE in other applications. Second,

the in-house review would provide quality assurance and control to the IPE process. Independence of the quality
assurance and review team is an essential feature in this quality control aspect. The NRC staffindicat:d that use
of staff from an adjacent unit or outside contractors would help achieve some level ofindependence. However, there

was no requirement for using outside contractors in the review process.

The attributes in Chapter 14 indicate that an external peer review is an essential aspect of a quality PRA. A quality
extemal peer review addresses two major areas: |

|
(1) review team composition and qualifications

(2) review process

The attributes of peer review describes a team of individuals with direct experience in performing all elements of
a PRA. Knowledge of the techniques,models, methods, assumptions, scope, and other attributes associated with each I

element and task of a PRA is necessary in a quality peer review. With this expertise, the team can determine
whether the proper methods were selected and implemented. In addition, the peer review is intended to be
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|
" independent"to ensure that an inherent " bias"is not introduced into the peer review process. Therefore, individuals

who performed the PRA and other utility personnel are excluded from the peer review team.I

The peer review is intended to ensure that the analysis is complete and the results are reasonable considering the
design and operation of the plant. The peer review is not intended to perform a detailed verification of all inputs
and analyses. Therefore, the peer reviewers are expected to spot check selected portions of the analyses in

| conjunction with the goals of the peer review.
1

Most of the licensees performed an in house review of their IPEs. This process generally involved a review of the
information used in the modeling process by utility personnel unfamiliar with PRA (e.g., system engineers, operators, j

and plant management personnel). This level of review provided assurance that the as-built, as-operated plant was j
,

I being modeled, but generally could not address the content or the accuracy of the PRA models. To alleviate this i

shortcoming, many licenseeschose to use external PRA consultants to review their IPE models. The extent of these
external reviews was generally not documented in the IPE submittals and thus whether the review process meets the ;

attributes described in Chapter 14 is largely unknown at this time. f
|

l

|

I

1

|
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16. SAFETY GOAL IMPLICATIONS

Chapter 7 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives on several additional items. Section 7.1 (of Chapter 7, Part 1)

summarizes the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) results relative to the current risk level of U.S. plant as compared

with the Commission's Safety Goals?'" Chapter 16 provides a more in-depth discussion including the approach
adopted to infer how the IPE results were compared to the quantitative health objectives. |

|

16.1 Background|
|
,

| The Safety Goal Policy Statement (Ref.16.1) established two qualitative safety goals which are supported
by two quantitative health objectives (QHOs):

"The risk to an average individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant of prompt fatalities that

might result from reactor accidents should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the sum

of prompt fatality risks resulting from other accidents to which members of the U.S. population

are generally exposed. *

He risk to the population in the area near a nuclear power plant of cancer fatalities that might

j result from nuclear power plant operation should not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) of

| the sum of cancer fatality risks resulting from all other causes."
l

For purposes of comparison with the results of probabilistic risk assessments, these QHOs have been translated into

two numerical objectives, as follows:

(1) Promptfatalities QHO: The individual risk of a prompt fatality from all "other accidents to which
members of the U.S. population are generally exposed," such as fatal automobile accidents, etc. is about

SE-4 per reactor-year (ry). One-tenth of one percent of this figure implies that the individual risk of prompt

fatality from a reactor accident should be less than SE-7/ry. The " vicinity" of a nuclear power plant is
understood to be a distance extending to 1 mile from the reactor. The " average" individual risk is
determined by dividing the number of prompt or early fatalities (societalrisk) to 1 mile due to all accidents,

|
weighted by the frequency of each accident, by the total population to 1 mile and summing over all

'
accidents.

(2) Cancerfatalities QHO:"De sum of cancer fatality risks resulting from all other causes"is taken to be the
cancer fatality rate in the U.S. which is about 1 in 500 or 2E 3/ry. One-tenth of one percent of this implies

that the risk of cancer to the population in the area near a nuclear power plant due to its operation should
be limited to 2E-6/ry. The " area"is understood to be an annulus of 10 mile radius centered on the plant.

| The cancer risk is also determined on the basis of an ' average individual',i.e. by evaluating the number of

latent cancers (societal risk) due to all accidents to a distance of 10 miles from the plant, weighted by the

frequency of the accidents, dividing by the total population to 10 miles, and summing over all accidents.

When comparing the IPE results with the above QHOs, it should be noted that the scope of the IPE program is
limited to accidents initiated by internal events (excluding internal fires) during full power operation only. Therefore,

the risk estimates inferred from the IPE results may reflect only a fraction of the total risk of operating the plant.
i

4

1

''' The safety goal objectives are targets for generic regulatory requirements, and not requirements, standards,
; or criteria for individual licensing decisions.

16-1 NUREG-1560, Draft
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16. Safety Goal implications
|

The results of other probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) that include external events (and internal fire) and other |

modes of operation (e.g., low power, shutdown) indicate risk levels comparable with those obtained for internal
|

cvents during full power operation.

The issuance of the Safety Goal Policy Statement was followed by the Integration Plan for Closure of Severe

Accident issues (Ref.16.2). The Integration Plan has several elements, one of which is the IPEs.
However, the licensees, in responding to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 (Ref.16.3), are not requested to
calculate off-site health effects (although some did, only two compared their results to the QHOs), and thus the IPE
results, in general, cannot be directly compared against the above health objectives.

j
|

During the sarety goal policy implementation, several subsidiary objectives were discussed (Ref.16.4). In particular,

core damage frequency (CDF), conditional containment failure probability (CCFP), and a "large" release frequency

were proposed. The concept oflarge release frequency was subsequently dropped, but the CDF and CCFP objectives

have been used in a number of applications. As most IPEs performed the equivalent of a Level 2 PRA, the
numerical values of these subsidiary objectives can be compared directly to the IPE results.

16.2 Subsidiary Objectives
.

A total CDF of IE-4/ry and a total CCFP of 0.1 have been proposed (Ref.16.4) as numerical objectives.
The CCFP '2) is usually defined as the frequency of early containment failure and bypass divided by the CDF.U

The numerical values of these objectives can be obtained directly from the IPE results and are presented in
Figure 16.1 (core damage frequency) and Figure 16.2 (conditional containment failure probability). Figure 16.2
presents the CCFP values for early structural failure of the containment and containment bypass accidents separately.

I E -3

e e,

T 2 3*.8
g Subsidiary ObjecHve ,3 3

4

1:ih.
8 at ..] ... a 8::

**a' 8-

1E4 a
w, . .

.
* '

1E4 ,

I..e_ ..

B
u

1E4

BWRs PWRs

Figure 16.1 Core damage frequency for BWR and PWR IPEs.

4

'' Conditional containment failure probability is defined as the probability of containment failure conditionalon
core damage having occurred. Chapter 14 provides a more detailed discussion on the definition and estimatiren of
conditional failure probability.
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| Figure 16.2 Conditional containment bypass and early failure probabilities for all BWRs and

PWRs.;

| l,

| The CDFs for all of the boiling water reactors (BWRs) and most of pressurized water reactors (PWR) populations

fall below 1E 4/ry. Nine licensees representing 15 PWR units reported CDFs above IE-4/ry (refer to Chapter i1 |

for a discussion on the factors influencing these results). Most of the CCFPs for bypass and early containment failure
|
! for PWRs are below 0.1. All of the CCFPs for bypass events in BWRs are below 0.1, however, most of the CCFPs

j for early containment failure are above 0.1. These results were not unexpected given the characteristics of BWR

pressure suppression containments and PWR large volume containments (refer to Chapter 12 for a detailed discussion

on contr.inment performance during severe accidents).
1

16.3 Comparison With the Quantitative Health Objectives
| |

| Since several plants do exceed the subsidiary objectives, the QHOs are compared against the IPE results in order to

j determine how well the population of plants meet the Safety Goals. However, as noted above, in general, off-site

| consequences are not calculated in the IPEs. Off-site health effects are reported, though, for five plants in
NUREG-il50 (Ref.16.5). The NUREG-ll50 results can then be used to extrapolate the IPE results to
risk estimates. The approach adopted is a two-step process, as shown in Figure 16.3.

i
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Figure 16.3 Approach for comparing IPE results to quantitative health objectives.

(1) In the first step, a relatively simple approach is used. The key containment failure modes that contribute

to off-site health risks were identified in NUREG-il50 for several plants. The frequencies of key
containment failure modes (such as early structural failure and bypass) as reported in the IPE submittals are

then compared to the NUREG-ll50 results. This comparison is used to infer to how the IPE results might
compare to the health objectives of the safety goals.

(2) In the second step, those plants that have relatively high frequencies for the key containment failure modes
are examined in more detail to more accurately assess the risk estimates.

One of the objectives of the NUREG 1150 study was to gain and summarize perspectives regarding risk to public
health from severe accidents at five commercial nuclear power plants. Several risk measures were calculated,
including individual fatality risks for comparison with the QHOs. This comparison is reproduced from NUREG-1150
in Figure 16.4.

The results reported in NUREG-il50 (refer to Figure 16.4) indicate that the early fatality and latent cancer fatality
risk estimates for all of the five plants studied are below QHOs. Based on the NUREG-ll50 results, the mean
individual early fatality risk at Surry would have to increase by a factor of about 30 in order to approach the early
health objective. Individual latent cancer fatality risk would have to increase (for Sequoyah or Zion) by over two
orders of magnitude to approach the corresponding health objective. This margin does not account for the risk
associated with external events plus internal fire and flood and other modes of operation.

NUREG-1560, Draft 16-4
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16. Safety Goal implications

|

| NUREG ll50 reports the contributions of the various containment failure modes to mean early fatality risk and
| population dose (which is proportional to latent cancer fatality risk) for the five plants. The percentage contribution

of the containment failure modes to these off-site health consequence measures is given in Tables 16.1 and 16.2
below:

Table 16.1 Principal contributors to early fatality risk.*

Containment failure modes Grand Gulf Peach Bot:om Sequoyah Surry Zion

Early Containment Failure 86 % 89 % 38% 7% 93 %

i
i Late Containment Failure 12 % 3% <!% <l% -

!

Containment Vented 2% 8% - - -

|

Containment Bypass - - 62 % 93 % 7%;

1

! No Containment Failure - - - - -

i

l * Reproduced from supporting documentation (Ref.16.6) to NUREG Il50.

|

Table 16.2 Principal contributors to population dose.* '

|

Containment failure Peach

| modes Grand Gulf Bottom Sequoyah Surry Zion

Early Containment Failure 61 % 84 % 35 % 5% 77 %

Late Containment Failure 28 % 5% 22 % 17 % -

Containment Vented 4% 10 % - - -

Containment Bypass - - 43 % 78 % 23 %

No Containment Failure 7% 1% - - -

!

| * Reproduced from supporting documentation (Ref.16.6) to NUREG 1150.

!

From an inspection of the above tables, it is clear that accidents that result in containment bypass or early
,

containmen*. failure are dominant contributors to both early fatality and latent cancer fatality risk. Consequently, if |
| one compt.res the frequencies of early containment failure or bypass reported in the various IPE submittals with the |

| NUREG-1150 results, one can draw conclusions regarding how the population of plants might compare with the NRC

| quantitative health objectives. The early ce tainment failure and bypass frequencies reported in each of the IPEs
are compared with the NUREG-il50 frequencies in Figure 16.5. The IPE results presented are the mean or point
estimate frequencies taken directly from the submittals and do not include estimates of uncertainty. The
NUREG-ll50 results include the mean,5th percentile, and 95th percentile frequencies for each of the five plants
studied.

,

|

3

;

;
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Figure 16.5 Comparison of NUREG-1150 and IPEs early failure and bypass frequency for
,

! PWRs and BWRs.

A comparison of the frequencies of early containment failure or bypass given in Figure 16.5 indicates that most of

the IPE results are similar to or lower than the NUREG-ll50 results. This implies (based on the reported IPE
results) that most plants have similar risk levels to those reported in NUREG-1150. However, there are a number

of plants that have frequencies of early containment failure or bypass that are an order of magnitude higher than the

Surry results. If the Surry results are extrapolated to the higher frequencies for these plants, the nsk estimates are
I unlikely to approach the individual latent cancer fatality health objective because of the margin between the

NUREG-il50 results and the cancer fatality QHO. However, because of the smaller margin between the
! NUREG-1150 results and the prompt fatality QHO, the risk estimates for those plants with higher frequencies of

early containment failure and bypass could approach this health objective. However, scaling risk estimates by using

| the ratios of containment failure and bypass frequencies could be misleading. Tb predicted individual early fatality

| risk is a complex function of the quantity of radioactive materials released,the timing of the release,and site-specific

characteristics such as meteorology and the population distribution in the vicinity of the plant. For these reasons,

! the higher frequencies of early containment failure and bypass for the IPE results in Figure 16.5 may not translate

| into equivalent increases in the early health risk. Therefore, those plants with frequencies of early containment
! failure and bypass higher than IE-5/ry are examined in more detail. As shown in Figure 16.6 this resulted in 79

units being screened out as candidates for approaching the early fatality QHO.
.
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Figure 16.6 Process for comparing IPE results to quantitative health objectives.

| Eighteen IPE licensees (representing 29 units) reported frequencies of early containment failure and bypass higher

than IE-5 per reactor year. Each of these submittals is reviewed to determine the frequencies of source terms that

would be expected to give rise to early fatalities (EFs) within 1 mile of the plant. One licensee (LaSalle l&2)
submitted a Level 3 IPE and was eliminated from further consideration based on the reported results. The individual

risk of early fatality (IREF) embodied in the safety goal is given by:

!

f EF to 1 mHe from Release i
IREF = {(Frequency of Release i). Nmn er (j)

{ Population to 1 mile

On the reasonable assumption that the only major contribution to early fatality is from sequences leading to either

early containment failure or bypass (ECF/B), the above equation can be rewritten as:- J,

|
|

Number of EF to 1 mile from (ECF/B)'
IREF = { (Frequency of ECF/B), . (2)

{ Population to I mile

NUREG-1560, Draft 16-8
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16. Safety Goal implications |

In general, the IPEs contain information which bins the frequencies of the plant damage states (PDS) into several

! containment failure modes, including early failures and bypass. Individual source terms or release classes (RCs) are

' then identified under the particular failure mode category with a conditional frequency (CF) of occurrence,i.e., given
the occurrence of the PDS. Equation (2) can then be written as:

| Number of EF to 1 mile from (RCEF/B)*IREF-{(Frequency of PDS), a { CF (RCEF/B), .
,

(3)!

{ Population to I mile; , /

E sums over early failure and bypass release classes (RCEF/B),3 belonging to a particular (PDS),where

{ sums over all plant damage states.

Generally, a Level 3 probabilistic consequence assessment code, such as MACCS (Ref.16.7), is used to
calculate the number of early fatalities to I mile at a particular site, taking into account site-specific meteorological

data, the timing and energy of the release,the waming time before evacuation can begin, the evacuation speed, and

the population distribution.

Absent such a consequence calculation, some approximations have to be made in order to permit a rough estimation

of IREF from the information provided. The information that is available from the submittals is the frequencies of j
the plant damage states, the binning of the containment failure modes (early failure, bypass, late failure, etc.) for each j

PDS, the conditional frequency of each release class under each PDS and containment failure mode (conditional on j

the occurrence of the PDS), and the release fractions of various radionuclide groups belonging to each release class.

The following approximations are based partly on the calculations performed and the results obtained in the Large
|Release Study (Ref.16.8)-
|
|

1. All release classes belonging to the early failure / bypass containment failure modes are assumed to have a

release timing shorter than the statutory warning time for start of evacuation,i.e., the release is assumed to
,

occur before evacuation can begin.

2. Source terms associated with the early failure / bypass release classes which have release fractions of the
volatile / semi-volatile radionuclides (iodine (1), cesium (Cs), tellurium (Te)) greater than about 0.03 can

potentially give rise to early fatalities within 1 mile of the plant.U'')

'''Most plants in the U.S. have been licensed with exclusion zone boundaries extending from 0.25 mile to 0.4
mile; with respect to the prompt fatality QHO, the population at risk lies in an annulus extending from the exclusion
zone boundary to 1 mile. In the Large Release Study, (Ref.16.8), many calculations were performed to determine
the conditions under which an off site early fatality could occur as a function of the fraction of the core inventory
released of different radionuclide groups. The 1, Cs, Te >0.03 threshold is based on a spectrum of these calculations.
This threshold should not be confused with the 0.1 threshold for fractional volatile radionuclide releases discussed
in Chapter 12. The 0.1 threshold was used by severallicensees for the purpose of determining the frequencies of
significant radionuclide release. The use of this definition of a significant release in Chapter 12 does not imply that
source terms with lower radionuclide releases would not resu.s in early fatalities.
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16. Safety Goal implications

3. For most of the neutral to stable weathers, the plume will extend laterally to about 1/3 of a 22.5* angular
sector out to I mile. In other words, approximately 1/3 of a sector's population out to I mile can
potentially suffer early fatalities given the occurrence of an early failure / bypass source term with I, Cs, Te
release fraction > 0.03 and assuming that the release starts before evacuation can occur.

4. As a first approximation, it is assumed that the population is uniformly distributed over all 16 angular
sectors. Ren, given the occurrence of an early failure / bypass release class (RCEF/B),(belonging to (PDS),)
with 1, Cs, Te release fractions 2 0.03,

Number of EF to 1 mile from (RCEF/B),=.1 1 |* _ = _=0.02 (4)
{ Population to I mile 3 16 50

This simplifies the IREF calculation to:

IREF={ (Frequency of PDS), * { Conditional Frequency of (RCEF/B), * 0.02 (5)
* 1

where the E extends over those early failure / bypass release class source terms which have I, Cs, Te

fractions 2 0.03.

After this second step,14 units (refer to Figure 16.6) are estimated to have the potential for relatively high individual

early fatality risk (within a factor of two higher or lower than the early fatality QHO of SE-7 per year). Of these
14 units, two are BWRs with Mark I containments. For these units (Browns Ferry and Hope Creek), shell melt-
through is the primary cause of early containment failure. This failure tr, ode was identified as a Mark I specific
failure mode before the issuance of GL 88 20 and has been addressed separately through experimental research and
analysis.

Eight of the other units are PWRs with large dry containments and relatively high CDFs and CCFPs. The relatively
high CCFP (approximately 0.3) for one plant (Palisades)is caused by a unique failure mode in which core debris
is predicted to melt through a pipe and enter the auxiliary building. The CCFP for five other units, Calvert

j

Cliffs 1&2 and Palo Verde 1,2&3, is lower (approximately 0.1) than Palisades and driven by assumptions regarding
early over pressurization failures associated partly with direct containment heating. This failure mode was also
identified before the issuance of GL 88-20 and is also being addressed by research activities. Two other units, Ginna

and Haddam Neck, have relatively high frequencies of containment bypass. j

Re remaining four units are PWRs with subatmospheric containments. The CCFP probability for two of these units

(Beaver Valley l&2) is also relatively high (approximately 0.3) and isolation failure was an important contributor.
The probability of isolation failure is large because for station blackout sequences the IPE model does not take credit

for operator actions to manually isolate the containment. The IPE results for Surry l&2 are driven mainly by
containment bypass. (While containment bypass was also identified as the major contributor to early fatality risk |

from intemal initiators at Surry in the NUREG-1150 study, the mean frequency of bypass in NUREG-ll50 was
estimated to be more than one order of magnitude smaller compared to the IPE result. Hence, the mean of the
NUREG 1150 distribution of the individual risk of early fatality lies well below the early fatality QHO). |

While these preliminary estimates of early fatality risk based on the IPE results are approximate, they do point to
the need to examine site-specific characteristics at individual plants more carefully. For example, the conditional

NUREG-1560, Draft 16-10
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16. Safety Goal Implications

consequences of early failures may be more severe at sites such as Beaver Valley which have a relatively higher

population density as opposed to, say, Ginna with a much lower population in the plant vicinity. In addition, site
meteorology and the size of the plant (i.e., the radionuclide inventory) can also influence off-site consequences. In

summary, a comparison of the IPE results with the NUREG-IISO study, shows that most of the IPE results, with

a few exceptions, are likely to meet the QHOs.

16.4 Summary

The IPE results, which reflect only accidents initiated by internal events at full power, imply risk levels below the

| individual latent cancer fatality health objective. The IPE results also suggest that risk levels at most plants are
below the individual early fatality health objective, with a few possible exceptions. Although more plants exceeded

the proposed subsidiary objectives, only a fraction of these are found to have the potential for individual early fatality

risk levels that could approach the corresponding QHO.
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i 17. IMPACT OF STATION BLACKOUT RULE ON CORE DAMAGE

FREQUENCIES
|

| Chapter 7 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives on several additionalitems. Section 7.2 (of Chapter 7, Part 1)

i summarizes the improvements that have been identified as a result of the station blackout rule (and analyzed as part

| of the IPE), and the impact of these improvements on reducing the likelihood of station blackout (SBO). Chapter 17

provides a more in-depth discussion including the details on the approach used to address the impact of the station

| blackout rule, and the factors affecting the station blackout core damage frequency (CDF).

| 17.1 Background of the Station Blackout Rule

An SBO is defined as the total loss of alternating current (AC) electric power to the essential and nonessential

switchgear buses at a nuclear power plant. An SBO results when both offsite power and onsite emergency AC power
are unavailable (Ref.17.1). If AC power is not recovered in time, an SBO can result in core damage
since most nuclear reactors require AC support for decay heat removal. Based on station blackout studies (Refs.17.1

;

and 17.2) that highlight these concerns, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed the station
blackout rule (SBOR) (Ref.17.3) to reduce the risk of severe accidents from SBO, with the goal of
limiting the average contribution to core damage from SBO to about I E-5/ry (Re f.17.4) and

| (Ref.17.5). Based on the SBOR, all licensees and applicants are required to assess the capability of their
plants to maintain adequate cooling and appropriate containment integrity during an SBO. In support of the SBOR,

the NRC developed Regulatory Guide 1.155 (Ref.17.6), which describes a method acceptable to the NRC
for maintaining a high level of reliability for emergency diesel generators (EDGs), developing procedures and
training to cope with and recover from an SBO, and establishing plant-specific durations for withstanding a station

blackout. Application of the method resulted in the determination that plants could withstand SBO for 2 to 16 hours,

depending on the plants' specific design and site-related characteristics (Ref.17.7). This method provided
plant units with several alternatives for complying with the SBOR (e.g., adding EDGs as alternate AC (AAC)).

Even though all nuclear plants in the United States have committed to the SBOR and many have implemented it,

its impact has not been evaluated. Consequently, the SBOR has been evaluated as a part of the Individual Plant
Examination (IPE) Program: Perspective On Reactor Safety and Plant Performance. The primary objective of the
SBOR evaluation is to use the SBO information in the nuclear industry's IPEs and the NRC SBOR documents

referred to above to gauge the stress of the SBOR in reducing CDF. The SBOR evaluation also provides
perspectives on SBO at light water reactors (LWRs) by identifying and characterizingthe important variables that

I contribute to the variation in SBO CDF results.

17.2 Technical Approach

! This section of the report describes the technical approach used in the SBOR evaluation. The approach consists of

four steps described in Sections 17.2.1 through 17.2.4.

; 17.2.1 IPE Preliminary Review
:

The first step is to review 75 IPE subtr,ittals (108 plant units) and various responses to Requests for Additional
information (RAls) to determine how the submittals incorporate the SBOR. The IPE submittals examined and the

supporting information provided by the NRC on the SBOR coping methods is presented in Table 17.1.

|
.
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17. SBO Impact on CDF

Table 17,1 Station blackout coping methods for the plants reviewed

T pe o.Type of AAC/ coping Plant's name

Excess capacity EDG PWR14 Beaver Valley l&2, Braidwood l&2, Diablo Canyon l&2,
Milestone 2, Byron l&2, Turkey Point 3&4, St, Lucie I&2,
Prairie Island

B WR-5 Brunswick I&2, Limerick I&2, and Millstone i

Excess redundancy EDG PWR6 Faricy l&2, Zion I&2 and South Texas I&2

BWR2 Itatch l&2

Using HPCS EDG (AAC assist) BWR-2 Clinton and Perry

Non class IE two diesel generators PWR8 ANO I&2, Calvert Cliffs 1&2, North Anna I&2, Surry 1&2
(DGS) or a large DG

B WR-4 Dresden 2&3, Quad Cities 1&2

Non-class IE DGS or DGS with PWR-3 Davis Besse, Milestone 3 and Kewaunee
limited connection capability

BWR-1 Pilgrim

Adjacent unit's non-class IE DG PWR-1 Three Mile Island I

|
Non-class IE combustion turbine BWR-2 Fermi 2. Oyster Creek

|generator (CTG)

Non-class IE gas turbine generator PWR-6 Indian Point 2, Palo Verde 1,2&3, and Point Beach I&2
_

Using hydro generator BWR-3 Peach Bottom 2&3 and Vermont Yankee

Using appendix R DGs PWR-10 Catawba l&2, Maine Yankee, McGuire l&2, and Robinson 2
Oconee 1,2&3

Type o.Using class IE batteries only Plant's name

.oad shedding required PWR14 DC Cook 1&2, Palisades, Salem I&2, San Onofre 2&3,
Seabrook I, Sequoyah I&2, Summer, Crystal River, Fort
Calhoun, Summer, Waterford 3

.

1

1

BWR-14 Monticello, Duane Arnold, Fitzpatrick, lladdam Neck, Big Rock
Point, Grand Gulf, LaSalle 1&2, Susquehanna l&2, WNP 2, and
Nine Mile Point I&2

No load shedding requi ed PWR-9 Calloway, lladdam Neck, liarris, Vogtle I&2, Wolf Creek,
Ginna, Comanche Peak l&2

BWR-3 Cooper, River Bend, and flope Creek

NUREG-1560, Draft 17 2
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The initial analysis examines the IPE submittals from several viewpoints:(1) whether the SBOR is addressed in the

submittal; (2) whether the SBOR is credited""8 in the submittal; and (3) whether the impact of the SBOR in
terms of reduction in total or SBO CDF is known. Results of the total CDFs, SBO CDFs, percent SBO CDF
contributions, reduction in total CDFs, reduction in SBO CDFs, and reduction in percent SBO CDF contributions

are also gathered (when available)during this step.

17.2.2 Categorization of Plant Submittals

The second step is to categorize and group the IPE submittals. For the 75 IPE submittals examined, plant units can

be grouped into the following categories:

Category (a) The SBOR coping is addressed and credited in the IPE submittal, and the impact of the SBOR in
terms of reduction in total CDF (i.e., total CDF before the rule minus the total CDF after the rule)

is known. The reduction of the SBO CDF may be unknown but the SBO CDF after crediting the

SBOR is known. For example, in the Fermi 2 submittal, the coping method (using a non-class IE

gas turbine generator cross-tie)is credited (total CDF = 6E-6/ry). The total CDF before the SBOR

was implemented was approximately 8E-6/ry; however, the reduction in the SBO CDF is unknown.

Since one of the primary functions of batteries is to supply direct current (DC) power during a loss

of offsite power, it is assumed that the SBOR has no impact for units that met the SBOR using
existing battery capacity. Therefore, a separate, credited, subcategory (al) has been created to j

incorporate those units that met the SBOR using existing battery capacity. |

Category (b) The SBOR coping method is addressed in the submittal and credited, but the impact (reduction in

CDF) of the SBOR is unknown. (Note: SBO CDF after crediting SBOR is known but not before.)

For example,in the Clinton submittal, the coping method (high pressure core spray (HPCS) EDG)
is credited, resulting in a final SBO CDF of IE-5/ry. However, the submittals do not list what the
total CDF would be if the SBOR coping method had not been credited.

I

Category (c) The SBOR coping method is addressed in the submittal but not credited; however the impact of
the SBOR was evaluated separately after the results were finalized. For example, in the Arkansas

Nuclear One (ANO 1) submittal, the coping method was not credited before the CDF results were

finalized. However, a separate sensitivity study in the submittal states that "ANO I has committed
to install an AAC. The benefit of this AAC is a approximately 40% reduction in total CDF."

Category (d) The SBOR coping method is addressed in the IPE submittal but not credited, and the impact of
the SBOR is unknown. For example, in the Beaver Valley IPE submittal, the SBOR coping j
method (cross-tie using excess capacity EDG) is stated clearly as not being credited.

I

i

Category (e) The SBOR coping method may or may not be addressed in the submittal (and may or may not be
credited). For example, from a review of the Haddam Neck IPE, it is unclear if the SBOR coping

method (load shedding batteries)is addressed or credited.

|

!

When the SBOR coping method, as defined in the information provided by the NRC, is clearly used in the IPE model
to evaluate the plant unit's CDF, it is considered " credited *

17 3 NUREG-1560, Draft*
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Category (f) The SBOR coping method is directly or indirectly referred to in the IPE submittal, but the |
'

information needed to characterize its effect is insufficient, inconsistent, or incomplete. For
example, the SBOR coping method for Indian Point 2 is only partially credited in the IPE.
Therefore, it was difficult to determine the full impact of the SBOR. For the 75 submittals, the
plant units in cach category is presented in Table 17.2.

Table 17.2 Plant Units in Each Category )
|

|

Category Plant Units

a Davis Besse*, Fermi 2, and Kewaunee
1

al Cooper, llope Creck, Callaway, Comanche Peak l&2, River Bend, Shearon llarris I, Vogtle I & 2, and
'

Wolf Creek

b Big Rock Point, Braidwood l&2, Byron 1&2, Catawba l&2, Clinton, Crystal River 3 Duane Arnold,
Farley I&2, Fitzpatrick, llatch I&2, ll.B. Robinson 2. Milestone 2 Nine Mile Point 1&2, Oconee 1,2,&3,

Peach Bottom 2&3, Perry 1, Pilgrim I, Prairic Island I&2, San Onofre 2&3, Sequoyah l&2,
St. Lucie I&2, TMI 1, Turkey Point 3&4, Vermont Yankee, WNP 2, and Zion I&2 ;

e Arkansas I&2, Calvert Cliffs I&2', Diablo Canyon I&2, Monticello, Palo Verde I,2,&3, and
Point Beach I&2

d Beaver Valley I&2, Brunswick 1&2, D.C. Cook 1&2, Indian Point 3. Limerick l&2, Milestone I&3,
South Texas I&2, Salem I&2, and Surry l&2

e Dresden 2&3 Fort Calhoun l*, Ginna, Grand Gulf, Haddam Neck, Lasalle I, North Anna I&2,
Quad Cities I&2, Seabrook I, Summer, Susquehanna l&2, Waterford 3, and Watts Bar l&2

f Browns Ferry 2, Indian Point 2. McGuire I&2, Oyster Creek, and Palisades

* Indicates that SBO CDF was not available for these four plant units. Therefore, the results in Chapter 17 do not
include these four units.

17.2.3 Evaluations of the Impact of the Station Blackout Rule

The third step is to use information provided in categories (a) through (d) to obtain insights on the impact of the
SBOR. The information in categories (e) through (f) was not further analyzed.

First the information in categories (a) and (c) is analyzed. Note that the plant units in these two categories provide
estimates of reduction in total CDF that result or will result from implementing the SBOR. The analysis begins with
comparisons of the total CDF with and without the rule. Estimates of the mean reduction are then used to provide

|perspectives on the potential impact of the rule, assuming that a significant portion of the reduction in total CDF
gained from the rule is due to a reduction in the SBO CDF. Finally, the total CDFs obtained with the different
SBOR coping methods are compared.

Next the information in groups (a),(al), and (b) is analyzed. Note that the plant units in th:se three categories credit

the SBOR and provide the SBO CDF after the rule is implemented. The average SBO CDF for the plant units in
these three categories is compared to the rule's goal of IE-5/ry to see whether plants implementing the rule have )
attained the goal. Next, the reasons for significant SBO CDF variations from the goal are explored.

I
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_

Finally, the information in groups (c) and (d) is analyzed. Note that plant units in these two categories do not credit

the SBOR. The average SBO CDF for the plant units in these two categoriesis compared to the rule's goal. This
comparison is made to provide the NRC with insights for evaluating how far, without implementing the rule, these
plant units are from approachingthe SBOR's goal of IE-5/ry. The reasons for significant SBO CDF variations from
the goal are also explored.

17.2.4 Identification and Investigation of the Factors Affecting Station Blackout

in the fourth and final step of the approach, the factors that contribute to the variability in the SBO CDF results are

identified when sufficient details are provided in the submittals. A limited regression analysis is then performed to
investigate the relative contribution of each variable to the overall SBO CDF. While information cannot be obtained

to model all of the variables, several key variables are examined. These variables affect all units and are directly
relevant to the SBOR. The regression technique provides two statistics that indicate the influence of the variables

in a regression. The first is the coeflicient of determination, R'. The R' value provides an indication of the portion

of the variation in the output value (e.g., the SBO CDF) that is accounted for by regressing on a set of input
variables (e.g., frequency of a loss of offsite power or battery lifetime). For example, an R' of 0.99 indicates that

the variables in a model account for 99% of the output variation. The second is called the normalized Tstatistic.
The normalized T statistic for each variable measures how much that variable, relative to the other variables,

contributes to the variation in the output. Those factors that are not modeled in the regression are discussed
qualitatively in Section 17.3.2. Some of the factors identified are not discussed because there is insufficient detailed

information.

| !17.3 Results of the Evaluation of tlie Impact of the Station Blackout Rule

This section contains the results of the evaluation of the SBOR for the plant units in categories (a) through (d). The

results of the impact of the SBOR are addressed in Section 17.3.1, while the results of the investigation of the
variables that contribute to variations in SBO CDFs are discussed in Section 17.3.2.

17.3.1 Results of the Impact of the Station Blackout Rule

| 17.3.1.1 CDF Reduction Results Due to the Station Blackout Rule
i l

The 10 submittals (15 plant units) in categories (a) and (c) for which total CDF reductions"") are available are
summarized in Table 17.3. The table shows that the plants include both BWRs and PWRs, use various SBOR coping

methods, and cover a spectrum of SBOR characteristics. For this group of plants, when the rule is implemented the

average value of total CDF is reduced by 2E-5/ry.
I

a2Note: not reduction in SBO CDF; only one plant, Calvert Cliffs I&2, reported this value.

17-5 NUREG-1560, Draft
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| Table 17.3 Plants that report reductions in total CDF due to
the SBOR

|
|

Pla nt
Plant name Category SBOR coping method SBOR characteristics *type

Arkansas I PWR c Adding DG and new 4,0.95, P!, C,12, ESWI, SW2
cross-tie

Arkansas 2 PWR c Adding DG and new 4, 0.95, Pl C,12, ESWI, SW2
cross-tic

Calvert Cliffs 1&2' PWR c Adding an EDG and a 4,0.975, P2,12. C, ESW4, SW2
non-Class IE DG

Davis-Besse PWR a Using non Class IE DG 4, 0.95, C, P1,12, ESW2, SW2

Diablo Canyon 1&2 PWR c Adding an EDG 4, 0.95, D, P1,12, ESWI, SWI

Kewaunce PWR a Using Technical Support 4, 0.95, C, P1,12. ESW2, SW2

Center (TSC) EDG and
installing connection

between TSC EDG and
480 V safety bus

Palo Verde 1,2&3 PWR c Adding 2 non-Class IE 4, 0.95, C, P1,12. ESW2, SW I
Gas Turbine Generators

(GTGs)

Point Beach 1&2 PWR c Modifying non Class IE 8, 0.975, D, P2,12, ESW4, SW2
GTG

_.

Fermi 2 BWR a Using non-Class IE GTG 4, 0.95, B, P2,12, ESWl, SW3

Monticello BWR c Load shedding battery 4,0.95, C, P1,12, ESWI, SW2

* The SBOR characteristics are defined in (Ref.17.5, Ref.17.6).

* Reported the reduction in both the SBO and total CDF. The total CDF is based on pre-closcout CDF of 3.2E-4/ry |
|

|The potential reduction in total CDF from the SBOR (i.e., categories (a) and (c)) is shown in Figure 17.1 for the

LWRs, the BWRs, and the PWRs. The results show average reductions of 2E-5/ry,3E-6/ry,and 3E-5/ry for the
LWRs, BWRs, and the PWRs, respectively. The percent reduction in total CDF that results from implementing the

rule is depicted in Figure 17.2 for the LWRs, the BWRs, and the PWRs. The results show average percent
reductions of approximately 25%, approximately 20%, and approximately 25% for the LWRs, the BWRs, and the

! PWRs, respectively. For these plant units, both the average reduction and the average percent reduction are greater
! for PWRs than for BWRs. However, there are not enough BWRs (only 2 plant units, Fermi 2 and Monticello)to
| provide meaningful statistics for a comparison of the averages for BWRs and PWRs.

i
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;
,

! Although the reduction in SBO CDF is expected to vary depending on the specific unit and SBOR coping method,
a significant portion of the reported reduction in total CDF is also expected to be from a reduction in SBO CDF. I
This is because implementation of the SBOR usually only affects sequences initiated by a loss of offsite power, and;

most of these sequences go to SBO (average about 70% for the units in this evaluation). Therefore, even though;

; how much of the reduction in total CDF comes from blackout rather than from non blackout sequences (i.e.,
sequences initiated by a LOSP but that do not go to blackout) cannot be derived from information available,it is

I expected that the reduction of SBO CDF from implementing the rule is significant. For the 10 plant units that meet

; the SBOR using existing battery capacity (i.e., plants in category (al)), the SBOR has no impact. Further
j comparisons of the reduction and percent reduction in total CDF by SBO coping methods are depicted in Figures
'

17,3 and 17.4, respectively. The results show some variations among the different coping methods. However, there

.
are not enough units to provide meaningful statistics for any one method.
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i

| 17.3.1.2 Results for Plant Units That Credit the Station Blackout Rule

The SBO CDF results for the 53 plant units that credit the SBOR (i.e., units in categories (a), (al), and (b)) are

! presented in Figure 17.5 for light water reactors (LWRs), pressurized water reactors (PWRs), and boiling water
I reactors (BWRs). The SBO CDFs for this group of units vary from negligible to approximately SE-5/ry with means

of 9E-6/ry,7E-6/ry, and IE-5/ry for the LWRs, the BWRs, and the PWRs, respectively.

|
t

i
i

i
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Figure 17.5 SBO CDF results for plants that credit the Station Blackout Rule.

A comparison of the average SBO CDF for the 53 plant units (9E-6/ry) to the SBOR goal of IE-5/ry shows that the
values are in close agreement. The average SBO CDF is lower than the SBOR goal for the BWRs and comparable

to the SBOR goal for the PWRs. The variability in the SBO CDFs is large. Some plant units that credit the rule
have SBO CDFs close to two orders of magnitude (100 times) lower than the goal while others report SBO CDFs

close to three times that goal.

Table 17.4 summarizes some of the key variables for the three submittals (four plant units) with the lowest SBO

CDFs. In this group of units, Pilgrim has the lowest SBO CDF (negligible) and attributes the low value to the
following facts: the plant uses an additional non-Class IE EDG as an AAC; the EDGs do not depend on room
cooling in a loss of power; and the EDGs have a very high reliability. In addition the unit's batteries have a long
lifetime (12 hours). Fermi 2 has the second lowest SBO CDF (IE-7/ry). This plant unit has four redundant and

independent EDGs, with intradivisional cross-tic capability,and only two of the EDGs are required for a safe reactor
shutdown (i.e., the unit is in emergency AC (EAC) group B, described as having better than typical redundant and

independent EAC sources for safe shutdown equipment (Refs.17.5 and 17.6)). This configuration is backed up by
a gas turbine generator (GTG) which is used as an alternate AC (AAC) power source to satisfy the SBOR. For

NUREG-1560, Draft 17-10
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Fermi 2, the reported reduction in total CDF from using the GTG is approximately 25%. The unit also has a low
loss of offsite power (LOSP) initiating event frequency (0.012/ry). Catawba units I&2 have the third lowest SBO
CDF (6E 7/ry) and attribute the low SBO CDF to an additional Appendix R EDG which is used as an AAC.

Table 17.4 Variables contributing to low SBO CDFs for plants that credited the
SBOR

No.of
RCP

SBO LOSP EDGs/no. Batteryp,g seal Other
Plant name CDF frequency required AAC lifetime

, LOCA considerations(/ry) (Iry) for safe (hours)
shutdown

Pilgrim BWR Negligible 0.142 2/l Non-Class 12 hours NA EAC group C
IE
EDG Lack of EDG

| dependency on
room cooling

liigh EDG
reliability

Fermi 2 PWR IE-7 .012 4/2 GTG 4 hours NA Intradivisional
cross-tic
capability

EAC group B )
Catawba I&2 PWR 6E-7 0.035 2/1 Appendix NA NA EAC group C
(each unit) R EDG

The common denominator that drives SBO CDFs low for all four plant units is the availability of an extra power
generator (GTG or EDG). The plant units with the two lowest SBO CDFs also have additional EDG-related
capabilities such as the ability to cross-tic between divisions and the lack of EDG dependence on room cooling in
a loss of offsite power.

Table 17.5 summarizes some of the key variables for the three submittals (four plant units) with the highest SBO. ,

In this group of units, Summer has the highest SBO CDF (approximately SE-5/ry). Summer has a high LOSP
initiating event frequency (0.073) and low EDG redundancy (i.e., two of three EDGs for safe plant shutdown
following a LOSP). Vogtle units 1&2 have the second highest SBO CDF (approximately 3E 5/ry). Do the units

| conservatively assume that the condensate storage tank (CST) will provide auxiliary feedwater(AFW) suction supply i
'

for only 8 hours, instead of 24 hours, which is its capacity limit. The plant units also have a short battery lifetime
and low EDG redundancy (i.e., one of two EDGs for safe plant shutdown following a LOSP). Cooper has the third

highest SBO CDF (approximately 3E 5/ry). Cooper has a short battery depletion time (4 hours) and thus short time

in which to recover offsite power (increasing the probability of not recovering power). This unit also has a low EDG

redundancy.

!

|

i

j
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Table 17.5 Variables contributing to high SBO CDFs for plants that credit the
SBOR

' '
BatterySBO LOSP

Plant Plant "' "' "
CDF frequency AAC lifetime

name type * # " "'" "*
(/ry) (|ry) (hours)shutdown *

Cooper BWR 3 E-5 0.035 2/1 NA 4 hours NA Short time in
which to

j recover offsite
I powers
|

EAC group C

Vogtle 1&2 PWR 3 E-5 0.04 4/l of 2 NA 4 hours Contributes Conservatively

(each unit) (single for safe about 10% assumed a

j unit) shutdown of the SBO limited CST
' of each CDF inventory

unit
EAC group C

Summer PWR SE 5 0.073 ) 2/1 NA 4 hours NA EAC group C

One common denominator that accounts for the high SBO CDFs for all three IPE submittals (i.e., Cooper, Summer,

and Vogtle I&2)is the low EDG redundancy for achieving and maintaining a safe plant shutdown following a LOSP.

Also, the plant units with the two highest SBO CDFs both have a short battery life. However, other factors (e.g.,
a short time in which to recover offsite power) unique to each plant unit also contribute to the high value.

The results of the percent SBO contribution to the total CDF for the 53 plant units that credit the SBOR are shown

in Figare 17.6 for LWRs, BWRS, and PWRs. The percent SBO contribution for this group of plant units varies
from a low of 0% to a high of 90%, with means of approximately 20%,30%, and 15% for the LWRs, the BWRs,
and the PWRs, respectively. These results show that the percent SBO contribution can be significant even after
crediting the rule. These results also show that some plant units that credit the SBOR have negligible SBO
contributions while others have very high percent SBO contributions (90%).

; Table 17.6 summarizes some of the key variables for the three submittals (four plant units) with the lowest SBO

f CDFs. In this group of units, Pilgrim has the lowest percent SBO contribution (0%) and attributes the low value

to the plant's use of an additional non-Class IE EDG as an AAC, the EDGs' independence of room cooling in a loss

of power, and the very high reliability of the EDGs. In addition the unit's batteries have a long lifetime (12 hours).
Catawba units 1&2 have the second lowest percent SBO contribution (approximately 1%) and attribute the low SBO

to an additional Appendix R EDG which is used as an AAC. Fermi 2 has the third lowest percent SBO contribution

(approximately 2.0%). This plant has four redundant and independent EDGs, with intradivisional cross-tie capability,

of which only two of the EDGs are required for a safe reactor shutdown. This configuration is backed up by a GTG
which is used as an alternate AC (AAC) to satisfy the SBOR.

l
|

|
|
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| Figure 17.6 Percent SBO CDF results for plants that credit the Station

Blackout Rule.

Table 17.6 Variables contributing to low percent contributions for plants that
credit the SBOR.

No.of itCP
LOW QGs/no. Battery

Plant Plant % SBO seal Other
''9" d AAC I fet nte''

",'"#I LOCA considerations jname type contribution . g,r fe 9 ,

shutdown
e:=

Pilgrim BWR 0% 0.142 2/1 Non Class 12 hours NA EAC group C
IE
EDG No EDG

dependency on
room cooling

fligh EDG
reliability

Catawba PWR 1% 0.035 2/1 Appendix NA NA EAC group C

1&2 (each R EDG

unit)

Fermi 2 PWR 2% 0.012 4/2 GTG 4 hours NA Intradivisional
cross-tic
capability

EAC group B

|

|
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17. SBO Impact on CDF I

The common denominator that drives percent SBO contribution low for all three submittals (i.e., Pilgrim, Fermi 2,
and Catawba l&2) is the availability of an extra power generator (GTG or EDG).

Table 17.7 summarizes some of the key variables affecting the three submittals (three plant units) with the highest
percent SBO contributions (approximately 90%, 90%, and 65%). A close examination of these three units

(Fitzpatrick, River Bend, and Nine Mile Point 1) reveals that their SBO CDFs are lower than or comparable to the
SBOR goal of IE 5/ry. Therefore, the high percent SBO contributions are due to low values for the total CDFs.

Table 17.7 Variables contributing to high percent contributions for plants that
credit the SBOR

Plant Plant % SBO ED s no. Other
name type contribution for safe considerations

shutdown

Fitzpatrick BWR 90 % 0.057 4/l NA 8 hours NA EAC group B
with load
shedding

River BWR 90 % 0.035 2/1 NA 4 hours NA EAC group C
Bend -

Nine Mile BWR 65 % 0.05 2/1 NA 8 hours NA EAC group C
Point I with load

shedding

17.3.1.3 Results for Plants That Do Not Credit the Station Blackout Rule

The SBO CDF results for the 27 plant units that do not credit the rule (i.e., plant units in categories (c) and (d)) are

depicted in Figure 17.7 for LWRs, BWRS, and PWRs, respectively. The SBO CDFs for this group of plant units
vary from a low of IE-7/ry to a high of approximately 7E-5/ry, with means of IE-5/ry,9E-6/ry, and 2E-5/ry for the
LWRs, the BWRs, and the PWRs, respectively.

A comparison of the average SBO CDF for 27 plant units (IE-5/ry) to the SBOR goal shows that the average SBO

CDF is comparable to the SBOR goal. The average SBO CDF is slightly lower than the goal for BWRs and higher
than the goal for PWRs. There is a large variability in the SBO CDFs, with some units having SBO CDFs two
orders of magnitude lower than the SBOR goal and other having SBO CDFs close to an order of magnitude lower
than the SBOR goal and others having SBO CDFs close to an order of magnitude higher than the SBOR goal.

1

! Table 17.8 summarizes some of the key variables affecting the three submittals (five plant units) with the lowest SBO

CDFs. Limerick units 1&2 have the lowest reported SBO CDF (approximately IE 7/ry) and attribute the low value
|

to the fact that the units have four "better than typical" redundant and independent EDGs per unit (i.e., EAC '

group B). In addition, the plant units have a long battery lifetime with load shedding (8 hours).
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Figure 17.7 SBO CDF results for plants that do not credit the Station Blackout Rule.

Table 17.8 Variables contributing to low SBO CDFs for plants that do not credit the
SBOR

NO. Of
SBO LOSP EDGs/no. BatteryPlant , RCP seal OtherPlant name CDF frequency required AAC lifetime LOCA considerationsp, (/ry) (/ry) for safe (hours)

shutdown

Limerick I&2 BWR lE-7 0.059 4 per unit / Excess 8 hours NA EAC group B
2 of 4 for capacity
shutdown EDG

D.C. Cook 1&2 PWR IE-6 0.040 2/1 NA Not NA EAC group C
available

ANO2 PWR l E.6 0.058 2/1 of 2 Adding 8 hours Not a EAC group C
EDG and significant
new contributor Low failure
cross-tie to S00 probability for

sequences restoring offsite
power

Manual
feedwater
control

i following
| battery
1- depletion
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17. SBO Impact on CDF

D C, Cook units l&2 have the next lowest SBO CDF and attribute the low value (approximately IE-6/ry) to an.

extremely reliable grid which greatly inGuences the event frequencies for a LOSP (0.04/ry) and SBO (4E-5/ry).
'

} Arkansas Nuclear 2 (ANO 2) has the third lowest SBO CDF (approximately lE-6/ry). For this plant unit reactor |
| coolant pump (RCP) sealloss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) do not contribute signincantly to the SBO sequences. '

j This is because this Combustion Engineering (CE) plant unit uses Byron Jackson pumps and does not consider the '

| pumps susceptible to significant leakage during SBO. Also, the plant's submittal uses lower values for failure to -

restore offsite power (for a specine elapsed time) than other CE plants, credits a long battery lifetime (8 hours), and

credits operator action to manually control AFW following battery depletion. For this plant unit, the SBO sequences
are about 50% short-term blackout sequences (LOSP with early failure of all feedwater)and 50% long-term blackout

sequences (LOSP with initial operation of turbine-driven feedwater but subsequent failure due to battery depletion).

While no common denominator drives the SBO CDFs low for all three submittals, three units have a long battery
life. However, other factors (e.g., manual feedwater control following battery depletion) unique to each unit also
contribute to the high value.

Table 17.9 summarizes some of the key variables for the two submittals (two plant units) with the highest SBO
CDFs. Beaver Valley units 1&2 have the highest and the next highest SBO CDFs (approximately 7E-5/ry and i

SE-5/ry) and attribute the high values to the high likelihood of early seal LOCA following SBO. All units also have )
a very short battery life (2 hours). ]

Table 17.9 Variables contributing to high SBO CDF for plants that do not credit the
SBOR |

1
|

<

NO. Of A

SBO LOSP EDCs/no. BatteryPlant RCP seal OtherPlant name CDF frequency required AAC lifedme LOCA considerations(/ry) (/ry) for safe (hours)
,

shutdown i

Beaver PWR 7E-5 0.066 4/1 of 2 for Excess ~ hours Ifigh EAC group C
Valley I shutting capacity probability

|
down each EDG of a reactor
unit coolant

pump seal j
LOCA

Beaver PWR $E-5 0.074 4/l of 2 for Excess 2 hours fligh EAC group C
Valley 2 shutting capacity probability

down each EDG of a reactor
unit coolant

pump seal
LOCA

The results of the percent SBO contribution to the total CDF for the 27 plant units that do not credit the rule are
shown in Figure 17.8 for LWRs, PWRS, and BWRs, respectively. The percent SBO contribution for this group of
plant units varies from a low of 2% to a high of 65%, with means of approximately 25%,40%, and 20% for the
LWRs, the BWRs, and the PWRs, respectively. These results indicate that the percent SBO contribution for LWRs j

can be signiGeant. The results also show that some plant units like D.C. Cook units 1&2 have very low percent SBO

contributions (2%) even before crediting the SBOR. Others like Brunswick units 1&2 have high percent SBO
contributions (65%).
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Figure 17.8 Percent SBO CDF results for plants that do not credit the Station Blackout Rule.

Table 17.10. summarizes some of the key variables affecting the three submittals (five plant units) with the lowest j

percent SBO contributions. (Note that these are the same units with the lowest SBO CDFs.) D.C. Cook units I&2 i

have the lowest percent SBO contribution and attribute the low value (approximately 1%) to an extremely reliable

grid which greatly influences the event frequencies for a LOSP and SBO (1.4E-5/ry). Limerick units 1&2 have the

next lowest reported percent SBO contribution (approximately 2%) and attribute the low value to the fact that the
units have four "better than typical" redundant and independent EDGs per unit (i.e., EAC group B). In addition,

the units have a long battery lifetime with load shedding (8 hours). Arkansas Nuclear 2 has the third lowest percent j

SBO contribution (approximately 4%). For this plant unit, RCP seal LOC As do not contribute significantly to the |

SBO sequences. This is because this CE plant unit uses Byron Jackson pumps and does not consider the pumps

susceptible to significant leakage during SBO. Also, the unit uses lower values for failure to restore offsite power
(for a specific elapsed time) than other CE units, credits a long battery lifetime (8 hours), and credits operator action

to manually control of feedwater following battery depletion. For this unit, the SBO sequences are about 50% short-
term blackout sequences (LOSP with early failure of all feedwater)and 50% long-term blackout sequences (LOSP

with initial operation of turbine-driven feedwater but subsequent failure due to battery depletion).
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Table 17.10 Variables contributing to low percent SBO contribution for plants that '

do not credit the SBOR

No.of l
OS

EDCj/ . RCP seal OtherPlant Plant % SBO g, AAC I retiname type contribution LOCA considerations/ry) for safe @ours)
shutdown |

1

D.C. Cook PWR 2% 0.040 2/1 NA Not NA EAC group C l1&2 available

Limerick BWR 2% 0.059 4 per unit / Excess 8 hours NA EAC group B <

I&2 2 of 4 for capacity |
shutdow n EDG

ANO 2 PWR 4% 0.058 2/1 of 2 Adding 8 hours Not a EAC group C
EDG significant
and new contributor Low
cross-tic to SBO probability for

sequences restoring offsite
power

Manual
feedwater
control
following
battery
depletion

While no common denominator drives the SBO CDFs low for all three submittals (i.e., D.C. Cook units l&2,
Limerick units I&2, and ANO 2), three of the units (Limerick units 1&2 and ANO 2) have a long battery life.

]
However, other factors (e.g., manual feedwater control following battery depletion) also contribute. i

Table 17.1 I summarizes some of the key variables for the two submittals (three plant units) with the highest percent

SBO contributions (approximately 65% and 45%). An examination of these three plani units (i.e., Brunswick 1&2

and Monticello) reveals that their SBO CDFs (approximately 2E-5/ry and IE-6/ry, respectively) are comparable to
the SBOR goal. Therefore, the very high percent SBO CDF contributions are due to low total CDFs.

Table 17.11 Variables contributing to high percent contributions for plants that do
not credit the SBOR

I
'

No.of
8"* ""''IPlant Plant % SBO RCP seal Other

name type contribution ''9 "'I ''9" ^^ '"
LOCA considerations

7 g,

shutdown

Brunswick BWR 65 % 0.074 4/l of 2 Excess 2 hours NA EAC group C
l&2 (Each for safe capacity
unit) shutdow n EDG

of each
unit

Monticello BWR 44 % 0.079 2/I NA 4 hours NA EAC group C
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i

17.3.1.4 Result of the Comparisons of Plants That Credit SBOR Versus Plants That Do Not Credit the SBOR

! A final comparison of the SBO CDF results for the 53 units that credit the SBOR versus the 27 units that do not

| credit the rule is shown in Figure 17.9 for LWRs, BWRS, and PWRs. A similar comparison for the percent SBO
contribution to the total CDF is shown in Figure 17.10 for LWRs, BWRs, and PWRs. The results indicate that on

average the SBO CDF for the plant units crediting the SBOR is lower than that for the plant units not crediting the

rule. The results are reversed for percent SBO contribution. This is partly because a large percent of SBO

| contribution does not necessarily correspond to a large SBO CDF.
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17. S00 Impact on COF

17.3.2 Results of the Investigation of the Variables Affecting SBO CDF

As reported in Section 17.3.1, a station blackout can be a signincant contributor to the total CDF at many plants.
In addition, the variability of the estimated SBO CDF and percent SBO contribution is large. An attempt was made
to identify the variables that contribute to the variation in SBO CDF and determine their relative contribution to the

overall SBO CDF variation. This section reports the nndings.

A review of the IPE submittals identined the following factors as possible contributors to the variation in SBO CDF
results for LWRs:

frequency of an LOSPa '

,

probability of recovering offsite powera

credit for recovery of EDGs*

common cause modeling of EDGsa

EDG support system failures (e.g., standby service water)*

ability to cross-tie power busses within a unit and across units*

number of diesel generators; use of A AC power sources (e.g., gas turbines, appendix R EDGs, hydro power,e

etc.)

battery lifetimes (with and without load shedding procedures)*
,

EAC group conGguration (A, B, C, and D defined in Refs.17.5 and 17.6) '*

plant weather characteristics (extremely severe weather (ESW) and severe weather (SW) groups defined in*

Refs.17.5 and 17.6) '

1

,
. Independence of offsite power systems (1) groups defined in Refs.17.5 and 17.6*

core cooling systems that are independent of AC power (e.g., diesel driven nrewater system, turbine-driven| *

AFW pump at PWRs, isolation condensers (ICs), high pressure coolant injection (HPCI), reactor core
isolation cooling system (RCIC))

unique systems (e.g., some PWRs have a standby facility for cooling the reactor coolant pump seals while*

some BWRs have installed a safe shutdown makeup pump to provide injection to the vessel at high j
'pressure)

unique events (e.g., vulnerability of reactor coolant pump seal to leakage (seal LOCAs) at PWRs and BWRs*
;

with isolation condensers)

|

human actions (e.g., load shed to preserve DC power during SBO)*;.
:
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17. SBO Impact on CDF

; the volume of water available for AFW in PWRs (e.g., condensate storage tank) and the ability to reGli ifa

| the tanks are depleted and

the configuration of support systems such as heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) or service watera

This list does not include all of the possible factors that affect SBO, but these are the factors believed to be most
important.

]
|

| To determine the relative contribution of these variables to the "overall"SBO CDF variation, a regression analysis
was performed for BWRs and PWRs. While information could not be obtained to model all of the variables, several

j key variables were examined. These key variables affect all plants and are directly relevant te station blackout.
'

They include:

j frequency of a LOSP (IE)*

battery lifetimes (BATT) j
'

*

number of diesel generators (# EDGs) |*

EAC group conGguration (A, B, C, and D)*

plant weather characteristics (ESW and SW groups)*

| independence of offsite power systems (I) groups and*

seal LOCAs (S-LOCA, considered at PWRs only)*

SufGeient information for regressing on these key variables was available for 15 BWR submittals (17 plant units)
and 18 PWR submittals (21 plant units).

|
|

The result of regression (R' = 80%) indicates that the six variables modeled are successfulin accounting for most |
of the observed variation in SBO CDFs for the 15 BWR submittals. The relative contribution of each variable (i.e.,

normalized Tstatistic)to the SBO CDF variations is depicted in Figure 17.11. The results show that,in the presence ,

of the other variables, the largest contribution to the SBO CDF variations is from the plant's EAC configuration. |
| The EAC configuration is important to SBO CDF because it is dictated by the number of EDGs available at a plant |

versus the number that is required to achieve and maintain safe plant shutdown following a loss of offsite power. I
Therefore, the degree of EAC system redundancy is a criticaldeterminant to the potential of core damage following

a station blackout. The contributions from the initiating event frequency, the independence of offsite power system

configurations and the number of EDGs are comparable,with slightly lower contributions from the other variables.
The results of regressing on the SBO CDFs for these 15 BWR submittals indicate that, overall, the variation in SBO

CDFs is driven by a combination of various factors, of which EAC configuration is most important. |
|For the 18 PWR submittals, the results (R' = 70%) indicate that the seven variables modeled are successful in

accounting for a large portion of the variation in SBO CDF results. The relative contribution of each variable to
the SBO CDF variations is depicted in Figure 17.12.

l

!

|
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17. SBO Impact on CDF

The results show n in Figure 17.12 indicate that, in the presence of the other variables, the plant's EAC con 6guration
and seal LOCAs contribute most to the variation in SBO CDFs, with lesser contributions from the other variables.

The importance of the EAC group con 6guration to SBO is discussed above. The importance of the seal LOCAs at
i PWRs is now addressed.

At PWRs, a SBO can lead to a total loss of seal cooling, once it occurs, leads to loss of coolant through the failed
seals. There is no system to provide sufficient makeup at a PWR during SBO. Consequently, a seal LOCA is an
important contributor to station blackout at many PWRs. The importance of seal LOCAs varies under different
circumstances. In a few IPEs, loss of component cooling water (CCW) cooling to the RCP motors with failure of

operator action to promptly trip the RCPs is an important contributor to the seal LOCA CDF. With loss of cooling
to the RCP motor bearings, a vibration-induced seal LOCA can occur. Some of the licensees have assumed that

; prompt operator action to trip the RCPs prevents this scenario from being an important contributor. In some IPE

| submittals for plants that do not require CCW for cooling safety injection pumps that can mitigate a seal LOCA, it
is concluded that the probability of both failure of operators to trip the RCPs and failure ofinjection to mitigate the

! resulting seal LOCA renders this scenario unimportant.
I
l

The IPE submittals indicate that the following modeling assumptions affect the likelihood of a seal LOCA:

time available for operator action to trip running RCP following loss of RCP motor cooling*

likelihood of operator action to trip RCP following loss of motor cooling*

I
'

operator action to restore seal cooling to a tripped RCP, including backup methods for providing cooling*

for charging pumps

!

time required for tripped RCP without seal cooling to develop a seal LOCA*

magnitude of the leak from a seal LOCA and*

!

credit for depressurization to reduce likelihood of a seal LOCA and leakage rate from a seal LOCA
'

*

|

The results of regressing on the SBO CDFs for these 18 PWR submittals indicate that, overall, the variation in SBO

CDFs is driven by a combination of various factors, of which EAC con 6guration and seal LOCAs are the most

important.

|
A further examination of the IPE submittals reveals that for those plant units with significantly lower SBO CDFs

| than other plant units, the plant design features that tend to reduce the significance of SBO are the number of EDGs

(at least four), battery depletion time (6 hours or more), and a reliable injection source or core heat removal source

that is not dependent on AC power (e.g., AFW, HPCI, and RCIC). With regard to the number of EDGs, those plant

.

units that have a backup EDG or gas turbine generator and the ability to cross-tie to other units or between divisions )
I tend to have low SBO CDFs. Credit for operator actions to (1) extend the time available to recover offsite power )

or EDGs, (2) align firewater for injection,(3) load shed batteries, or (4) manually control AFW following battery ;

Idepletion also tends to reduce SBO CDF.

For plant units that have higher SBO CDFs compared to other plant units, factors such as only having a short time
in which to recover offsite power, a high likelihcod of an RCP seal LOCA following a station blackout, a short
battery lifetime (4 hours or less), a low EDG redundancy for achieving and maintaining a safe plant shutdown
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17. SBO Impact on CDF

following a LOSP (i.e., one of two EDGs) and a limited supply of condensate suction for AFW contribute to the
large values.

These results, when combined with those from the simple regression, indicate that overall no one factor but rather

a combination of various design features, site characteristics,and/or modeling assumptions / techniques tends to drive
the variation in SBO CDF results.

17.4 Summary and Conclusions on the Impact of the Station Blackout Rule
;

|
1

A four-step technical approach was developed and applied to examine the impact of the station blackout rule, based I

on submittals of the nuclear industry's IPEs. In the following paragraphs, the results of the examination are
summarized and compared to other SBO studies, and a conclusion is drawn.

In the first step of the approach, a preliminary screening analysis of 75 IPE submittals was done to determine how

the rule was incorporated into the IPE submittals. Numerical results of the plant units' total CDFs, SBO CDFs,
percent SBO CDF contributions, reduction in total CDFs, reduction in SBO CDFs, and reduction in percent SBO
CDF contributions were also gathered, whenever available, during this first step. In the second step, the IPE

,

submittals were grouped into seven categories, depending on whether the rule is credited, whether the impact of the I
rule in terms of reduction in CDF is known, or whether the information to evaluate the impact of the rule is j

insufGcient, inconsistent, or nonexistent. In the third step,in the categories where the SBOR is credited, not credited,
'

and where the impact of the rule in terms of reduction in CDF is known, information from the IPE submittals was

used to provide insights into the impact of the station blackout rule. Where the infonnation to categorize the impact
of the rule is insuf6cient, inconsistent, or nonexistent, no further analysis was done. In the fourth and Gnal step,

the factors that contribute to the variation in SBO CDF results were identified when sufHcient details were provided

in the IPE submittals. A regressional analysis was then performed to investigate the relative contribution of each
variable to the overall SBO CDF variation. While information could not be obtained to model all of the variables,

several key variables were examined. These key variables affect all plants and are directly relevant to the SBOR.

The most important insights gained from evaluating the impact of the SBOR are as follows:

A limited analysis of 10 plant submittals (15 plant units) indicates that the potential reduction and percent*

reduction in total CDFs from implementing the SBOR can be signi6 cant (means of approximately 2E-5/ry
and approximately 25%, respectively). Assuming that a substantial portion of the reduction in total CDF
from implementing the rule can be attributed to SBO, the potential reduction in SBO CDF is significant.
Note that there are some plant units that met the SBOR using existing battery capacity. For this group of
plant units, the rule had no impact.

The evaluation of 53 plant units for which the SBOR was credited indicates a large variability in both the*

SBO CDF and percent SBO contribution (negligible to approximately 3E-5/ry and 0% to a high of
approximately 90%, respectively). Ilowever, on average,the estimate of SBO CDF (9E-6/ry) is comparable

to the SBOR goal of IE 5/ry. The large variability in the results arises from the fact that some plant units
that credit the rule had SBO CDFs close to two orders of magnitude lower than the goal while others had
SBO CDFs close to three times the goal. The plant units with the lowest SBO CDFs and percent

;

contributions attributed the low values not only to reductions from crediting the rule but also to other
factors, such as using lower than typical values for diesel generator failure probabilities or having diesels,

i that do not depend on room cooling. For plant units that have high SBO CDFs compared to the SBOR goal

} and high percent SBO contributions, factors such as a short battery lifetime and thus a short time in which

to recover offsite power are important.
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The evaluation of 27 plant units for which the SBOR is not credited also indicates a large variability in both*

the SBO CDFs and percent SBO contributions (IE 7/ry to approximately 7E 5/ry and approximately 2%

to approximately 65%, respectively). In addition, the estimated mean SBO CDF (IE-5/ry)is comparable
to the SBOR goal. Some units had SBO CDFs two orders of magnitude lower than the SBOR goal while
others have SBO CDFs close to an order of magnitude higher than the SBOR goal. The plant units with

| the lowest SBO CDFs and percent contributions attribute the low values to existing unit configurations, such

( as having four "better than typical" redundant and independent EDGs per unit or having an extremely
reliable grid. Others attribute the low value to using lower than typical values for failure to restore offsite
power and diesel generator failure probabilities. For plant units that have high SBO CDFs compared to the

SBOR goal and high percent SBO contributions, the large values are attributed to factors such as high

frequency of loss of offsite power or high probability of seal LOCAs.

The results of a simple regression of the SBO CDFs for 15 BWR submittals indicate that, overall, the*

variation in SBO CDFs is driven by a combination of various factors (i.e., frequency of a LOSP, battery
lifetimes, number of diesel generators, EAC conGguration, plant weather characteristics. independence of

offsite power systems, and seal LOCAs at PWRs only), of which EAC con 6guration appears to be the most

important. For the 18 PWR submittals, the results of regressing on the SBO CDFs indicate that, overall,
the variation in SBO CDFs is driven by a combination of various factors, of which EAC condguration and

seal LOCAs appear to be the most important.

The average reduction in total CDF for 10 IPE submittals that implemented the SBOR is estimated at*

2E-5/ry (a significant portion of which is due to the reduction in SBO CDF). This result is consistent with
the mean reduction in total CDF (approximately 3E-5/ry) from a backGt analysis of the rule (Ref.17.7).

Another comparison shows that the average SBO CDF results for the plant units considered in this study

(approximately 2E-5/ry) are comparable to a " typical" estimate (order of IE-5/ry) from an evaluation of
station blackout accidents at nuclear power plants (Ref.17.1). The large variability in the SBO CDF results

for the units (negligible to approximately 7E-5/ry) is also consistent with the variability in the SBO CDF
results (IE-6/ry to IE-4/ry) from Ref.17.1.

In conclusion, the nuclear industry's IPE submittals indicate that the impact of implementing the SBOR is a
measurable reduction in total CDF (an estimated mean of 2E-5/ry), a signincant portion of which is due to the
reduction in SBO CDF. However,there are exceptions. For example,in cases where plant units use existing battery

capacity to cope with station blackouts, the rule has no impact on the SBO CDFs. Some reduction in CDF can be

expected from implementing the SBOR, it can be deduced that the SBOR is one of the reasons why plant units that
I credit it have, on average,a lower SBO CDF than plant units that do not credit it. However, the SBO CDF is also

affected by a combination of factors (ie., design features, site characteristics, and/or modeling assumptions and

techniques) unique to each plant unit, and these factors also contribute to this difference. In general,the results from

this study appear to be consistent with those from other station blackout studies.

|
|

;
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18. COMPARISON WITH NUREG-1150 PERSPECTIVES

Chapter 7 of Part I summarizes the key perspectives on several additional items. Section 7.3 (of Chapter 7, Part 1)

summarizes the results of the Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) compared with the perspectives gained from
NUREG il50"'". Chapter 18 provides a more in-depth discussion including more detail on a numerical
comparison of the results and the underlying reasons for the observed difference in the core damage frequency (CDF)

analyses and containment performance assessments, and contrasts the perspectives derived from the NUREG-il50
study with those drawn from the reported IPE results.

18.1 Background

In 1990 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published NUREG-1150 assessing the risks for five U.S.
nuclear power plants:

Unit I of Surry Power Station, a Westinghouse-designed three loop pressurized water reactor (PWR) in a*

subatmospheric containment building (also evaluated in WASH 1400)."")

Unit 1 of the Zion Nuclear Plant, a Westinghouse-designed four loop PWR in a large dry containment;*

Unit I of the Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, a Westinghouse-designed four-loop PWR in an ice condenser*

containment building;

Unit 2 of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, a General Electric-designedboiling water reactor (BWR)*

in a Mark I containment building (this BWR 4 reactor was also evaluated in WASH-1400);

Unit 1 of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, a General Electric-designed BWR 6 reactor in a Mark !!!*

containment building.

While the NUREG ll50 plants represent a spectrum of designs, they do not cover all vendors and do not represent

a large enough sample to be considered representative of the industry.

On August 8,1985, the NRC issued a Policy Statement on Severe Accidents Regarding Future Designs and Existing

Plants"") that introduced the Commission's plan to address severe accident issues for existing commercialnuclear

power plants. In this Policy Statement, the Commission addressed its plan to formulate an approach for a systematic
| safety examination of existing plants to study particular accident vulnerabilities and desirable cost-efrective changes

to ensure that there is no undue risk to public health and safety. To implement this plan, NRC issued Generic
Letter 88-20"") in November 1988 requesting that all licensees perform an IPE to identify any plant-specific

"'USNRC, " Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-il50,
December 1990.

n2 USNRC, " Reactor Safety Study An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power
Plants," WASH 1400 (NUREG-75/014), October 1975.

'"USNRC, " Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents Regarding Future Designs and Existing Plants,"
| Federal Register, Vol. 50, No.153, p. 32138, August 8,1986.

"'USNRC, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities-10 CFRQ 50.54(f)," Generic Letter
i No. 88-20, November 23,1988.
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18. Comparison with NUREG il50 Perspectives

vulnerabilities to severe accidents,and to report the results to the Commission. Most licensees performed a Level I

and 2 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in response to the generic letter and reported CDF and accident progression

results to the Commission. The CDF and accident progression results reported in NUREG-!!$0 are compared below

with IPE results for comparable reactorand containment designs. The perspectives obtained from NUREG-1150 and

the IPEs are also compared.

18.2 Core Damage Frequency Results

Figure 18.1 shows the NUREG-ll50 CDF results compared to the IPE results. In the NUREG-ll50 analyses, an
uncertainty distribution was calculated for each of the five plants. For those five plants, the lower and upper
extremities of the bars in Figure 18.1 represent the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distributions, with the mean value

of each distribution also shown. More detailed descriptions of the shapes of the distributions can be found in
NUREG-il50. As can be seen in Figure 18.1, the NUREG IISO CDF results fall within the range of the IPE CDF
results.
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Figure 18.1 Comparison of NUREG-il50 and IPE CDFs.

Figure 18.1 shows that the range between the 5th and 95th percentiles covers from one to two orders of magnitude

for the five NUREG-il50 plants. When comparing the NUREG il50 results to the IPE results, the reader should
remember that the IPE results reflect a mix of means and point estimates. Uncertainty distributions are not shown

here for the IPEs, as they are not available in many cases. However, when uncertainties have been provided, their
range is consistent with the NUREG ll50 distributions. The uncertainty ranges do make it clear that undue weight

should not be put on small differences among the results. Based upon Figure 18.1, the overall NUREG-ll50 and
IPE results are reasonably consistent.
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Figure 18.2 shows the results broken down for PWRs and BWRs. The mean CDFs for Surry, Sequoyah, and Zion
;

fall within the range of PWR IPE values. Note that two values are presented for Zion in NUREG-ll50, with the
second, lower value reflecting some plant changes as of October 1990. Likewise, the Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf

mean CDFs fall within the range of BWR IPE values. Figure 18.3 further shows the NUREG-1150 results compared

to particular IPE plant groupings. In each case the differences are within the range expected, given that there are
,

j many plant-specific design differences and PRA modeling differences.
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18. Comparison with NUREG-ll50 Perspectives

Both NUREG il50 and the IPEs have shown that the relative contributions of accident sequences to the CDF are
plant specine. Therefore, the accident sequence which dominates in one plant may not be dominant in another.
However, Figures 18.4 and 18.5 show that the mix of contributors is consistent with the results found in
NUREG-ll50. That is, for the PWRs, station blackout, transients and loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) tend to
be important contributors, while for the BWRs, station blackout and transients tend to be the most important, with
lesser contributions from anticipated transients without scram and LOCAs. Internal flooding was examined only for
the Surry and Peach Bottom plants in NUREG-il50 and was not found to be important. Internal flooding is a,

significant contributor for a few of the IPEs. At a more detailed level, the specine failures leading to core damage
,

sequences are plant specific and cannot be easily compared between NUREG-ll50 and the IPEs.,
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18. Comparison with NUREG-il50 Perspectives

18.3 Accident Progression Results

After evaluating the accident sequences leading to core damage and calculating the CDF, both NUREG il50 and
the IPEs evaluated the ability of the containments to prevent the release of radioactivity. The five containment types

included in the NUREG.ll50 study are compared with IPE results for similar containment designs. The only
exception is the IPE results for BWRs with Mark 11 containments. This containment design was not included in
NUREG-il50 and therefore could not be compared with the IPE results for Mark 11 containments.

Figures 18.6 and 18.7 compare the NUREG-1150 probability of early containment failure conditional on core damage

with the IPE results. These probabilities include events that cause structural failure of containment and also isolation

failure. Accidents that cause containment bypass (such as interfacing systems LOCA, and steam generator tube

ruptures) are not included in these figures. However, the frequency of these events is combined with the frequency

of early containment failure for the results presented in Figures 18.8 and 18.9.
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Figure 18.9 Comparison of NUREG-Il50 and IPE frequencies (per reactor year) of early
containment failure or bypass for BWR plants.

1
.

|
' In the NUREG-il50 analyses, uncertainty distributions were calculated for the containment failure and bypass

estimates. Therefore,the 5th and 95th percentiles and the means of the distribution are shown in the figures for the

five NUREG il50 plants. As can be seen in the figures, the NUREG-il50 results (mean values) fall within the j

range of the IPE results for each containment type. However, the ranges between the 5th and 95th percentiles for
;

some of the NUREG 1150 results are quite wide (from two to three orders of magnitude) and span the IPE results.

|

|
Figures 18.6 and 18.7 compare the NUREG ll50 results for the conditional probability of an early failure for each
containment type evaluated in NUREG-il50 with the IPE results. NUREG-il50 found that the conditional
probability of early failure is significantly lower for PWRs with large volume and subatmospheric containments than'
for PWRs and BWRs with pressure suppression containments. This trend is also apparent for the BWR IPE results
but not for the PWR ice condenser containments. The conditional probability of early failure for large volume
containments in the IPEs varies from less than 0.01 to 0.3 with an average value of 0.05 and varies for

subatmospheric containments from less than 0.01 to 0.25 with an average of 0.1. These results can be compared with

the conditional probabilities of early containment failure for ice condenser containments, which vary from less than
0.01 to only to 0.05 with an average value of 0.01, and for BWR containments, which vary from about 0.01 to 0.6

,

; with an average of about 0.3.

i
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The IPE results do indicate that BWR containments generally have higher conditional probabilities for early failure
than for PWR plants but there is significant variability in the results. For example, several IPEs with Mark I

containments have extremely low early failure probabilities. These low probabilities are in some cases caused by
modeling assumptions (neglecting shell melt-through) or by plant specific features (sumps or curbs that physically

prevent shell melt-through). Conversely there are PWRs with large dry containments that have relativelyhigh-carly
failure probabilities. These higher probabilities are also caused by modeling assumptions (e.g., containment failure

pressure) and by plant-specific features (e.g., the sump and recirculation piping in the Palisades plant) not found in

other large dry containment designs. The greater variation in the IPE results was expected because many more
plants, using a wider range of modeling assumptions, were analyzed than in the NUREG-IISO study. I

Figures 18.8 and 18.9 provide a comparison of the NUREG-1150 and IPE results for the frequency (per reactor year) f
of a severe accident with early containment failure or bypass. The NUREG-IISO results show that the absolute i

frequencies of early containment failure or bypass for the BWR designs analyzed are similar (the means are within

IE 6/ry to 6E-6/ry) to the absolute frequencies for the PWRs. The reason for this result is that the core damage t

frequencieswere found to be lower for the BWRs than for the PWRs studied in NUREG 1150. Therefore,the higher l
conditional probabilities of early failure for BWRs were compensated for by the lower CDF. The average IPE
frequencies are similar to the NUREG-il50 values but individual plant results vary significantly. The frequencies
of early failure and bypass for the PWR IPEs varied from about 7E-8/ry to 6E-5/ry with an average of 9E-6/ry, and

I
for the BWR IPEs varied from about 3E-7/ry to 3E-5/ry with an average of 6E-6/ry.

In general, the events that contribute to the IPE frequencies in Figures 18.8 and 18.9 are similar to those that
{contributed in the NUREG-il50 study. For example, direct containment heating is an important failure mode for

PWRs with large dry and subatmospheric containments, hydrogen combustion is important for PWR ice condensers

and BWR Mark 11! containments, and shell melt-through is important for BWR Mark I containments. In addition,
accidentsthat bypass containment are significant contributors to the frequenciesshown in Figure 18.8 for some PWR
plants. However, both NUREG-1150 and the IPEs show that the relative contributions of the various containment

failure modes vary from plant to plant and depend on plant-specific features and modeling assumptions.

18.4 Core Damage Frequency Perspectives

NUREG-1150 provided general perspectives for BWRs and PWRs based on the five plants included in that study.
The perspectives derived from NUREG 1150 are compared with those obtained from the IPE results below. The

approach adopted is to summarize a NUREG-ll50 perspective and then determine whether the IPE results support
those findings.

NUREG-1150 Perspective: BWRs tend to have lower CDFs than PWRs

|

BWRs tend to have internal event ccee damage frequency distributions that are lower than those of PWRs, ahgh
,

this finding is less pronounced for the IPEs. Figure 18.2 shows that there is overlap between the PWR and BWR
'

CDFs in the IPEs. There are several reasons why the BWR CDFs tend to be lower than the PWR CDFs. The
LOCA sequences,often significant in the PWR core damage frequencies,are usually minor contributors in the case

of the BWRs. This is not surprising, since most BWRs have many more systems than PWRs for injecting water
directly into the reactor coolant system to provide makeup during LOCAs or transient-induced LOCAs involving
stuck-open relief valves. Further, BWRs can more easily depressurize to use low-pressure systems. PWRs have
highly reliable emergency core cooling systems (ECCS), but with less redundancy and diversity than BWRs. PWRs

generally have one high pressure and one low-pressure ECCS (both multitrain), plus a set of accumulators. For many

types of transient events, BWRs also tend to have more systems that can provide decay heat removal than do PWRs.
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|

PWRs usually have somewhat higher station blackout frequencies because,unlike BWRs, if alternating current (AC)

| power is lost they have no systems to inject directly into the reactor coolant system to provide makeup in the case

! of system leakage from stuck-open relief valves or sealleaks.

i

, NUREG-Il50 Perspective: Support systems are crucial to the CDF
1

!

For both BWRs and PWRs, the reliability of the support systems is quite important in determining the CDF. These ,|

! systems include electric power, service water, instrument air, heaving, ventilating, and air conditioning, and other

systems that support the front-line emergency core cooling systems. Because the design of these support systems

varies considerably among plants, caution must be exercised when making statements about generic classes of plants,

such as PWR versus BWR. Both types of plants have sufficient redundancy and diversity to make multiple
independent failures unlikely. Support system failures introduce dependencies among the systems and thus can

| become dominant for both types of plants. For example, the interdependenciesintroduced by the support systems

can override the higher redundancy of the BWR ECCS. Severalof the perspectives below result from support system

vulnerabilities.

NUREG-il50 Perspective: Operator recovery actions significantly reduce the CDFs

Recovery actions range from simple actions such as manually opening a valve to complex actions such as providing

injection from non-safety systems. The NUREG-IISO PRAs and the IPEs have taken extensive credit for operator

recovery actions. Improvements in emergency operating procedures over the past several years are responsible for

increased reliability of the operators and identification of additional actions that they can take. In addition,
improvements in human reliability analysis methods have led to more realistic assessments of the potential for

operator v:ccess. The move to symptom based procedures during the 1980's and improved methods for training have

been very positive SNps. While there is considerable variability among the plants conceming the effectiveness of
particular recovery actions, the overall impact is positive.

I NUREG-1150 Perspective: Properly designed cross-ties between systems can substantially decrease the core
| damage frequency

Many plants can cross-tie at least a few important systems. Cross-ties allow failures within systems to be
circumvented. The cross-ties can be fairly simple connections among parallel trains of a system or complex
connections among different units of a multi-unit site. Cross-ties typically involve systems such as electric power,

auxiliary feedwater, service water, and various water storage tanks. In particular, the availability of electricalcross-
ties have lowered the CDF at many plants. Since there is a potential for incorrect cross-connecting, proper adminis-

trative control is very important.

j NUREG-il50 Perspective: Station blackout is important at both PWRs and BWRs

Statien blackout events are usually important at both PWRs and BWRs. On average, station blackout accidents

contribute a higher percentage of the core damage frequency for the BWRs. However, on an absolute scale, station
blackout tends to occur more frequently at the PWRs than at the BWRs. To some extent this is because design
differences between BWRs and PWRs lead to different susceptibilities. For example,in station blackout accidents,

Westinghouse PWRs are potentially vulnerable to reactor coolant pump seal LOCAs following loss of seal cooling,
;

| leading to loss of inventory with no method for providing makeup. BWRs, on the other hand, have at least one

|
injection system that does not require AC power. While these differences are important, it would be incorrect to

! imply that they are the only considerations that drive the variati~ s i, the core damage frequency. Probably more
!

l
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!- 18. Comparison with NUREG-ll50 Perspectives

important is the electric power system design at each plant (including emergency power sources and their support
system requirements), which is largely independent of the plant type.

NUREG il50 Perspective: Containment venting can reduce CDF at BWRs

The response of containment is often a key in determining the core damage frequency for BWRs, unlike most PWRs.

] For example,in Mark I containments, there are a number of ways in which containtnent conditions can affect coolant

injection systems. High-pressure in containment can lead to closure of primary system relicf valves, thus failing low-

pressure injection systems, and can also lead to failure of steam-driven high pressure injection systems due to high-
'

turbine exhaust back pressure. High-suppression pool temperatures can also lead to the failure of systems that are

recirculatingwater from the suppression pool to the reactor coolant system. If the containment ultimately fails, certain

systems can fail because net positive suction head in the suppression pool is lost and also because the harsh steam

environment in the reactor building can lead to failure of equipment there. Venting the containment can reduce or

; eliminate many of the above concerns. NUREG-Il50 examined the effect of containment venting on the core
damage frequency at Peach Bottom, which has a Mark I containment. Assuming the containment venting system
was not available,the point estimate of the core damage frequency increased by a factor of approximately 3. Many
of the BWR IPEs have taken credit for containment venting.

NUREG-il50 Perspective: Loss of service water or component cooling water can be dominant at PWRs

The NUREG-ll50 Zion analysis and many of the PWR IPEs found that component cooling water is needed for
operation of the charging and high pressure safety injection pumps. Loss of component cooling water (or loss of

| service water, which will also render component cooling water inoperative) will result in loss of these high-pressure

systems. This can further lead to loss of cooling to reactor coolant pump seals, resulting in leakage from the reactor
; coolant system without the capability to inject high pressure makeup into the primary system. Thus, loss of

component cooling water or service water can both cause a small LOCA and disable the systems needed to mitigate

j it. Sealleakage tends to be more of an issue for Westinghouse piants, although the problem is not confined solely

to those plants. New seats and alternative methods of cooling, which are already being implemented at some plants,

will considerably reduce the likelihood of significant leakage.
4

NUREG il50 Perspective: Feed and bleed cooling is an important safety strategy at many PWRs

'

Feed and bleed cooling substantially reduces the CDF at many PWRs. It represents an alternative method for decay

heat removal in transients involving a total loss of feedwater. Successful feed and bleed cooling requires either

opening at least one power operated relief valve (PORV) or, at some plants, using high-pressure pumps that can lift

the safety relief valves. Therefore, it is important to keep PORVs unblocked at many PWRs. At some plants,
4 chronic problems with PORV leakage leads to operation with the associated block valves closed. Opening these

block valves requires operator action and is prevented by loss of power or hardware failures in certain scenarios.This

reduces the availability of decay heat removal via feed and bleed cooling.

Some plants without PORVs have developed the capability to feed and bleed using other valves, such as low-
temperature overpressure protection valves. The CDFs for these plants have been reduced as a result of this
capability, in general, those plants with the most reliable feed and bleed capability have lower transient and small

LOCA frequencies than those with less reliable feed and bleed capability.

i
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| 18. Comparison with NUREG-ll50 Perspectives
I
! NUREG il50 Perspective: Switchover to recirculationis important to LOCA CDFs at PWRs

There is substantial variation among the PWR LOCA CDFs. A signiGcant part of this variation is driven by plant-
speciGc aspects of the switchover to recirculation in the later stages of a LOCA. For example, NUREG-1150 found

higher LOCA CDFs for Sequoyah than the other plants due to three factors: (1) a low-containment spray setpoint

that resulted in early spray actuation for small LOCAs (the sprays take suction from the refueling water storage tank,

which is also supplying makeup to the reactor coolant system), (2) a relatively small refueling water storage tank,

| and (3) manual switchover to recircut,ation. In the IPE submittals, switchover to recirculation is often a dominant

|
contributor for those plants without automatic switchover. Those plants with automatic switchover tend to have
lower LOCA CDFs than the other plants. The specific contribution of switchover failures varies from plant to plant,

depending on the degree of automation and the complexity of the switchover operation, including the piggybacking

of high pressure systems onto low-pressure systems.

18.5 Accident Progression Perspectives

j A comparison of the NUREG-il50 accident progression perspectives to those identified in the IPE submittals is
| presented in this section. A similar approach to that used for CDF perspective comparison is adopted in this section.

First the NUREG-IISO perspective is summarized and then it is determined whether or not the IPE results support

| the finding.

NUREG-il50 Perspective: Large dry and subatmospheric containments are highly likely to maintain integrity

| during a severe accident

! The NUREG-ll50 results for the Zion and Surry Plants indicate that large dry and subatmospheric containment

| designs appear to be quite robust in their ability to contain severe accident loads. This study shows a high-likelihood j

of maintaining integrity throughout the early phases of severe accidents in which the potential for large release of
radionuclides is greatest. The predicted likelihood of early containment failure in the Zion (large volume
containment) plant and the Surry (subatmospheric containment) plant in NUREG-ll50 is quite small(mean value! ,

of about 0.01). The principal mechanisms leading to these failures are loads resulting from high-pressure melt |
ejection in accident sequences with high-reactor coolant system (RCS) pressures (at time of vessel breach) and in-

vessel steam explosions in sequences with low RCS pressure at vessei breach. However, the uncertainties in

i describing the magnitude of severe accident loads at vessel breach for pressurized scenarios and the likelihood of

depressurization prior to lower head failure are large. The principal reason that the probability of early containment
failure from loads at vessel breach is so small in the NUREG-ll50 Surry and Zion analyses is that the reactor
coolant system is not likely to be at high-pressure when vessel melt-through occurs. Some of the mechanisms that

were found to be efrective in depressurizing the vessel are hot leg or surge line failure at elevated temperature, failure

of a reactor coolant pump seal, or a stuck-open relief valve.'

I

Generally, the IPE results for large dry and subatmospheric containments indicate probabilities of early containment

failure that are higher than those calculated in NUREG-IISO. The IPE average early failure probabilities are 0.05

for large dry containments and 0.1 for subatmospheric containments with some individual plant results above 0.3.

The higher probabilities of early containment failure for the IPEs are caused in some cases by plant-specific features

and ia other cases by modeling assumptions. For example, the highest early failure probability (0.3) in Figure 18.6
'

is for the Palisades plant, reflecting a containment failure mode that is unique to Palisades. The postulated failure
mode assumes that molten core debris from the reactor cavity flows into the sump and subsequently into recirculation

piping. Th: debris is assumed to melt through the pipe wall and enter the auxiliary building. This failure mode was
not identified in other PWRs with large volume or subatmospheric containments.
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| 18. Comparison with NUREG il50 Perspectives
!

NUREG IISO Perspective: The likelihood of early containment failure is higher for ice condenser designs than !

| for large dry and substmospheric designs

The NUREG il50 results for the Sequoyah plant indicate that the likelihood of early failure during a severe accident

| for the Sequoyah plant is higher (0.07) than for the large dry and subatmospheric designs, but is less than for the

I BWRs analyzed. Early failure is primarily associated with loads introduced at the time of vessel breach.
! Containment rupture from high-overpressure loads at the time of vessel breach is likely to result in significant

| damage to the containment wall and subsequent bypass of the ice bed. The IPE results indicate that in general ice

| condenser containments have lower probabilities for early failure than large dry and subatmospheric designs. The |
average of the IPE early failure probabilities is 0.02 for ice condenser containments compared with 0.05 for large-

,

dry and subatmospheric designs. Although the differencesin the average values for the various designs are less than |

a factor of 5, the IPE results for ice condenser containments are lower than might have been expected based on I
NUREG-i l50. All of the failures modes (direct containment heating, hydrogen combustion, in-vessel steam
explosions, and direct contract of the core debris with the container wall) found important in the NUREG-Il50 l

Sequoyah analysis were considered in the IPEs butjudged to have lower probabilities. The primary reason for these

lower probabilities was a more optimistic set of modeling assumptions, although accident sequence and plant-specific ;
'

features (flooded cavity, ice remaining, etc.) also influenced the results.

NUREG-1150 Perspective: There is a substantial likelihood for early failure in BWR Mark I containments
as a result of direct attack of the drywell shell by molten core debris

This failure mode was found to be the dominant failure mechanism in the NUREG-IISO Peach Bottom (Mark I
containment) analysis. However, at the time Generic Letter 88-20 was issued, there was considerable uncertainty

regarding the likelihood of failure of the drywell as a result of this mechanism. The utilities were therefore given

the option of not addressing it in their IPEs. However, most utilities did include consideration of shell melt-through.
For those utilities that did consider this failure mechanism, a significant potential was found for early drywell failure

(as shown in Figure 18.7). In those submittals that did not consider shell melt through, the potential for early
containment failure was generally found to be quite low, in some IPEs, this failure mechanism was eliminated
because of plant-specific features (such as large sumps or the presence of curbs).

NUREG-1150 Perspective: Venting can eliminate some sequences that would otherwise result in gradual
overpressure failure of Mark I containments

The principal benefit of wetwell venting indicated by the NUREG-1150 Peach Bottom analysis is in the reduction
of the core damage frequency. In many BWR IPEs the CDF was also reduced by taking credit for containment
venting. Although NUREG 1150 found that venting is not effective in eliminating some early drywell failure
mechanisms, venting could eliminate other sequences that would otherwise have resulted in gradual overpressure
failure of the containment. Therefore, venting was found to lower the likelihood of late containment failure in
NUREG-1150. In gen:ral, most IPE results for Mark I containments also include late containment venting as a way

of preventing late containment failure. However, in at least one submittal, early drywell venting is a dominant
venting mode. In such plants early drywell venting accompanies a containment flooding procedure.

NUREG 1150 Perspective: Hydrogen deflagration is the principal mechanism for early containment failure
in BWR Mark Ill containments

t

in NUREG-1150 the Grand Gulf containment was predicted to fail at or before vessel breach in a substantial fraction

(0.4) of severe accident sequences. Hydrogen deflagration was found to be the principal mechanism for early

|
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10. Comparison with NUREG-ll50 Perspectives

containment failure in NUREG-il50. The IPE results indicate that energetic events at the time of vessel breach,
including hydrogen combustion, are the principal causes of early containment failure. However, the conditional

probabilities of early failure in the IPEs (ranging from less than 0.01 to approximately 0.3) were less than the
NUREG il50 value (0.4). The IPEs also found energetic events at the time the core debris penetrates the reactor

vessel as important contributors to the probabilities of early failure. However, these events were again judged to
have lower probabilities in the IPEs than in NUREG-ll50. The differences seem to be largely driven by modeling
assumptions (magnitude of pressure loading, failure pressure of containment, etc.) and by the high-reliability
associated with the hydrogen ignition systems in the IPEs.

NUREG 1150 Perspective: Venting was not found effective in preventing containment failure for accident
scenarios involving core damage in Mark Ill containments

in the NUREG ll50 Grand Gulf study accidents involving station blackout were found to dominate the core damage

frequency. Containment venting was considered unlikely for station blackout accidentsand therefore it was not found

to be particularly effective at Grand Gulf. However,in the Grand GulfIPE venting of the primary system using the
main steam isolation valves was a significant contributor to the probability of loss of early containment integrity.
In other IPEs venting was also found to be a significant contributor to loss of containment integrity but late in an

accident sequence.

NUREG-1150 Perspective: If core damage is arrested in-vessel, the likelihood of containment failure is small
for all containment types

in a significant fraction of core damage scenarios, NUREG-il50 found the potential for the arrest of core
degradation within the reactor vessel as the result of recovery procedures (such as in the Three Mile Island Unit 2
accident). The likelihood of containment failure is very small in these scenarios. The potential for arrest of in-vessel

core degradation was not considered for all of the IPE submittals. However, for those IPEs that did consider this
effect, the impact on the accident progression results was significant. The IPE results also indicate that if the core
is retained in the reactor vessel, the likelihood of containment failure is very small.

NUREG-1150 Perspective: Containment bypass events represent a large fraction of high-consequence

,

accidents for PWR containments
| ;

i

NUREG il50 results indicate that containment bypass sequences (se.ere accidents initiated by steam generator tube ;

ruptures, tube ruptures induced by hot circulating gases, or interfacing systems LOCAs) represent a substantial
fraction of high-consequence accidents.The absolute frequency of these types of failure was, however, found to be i

small(about SE-6/ry) in NUREG-1150. The IPE results also found that these types of events have a relatively low- |
'

frequency (the average of the PWR IPE results is very similar to the NUREG-il50 values). Bypass events were also

found to be significant contributors to the frequency of early containment failure and bypass in the IPE submittals.

|
In fact, some of the highest frequencies (IE-5/ry) in Figure 18.8 are dominated by bypass accident frequencies.

I
i

|

|

\

!
,

| |
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i GLOSSARY
'

1 i
)

Accident analysis - steps taken by a PRA analyst to model and quantify the frequency of core damage, containment )
'

I response, and public risk attributable to a specific accident or class of accidents |

;
,

; Accident class - a grouping of severe accidents with similar characteristics (such as, transients, loss of coolant
1

accidents, station blackout accidents, and containment bypass) |

4

)
.

i

{ Accident conditions - environmental or operationalconditions occurring during events that are not expected in the

| course of plant operation but are postulated for design or analysis purposes
,

l
i

j_ Accident initiators - initiating events that can challenge plant systems and components
.

3

i Accident management - strategies and guidance developed for incorporation into the emergency response,

| procedures of a plant to prevent or mitigate events during a severe accident
i
;

Accident progression analysis - modeling of that part of the accident sequence which follows the onset of core

e.

damage, including containment response to severe accident conditions, equipment availability, and operator

j performance (also referred to as a Level 2 PRA)
.

4

j Accident sequence analysis - the process of determining the combinations of initiating events, safety functions,
|

and system failures and successes that may lead to core damage (also referred to as a Level 1 PRA) |

| ,

As-built, as-operated - a phrase used to refer to the conformity of the PRA to actual operational and design

conditions at the nuclear plant
,

|

i

Availability - the probability that a system or component will function satisfactorily when required to respond to

a randomly occurring initiating event or system / component challenge (unavailability is the complement of |

availability)

Back-end - the portion of the PRA dealing with the containment response to severe accident challenges and the

associated radiological release to the environment (also referred to as a Level 2 PRA); can include consideration of

consequence to both the public and environment (also referred to as a Level 3 PRA)

Best estimate - the point estimate of a parameter used in a computation which is not biased by conservatism or

optimism

Boolean algebra - relating to, or being, a logical combinational system that represents symbolically relationships

(as those implied by logical operators AND, OR and NOT) between activities

G-1 NUREG-1560, Draft
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Glossary

"

Hurden - in human reliability analysis, any of the factors that affect operator performance including such items

as time constraints (short available time), diagnosis constraints (confusing indications), factors related to decision

making (competing resources), command and control impediments (remoteness between people who need to

communicate), and physiological factors (hostile environment)

Com mon cause event- a subset of dependent events in which two or more component fault states exist at the same-

time, or within a short time interval, and are the direct result of a shared cause

Common cause failure - a single event that adversely affects two or more components at the same time

i Common mode failure - a single failure that affects two or more components at the same time

) Component - an element of plant hardware designed to provide a particular function (for system modeling

purposes, a component is at the lowest level of detail in the representation of plant hardware in the models)
,

,

Conditional containment failure probability - the likelihood, expressed as a probability, that the containment will

fail, given that core damage has occurred

- Conditional probability- the conditional probability of event A occurring given that event B has already occurred

is given as: P(A | B) = P(AnB)/P(B),

Containment bypass - an event which opens a flow path that allows the release of radioactive material directly

to the environment bypassing the containment atmosphere

Containment class - a grouping of U.S. containments with similar characteristics (for BWRs, containment classes

include Mark 1, !!, and 111 containments; for PWRs, containment classes include large dry, atmospheric and'

subatmospheric, and ice condenser containments)

Containment failure - loss of integrity of the containment pressure boundary (caused by severe accident

conditions) which results in leak rates to the environment that exceed the design limits

I Contalnment failure mechanisms - accident conditions that can cause loss of containment integrity (examples for

severeaccidentsinclude failuresresulting from directcontainmentheating, steam explosions (in vesseland ex vessel),

hydrogen combustion / detonation and shell melt through)

Containment failure modes - descriptions used to classify the type of containment failure, such as isolation failure,

bypass failure, and early or late failure
a

Containment isolation failure - failure to isolate all lines that penetrate the containment (the frequency of

i containment isolation failure includes the frequency of pre existing unisolable leaks)

:

.;
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Glossary

Containment performance- a measure of the response of nuclear plant containments to severe accidentchallenges

(containment performance is typically represented by the conditional containment failure probability)

Core damage - uncovery and heatup of the reactor core as a result of a loss of core cooling to the point where
prolonged clad oxidation and fuel damage is anticipated

Core damage frequency - the frequency, per reactor year, of an accident leading to core damage

Core-concreteinteraction - interaction of molten core material with concrete structures in the containment during
a severe accident in which the reactor pressure vessel fails

Core melt - severe damage to the reactor fuel and core internal structures following the onset of core damage,
including the melting and relocation of core materials

Creep rupture - a mechanism of failure resulting from continuous deformation at constant stress; important for

metal components at elevated temperatures,such as steam generator tubes or a steel containm'ent boundary in contact|

with molten core material

Cut set - minimum combination of a set of events (e.g., initiating event and component failures) that, if they occur,

will result in the onset of core damage

Dependency- requirement external to an item and upon which its function depends

Design-basis event - any of the events speci6ed in the nuclear power plant's safety analysis that are used to

establish acceptable performance for safety-related functions (events include anticipated transients, design basis

accidents, extemal events, and natural phenomena)

Diagnosis - examination and evaluation of data to determine either the condition of a structure, system, or
component, or the causes of the condition

!

Dominant contributor - an accident class that has a major impact on the total core damage frequency or a

| containment failure mechanisms having a major impact on the total radionuclide release frequency
|

I Early containment failure - failure of the containment in a time frame considered short relative to the overall
! timing of the severe accident (typically, early containment failure is denned as containment failure before or within

a few hours of reactor vessel breach)

Early release- a radioactive release from the con:ainment that occurs early,(i.e., occurring within a few hours

of vessel breach) and typically before effective implementation of the offsite emergency response and protective
actions

i
;

i
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Glossary

Equipm ent qualifien tion - the generation and maintenance of data and documentation to ensure that the equipment

will operate on demand to meet system performance requirements during design basis accidents

Event tree - a quantinable logical network that begins with an accident initiator or condition and progresses

through a series of branches that represent possible system performance, human actions, or phenomena that yield

either a safe, stable state or an undesirable one, such as core damage or containment failure

Es ent t ree top event - the conditions (system behavior or operability, human actions, or phenomenological events)

that are considered at each branch point in an event tree

External event - an event initiated outside the plant systems that can affect the operability of plant systems

(examples include earthquakes; tornados; and floods and Gres from sources outside the plant)

Failure - a state that renders a component incapable of performing its specified operation according to established

success criteria (the component can fail ifit either functions when not required, or does not fur.ction when required)

Failure analysis - the systematic process of determining and documenting the mode, mechanism, causes, and root

cause of failure of a component or system

Failure mechanism -any of the processesthat result in failure, including chemical, electrical, mechanical, physical,

thermal, and human factors

Failure mode - manner or state in which a system or component fails (examples include stuck-open valves, motor-

bearing seizure, excessive leakage, and failure to produce a signal that drops control rods)

Failure rate - the number of failures of an item within the population per unit measure of life in such terms as

demand or time

Fault tree - a graphical representation showing the logical relationships among faults; provides a concise and

orderly description of the various combinations of possible fault events within a system which could result in some 1

predenned, undesirable event for the system

Fault tree analysis - analysis based on probabilities, and mathematical manipulation of those probabilities,(fault j

tree analysis begins with an undesired top event and attempts to identify the sub-events that are necessary to cause

the top event; fault tree analysis contrasts with failure modes and effects analysis, which is a bottom-up approach)
|

Freeze date - the cut-off date for the plant model in an IPE; plant modi 6 cations after this date are not included

in the model
|
.

'

Frequeney- the number of occurrences of an event per unit time
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Front-end - the portion of the PRA dealing with the core damage frequency analysir (also referred to as a Level I

PPA)
'

!
!

| Front line system - an engineered safety system used to provide core or containment cooling and to prevent core

damage or containment failure (such as ECCS and containment spray systems)

|
|
' Fuel-coolant interaction - the energetic interaction, by direct contact between water and molten core material, that

may result in a steam explosion (fuel-coolant interactions may occur either in-vessel or ex-vessel)
i

! Fussell-Vesely importance - the fractional decrease in total core damage frequency when the plant feature (e.g.,

| a component, train, or system) is assumed to be perfectly reliable (failure rate = 0.0)
l

!
l'

Generie Letter 88-20 -- a generic letter issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on November 23,1988,

which requested that U.S. nuclear utilities submit an Individual Plant Examination for severe accident vulnerabilities

for each licensed nuclear power plant
,

Generie failure rate - failure rates that apply generically to a class of equipment rather than specifically to an

individual piece of equipment;(rates for equipment from a specific vendor or for a specific application may vary

from generic values; generic failure rates, also called " handbook" failure rates, are useful in preliminary design

; analysis, predictions, and design planning to estimate inherent capability,but should not be preferred to more specific, |

actual component data, if available) J

| l

| liarsh environment- an environment expected as a result of the postulated accident conditions appropriate for )

| the design basis or beyond-design basis accidents
|

| liigh pressure melt ejection - a reactor vessel failure mode that occurs with the reactor coolant system at high

pressure and results in rapid dispersal of molten core material, steam, and hydrogen into the containment, challenging j

it in two ways:

1

(1) The high temperature core material may come in contact with the containment liner resulting in liner failure

(2) The dispersal of core material and steam into the containment atmosphere may result in direct containment

heating and, possibly, hydrogen combustion |

| 1
!

Iluman error probability - a measure of the likelihood that the operator will fail to initiate the correct, required,

or specified action or response needed to allow the continuous or correct function of an item of equipment
|

|

lluman reliability analysis - a structured approach used to identify potential human errors and to systematically;

estimate the probability of those errors using data, models, or expertjudgementi

!
t

Initiating event - see accident initiators

i
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j Glossary

| Individual plant examination - Generic letter 88 20 requested U.S. nuclear utilities to perform an evaluation to

identify any plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents;in responding to GL 88-20 most utilities performed

the equivalent of a Level 2 PRA, and considered accidents initiated by internal events during full power operation

Internal events - accident initiators originating in a nuclear power plant and, in combination with safety system

failures and/or operator errors, leading to core damage accident sequences (see also extemal events)

I
Knowledge-based operator action - The mode in which operators may have to act under accident conditions that 1

occur during unfamiliar situations or in an environment for which no know-how or rules for control are available

from previous encounters;(various models proposed in the literature emphasize two different aspects of the problem,

specifically,the two classes distinguish time-oriented models that emphasize the time available for operator action,

and rating-oriented models that rate human actions according to various characteristics.such as difficulty in diagnosis;

error rates are developed from these ratings)

Late containment failure - failure of the containment in a time considered long relative to the overall timing of !
the severe accident (typically,' late containment failure is defined as containment failure occurring more than a few ;

hours past reactor vessel breach) l

I
|

Late release- a radioactive release from the containment that occurs late (i.e., occurring more than a few hours
'

past reactor vessel breach) and typically after effective implementation of the offsite emergency response and
protective actions

Level I analysis - an identification and quantification of the sequences of events leading to the onset of core
damage

,

Level 2 analysis - evaluation of containment response to severe accident challenges and quantification of the

mechanisms, amounts, and probabilities of subsequent radioactive material releases from the containment1

Level 3 analysis - evaluation and quantification of the resulting consequences to both the public and environment

Level of detail- different levels of logic modeling used in a PRA; (a failure event in a fault tree analysis can

address various levels of detail, depending on how much useful information is available concerning the contributors

to the failure event)

Low contributor- an accident class that has a minor impact (on the order of a few percent) on the total core

damage frequency or a containment failure mechanism having a minor impact on the total radionuclide frequency |
<

|
1

Mission time - the time period that a system or component is required to be operable in order to carry out its

mission; (for example, a mission time of 24 hours implies that containment sprays are required to be operable for

24 hours in order to prevent containment failure from occurring within that period)
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Glossary

Model- an approximate mathematical representation that simulates the behavior of a process, item, or concept

(such as failure rate);(for example, the probability of a system failure is synthesized using models that relate system

failures to component failures and human errors; the probability of si Mm failure is then calculated from these more

elementary and better understood failures; these models contain p .ters,such as the rates of occurrenceof various
|

events, that are not known precisely)

Modeling assumption - an assumption on which a model is based (such assumptions may not be valid or

universally accepted)

Performance shaping factor (PSF)- an influence on the performance of an operator;(underlying PSFs is the idea

that the human error rates for a set of specified actions can be derived by investigating how a small set of PSFs

influence the success or failure of the operators; PSFs include such considerations as training, experience, availability

and quality of a procedure, stress, interdependence among operators, environment, and timing)
,

Plant - a general term used to refer to a nuclear power facility;(for example, plant could be used to refer to a

single unit or a multi-unit site)

|
Plant damage state - a set of accident sequences from the level I analysis grouped together because their

characteristicsrelevant to the subsequent progression are similar. The Plant Damage States constitute the interface

between the level 1 and level 2 analysis of a PRA.

Pool scrubbing - the retention of some of the radioactive material from core debris released into the pool;(for

example, the suppression pool of the BWR Mark I containment may provide pool scrubbing for some accident

scenarios)
1

| >

! Probabilistie Risk Assessment / Analysis - of a nuclear power plant, is an analytical process that quantifies the

potential risk associated with the Asign, operation and maintenance of a plant to the health and safety of the public;

the risk evaluation involvem.ee sequential parts or " Levels"(refer to Level I analysis, Level 2 analysis and Level 3

analysis)

|
Reactor class - a group of nuclear power plants of similar design with reactors manufactured by the same vendor;

(for example, all Westinghouse 4 loop plants belong to the same reactor class)

!Reactor year - a period of the reactor operation that accounts for the downtime during a calendar year

Recovery action - an operator action intended to bring failed equipment back to operable status

Recovery factor - a correction factor that is applied either to sequence cut sets or an event tree;(for example, a

sequence cut set may be modified by including a new basic event representing the probability of an operator's failure

to perform a recovery action;if several cut sets are affected by the same dominant recovery action,it may be more
,

i useful to include the recovery action at a higher level in the logic model; for exan pie, actions to recovery offsite
f

; power in response to a loss of offsite power initiating event are included in the event tree functions)

!
,
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Regression analysis - a statistical technique which hypothesizes a model relating a dependent variable to a set of

independent variables;(the dependent variable is assumed random and its expected value is expressed as a function

! of the independent variables with unknown coefficients; the coefHcients are estimated based on the observed values

of all the variables)

Release class - a set of accident progression sequences grouped together because they lead to similar radionuclide

releases and for which a single representative release calcuhtion can be performed.

Release fraction - the fraction of the total inventory of a radionuclide in the reactor core at the start of the accident

which is released to the environment.

Reliability - the probability that a component performs its specified function and does not fait under given

j operating conditions for a prescribed time

i
i

Risk - typically, the expected value of the consequences per unit time (usually expressed as fatalities /yr or S/yr);

defined more broadly using the " set of triplets" ( (s,, f,, x) ); (in the set of triplets, s, identifies one of several

possible scenarios, f, is the frequency of tnat scenario, and x is the consequence of that scenario; the risk is the set
3

of all possible scenarios, their frequencies, and their consequences; this definition distinguishes between low-

frequency, high-consequence scenarios and high-frequency, low-consequence scenarios)

| Risk-informed regulation - a regulation whose decision making criteria integrate probabilistic and conventional
t

| deterministic evaluations
|

I
Rule-based operator actions - a sequence of actions in which an operator follows remembered or written rules;

(for example, performance of written post-diagnosis actions or calibrating an instrument or using a checklist to restore

| manual valves to their normal operating status after maintenance are classified as rule-based operator actions)
'|

| |

Safety systems / components - those systems / components that are designed for design-basis accident;(technical

specifications and administrative controls are required for safety systems / components) |

Scope- refers to the extent of initiating events considered in a PRA: a full scope PRA usually includes accidents,

! initiated by internal and external events during full-power and low power / shutdown conditions; the scope should be

j distinguished from the PRA Level, which defines the extent of the analysis (refer to Level 1 analysis, Level 2
analysis and Level 3 analysis)

Sensitivity analysis - an analysis in which one or more input parameters to a model are varied in order to observe

their effects on the model predictions

Severe accident - an accident that goes beyond the design basis of the plant and usually involves extensive core

damege

l?
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Glossary I

. Skill-based operator action - the performance of more or less subconscious routines governed by stored pattems

of behavior; (for example, the performance of memorized immediate emergency action following an accident

initiator)i

I j
State-of the-art PRA - a PRA that reflects the latest improvements in PRA modeling and evaluation '

|

. Station blackout - an accident sequence initiated by loss of all offsite power with failure of onsite emergency AC

power (diesel generators), and failure of timely recovery of offsite power and onsite emergency AC power ]
|

| Station illackout Rule - Rule requering that nuclear power plant units perform an analysis to establish a method |

! to cope with a station blackout for a specified duration without core damage core damage occuring (coping method) I
I

Success criteria- the systems / components and their combinations that are needed to carry out their mission given

an accident initiator
:

!

Support system - a system that provides a support function (e.g., electric powcr, control power, and cooling) for

j another system; (for example,!-IVAC is often considered as a support systers)
|

Uncertainty Analysis - the quantification of the imprecision in the PRA est. mate that results from imprecisely

| formulated PRA models and imprecisely known input variables

Unit - refers to a single nuclear power reactor with its associated systems and components; most nuclear power
! plant sites have either one or more units; at multi unit sites, some support systems can be shared between units |

|
l

|

| Vessel breach- refers to the failure of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) boundary and a release of the radioactive !,
t

material from the RPV |

Walk-through/ walk-down - inspection oflocal areas in a nuclear power plant where systems and components are,

1- Iphysically located in order to verify the location of the equipment, assess its operating status, and ascertain any!

- environmental effects or system interaction effects on the equipment which could occur during accident conditions

!

i

|

!
<

!
,
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importance to CDF (11-4), (11-52) (11-94),(11-96) |

perspectives (11-53), (13-25), Westinghouse 3-loop (I l-101), (11-106),

(13-29) (11-108),(11113) .

vulnerability (9-16), (9-22) Westinghouse 4-loop (11-116), (I l-124), f
Westinghouse 2-loop (Il-88), (I l-126) )
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(Il-98) Support system: DC power

Westinghouse 3-loop (Il-102), perspectives (11-8), (11-17), (I l-20), |

(11-113) (l1-27),(11-31),(l1 32),
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(12-20)
(12 49),(12-53),(12-65), perspectives (Il 3),(12-42)
(13-32), (14-35), (14-44), PWRs (11-52), (11 53), (11-54), (13-25) t
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(16-7), (16-10), (17-2),,
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(17-4), (18-1), (18-3),
Westinghouse 3 loop (1199), (11-101),

(18 4),(18-11) (11-103),(11 106), (11 107),
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V- battery depletion (9-20)

BWRs (9-1I)Venting
containment performance bypass HPCI suction transfer (913)

charging pump relief valves (919)
improvements (9-52)

containment overpressurization (9-21)
contribution to late release (12 25)

defined (9-1)deliberate (12 3)
drywell (12-23) drywell melt through (9-12)

| failure of 4.16kV breakers (9-20)
|

during containment flooding (1210)
firemain failure during SBO (9-14)

early (12-38)I

for combustible gas control (12-19) inadvertant ESF actuation (9-16)
interfacing system LOCA (9-17), (9-18)

for pressure control (12-10)
internal flooding propagation (9-18),

in EPGs (9-61)
(9-23)preventing containment failure

isolation condensor (9-12)(12-34), (12-42), (12-44),
(18-12),(18-13) loss of component cooling water (9-16),

(9 23)
|

preventing core damage (Il-18),
| (11 19),(11-20),(11-33), loss of CST keepfill function (9-14)

| (11-34), (11-46), (11-47), loss of RHR loops (9-13)
loss of switchgear (9-13), (9-16)

(18-10)
!

LPCI ir.jection during ATW3 (9-15),

using MSIVs (12-42)
Mark lli hydrogen igniter system (12-40) |wetwell (9-58), (12-23), (12-34)
P ants with no criteria (9-10) ilVermont Yankee (xxvii), (xxx), (9-6), (9-28),
primary feed-and-bleed (9-24) ((9-33), (9-35), (9-36),
PWRs (915), (11-109)(9-53), (9-59), (11-5),
RCP seal failure (9-20)(11-22),(11 27),(11-29),
reliability of turbine-driven AFW pump
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(11 31), (12-6), (12-7),
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seismic-induced station blackout (9-24)(9-44), (9-56), (9-63),
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(l1-129), (11-133),(12-46),
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objectives (9-6) (11-67), (11-71), (11-74),
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to CDF (9-8) (Il 80),(11-84),(12-46),'
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(13-32), (17-2), (17 4)
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